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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Are there any comments?

President

Mr Tomlinson (S).- Mr President, as the Minurcs of
Proceedings of the Friday of the last pan-session will
show, I raised at the beginning of that Friday morning
what appeared to be an irregulariry in the voting that
had taken place on the agricultural price-fixing. I
enquired at that time whether there would be a full

(Tlte sitting ans opened at 5 p.m.)

l.
I

Presidcnt.

Resamption of the session

declare resumed the session

of

the

European -Parliament which was adjourned on
15 March 1985.

2. Approoal ofminutes
President.

-

The minutes of the sitting of

1985 have been distributed.

15

March

investigation by the Bureau into those irregularities
bur so far nothing seems to have emerged. An examination of the voting lists will show quirc clearly that
during the vote on the agricultural price-fixing votes
were recorded of Members who were not recorded as
being present during the Thursday sitting. I would
appreciate your adrdce and guidance as to what action
the Bureau have taken because, in view of the very
small majority against the Commission proposals, any
appearance of irregularity makes that vote very suspect
indeed.
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Prcsidcnt.
must point out, Mr Tomlinson, rhar
- I who
even Members
have not signed rhe record of
attendance may take part in a vore. The record of
attendance may be consulted to check whether a
Member was present, as in the paymenr of allowances,
but it has no1-hing to do with the right ro vore; they are
two quite different rhings.

Mr Marshell (ED).- Mr

Ve have, however, received a requesr from the Group
of the European People's Pany and the European
Democratic Group to amend tomorrow's business by
scheduling from 9 a.m. rhe debate on discharge and, it
the end of the debate on discharge, continuation of
the social debate.

Mr
President, many
will not
-have

15.4. 85

Aigner (PPE), chairman of the Committee on
(DE) Mr President, the dis-

Budgetary Control.

been

- by a single legisladve act, with
charge can be granred

occasions in the past when Sir Perer Vanneck and Mr
Cottrell have pointed our cases of double voring.
Could you nor a least ask for a sworn statement by
those who are alleged ro have vored but are so public

That is why I considered it wrong for that panicular
debate rc be interrupted. I would also ask you ro
remember rhat ten other commitrees worked on rhe

find your answer very satisfacrory. There

spirired thar they do not wanr ro claim their pei diem,
that they were in fact here? At least some arrempr
should be made ro investigare what could become an
internarional scandal.

th.e corresponding consequences

for the Community.

report too. It is an imponant report by Parliament, an
annual reporr, so I ask you ro show sympathy for the
request by rhe committee and the groups rhat we

should debarc the discharge firsr rhing tomorrow
morning.

Prcsident.
Let us nor exaggerate! There are so
many orher- occasions on which rhe word scandal can
be properly used that it is really going roo far to use ir
in this conrcxr!

Mr Arndt (S).

(DE) Mr President, I object to the
idea of splitting -the debate on such an imponanr questio-n, rhe quesrion of social policy, which we have pur

off for so long rhat ir has only just
ning, then inrerrupting

That said,

I

am perfectly prepared ro make a formal
requesr ro our colleagues concernid. I believe that
their starement will be accurare.
(Parliament approoed tbe minutes)

3.

|

Agenda

Prcsident.
its meeting on 12 March l9g5 the
- Ar drew
enlarged Bureau
up the drafr agenda which has
been distributed.

At the meeting this morning the chairmen of the political groups insrructed me to propose a number of
amendmenrs.

(The President read out tbe amendments to Monday\
agenda)

2

Tuesday:

At the

meering rhis morning the group chairmen
decided nol ro propose amendments to business and
thus ro conrinue the social debate romorrow morning
at 9a.m., reporrs on rhe budgenry discharge to be
considered after the social debare.

I

Petitions

up rcports
to
- Authorization toof draw
- Refenal
refenal
Transfer
if oppro_
-modification
priations
lV'itten declarations (Rule 49) -- Docu.erts
receioed - Texts of agreemenu foraardel by the Council
to utaioe immunity of Members:Sie Minutes.
: -SeeRequett
egenda.
committee

.or.

on to ih.

agenda in April, by holding pan of the debate this eve-

(Applause)

it with the budgemry

control

debate, and continuing to debate social marteis [omor-

row afternoon.
Thar will not produce any resuhs, for as I have heard,
the issue is simply thar the vore musr take place at
6 p.m. on Tuesday. In my view we will manage rhar
lryay and if not we can srill vore ar 5 p.m. on

\Tednesday.

So I am opposed to this attempt basically to splir the
social policy debare, which this Parliament considers
at leasr asimponant as the debate on the discharge, by
insening rhe latter in between.

Mr Price (ED).- Mr Presidenr, I should like ro suppon the proposal made by Mr Aigner and also to put
forward rhe one on behalf of my gioup which is identical, namely ro take rhe continuation of the social
affairs debare after the joint dehate on rhe discharge
on Tuesday. If this requesr is nor agreed, it is very

likely rhat our discharge debarc will take place in three
small parts: rhe latter pan of Tuesday morning, rhe
last p-an just before the vote on Tueiday afternoon
and, finally, on \Tednesday morning. Thrie small parcels of time.
In the discharge we are dealing with one of rhe parliamenr's
nor just the expression of its
.main powers
views, but the acrual-exercise of one o] parliament,s
powers
and arrached to discharge we have a quite
unique -power, namely to pass commenr which'are
binding on the other institutions.

Mr President, if we are not ro give rhat son of matter
priority on our agenda, what will we be saying on

r5.4.85
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Vednesday when we come to talk about the powers of
this Parliament? This Parliament must first exercise
the powers that it has and then go on on Vednesday
to claim more.

his own pany, the Konservative Folkepani, is opposed
to Community production.

I

wish to lodge an objection to the inclusion of this

question in the agenda.

(Parliament approoed the request of tbe EPP and ED
Groups)

The group chairmen decided this mornPresident.
ing that tomorrow evening we shall be voting, first on
thi motions for resolutions on discharge, next' on the
motions for resolutions on social problems and, finally, on the repon by Mr Tuckman carried over from
the previous pan-session (Doc. 2-17 53 / 84).

I would just poinr out that there are 271 amendments
to these texts so voting may continue until around

Mrs Hammerich, this is a question to the
Council which will be taken at Question Time. It will
not therefore be appearing on the agenda we are now
considering. Nonetheless, we take note of your state-

President.

ment.

Dame Shelagh Robens, chairman of the Committee
on External Economic Relations, and l3 other signatories request the irrclusion on the agenda of the
Aerssen report on trade relations with Taiwan (Doc.
2-t765/84).

9 P.m.

Mr Velsh (EDl, chairman of the Committee on Social
President, I would like
Affairs and Employment.
- Mr
to make a proposal which I hope will help you. There
are, I understand, over 150 amendmenr nbled to the
repon by Mrs Marinaro on migrants' rights. Unfortunately, rhese have not yet been circulated and therefore Members have not had time to have a look at
thertr. Indeed, I have nor myself had time to look at
rhem but I understand that no less than 76 come from
one panicular group who did not even have the courtesy to send a representative to speak at the committee
meeting when the rePort was discussed.

Under those circumstances, Mr President, I would like
to propose thar we defer the vote on the Marinaro
repbn undl Thursday's voting rime which will give all
Members time to look at the amendments and perhaps

give that panicular group the opponunity to reflect
whether it would not be more polite co their colleagues not to insist on tabling all the amendments. I
would like to propose that.
the
(Parliament approoed the request by Mr Wekh
President read-out the amendments to the agenda for
tVednesday, Thursday and FridaY) t

(DA) I am not panicularly surprised to note that an illegal question has been
tabled for question time on Vednesday. It is question
No ll0 by Mr Toksvig, who is from Denmark. He is
keen to promote greater Community solidariry, and he
thinks the way ro bring that about is for the Community to produce military aircraft.
Mrc Hammerich (ARC).

I should like to point out that military production falls
outside the ambit of the European Community and is
not covered by the Treaty of Rome. And I would
remind Mr Toksvig that the Danish government and
I

See Minutes

Dame Shelagh Roberts (EDI, chairman of the ComMr Presimittee on External Economic Relations.
proposiof
the
in
suppon
speak
would
like
to
dent, I
tion that the Van Aerssen report on Taiwan should be
placed on the agenda of this plenary.

The position is thac this repon was adopted by the
REX Committee on 21 February. It was adopted
unanimously with only one abstention so there is clear
supporr for the repon. I was asked by the committee
ro write ro you to request that it be placed on the
agenda for either the March or the April plenary. It
was agreed by the meeting of committee chairmen,
which takes place at each plenary session, that it
should be proposed to be put on the agenda for the
April pan-session. By some curious mishap, Mr Presiproand I choose my words carefully
dent
- that
posal -did not seem to get properly considered, if it was
lonsidered at all, in the enlarged Bureau before the
agenda for this part-session was published.

It is an open secret that there has been a certain

amount of acdvity to persuade members of the REX
Committee as to the shape that this repon should take.
There has also been a cenain amount of activity to
persuade Members that perhaps the repon should not
be aken at all. I submit to the House that it would be
bad for the democratic rights of Members and for the
integrity of this House if Members were to succumb to
such persuasions.

are opposed to this report
then the democratic thing for them to do is to speak
and vote against the reporr and not to try to suPPress
its debate. I hope, therefore, Mr President, that the
House will agree that we should take the repon at this

If there are Members who

pan-session.

(DE) Mr Presidenr, that repon is
Mr Arndt (S).
not shown in -the agenda before us. Nor was it
included at the last meeting of the enlarged Bureau. So
it is not a question of taking away anyone's demo-
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Arndt

cratic rights but

of whether we will

srick

to this

the agenda. Is rhis correcr, and can you tell rhe House
what reason there is for delering this repon from rhe

agenda.

agenda?

There are in facc very good grunds which, alas, were
not pur forward now, for deferring rhis debare. All the
groups, and the members of the delegation for relations with the People's Republic of China who have
concerned rhemselves with this question, were nor in
fact against the repon, but they were nor in favour of
discussing ir now, preferring ro take ir ar a later date.

President.
a.sked

Mr Hutton (ED).

Mr President, I am informed
that this matter was-not pur to rhe committee bur rhat
it is perhaps the wish of the chairman acring by himself. I wonder if the chairman, if he is presenr, could
say what his reason is.

For we now have an agreemenr ro be signed, and it is
possible thar if rhe Taiwan reporr is adopted now it

will not fir inro the diplomatic timenble. So may I

urgently requesr rhar we keep to rhe enlarged Bureau's
proposal for the presenr. The Presideni once again
expressly agreed today rhar of course rhe reporr will be
placed-on the nexr possible agenda
but I
you,
- with beg
not before the signing of the agreement
thi people's Republic of China on 22 Mayl

President.
have received a letrer from rhe com- Ve One
mittee chairman.
can normally assume that when
a commirtee chairman writes ro you, it is on behalf of
his commirtee. Ve shall try to locate rhe letter, and I
shall then acquaint you with its conrenr, Mr Hurton.

(Parliament rejected the request)

Mr Presidenr, I rherefore requesr rhat we give the
Commission an opponuniry to reconsider whlrher it
would nor be worthwhile ro inform us of its decisions
regarding the new provisional proposal for the l9g5
budger so thar, if appropriare, we can have a shon
debate here in plenary. I realize rhar the Commission
has only produced a corrected version, but the extent
and significance of rhe correcred version is such rhat
there is, in rhe nature of rhings, some jusdficarion for
us to deal briefly wirh it here. In my opinion, it is up to
the Commission, Bur I ask you, l\ir president, ro
approach rhe Commission and inquire wherher it
intends to inform us of irc decisions.

was rhe committee responsible that

the Commission's agreement.

Thar is panly ro do wirh cemain diplomatic cusroms.

Mr Fich (S).
(DA)
President, I am surprised
- irem onMr
that there is no
rhe agenda under which the
Com.mission can presenr its new provisional proposal
for the 1985 budget. Ir can only be because ii has nor
made any Jequesr ro do so, and rhar rarher surprises
me. It is after all normal for rhe Commission ro present its proposals in plenary here in Parliamenr, just as
it does ro rhe Council of Minisrers, so rhar we can
inform rhe Council of Minisrers in advance of our
expecrarions in respect of irs fonhcoming firsr reading
of the new provisional proposal for the budget.

It

- reporu to be taken off the agenda, with
for this

Mr K.H. Hoffmann and 20 orher signatories asked for
rhe reporr by Mr Marshall (Doa. A2-9/g5), now
entered on rhe agenda for Thursday under No 52, ro
be taken on Friday as rhe first item after voring.

Mr. Arndt. (Sl.

@E)

Mr

President, the group

- ar grear lengrh whethe, *e sf,ouli
chairmen discussed
do so or nor. For if rhe Chamber srarrs ro decide on
Monday whar rhe besr times are and ar what point this
or thar report shoul be discussed, we will never serrle
our agenda.

I

do. not think any serious practical consequences are
involved anylvay, for ar present, as I see, The Marshall
repon is the lasr repon with debate on this agenda. So
we would either have ro discuss it as rhe fiial repon
on Thursday
then simply vorc on it on Friday
- or
we have vores- on Friday and then debare the Marshall
reporr, which means ir would be debated exactly when

they wanted it. But in principle I do not thin( ir is a
good rhing for Parliament to decide on Monday at
what point
whether Thursday evening or Friday
-a repon should
mo,rning
debared, for rhat way
- chaos in fixing thebeitems
will lead to
of our agenda.
(Parliament rejected the request and adopted the agenda
as amended)

President.
Mry a Commission spokesman reply to
- put?
the quesrion

4. Deadlinefor tabling

amendments

Apparently not.

Mr Fich, I shall put the question to the Commission.

Mr Hutton (EOl.- Mr President, I think I may have
been absent from rhe Chamber when you toid th.

House that the Newman reporr was ro be'delered from

President.
deadline for tabling amendmenm ro
- The
all..the repons
has expired with the ixcepdon of the
following reporrs for which rhe deadline'is exrended

until

-

8 p.m. this evening:

reporr by Mr Seeler (Doc. A 2-16/85)

repon by Mr Beumer (Doc. A 2-15/85)
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President

report by Mr Marshall (Doc. A2-9/85)

-

The deadline for tabling amendmenm to all the rePons
added rc the agenda is set at 12 noon on Tuesday,

l5 April.
The deadline for mbling motions for resolutions on
the European Council Meeting and on the oral questions added to the social debate is ser at 8 p'm. this

evening, and the deadline

for tabling amendments

thereto at l2 noon on Tuesday, l6 April.

(lT) From the draft
Cicciomessere (NI).
agenda it is apparent that the deadline for submitting
amendments to cenain documents was set at Thursday, ll April. This means that the Assembly would be
adopting a retroactive deadline for the submission of
amendments. That goes against every principle of parliamentary law. Obviously, if this Assembly were to
support such a principle, then a majority of the Assembly could, in theory, suppress the very right to submit

Mr

amendments.

The Assembly can fix the deadline for even a minute
after the vote, but it cannot fix a deadline that
obviously precedes the vote by several days.

I ask for the deadline to be
the same as for the orher
p.m.
this
evening,
moved to 8

Therefore, Mr President,
cases.

I

should like rc point out that this is not a question
in regard, that
that concerns my Group specifically
is, to any amendments that may have been submitted
it is a question of principle. It is possible to fix a
-deadline one minute after the start of the sitting, but
not three days before the vote.

I wonder if there has not been an error
President.
in the interpreting, Mr Cicciomessere. In point of fact,
there is no question of taking retroactive decisions. It
was the Bureau, when drawing up the draft agenda,
that set for a number of repons deadlines that would

expire on 11 April. I indicated to you a moment aBo
that the deadline for tabling amendments to a number
of repons had run out since l l April is now past, and I
also mentioned that the deadline was extended till
8 p.m. this evening in the case of three reports: those
of Mr Seeler, Mr Beumer and Mr Marshall.
Cicciomessere (NI).
UD I beg your pardon,
Mr President, but I urould- point out that the proposal
of the Bureau must be approved by the Assembly,
as it is now
which therefore cannot apProve

Mr

attempting to do

-

line prior to approval of the draft agenda. This appears
to me more than logical.

which set these deadlines

- The Bureau,
for ubling amendments, has not exceeded its powers.
President.

Setting thi deadline for tabling amendmenr is within
its sphire of responsibilities. That is'why I did not ask
the Assembly today to fix deadlines expiring on
1l April. This decision was nken previously and prior
to li April, of course, by the Bureau. The proposal
being made today is that the deadline be extended

until this evening in respect of three repons. Any
member of the Assembly may, if he so wishes, request
similar extensions on other reports provided he does
so for good reasons and can justify the request. The
position is that we have not received any request to
extend the deadline with the excePtion of the three I
have mentioned twice already. Consequently, I think
we can now move on.

Mr C. Beazley (ED).- Mr President, I do not wish
to delay the business of this House, but I would like to
refer to the question put to you by Mr Hutton in
reference to the Newman report. He did ask you for
what reason this repon has been withdrawn, as it was
not withdrawn with the agreement or approval of the
the Committee on Regional
committee in quesiion
You did undenake to
Policy and Regional Planning.

find the letter and to repon back to this House. I
would not like rc see that repon being removed withour your specific ruling, as it cenainly was not
removed with the approval of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning.

I have in front of me a letter from the
chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy, Mr
President.

De Pasquale, dated 2 April, informing me that

the

Commission representative has notified the wish of the
Commissioner responsible, Mr Varfis, to have this
report entered on the agenda for the May part-session

since the Commissioner cannot be present in April.
This same letter from Mr De Pasquale states that the
rapponeur, Mr Newman, also prefers this solution,
namely that the repon be held over until May. Thus
Mr De Pasquale himself requests the inclusion of the
Newman repon on the agenda for the May partsession. So the position is extremely clear: when a
committee chairman makes a request of this sort, and

it is perfectly ProPer, it seems
of it. Th-is is why I have
we
account
take
that
io me,
proposed that the repon be deleted from the agenda
for the present part-session.

gives reasons therefore,

I hope this time I have managed to convince you.

-

a retroactive deadline.

This is the basic problem. Although the enlarged
Bureau can propose a deadline that follows the
approval of the document, it cannot ProPose a dead-

Mr President, I quite see the
- faced with. You have received
problem that you are
what appears to be a perfectly proPer request from the
chairman of a committee. However, I would not like it
Mr Hutton (ED).
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to be thought that the agenda of this parliamenc is
decided by the availability of commissioners. The
repon refers to a period when Commissioner Varfis
was nor i,n his present post and his contribution therefore could only be on the advice of officials. It would
be unthinkable, therefore, if the agenda of rhe parliamenr were to be made up on the advice of officials of
the Eu.ropean Commission, able as they all are and
dependent as we are upon them for our work.
President.
Mr Hutton. Vhen we are ser- To repeat,
tling the agenda,
as we are today, it is narural thar we
take account of rhe positions of the commirree responsible, that is the commitree of rhe European pirliament. It so happens rhat rhar proposal takes account of
a wish expressed by a Member of the Commission
this is a sound enough reason
and I feel that we

- been decided. This
really should abide by whar has
Jnatler

will

be taken up again at the next parr-session,

in May, and I do not think that this deferial will have
serious consequences. I

jusr referred, and to which we have rhus far adhered
very strictly, for two essential reasons: first, out of respect for the nationaliry of each of us; secondly, out of
respecr for rhe political allegiance of each oi us. And

we..!av9 always ried to ensure rhat, irrespective of
polirical allegiance, irrespective of nationaiity, rhese

principles. were scrupulously adhered to, eipecially
since, as far as narionaliry is concerned, ou, ,arioui
narional Parliamenr have their own case law, which
does not necessarily coincide with our o*n .nd ,o..times varies from one country to another.

This said, we have always mainmined that our parliamenrary immunity is not a privilege but a guarantee
tor our parliamentary insritution, a guarantee of its
independence in relation to all othei aurhorities. In
addition, we have held that a waiver of immunity by a
Member againsr whom charges have been laid has'no
legal
_effect, precisely because our purpose is to safe-

parliamint, sometimes
guard the independence
even where our action conflicts wirh the opinion of the

of

Member concerned.

Ve

5. lVaioing of immunity
President.
The nexr irem is rhe repon by Mr Donnez,.drawn- up on behalf of the Commirree on Legal
Affairs and Cidzens' Righrc, on the requesr to *"i-u.
the parliamentary immunity of Mr Michael Klockner
(Doc. A 2-13/85).

have funher decided rhat the immuniry covers rhe
whole-period of a Member's rerm of of office, regardless of. the date of any offence that he or she mfy be
alleged to have commitred, on rhe understandinj, of
course,. that
parliamenrary immuniry ,"y b.
waived by the -rhis
House.

This afternoon we have ro deal with two requesrs for

waivers.

Mr Donnez (L), rapporteur.
(FR) Ladies and Gentlemen, this afternoon we- have to consider two

requesr for waivers of parliamenrary immunityr on€
concerning Mr Kldckner, rhe orher, ro which we shall
be coming in a few moments, concerning Mr Klcickner
and Mr Harlin.

In referring

immediarcly ro both cases, I of course
have no intention of trearing rhem as being on a par
with each other, but simply wish, in conneition with
both, to draw your attenrion ro the principles rhat we
have esablished in whar I for my p"n *ould describe
as a consisr,enr body of case law, which the House
reaffirmed in its unanimous vore in rhe case of Mr
Tonora, which is no doubt still fresh in all your minds.
These principles are derived from Article l0 of the
Protocol on rhe Privileges and Immuniries of the

European Communiries annexed

to the

European

Communiries Treaty defining the respecrive rolis of
the Council, the Commission and ihe parliamenr.
Under Anicle l0 when they are on rhe territory of
their respective counrries, Members of rhe European
Parliament enjoy the same immuniries as those granted

to Members of their respecrive national parliam-ents.

It is on the basis of this legislative text rhat we have
established this body of real case law to which I have
I

Speahing time: see Minutes

I would add, to leave norhing unsaid, that, under the
terms of a judgmenr of the Court of
Justice, since the
pa.rliamentary sessions are annual, Members' immunity
subsists even during recesses; in other words, it ii
annual throughour our rerm of office.
It

is on the basis of these principles thar we have esrablished the fundamenral criterion according to which
parliamentary immunity can apply only to riatters falling wirhin rhe scope of Membeist poliiical acdvities. In

applying this crircrion, we havi also adopted the
familiar Roman law rule of fumus persecutionis, or the
presumption that the inspiration behind a criminal
prosecution is rhe intention to do harm, where this is
indicared either by the form of rhe informadon laid or

by a delay in bringing the prosecution.

Finally, ir goes without saying that we refuse to allow
parliamentary immunity to be exrended rc actions

which, by their very narure, are abhorrent. These prin_
ciples are now fresh in our minds, and we must apply
them today ro rhe request rhat we haue received ion_
cerning Mr Kldckner.

The Presiding Judge of rhe 32nd Criminal Chamber of
the. Berlin Landgericht has made this requesr for a
waiver, of parliamentary immunity on thi following
ground: on ll June 1982, when on his way, withoui
official authorization, to a political demonstration, Mr

I
i
I
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Klockner was in possession of a stone and a corrosive
gas aerosol spray which he had ready for use against
p.rtont or proPeny at the scene of the demonstration.

I thank you for your anentlon.

was subsequently prosecuted before the
Berlin-Tierganen, which acquitted
him. this judgment was upheld by the 33rd Criminal
Chamber of the Landgericht for Berlin in a judgment
which was subsequently set aside by the Oberlandesgericht for Berlin. The case is currently pending before

Mr Plaskovitis

Mr Klockner
Landgericht

for

i-h. lznd Criminal Chamber of the Landgericht for
Berlin, the Presiding Judge of which has made this
request for a waiver.

(Applause)

(S).- (GR) Mr President, since the
rapponeur has already maintained that Parliament is
not competenl to examrne the essentials of a case in
deciding'whether or not immunity is to be waived, but
only tolssess the extqnt to which an action of which
one of its Members is accused constitutes a political
activity, I feel that taking pan in a demonstration' as
the ."pponeur has atrgady accepted, is indeed a politi.rl aci.'Vhether and io what extent it is true that the
Member brought

According to this now well-established case law which
I have referred, we must decide whether or not the
facts alleged against Mr Klockner are connected with
his political activity, and we must do so without examining the merits of the evidence. I must em-phasize this
last point. The very terms of our Rules of Procedure
preclude us from considering the evidence ;.we cannot
'ttrU'e
must simply decide, in the
disucss the evidence.
light of the charge that has been laid, whether or not
should maintain parliamentary immunity, whether
or not r/e should waive parliamentary immunity.

wi

case, I for my Part am not saying that
the ciriumstances as set out by the judge seeking the
waiver are accurate. Mr Klcickner denies that they are
perhaps with some jusdfication, it would seem to
-me, since the first two judges dismissed the charges

In the present

against him.

However, that is not our concern. \7e do not have to

ask ourselves whether or not' specifically, Mr
Kl6ckner was in possession of an aerosol containing

corrosive gas. He maintains that the tas was not corrosive. The first two judges found that this was uue.
The prosecution maintains the opposite. Once again,
this is not our concern. Our only task is to decide
whether or not, in the light of the charge, there is in
this case a criterion of a sufficiently political nature to
justify, if appropriate, a waiver of Mr Klockner's parliamentary immunity.

Clearly, taking pan in a political demonsration is a
normal political activity in a democratic country. But
taking objects capable of causing personal injury.or
damage to property, possibly with a view to using
them Tor suih purpose, is not a democratic political

"
countries such as ours.
activity in law-abiding

Democrary means not only freedom of expression but
also respect for the rest of society. Ve- wou.ld be in
derelicdon of our dury if we did not reaffirm these elementary principles, in the light of which, and having
regard-to the nature of the charge, of which you are
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citin&
"*"r.,
zens' Rights recommends that parliamentary immunity
be waived in this case.

with him potentially

offensive

relating to the essentials of the
objects is a question
-thus
to judical judgement and
subject
is
and
caie,
esrablishment of the facts of the matter. I therefore
think that our Parliarhent is not comPetent to decide
on this point; it suffices that the panicipation-of one of
its Members in a polirical demonstration has been subsrantiated, and this is a political fact, a political action'
Clearly he cannot be expelled for this political .action'
As foi the rest, rhese are matters concerning judicial
judgement, and we should not go into them here.
Consequently, I am in favour of rejecting the repon by
the Commiitee on Legal Affairs, because what is
involved is clearly a political action concerning which
Parliament cannot apProve the waiving of immunity.

(GR) Mr President, I would
of the Greek Communist
Members
that
the
to
say
like
Pany wifi vote against the Legal Affairs Committee's
proposal, for the reasons explained by Mr Plaskovitis
Lut-also because we think this creates a dangerous
legal precedent, in that for example in Anicle 5, it is
mintioned that while the action was a political one, it
was only loosely connected with political activity as
such. Now, this permits the intrusion of subjective crircria in deciding wtpther or not matters of this kind

Mr Alavanos (COM).

are political in naturc.

Secondly, we also disagree with Article 4 of the rePort,
which siates that a Member is not covered by parliamentary immunity for events thar took place before he
acquired the immunity in question. Ve think-that the
aim of parliamentary immunity is to Protect a Member
in relation to erenti that took place either before he
acquired parliamentary immunity, or after. And one

final point. Ve think this proposed resolution comes at
a cridcal time, and we consider that it constirutes an
encouragement, a guideline as it were, for the adopmeacould say intimidatory
tion of cenain
sures against the Members themselves in view of the
fonhcoming visit by Mr Reagan to the Europ€an Parliament. Finally, I would like to say that the Legal
Affairs Committee and its former Chairwoman Mm.
Veil sometimes exceed their authoriry, both by going
into matters such as the waiving of parliamennry
immunity and in other ways that constitute interference in the internal affairs of Member States.

'
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rapporteur.
(FR) I should like to
- in connection
make a final point, Mr Presidenr,
with

whar was said by the last speaker.

A single requesr alleging identical facts in both cases
was referred to us, as I shall be explaining in a

I consider
a single report from the Comminee on Legal

momenr. Since a single requesr was made,

No pressure was brought to bear on rhe political
Affairs Committee, since the marrer was not refeired
to it, so I can reassure the Honourable Member. It was
to the Commirtee on Legal Affairs, nor the political
Affairs Committee, that rhe matrer was referred. Otherwise there was an error in the interpretation, in
which case I apologize.
But nor was any pressure brought to bear on rhe Committee on Legal Affairs. So far is this from the ruth

that, in the next case, which also involves Mr
Klockner,

15.4. 85

I

shall be asking you not ro waive parliamenrary immuniry. And as you will see, it is a considerably more serious marrer than this one.

th-a-t

Affairs and a single decision by Parliament in plena'ry
sitting will be perfectly adequate to satisfy the competent German authority.

This matter was referred to us, as I was mentioning,
fo-llowing.a requesr submitted by the presiding Judgl
of the 2nd Criminal Chamber of a Landgericht in t[e

Federal Republic of Germany, the competent aurhority in the marrer, in which it is alleged against Mr
Klockner and Mr Herlin rhat, as publisheis of rhe
magazine Radihal, they approved arson, bomb awacks

or other acts of violence, giving suppon through propaganda ro the activities of the 'Revolutionary Cells,,
an organization dedicated to the subversion of the

I

legal and social order in the Federal Republic of Germany.

else.

On I March 1984 the 2nd Criminal Chamber of the
Landgericht sentenced Mr Klcickner and Mr Harlin to

trust this will convince you rhal we have been at
pains to apply the principles rigorously, and nothing
In- reply to the first speaker, I would say this. you
refer ro the political nature of the demonstradon. I
agree

with you. But that is nor relevant ro the

charge.

The charge on which the competent German judiclal
authoriry is relying is thar Mr Klockner wenr ro a
demonstration carrying objects which could possibly
have been_used against persons or property. It wiil
indeed be for the judges ro decide wherher or not the
charge is proven. But before they can do so, we will
have to waive immunity.

And, up to a point, Mr Klockner hopes that his
immuniry will be waived. This is something which has
far wider_ implications. I therefore ,rg. lou ro resr
assured that the Committee on Legal Affairs has
endeavoured to be as objective as possiLle in its examinarion of this request, as in all such cases, and to be

guided by the principles which the House has now
adopted and must apply srictly when discharging our
task of recommendint responses to the quesiions put

to

us.

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted tbe proposalfor a decision)

prison rerms of 2 years and 6 months respectively.
Their cases are currenrly pending before the'Coun of

Appeal,.where the. proceedings have been stayed by
the parliamentary immunity enjoyed by our ,uro .oil."gy9f, a waiver of which is now being sought by the
Presiding Jugde.

The facrc as just set oul can, in my view, be clarified

by the following funher details: Mr Harlin

was

involved in the formation of rwo publishing'firms or
cooperadves, where he worked in a managJrial capacity; these firms allowed publication of rhi magazine
Radihal, and Mr Klockner, for his pan, is said 16 have
given material and financial suppon for publicadon of
this. mag-azine.

In

other words, the primary charge

against Mr Harlin and Mr Kl<icknir is rhat thly
allowed publication of rhis magazine. To avoid any
misundersanding or misinterpretation of what I am
saying here, I must of course immediately make plain
that there.can be no quesrion, ro my mini, of ,ega.ding rerrorist acdvities of whatever naru.e o. .orpli.i,y
in such activides as coming within the definition of
political activity in respect of which parliamenrary
immunity is guaranteed.

Prcsident.
The nexr item is the repon by Mr Donnez,.drawn- up on behalf of the Committie on Legal
Affairs and Cirizens' Rights, on rhe request to *riu.
the parliamentary immuniry of Mr Michael Klockner
and Mr Benedikt Herlin. (Doc. A 2-14/85).

Let us be clear about this, we shall never condone terrorism: In the present case, however, it has to be acknowledged that the charges against Mr Klockner and
Mr Hirlin are nor of such an order. publication of a
magazine, freedom of expression, freedom to publish,
these.things are of the ve.ry essence of political'activiry
in a democratic community such as ouri.

Mr Donncz (L),

been suspended

Publicadon
rapporteur.

(FR) In fact, we have

prepared a single reporr concerning

borh Mr Klockner
and Mr Hirlin. For two basic reaions we opred for a
single repon, whereas we could have consijered submitting a reporr for each of rhe Honourable Members.

of

Radihalhas nor, ro my knowledge, ever

or

banned.

Mr Klti.kn.,

U,

"Inapub_
Herlin have not been accused of having written

lished anicles alleged ro have ,upporr-.d a .terrorist
movement. The conclusion rherefore becomes clear.
The activiries forming the basis of the charges against
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Mr Klockner and Mr Harlin undoubtedly fall within
the scope of their polidcal activity, even though they
predate their election to this Parliament. To demonstrate what I was saying to you in connection with the
first case, namely that the Committee on Legal Affairs
approached both these requests with all the objectivity
at its command, I now recommend, following the very
as of the other one, at
long discussion of this case
that- Mr Klockner and Mr
the same meeting
- immunity be maintained and
Harlin's parliamentary
that the request for a waiver submimed to us

of any terrorist activity, or of incitement to
such activity, not least because they were not the
accused

authors of the anicleS in question.

\7e thank him for having taken the trouble to check
rhis. This is an imponant fact, perhaps in this context
especially, since, as Mr Donnez himself has said, it is
obvious that such activities could not be regarded as

'political activities' warranting the maintenance of '
immunity.

be

In the light of these additional details, and also bearing
in mind the grounds stated in the first repon which we
have now adopted, we accept our rapponeur's recom-

rejected.
(Applause)

mendations.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the proposalfor a decision)

Explanation ofoote

(FR) I should like
Mrc Fontfie (PPE), in witing.
to thank Mr Donnez for the clarity, balance and coherence of the repon that he has just presented to us.

Mr Donnez

has demonstrated rhat the
often very delicate issues involved in these requesm for
waivers of parliamentary immunity can be dealt with
satisfactorily by reconciling the demands of law,
equiry and the principles'which we in the European
Parliament have adopted as our own on this subject.

Once again

In considering the two cases referred to him on this
occasion, which he has presented to us today, Mr
Donnez has reaffirmed the distinction between 'political activities'and those which cannot be regarded as
such.

As we know, this distinction is of paramount imponance since, as we have just seen, it has a very strong
influence on the position adopted by the European
Parliament to each brought before it.

6.
President.

-

by Mr Didd and others, to the Council (Doc.
B 2-5/85) and thq Commission (Doc. B 2-93/85),
on the special Community job creation scheme for
unemployed young people ;
:

-

by Mr Klepsch and Mr Ciancaglini, on behalf of
the EEP Group to the Council, on a European
employment plan (Doc. B 2-6/85);

-

by Mr Raggio and others, to the Council, on
youth unemployment in the Community (Doc.
B 2-4/85);

-

by Mr Tognoli and others, to the Commission, on
measures for a policy to assist SMUs and the craft

industries: creatiqr
B 2-1 l l/85);

-

sion, on the new professions (Doc. B 2124/85).

has of course offered no opinion or judgment as to the substance or seriousness of the charge;

(Applause)

such matters. But he has adopted a broader view of che
circumstances of the case, concluding that the activities in question came within the scope of the exercise

of freedom of opinion, one of the basic freedoms in
our democracy, and that rhey were closely connected

with the political activities of the persons concerned.
\7e agree with the rapporteur on this.
Secondly, Mr Donnez has pointed out in his report
rhat Mr Klockner and Mr Harlin have not been

of a European Centre (Doc.

by Mrs Squarcialupi and ochers, to the Commis-

I

that is no pan of the European Parliament's role in

The next item is the joint debate on the

- questions with debate:
following oral

In the second report, concerning Mr Klockner and Mr
Herlin, the nature of the charge, in the strict sense of
the term, namely incitement to violence, could well
have prompted Mr Donnez rc take the opposite line.

Mr Donnez

Employment and unemPloyment

extend a respectful and cordial welcome to Mr
Michelis, Social Affairs Minister of the Italian
Government, who is with us in his capacity as President in Office of the Council.

(17) Mr President, Mr Presidentin-office of the- Council, the debate on the dramatic
question of uneployment, and above all, youth unemployment, seems finally to have entered a new, more

Mr Didd (S).

concrete stage. This was apparent in the speeches
made by President Jacques Delors, and in the programme presented by the Commission. And there was
evidence of it also in the speeches made at the recent
Conference in Venice of the OECD countries on the
same subject, which was organized by the Imlian Cov-
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just as rhere was in the proposals that you,
ernmenr
vourself, -put forwad, Mr De Micheiis.
As Members of Parliament we can only note rhis with
satisfacrion, having regard to the many resolutions
long since adopred by this Parlia.ent and'its predeces-

sor

resolutions thar,

- scant attention.
received

in all truth,

have

always

At a time when unemployment in Europe is assuming
proponions that are inrolerable from rhe social poini
of view, and dangerous from rhe political point of
view, because of the destabilizing potential oi such a
situation for rhe democratic life of our countries, it is
no mere retoric to recall that mass unemployment was
an essential facror in the rise and spread of fascism and

nazism
whose defeat, fomy years ago, we shall be
- in a few
celebrating
juit as ir is roday
weeks' rime
for the drugs scene, delinquency, -terrorism and .esurgent racism.

Vhat we call for, Mr President, is a move from words
to deeds. \fle propose ro suggesr once again concrere
measures for a drastic reduction, in rhe shon term, of
presenr levels of unemployment, aware as we are of
two things. The first is that in rhe next ren years rhe
problem will be very serious because we are going
through a phase of far-reaching change, and hince,
transition. The second is thar the problem of unemployment cannor be solved by spontaneous market
mechanisms, which means thar at every level
Community level, and national, regional and local- governmenr level
the public authorities have a diricr responsibility. -

In addirion, we are equally convinced thar we have ro
stress the principle of seeking agreemenr wirh and
between the social panners in mckling the necessary

modernization of the economy, and in maintaining,
moreover, the essential guarantees for the protecdon
of the workers. Ve have to do away with cenain trad-

itional but old-fashioned atritudes: flexibility and
mobiliry are the inevitable result of the use of ,.*

technology. But the way ro tackle the quesrion is nor
through wild 'deregulation'- the abandonment of all
controls: we need instead new regulations that must be
negotiated between the social panners, and thar must
respect rhe fundamental rights of the workers.

On this basis--we give our agreemenr and all our supporr to the effons of the President of the Commission
to promore a real resumption of the social dialogue at
Communicy level, and in this contexr we call upJn the
C.ouncil to approve, finally, the'Vredeling'"nd Fifth
directives.

the policies for economic recovery and the revival of
investment that the Commission has already outlined.
The measures to be adopted, which include Community suppon for projects for major infrastructure in
the field of transpon, telecommunicarions, rhe protection of rhe invironment and rhe new rechnologies, are
however specifically concerned with the crearion of
new jobs. All of rhese measures oughr to be
co-financed by the Community, exploitingill the possibilities offered by the ECU, including iCommuniry
maxi-loan, which should be made available to the
European Social Fund and Member Sates. The policies should cover various aspecrs. In the first place, rhe
labour market must be up-dated, from the siandpoint
of mobility and flexibility. For rhis reason we ."ll on
the Council ro approve the direcrives on pan-rime
working and remporary, fixed-duration working.
Secondly, we have to reduce and reorganize working
time so as to safeguard and increase employmenr,
using.for
purpose pan of rhe productivity gains
-this

resulting from the inrroduction of new technology,
from rhe increased utilization of plant, from a bilanced wages policy, and from any help that is forthcoming from the public authoriries or rhe Community,
as is already provided for by the Social Fund. Any acrion in this field must obviously be the result of agreement between the social panners, not least .t Cormunity level.

Thirdly, there has to be forward-looking managemenr
of rhe-employment situation; through ihe id.ntification of employment 'catchment areai' that can consist
of regions or territorial areas wirh rhe same economic

Ve have ro set up .employment monitors' who must be in a position to collect
data. for forecasting the prospects as ro rhe type and
number of jobs in relation to the prospects for production and the need for services
wherher these are in
- satisfaction
suppon of production or for the
of social
needs related, for example, to those fields which are of
communal interest, such as the protection of the environment, the use to best advantage of cultural assets,
and social characreristics.

and so on.

The aim of rhese acrion musr in the first place be to
plan a training programme, wirh concreti lob p.orpects in view. Another aim of prime imponance is the

creation of new jobs, in both the producdon and service.s secrors. Using analytical forecasting rechniques
we have to make use of existing srrucrures-- publii or
private enterprises
or we have to create striamlined
strucrures. of expen'development agents,
as envis-

-

- promoaged.by the Social Fund
so as rolntroduce
tional initiatives that will -creare new jobs or small c.aft
undenakings or cooperatives recruircd from the young

or.the unemployed, who will be offered appropriatl

Our proposal for employmen! covers a number of
aspects
it can be summed up in the call for a multiannual- European plan for work and employment. It

The- European Social Fund already provides

the employmenr of youth in paniiular, in parallei with

co-financing of measures of the rype'referred ro, but
there is dissipation of the Fund's resources, so that it is
not possible to implement meaningful experiments that

consists of the implementation of specific, complementary policies in suppon of employment generilly and

training, even of an entrepreneurial nature.

for

the
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Didd
are recognizably maintained by the European Community. For this reason we ask that the Commission
should be made responsible for drawing up and managreement with the authorities and the
aging
social panners, both national and regional, in Member
a programme of pilot schemes designed to
States

in

create new jobs for the unemployment and, in partiyoung. This experimental approach, under
the
cular,
rhe direct responsibility of the Community, should
enable Member States to gain valuable experience in
the field of job creation.
Mr

President, these proposals, which ate set down
even more precisely in the resolutions that will be presenrcd, at the end of the debate, for the Assembly rc
vote on, are the outcome of an initiative taken by the
Socialist Group, but which have been drawn up in colloboration with members of the PPE and of the Italian
Communist Group, and they also take account of the
views of the European Trade Unions Confederation.
Ve trust, therifore, that they will receive the broadest
approval of Parliament, and will be given serious consideration by the Council and the Commission.

Modernization and full employment rePresent a difficult challenge for Europe, but we have the resources
and the instruments [o meet this challenge and thereby
to confirm the superioriry of the European social
model, which is the result of victory in so many democratic workers' struggles. It is a challenge that we can
that Europe is
this is essential
win, provided
- and
united, and really does exist.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President

Mr

(17) Madam President,
Ciancaglini (PPE).
ladies and gentlemen, Mr President-in-office of the
Council, the question presented by me on behalf of the
PPE Group is no mere chance question, and reither
are the other questions included in this discussion'

They express the anxiety of this Parliament at the

l2o/o

of working capacity. Of this 120/0, 400/o are
I cannot, today, Mr President of the

young people.

Council, avoid a reference to the comparison between
the United States and Japan and ourselves, in the light
of the Venice Conference on new technology, from
which it emerged that, whereas in Europe we are conrinuing to lose jobs, the United States created l5 million jobs, reducing - their unemployment level from
l2o/o to 7o/0.
These figures, far from rcmpting us to try to emulate
them thJ easy way, make us understand that the trend

it
at the same time
is not irreversible, but that
Hence
the
methods.
ordinary
using
tackled,
be
cannot
idea of a European,plan which will go funher than
mere general siatements of principle and superfical
commiiments, and will enable us rc mobilize all the
forces and resources that we have available in Europe,
calling on the responsible cooperation of the authorities at Community, national and local level, as well
as that of the social panners and individual citizens.
The creation of new jobs can no longer be seen as an
issue separate from the impact of new technology.
This does not mean that new rcchnology automatically
creates jobs: however, the fact remains that there is no
longer any choice, and new technology is a necessity
wirh no alternative, if we are to improve our productivity and make our economies more comPetitive. New
rcchnology can create, indirectly, many jobs, especially in the service sector, and can sometimes bring
provided, however, that the
new jobs into existence
available manpower can meet the new requiremenr.
Hence the imponance of a European policy for the

job markeq totether with forward-looking management of the employtrent situation, which will adapt
the vocational training systems to the new requiremenm arising from the process of technological innovation, and will also consider the restructuring of
working time. Such e policy would of course not be
entirely painless, but it would be the expression of
genuine social solidarity designed to Promote the
broader sharing of the work that is available. \7e see
this measure as being directly linked with the more
intensive udlization of more productive plant, by very
vinue of the new rcchnologies that make it possible to
produce more, whils at the same time distributing
more work.

meagre results so far obtained, and for the lack of firm

inisiitives, coordinated at European level, in the fight
against unemployment.

Despite the existence of proposals and assumptions
rhat are valid from the macro-economic standpoint,
such as the Herman Repon on economic recovery,
and the Council's resolution on long-term unemployment of 19 December 1984, we are still waiting for
something concrete to be done about them.
Despite some signs of economic recovery, unemploy-rnent in Europe continues to grow. The number of
unemployed has reached 13 million, and represents

These efforts would be in vain unless there is coordination at European lcvel as far as both the new technology and the reorglnization of work are concerned.
One indispensable prerequisite for successful Community action is the establishment of a single big
European market in high technology. As far as the
public sector is concerned, we wonder whether the
relaunching, on a European scale, of maior infrastructural works that are indispensable for the development
including transof the regions of the Community
pon, trunk communication, plant for the protection of
might not represent a wonhwhile
ihe enrrironment
means of absorbing manpower.
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One favourable field for job crearion is the small and
medium-sized undenakings sector, togerher with thar
of the craft industries and cooperativis which, panly
because of their smaller size, offer berter guaranties in
terms of flexibility and the abiliry to accept change. It
is on the small and medium-sized undenakings, and
on local initiarives for job crearion, rhat the Community's financial instruments must be concentrated,
especially rhe new Communiry instrumenr.
The Social Fund must have the essential role of stimulating initiatives for vocarional raining and job creation rhrough a programme of pilot schemes rhat are an
urgenr priority for rhe less advantaged regions, but

which ar rhe same !ime, once and for all, must go
beyond the mere provision of aid.

Finally, we call upon rhe Council to adopt the idea of
launching a Community loan in ECU, for rhe direct
purpose of creating new jobs. The success of our initiatives will however depend also on the ability ro
associate them firmly wirh the social forces in Euiope.

In this conrexr rhe idea of a European dialogue
between borh sides of industry
the Commis- which
sion already referred to when first
ir was appointed
seems to us of fundamental imponance.

On these questions and these aims, Mr presidenr, we
await concrete initiatives from the Council.
There must be a European way of beating unemployment.

Millions of young people are awaiting an answer from
this Europe that otherwise would hive no reason ro
exrst.
(Applause)

Mrs J. Hoffmano (COM).

(FR)Yourh unemploy-

ment is probably one of the- most serious problems of
our time. It is a rragedy nor only for young people
themselves but also for rhe economic future oleach'of

our counrries. Many statistics have been quored in rhe
debate, but figures alone can give no idei of rhe anxiety and instabiliry ro which these young people are
prey. These are people aged between ZO and 25, sometimes more, for whom it is impossible ro plan ahead,
impossible to know what the furure holds. Can there
be anything worse rhan to be staning out in life wirh a
feeling of being unwanred, of biing rejected by
sociery?

A survey carried out in France has found rhat g9% of
young people consider work ro be very important in
their lives. \7hat they want is ro have a place'in society
and ro be really valued by orhers. They wanr to play a
fu-ll part and ro take advantage of all ihe oppo.runiiies
offered by rhe scientific and iechnical aduances of our
age..\flhat they in facr aspire ro is inreresting, skilled
employment. But all rheir aspirarions are confronted

with the harsh and disabusing realiries of capitalist
society in the rhroes of crisis. And so rhey are reduced

to taking whatever jobs are available. In France half
the young people under the age of 25 are in unstable
employment. The employers are taking advantage of
unemploymenr ro accenruate their exploitation of
those who are in work and to undermine job stability.
Experience shows, however, that less smbility of
employment does nor reduce unemploymenr btlt on
the contrary makes for higher dnemployment.

The failings of the trainint sysrem, and of the school
system in panicular, are a further cause of the rise in
unemploymenr among young people, which is unfortunately more marked among ycunt women than
among young men. Government and employers have
taken various forms of action supposedly'aimed at
combating une,mployment in recenr years. It can only
be said rhat this acrion has merely exacerbarcd thl
problem. In France, the effect of various schemes, such
a.s the community jobs scheme, has been ro prorracr
the experience of crisis and underemployment for
young people. Unstable, low-paid, unskilled jobs are
being insdturionalized, but this is doing nothing ro
prevenr the growing shonage of useful skilled lobs.

This extremely serious problem of youth unemployment cannor be solved by the policies of austerity and
industry-wrecking currently pursued in Europe. fhere
must be an end to the layoffs and action ro cieare jobs
in industry and services in which all available financial
and material resources are mobilized at national and
Community levels. Only a new approach ro rhe use of
these resources will develop employment and training
for workers and meer the needi of millions of young
people who want jobs. Even allowing thar the new
Social Fund
.places grearer emphasis on combating
youth unemployment, the Community has yet to takl
action on anything like the scale of rhe chailenge confrondng it. It has merely been parching up, as-best it
can, the disastrous consequencei of auste.iiy policies.

In our view, on the contrary, economic developmenr
and social progress are indmately bound up with each
orher. Instead of opposing them, insrcad oi bowing to
the employer's dogma which is plunging our socieities
deeper and deeper into crisis, the ComLunity would
have the means, if it really had the polidcal will, with

which to launch initiatives combining rcchnological
progress, vocarional raining .and job creation. young

people are endrled ro modern training and jobs. Ii
order to modernize it is necessary m toin workers in
new rechnology. So is it possible to claim to be
engaged in modernization while leaving the vast
majoriry of young people on the sidelines?-Of course
not. Young. people do nor wanr rhe language of
dgpagogy, they want to hear the truth. This [ *f,y *.

tell

them. rhar they musr nor give way to despair,
because they represent a rremendously powerful force,

once rhey ger rogether and organize. Ve call upon
them ro make the Internarional year of youth a year
of resistance to the underhand treatmenr that govern-
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ments and employers throughout Europe have in store
for them.

(DE) Madam President, ladies
Mrs Selisch (S).
and gentlemen, it may be a coincidence that this pansession is taking place two years after our Parliament
met for a special session on employment in Brussels
where it adopted a comprehensive plan to combat
youth unemployment.

I am now speaking mainly to the question to the Commission and addressing myself directly to Commissioner Pfeiffer.

I

can only hope that his endeavours to

combat youth unemployment will be crowned with
treater

success than those

of his predecessor.

I know that the Commission was committed to this
objective, and I am certain it is equally committed in
its new composirion, but it all came to nothing because
of the Council's failure to act, and I very much hope
that Parliament and the Commission can achieve more
in futurd, working together.
consider it very.narrow-minded. for Conservative
governments, associations or organizations to believe
they can still apply old models to the drastic worsening
of the situation. Those days are past and enough croc-

I

odile rcars have surely been shed about these poor
young people looking for work! Now is the time for
that is to say it is really past the timel Sfle
action

should -have done something ages ago, but this House
Mr President of the Council, I am addressing
-myself rc you here
no longer accept that
alihough a general consensus exists, in the final analysis the resources available to us are bein8 cut and cut
again. That means we can cenainly call for pilot projeits, but afterwards the Council is not prepared to
make the necessary resources available. Mr De Michelis, I am aware of your concern in this question and I
know we have you on our side. But do please urge
your colleagues to ensure that this does not remain
some cut-price arrantement and that something really
comes of it in the end.
'S7e

are a! present betraying millions of young people
in Europe because in the end we are really offering
them nothing. I just said nre were applying old models.
Ve are trying to shove young people into a siding,
perhaps to quieten our consciences, but these young
people then reappear on the labour market and have
no chance of being inrcgrated in it.

\7hat is the background to our renewed discussion of
rhis problem? Since direct elections, there has not been
a single part-session at which we have not discussed it.
Ve aie discussing it and Mr Ciancaglini spoke of it
- I regard as the wrong backagainst what
again
giound, namely the myth of the success in the USA.
Ve referred to this last time too, when we were talking about the Commission Programme'

my dear Mr CiancagThe myth is for us rc believe
thar
lini, I would be glad if you would listen to me
jobs
by
means
people
young
for
create
we really could
of the key technologies. TheUSA case has shown that
the mass of young people who have found work there
are employed in 'bad jobs' and have cenainly not discoue..d any future prosPects in the key rechnologies.

On the contrary!

I

can refer you to the IG Metall

figures. They show that by the mid-1990s we

will

lose

l7o ooo assembly jobs by the inroduction of microelectronics, and of these 120 000 are women's jobs,
some of them young women's. Anyone who pretends
high rcchnology will create jobs is not telling the truthl
\[i will maintain our competitiveness - that may be
but at the price of jobs. I think we really
true

should consider this properly.

and I would ask the ComOne thing we must do
missioneito take very careful note of this
- is to denounce the insidious effects of actions by the public
authorities, for neithcr the governmen[s nor the public
administrations feel embarrassed about using resources

we make available in the European Social Fund to
finance projects which they ought to have carried out
in any case.

Pfeiffer, that in future one of
the Commission's major tasks will be to take care in
the reform of the Social Fund that precedence really is
given to the employment effect.

I think, Commissiontr

The motion for a resolution before us calls not only
for training measures but above all for jobs to be
created. Miy I now ask you, Commissioner Pfeiffer
and Mr President of the Council, to excuse my discourtesy in not being able to be present for the
answers

to

these questions, because

I

must urgently

return to my home town mnight. Perhaps, though, I
will have a happy surprise tomorrow, urhen I read
your answer in the verbatim report of proceedings.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

(IT) Madam President,
Mrs Squarcidupi (COM).
- for having this morning
I ought to thank the Bureau

included my question on new jobs on the agenda, but I

consider that,

in effect, this question

which was

presented many months ago, and the text of which has
did not deserve to lie fornot been distributed
gotten in some drawer. Despire its not having been circulated, therefore, I shall still explain it, because I conis to say, when this debate
sider that, in the end
- that
a note as definite and topical as this is
is concluded

itill

-

may be of use.

The points around which it revolves are the following:
how many jobs have 'died' in the last fifty years, or
not to speak of
eu.n rnori so in the last thiny years

the last five years? How many jobs become poindess in
rhe space of a few years, and how many people will
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this happen to in the space of even fewer, very few
years; how many job skills will then be wasted and
destroyed, with really harmful consequences, espe-

cially where cenain categories who are new rc rhe
employment field are concerned
and I mean
women in panicular?

Vhich

-

are the new jobs?

Various research reporrs originadng

in the United

States

and studies have moreover been made in my
country- as well, and in other States
list hundreds of
new types of job with, as a result,- the possibility of
creating millions of new jobs. ft is true rhar new technology sheds jobs, bur ir can also help ro creale orhers,
aimed above all at sarisfying new needs
needs relat-

- of discrimiing to the environmenr and the abolition
nation against the aged and the handicapped
and at
solving the problems regarding new rights,-the new
organization of society and even the new dimensions
of the economy. At the same rime, changes are taking
place in the type of employment and the spirir wit[
which young people approach work. No young person
today, I believe, would do what we have done
rake
on a job for a lifetime. Youth today likes a differenr
approach to the world of employmenr, bu[ above all it
likes, and shows thar ir wanrs, an independent, selfmanaged approach ro enterprise, with a preference for
independent professions. In rhis connection may I be
allowed ro make an observation regarding a 'class'
problem: generally speaking, where these independent
approaches to enterprise are concerned, it is mainly
the young people from well-off families who do besr.
In Milan, for example, which is my city, the young
people, who come mainly from professional families,
have set up an organization

for the door-to-door

delivery of letrers and parcels, and it is hard to find the
son of a manual worker amongsr these young people.
Other preferences find expression in rhe configurarion
of jobs based on solidarity, such as, for exampli, cooperatives. Young people, moreover
I would say
- aand
panicularly women
are inventing
whole range of
new jobs. And rhey -have to be identified: we have ro
identify these vacanr slor in the market, in civil
society, and we have to help by distributing loans for
carrying on such acrivities, ar rhe same dme providing
administrarive information and informarion on taxation. In shorr, we have to help those who want ro do
something, who want ro work, who wanr to invent.

And, in idenrifying the new jobs, we must also identify
the possibilities offered by new technology, which is a
subject rhar is far from new, but one that we have still
not examined in sufficianr derail. And rhese possibilities can only be identified if an increasing number of
young people will make conracr with these new 'languages' so as ro be able, rhrough rhem, to identify
where and in what way rhe new rechnology should bl
used, and for whose benefit.

I

pur various quesrions ro the Commission and I will
read them, since many members are probably without

the text. First, the studies and forecass that have been
made in various countries have to be gathered
together, amalgamadng and consolidaring them at
Community level. The forecasrs regarding the
decrease or increase in job opponunities in the various
sectors of agriculture, industry and the services must
be studied; guidance musr be given
this is very
- and
imponant
on teaching methods and
training initia- the reachers ro cope with the new job
tives to enable
changes; we have also to check, gentlemen of the
Commission, to what extent the Social Fund is monitoring this need for new professional skills; and finally, we have to study the experiments relating to self-

employment and crealive work, and the suppon that
rhe public authoriries are able to give to this type of
work. Finally, we have rc check the extent to which
Community policies
above all in the environmental
field and rhe fields of- developmenr, cuhure, ffanspon,
agriculture and social affairs
could contribute to
the creation of new professional- skills.

Mr De Michelis, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Coancil.
(IT) Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, I think
it should come as no treal surprise that the quesrions
from Messrs. Didd, Verrer, Salisch, Raggio, Hoffmann, Klepsch, Cincaglini and others should confront
the President-in-Office of the Council of Ministers of
Social Affairs with the problem of unemployment and,
in panicular, youth unemployment. Ir is not surprising, because I think that
not only as far as the leaders of all polirical panies -are concerned, but in the eyes

of public opinion as a whole in the

counrries-of

Europe
economic and, I would say, ethi- theof social,
cal urgency
the problem is now accepted as a fact.
Hence the absolute necessity for democratic institutions
both national and supranarional, smning with
this European
Community
to be able to respond,

- and the awarenesi that
with action, to this urgency
everyone has of ir.

Moreover, as we can see month after month, in this
field rhe situation is not merely serious
ir is gening

-economic and
worse.'lThereas in other sectors
- the
social fields, for example
the
rrends in recent
monrhs have taken a turn for- the berter, where unemployment is concerned the situarion has gone on deteriorating. And, of course, rhere can be no consoladon
for us in the fact that rhe figures for February indicate
a halt rc the increase in a statisric that, both qualitatively and quantiadvely, is already rotally unacceptable today.
Every day there are signs
debates, rhe discus- in theEuropean
sions, the sratemenr at national,
and world
level
that this urgency is being acknowledged. fu
far as- the European countries a.e conce.ned iwould
remind this Assembly, as a lasr example, of rhe very
recent presentation, ar the end of March, of a white

paper by the British Governmenr, enritled .Employment: the Challenge for the Nation'. I would- alio
recall numerous official sraremenrs on differenr deci-
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sive occasions emanating from the European Community
the European Summit at Fontainebleau, the
Dublin -Summit, the annual report on the economic
and social situation of the Community for 1984-1985,
which was adopted by the Commission at the end of
1984 and,'one more example, the last European Council meeting in Brussels at the end of March.

amongst the young,'for whom this better, stronter
Europe that we wish to construct is intended.

But how can there be this greater confidence in
Europe, if this Europe is not able to give these young
people concrete proof of acdon and efficiency as far as
their main worry is concerned, which, today, is about
their future in terms of work?

Throughout the world this subject is now also being

of urgency in countries in geopolitical areas such as the Far East of Asia and in
Nonh America. And again, recently in Venice, at an
international conference in which 24 countries took
pan, as well as at rhe OECD in Paris, this question
discussed as a matter

was considered one of the questions to be tackled,

I repeat that the matter is all the more urgent since the
situation is getting worse and, amongst other things,

is

taking on aspec$ of an absolutely new kind. I should
like to refer to one aspect that is mentioned in the
problem
so-called long-term youth
questions
- the which is aofeuphemistic way of saying
unemployment,
that we are running the risk that, in the near future,
pan of the new generation in Europe will never work:
and that is something torally without precedent in the
recent or less recent history of the advanced industrialized nations of the European Community.

It must

the sake
be said, amongst other things
- forpessimism
of realism and not out of any preconceived
that we have to recognize that from some angles
-the worst is still to come, because the phenomenon of
change, transformation and technological innovadon
it is only right that it sould go on
thar will go on
- asfew years
will create funher probduring the next
-lems from this point of vieur, in many sectors of prod-

uction and the economy. And, in the shon

and

medium term, neither demographic development nor
the legitimate, natural tendenry of women to enter the
labour market on an increasing scale, is any help. Ve
have, therefore, to act, and act quickly.

I said last week in Venice that,

as in previous years,

the leaders of the democratic countries, the countries
that are governed democrarically in Europe and elsewhere in the world, were able to face up to and take
decisions on such delicate and urgent problems as
infladon or the indebtedness of the developint countries. It would be beyond all understanding if we could
not immediately succeed in taking decisions and raking steps to bring to a halt a state of affairs that is just
as dangerous as inflation or the indebtedness of the
developing countries. That is true everywhere, but it is
panicularly true in Europe.
Since we know that, today, the challenge for Europe is

its strengthening, its enlargement, its progress towards
an increasingly broad union on an increasingly generalized scale, rhere is scant possibility of our making
progress in this direction unless we are successful in
creating strong confidence in Europe, in public opinion, in the foundations of our societies and above all,

It is therefore in order to strengthen Europe, to make
concrete progress tofi/ards 8rearcr and increasingly

better European unity, that the Communiry and Member States must succeed in showing effective capaciry
for action regarding this problem of unemployment.

may I
Moreover, this is in the spirit of the Treaty
recallAnicles 145 and 103. I think that this is the logic
that induced the governmen$ at that time to voice
such precepts. I also remember a Breat, imponant
decision of ten years ato, at the beginning of this crisis
and this change. I refer to the decision of the European Council of 18 F$ruary 1974 when, in the immediare aftermath of the first oil shock, a policy for the
convergence of economic and social policies was
agreed in order to cope with the problems which at
that time were new, so as to guarantee, so it was said,
more durable growth, in relation alio
then
- better,
to levels
of employment.
Ten years later, that decision has not been sufficiently
ranslated into action and deeds, above all in this field
above all as an answer to the problem of unemploy-

-ment.

I would recall the decbion of the Council of Ministers
of Social Affairs of June 1984, which was repeated by
the Fontainebleau Summit, at which we decided to
implement what we called a 'medium-term social programme for the Comrpunity' which was an imponant

political decision, which however will only become
credible and effective to the extent that it is translated
into directives, programmes and concrete action.

Let us be frank about this: as I reply today on these
subjects on behalf of the Council of Ministers, I can
only give disappointing answers. The text of the official speech prepared on behalf of the ten governmenr
that I represent as Prcsident-in-Office will be circulated. I only propose to summarize it now, seeing that,

of
whilst I consider that r,his answer
- a 'photograph'
is duc, I want also to state that this
the situation
answer is rctally inadequate to the situation. It is a
photograph of the situation up to today, and, as far as
the Italian Presidency is concerned, up to December
the first concrete
as you know
1984, because
- the Council of- Ministers of Social
opponunity that
Affairs, of which I arr Chairman, will have to rake
decisions will be in June, because it is only then that
rhere will be a formal meeting and, until today, I have
only been able to have informal talks with my colleagues.
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Naturally, the answer, inadequate as it is, acknowledges what has happened; it summarizes what rhe
Council of Minisrers have wanted or been able ro do
in the past, where this problem is concerned
a list of

lmporrant starements, on imponant poinrs, -indicating
also solurions tackling rhe problems in terms of vocational training
vocational
connected wirh
- technologytraining
the new information
and in terms of the

harmonizarion of professional qualifications
and rhe
promotion of youth employment; in terms of longterm
unemployment, and policies regarding social security
and retiremenr in relation ro the need to give the
young grearer access ro jobs; in rerms of knowledge of
the employment market and how ir operates, and in
terms of guidelines for the managemenr of the European Social Fund.
IUflhat

the Council of Ministers have achieved is considerable. But I think I musr sincerely rell rhis Parliawhich now raises this very delicate and urgenr
problem
that rhese statements, which are always or
nearly always
totally ineffecrive documents rhar are
never translated into either Community or narional
action, now represenr an absolutely unacceprable
answer.

And it is for this reason rhar, aware of this

as I am, as
President-in-Office, trying to inrcrprer as best I can
what was informally discussed in.the Council of Ministers at Venice
and, yet again at Venice, last week,
in a meeting that- was not a Communiry occasion, but
which enabled all the countries in the Communiry to
express their views on rhese ma[rers
I can go
- I think
some way rowards answering the speeches
that I have
listened to, and the questions that have been put,
because the Iralian presidency attaches great imponance to the guidelines, the indications, rhe impulse that
can be given [o rhe Council of Minisrcrs
and, I also
think, the Commission
by Parliament,- by whatever
- nor leasr on the basis of this
resolutions it may adopt,

aspects of what has been the economic and social history of our continenr
I think, be summed up in
- can,
the following way. First,
large-scale, complerely new
measures are needed in the field of educarion and
vocational training: grearer resources must be devoted

to this, and they musr be used in a way thfr is better
suited to the changing world and ro rhe need to keep
abreast of innovation and new rechnology. The operadon of the employment market musr be made more
flexible. As I took the libeny of saying to the OECD
in Paris
we need more 'marker' in the employment

- does nor mean abandoning the necessary
market. This
protection for rhe workers, and it does not mean violating principles that are rhe fruirc of social struggle
that has been carried on for decades. It simply means
taking into accounr, and recognizing, rhe fact that this
is a changing world. Moreover, when we speak of
Breater flexibiliry in the employment marker, we have
to take inro accounr all rhose factors that go ro make
up the way rhis market operares. Some of these concern interests rhar are more specifically those of rhe
workers; others concern interests that are more specifically those of the employers. lufe musr however speak
of them both together, and against this background I
think we should emphasize the importance of what we
today refer ro, very briefly, as 'the restructuring and
reduction of working time'.

To create more employmenr, we have ro apply ourselves, energetically, ro the creation of new enterprises. Experience has now shown us rhat new jobs are
not created, broadly speaking, in exisring enterprises,
but by crearing new enrerprises, mosily small and

medium-sized, in all secrors, in manufacruring indusrry and in the rraditional fields. Those companies that
have used their human capital to best advantage in

debate.

recent years are rhe ones rhar have created condirions
in which new enterprises could be set up more easily
and more freely. In a situation such as we have in
Europe today, however, it is necessary to proceed
intelligently, to enable enterprises to develop freely,

I

and ro allow the entrepreneurial spirit, rhe potential
for which is so great in our societies, to express itself.

think we have ro work pragmarically and realistically, and, at [he same time, with a strategic plan,
coming in some way ro a decision as to what rhe priorities are, and what changes need to be made in the way
our economic and social mechanism works, as well as
what decisions can be taken
at European level
- also
withour in this way clashing
with rhe peculiarities
-of individual narional siruarions, so as ro do somerhing

Together wirh these measures there has

already in 1985 ro reverse this siruation.

text of social dialogue, avoiding what President Delors

I do not wanr to make a long speech, nor leasr because
I think chat the speeches thar I have heard already
conrain much along these lines, but

I think

rhar some

points can be emphasized.
These straregies, for the truly successful reversal of a
situarion such as thar in which Europe now lies
without abandoning what President Delors described

in

Venice as rhe 'European model' and without
betraying rhe specific ethical, social and political

to be a

macro-economic policy energetically aimed at growth

without inflation, orderly growrh, growrh that can
endure in a sable manner and wirh continuity in the
medium term, wirhout being interrupred by ser-backs
of a recessionist narure. This must mke plaie in a conrecently called 'social dumping'
of rivalry
- a kind
within the Community itself, between
one Member
State and anorher, between one national and social
situation and another, using the play of social facrors
in a'dumping'contexr.

These indications are general bur not generic, and
they can be translated into deeds, decision and action.
Moreover, ro emphasize the imponance rhar lhe
Coundl of Ministers of the Community ataches to
these points, I need only recall the document that was
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adopted a few days ago at Brussels, which not only
reaffirms the priority of the fight against unemployment but, on the specific points that it emphasizes,
shows four fields of action, three of which go exactly
in this direction. The Brussels Council spoke firstly of
action to promote the creation and development of
small and medium-sized undenakings, particularly
through a significant reduction of the administrative
and legal obstacles that they encounter. Secondly, it
spoke of action to change and update the working
conditions and the new social, economic and technological situations, so as to increase the efficiency of the
employment market. Thirdly, it spoke of specific action to expand employment, including a study by the

sen$ methodological problems, and

I

think that it

must be said quite clearly that the methods used must
be such as to avoid any step in the direction of provid-

ing aid, or towards operations that are not in some
way or other able to give the young people, at whom
they are directed, an effective stan in the real employment. The methods must have a definite purpose.

I spoke, in Venice, using a metaphor that may probably seem somewhat journalistic in character, of the
desirability of a new European 'Marshall Plan', a Marthe one
shall Plan that we ourselves finance
- because
pan of the
of fony years ago was financed by another

world.

Commission on the possibiliry of using the Social Fund

to promote innovatory,
well

as programmes

exemplary experimenrc,

as

for solving the employment prob-

lemes of cenain disadvantaged categories.

This is a political decision that the governments of
Europe have taken, to give a political answer to these
the msk of the European
- Commission,
the msk of
Parliament, the task of the
is to ranslate these indicathe Council of Ministers
- these guidelines into ac6,
rions, these fields of action,
deeds, decisions, and operational programmes.
questions. Our task today

in answer to certain precise
points contained in the questions, which I have also
heard repeated in the speeches that preceded my own,
regarding the third
I want particularly to emphasize
point that I referred to earlier, -the document of the
Brussels Council of Ministers
- the need for special
action, that must be planned, programmed and implemented at European level, action that will be directly
in reducobviously, panially so
effective
- albeit,
of unemployment. That is to -say, special,
ing the level
From this standpoint,

exceptional action. Naturally, such special, exceptional
action must be selective, because we cannot think of
general programmes of this type: it must be aimed at
very clear priorities. I think that the question rhat have
been submitted contain the elements for identifying
these priorities, and from amongst them all I pick out
the priority of the long-term young unemone
- Moreover, let us not forget that 1985 is Interployed.
rather than havnational Youth Year and, perhaps

- of one kind or
conferences, events
a concrete
another, postgrs, or heavens knows what
programme of this kind, a programme,- along these
lines, would be the best way of marking this International Youth Year.
ing all those

This programme presents various problems, especially
to the Commission, which has the honour and responsibiliry of being the operational arm of the Community, just as it will, in turn, present problems to the
governments, who will obviously have to respond with
the necessary decisions. It presents problems of
resources, and from this standpoint. I think that the

in the question and the
speeches, regarding the possibility of using loans
expressed in ECU, can be 'explored' positively; it presuggestions contained

President Delors was kind enough, at that same conshall we say
the possibility
ference, to recognize

of 'exploring' this line- of action. The -self-financing of
a special operation is also along the lines of what,
today, many people consider to be necessary

to

say,

a

that

is

concerted, non-inflationary operation'of

reflation of the European economy. I realise, however,
that, to carry out an operarion of this rype, we must
have clear ideas as to what has to be done. Moreover,
we musr not forget that the official name of rhe Marshall Plan was the 'European Recovery Prograryrme'
ERP. Probably at that time 'rec-overy' signified
-'post-war
reconstruction'. Today, we have not just finished a war, but'recovcry' can best be translated as the'
'relaunching' of growth.

This is,

I think,

something that can and must be diswith the agreement of
the Commission, intends to take to the Council of
Ministers of Social Affairs in June a set of concrete
proposals, on which we are working and which are
panly
as I can see
covered in one way or
cussed. The Italian Presidency,

another- by the questions.

-

There are areas that we might describe as being on the
fringes of the market that have an economic significance, in which modern democratic civilized societies,
that want to be able rc look confidently towards the
future, can invest their resources in the knowledge
that, in the short term, the market as such would not
invest resources. They are the areas connected with
the modern infrastructuring of our countries, with the
protection of the environment and the territory, with

the utilization of what we might today call the 'cul-

tural deposits', that is to say, cultural assets in the
sense not only of something to be protected or to be
exploircd, but something to be used from an economic
point of view in a society that is not called by coincidence the 'information society'. They are areas where it
is possible [o 'explore' concrete programmes which
who would be allocated
involve private operators
- employ a considerable
resources
and which would
- of young people men and women
exra number
who otherwise are in danger -and I say this again of facing the prospect not -of long-term unemployment, but of unemployment for life.
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Obviously, we have to discuss, to examine in detail, to
have very clear ideas; but we also have to have rhe
courate to make misrakes, because when we act we
can make mistakes provided we do so realisrically and
pragmatically. The grave danger would instead be rc
do nothing, for fear of making mistakes; to surrender,
to give the ourcide world, public opinion, the feeling
that these democratic societies of ours, this democratic
leadership, is not capable of coping with what we ourselves say is the main problem.

That is why
and I am about ro finish
propo- seen
- rhe for rhe
sal that I have
in a number of quesrions
formation of a plan
it was
a ren-year plan, ar
- plan called
rate a long-term
for employment also
^ny
appears to the Presidency of -the Council of Minisrcrs
to be of interest. '!fle have naturally to proceed in a
concrete manner, because the young unemployed do
not need words and plans that are norhing more than
empty shells. I think rhat this is a direction in which,
where social problems are concerned, we can really
show that Europe exists, has a meaning, is a force to
be reckoned with, and rhar it is something wonh fighting for, wonh strengrhening, wonh enlarging, whilst

gress in this area. That is why President Delors gave
priority to this subjecr when he presented the Commis-

sion's work programme to you here. In rhat proBramme, the Commisson emphasized thar the Community's economic policy and the macro-economic
policy mix must be directed more firmly.towards more
employment-intensive growth and stabiliry. I am
happy to add that in formulating its economic policy,
the Commission was naturally also guided by this Parliament's economic and employment policy initiatives.

In its work programme, the Commission established
the following: although we musr primarily seek ro
resolve the employment problem ar general economic
level, complemenrary specific policies are a necessary
component of any employment srraregy likely to succeed. Special emphasis musr be placed on combating
youth unemployment and long-term unemployment.
Even in its earlier communications ro rhe Council on
promoting youth employmenr, on rhe role of local

employment projects and the problem of long-term
unemploymenr, the Commission underlined rhe need
for an active labour marker policy to creare new longrcrm jobs.

at the same time enhancing its unity.

This, then, is my answer to the questions thar

have

been put to me. So far as the Italian Presidency is concerned, we shall be able in the next few weeks, mking

the opponunities provided by the European rimemble,
and especially at the Council of Minisrers of Social

Affairs on 13June and the European Council in

Milan, to have these indications recognized, and to see
that note is taken of whar the European Parliamenr, at
the end of this debate, tells the Council of Ministers
and the Presidency.
(Applause)

Mr Pfeiffcr,

Member

of the

Commission.

1Df; Uadam

President, ladies and gentlemen, the
Commission welcomes the fact thar Parliamenr is once
again drawing arrenrion ro one of the most urgent
Community issues with these questions. It surely needs
no funher confirmation thar rhe Commission and Parliament are at one as regards this depressing phenomenon. No responsible person in Europe can rolerate the

serious effects

of

unemployment, especially youth
unemployment, both for the individual for society in
Europe as a whole. The quesrions before us roday
concern many aspecrs of this complex problem. Mr
Sutherland will deal mainly with the quesrion of vocational training and rhe use of the Social Fund while I
will try to discuss economic and employment policy
aspects.

In agreement wirh the European Parliament, the Commission has repeatedly and insisrently emphasized rhar
unemployment is rhe most important issue facing the
Community today. That means rhat we must use all
possible resources ro make mngible and sensible pro-

Moreover, in its programme for 1985 the Commission
announced that it will draw up communications, and
where appropriate proposals, in the course of the year
on general and specific economic and employment
policy questions, lhe details of which I cannor anrici-

pate. But these activities will look ar the following
priorities: principles and procedures for a forwardlooking labour market policy, sectoral employmenr
rends with special reference ro the inrroducrion of
new technolog)r, rhe adapmbility of the labour market
and the reorganization of working hours. The Commission will also endeavour ro ensure that rhe employment policy measures already decided by the Council
really are implemented. This is especially true of those
aimed at promoring youth employment and helping
the long-term unemployed.

The Commission proposed a package of measures ro
combat yourh unemployment, which is rhe central
question put today, in its communication on [he prom-

otion of youth employmenr. Can I just remind you
briefly of the four main ones: when shonening and
reorganizing working hours, arrempts should be made
reach atreemenr that ensure that a substantial

to

number of new jobs are filled by young people.
Recruirment aid should be given ro promore rhe

employment of young people in undenakings. Young
peo,ple must be given suppon in the founding of
undenakings. The employmenr prospecr

for young

people in the public and non-profit-making area musr
be expanded. The advice and care facilities for young
people for their vocational career and rhe fulfilment oT
their interests musr be improved. On the basis of this

communicarion from the Commission, the Council
took a decision lasr year following which rhe Commission is implementing various measures to give young
people more information on the labour market. Mi

.l
I
L

I
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Sutherland will repon in detail on the special vocational training measures and rhe aid under the Social

however, on whether all the others concerned are
equally prepared to make the same effon.

Fund.

Lastly, may

In rhis context may I simply add that the Commission
is working on a memorandum on youth policy to
ensure the effective integration of the various policies.
The Commission hopes these proposals will give rise

to Community-wide discussion and act

as an impetus

for funher measures to help young people.
As for granting Community loans to promorc employment, may I point out that the Commission has long
since been carrying out active borrowing and lending
operations to promote investment and economic
recovery. In this way it is also conributing to the creation of new jobs and the maintenance of existing jobs.
The conversion loans granted under Anicle 55 of the
ECSC are specifically direcrcd at the creation of new
jobs. In the past the Commission has granted loans of
over I 000 m ECU for this purpose. In view panicularly of the worsening situation on the labour market,
the Commission will pursue this policy intensively and

vigorously.
As stated in its work programme, the Commission will

also submit proposals for extending the New Community Instrument which will, things, among other
promorc specific investment by small and mediumsized undenakings. You know that the investments of
these undenakings generally produce more employment than the investments of large undenakings. Ve
are also considering whether and to what extent we
can also embark on fairly large-scale infrastructure
measures in the interest of the Community.

As pan of its borrowing and lending activities, the
Commission has also made quite considerable use of
the ECU in the past. It will continue to pursue that
policy, but we must point out that funher proBress
also depends on whether the Member States give more
access

to the capital markets. The Commission will

endeavour ro secure this wider access; and the suppon
of the European Parliament, with which the Commission knows it is in agreement, is of special value here.

May

I

conclude by stating clearly

on..

t.r-

"gil, youth
combat unemployment, especially
unemployment, need the resolute use of all the forces
and all the resources of all those concerned at all levsures

to

els. The very scale of the problem of youth unemploy-

ment and the millions of jobs needed [o overcome it
make it clear that the only way to resolve the problem
on a wide scale is at general economic level.

Vhat

is important is to have a general economic policy
whose instruments are resolutely aimed at combating
unemployment as the top priority. In its proposals the
Commission has ried to show ways and means of
tackling this problem and will continue to do all in ir
power to achieve practical improvements. \Thether
and to what extent that work will very much depend,

I

I

ask for your understanding for the fact

have not ansvered every single question in
demil. As I have said, the Commission is currently
working on communications and proposals on this
range of questions. I have thrown light on some central issues. Naturally the Commission will take serious
accounr of all the views put forward and of any additional opinions of the European Parliament in its own

that

considerations.

Mr

Madam
Sutherlan d, Member of the Commission.
President, ladies and gentlemen, I also hope that I can
be brief in response to the issues which have been

to the Social Fund. I can do so, I
think, because I have already discussed in some detail
a number of these issues in the debate on the Bachy

raised penaining

rePort.

I would like rc take the issues specifically as they have
been raised. In the firet instance, the suggestion has
been made that the Fund budget should be doubled in
five years. Let me preface my remarks in regard to that
particular issue by saying that the resources are clearly
totally inadequate in terms of the application of the
Social Fund to the problems of unemployment. Of
course, we all know that a number of factors have
combined ro increase the demand made on the Social
Fund budget. The mosr imponant of these is the rising
trend of unemployment in the Community, especially

of increasing
demands, the volume of applications for Social Fund
assisunce in 1985 increased by 39 0/o in comparison
with 1984. The value of applications was 5 000 m ECU
compared rc the draft budget availabiliry of 2 010 m
ECU. There is no reason to doubt that those trends
will be continuing in the coming years. So the Commission's long-term poliry objectives also include, as
has been indicated to be the view of many in this Parliament, that rhere should be significant increases in
real terms for all sructural funds of the order of magamongst. young people. As a reflection

nitude indicated by thc question and that the current
budgetary situation requires that proposals for the
budget of the Social Fund in 1986 must be within an
overall framework which is reasonable.

The second point that I want to deal with is that of
innovatory pilot projects which have been referred to
by a number of questioners. At present the pan of the
Social Fund budget reserved for specific operations
cannot exceed 50/o of the entire appropriations available in any one year. This limit, as Parliament will be
aware, was imposed by a decision of the Council on
17 October 1983. This'and orher features of the current rules of the Fund will be looked at again at the
next review of the regulations which will be scheduled
and perhaps this
for 1988. However, it nlust be said
which have
is pertinent to some of the contributions
been made - that the resources at present available for
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experimental or innovarive projects are not fully raken
yp for applications. So whilst there may be demands
for more money, the existing resources are not even
be.ing fully utilized. Supply of Fund aid for rhis type of
scheme therefore already exceeds demand and it-is difficult therefore to see how at presenr an increase in
this pan of rhe budget could be jusrfied, however
apparenrly justified it may be as a marrer of logic. The
pressure on resources therefore does not lie in rhis
area but in the main part of rhe Fund, the purpose of
which is rhe funding of mainsrream schemes- in the

Member Stares.

As an addendum ro this question, rhe issue has been
raised as ro wherher rhe Commission itself should
organize job creation schemes directly. Ir is very

doubtful,

I

think, that the Commission would fulfil

such a rask better than the Member States themselves,
having regard ro the very limited available manpower
and resources urhich the Commission can rely upon.
The Commission lacks rhe specialized local knowledge
that is a basic requiremenr for setring up and running

such schemes, as opposed to applying paramerers
wirhin which those schemes can operare.

I would like ro mention now very briefly the quesrion
of the introduction of new technology and rhi reconstruction and reconversion of farms and the reducdon
in working rime. The activiries ourlined in this question are central to the aims of the Fund as it exists
now. A major pan of the Social Fund resources is
already being spenr on training for new rechnology,

resrucruring operarions and local

job

creation
schemes. There have been plenty of applicadons in this
area during the course of 1984. In panicular, aid for
young people's schemes was concenrrared largely on
basic training which had rc include an inroducion to

new technology. This is an essential element, and
schemes offering a high job creation porenrial were
also required. The guidelines for the Social Fund
which are now being considered and which the Commission will adopt on 30 April will reinforce the concentration of the Fund on such schemes and pilot projects, especially as regards the introduction of new
technology.

Finally, dealing with rhe issues raised by Mrs Squarcialupi, the Commission has already launched ieveral
comparative analyses of the position in regard to the
adaptation of traditional occuparions ro ni* production and the maintenance and managemenr situadons
as- well as new occupations affecred by the automation
of production. Specific arrenrion has been paid in rhis
context to problems encounrered by young people and
also to new didactical approaches such as the use of
compurer-relared technologies as rools for education
and training. Further, in relation to borh the Council
resolution ofJune 1983 and rhe resolurion adopted on
19 September 1983 concerning the inrroduction of
new technologies into educarion, the Commission has
adopted two specific work programmes in which
priority is being given ro the training of teachers and

of trainers. In rhis contexr a European seminar will be
held in Bologna in May 1985 and a funher seminar

will take place in Berlin next November on the specific
subject of the raining of trainers and vocational education in relarion ro new rechnologies.

Finally, as indicared in its work programme'for 1985,
the Commission inrends ro pur forward specific and

concrete proposals regarding university-indusry

cooperarion and advanced raining in response to
technological change in relation ro presenr and foreseeable developments. Therefore I rhink rhar there are
concrete proposals which have been made.

In conclusion, I would say, raking up rhe point made
by Mr De Michelis, that the approach which will be
taken by the Commission and, we hope, by the Coun-

cil will be pragmadc and realistic but nonetheless will
conform with an overall design or policy and will have
an effecr, we hope, on rhe developing problem of
unemploymenr.

Mr Bachy (S).
(FR)
and Gentlemen, this is
- that Ladies
nor rhe first time
Parliamenr has debarcd the
employmenr siruation. As a rule, when it has done so
in the past, the initiative has come from the Socialists,
a.nd so ir is again on rhis occasion, with the oral question put by Mr Mario Didd, on behalf of our group,
and the accompanying morion for a resolution.
There ought to be a consensus in rhis House on rhe
need for action on rhis front. Unemploymenr is very
costly to industry. It represents the mosr phenomenal
eco-nomic wasre imaginable, since the community has
to foot the bill for benefirc. Above all, however, iiis an
aberrarion that millions of workers should be excluded
from the labour market and hundreds of thousands of

young people

in Europe who want to find

work

should be driven ro despair.

High-flown principles aside, is there or is there not a
European political will rc defeat unemployment? The
answer to- this question, as we Socialism see it, depends
on [hree factors in panicular.

The first of these is rhe credibility of Community
machinery for action. As long as the financiil
resources allocarcd ro rhe European Social Fund
remain so me-agre, credibiliry will be lacking. Ve are
fully aware of rhe budgetary constrainr, to irhi"h M.
Suttrerland has just referred. But we hope thar there

will very soon be ar leasr a significant increase in the
funding of pilot schemes to finince net job crearion.

The second facror is the organizarion of a European
plan for employment. The panies of the Righr often
tell us that planning kills initiative. And yet ireryon.
knows rhat, in order to succeed, it is necessary to jook
ahead. Let us rherefore hear no more of the'mwh of
the bogus liberalism after the American exa-ple which
would provide a so-called miracle cure for ihe crisis.
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Vhat

is

it that the large private-sector firms do, if it

is

not forward planning? Vhy is it that what is good for
the multinationals should be wrong for the European
institutions?

Dispersal

of effon and scattering of

resources

obviously make for inefficienry. Efficiency demands
forward management of the labour market and
Europe-wide coordination, spanning several years, of
policies on vocational raining and job creation, especially for young people.

The third factor, which we regard as decisive, is the
negotiation of a pacr for employment among the social
panners. Are the European employers' organizations
willing or not to give workers the right to be kept
informed about companies' investment plans, which
have such a viml influence on job numbers? Are we or
are we not going to see the conservative parties and
governments in Europe desisting from their obsructive tactics and prevarication over implementation of
the draft directives on this subject which are unfonunately still gathering dust?

Everyone is in favour of businesses modernizing and
improving their productivity. But who is to benefit
from improved productivity? Can we or can we not
take it thar all the panies in this House, all the groups,
agree with us that industrial modernization must not
result in wave upon wave of redundancies? Vill they
agree to make a serious examination of ways and
means of channelling the resources derived from
increased productivity into the creation of new jobs?
Everyone knows that the combination of improved
productiviry and job creation cannot be achieved without economic regeneration and a reduction in working
hours. Are all the parliamentary groups prepared, as
we in the Socialist Group are prepared, to suppon the
proposals rhat have been made by the European Trade
Union Confederation, among others, on two points:
first, the earmarking of lo/o of Europe's combined
gross national products for stimuladon of job-creating
investment; secondly, suppoft for the idea of a European programme for a simultaneous phased reduction
in working hours until the 35-hour week is reached?

Ladies and Gentlemen, one cannot build Europe's
economic recovery, one cannot combat unemployment
effectively on the basis of retrograde social policies.
On the other hand, it is possible in the shon term to
make significant gestures on the three points I have
raised here, which are contained in the motion for a
resolution tabled by the Socialist Group. In the circumstances, I hope that this motion for a resolution
will be widely supponed by the House.

(DE) Madam President, I would
like to ask the Socialist Group not to start creating any
legends here suggesting that this subject is being discussed mainly at their initiative. For instance, we also
'S7e must also
have the Ciancaglini question before us.

Mr Brok (PPE).

note, I think, that the decisive reports and initiatives of
this Parliament, for instance on youth unemployment,
have not come from the ranks of the Socialists. Ve
happens I have figures,
must also realize
- and it so
namely a comparison of youth unemployment in the
in
countries where
OECD countries
- that those
Socialists form part of the government, the proportion
of unemployed young'people in the total unemployment figure is highest.
So if we have to argue in party political terms like Mr
Bachy, we should put the true facts on the table. Just
to speak from the hean and then not to offer anything
useful does not seem the right way to help people!

Surely the point is that we in the European Community must finally tafie measures in the field of youth
and long-term unemployment, which has reached an
alarming scale, that are no! just confined to new plans
put an end to the
oide 10/o of GNP
- but finally
-mental block against investment.

Vhen I hear Mrs Salisch

say that new technoloW may
improve competitiveness but also desroys jobs, I find
that a rather ridiculous argument. If we create competitiveness, then that alone creates jobs, since uncompetitive technology will not help us create any more jobs
in future. \7e are not living on some heavenly island,
but in a world subject to a variety of influences.

'!7e earn 30% of our GNP from exports and we cannot pretend that this is not so. Ve must also accept
that we are often in dagrger of losing out against nonEuropean competitors because of our lack of competitiveness. That is why we should overcome the mental
block against investmeht and at the same time take
sensible accompanying social measures. That will enable the state to creale a margin for manoeuvre for the
two sides of industry by means of framework conditions such as making working times more flexible or
shoner or uking the necessary vocational training and
funher raining measurres. If we want more say for the
workers in the decisions of undenakings, as called for

in the Vredeling

directive, we must also take the

appropriate measures. But what is most imponant is
for the Council finally to decide on what is lying on
the table before it, for instance the question of pantime work that was referred to it and on which it has
not decided, the achievement of the European internal
market, European reseerch, European Economic and
Monetary Union.

Mr Pfeiffer, I thank you for wanting to extend the
Community's borrowing and lending activities to
smaller and medium-sized undenakings in order to
improve the infrastructure. The necessary proposals
exist, but alas the governmenm, which often argue
only on a narional basis, have not understood the signs
of the times. \7hat we want here is not new programmes but a decision at last on matters that have
been on the Council's igenda for weeks, months and
years, so that we will have a sensible and forward-
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looking research policy in the European inrernal market, for rhat is rhe way ro create jobJ again in Europe.

Sir Jack Stewah-Chrk (ED).

Madam president,

- of the Italian presimy group welcomes rhe presence
dent-in-Office of the Council here this evening and
also of both Commissioners dealing with employment.
Unemployment is rhe most crucial problem facing the
Community today. 13.7 million people in the European Community find themselves today without work
and often, as a resulr, without hope' for their own
future and that of rheir families. \(hat can we offer
them? Vhat will ger nearly l4 million people back ro
work, inro jobs, producing and crearing wealth and
building the prosperity of Europe?
The President-in-Office of the Council has referred rc
the informal summit which took place in Venice of
leading ministers from the major industrialized countries last week on the question of unemploymenr. Ar
this summit an American spokesman asked rhe uery
letirimate quesrion: '\flhy is Europe falling behind,i
Vhy are.we failing to create viable ne* jobs? \trhy,
indeed, do we continue ro lose net jobs ar a rime of
alleged recovery?

I believe that to find the answers, one musr look ar the
USA itself. Berween 1973 and 1983 employmenr in the
United Srares rose by 13 million people whereas in
Vestern Europe the numbers fell. Jobs in the US were
crearcd primarily in services and in small businesses.

Vhy did the US

succeed where Europe failed? I

believe because of a bigger internal ma.ket; a more
dynamic recovery; an encouragement of small businesses, p-lnicularly in the public purchasing secror; by
grearer flexibility; higher investmenr in hi[h rechno[ogy;-a more simple and homogeneous taxation sysrem
and less bureaucracy.

To find rhe solution ro our own unemployment problems we musr emulare the United States of America, to
create a single market with freedom of movement for
both goods a-nd people, [o generare a society where ir

is more satisfying and rewarding to work than not to
work, ro crearc rhe philosophy in companies where the
imponance of being competitive is retognized, where
modern methods are introduced but whire profits are
shared between rhe owners and rhe employies bur on
a basis of performance.

'S7'e

musr conri;ue to invest in
high technology. It is pure fallacy to believe that high
technology is the cause of unemploymenr. It is quite
the reverse. Technological advance creates its own
demand. Look at calcularors, home compurers, video
recorders. All of these are rhe products of high rechnology. Ve need technology ro be competitivi. If we
are nor competitive, we shall lose ground more than
we do already to the Americans and the Japanese. S7e
must recognize that large-scale high-technology production enables prices ro come down and workirs-to be
paid more and, rherefore, the demand for products to
lncrease.

However, rhis does not mean that we have to see a
de-manning culture overall. Fewer people may nor
a.lways be the answer. '!7e must encourage growth in
the service sector. In the Unired States, ZOo/o of all
those employed are in services: in Europe, it is only
60%. Ve wanr ro see a society which demands to be
served, in shops, banks, perolstations and restaurants.
To recognize better service not only satisfies the customer but it maintains more people in employment.
Finally, raining. Ve need ro see a protramme for the
whole of Europe which will emulate *har one sees in
Germany. In Germany, all young people are guaranteed training until l8 years old. The result is riar 240/o
of the unemployed are under 25. Compare rhis with
the figure of 4Oo/o in the remainder of thl Community.
Ve wanr ro see retraining to create flexibility and in
high technology, and I welcome Commisisoner Surherland's remarks about rraining trainers.

Therefore, to sum up, we need to see action, and
future generations will judge us by our policies for
employment today. !fle musr ger those decisions right.
Mrs Larive-Groencndaal (L).
(NZ) Madam president, I am ashmed [o see rhar- the galleries are fuller
than the Chamber, bur I will not go into that.
flSht against yourh unemploymenr is indissolubly
linked rc a general policy of restoring our economies
to health. The Community cannor ant must not take
the place of the national authorities, but what it can
and must do is pursue a policy thar creates appropriate
conditions. Ve sometimes wonder, Madam p..sident,
what our countries still have in common now that
cooperation is so difficult. Vhat they do have in common now is a lack of dynamism, a lack of flexibility
and a lack of pluck as well as a rigid labour markit
and a reluctance to seize on innovations. These are the
worst enemies of employment. More market in the
labour marker, as the President of the Council put it.
Jh.e

Our economies are so badly off that even rhe European Communiry has had to decide who are to have

top priority, the young unemployed or the older
unemployed, and rhe older unemployed are of necessity beginning to become an almosr'abandoned care-

gory. Thar is precisely why the policy aimed at achieving lasting economic recovery must Le conrinued with
vigour, in the interests of young people and of older
workers. Bur the millions of young people out of work
in rhe European Communiry cannot wait for this. A
lost generation is beginning ro emerte. And unemployed young people will eventually tecome unemployed older people who have neuei been involved in

the work process.

A

combination

of onhodox

and

iall

for

unorthodox measures is rherefore needed ro get them

to work now. Ve

Liberals therefore

coordinared specific measures, in which the European
Centre for the. Development of Vocational Training
has a major role to play: yourh work plans, practicall
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training places, work experience projects, growth jobs.
But let it be remembered, ladies and gentlemen, these

specific measures

will be no more than

palliatives

unless they are aimed at integration into normal work-

ing life. Otherwise, they will even diston comperition
and merely serve to make the rising unemployment
figures look as good as possible, which is, of course,
adr"nageous when elections are in the offing. This
reminds me of the promise made by Mr Fabius, the
French Prime Minister, that by che end of 1985 all
young people under the age of 2l would be offered a
job or training.
But the best way we have, Madam President, of ensuring that young people enter the labour market and
stay there is to give them vocational training that is
attuned to the requirements of the labour market. You
may feel you are listening to a gramoPhone record,
but we must never dre of saying this. It is no Panacea.
Vhat is obvious is that general training makes it more
likely that a young person will become unemployed,
thantraining in a specific field and that a full course of
training is better than half a course. The hard core of
young people who remain unemployed for more than
a year mainly consists of those with a poor training
and early school-leavers.

In this respect, we must find the courage to allow early
school-leavers to benefit from the generosiry of the
political system, the generosity of the large majority of
the political system, the generosity of the large majority of the electorate who are prepared to pay for a libeial social system, so liberal in fact that benefits are
paid to those who are not inclined to complete a good

torrse of training and do their homework properly.
Instead of reponing this to those concerned, we all
implicitly adopt the 'progressive attitude' that society
alone is responsible. On the other hand, increasing
numbers of young people are fonunately aking their
destiny into in their own hands, taking the initiative
rhemselves, and we must therefore seize the opponunities presented by these developments by giving young

entrepreneurs financial support, for example, and assisting them with words and deeds, as I urge in the
resolution I have tabled on behalf of my group'

If it

is to create more jobs, European industry needs

young people whose training has prepared them for
innovations. The European Social Fund has a major
task rc perform here. Ve therefore call for training
which meets not only quantitative requirements,
meaning that every young person must be able to qual-

ify for a given

occupation, but also the qualitative

committal answer it shares Parliament's concern, I will
shared
say that we are quite willing to share
- trouble
but what we need are not shared
is rrouble halved
declarations of intent but a practical demonstration of
political will and thus practical European action.

(FRI Madam President,
Ladies and Gentlemen, last January the President-inOffice of the Council declared before the European
Parliament that unemployment was the vital problem

Mrs Chouraqui (RDE).

to be solved.

At rhe end of tgg+ the number of unemployed in the
Community was 13 million, representing I1.60lo of the
labour force. Only a month later the figures climbed to
13.6 million and l2o/o of the labour force. Of this
unemployed population, 380/o are young people, or in
France 400/0. \7e are already more than halfway
through the Iralian Presidency, and the employment
srtuatlon ls not lmprovlng.

The issue of new rcchnologies which I wish to raise
today is pan of this debate, just as it was an imponant
consideration in the Tuckman rePort, and I cannot
overemphasize the imponance of a debate on this
problem. Although new technologies may represent a
threat to employment in cenain sectors in the shon
rerm, the fact remains that in the long term their
introduction offers the best means of making European industry more competidve, bringing about a
return to economic growth and boosdng employment
in the Community.

Ve bitterly deplore the Member States' lack of political will and the Community's impotence to tackle the
problem of unemployment, which has been rising
steadily for l5 years.

Ve invite the Council to give expression to its determination and coherence in a draft budget for 1985
which not only doubles the resources of the European
Social Fund over the,next 5 years but above all allows
scope for the adoption of new policies in the rcchnological sector, especially in biotechnology, data-pro-

and information technologies, robotics,
research and development, transport, manufacturing,
the building industry, service industry, and small and
medium-sized businesses.

cessing

To this end, it is essential to expand the coverage of
the ambitious FAST programme, the main aims of
which are m identify long-term priorities for research
and development in the Community and to examine

requiremenrc that will enable Europe to keep up with
lts compeurors, meanlng training that is adapted to the
real needs of the labour market and to technological
developments. This entails the systematic inclusion of
practical training in existing courses and the organization of training in close consultation with industry.

the possible social and economic effects of technological changes. This programme is concerned essentially
with the inseractions between technology, labour and
employment, the emergence of systems of new indus-

Positive action must be aken to put girls on a par with
boys. And if the Council gives its perennial and non-

It is an imponant programme which, coupled with the

trial

strategies and

the integrated development of

renewable natural resources.
Esprit projects, represents a step forward for the Com-
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munity. Any fresh training programme undenaken in
the Communiry could possibly be tied in wirh these
developments in rhe field of technology. There musr
be no discrimination between -en arJ-*omen as far
as training programmes are concerned since, as for
yearj pasr, levels of unemploymenr in the popuJnlny
lation under rhe age of 25 are even higher among
women than among men.

Ve

also call upon the Member Smtes of the EEC to
make a joint, simultaneous effon to develop a policy
to boost invesrmenr and rhe crearion of productivl
jobs, as an accompainmenr ro a policy for-the social
treatment of unemployment, which is insufficient in
itself.

In this connection we

srress the need to enable
employers ro operare under condirions allowing them
to work to margins and generate profim sufficient to
enable them to develop rheir businesses on a sound
basis and thereby create jobs.

Madam President, rhere

will soon be 320 million

Europeans in the Community market. !7e musr complete the process of creating the single internal marker,
which will srrentthen the competitiveness of Member
States' economies and esmblish the Community on a

it will be able to withstand competirion on exrernal markets and rherefore
to preserve jobs and create new ones.
solid foundation from which

Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Madam Presidenr, youth
unemployment is one of the greatest disasters for our
industrialized society. It can be compared ro such
natural disasrers as famine and eanhquakes. It can also
be compared to world wars in which millions of people
die.

Those of us who, Iike myself, live in a region where
youth unemployment is high feel a deep sense of
shame. \fle have a wonhwhile job, but rhes. yorng
people do not. Ve have good salaries, bur the young
unemployed have hardly enough ro live on. Over 13
million young people capable of work are unemployed, they are discouraged, they have become fatalists and aggressive, and rhey feel helpless.

Vhy, Madam Presidenr, can we not, firstly, redisri-

bute what work there is in Europe, giving priority ro
young people?
Secondly, why can we nor creare new employment in
such new social secrors as adult educarion, public
hea.lth, environmenral protecrion, meaningful faiming
and honiculture and so on?

Thirdly, is ir normal for sciendfic and technological
protress to reduce rather rhan increase emolovmint?
Can the European Social Fund nor assist

(a)

special projects which encourage science and tech-

nology wirh a view ro creating wonhwhile employ-

ment for young people and

(b) basic projects in which young people themselves
mke the initiative?
To conclude, Madam President, let us build a Europe
in which young people srill dare to believe, in which
they can play a responsible pan, a Europe in which
economic comperition is not rhe central feature, but
where the economy and technology serve the people
and above all young people.

Mr McCartin (PPE).

in Europe
- Madamis President,
the fighr against unemployment
the story of se"..h
"
for soft oprions. The individual Starcs of tLe European
Community have been engaged in rhis chase foi the

pasr l0 years and rhe insritutions of the Community
are plodding along on their heels. All rhe time, thl
object of-full employment is receding and in many
regions of the Community it has disappeared entirely

from view. Until such time as the governmu.rtr" of
Europe and the insritutions of the Community come to
a clear realization thar there are no soft oplions, rhe
problem will remain unsolved.

Occasionally in rhis Parliamenr a realistic solution is
proposed. Briefly we toyed with the idea of introquc11S effective measures such as were proposed in
the Herman reporr, but mosr of whar we in this parliamenr have been proposing is more in the nature of a
drug ro kill the pain than a cure that will eliminate the
disease. Continually we mlk about youth unemployment. Of course, if we fail ro creare jobs it ii the
young people coming onto the labour market who will
first be affected. Ve conrinually ulk about training
a.nd retraining, bur we forget that in the years whei
this Community was leading rhe world in economic
growth the Smte was nor nearly so much engaged in
training as ir is today. Industry provided its own-training schemes in those years and State interference over
a wide area was considerably less than ir is roday.
Rules and regulations governing employmenr were not
nearly so complicated or so restricrive. The State did
notregulate national wage agreements. Every industry
paid what ir could afford. In the Europian Communiry of rhe present day, there is a widespread belief
that the Srate can resolve every problem, thar the State
can organize an insurance policy against the failures of
society and the weaknesses of every individual. The
lesson we do not seem ro have learned is that human
nature, by and large, is much more interested in the
smndard of living rhan in rhe volume of producrion,
and that given a choice between an income wirh harj
work and an income without work, a large number of
people would choose the latter.

\7e do no[ seem to realize that if we provide pay-

related benefits, redundancy pay and everything LIse,
it is quite narural that rhose at work do not fi[ht so
hard ro mainrain rheir competitiveness and keef their
jobs and rheir companies on the road. Recently ir has
become very popular
indeed, in this debate roo
for politicians ro hold -up rhe American economy as -an

I
I
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priorities I have just mentioned. The young,
unskilled unemployed cannot be abandoned by some
hasty decision to mo\€ the Social Fund up-market in
the way many Members of this House fear.

example of what can be achieved in the way of economic growth, but nearly always we focus on this question of small and medium-sized industries in the
United States and we neglect to compare the legal
environment in which this success was achieved with
our own. Rarely is it pointed out that wages in Europe
have grown much faster than they have in the Unircd
Starcs. Inflation-adjusted figures show that costs since
1970 have grown by 50/o in the United States and by

wo

400/o here. In industrial employment the gap is l0%
there, as against 65010 in Europe. Rarely is it poinrcd
out that in the European Economic Community it is
more difficult for industry to reduce its labour force in
changing times, and almost all the plausible solutions
to'the unemployment problem being put forward by
European politicans involve the spending of more
money, which in turn involves an increase in taxation,
and this, again, reduces opponunities for employment.

tiveness

Madam President,

I

have not quite finished what I

wanted to say, but I see my speaking time is up.

Mrs Daly (ED).

Madam President, Sir Jack Stew-

- ably presenrcd the case for econoan-Clark has very
mic recovery in Europe. lforking from the Herman

report, voted by this Parliament a year ago, my group
supports the coherent approach which the centre-right
groups have set out, designed ro complete the internal
market, contain budget deficits and tackle labour market rigidities. Ve endorse the Commission's commitmenr ro effective completion of the market by 1992.
One very imponant aspect of this new approach is the

upgrading of the Social Fund and a greater emphasis
decision-making on training for the
young and the long-term unemployed. A restructuring
of the Community budget based on the doubling of
Social Fund expendirure within the Community's new
own resources is the best possible assistance that this
Parliament could give to the unemployed of Europe.
The Social Fund is the sole immediate instrument in
the hands of the Communiry to help restructure the
labour market and ease the plight of unemployed. Parliament put forward its precise views on the new Social
Fund guidelines at its plenary session last month. In
this we stressed the need for these guidelines to help
those most in need by encouraging practical training
on the job and productive job-creation schemes. These
are at risk in the latest draft of the guidelines which we
have seen. Equally we have srressed the need for the
so-called weighted reduction procedure in the Social
Fund to reflect real criteria based on the qualiry of the
project rather than an arithmetical reduction on indiscriminate grounds.

in Community

The Social Fund, Madam President, is a

scarce

resource. It must be used wisely and carefully, as
Commissioner Sutherland emphasized last month. I
would like to srress to the President of rhe Council
today that it is very imponant to help ensure that the
new guidelines issued by the Commission reflect che

My group recognizes that

economic change will

necessarily produce new patrcrns of work and employment. '!7'e want. to see more flexibility in the organization of working time which preserves the competi-

of European industry. 'We want to see the
implementation of new policies in the technological
sector and continued action to improve training and
retraining so that we have a fully-skilled workforce in
Europe.

\fle believe that closer coordination of the Community
financial instruments would help support productive
investment.

If we are to achieve the kind of economic
modernization necessary in Europe, we must have the
active participation and agreement of the social panners. A basic essential is, therefore, a genuine sysrcm
of worker panicipation where workers' representatives
are elecred by secret ballot from all of the workforce
and where management representatives are genuinely
committed to panicipation. Such a system would, I
believe, lead to the social dialogue necessary for decisions to be taken which can create real jobs for the
Finally,

future.

Madam President, we have heard many words. r$fhat
we wan[ from both the Commission and the Council
now are proposals for urgent effective action to combar the problem of 11.5 million unemployed, panicularly rhe 400/o under the age of 25.

(DA) Madam President,
Mrs Tove Nielsen (L).
- endorses the question
the Liberal Group strongly
which has been put by a number of our colleagues
concerning the arrangcments rhe Commission intends
ro make ro create better conditions for small and
medium-sized undenakings and craft indusries. The
question makes special reference to the serting up of a

for small and medium-sized undenakings. I
think it is an excellent initiative because it gives us a
clear indication of the reasons why we want a centre.
centre

Parliament and the Commission have for some time
had a genuine desire for such a centre to be created.

It is rherefore extremely regrettable for us in the Liberal Group to note that a good and sound idea, which
has been put forward and even adopted on a number
of occasions here in Parliament, is meeting with such a
dismal fate in these months. For what happened on
31 December 1984?

it may
Commissioner Narjes signed a contract
- or
have been an agreement, I am not sure exactly what it
was
under which the Commission undertook to pay
- which
is entered in the 1984 budget, to cenain
a sum,
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organizations. I say advisedly 'cenain organizarions',
for what does thar phrase cover? At all events rhey are
not representative of the small and medium-sized
undenakings. And in any case ircm 7777 was nor used
for this purpose, in which it was Parliament's wish co
get something staned which we could build on: a
centre for small and medium-sized business. !7e do
not have much money for our work here in Parliamen[, the Commission and the Communiry as a whole,
and we should not squandqr this 100 000 ECU item in
the budger and throw it about without knowing what
it is to be used for. Ve wanr a centre for small and
medium-sized undenakings in Europe. Ve do nor
want an office which is left to work out after the evenr
what in the world it is to do with rhose meagre funds.

\7e genuinely want ro do somerhing ro creare betrer
conditions for the many people who eke our a precarious existence from day to day. It is symptomatic to
hear talk of reductions in working hours, bur the many
people employed in rhe small and medium-sized business and in craft enterprises, who work 45, 60 or 70
hours per week, would be glad if we only placed some

value on rheir work.

Ir is nor they who

shout and

scream about shoner working hours and compensa-

tion for all kinds of things. Let us help them, let

us

give them the information rhey need, for it is they who
will create the new developmenr thar is needed; ir is
they who have rhe will to make use of new rcchnol-

it is they whose firms have a structure which
allows them to be flexible. Ve need new jobs and, if
we in Parliament have the will, we can create those
jobs we mlk so much about today. All these years I
have been a Member we have been declaring our wish
to Bet ro grips with unemployment, but it has gone on
rising, and now we are frittering away 100 000 ECU
ogy;

which ought to be promoting better conditions for
these enterprises and hence for all those people for
whom we seek to provide lasring employmenr!

Mr

Fitzgerald (RDE).

Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, on behalf- of my group I would like to
thank the authors of the three oral questions for raising the issue of the employment crisis in rhe Community, particulary as ir affects young people. At the
end of December 1984, over 5 million young people
under 25 were regisrered as unemployed in the Community. According ro recenr figures supplied by
Eurostat, the 13.5 million unemployed ar the end of
January this year represenrs the highest figure ever. If
we could take into accoun[ those who are unemployed
but not regisrered, the overall picture would, I fear, be
considerably worse.

Presidents-in-Office of the Council go in and out as
regularly as cuckoo clocks. As time moves on they
each declare that the unemployment crisis is rheir
major priority. Yet the realiry is thar more and more
people are joining Europe's lengthening dole queues.
Europe, if it acts together, can bring about a change
by strengthening and consolidadng the internal mar-

.

ket, by becoming more competitive. A strong European economy with its 270 million consumers can be a
springboard to success in markets oumide our ren
Member Smtes. The crearing of real employment prospects will follow.

There is what has been described as 'a black hole of
information' on two-fifths of the labour market in lreland. It cannot be proved yer bur there is considerable
speculation by Irish economists that rhe reduction in
the rate of increase in unemploment is accounted for
by a new wave of emigrarion. This must be for Ireland
one of our saddest rragedies.

My group deeply regrets the ineffecriveness of the
Community's instirutions in dealing with the unemployment problem which has been steadily worsening
15 years. The erernal wrangling over the
Community's budget has dragged down the EEC. The
Community's budget, while nor insignificant, represents approximately l0lo of the gross domestic product
of the Community and less than 30/o of public spending by the ten Member States. The time for political
pointscoring is over. The development and prosperity
of the Community for all its people and the crearion of
new jobs is far more imponant. Serde the budget issue

for the past

once and for all. Ve need acrion nor meaningless
reperition about unemploymenr as our priority. The
Social Fund as a real Community instrument of
employment is pedalling backwards fast. Not only the
percentate but also the total amounr actually paid out
in 1983 was lower than the previous year, despite an
overall 350/o increase in the total paymenr appropriations available.

It

is essential that the Council acrs decisively in providing a budget which will not only double rhe resources
of the Social Fund over the next five years but will
enable the introduction of new policies especially in all
the related areas of new technologies and also rranspon, the construction industry, the service secror,

SMEs and local employment initiadves.

Financial assis[ance should be provided for supponing

existing employment iniriatives in Europe such as
Communiry enterprises cenrres which have also been
successful in the US in creating employment opportunities.

Madam President, we have debated the issues of

long-term unemploymenr, quesrions

of

sndstical

machinery, the new guidelines for the Social Fund.

Ve

have put forward all views and social priorities. Ve
can wait no longer for the Council to shoulder im responsibilities.'$7e want action for jobs now.

Mr

Seligman (ED).
a major
- MadamisPresident,
for high unemployment
mismatch berween
the shonage of jobs in one area and the shonage of
skilled workers in another area. High technology firms
have serious shonages of skilled rcchnologisiJ at all
reason

t5.4.
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levels, yet schools are pouring out large numbers of
unskilled young people who have not a single qualification relevant to doing a useful job.

Vhat could the EEC do about this mismatch? Unless
we can raise the proportion of young people and
adults who are technologically literate, we shall continue to lose jobs to Japan, the USA and the newly
industrialized countries. I attended recently an excellent EEC conference on training in new technologies,
organized by James Elles and Lady Elles in Britain,

ate. Secondly, industry must release their specialists to
act as teachers for limited periods. Thirdly, industry
must release adult workers for retraining in high tech-

nology. It is quite wrong to think that employees
should only have one skill throughout their life. Technology is changing much too fast. Training and
retraining of the work force should be continuous
throughout a worker's life. Founhly, collaboration in
programmes like the Esprit programme of research
and development in high technology will make jobs by
recapturing from the USA and Japan a share of the

which brought together politicians, educationalists,

high technology market that we are losing the whole

local government and, most importantly, industrialists
and employers. There should be more of these local
conferences, Mr Sutherland. I am sure you can help in
that.

time.

Upgrading in our industrial ability in high rcchnology
may not be the only answer to youth unemployment,
but it is cenainly one of the main solutions.

The main conclusions of this conference were as follows: First, industry must make a greater financial and
organizational contribution to training in high techand when I say industry, I mean
nology at all levels
trade unions as well- as employers; they must collabor-

President.

-

The debate is closed.

I

(Tbe sitting utas closed at s p.*.)
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GRIFFITHS

for the 1983 finanoial year

-

Wce-President

(Tbe sitting utas opened at 9 a. m.)

Mr

(S).

(DA)

Mr

the decisions on the grant of discharge to the
Commission in re3pect of the implementation of
the Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth European
Development Funds for the 1983 financial year

President,

we

were
informed yesrcrday in the Committee on Budgets that
it will be possible to 8et a statement from the Commission concerning letter of amendment No 3 on the
question of the budget for 1985, followed by a short

Fich

by Mr Price (Doc. A 2-8/85) on the deferral of

debate.

I

note that this item is not included in the printed
agenda; but I expect that it will be debated as
announced yesterday at 3 p.m. in the Committee on
Budgets.

-

by Mr Harlin (Doc.2-1802/84) on the proposal
for a decision on the discharge to be granted to
the Commission in respect of the ECSC accounts
for the 1983 financial year
by Mr Schtin (Doc. 2-1800/84) on the discharge

- to be granted to the Management Board of the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training and to the Administrative Board of
the European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and Vorking Conditions in respect of the

implementation

of their appropriations of

the

budgets for the 1983 financial year.

Mr Fich, you are quite right, this agenda
President.
- yesterday by Parliament. But we are
was adopted
looking into the possibility of having a shon statement
and debate this afternoon.

l.

I

Dischargefor the 1983 badget

Mr President, in preI am conscious
that Parliament will be exercising one of its major
powers. Under the Financial Regulation we may
attach comments to thr discharge which are binding
on the other institutions. This is an exercise of the
supervisory role assigned to Parliament under the
Mr Price (ED),

rapporteur.

-

sendng the annual report on discharge,

Treaties.
Presidcnt.
The next item is the joint debate on four
reports by -the Committee on Budgetary Control:

by Mr Price (Doc.

A

2-lO/85) on the decision

granting a discharge in respect of the implementa-

t'

Approoal of tbe Minutes

aid

Dootments receioed
urgent debate (Announcemen t).'see Minutes.

-

-

Topical

In order to make our comments more effective there
are a number of innovations this year. '!7e have

it is clear whether or
not ure are using the full extent of our power to
defined our terminology so that
require action.

Funhermore, instead of making a criticism and leaving
it to the Commission to devise a remedy, this year
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every criticism is followed by a prescription of the action which should be taken. In some cases rhis is a complete remedy, in other cases funher study is necessary

and that is what we require. The imponant poinr is
that Parliament is playing a construcrive role as discharge authority. The objective is to build rather rhan
to demolish.

Each year

a different rapponeur brings a fresh

approach to the rask. My contribution has been a
detailed examinarion of how we implement Com-

munity policy and whether our financial machinery

the authorities in Germany and Ireland and orher
Member States collect most of their VAT
and in
other Member States they do quite well -. in Italy

- there
there seem to be large underpaymenm. Similarly,
seems to be an even Breater undercollection of customs duties in the same Member Stare. The reason for
these disparities is clear: they result from the so-called
black economies. In all Member States rhere are people who fail to pay their taxes. Ve know.that rhe lmlian Government is concerned that it loses far more
than other tovernments on rhar accounr. The fact is
that the rest of us lose roo.

enables us ro achieve our aims.

Of course such machinery should be subservient ro rhe policies adopted.
However, adopring policies withour adopting the
means of implementing rhem is a grand but ineffective
view of polidcs. The proposals put before Parliament
in this motion for a resolution represenr probably the

biggesr overhaul of the Community's financial machinery ever undenaken by the European Parliamenr.

No doubt some Members will dismiss rhe report as
being essentially detailed and technical. They will say
that it does not lay down any new policy. They wiil
have missed the point. It is for other repons'from
other committees to devise new lines of poliiy. It is the
function of this report to concenrate on how those

policies can be implemented. Even rhe mosr promising
of new policies will fail if it lacks the necessary financial resources in rhe right place at the right time.

Financial mechanisms often dicmte rhe political
results.

This year's discharge musr be seen against the background of rhe refusal of discharge last year. Five
points of rhe resolution refusing discharge are of con-

tinuing relevance. Remedies are proposed for all of
them in this year's discharge resolution. More imporit is even more essendal for Parliament ro lay
down in specific terms rhe action which it requires so
that we do not find ourselves in that situation again.

tant,

The motion makes a significant contribution

to
improving the effectiveneis of Parliamenr's budgetary
and budgenry control powers. More up-to-d"f,
"ni
relevant informarion will be available when we adopt
the budget. Similarly, more relevant and comprehensive information will be available ro enable us to monitor and control implementarion of the budget. Finally,
more information will be available for us ro examine
the situarion larer. Some of this will focus on parlia-

The figures in the tables are based on rhe official
governmenr staristics of the Member States for production, consumprion and trade. On this basis if VAT
and customs duties were collected in Italy ro rhe same
extent as in other Member Srates, the Italian contribution ro the Communiry budget would be at least 200

million ECU per annum more. Ir would probably be
higher. But I stress that these calculations are based on

official governmenr statistics. If the statistics themselves are not uniformly accurare, and the pattern of
discrepancies is rhe same as for rhe coliection of
revenue, my esrimate might even be doubled.

a grear deal of supposition about these
figures. The only shrisrics showing precisely the

There is

amounts of VAT due are those based on what raxpayers declare ro the authorities. Pracrically all of this
money is collected. It is by consrructing a model of
whar payments would be expected for an economy of
that size and with that spending parrern, if everyone
declared and paid their tax liabiliries, that one can
build up the basis of comparison. It can do no more
than act as a pointer.

Vhat should we do about

ir? The first thing is that we
cannot simply ask rhe Commission to be more efficient
in collecting Community revenue. The regulations
bind rhem ro accepr what the Member Statei collect.
The Council seems determined to prevenr effective
control by rhe Commission over Community revenue.
They have even refused for six years ro pass reguladons which would require Member Statei rc pass on

regular information on frauds and irregularitiis relating rc the Communiry's own resources.

ment's amendments ro rhe budger so that we can
ensure rhat rhey receive the priority thar we intend.
Other informarion will be in the form of Commission
documenrs so rhar we can understand and better
appreciate the reasons for Commission decisions having financial implicarions.

The answer lies more fundamentally in the sysrem,
itself. In this resolution the Commisiion is askld ro
examine the possibility of devising a fairer system.
They will need ro face the reality that Communiry
VAT is simply a set of statistics on which to basl
national contributions. Community VAT is not identified to. the taxpayer. He thinki that he is prying
national raxarion. It is the only tax I have ever tiaia of
which goes up or down, but where the taxpayer pays

Communiry revenue has received close scrutiny this

exactly the same sum irrespective of the teuit at
the rax is set.

year. The commitree considered tables which

are
and
concern value-added rax. They show that whereas

reproduced in my explanarory sarcment. Tables

2

I

*hiih

In realiry we replaced one sysrem of national contributions with anorher. The first was defective in being

,
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arbitrary and inflexible. Its replacement must now

be

seen as inaccurate and unfair. So radical proposals are

required from the Commission at the appropriate time.

I now curn from revenue to expenditure and I stan
agricultural guarantee
with the largest element in it
expenditure. The central problem of the common agricultural policy is manifested in the multitude of

ir

financial mechanisms. The common agricultural policy
lacks coherence as a Community policy.

It

should serve the needs of the Community as a
whole. Instead it has become a Christmas tree with
presents

on all the branches for different Member

States. They all abuse the system of unanimity to get
something for themselves. As a result, all pay more and
the policy lacks coherence.

If

we are to give better value for money to the taxpayer, we must restore coherence by a radical reappraisal of the policy. One way of setting this in motion
would be by the Commission inviting a small independent group to produce a speedy report, the concept of
three wise men. This idea might be considered. In the
meantime, the Commission has set up working grouPs
to study separately each of the main sectors of agricultural policy. Ve ask for early repons from them.

In a series of paragraphs in the resolution, we identify
breaches of the principle of annuality. This is not sim-

Community money are vouched for only by the
requests made by the Member States themselves and
their own accounts. \?'hen clearance takes place, large
sums are ofrcn repayable to the Community. It is
totally unacceptable that we should have to wait five
years to have accurate and final figures for the majority of the budget. It makes a nonsense of discharge
practical purthat most of the expenditure is
- for all
poses
excluded from it.

-

In November 1982, the European Coun of Auditors
published a repon showing how matters might be put
right, essentially by moving from a consecutive syst€m
of clearance to a concurrent one. In other words the
Commission would have to start checking during the
year in question and simply tie up the accounts during
the succeeding year. This would enable mistakes to be
remedied quickly before they trow to astronomic
figures. I do not doubc that annual averate savings of
over 100 m ECU could be achieved by such a change,
simply by putting matters right more quickly and more
efficiently.

The Commission services do not like this

radical
approach but it must be forced upon them. There have
been promises in the past from the Commission to get
partly
clearance up to date. They have always failed
because the Member Starcs treat the matter as non-

urgent and pardy because the Commission has got so

far behind that the work is twice as difficult as it

ply a point of philosophy, it is essential to proper
budgetary control to incur and attribute expenditure

would otherwise be.

on an annual basis according to consistent principles.
If they are lacking, expenditure is moved backwards or

I

forwards at the end of a year. As a result it becomes
impossible to compare like with like and make a proper financial assessment.

One of the most glaring examples is the failure to
write down the value of agricultural stocks consistenily. This has an even more imponant effect. It
increases Community expenditure in the long run
because it is more difficult to sell off our stocks when
opponunities arise. If we wrote down the values of
commodities coming into stock rc their true market
values in the first year and reflected any further falls in

value in subsequent years, there would be far less
expenditure atrributed when these stocks are sold.
That would make the Community's sales policy more
flexible and better able to meet market opponunities.

At the end of each financial year, the Member States
are required to submit their EAGGF accounts to the
Commission within three months and the Commission
is required to clear the accounts by the end of that fol-

lowing year. These are the requirements of Community law. However, Member States are actually

months late in submitting their accounts and the Com-

mission takes years

to clear them. Five years is not

untypical.
1979 is the last year.for which clearance has raken
place. Until the time of clearance, billions of ECU of

have satisfied myself that the scheme put forward by
the Court of Auditors is a sound one. I have developed
it and rhe Committee on Budgetary Control has heard
and rejected the Commission arguments to the contrary.I hope that Parliament will be equally resolute so
that after years of complaint we shall put in place a far
better system.

I mentioned a few moments ago some of the problems
caused by failing to write down promptly the value of
agricultural stocks. There is a similar but different
problem relating to food aid. Around 400/o of our food
aid budget is spent on milk products. Parliament has
said on several occasions that these products are far
less cost-effective as food aid than grain or cenain
other commodities. But the hean of the problem lies
not in food aid policy but in the interplay between two
aspects of our Community budget. Ve charge the
food aid budger with world market prices for milk
products. Yet we have no hope of selling larger quantities on the world market so our mountains of milk

powder

will

simply remain

in

storage costing

us

money. The marginal value is very small and may even
be negative, so why charge these inflated values to the
food aid budget? All it does is to reduce the amount of
food aid the Community can send and leave us with
the stocks still in stolage.

If

we sent more food aid for the same amount of

money, in the first year we would have to find some
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extra sums on rhe agricultural budget. But in the
second year, reduced srorage charges would counterbalance rhis item and from the third year onwards
there is no reason why we should not achieve both
more food aid delivered and lower agricultural spending. This is a prime example of how a budgerary
mechanism has distorted an imponant policy.

In my main repon rhere is one glaring omission

postponemenr of that decision. The reason for that is
that we have nor yet received the Council recommen-

for the grant of

discharge relating

ro

rhe

development funds. Vhen we receive it, we will be, of
course, submitring to Parliament rhe appropriare decision and resolurion on rhar subject. Ir is a very important one to which this Parliamenr is artaching increasing imponance.

Another major section of the resoludon deals wirh
investing in the future of Europe. Here we are talking

about accepting the rechnological challenge

I

hope that rhe House

will approve

It.
(Applause)

Mr Sch6n (PPE), rapporteilr.
(DE)
President,
- on Mr
ladies and genrlemen. My report
behalf of the
Commirtee on Budgemry Control is concerned with

and

that is development policy. Some readers of rhe repon
may well wonder whether rhis is a reflection of a low
priority attached ro rhar subject. They would be completely mistaken, and if they look furrher amongsr
their documenrs rhey will find rhat rhere is a separate
discharge decision given in respecr of the European
Development Fund. This year, sadly, all that you have
at this srage is an inrerim report asking that tirere be a

dation

spending policies.

of rhi

Americans and the Japanese. It is an area where Community acrion to share the massive costs of research
and developmenr is highly cosr-effecrive bur implementation of Community policy has so far been disappointing. The main reason is the Council's long drawn
out decision-making procedures in which advisory
committees, groups of experts and working groups
within rhe Council all panicipare. It is an area in whiih
speed of decision-taking is essenrial. So we call upon
the Council [o review and srreamline irs decision-making procedures relaring to research and technological
cooperatlon.

This year the role of the Council is highlighred in a
number of ways. So the Council is being asked ro respond, like rhe Commission, with an interim and final
report on the implemenrarion of rhis resolurion. It is
the first time that Parliament has made such a request.
It reflects our desire that rhe Council should join with
us in improvint rhe Community's financial machinery.
Ve respect the insriturional competences in all our
requests to rhe Council and so we expecr implementation from them as we do from the Commission.

Mr President, this resolution illustrates rhe derermina-

tion of this Parliament to play a consrructive parr in
the development of the Community
ro be i fo.ce

- If Europe is
for Communiry cohesion and coherence.
to achieve the great goals ir has sei itself, it musr have
the means ro do so. This resolution seeks to improve
these means across rhe whole budger and ali our

the

so-called decentralized bodies, au[onomous

organizations and so-called satellire bodies

European Community.
funded out

All

of the European

of

rhe

rhese are instirutions
Community's budget,

some of them receiving 1000/0, orhers up
their money from this source.

to

800/o

of

I should like to smrt by mking each of these institutions in turn, raking it as read that the Committee on
Budgetary Control has for years kepr a careful eye on
these institurions, for it is the European taxpayer's
money which is being spent here.
The criteria in our examination are the same as rhose
we apply to rhe Commission, for our aim is ro check
that rhe money spenr is being spent effecrively, to
prevent waste and ro ensure that the objectives sel for
these institutions are fulfilled as effectively as possible.

And so we have for years considered it imponanr that
internal conuol wirhin these institutions should work

properly. I am happy ro be able ro say rhar some of
these institutions have acrcd on criticisms expressed by
the Committee on Budgetary Control, for example the
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training in
Berlin, a Communiry body, and rhe European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and \Torking
Conditions. Excellent work was done here by one oT
our predecessors in rhe Committee on Budgeary Control, Mr Kellert-Bowman, who is no longer a Member
of the House, and rhe results are -ost saiisf".tory.

The same is also true of rhe Euratom Supply Agency
where we were happy to find that the European Coun
of Auditors had no objections to make. As iegards the
European Computer Cenre, a very important insrumenr for the Commission, the Committee on Budgerary Control considers that the time is ripe for a funher
e.ffectiveness study. An exrremely imponant body is
the Joint Research Centre. Although a numbei of
improvements have already been made
the Com- on
mission musr be credircd with having acted
the cri-

ticisms it received
we musr also remember thar this
research body is, -as Mr Price has just said, a prime
investment for the future of Europe. Only recently a

European Foreign Minister called for a European
technology community. If we need one, and it is
agreed thar we do, then we should nore rhar in l9g3
150 million ECU was invested and spent in this field,
but that rhe use made of these funds by no means
yielded the desired resulrc.

The Commirree on Budgerary Control thus believes
that the Coun of Auditors should compile a new
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of research
activities, with panicular reference to the Joint
special report on the budgetary conduct
Research Centre.

I

come now

to the JET project. This too is an

extremely imponant project. Strictly speaking it is the
biggest single project of the European Atomic Energy
Community and aims to do something for future
energy supply to the Community now that thermonuclear fusion is feasible as a new source of energy. I

would remind the House that over I 000

engineers

and scientists from 12 countries are engaged on this
project. There is no disputing the fact that the estimated cost for this project has been closely adhered to,
and the Coun of Auditors has also found that there
are no objections to granting a discharge to this instirution. \7e shall thus do so without reservation.

of the European Parliament. Of panicular
imponance to us were your pledges to review the control procedures for the Member States' expenditure.
Thar is important for the Commission because public
opinion very often castigates the European Community, viz. the Commission, viz. Brussels, for abuses
which are in reality the fault of Member States'
dence

therefore urge and encourate you, Mr Commissioner, to review these procedures. Take seriously our
call for a 'roving patrol'- we shall suPPort you. Ve
shall then of course have to discuss in the Committee
on Budgetary Control whether you have the staff you
need to-do this, and if noq they should be found, for
millions of taxpayers' money can be saved here.

Ve

My second observation concerns revision of the

sys-

Guarantee Section.
Doubtless the chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Control will cover this in greater detail. My third
point deals with speeding up the clearing of accounts
specifically in these areas. If we consider that only half
the total guarantee funds disbursed so far have been

tem of advances in the EAGGF

Another, somewhat worrying, question is that of the
European Schools. Our European Schools enjoy a
good public image and it is not our intention, in critiiizing the administration and budgetary conduct of
these schools, to criticize the schools themselves and

have

cleared, then Mr Price is right; this is no way to do
things. How are we supposed to check, if we are years
behind and have to settle for figures which we can no
longer verify for ourselves?

been some srange things going on, and it is not good
enough that the senior inspector of schools, who is
after all responsible for these autonomous institutions,
should have failed over the last few years to take these
criticisms as seriously as he should have done' There

My fourth observation: we need a more realistic
budget, panicularly in the light of our excess commitments. Any increase in own resources would already
be absorbed and spent, because of this excess' This

but after all they did cost us
1983.
I would ask you to study
ECU
in
million

their
38

achievements,

closely the detailed criticism of the Coun of Auditors

which

I

have reproduced

in my report. There

have been irregularities over staff administration,
salaries, the taxes paid by European School teachers
and the rendering of accounts, so that the Committee
on Budgetary Control can grant only a conditional
discharge. In our discussions with representatives of
these schools this fact was accepted. \7e shall see that

pledges to improve matters are in fact kept. Here too,
ihen, *e may have to call for a special report, and we
fully endorse the criticisms expressed by the Coun of
Auditors. For this reason it was necessary to include
the demand on efficiency and effective use of funds in
these schools as a separate point in the Price rePort.
observations on behalf of my group: as
the European People's Pany (Christiangroup
of
the

A few more

we fully endorse Mr

Price's
report. Ve shall have to consider the proposed amendmints to it this afternoon, as rhey were late in reaching

Democratic Group)

us. Despite considerable reservations, and

I

must be allowed for in the Commission's financial
planning and we must also, again I agree with Mr
Price, move via a three-year plan to medium-term
financial planning covering Erearcr number of years.
Ve can assure you of our^group's fullest support if
you make use of your right of initiative and your com'
petence as the Commission, panicularly ois-ti-ois the
Council of Ministers which has hitheno been the true
culprit as regards holding back the Community.

My final remark: a number of committees have criticized some of the explanations given: I am thinking of
the problems of social security and equal rights for
oro.er. How have these items been spent or realized?
My group would have appreciated details on this.
(Appkuse)

would

remind you that we refused to Brant a discharge to the

Commiision in spring, we shall vote in favour of
granting one for 1983. One behalf of my group I
should like to explain why.

Our impression is that the new Commissioner for
financial affairs is extremely cooPerative ois-d-ois the
European Parliament. Ve shall cake his promises seriously. But, Commissioner Christophersen, we shall
hold'you to your word. Ve respect the independence
of the Commission just as you respect the indepen-

As Mr Hnrlin does not appear to be
President.
- Mr Aigner, chairman of the Committee
present, I call
on Budgeary Conrol, rc present the repon on behalf
of the committee.
Chairman of the Committee on
(DE) Mr President, I do not
Control.
Budgetary
has not arrived yet, but as
know why the rapponeur
we are dealing with these four repons in a joint
debate, I ought perhaps to step into the breach as

Mr Aigner (PPE),
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chairman of the Commitree and briefly introduce Mr

to tolerate inefficienry in the administration of

Harlin's reporr.

resources or losses as a consequence

its

of bad adminis-

tration.

The subject at issue is the granting of a discharge for
the accounts rendered by the European Coal and Steel
Community for 1983. It is doubtless interesting ro nore
that rhe ECSC is somewhat better off than tfie Community as whole. Ve have here a balance sheet rotalling over 8 400 million ECU, in which disbursed loans

I

to 6 500 million ECU. think these
figu.res say more about rhe effecriveness and efficienry
alone amount

of the ECSC than any words could.

Ve

propose thar the discharge be granted alrhough,
and I refer you here to paragraphs 6 and Zff of the
motion for a resolution, we have made a number of
funher requesrs to the Commission, \7e wish in panicular for more detailed informarion on a number of
problems, namely the formadon of surpluses, rhe
liquidity position and above all the position as regards
reserves. A community whose industry is, to put it
mildly, in a somewhat precarious posirion, should not
at such times have ro make provisions which, in view
of the posirion of its reserves, are not necessary. Mr
President, I shall confine myself to this brief expose
and should be grateful if the Parliament would vote
for Mr Harlin's reporr.

Mr Christophercen,

Vice-President of the Commission.

(DA) Mr Presidenr, on behalf of rhe Commission I
-should like
ro thank the Committee on Budgetary
Control, its rapponeur, Mr Price, and the o[her rapponeurs for the work involved in rhe prepararion of
the discharge resolurion for the 1983 financial year.

I

to attend a number of the commitree's
meetints and felr encouraged by the committed
atmosphere that prevailed in the discussions. Ve did
was able

not agree on everything; ir might look somewhar suspicious if we were agreed on every detail, but I nevertheless felt able to conclude from our discussions in
the committee and from the repon we are primarily
concerned with roday thar we are in full agreemenr on
the central issues.

The Commission and Parliamenr are in

complete
agreemenr over the need we are now experiencing for
a radical improvemenr in rhe control of the administration of rhe Community's funds. '!(ie are agreed in
the first place because it is clear that in a nrimber of
areas there has been or still is wasre or bad adminisration; in the second place because we know rhar all the
Member Srates in rhese rimes are obliged in their
national conrexr ro impose srricr financial limirs, often
accompanied by increases in taxes, contributions or
duties or by cuts in social services and benefirs; and in
the third place because rhe citizens of rhe Member
States
whether as raxpayers, recipienrs of social
benefir- or wage-earners
keeniy aware of the
- are
economic problems. In these
circumstances the Community cannor expecr irs Member States or its cirizens

I

wanred to emphasize this at rhe ouret, although of
in cenain areas there is not full agreement
between the Commission and rhe Commitr€e on

course

Budgetary Control, and perhaps Parliament as

a

whole, depending on how the vote toes on rhe conclusions to be drawn with regard to the individual problems which have been highlighrcd. But as in any parliamenmry process
that is what we are involved in
- andthat
I feel neverrheless
will finally emerge
-from the cooperarion and atheresult
debates, and ilso from

,the disagreement which exists between us. This result
will improve the entire control function and, more-

over,

I

can inform you rhat the Commission is to

I have presented concerning a lasting improvement in the whole process of
scrutiny and conrrol of our resources. I have already
said ro the Commirtee on Budgetary Controt, and i
will repeat it here: it is my hope thar it will be possible
for the Commission ro take a final decision on rhis
decide on a proposal which

proposal at

ir

next meering.

An imponanr pan of the work on the discharge resolution has of course already been done in thelontext
of the repon of rhe Coun of Auditors. The Commission has also read the repon very artenrively and per-.
haps, as it is the first time I have had the opponunity
to speak to Parliamenr on these marr,ers, I should stresi
the imponance I atrribure to the work of rhe Coun of
Auditors. But I would warn againsr overdramatizing
the conclusions of the Coun of Audircrs; rhere is i
tendency to do this in some quarrers. Overdramatizing
matters-may cast doubt upon rhe legirimacy or capa-

city ro function of the Community as a whole. Thai is
something I would warn you againsr, because it was
presumably nor even in the inrendons of the Coun of
Audirors. On the conrrary we should look seriously at
the specific points of criricism, and the commenti of
the Coun of Auditors are of course the right basis on
which rc proceed in rhe work on a discharge resolutlon.

I

should like to rake up some of the main problems
raised in the repons, and ir is no doubt rhe most practical procedure ro smrt with one or two problems on
which the Commission and parliament deiinircly disagree. Once we have gor rhem out of the way, I can
pass on
points
and fonunately they'include
19 rhe
almost all of the otherson which rhire is exrensive
agreement.

-

The firsr poinr was touched on very briefly by Mr
Price in his intervention; I shall not therefore-d*Lll on
it at length either. It is in pan a semanric and in pan an

insritutional problem. It is the question how the
requesrs, proposals and demands which parliament
might decide ro presenr to the Commission are ro be
interpreted.

r6.4.
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I

shall nor deal at length with the semantic aspect,
although the proposal put forward by the committee
a very long linguistic and historic
discourse on my pan. As I poinrcd out in the Committee on Budgemry Control, the Acad6mie Frangaise,
for example, has for over 300 years, week in week out,

could have prompted

devoted all its deliberations to the interpretation of a
single word. Now we are taking it upon ourselves
here, over a shoner period of time, to interpret three

different words in seven different languages. That in

I have some difficulty in understanding all the interpretations and will content myself
wich addressing the institutional problem linked to the
little semantic exercise which emerges from the rePort..
itself is ambitious.

The institutional problem of course arises from the
process by which the conclusion is reached, adopting a

linguistically dubious interpretation, that Parliament
can by using cenain words instruct the Commission,
is of course where
and here I am bound to say
- this cannot accept
thar the Commission
we disagree
that view. It-is in conflict with the Treaty since it
implies that the Commission should function as a
secretariat for the other institutions for, if Parliament
were able to instruct the Commission, I assume that
the Council would also have this prerogative. I do not
know whether that is what the interpretation means
but, if the Council calls on the Commission to do
something, then that must also be an instruction. That
is how I understand it. But the Commission will not be
instructed. The Commission will read and listen attendvely to the opinions expressed by the institutions on
its work. The Commission will' study carefully the
conclusions reached and the decisions taken following
the discharge debate. The Commission will take those
decisions which it feels are called for. The Commission
will inform Parliament and the Council of these deciI have said it before but I
sions and, if Parliament
with the Commission's
is dissatisfied
will repeat it
responses, the appropriate sanctions are provided by
the Treaty. Parliament can express its dissadsfaction,
and it can go a srcp funher and take a vote of no confidence. I am not now challenging Parliament to take
this step, I just refer to it in passing, since we are discussing the institutional distribution of powers.

The Commission has its own responsibiliry and moreover is prepared to shoulder that responsibility. \7hen
we should not
we tet down to the substance
- for
allow ourselves to be divided by an institutional or
semantic argument

of the account Mr Price and the

other rapporteurs have put before us, we see that the
points of disagreement are very minor ones. My only
intention in presenting these comments on matters of
principle was to provide a record from which it will be
possible to see when the time comes that the Commission has already stated its views on this proposal in
Parliament, should it make its appearance again at
some future date.

On matters of substance, on the other hand, there are
grounds for a meaningful dialogue between the Com-

mission and Parliament on the basis of the rwo rePorts
presented. I will therefore address myself to them since
they contain a number of interesting analyses and,
more especially, proposals. To begin with there are a
number of proposals for improvements to the budget
process itself, as far as the control of the utilization

of

appropriations and estimates for future appropriation
requirements are concerned. Here the Commission
agrees with what emerges from the various proposals,
and we shall be glad to give both Parliament and the
Council the information they require when the time
comes and at the same time endeavour to devise the
most effective method. I welcome this proposal from
Parliament all the more, if it is adopted, since I am
convinced that the period of budgeta.ry restrictions we
are at present passing through will necessitate the
tightening up of a number of budgetary measures with
regard to both forecasting and control.
Clearly

and it was kind of Mr Schon to point this

- intervention
out in his

this also means that the

Commission should have the working resources to
carry out its task in this respect. That is something to
be borne in mind, namely [hat, as Mr Schtin kindly
pointed out, Parliament would be sympathetic if there
were needs to be met in the economic and staffing
I am also responsible for ensuring
areas
- although
rhat the Commission is not overstaffed.
Fourthly, and this is a point which is closely related to
forecasting and control, the motions for resolutions
demand that Parliament be given better information
on the unavoidable burdens which will bear upon
future budgets owing to commitments the Community
has entered into in the past.

That is a view I very much share, a view to which the
Commission attaches considerable imponance. This is
nor just because the Court of Auditors has identified
the problem, not just because we are forced to acknowledge it. Ve consider it imponant because it
emerges panicularly clearly from the developments of
there has
if we analyse them
recent years
- thatrelationship
nor been a- re asonably proponional
between the rend in appropriations for commitment
and that in appropriations for payment. It is a question
I shall return to later, but the result is that there is an
accumulation of commitments which do not immediarely feature as a demand for payment in favour of the
Member States but which suddenly reappear at some
future date. I do not know whether it can be compared
with the process which has been observed in another
context. It is like getting ketchup out of a bottle: first
you bang the bottom of the bottle and nothing comes
our, then you hit the bottom of the bottle again and
still nothing comes out. !/hen you bang it a third time,
the whole lot suddenly shoots out. !7e also get this
'ketchup effect' in the accumulation of appropriations
for commitment.
As far as the Commission is concerned, we agree that
there should be more clearly defined rules as to the
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distriburion of payments still outstanding in relation to
commirmenrs previously entered into and rhe number
of years over which they should be spread. Such an
analysis would relare essentially to thl Community,s
srrucrural funds and would of course cover the disio_
ciated appropriarions. Clearly also, muhiannual budgeting would necessarily rake account of rhese eli_
menrs, bur ir is equally clear that that is one of the
main re.asons why muldannual budgeting is important.
It is all rhe more imponant since proipects'for the
Community's own resources in rhe loring years are
'is

nor panicularly encouraging. Cenainly ii
to be
hoped that a clear and binding decision will soon be
taken on an increase in own resources; but that does
not change the fact rhar the development in our
revenue position will be slow and unsarisfacrory, in

view of rhe continuation of the difficult economic'situ_
ation and the simultaneous accumularion in our commitments.

Forecasts of the- requiremenr in payment appropriations must therefore be analysed as ilosely ai'possible
in the furure. Bur I should like to return to what I said
before on the relarionship between appropriations for
commirment and appropriations for- payment. The
existence of unused commirments is not wrong in

imelf.

It

follows from our sysrem

of

payments

-that

there will always be a cenain number of commitmenr
which have nor yer been used. There will always be a
cenain number of commitments arising from our various policies which will only be released for payment
at a later stage. It is not the commitment system itself
which gives grounds for criticism. Vhat trearcs rhe
abnormal situation is the fact that, in order to overcome a difficult budgetary situation, we have saved on
appropriarions for payment and instead have made
political concessions on appropriarions for commitment. Ar first this looked to be an easy way our. Ir
meanr making a political concession in the foim of an
expected supplementary appropriadon. It is these supplementary appropriation problems wirh which we are
now confronted and which both the new parliament
and the new Commission have to face up to. It is rhese
burdens from the past which are now giving rise to all
the difficulties. !7e must firsr get out 6f ,hL situation
and then prevenr it being repeited. It is the Commission's intention in the preparation of the budget for

pribl..,
I do not say rhar they can be solved

1986 ro devise mechanis.i by which these

can be solved.

immediately, but we can ser rhe proceis in morion. \fle
must smn_ by identifying more clearly rhe commit_
ments we have, those we should use and the demands

from the past which are now presenring

themselves.

Secondly we musr devise mechanisms which may perhaps make it possible co phase our rhese anomalies
over the next few years.

A second

aspect of this whole discussion is that of rhe
hidden commitmenm which have arisen as a consequence,of rhe agriculrural policy, in accordance with
which the large quandties of food in srorage will suddenly trigger a demand for payment for" the Com-

munity when rhe rime comes to dispose of them. Here
like first ro srress
ir is something thar is
very often overlooked in the-public debate
rhe
Commission has endeavoured to approach--rhat
the problem in good time. For example thCrl *as an itim in
the Commission's budger proposal for l9g5 specifically to cover expenditure for the reduction of srocks

I should

or ro cover the effective

loss which was already
incurred when the stocks increased. The Council
removed rhar item from the draft budget. I rherefore

upon Parliament to give political iuppon to the
Commission for a policy which the previous Commission had instituted and which it is ihis Commission,s
wish to pursue: to identify what commitmenrs we have
and to. provide the financial means of phasing them
out. That too will be easier within the framew:ork of
multiannual budgedng, because ure are dealing here
wirh a. problem of such magnitude that ir can o"nly b.
phased our over a number of years.
c_all

'We can argue
about ways of presenring information
on the commirmenrs we have. Ir has bien suggested
thar we could present it in the revenue and eiienditure accounr which. is published on 3l May .".h y."r.

I

am not cenain that thar is the right place.

I

ihink

instead that we mighr consider preienting ir in con.iunction with the budget documenrs, bur that does not
alter the fact that the Commission itself also wanr this

information

to be brought to the arrention of

the

budgetary authoriries and published
it is in
- toindeed
its own inrcrest. My idea was rherefore
do it in conjuncrion with the budger documenrs, mainly because
the informadon in question is not the kind which can
be presenred in the form of precise accounrs but must
be seen in terms of an evaluation of irc current relevance. At all events ir is clear that ir must form pan of
the long-term examination of budgeting rrends we so
urgently need.

Fifthly, if I can rerurn ro the reports we are discussing,
a more delicate problem arises which has rc do wit-h

the entire budget procedure. Ir is the quesrion of rhe
value of the so-called Joint Declaration of 30
June
1982. The declaration in which parliament, the Coun_
cil and rhe Commission jointly determined a better
procc,dure for. rhe compledon of the budgerary pro_
cess. I can understand that there may be rnlih.s ioi rhe
alteration or improvement of thai procedure in all
three institutions. On the other hand, speaking for the
Commission, I would warn against abandoning that
agreemenr which we achieved in spite of everythi-ng. It
is constructive to discuss *"ys of improvinj the sys_
tem, bur to abandon it would lead ui into i'n instiiu_
tional conflict at a time when the Communiry is begin_
ning to function and a number of decisioni of suist_
ance are being taken. The Commission feels that it is
imporrant that we do nor dissipate the momentum
which the Community is about ro regain through the
decrslons on enlargemenr, on the integrated Mediter_
ranean programmes, on the solution of the l9g5
budget problem and on the strengthening of technological and scientific developmeni by ge-fting bogged
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down again in institutional conflicts. Speaking for the
Commission, therefore, I readily concede that there
may be problems in connection with the Joint Declaration, but I would warn against abandoning it.

The motion for a resolution calls for dissociated
appropriadons to be given a treater role than they
have played in the past. I can be brief on that: it is a
view the Commission shares with the Committee on
Budgetary Control. !fle want to examine each of the
non-dissociated appropriations in order to see to what
exrent we can meet that wish. Ve shall stay within the

analyses in a number

of sensitive sectors and the

rolling and monitoring the use of

Communiry

resources.

Now we come to the question of the clearance of
accounts for the EAGGF Guaranree Section. The
Commission sees no problem in following up this proposal almost in im endretly. \7e should like to institute

timetable for the clearance of the accounr for
l98O-84 so that we can quickly get into a normal
rhythm for this procedure. I also agree thaL if we we

terms of the Financial Regulation, but we can go along

a

with the wish which has been expressed, and moreover
we have already taken a step in that direction in the
conrcxt of food aid. I just want to stress one point: the
fact that we are discussing the question of more disso-

note that during the year expenditure has

ciated appropriations also increases the need for multiannual budgeting. I have nothing against that, for it
gives us scope for longer-term planning. I merely mention this consequence which will flow from the wish
expressed.

Mr President, there is in the motion for a resolution a
long series of proposals,. imponant demands and
suggestions concerning the common agricultural
poliry and the clearance of accounts for the EAGGF
Guaranrce Section. I would stress that the Commission
is in agreement with most of the points in the motion'
Vith regard to the effons to achieve better coherence

in the

common agricultural policy,

Mr

Price

has

akeady mentioned the initiative taken by the Commission to set up six working Broups to assess various
aspects of the policy, and the main aim here was precisely that of developing a common agricultural policy
with built-in forward planning.

Clearly if the common agricultural policy in the years
to come is exclusively given over to quota artangeand
ments and measures to limit price increases

-it may
perhaps also efforts ro reduce price levels
easily give rise ro frustrations among the Community's
millions of farmers. It is imponant therefore to find a
positive element in the common agricultural policy,
which will ensure that each farmer still has something
to work for in his life. I think that the six working
groups can make a wonhwhile conribution, and of
course the Commission exPects that Parliament will
also make its contribudon through a debate on the
future of the agricultural policy. I think that is better
I have said so before to
than a panel of wise men
- on Budgetary Conrol.
Mr Price and the Commirtee
Over the years I have seen so many wise men invited
to study Community affairs that I have begun to doubt
whether they are really all that wise. Ve could turn it
round and say: do we not already have the wise men?
Do we not have a Parliament which by definition,
together with the other institutions, has found the philosopher's stone?

Vith
for

a

regard to the two other key points in the motion
resolution, namely the conducting of cost-benefit

need

to account for expected losses in value of inrcrvention
stocks, I have already touched upon this area. I will
rerurn to it again in the committee, when I repon on
what we inrcnd to do to strengthen the means for con-

been

defrayed without sufficient basis, the Commission will
this is a question to which
seek to act immediately
as to Prevent
Mr Price gave great prominence
- so
unnecessary difficulties arising subsequently in the
'!fle are quite willing to
actual clearance of accounts.
make a special effon in this area. It is deplorable that,
after 25 years with a common agricultural policy, we
still have problems of a purely administrative nature.

On the other hand I should like to make one comment
on the time limirs for the settlement of accounts, and
here there is perhaps a difference between the Commission and Parliament. lt is the demand that the
accounts should be cleared at the la[est 12 months
after the end of the financial year in question. That is
fine as far as I am concerned; I might even say that
rhat is the inrention, but in my estimation it is not realistic at the present time, and that is because it is unfortunately not the Commission alone which is responsible for the clearance of accounts. In many areas we are
entirely dependent on the procedures of the national
administrations: they have their own deadlines, and
they are perhaps more exacting with regard to time
than we are in the Community. This problem means
that delays accumulate, and we have to wait for the
national adminisrations to supply the necessary information, for neither the Commission nor Parliament

like to conclude accounts on a basis so unsatisfactory
that the final accounts have to be accompanied by a
whole series of reservations or provisos. This is not
proper clearance of accounts but provisional clearance.
The Commission is thus willing to make a proposal to
the Committee on Budgetary Control on ways of
improving and shonening the present time limiq but I
have to say today that the demand for 12 months is
nor realistic. I cannot therefore give any assurance that
it will work: it will not.

The report refers to cenain problems relating to the
structural funds and to research, information and
innovation policy. The Commission can accePt most of
these views and is happy with the positive results we
have seen since the 1983 financial year, namely the
review of the regulations governing the activities of
both the Regional Fund and the Social Fund and, I
hope, very soon too the reorganization of the EAGGF
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development section. $fle can see rhar rhese resulrs will

provide scope for a substantial improvemenr in the
adminisrration of these financial instrumenrs as a

whole. Ve will gladly speed up the implementation of
the guidelines detailed in the Commission document
of July 1983 on improving the efficiency of the Community srructural funds, which moreover won broad
supporr in Parliament.

I should like now to deal wirh a number of proposal
concerning food aid and cooperation wirh the developing,countries. On food aid, I should like to say first
that this is one of the areas in which criticism
- atis
times very forceful
from the Coun of Audirors
- general significance. It is a very
often given too much
delicare we all know that for it is a concrete
- which we want ro
human problem we are faced wirh,
solve by giving the help needed. It has to be done
quickly; it often has ro be done under conditions
which are difficult ro gauge in areas in which the
infrastrucrure has perhaps more or less broken down,
in which there is no real local administrarion on any
scale, and rhis combination of factors of course often
results in mistakes and failure to use resources effectively.
Even so I do not think that we should generalize on
the basis of these experiences, for we can ask ourselves
whether it is at all possible under the conditions in
which food aid has to be given always to provide the
administradon which we are able to seC, after the

event, would have been most effecrive. The lack of
knowledge and information on rhe possibilities presenr
at the precise momenr at which we have to tike the
decisions and distribute che aid is bound to resulr in
mistakes in many cases. Ve should not therefore
generalize from this criticism; we should instead try to
improve our system wherever we can. There are a
number of possibilities, and for that reason the Comrnission will examine carefully any suggestions from
Parliament.

I

t6. 4.85

can also say rhar for some considerable time already

we have been srudying the advantages and disadvantages of-rhe proposal ro use our soiks of farm produce for food aid. It is a proposal which is often iaised
in the public debate, bur I think there is reason ro
stress, since it has been raised in rhe discussions here,
that it will be costly for the Community ro have such
stocks in any circumstances, regardless of whether
they are used for food aid or nor. A genuine poliry of
food aid canno! be based exclusively on rhe ixistence
of such stocks, for they do not in many cases meet the
real needs for suppon around the world. Finally it is
also clear that the European farmers ..nnot th.*-

selves, as an isolared group, be expected ro partfinance the Community's food aid. I merely mention
these three points, because they form a necissary element in the debate.

\7ith regard ro supporr for the developing counrries, I
realize rhat rhe commenrs in the motion for a resolu-

tion are correcr. The Commission

is faced with a number of structural problems in rhis area which we musr
try to overcome. They are nor straighrforward ones,
but I agree with the commenrs.

Finally I should like rc say a few words on the question of discharge for the ECSC accounm for 1983. The
rapporreur, Mr Herlin, was nor presenr, but Mr Aigner stood in for him. It was proposed rhat discharge
should be granted. I welcome that, but the proposal
contains a number of commenrs and requests to the
Commission. To begin with, in point 5 of rhe motion
for a resolution rhere is a demand rhat the Commirtee
on Budgetary Control be supplied both with information on loans which are covered by the banks' rule of
confidentiality and with the names of the officials who
dealt with rhe business in question. I cannot meet that
requesr. I do not rhink that it will make for sound
administration in these marters if the privarc banking
system is obliged to provide information on im affairi
in areas in which it is subject to the rule of confidentiality ois-ri-ois customers and consumers. I also do not
think it reasonable to supply rhe names of the officials
who handle the business. The Commission, which carries the political responsibility, musr also be answerable for misrakes. The responsibility cannot resr on people performing a task in an administrative capaciiy. If
the Commission learns that the officials in-quesiion
have made errors, it must take the necessary action in
respec[ of those persons.
The second commenr concerns various other points in
the resolution, in the first instance the request for
information on a long list of technical matreri regarding control, which are normally examined by the
Coun of Auditors. I think thar these requests should
be looked ar more closely. To the exrent that ir falls
within Parliament's brief, clearly parliament should
have the information, and I will cenainly come back
and discuss rhe marrer with the Committee on Budgetary Control if this wish is upheld.

I stated at the beginning of my speech, Mr president, rhe Commission will take ireps to act on the
points ser out in the morion for a resolution. \7e shall
report on the matter first in the form of a preliminary
repon in Septemb;:r 1985 and then in the repon whicL
As

accompanies the revenue and expenditure account for
the financial year 1985. Clearly we shall do all we can
to accommodate the wishes Parliamenr purs forward
on rhe initiative of the Committee on Budgetarv Control. Ve shall also not forget the wishes c-onained in
the.Council's d-etailed proposals, and the same applies
to the wishes of the Coun of Auditors. Equally clearly,
the many proposals and requests pur to u, will srain
our working resources, nor just for one year but for
several.

The Commission therefore hopes that, in cooperation
q/ith Parliament and the other institutions, it will

be

able ro solve the problems which we are now taking up
so much time to discuss and which in the vast majo-rity
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cases are real problems. I should like to express my
appreciation for the interest taken and effons made by

of

both Parliament and the other institutions. Clearly, as
I said at the beginning, the Commission is perhaps not
able to agree with all the conclusions reached, but that
does not alter the fact that we have a common ambition which we wish rc bring to fruition.

elled at the Commission's spending policy harm not
only the Commission but the Community as a whole,
.nd *. must thus all work together towards finding a
solution at least in the next few years'

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President

I should like to thank Commissioner
President.
- for his very profound, conscientious
Christophersen
and detailed answers to the comments made so far.
I should also like to thank Mr Marcel Man, President
of the Coun of Auditors, who is following the debate
from the gallery.
(Applause)

Mr Vettig (S). - (DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. Mr Price's report on the discharge for the
1983 budgetary year contains no spectacular criticisms

by the Committee on Budgetary Control of the European Community's spending policy. Nor does the
Committee propose, as it did last year, that the Com-

be refused a discharge for this

budget,
although there were also a great number of points in
the 1983 budget year to which we had objected in earlier years andwhich could have prompted us to refuse
the Commission a discharge for 1983 also.

mission

sioner for budgeary affairs has emphasized the Commission's readiness to open up an intensive dialogue
with the European Parliament. \7hat he said in committee and here too at the plenary sitdng goes beyond
a formal pledge. He has touched on a large number of
poinm which, if adopted in the Commission's budgetiry policy, could mean great progress in the future. I
rhink this is essential, for the constant criticisms lev-

The Committee deliberately refrained from doing this
and thus accepted the proposals of the raPpofteur,
who wished to compile a kind of interim account,
summarizing the experience of the various discharge
years since 1979 and submitting this to Parliament in
ihe for. of a wide-ranging repon, from which conclusions for the future could be drawn. The proposals
put forward rcday by the rapponeur on behalf of the
Committee on Budgeary Control are a major contribution to improving the discharge procedure. This is
one of the achievements of latter years. If they are
accepted here they will also help in future to strenSthen the European Parliament, and for this reason
they are fully endorsed by the Socialist GrouP.

'!fle

should have liked to see some Passages formulated
more precisely, but this readiness on our Part to say
things rather more clearly will not cause us to vote

against this report, should our' amendments be
rJjecrcd. \7e shall continue to support it. Not only in
committee, but also here today in the plenary sitting
we have noted with pleasure that the new Commis-

Let me firsr of all deal with two criticisms which the

Commissioner has rejected. I think the Commission
would be well advised to listen to the raPPorteur when
he proposes greater precision, when Parliamen[ says
'calis on', 'recommends', etc. I do not think it would
be right for Parliament always to have to fall back on
its two instruments of sanction against the Commission, i.e. the vore of no confidence and the refusal to
grant a discharge. These are crude weapons which can
be used only rarely. and which are not usually adequate to express criticism of the Commission's budgetary actions. And I do not think that Parliament's comp.l.n.. as part of the budget authority and its full
tompetence as regards the discharge can be properly
appreciated if its only recourse in this area is to use its
two sancuons.

The second point concerns the confidentiality of
documents. I believe that as part of a parliament's full
responsibility for supervisory control it must have
access under a special procedure, which we lack at
to
a weakness in our Rules of Procedure
- which are confidential, or at least to docudocu.ents
ments on which Commission decisions have been
based. No one in the Committee on Budgetary Control proposes rc plough through mountains of paper,
but important documents used as a basis for significant
Commission decisions must also be available to the
Control Committee, and they must also be available
for the reason that such documents have been taken
present

account of in the Coun of Auditors' decision and
repoft. If this House wishes to do justice to the Court
of Auditors' commenc it must also, where necessary'
be able to refer to confidential Commission documents.

Permit me now to make a few commenm on a number
of points which the Socialist Group endorses Particularly warmly. Firstly, there is the question of how to
introduce greater transparency into the Commission's
budget activities, staning with the balance sheet of the
Communities' assets and liabilities. The Commissioner
has said a lot of sensible things on this, and we
endorse his effons to create treater transparency here.
He also supports the Budgetary Control Committee's
proposal for three-year financial forecasts and has
iaken a positive attitude towards the problems which
have arisen in recent years over the uses of the European Community's budget and have caused us concern
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panicularly in connection with the budgetary control
procedure.

I will also consider rhe very serious quesrions raised by
the rapponeur in his reporr concerning the European
Community's income and own resources. I believC this
rs a mosr imponant point to which we and the Commission should give joint considerarion in the nexr few

It

is,

I

rhink, no longer acceprable that we
should have a system of own resourcei but that these

years.

own resources are raised by Member Srates in a widely
varying fashion and that the varying adminisrativl
practices of Member States are making the problems
in this area ever more acure.

Our problem child in recenr years has always been the
common agricultural policy, especially expenditure
under the EAGGF Guaranree Section. The rapporteur's reporr makes once again a whole range of old
criticisms. \7e Iook for resulr from this yeir's proposed review of rhe common agricultural policy which
will then have practical consequences for the European Community's spending policy. In panicular we
hope that the cost-benefit analyses we keep hearing
abour in this repon will lead to changes in rhe CAF
especially in those beleaguered areas where we have
increasingly been forced to wonder in recenr years
whether our conducr of the common agricuitural
policy was making any sense.

This area also includes the poinr which the Commissioner covered very positively, rhe quesrion of value
losses which has caused us many problems over rhe
lasr few years. \7e musr now find a solution which

m€ets the- requirements of budgenry rransparency.
The present sysrem, under which the Commisiion has
considerable freedom ro manipulate these losses and
include them in the budger or nor, is no longer acceprable.

I also raise a few points on the subject of food
I think we need ro pay grearer arrenrion ro this

May
aid.

subject in the immediate future, especially in view of
rhe public expectations of food aid from the European
Community. The rapponeur's acrual repon coniains
only a small number of points. If we take the working
documenr, the opinion of the commirtee responsible]
we find regrettably rhat of the 24 paragraphs'adoptej
no less than half begin with rhe words 'regrets', .iriricizes', 'is concerned at'. These are all the cenrral
poinrc of the committee's opinion, in which ir disagrees with the way in which rhe European Community

adminisrers and gives im food aid. Action is really
required here, and we shall concern ourselves with it
in the course of this year when the Commission submits its repons on rhe implementation of this resolution. I can.say this quirc emphatically on behalf of my
group: in rhe conflict with the Council which will certainly_ensue the Commission will have our full support, for it is also clear thar although we criticize and
revile the Commission, the real fault lies with the
Council and rhe Member Srates. The Commission can

be confident of having the full suppon of the European Parliament in this marrer. Ve hope for positive
cooperation in the years ro come.

Mr Aigner (PPE).
(DE)
President, ladies and
- andMr
gentlemen. The members
associates of your Committee have worked hard in close cooperation with
many of Parliament's committees over a period of
months. In my capacity as Chairman of the Committee
on Budgeury Control I should like to say a word of

thanks to all those involved and especially to Mr price,
who has produced a remarkable reporr..

I do not think thar all our colleagues have an opportunity of following the work of the Budgetary Control
Commirtee acdvely, so

I will describe it

briefly. In

close cooperation wirh rhe European Coun of Auditors, the Commission and panicularly im inrernal audit
depanments rogerher with individual Commissioners
and officials, necessary corrections to the work of the
European Community are often made
unbeknown
to the pubJic
and rhese are often- preceded by
- and argumenr.
months of discussion

In this context I should like ro express special thanks
to the members and officials of rhe European.Coun of
Auditors. I am glad to see its Presidenr here with us
today. The Court of Auditors and parliamenrary control are ro some exrenr fingers on rhe same hand. The
European Parliament relies on the control mechanisms
of the Coun of Auditors and the Coun relies on parliament's porenrial weapon of polidcal sancrion. But
precisely because each pany acknowledges the
independence and areas of competence of tf,e other
this.panicularly happy working atmosphere has grown
up berween us and is evident in our relationi. Mr
Vice-Presidenr, you spoke of the Coun of Auditor'srendenry to dramatize. I agree thar when isolated
examples are picked our and an issue is subjecrcd to
public scrutiny using those isolated examples, that
could lead to a kind, of dramarizadon. But on rhe
orher hand the Coun of Audircrs is able only ro take
samples, and isolared examples are rhen indicarive of
the fact rhat something is wrong. That is then not dra-

marization but,

I

hope, a tangible illustradon which

enables us ro secure rhe blessing of public opinion.

This year's.discharge discussions narurally took place
againsr
background of last year,s refuial. Ongoing
.th.e.
responsibility is not denied by any of the panies concerned. The proposal for a discharge, now-before you,
does not mean, however
and *r. a.e all agreed on
that
that we think the-old Commission,s f,olicy in
1983-was any better than it was in 1982. Many. indeed
most of the European Coun of Audiror's crititisms are
acted upon, and appropriate requiremenrs are introduced. The decision ro granr a discharge does not mean

that indicated shoncomings no longir exisr, but rhat
they can only be evaluated in connecrion with the

recommendations and requirements expressed.
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It would be wrong for anyone in the institutions to
conclude that the granting of a discharge removes all
objections
on rhe conrary, it imposes a pressing
obligation actually
to fulfil the instructions and directives contained in the resolution.

quent vorc of no confidence, which
use in cases of urgent need.

it

is compelled to

and demands to the various institutions.

This also means a voluntary commitment by the European Parliament for the next few years. Let me say it
again: if this resoludon and the decision are adopted,
this constitutes a voluntary commitment by Parliament
to follow up the requirements consisrcntly in the next
few years. Your Committee will take great care to see
that this is in fact done.

Mr Vice-President, you spoke of the

I believe that these comments of mine on the legal pos-

In this repon the Committee has made clear distinctions
the Vice-President has gone into them
- recommendations, suggestions or instructions
between
semantic problems entailed over the various words. I think the discussion has made clear to all those involved what is
meant by Parliament's demands to the Commission or
the other institutions. But the proposal for a discharge
is based panicularly, and I can say this most emphati-

cally, on the atdtude of the new Commission which
has shown that it fully recognizes the European Parliament's claim under the law concerning the discharge
and is prepared to take follow-up measures as a result.
Vhat we have heard today was somewhat more cautious. I should thus like to say a few words on the legal
position surrounding the power to grant the final discharge.

The decision to grant a discharge can only be understood as a legislative act whose directives have binding
legal effect. If Parliament has the right to dismiss the
Commission, then this greater right encompasses the
lesser right to impose requirements where it possesses
Iegislative powers
decision to grant a dis- and theand
this lesser right must
charge is a legislative act
be acknowledged as pan of the greater right.

I am also convinced that the European Coun of Justice would uphold our interpretation in any contentious lawsuit, provided of course, and I say this most
clearly, rhar the decision ro grant a discharge and its
requirements did not go beyond the limits of the European Parliament's legal position.

I

would remind you, Mr Vice-President, that the
report's first version contained a proposal and demand
on own resources policy. Ve explained that this would
be exceeding Parliament's legal position, and after
detailed discussion we voted by a large majority and

with the approval of the rapporteur to drop

this

demand. So we are well aware of the legal limimdons
surrounding the decision to grant a discharge. But we
shall not cease to regard the demands as pressing ones.

Permit me a funher comment on the subject. I myself
am convinced that this Parliament will, together with
the Council, obrain legislative powers. It would thus
be a good thing if the Commission and the individual
institutions would slowly get used to fulfilling the
majority wishes of Parliament. You rightly pointed
our, Mr Vice-President, that to ensure the upholding

of the lawful position the EEC Treaty granted the
European Parliament an appropriate instrument in the
form of the power to refuse a discharge and the conse-

ition were necessary following the Vice-President's
statement, as I think not all of us are as yet familiar
with the significance of the vote to grant

a discharge.

Unfonunately there is not enough time to repeat even
the most imponant of the demands made of the Commission. Bur I would ask you to pursue the following
concerns with panicular energy and enthusiasm. The
system of advances, primarily in the agricultural marker sector, totether with its controls up to and including a faster rendering of accounts, needs to be
throughly reviewed. I believe there are many ways of
disciplining the Member States. Appropriate instruments mus! be created. If the Member States are
obliged to reckon with financial disadvantages, even

the poorest administration will ofrcn operate rather
better and faster than
tions were not present.

it would if the threat of

sanc-

Ve

cannot concern ourselves here with financial
reports which are often submitted for our appraisal
when they are already five years old. Ve know that it
is then no longer possible to safeguard the Community's interests as regards its income and claims.
In future budget negotiarions in the Council and Parliament, commitments entered into which are not covered by appropriations for payment carried forward
we have heard of this today from a number of speakers
should be updated. I am always fascinated to see
that- our colleagues in the national parliaments have
absolurcly no idea of the huge commitments which
face us.

Ve

shall probably, Mr Vice-President, see the example of the kerchup botde becoming realiry next year. I
am convinced that Parliament and its Committee on
Budgers will very soon realize that even if the Community's share of value-added tax is raised to 1.40lo we
shall again find ourselves scraping the barrel next year.
\7e cannot discuss and impose a new income policy
with the Member States every year. This would also
go beyond the limits of what the national parliaments
can do.
The ongoing conflicr between Parliaments's budgetary
powers and the legislative powers of the Council over
inidatives for new policies in which Parliament has the
lasr word must not, and this is an inescapable appeal rc
the Commission, lead rc the blockading of Parlia-
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ment's budgetary powers and powers of initiative.

Vice-President,

I call on the

Mr

Commission urgently to
give a lead here soon. If the Council blocks our budgetary powers we musr, on the basis of the draft budget
which is so to speak a budgetary law, rry ro push
through these new policies.

Vith a view ro srricter

supervision of own resources by
the Commission we submitted draft legisladon ro rhe
Council in 1979, 1982 and 1983 wirhout rhe slightest
reaction. I believe your Committee ought soon ro hold
a hearing so rhar the Council is forced under threat of
public sancdon ro do what is necessary.

May I in conclusion rhank the Commissioner mosr
warmly. He has followed our discussions in commirtee
for days with sensitivity, insight and great willingness,
and has provided us with answers. I grearly appreciate
this new style on the pan of the Commission. But
there is one rhing, Mr Vice-President, which you musr
on no account sweep under the carpe[. Ve insist rhat

in cases where your own financial controller has
refused to give his approval, you should make the relevant documents available to us.
You rcld me face to face that we should get these papers from rhe Coun of Auditors. Of course we could do
this, but I musr tell you thar it is a prime right of parliamenrary controls ztis-ti-ois rhe insritutions ro see rhe
necessary papers which led to the refusal of approval,
for it is afrer all Parliament which has to make the
decision here.

I should

be sorry

if this

case led ro con-

flict.

Mr Simmonds (ED).
Mr President, I should like to
- by congratulating
stan like other Members
the rapporteur and thanking him for the vasr amounr of work
that he put into the preparation of this repon. It is
traditional for Members of rhis Parliamenr ro congratulate rapponeurs, bur I think members of the Committee on Budgetary Conrrol know that rhis year has
seen an exceptional amount of work go into what I
believe is a very good repon.

Mr Price's explanatory staremenr, which I commend
to all Members of this House for bedtime reading,
stans with the quotation: 'No raxation without representation'. And it is interesting, Mr President, ro nore
that the Members of this Parliament who normally
make the most noise about abuse of Community's or
taxpayers' money are nor here this morning when we
are. discussing the accounr of rhe European Communltles.
(Applause)

It

is also inreresting ro nore that those people who

moan that this Parliamenr has no power are missing on
the very day when one of Parliamenr's major powers is
being exercised and its muscles are being flexed. There
can be no clearer evidence, Mr President, of rhe difference between those who merely ulk in this place

for the benefit of rheir national newspapers and rhose
who work ro promore the good of the people of
Europe and of its insriturions
rhe job that they are
actually paid ro do.

-

Mr President, the rapponeur has made the most of rhe
discharge process this year. Some Members of rhis
House regard the discharge procedure as being only
of retrospective and historical interest. Bur Mr Price
has introduced genuinely consrrucrive criticism and
recommendations for resolving rhe shoncomings of
Community expenditure and hence of Community
policy. For example, for how many hours has the
Committee on Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation complained about the cost of surpluses and how difficult it
is to get food to rhe hungry narions? Mr Price has
spelt out very clearly the sensible bookkeeping exercise
to make more aid available quicker at litrle or no
extra real cosr. In the coming year, we in my group
and I hope the Commine on Budgetary Control as- a
whole
will monitor very closely the implemenmtion
of this -recommendation and also those relating to the
undersnffing of rhe food aid section in the Commis-

sion. The bureaucratic procedure between the
development and the agricultural directorares of the
Commisson is far too cumbersome for implemenring
food aid decisions when they are mosr needed. It is all
very well for the Commissioner ro say that acrually
food aid is not what the hungry narions really need. It
was six months ago and that is when we should have
been acting rarher fasrer. I accept rhat there is a need
now for more diversified aid.

But, Mr President, this is just one of many poliry areas
which must be regularly reviewed by the commirtee,
and the reporr,s which

Mr Price has produced musr be

very much pan of an ongoing exercise by the Committee on Budgetary Control to make sure rhar the criticisms we have identified are actually heeded.

Mr Christophersen, I was panicularly disappointed
with your argumenr about semanrics and the difficulties of interpretarion into the seven languages of the
Community. Nothing, but nothing, could be clearer
than the definition in paragraph I of the resolution

which states thar when Parliamenr calls upon the
Commission to do something in the discharge decision

that institution is required to take acdon and ro rake
the action called for, failing which, a morion of no

confidence in, and to dismiss the Commission would

follow. Last year, Parliament wasted its power of
refusal of discharge by failing ro have rhe proper
grounds to dismiss rhe Commission in a subsequenr
resolution. I give notice rhat when my name is on the
list of those refusing discharge, it will also be on a
motion to dismiss rhe Commission. But having said
those harsh words, Mr Commissioner, may I saly that
my group are very impressed by your enthusiasm and
your direction in the first months of your new job and
we intend ro suppon you in that role and ro urge you
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to

even greater things

in reducing bureaucracy

and

increasing efficiency.

Mr President, this report is a major srcp forward in the
consrructive work of Parliament and that is why my
group will suppon it.
(DA) Mr President, I
Mrs Boserup (COM).
should like to point out that I am not speaking on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, which
takes very little inrcrest in the budget and discharge
debates and has granted me two minutes to deal with
the matter. I do not therefore have any time for thank
yous or pats on the back. I can only explain why I am
the reason that Mr Price's repoft has not been adopted
unanimously. I have a serious objection to Mr Price's
attempt by means of semantics to enable Parliament to
arrogate to itself power which it does not have. I could
not vote in favour of thar.

I am very dissatisfied with the rather vague way in
which it gets round something that was a problem last
year, namely the provision of documents to Parliament. This is a step backwards which I cannot support.
I am equally dissatisfied with the fact that we have had
rappor[eur proto take a step backwards
- or the in respect of
poses that we take a step backwards
information on smaller organizations- which receive
money from the Commission. For that reason I have
tabled an amendment. Vith regard to the amendments
in general, I can also say that broadly speaking I suppon what has been proposed by the Socialist Group,
which of course will not be a surprise to many people.
Regarding the Communist Group and its votes,

I

can

only say that those communists who happen rc be
present at the time will suppon Mr Price's rePort. But
I cannot be expected to do so. I think that Mr Price in
and
his eagerness to support the new Commissioner
has gone a little too far. Afrcr
all we cannot assume in advance rhat the new Com-

that is very laudable

-

-

missioner, on the strength of diligence and fine words,

will also be able to implement our wishes. The Commission is a collective body, and the new Commissioner may, with all the will in the world, still meet
with difficulties. At all events it is not our experience
rhat such mlk of changing the Commission's working
procedures comes as an easy msk for the individual
Commissioner.

(FR)
President, ladies and
Mrs Scrivener (L).
- join allMr
those who have thanked
gentlemen, I of course
the rapponeur for the enormous amount of work that
he has done and should also like to tell the Commissioner how much we appreciate the efforts that he has
just made to make matters as clear as possible when
dealing with a difficult subject.

I shall confine myself to presenting the amendments
which I tabled on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

First of all, we have called for the insenion of a paragraph at the beginning of the motion for a resolution
restating in clear terms exactly what is entailed in the
power of discharge conferred upon Parliament. This
power consists in a political evaluation of the financial
and budgetary management of the Community. In
exercising this power, Parliament, having reviewed the
management of the Community, states its position in a
series of commenm on which the Commission is
required to act by reason of its responsibility for carrying out the budgetary and financial activities of the
Community.

It

is

out of the question for Parliament to allow

ir role

to be restricted'ro a purely book-keeping approach to
the financial management of the Community, since
Parliament is a political institution and must conduct
imelf accordingly. On the other hand, the discharge
should not be looked upon as an occasion for debating
all aspects of budgetary policy. In other words, the
budget forecast should not be the subject of the discharge: there is a Committee on Budgetary Control to
perform the watchdog role, there is a Committee on
Budgets to attend to maners of budgeary policy. Ve
are therefore slighdy disappointed that the report sub-

mitted to us today has failed to make this distinction
sufficiently clearly and to limit its field of investigation. It is regrettable that there should be two parliamentary committees which sometimes say different
things.

Our second amendment is concerned with the Joint
Declaration oi 30;une 1982, on the subject of which I
am afraid that I cannot entirely agree with the Commissioner. At the time, which was of course before you

Mr Commissioner, the Liberal and
Democratic Group was opposed to the signature of
such a declaration, which had been described in some
quaners as the miracle solurion which would Put an
end to the successive budgetary wrangles between the
Council and our institution. \fle said that this declaration would not result in any improvements but that, on
the contrary, we were going to lose one of our essential prerogatives, since a budget entry constituted a
sufficient legal basis for implementation of appropria-

rook up office,

tions.

Ve

should have been only too pleased now to admit
that we were wrong. Unfonunatel/, there is no evidence to suggest that we were, and the susceptibilities
of people in cenain quarters will do nothing to change
that. In such a context, we find paragraph 23 of the
motion for a resolution inadequate, since it simply
issues a warning to the Council which will have no
effect whatever on its attitude, of that we may rest
assured.

'S(e therefore hope that the Committee on Budgetary

Control will be charged with the preparation of

an

alternative to the machinery designed to prevent the
blocking of appropriations, since this machinery has
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prevented nothing at all. If
to hear of just one example.

I

am wrong,

I

should like

Mr

investigate certain problems raised in the repon of the
Coun of Auditors and in Mr Price's reporr, postponing, therefore, rhe granting of discharge.

Presidenr, rhese are rhe essenrials of the amendments proposed by rhe Liberal Group. For the remain-

der, we shall of course be supponing Mr Price's
report, gran[int a discharge to the Commission in respect of ir implemenration of the 1983 budget. On the
other hand, as proposed by the Committee on Budgerary Conrrol, we shall be calling for adjournment of rhe
decisions on granring a discharge in respect of the

second rhird and founh European Development
Funds.

Mr Cicciomessere (NI).
Mr President, I think
- UDthe
that Parliamenr is now evading
fundamenral issue.
'!7e cannot in fact disregard
rhe decision to refuse discharge for 1982, just as we cannor belie or disown the
judgements, the requests underlying rhat decision.

The quesdon, therefore, ro which we musr now reply
is very precise. In execuring the 1983 budget, have the
problems that were raised in connecrion with 1982
been solved? If we did not make this check, we should
be placing a question mark not only over the previous
decisions, but also over the very prorcction of the
powers and prerogatives of Parliament itself. All rhe
other questions, rherefore, seen ro me quite irrelevanr
in relation ro this basic problem.

If we read

rhe repon of rhe Coun of Auditors and the

observations contained in Mr Price's reporr, in fact,
the answer to this fundamental question can only be
negative.
Because rime does not allow me [o go funher, I will
refer only ro a sector on which the attention of the
European Parliament was focused when 1982 came

under examinarion

that is ro say, rechnical coopera-

- counrries. I now ask again the
tion with the developing
same quesrion: has the siruation in 1983 improved in
relation to 1982? Has positive acrion been mken, have
the problems raised in 1982 been solved? If thar is nor
the case it is obvious that Parliamenr cannor contradicr
the very decisions of 1982. \7ell now, if we read the
repon of rhe Coun of Auditors regarding rhe level of

utilization of allocations for this sector, we can see
that, from a 65.30/o rare of utilization in 1982, we have
fallen to 62.60/o for 1983.

How, ladies and gentlemen, faced with rhar decision
for 1982, can we now, when the situadon has got
worse, grant budgetary discharge? It is not sufficient
to limit our acrion to rhe allocation of funds:we have
to check how rhey are used. 'Well now, as far as the
programming and coordinadon of aid are concerned,
and the qualiry of the results, rhe repons are disturb-

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vce-President

Mr Ryan (PPE).

I wish to speak on
- Mr President,
behalf of the Committee
on Budgetary Control on the
very imponant matrcr of revenue. There are a number

of

quite unacceptable disparities in paymenr by
national reasuries rc the European Communiry of
revenues which are the propeny of the Communiry.
Equity demands that financial authorities everywhere

should have common standards of honesry, efficiency
and interpretation and that each Member State should
pay over rhe revenues due to rhe EEC on rhe same
date. Quite clearly, if the authorities in some Member
States fail ro meet their obligations, radical changes
will have to be made in the sysrcm of collecting taxes.
If needs be, inefficient national aurhorities will have rc
be replaced by Community tax collectors. Ar the very
least the national administradons will have ro be subjected to systematic and rigorous inspection.
Parliament deplores the crass failure of the Council of
Ministers to mke corrective adion on tax collecrions,
as sought again and again since 1979 by rhe Commission, Parliament and the Coun of Auditors. Ir is intolerable that necessary reforms can be blocked by the
worst offenders using the veto in the Council so that
they can conrinue rc pay less than their fair share of
revenue because of their own nororious inefficiency
and guile. They will conrinue ro ger way with this
financial scandal until the veto is abolished'and Parliament's powers are increased.

The Commitree on Budgetary Control notes with
alarm and anger rhat while some Member Srates consistently pay a higher proporrion of the EEC's revenue
from VAT rhan is called for by rheir respective levels
of wealth and a higher proponion of cusroms duty
than is re_quired by their share of ronl Community
impons, orhers ter away with collecdng less VAT rhan
their level of wealth and consumption would justify
and
.apparently with under-collecting customs duty.
For insmnce, whereas domestic consumprion in Itaiy
represenr 18.90/o of total EEC consumption, Italian
VAT returns are only 13.10/o of ntal VAT paymenm
by Member Sntes of rhe EEC. Italy impons l5'.70/o of
total impons into Europe from outside the Community, but customs duties remitted by Ialy to the

of total EEC cusroms
way,of comparison, Ireland's consumpdon
is only 0.8% of total European consumption, bui IreCommunity are only 9.4o/o

rn8.

duties.. By

I

land's VAT paymenm to the Communiry represent
0.90l0. Ireland's imports from counrries outside rhe

therefore propose, Mr Presidenr, thar discharge be
for 1983, or alternatively thar Parliament

refused
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EEC are 0.90/o of total EEC impons, but Ireland pays
1.40/o of total customs duties received by the Community. These figures suggest that Ireland is obliged to

carry a VAT burden

of 12.50/o in excess of its fair

share and a cusroms duty burden

of

550/o

in

excess

of
of

its share, while Italy pays only 660/o of its due share
Community revenue, or 340/o less than it ought to be
Payrng.

Marginal differences in tax collections and payments
might reasonably be expected when 10 different
national administrations are involved, but this scale of
discrepancy and distonion is too large to tolerate any
longer. Parliament must insist upon extensive and

immediare corrective action. It is to be hoped therefore that there will be unanimous support for the resolution today,

The reasons for discrepancies in tax payments, assessments and collections are many. Some governments
are more efficient than others. The black economy
thrives to a treater extent in cenain countries than in
others. There are immense national differencies in
legal provisions, law enforcements, penaldes and,
indeed, attitudes relating to tax avoidance and evasion.

Unfonunately there are less savoury reasons for variations, including fraud and other criminal activities
such as drug trafficking. For example, it is known that
in one region VAT revenues are only one-quaner of
what would be appropriate to the local level of consumption, but expenditure in that region is believed to

be fed by incomis criminally derived from traffic in
drugs and the repatriation of monies extoned else-

small. But it is politically very imponant to the Community. Ve all know that there is great public indignation over campaigns to desroy foodstuffs. MEPs from

of Germany in panicular are
consantly asked about this abuse, and in view of the
the Federal Republic

problems of feeding the Third Vorld it may fairly be
described as a scandal. I think it is intolerable that we
in the Community have to spend 1 200 million ECU
on intervention for fruit and vegetables when we could
use this money far better as future expenditure by our

Community.
such words are necessary even in a discharge debate, for the budget figures show us that we
can assume the Community to be financially in trou-

In my view

ble. The Commission would be well advised not to

play down the undesirable situation in the fruit and
vegetable sector, as one so often has the feeling that it
does.

in 1983 large quantities of fruit and vegetables
were produced vinually for intervention alone. Let me
give a few examples: in 1982/83 750/o of lemons taken
off the market, 83% of mandarins and no less than
970/o of. oranges ended up by being destroyed. These
figures prove to my mind that the Commission oversimplifies when it just lumps the enormous quantities
of products which are not marketed and are
- as in
virtually all destroyed,
the case of citrus fruits
Again

together with total fruit -and vegetable production,
then concluding that only about l0/o of the Community's total fruit and vegetable production remains
really unused.

where in protection rackets.

'!7hen

to

inefficiencies in tax collections are added
deliberate delays by certain Member States in making
due payments of revenue to the Community, inequities
grow to scandalous proponions. It is right that Parliament should supervise Communiry expenditure, but,
equally important is overseeing the collection of
revenue, panicularly when, as now, the Community is
shon of cash for vital policies.

In my view there is room for change and improvement
here. It should stan with decisions on prices which are
needed in the fruit and vegetables sector and not only
for cereals, of concern to the northern regions, if clear
signals are to be given for production so that surpluses
do not increase even funher in the next few years. The
Commission's proposals for the coming f.arm year
seem

to be a step in the right direction.

But in this connection we should remember another
point which reflects badly on the Communiry, viz. the

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. May I -say a few words in this morning's
debate on the discharge concerning the subject of fruit

Mr Schrciber (S).

and vegetables with reference to the EAGGF Guarantee Section.
'$7e have ofrcn been concerned

in recent weeks and
monrhs with this subject and I expect that we shall
shonly be concerning ourselves with it again when the
reports which have been called for are fonhcoming. I
am glad to see that Mr Price has incorporated the
necessary conclusions in his repon and I am confident
that Parliament will endorse them today; I shall be

frauds and irregularities which regrettably

have
become wide-spread in this sector also. In January our
honourable friend Mr De Pasquale revealed that the
Community, and thus the tax payer, had sustained
great financial losses through fraudulent practices in

the fruit and vegeable sector. And so in future the
numbers of Commission staff carrying out on-the-spot
checks must at all costs be increased so that such irregularities and frauds can be looked for consistently
and wirh hopes of success.

Vhen we hear from one Member State that

400 000

happy if it does.

tonnes of an expected harvest of 900 000 tonnes are to
be exponed to the Member States, and 500 000 tonnes

Fruit and vegetables, accounting for some 70/o of. rctal
expenditure in the Guarantee Section, is relatively

withdrawn from the market, then all the alarm bells
should ring and something must be done urgently to
even if it means the financial
remedy this abuse

-
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consequence

of

reducing advances

or

reclaiming

funds.

Our amendment calls for a special reporr ro investigate

these practices. \7e Socialism would be glad if this
amendment were endorsed by a majority of the
House. \7e also ask that qualiry conrrols should be

improved, production srrucrures adjusted more
quickly and non-marketable qualities made ineligible
for intervention so rhar the deplorable pracrice of destroying fruit and vegetables can be consistently countered.

\7e think it very imponanr rhat the distribudon of surpluses should be better organized. In the Federal
Republic of Germany, for example, we have found it

to be very unsatisfacrory. To date there has been roo
little distribution free of charge of intervention fruit
and vegetables. But this is a sensible way of getting rid
of production surpluses. \flelfare and charitable ortan-

izarions can benefit, and there is much ground to be
made up here. Over the last ren years, for example, in
the Federal Republic of Germany on average only 40/o
of apples withdrawn from the market were distriburcd
and, as our honourable friend Klaus \flettig has said,
potential beneficiaries such as welfare organizations,
old people's homes and prisons are largely unaware
that these intervention producrs can be had free of
charge.

I think the European instirutions have a public relations job to do here to make the populace more aware.
Consequently we call on rhe appropriate national ministries and orher government bodies to organize the
distribution of these products, with the ensuing freight
costs also being subsidized by the Community. Finally,
the Commission should lay before us as soon as possible proposals for the effecrive organization of free distribudon.
Spending under the Guarantee Fund for fruit and
vegetables is in my view following a dangerous course.
Commitments here ro date suggest thar the Community's agricultural policy can no longer be allowed
to resr on the crumbling foundation of subsidized surplus production followed by some destruction of foodstuffs. The 1983 budger discharge reporr rhus shows us
that swift correction is absolutelv essenrial.

Marck (PPE).

term to store butter, and the Commission consequently failed to sell it to porenrial customers. At that
time the world market price was some 400 dollars
above the lowesr GATT price. Ar thar time a more
active marketing policy would have stood a better
chance than the year before. Today a million ronnes of
butter has a value of 3 180 m ECU, which at financing
costs of 80/o is already costing about 260 m ECU a
year, and to this musr be added srorage costs and loss
of value. You can work out for yourselves what impact

so shon-sighted a policy, geared enrirely rc

rhe

budget, will have in the long term. You have mongaged the future by failing to take appropriate measures at the right dme. The managemenr of stocks in
the dairy sector must be throughly reviewed, and ir is
all too easy to shift rhe burden of responsibility for this
on to the common agricultural poliry. As pan of the
budgetary authority, Parliament has a right to be fully
informed of rhe marketing and srorate policy.

And now just a few words on rhe co-responsibility
levy. Not even half the revenue was spent on promor-

ing sales, developing new marker and improving
products, although this is whar rhe addirional revenue
was inrcnded for. That at least was the reason you
gave the farmers for this new levy. But this ultimately
reduces the resources set aside for agricultural expenditure and disguises the appropriations for purposes like
those I have just menrioned. Parliamenr must be kepr
fully informed about this too.
In shon, Mr President, the dairy poliry, which

the
public watches closely, is devoid of openness and transparency and is all too heavily inspired by mere budg-

etary motives. Only an acrive markedng policy will
improve matters, and I hope rhat the new Commission
will adopt such a poliry. The proposals which Commissioner Andriessen has now made for rhe examination of the marketing policy point in this direction. I
hope that we can mlk about this at greater lengrh next
time and perhaps detect a clearer line in rhis dairy
policy.
(Applause)

Mr Tomlinsotr (S).

President, first of all, I like
- Mrwould
many of my colleagues,
like rc begin by congratulating Mr Price for the very valuable work that

(Applause)

Mr

policy which now seems extremely questionable. The
policy which the Commission adopted in 1983 was
shon-sighted. It was better for the budget in the shon

(NL)

Mr

Presidenr, as my

panicular brief in the- Commirtee on Budgetary Control is the consequences of the dairy policy, I shall

he did, for the great effons thar he put into this
repon; a reporr which the members of rhe British
Labour Group will be voting for, but a repon which

confine myself to this subjecr.

we, notwithsmnciing rhose comments, believe can be
improved if the amendmenrs from the Socialist Group

1983, on which we are now called upon to grant a discharge, is emerging as a key year in the assessment of
the dairy policy. The facr thar in 1985 we have 3OO OOO
tonnes of butter more than l8 monrhs old in cold srore
in Europe is due to the pursuit in 1983 of a srorage

are adopred.

\fle will be voting for the reporr. nor because we are
fully satisfied with the way in which the Community's
finances were handled

in

1983, bur because the deii-
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Tomlinson
sion and resolution highlight many issues and give us a
basis which we will expect to be observed fully in
future years. Vice-President Christophersen's statements of intention to the committee were well
received. The discharge resolution will form an important basis upon which we will make judgments in
future years about how he has translated his good
intentions into reality.

I would just like rc highlight panicularly three or four
of the repon before coming on to the major
thing that I want to discuss, which is Community
pans

fraud.

Ve will

expect the Commission to observe very strictly
paragraph 4 concerning documents. It is an untenable
position for the Committee on Budgetary Control not

to have full

access

to the documentation which

has

been made available to other Community institutions.
If we are asserting our rights as parliamentarians, we
cannot and will not allow that situation to continue.
Ve will give notice in passing this resolution today
rhat the Commission's activities in relation to paragraph 4 will be fundamenral to our future rhinking.

Equally, paragraph 14 about 3-year financial forecasts
is imponant to ensure that we are not living year to
year, but have the opportunity of seeing what progress
is being made on the 3-year forecasts and the liquidarion commitments. Again we will look very closely in
the future to see how the Commission is responding.

Bur the mosr imponant parts of the repon are contained in a number of paragraphs: paragraph 24, concerning the substantial under-collection of VAT, paragraph 30 which points out that there is no regular
provision for systematic and obligatory rransmission to
the Commission of information on frauds and irregularities. There is a whole series of areas like this which
cause us concern because we do not believe that this
Parliaments is satisfying the citizens of Europe that we
are taking our responsibilities seriously enough where

the elimination of fraud within Community institutions is concerned.

illegitimate activities and the diversion of Community
resources acts as a support for terrorism. Fraud tarnishes the Community image in the eyes of the general
public. Fraud typifies the failure of the Council rc do
what is necessary to meet its responsibility to legislate
in the Community interests.
This must be an important aspect of Parliament's conrol dudes in the coming years. To that end, the
recommendarion thar comes in paragraph 93 is fundamentally important. By passing this decision we have
decided to examine the following matters in separate
reports by the Committee on Budgeury Control. That
includes as a major report the examination of fraud,
the fraud that not only diminishes us as having failed
to deal with our discharge responsibilities properly,
but diminishes the image of the Community in the
eyes of the citizens of Europe. This is a major task that
nobody else will take on and for which this Parliament
must accept the responsibiliry.

Mr

Cornelisscn (PPE).

(NL) Mr Presidenq it

my task to make a few- comments on the

is

research

policy. The great source of anxiety in our Community
is high unemployment. If this problem is really to be
solved, it is essential for Europe to catch up with the
United States and Japan in the field of rcchnology.

The Community must therefore join forces in
research. I will give you a few catchwords: informa-

tion technology, telecommunications, biotechnology,
energy generation. These industries may be more
important to the economy in the coming decades than
the coal and steel sector has been this century. And ler

there be no misunderstanding: the Community can
only hold its own in these sectors if joint action is
taken.
.

If a European approach is adopted to research,
Mr President, a guilder will be wonh as much as

an

ECU. But this presupposes that we are decisive in our
artitude and decision-making. The Coun of Auditors
refers to a lack of consistency in the honouring of
commitments in research. Clearer instructions and better guidance are needed. The procedures for the conclusion of contracts and the supervision of rheir execu-

Fraud is a major problem, and the disillusionment with
Europe inside the United Kingdom is caused by the
fact that the main news they get through the media is
about fraud on a regular and systematic basis and the
apparent unwillingness of European institutions
- in
panicular the Council
to take the necessary action
- I want to emphasize that the
to deal with this problem.
fight against fraud, which is reflected but not dealt
with in any great detail in today's contributions, has to
be a major priority of this Parliament and of the Committee on Budgemry Control.

Fraud diminishes our own resources. Fraud falsifies
the impact of Community expenditure and diminishes
its efficiency as a catalyst for Community involvements
in projects across the board, not merely in agriculture.
Fraud leads to a diversion of funds from legitimate to

tion also leave something to be desired, according to
the Court of Auditors.

Mr Presidenr, the Council and Commission can help
out here.

I therefore

hope that the Commission and

above all the Council will take this harsh criticism to
hean, and I would ask them in particular to read paragraphs 59 to 56 of the resolution carefully.

I would

also call on the Council and Commission to

pay special attention

to the interests of

small and

medium-sized undenakings. They can make a significant contribution both to research and rc the creation
of new jobs, as the United States has shown.

Those who want Europe [o emerge from the impasse
must invest in its future. Joint research is a golden
opportunity for this.
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Mr

Vergeer (PPE), drafisman of an opinion for the
on Deoelopment and Cooperation.
(NL) Mr President, I should like to say a few words
on the granting of a discharge for 1983 in my capacity
as draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on
Development and Coopiradon.

Committee

The Committee on Development and Cooperarion is,
of course, seriously disturbed about rhe criticism
expressed by the Court of Auditors, especially as much
of this criticism is voiced year afrer year.'!7e also note

and I want to emphasize this
that significant
-improvements
- meantime, in the
have been made in the
two years that have elapsed. I would remind the
House, for example, of the great effon that has been
made to alleviate the shonage of food in Ethiopia. I
hardly need dwell on the mistakes which have been
made, because everyone is familiar with them: food
aid that arrives too late, unacceptable losses of qualiry
en /or4te, projects that grind to a'halt because local
authorities do not know how to meet recurrenr cosr.s,
supply routes which do not work, and so on. Vhat
does the Commission propose should be done about
these things? Ve should like rc see a study made of all
the procedures adopted from the time it is decided ro
grant food aid until it actually reaches the people, with
the object of reducing the time involved and maintaining qualiry until the final smge is reached.

As regards quality control, the appropriations provided are not being put to optimal use. !/ill the Commission say what problems stand in the way of effective udlizadon?

I

realize that so wide-ranging a study

will again impose a burden on scarce manpower. But
we should like to see it undenaken for two reasons:
firstly, different procedures at various smges may lead
to the more effective udlization of manpower and
resources in the future, and secondly, rhe criticism levelled at major aspects of our cooperarion policy year
after year may affect public support for rhis policy. \7e

cenainly cannot blame the bearers of rhe news for
that. But it must spur us on to make improvements.
Here again, taking a grearcr interest now will be an
investment in the future.

In its repon the

Committee on Budgetary Control

makes a suggestion which our committee was unable
to discuss. It proposes that rhe possibility of charging

food aid from interuention stocks at reduced

values

should be investigated. I assume rhat the intenrion is
not to reduce the total budget for developmenr cooperation. It would therefore mean either more food aid
or additional resources for orher irems in Chapter IX.
In my opinion, the idea put forward by the Commitree
on Budgetary Control should be carefully examined
by the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
which should also consider what is to be done with the
resources that then become available. For these reasons, Mr President, I have tabled an amendmenr to the
relevant
and I hope that Parliament will
.paragraph,
aPProve lt.
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Mrs Ewing (RDE).
President, I rise really just
- Mr
to ask a question which
will take only half a minute. I
had a long series of questions on agricultural frauds
which are a matter of record. \7ith the new Commission I am sorely tempted to put another series because
I never seem to get satisfactory answers.

My question is this: why should perpetrators of sometimes quite vast frauds enjoy anonymity? The smallest,
pettiest criminal in our systems, if he steals five pounds
or defrauds someone out of five pounds, is disgraced
in the eyes of his fellows by the fact that his name and
address is published. For some reason best known to
the system here, when a fraud is committed
some- is the
times involvint a vast amount
anonymity
- and quite against
result. I find this a very strange thing
the jurisdictions of the Community. I would like at
some point to get an answer to thar.

Mr Price (EDI,

rapporteur.

Mr President, I think

- this morning. I would
we have had an excellent debate
just like to take up three issues that emerged panicularly from the Commissioner's speech. The first relates
to the terminology being adopted in paragraph I of
the repon. The Commissioner raised the point thar
this was to a large extent a question of semantics. He
asked how we can establish the exact meaning of
words when, for example, the Academie frangaise has
spent 300 years trying to do so. The fact is rhat our
definitions are designed panicularly to avoid rhe problems of misunderstandings. If we simply use words
that take the Academie frangaise 300 years to esrablish
the meaning of, we shall never get our motions implemented. Ve need to say precisely what we mean. It is
to avoid misunderstandings thar we are adopting definitions.

I think the Commissioner has understood rhat point,
objec to the Commission
having to take the action that Parliament requires of
them. His point is that the Council could also then
because he then goes on rc

stan insructing the Commission. Really? Vhat has the
Council being doing for years but instructing the
Commission? The Council has tied them up in every
possible degree, in every possible regulation. That is
what has been happening for years! If the Commission
is to secure independence of action, rhe only way is for
the European Parliament to be an adequate countervailing force to the Council. It is for the Commission,
therefore, ro srarr taking notice of rhis Parliamenr.

Funhermore, we are not talking about creating new
powers. !7'e are talking about the exercise of powers
that are there in the Financial Regulation, rhere in the
Treaty. Parliament has a superuisory role, and what
we are now doing is making sure rhar we effectively
exercise that role.

On the question of

clearance

of the

agricultural

accounts, the Commissioner points out reasonably that
much of the blame lies with the Member States who
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fail to make declarations on time, and so on. But the
only way of putting matrers right is for the Commission to change the system that they adopt for clearance. Most of the changes can be accomplished within
the Commission's existing powers. Their approach to
clearance musr be to start the work during the year in
question and put matters right immediately, rather
than waiting for years afterwards.

without any payment to continue their work. You will

find examples in the Development Directorate-General of how members of the staff show their commitment to the cause that they serve by making payments
to charitable bodies in the development aid field out of
their own salaries and in other ways.

I

Finally, on food aid, thi Commissioner should note
thar we are totally with him in saying that food-aid
policy should be determined by the needs of the countries involved and development policy considerations.
The suggestions we make in this field are in no way
simply an effon to get rid of our agricultural stocks.
The first objective must be to meet the food aid needs.
The agricultural objectives that we atmin by the same
changes of bookkeeping are actually a by-product, but
an extremely useful one.

It

is not possible ro cover all the points in this debate,
because the resolution has something like 80 specific
proposals. Most of them have simply remained undebated here although they have received very detailed

consideration in the Committee on Budgetary Con-

trol.

I would like to thank particularly rhe chairman of the
committee, who is, of course, one of this Parliament's
most experienced Members. That experience has been
very much to the benefit of the committee, both on
this occasion and on so many others.

think the praises of the so-called 'bureaucrats' in
I mention them because I
think it is imponant that we work with the Commission to ensure that we build a strong and united
Brussels are usually unsung.

Europe.

Mr Christophetsen, Wce-President of the Commission.
(DA) Mr President, thank you for giving me an

-opponunity, since I realize that the debate is drawing
to a

close, to present some supplementary points
against the background of the very positive discussion

we have had here. Clearly I have not been able to
comment on every detail of the very wide-ranging
proposal which has been under discussion here today.
In my first speech I touched upon what I considered to
be the most important points. That does not mean that
I am not attentive to other aspecr which have been
raised in the repon. A number of matters have been
mken up in the debate, and I should like to comment
on some of them.

To begin with I should like to thank the chairman of
the committee, Mr Aigner, for the expen way in
which he directed the cooperation in the committee

I

would like also to thank the sub-rapponeurs
l7 members of the Committee on Budgenry Control
who have produced repons which are annexed in

-pan D of the report, and also the draughtsmen

from
the eight spending committees whose reports are conained in pan C. For the first time the motion for a
resolution draws specific attention [o those documents
in paragraph 92, and they are important.

The staning-point for our work, apart from

the
accounts themselves, is the Court of Auditors' annual
report. I would like to thank the Coun of Auditors not
only for that report but also for the help which they
have given me during the course of my work. Finally, I
thank the Commissioner, because he has already

shown his determination to achieve greater control
over the Communiry budget and greater effectiveness
in Community expenditure. This Parliament shares
most of his objectives and looks forward to working
with him on them.
The Commissioner, of course, has the support of the
Commission staff. May I draw Members' attention to
Annex 15, in the working documents in part D, which
shows the didication of many of the Commission staff?

Ve

depend

for the implemenmtion of

Community

policy on rhe Commission. In that document you will
find examples of how over 100/o of rhe Commission's
A-grade staff on any typical weekend actually come in

between the Commission and the committee members.
It is not always such an easy matter. I myself, in my
earlier days as a parliamenhrian, had to act as a committee chairman, and in the European Parliament,
where all the members belong essentially to rhe opposition, clearly the task is even more difficult. I say that
because I want to repay Mr Aigner for what he said on

his attitude to the Commission by mentioning that I
am very attentive to the questions raised by him both
on appropriations for payment, which constitute a
major problem we have simply not talked about as yet,
and on all the appropriations for commirment which
are in the pipeline but in respect of which we do not
know whether or when they will become active. This is
one of the problems raised by the Coun of Auditors.
Should we consider at some point
and I
we
- practicethink
should
how we can change our
so that
unused -appropriations for commitment at some stage
become dead, if I can use that expression, i.e. are cancelled, or is there some other uray to tet better discipline into our appropriations system? I also think we are
in agreement on the EAGGF accounts
it is only a
matter of timescale which separates us -here
but I
- intenwould stress that the Commission has the same
tion as Parliament, i.e. action should be taken as soon
as ar all possible. It still remains to convince the

national authorities, but there is no disagreement
between the Commission and Parliament with regard
to arapid conclusion.
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'!7e

are of course also ready to undenake an analysis
system of advances. This is a key point in the
u'hole piocess of financial planning and it is clearly in
the Commission's interest to have a sysrem which is as
finely tuned as possible.

things which mean something rc rhe citizens of the
Community
not just things which mean somerhing
to us here in -a narrower circle. I will not therefore say
that the Joint Declaration is the best possible solution,
but for the moment it is the only one we have.

Mr Aigner, together with many others who conrributed to rhe debate, raised the quesrion of access to
documents, and this is an issue which has been currenr
for a number of years. Some decisions have indeed
been taken in the meantime. There is a reference ro
this in Mr Price's report. I think that Mr Aigner gave a
more precise indication of what he envisaged, but I am
not naive, I am well aware rhar I cannot avoid dealing
with the subject by simply referring to this quesrion
and, if Parliament presents an opinion in one form or
another, clearly we musr condnue the discussion with
a view to devising some procedure which will be satisfactory to us all. But I will take the libeny of menrioning some points which rather surprised me, and that is
rhe extent to which you are preoccupied with document access as such. Is it all rhar relevant to gain
extensive access to information of every conceivable
kind? Some of course will say: that's all very well, but
the Commission can make a selection. I think that on
the face of it an arrangement which ensures grearcr

Mr Tomlinson laid great emphasis on point 30: information on frauds and irregularities. I agree wirh Mr
Tomlinson that it is desirable for the narional authorities to supply information automadcally. Generally

of the

access [o information would indeed be interesting
from a scrutiny point of view. But I think we shall have
to return to this question. The Commission cannot get
away from that, and we shall therefore have to con-

speaking we need the national authoriries to honour
their obligations more fully. \7e cannor Ber a sarisfactory solution to the problem of controls unless the

Member States are prepared to supply more informa-

tion, supply it more promptly and give us better
for scrutiny and verification, allow us a certain
rc danbanks and orher sources of information.

In that connecion I would

say

access
access

to Mrs Ewing, who

raised the quesrion of anonymity with regard to implication in frauds and abuses, rhat it is also offensive rc

me that someone can maintain anonymity even when
guilry of extensive frauds. Here again we have a problem with the national aurhorities
there is some
- now
head-shaking
even so I am afraid
we have a prob- it raises the whole question of the
lem here, because
basis on which the narional authoriries are disposed to
supply information.'l do nor disagree with Mrs Ewing;
I also think that people who diven considerable sums
of Community money should be brought ro book.

tinue our discussion of the problem.

I shall not say any more abour rhe linguistic aspec6,
of course it is not primarily a linguistic problem rhat Mr Price is concerned wirh. Nor did I say it
was; obviously I undersrcod it for what it was, i.e. in
the last analysis a political problem. And as parliamentarians we all know
I roo am well aware
that
- and
the Commission cannot
interpret isself out of a -parliamentary conflict. Neither can Parliament. Ve cannor
solve a real problem by semanrics. The Commission is
well aware of what lies behind the expression 'calls
upon'. !/e know rhat the light is at red. Ve in the
Commission know thar we must srart ro rhink seriously, and Parliament has no need to worry about
that. Vhen we ger down to the real issues, I think the
because

area of disagreemenr is very small. At one point in rhe
discussion in rhe Committee on Budgetary Control I
even asked Mr Price to be more specific in his wording
and use the phrase'calls upon'at a few points where
he had not originally inrended to do so.

Mr Cornelissen touched upon rhe imponant quesrion
of the significance of research to the Community. I
would mention in this connection that the Commission
has proposed a doubling of the Communiry's contribution over the next five years, a Commission initiative which received supporr in the conclusions to the
European Council meering in Brussels. I rhink this is
one of the fields in which all the institutions work with
the same objecdve in view. I agree wirh Mr Cornelissen in his analysis of the political need for such measures.

Mr

Vergeer asked whether rhe Commission might

with in connection with food aid.

myself do not rhink that the declaration is worded in
the besr possible way. I just wanted ro warn againsr
getting into a situation in which we have norhing to
hold on to, because ar a time when the Communiry is
essentially beginning to regain irs momenrum it is
important not to fall back into internal insrirutional
conflicts bur to hold on to what is of substance, to

If

inlerest, the Commission will gladly undenake an analysis and make it available to Parliament, for we have
indeed met with a number of concrete problems which
we would like to have a discussion about.

I should like to address Mr Price and thank
him for his remarks on the staff in the services and the
work rhey do. I rhink Mr Price has made perrinenr
commenr there, for one of the consequences of rhe
problems of control we have is regrettably a risk rhar
the public appraisal of the Community will very often
concentrate on lhe negative aspecrs. That is why I
warned against overdramatizing the conclusions of the
Coun of Audirors, for ir is dangerous ro presenr ro rhe
public a picture of the Community as a large bureaucracy which is not even efficienr, but allows fraud and
Finally

Mrs Scrivener did not agree with the Commission on
the question of the Joint Declaration. I am familiar
with the historical development on this point and I

it has met
thar arouses

perhaps give an indicatio.n of the problems
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of the day does nothing. It is
imponant therefore that, on rhe one hand, we restrict
and eliminate abuse but, on the other hand, we must
also show public appreciation of the significant work
done in the depanments of the Commission, Parliament and the Council alike. Ve must not neglect to
say this in public. I therefore wish rc thank Mr Price
for the wise point he made at the end of his intervention and moreover, Mr President, to thank everyone

cenainly does not class both the European and nonEuropean populations as 'migrant workers'.

for the wide-ranging debate we have had here. I shall
be glad to come back to Parliament with a repon on
what decisions the Commission plans to take on that

Treaty states very clearly:

abuse and at the end

-

(DR).

-

(itrR) Anicle

48 of

the

'Freedom of movement for workers . . . within the

President.

2. Migrant uorhers

-'

Le Chevallicr

you are making a
- Mr Le Chevallier,
speech on this particular repon. My understanding
was rhat you wanted to put forward a proposal. If you
wish to put forward a proposal, please do so.

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

President.

Mr

a

Community'...

basis.

President.

Mr Le Chevallier you are making
President.
speech or do you wish to put forward a proposal?

-

(FR) Then my proposal is
Mr Le Chevallicr (DR).
as follows: I move that- Mrs Marinaro's repon be
referred back to Committee and that two separate

The next item is the joint debate on:

the repon (Doc. L2-4/85) by Mrs Marinaro, on
behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and

reports be drawn up, one on European migrants and
the other on those who are not European.

Employment, on the

communication

from the Commission to

the

48 final) on
Council (Doc. C 2-6/85
- COM(85)
guidelines for a Community
policy on migration
together with a draft Council resolution

-

the repon by Mr Papapiero (Doc. A2-12/85) on
behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon on the implementation of Directive 77/486 on the education of the
children of migrant workers.

(FR) lt is already some
Le Chevallier (DR).
- the distinction between
months now since we made
European migrants and those who are not nationals of
the European Community, and we hoped that the
Commission would find two distinct formulations.

Mr

This is why we vored against in the vote taken by the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, contrary to what was said yesterday by irc chairman. Ve
were alone in voting against, moreover, and we
explained the reason for our proposal.

In our view, Mrs Marinaro's repon wilfully confuses
intra-Community migrant workers and extra-Community immigrants. The rapponeur is seeking by this
means to extend the benefit of Community provisions,
primarily freedom of movement and establishment, to
all migrant workers, irrespective of their nationality or
country of origin.

This is a clear case of distortion of the letter and spirir
of the Treaty establishing the Community, which most

moved, under Rule 85, that
President.
- You have
these repons be referred back to committee. Before
purring this morion to rhe vote I shall give the floor to
one speaker in favour and one against.

Mr Ducarme (L).- (FR) I shall be brief, and wish to
begin by saying that my motive in speaking is not that
we share the view taken by the Group of the European
Right but that we feel that this matter has bein rushed
through with unwarranted haste by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment. The clearest indication of this is that we now have 160 amendments on
the table, and I consider that it would be extremely
difficult to make an examination of such a rcxt in plenary sitting. I believe that it would be preferable, without prejudging what will be decided by the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment, to refer this repon
back to committee. Ir would be possible to have a
more serious debate afte.r proper discussion in committee. I therefore invite the House to vote in favour
of a referral back to committee.

(FR) Mr President, I am against a
referral back ro committee. As a member of the Committee on Social Affairs, I can confirm that all the political groups and all members of the Committee on
Social Affairs were given the opportunity to discuss
this repon, to propose amendments, to express their
views and to make their recommendations to Mrs
Marinaro as to the line to be adopted in the repon. All
this was done, and I would stress that the repon was
adopted all but unanimously.
Mrs Dury (S).
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I believe that this issue is too important for us to refer
it back ro rhe Committee on Social Affairs for funher

contested, even in rhe case

examination.

Member States of the European Community. V.ry

Now

is the time

for

Equality of rights is increasingly denied or strongly

of citizens of one of

the

few governments and Member States have made themselves responsible for prorecring rhe righrs of immigrant workers and rheir families, despite the fact that
these have been solemnly affirmed in rhe UNO resolu-

our views and vote. I do
not believe that a referral back ro committee would
make any difference ro rhe objections to this repon.
They are not procedural objections, bur substanrive
objections in all but name.
us ro srare

tion, in rhe Helsinki Charter, and in the Trearies of
Rome and the recommendations, regulations and
directives that have successively been published by the

(Applause)

(In

Community. Indeed, as rhe economic difficulties
roll-call ootes Parliament rejected the
referral bach to committee of the Marinaro

successioe

request

for

and Papapietro reports)

'

increase, and with the progressive increase in unemployment, we find examples in quite a few counrries of
marked discrimination, and alarming xenophobic,
racist movements, which have also been confirmed by

the Parliamentary committee of inquiry into fascism

Mrs Marinaro (COM),

rdpporteur.

(17) Mr Presi-

dent, ladies and gentlemen, today - perhaps as never
- are discussing is
before, where the quesrion that we
concerned
ir has to be said rhat the problem is ripe,
and it is a burning
both for itself, taken objectively, and in the awareness of public opinion.

The considerable number of amendmenrs, ro
motion for a resolurion, presented on behalf of

rhe

the
Committee on Social Affairs, shows clearly how great
are the obsracles and how negarive are the attitudes in
'cenain quaners,
where the immigranr quesrion in
Europe is concerned, despite the fact rhat the urgency
and need for grearer political and cultural receptiveness is becoming increasingly apparent.

The recent sad, dramatic events thar have occurred in
France are to be blamed on causes rhat musr induce
Europe to implement a Community emigrarion policy
that stans from the real needs and requirements of
millions of workers, young people and women, whose
presence in the European Community is now,

I should
say, taken for granted, and no longer likely ro change
very much.
The immigration question is cenainly nor new. \Thilsr
it is true that for a long time now it has been a subjecr
of discussion in all quaners, with wide formal recognition of rhe need to improve on rhe presenr situation,
we have unfortunately once more ro nore, despite the
repeated reques[s of the European Parliamenr
the
latest of which, in chronological order, were rhe- resolution of November 1983 on the problem of migrant
workers, and the resolution of January 1984 on the
condition of women in Europe
especially Chapter 5

rhat words
have not been
matched by reforming measures and attirudes more
of that resolution

appropriate to the calls for effective panicipadon rhar
have again been put forward forcibly, especially by the
second and third generations.

Today, with rhe economic crisis growing more acu[e,
the state of uncenainty and precariousness of the
migrant workers
whether they are from within or
outside the Community
continues to increase.

-

and racism in Europe. These are facts thar are rooted
deep in history; we are dealing with a phenomenon
that rears its head strongly ar every crisis, and that
today is nourished by the insidious, insistent propaganda of all of those who, especially on rhe extreme
Right, point to foreigners as being the prime cause of
all the ills generated by the deep economic crisis, using
a perverse logic that threatens civilized communal life
and democracy itself in Europe.

That is why rhe Commitree on Social Affairs

and

Employment calls for concrerc action by rhe Commission and rhe Council so as ro tackle rhe new situation
created by the economic crisis in rhe counries of
Europe. Denunciations and condemnarion are in fact
not sufficient to fight the recrudescence of racism and
xenophobia. Even though they may be of value, very
differenr instrumenrs
binding and more inci- more
sive ones
are needed.
Ve have to get ro rhe very
bottom of-the phenomenon, simply because the cause
of the present situadon does not lie only in the crisis,
with all its faral consequences.
There is everything else: there is the absence of a general political plan for immigration in Europe; there are
enormous delays in adopting measures appropriate ro
the social, economic and cultural changes that the
great mobility of manpower wirhin the Communiry, as
well as the srream of immigrants from third counr,ries,
have produced in rhe Community.

Now, in rhe '80s, we see the results of at leasr two

of emigrarion, and the siruation has also
been fuelled by cenain policies practised by some
Member Srares which, during the boom period, used
imponed manpower, encouraging the migrants to setde with their families.
generations

It- therefore appears clear that the migrant workers,
after such a long persence in their countries of residence, are an integrated, indivisible pan of European
society, and they represenr a reality rhat requires an
increasing degree of action, with new, advanced policles.

Special calls for action along these lines come above all

from the young, especially rhose born and educared in
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their country of residence, who are seeking their own
origins, their own identity.
These are rhe real circumstances of the life of the
migrant workers, who are, of course also sub.iect to all
the other problems with which the workers in their
counrry of residence have to deal. It is a situation that,
looked at objectively, is unjustifiable but which, unfor-

tunately, exisr in vinually the same form
country in Europe.

in

every

It

is from this reality, therefore, that we have to start
in drawing up a real policy that will enable forms of
mobiliry and integration to be established that will
allow the migrant worker to become a citizen of
Europe by undisputed right. \7e have therefore to

recognise the need to transform instruments and sructures alike, changing in a positive way the concept and
stratety that must guide and, as it were, give consistency and meaning to, the construction of a real'People's Europe' in which the freedom and fundamental
rights of people are respected.

Ve

must therefore follow a policy for migration that
will promote integration, in the search for a rational
solution rhat will assist, from the bottom upwards, the

construction of a real 'People's Europe'.

The real problem has to do with the procedures used
in the process of integration, and the results that are
possible, and it is at this point, which is decisive as far
as rhe destinies and life of individuals and the community are concerned, that account has to be taken of
the irreplaceabiliry of ones own culture, the culture
rhat one brings with one, if integration is not to mean
the hopeless cancellation of pan of oneself and the
subordinate assimilation of other cultures, other ways,
orher points of identity. Integration, therefore, in the
sense of enrichment, a synthesis in becoming that
involves languages, cultures, and concepts of different
origin which can find, however, in the special quality
of situations experienced daily, valuable opponunities
.for recognition and common, reciprocal development.

\fle believe, therefore, that in order to nckle the present situation in Europe, the time has come to open a
new chapter in which isolation and 'Ghettization' will
have no place.

every initiative in this field for the realization of a true
'People's Europe'.

In fact we consider that proposals by the Commission,

regarding the political and civil participation of
migrant workers in the countries in which they live
and in which they pay taxes, are either not far-reaching enough or non-exisrcnt. And such participation is
an essential need that is strongly felt and strongly
expressed, especially by the second and third generations. There are no proposals or measures regarding
equality of access to the employment market, for
nationals and immigrants of both sexes, especially in
this period of rapid, tumuhuous change in production
methods, and in ones way of life and the way one is
educated and trained. There are no clear, concrete
proposals for a real Community policy that would
make possible the development of an ethnically and
culturally pluralistic society. There are no initiatives
designed to Buarantee the equaliry and dignity of
immigrant women. There are no measures for improving the situation of migrant women and female workers, in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 5
of the resolution approved by the European Parliament in January 1984.
'We consider the draft resolution to be evasive and
inadequate as regards the protection of the rights and
dignity of workers from third countries, to whom we
we
this through no
consider it is essential
- and say
but with their fair
spirit of demagogic factiousness,
legal and humanitarian status within the Community
in mind
to extend the rights that are extended to
members-of the Community, so as to avoid subdivisions, which in these years of crisis can have harmful
and even faral effects on the life together of the different communities, the different peoples. This concern
is, moreover, shared by Commissioner Sutherland
himself, and was expressed before the annual Congress
of the episcopal commission on emigration in Ireland
last week. And it is because we are conscious that
there are problems specifically concerning immigranr
different realities and
from outside the Community
- call
urgently upon the
that we
different conditions

to arrante the conciliaCouncil and the Commission
tion of emigration policies with regard to rhird countries, which was moreover already envisaged in the
EEC programme of action for 1974, and was repeated
in the Council resolution of February 1976 on which,
however, no positive action was ever taken.

That is why, although on the one hand we approve of
the proposals contained in the Commission's communication to the Council, especially as regards the adjust-

Ve

regulations to suit the present
with regard to which we urge the Com- the Council to commit themselves to
mission and

granrs. \flhilst we recognise the existence of this phen-

ment

of Community

situation

employ all rhe insuuments for implementing the proposed actions, in panicular in paragraph +4 of the
on the
Communication, before the end of 1986
other hand we denounce and deplore the lack of a
policy and concrete proposals forintegration as an aim
and, at the same time, a method that should guide

have already referred to the tendency towards sta-

bilization in those countries where there are immiomenon

for

-

rc deal with which we call, in the motion

a resolution approved by the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment, for a policy centred on integration, in every respect, with equality of righr and

responsibilities vis-i-vis the indigenous population
we would point out that there ari no proposals in the
Communication from the Commission regarding
that of the
another aspect of the present situation

-
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so-called 're-enrries', in respect of which we call for
coordination, nor leasr at Community level, of the
necessary collaboration to be established both with the
countries of rhe Community and also with countries
outside the Community, ro ensure rhat it is a prepared
're-entry' and a free choice for the migrant worker
returning to his own country.

This is rhe conrenr of the motion for a resolution rhar
the Committee on Social Affairs is putting before the
European Parliamenr, and for which we ask all those
who are sensirive ro this question, and who in previous
years have committed themselves, to vote in favour, so
as to give migranr workers an indispensable instrument
in these hard, dramaric times.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PI.ASKOVITIS
Vice-President

Mr Papapietro (COM),

rdpporter4r.

(IT) Mr

Presi-

- to presenting
dent, ladies and gentlemen, in addition
the repon on rhe implementation of the diiective on
the education of the children of migranr workers, I
have also to explain orally in this Chamber the opinion
of the Committee on Youth and Culture on rhe report
by Mrs Marinaro. Shonage of time made ir imposiible
to presenr thar opinion in writing.

It ii my view that rhe European Parliamenr is staning
too late to discuss rhe problem of migrant workers and
their righm
problem rhat is bound up with rhe his- a rhe hisrory
tory of Europe,
of its development and its
crises
a problem that springs from the very hean of
the fundamental
conrradiction in the Europe of the

Communiry, thar of the difference in development
between its North and its Sourh. The migranr workers
who, in the last two decades from 1950 to 1970, have
eased the demand for work in rheir own countries and
have responded ro rhe grearer availability of work in
the more developed counries of the Nonh, have contributed to the growth of this pan of Europe: bur it
was also rhey that paid the highest human price, and
rhey were the first to suffer the setbacks of-the crisis.
They lrave suffered crises of national, family and even
individual identity, as well as a linguistic crisis.
These workers have however sunk roots in rhe host
counrries. Vhereas the first migrants
the fathers
- with few or
and grandfarhers
were often workers
no skills, their children
and grandchildren have very
largely studied in the schools of the hosr countriei,
they speak the language of rhe country, and rhey have
w-on for rhemselves, rhrough their studies, highei qualifications. Despite that, they are in many casis rherictims of discrimination and an unfair obligarion, aggra-

vated by the economic crises and the xenophobic attitudes referred ro by Mrs Marinaro, ro carry on their
father's occupations.

The Marinaro repon outlines a son of statu e of righm
for these workers, both political and civil rights. Fundamental amongsr these is the right ro uotC, because
this is the only way ro achieve the integration of the
workers in rhe host counrry
rhe type of integration
that is necessary for rhe very -construcrion of thJCommunity of Europe. These rights cannor be denied to
rhose who have contributed for years [o the productive

and civil life of the host country. Not ro recognise
their polirical and civil rights and the fundamental
righr ro choose their own represenrarives in the democratic insritutions is to change the difference in economic,developmenr berween the country of origin and
the host counrry into a condition of polirical inferiority and civil minority.
One of these rights, which is cenainly not negligible,
is the right ro education. The Commission has acted
very intelligenrly on this question over rhe lasr ten
years. It is in facr only from 1974 that the question has
received artention
nor when the migrant workers
were producint on- the crest of the economic boom,
but when the oil crisis and rhe difficulries with the
economy staned to cause a certain conflict of interests
in the host counrries, with regard to the continuation
of migrant working. In orher words, not when the use-

fulness

of the

migrant workers' contribution

was

beyond discussion, but when the migranrs starued to
become, ro some ex[ent, if not a burden then ar least
an increased cost
when, furthermore, the stream of
- the Community
migrant workers to
from non-member
countries
panicularly the African counrries
was

-

rncreastng.

-

The social action programme for the period lg74-

1976 contained a variety of measures for integrating
the children of migrant workers in the scholasiic anJ
social environment of the host counrry, for keeping
open rhe possibility of their re-enrry into the scholastii
system of rheir country of origin, and for improving,
in consequence, reaching merhods and material and
giving the rcachers specialized training; there were
also measures ro eliminate any form of Jiscrimination.
The result of this acdon programme was disappointing, so that in 1975 the Commission launched'a programme of pilot projects, and then, in 1977, a real
directive. The pilot projecm, like the 1977 direcrive,
start from a single principle that is of grear inrcresr
that the reaching of the language of the host country
and the teaching of the language and culture of the
country of origin should be deviloped rogerher, so as
to establish, both in school and ourcide it-, a relationship of reciprocal understanding between pupils who
were the children of migrant workers and pupils who
were the children of workers from the host torntry
in orher words, reciprocal knowledge and understanding, and a dialogue between the two cultures. The
presence of foreign cultures would then no longer
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seem a tolerated interference, but a cultural enrichment for both the migrant worker's child and the child
of the worker from the host country.

The other imponant aspect of the pilot projects and
the directive is their awareness that this integration
and this dialogue between unity and diversity must not
take place only at school level, but on an overall social
plane involving the families, the authorities, the immig.ants' associations, the social services, the trade
unions and the employers, who then mke charge of
the problem of the migrant workers. The problem of
the migrant workers becomes a social problem of the
host country, and along these lines integration is possible.

Unfonunarely the implementation of the 1977 directive was minimal; it differed from one country to the

dual states'. The Political Affairs Committee considers that racism and xenophobia cannot really be
countered by legislation but have to be mckled at
their roots. Root causes include increasing unemployment, ignorance of the native population and
migrant *oike.s about each other, lack of social
integration, the development of ghettos in cenain
houiing areas, and others. The Council is thus
called on rc give priority to removing these causes.
Secondly, paragraph 39) calls for 'equal treatment
and status of immigrant women'' Unfonunately at

this level of abstraction such calls remain only
cliches. If they are to be translated into reality for
those affected the Political Affairs Committee
thinks that an individual right of esnblishment in
panicular is needed for the wives of migrant
workers, so that if divorced they are not required

next, but, taken overall, was pitiful. The period
allowed for its application was 4 years, and this
expired, therefore, in July 198 l, almost 4 years ago'
Rnd so my report, like the repon also of Mrs Marinaro, calli foi quick solutions to be worked out by
Member States to bring about some progress in the

to leave the country.

implementation of the directive.

FRG with 'return grants' shows, funhermore, that
unless priority is given to ensuring suitable preconditions in the countries of origin, migrants
soon find themselves totally withou[ money or
prospects, as the'grant' is hardly ever sufficient to
form the basis for a new life.

The Council, whose president is currently a fellowcountryman of mine, is thinking of allowing a twoyear period, but two years seen to me to be too. long,
since-the implementation of this directive would then
have nken ten years. In any event we call on the Commission to institute proceedings at the Coun of Justice
against any Member State that persists, after eight
years, in not applying it.

(Appkusefron

the

lefi)

Mrs Piermont (ARC), adoisory ldpporter4r to the Polit(DE) Mr President, ladies
ical Affairs Committee.
and gentlemen. Before the Political Affairs Commirree, at irs medting of 20-22 March, could express
its views on the Marinaro rePort, the draft of which it
had received only a week before during the Strasbourg
plenary, the Committee on Social Affairs and Emp.loyment had already finally approved the repon. The Political Affairs Committee deplores the fact that it was
thus given no opponunity of expressing its opinion
befori the report was approved. It recommends that in
future timetables should be set and announced in such
a way that the giving of opinions does not become a
farce. If they can be given before the repon is finally
approved, logically they can be taken into account
when the competen[ committee votes on the marter.

To the matter in hand: the Political Affairs Committee
approves the basic gist of the amendment and the individual solutions proposed. The four following points
should be considered, however:

Firstly, paragraph 3a) calls for a 'determined battle against increasing racism and xenoptrobia'inter
alia by 'coordinating the legislation of the indivi-

Thirdly, the Political Affairs Committee thinks
rhat the policy of 'return migration' outlined in
paragraph 3h) carries the possible danger that
p.es*t. may be exened to force a return. This
must be avoided at all costs. Experience in the

Founhly, the Political Affairs Committee fears
that the'fight against illegal immigration' referred
to in paragraph 5 might turn into a 'fight against
illegaL immigrants'. To avoid this it considers that

the status of those already in the Community

should be legalized and a policy developed which,
instead of applying sanctions rc the migrants
themselves, makes it unprofitable for employers to
employ illegal migrants by means of appropriate
tar and other measures. Above all, however, the
Committee thinks that worker representation bodies in each factory or firm should be given grearcr

supervisory powers and more say over recruitment.
(App lau

s

e

lrom

o ario u s q

uarte

rs

)

(NL) | should like to begin by
Mrs d'Ancona (S).
complimenting Mrs Marinaro on her repon and
motion for a resolution. The Socialist Group fully
endorses her analyses of the problems relating to
migrant workers and her recommendations for joint
action to solve these problems. There is a greater need
than ever for action.
The situation of many foreign workers is now more
disturbing than ever before, not only because they are
the ones who foor the bill for the economic crisis by
losing their jobs and seeing their incomes decline, but
abovi all because some people are carrying on a mali-
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cious.campaign against rhem by giving the impression
that they are ro blame for this crisis. They suffir under
a shonage of money, discrimination and mennl distress caused by loneliness and contempt. In shon, the
migrant problem has become acute, bui despite this the
1974 action programme has not been fully implemented, and rhat is what needs to be done now, as'the
Marinaro repon makes abundandy clear.

Action musr be raken to prevent racism and xenophobia, in the fields of polidcal and civil rights,
employment and vocational training, schooling-and

cultural education, and specific measures *ill

be

needed to help women and young people.

I do not wanr to discuss all these points at length: you
can read about them in the report. I should lust like to
refer to rwo aspecrs ro which we musr pay special
attenrion and which are parricularly imponant, as I see
it, for rhe position of foreign workers. the first, which
is mentioned in the repon, is rhe right of migrants to
vote and stand for election at local and regional level.
The second, which I believe is exrremely imponant for
their-emanciparion and inregrarion, is finaniial suppon

crireria will thus make it possible for each case to be
treated on its merits. The financial assismnce can take
the form of a lumpsum or periodic paymen6. !7e musr
also help with educarional programmes in rhe counrry
of origin for children who have been to school in thl

Member States, and we must inform the returning
worker fully of his rights in rhe Member Srare concerned and of the opponunities available to him in his
own country.

The Netherlands Governmenr has today published

a

document on rhe reparriation of foreigneis, which describes a scheme for covering their rivel and moving
expenses and provides for a modest amounr for workers over 55. Thar is not much, Mr President, [ur it is a
beginning. Vhat rhe Netherlands Governmenr
excludes and whar rhe Marinaro reporr proposes

and rightly so, in my opinion
option -of
- is thi
rerurning ro rhe counrry of departure.
The right to
re[urn ro the country of depanure is only retained for
a given period where the migranr worker is disap-

pointed by his counrry of origin.

for foreigners' own

Mr

a.lways rhe people and authorities

ladies and gentlemen, once again rhe European parlia-

organizations, so rhar it ii'not
of the host counrry,
the country in which the migrants work, who decide
whar is best for them.

I should like to dwell rarher longer on rhe question of
the return of migrants to their counrries of origin. In
this respect, signs of abuse and xenophobia are- to be
detected. Are we then opposed ro their rerurning? No,
provided thar the principles laid down in the Marinaro
report are observed. A sran should be made straight
away, in my view, with older migrants who are on
their own in the host counrry. Their situation is hopeless because they have no chance in the labour market.
The same qualities thar once made rhem so attracrive
to employers
poor education, yourh, good
- their
heahh
are now
to their disadvanmge or no lo,-nger
appln -Ten ro rwenry years of hard physical labJur
have lefr rheir mark on these men. As theii families live
outside the host coun[ry, they also have ro send home
a proportion of rheir pairry social benefir.
The.first srcp should be to set up a satisfactory rcpatriarion scheme. !7har point is there in leaving the. ro
grow lonely here? It is a disgrace rhar it hai nor yer
been possible to introduce a good sysrem rhar allows
them ro leave and have their benefits rransferred to
their countries of origin. This does nor mean rhar we
should nor establish a general repatriation scheme, buI
here again we must be extremely careful. A scheme of
this kind can only work satisfacrorily if the following
points are taken into accounr.

At all events, reparriarion must be completely voluntary, and this will only be possible if we offer them
substanrial financial assisrance. How much rhis assisrance amounrs to must be determined by reference ro
age and the time spenr in a Member State. Objecrive

Pisoni Fernrccio (PPE).

- E) Mr

menr is taking a wide and detailed look

president,

albeit not

at the problems
of the migranr workers. By so doing it shows'rhat it is
still giving one of rhe most viral, most pregnanr social
quesrions its attenrion, and is artempting, in rhe conso wide nor so detailed as

it should

struction of Europe, not to sacrifice oi leave at rhe
mercy of their own selves those whom we may call
European citizens ante litteram.

If our Europe is to be a People,s
Europe, ir must
-of
firmly implemenr the principles
rhe tre"ii.s and the
solemn declarations of the Summits and Councils of

Ministers as they relate to migrant workers as well. If
the aim is to enable rhese citiiens ro exercise the fundamenml rights of free movemenr, access to work,
educarion, and the free participadon in the political,
social and rrade union life of the Community, we have
!o concern ourselves with the concrete instruments for
promoring rhar aim.

Unemploymenr srands

at a

dramatic, pathological

level; the economic difficulties rhat are

p..r.ni i,

many Member Srares, and rhe burden borne by the
social securiry bodies, may provide the xenophobic
factions wirh convenienr ali'bij, and may spark off pernicious nationalisric defensive ..rru.., and inroleiant
attitudes. The differenr rares of increase or decrease in
the popularion creare imbalances and tensions, and are
s.ometimes responsible

for new emigration and

even

illegal immigration. The Commissionis communication
is a dmely one for us on rhese questions. There is
nothing to disagree with in its anaiyses and its statements. It also has rhe merir of taking a sufficiently
far-sighted view; ir seems very rnuch-mo.e cautious
where concrete proposals are concerned, especially
those addressed to Member S[ares, perhaps because it
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does not believe them capable of an act of courage.
Promoting measures to make free movement effective
means removing every obstacle in the form, amongst
other rhings, of the application for a resident's permit,
the preclusion of access to too many jobs, the application of police regulations that are not consistent with
those of the Community, the difficult access to schools
of every type and grade for ones own children, and
the absence of any real repatriation policy that would
make emigration a free choice, and not a compulsory
condition.

The new demand that is emerging from the world of
in addition to the fundamental demand
emigration
for security - is the demand for culture and participait calls for schools, permanent
tion, and therefore
training, cultural stimulus, teaching of the language,
aid for emigrants' associations, freedom of association,
the vote, and polidcal and trade union freedom. In this

pan, the draft resolution that the Commission is submitting to the Council is somewhat timid and oversparing when it comes to indicating concrete action.
The Marinaro report, which we agree with and support, attempts to give all the good indications and proposals a more concrete character, and makes an effon
to propose measures that are incisive and are also possible.

In the Commission's communication to the Council,
and in the Marinaro report, it is nor always easy to
understand whether reference is being made rc all the
workers in the Community, or to Community members only. If that springs from a desire not to discriminate or create ghettoes, we are in complete agreement;
if, on the other hand, such a statement is designed to
keep everything vague so as to avoid commitments,
and the effect is less recognition for Community members, we do not agree at all. \7e want workers from
third countries to be treated like Community members
not Community members to be treated like those of
-third
countries. Being a Community member is a status, and that must be respected to the hilt. People from
outside the Community should be offered, as far as is
possible, all the rights that are given to Community
members. They must in any event be guaranteed equal
wages and social security entitlements; they must also
be guaranteed the right of reunion with their families,

rhe defence of their own racial culture and an efficient, respectful school for their children. Every pro-

of integration must safeguard the ethnic and cultural identity of every citizen, and this should be the
basis for developing ihe benefits inherent in the varcess

ious cultures.

if the Commission and the Council
they have said, involve the emigranr' associations that have been accepted at Community level in
their consultations, they will draw from them useful
and imponant indicadons, and the involvement of
we are sure that

will,

as

these associations

will benefit operations generally.

(Applause)

(FR) Mr President,
Hoffmann (COM).
no-one can be indifferent rc the discrimination suffered'by the 17 million migrant workers in the Community, which has been rightly denounced by .y

Mrs

friend Francesca Marinaro. First of all, the deadly
canker of racism must be resisted. Ve must never forger that it was in the name of racism that the most
monsrrous crimes in history, especially the Nazi holocaust, were committed. Racism and xenophobia can
lead to all manner of excess, even the murder of children and young people, as has been seen in France in
recent months. '!7e Communists do not accept the
contention made in certain quarters that racism is an
opinion like any other; it is a crime which deserves to
be severely punished by the law. In the campaign
against racism and intolerance, every resource must be
mobilized to ensure that dialogue and mutual respect
prevail.

A

stronger role could and should be played by the
schools and the media, as the rapporteur suggests.
Regrettable though it is, ir has to be admitted that
there has been a dangerous resurgence in racist campaigns. For instance, there are those who are claiming

that expelling immigrant workers and their families
could solve the unemployment problem. Nothing
could be funher from the ruth. The Federal Republic
of Germany has thrown out about a million foreign
workers. Has there been a fall in unemployment in
that country as a result? It is also claimed that they are
responsible for the erosion of law and order in urban
life. That is equally untrue, so the statistics on criminality and delinquenry prove. In making immigrants the
scapegoats for the crisis, the parties of the right and
the extreme right and the bosses are simply attempting

!o duck their responsibilities. For decades rhey
resorted to massive immigration as a means of recruit-

ing labour which could be exploited at will. Today,
they have no compunction in describing this section of
the labour force as being responsible for holding back
economic development and modernizasion.

I

believe that emigrant workers should be free to

choose whether or not to return to their home coun-

Ve

consider the Commission's proposal, to educate
those in a position of authority in the sector, so that
they can take steps to see that human rights are respected, is an important one. Ve consider it even more
imponant that everyorie should be guaranteed the possibility of free legal aid for the defence of their rights,
in all the appropriate courts. \7e await with interest
the instruments for implementing the proposals, and

ries. \7ith regard to freedoms, social and cultural
rights, housing, working conditions and training, we
stand for complete equality of treatment between
nationals and migrant workers from within the Community or beyond.

The fact is that equality is far from having been
artained and serious problems subsist. On the matter
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of the right ro vote, several questions arise, and I note
in passing rhar none of the Merirber States has yer
managed to find solutions. Apan from the legal and
constitutional implications, rhere is a problem from rhe
viewpoint of the immigrants themselves. They are still
citizens of their counrries of origin, ro which they
remain deeply attached. Many hope to be able to
return home one day. Large numbers vore in their

countries' elecrions.

Ve

therefore consider thar

nothing should be done along the lines of compulsory
integration of these workers.

On behalf of the French Communists and Allies, I
wholeheanedly suppon rhe consrructive proposals
made by the rapponeur, especially the proposal that a
migrant workers' chaner should at long last be drawn

up at Community level. These 12 million men and
women contribute to the wealth-creating process, and

the Community has a dury to uphold rheir rights ro

But the right ro vore cannor be given to all migrant
workers. The general public would nor accepr rhar.

I

can give other examples. Can it simply be said that
migranr workers should be able to take all their social
righrs with them on their repatriation? The payment of
unemployment benefit, for example, is subject to strict
controls and legislation, which have been rightened up

in all the Member Stares under the

pressure

of

the

changing economic situarion. How can such controls
be imposed on rhe migrant who returns ro his own
country?

To conclude, ler us be realisric and take politically
courageous decisions which consider the migrant
worker's posirion. Let us not succumb to a flood of
hollow words that ger us nowhere and are likely ro be
counterproductive.

security, respecr and dignity.

Mrs Chouraqui (RDE).
(FR) Mr President, ladies
- will not
and gentlemen, my group
be voting for the

(Applausefrom tbe Communists and Allies Group)

Mr De Gucht (L).
(NL) Mr President, no one can
ignore rhe migrant -worker problem any more. Nor do

we of rhe Liberal and Democratic group wanr ro
ignore it, because ir concerns respecr for human dignity, ro which we attach panicular imponance. !7'e
know after all thar rhere are no ready solutions to rhe
migrant worker problem rhat are based on rarher rhan
merely paying lip-service to human digniry and are

geared ro rhe pracrical aspects. They will only be
found by dint of purposeful political acr,ion, backed up
by very fundamenral considerations. Passions are
indeed alight where the question of foreigners is con-

cerned. For some political groupings

it

has

Marinaro repon unless the amendmenc rhar we tabled
are adopted, this for the following reasons.
First of all, a general commenr is called for: from the

very outset, the repon creates serious

confusion
between migrants who are Community nationals and

immigranr from countries outside the Community. It
should have been in two separare pans, but no disiinction is made, and rhis makes for ambiguity in many
areas. Secondly, the general rone, although stemming

from a spirit of generosity and humanitarianism, ii
fact makes it an unrealistic, utopian repon which fails

to take any accounr of economic and social conditions
in our Member States.

even

become a goal, and as others believe the whole problem may blow up ar some time, rhey are arrrac;d ro
extreme right-wing groups.

It is precisely because we believe these ro be real dangers that we do not think rhe Marinaro report is a
good one. ft seriously underesrimates the problem, it
assumes a generosiry rhar is rrue of only a few people,
and it suggests radical solutions in the other direction
in shon, the report is so unrealistic because it runs
-the risk of doing
a poor service to a good cause. The
naivet6 that has guided the authors of the repon is not
the line we should be adopring in this difficult question. The public are divided over voring rights for migrants, even if they are Communiry citizens, even if-a
minimum period of residence is made a requiremenr,
even where migrants from non-Communiry countries
are concerned.

The Marinaro reporr says that all migrants residenr in
the host counrry for five years should have the right to
vote in. loral, regional and European elections. Ve say
thar all Community citizens should have the right ro
vote in such elections. If a Member State feels lt can
go funher, we have no objection. Quire rhe contrary.

The tone here is nor rhe same as that of the Commission's repon on guidelines for a Communiry policy on
migration, nor is it consisrent with the tone of the'opinion of rhe Economic and Social Committee published
in the Official Journal of the Communities in December 1984.

In seeking ro achieve everything for the immigrant
population all at once, this repon is conducive to the
opposite of the effecr envisaged and may provoke a
backlash involving the worst excesses.
Vhen dealing with

a topic as serious and imponant as
the problem of immigration, reasonableness and moderation are essential.

The Marinaro reporl raises three problems in panicular.

First, the problem of granting the right to vor.e and
stand for elecrion ro immigrants. Vho would be the
b.eneficiaries? People from within the Community or
those from ourcide? There can be no question, in our
view, of granting rights to men and *o-.n from outside the Community which we Europeans do nor yet
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Chouraqui

Mr President, I believe that the way for Europe to

have in our respective countries, despite the facc that
they are members of Europe!

true ro this message is by combating xenophobia and

Moreover, do Europeans who have been resident for

urge the House
-on Iimmigration.
-

more than five years

in

instance, do French cooperation personnel working in
Africa have the vote? Do they smnd for election in
Africa? Did the many Swedish managers who came to
live in our European countries a few years ago have
the right to vote in our own countries?

The second problem is equality between the mother
tongue and the language of the host counry. This in
my view is an unrealisdc and unjust proposal. There
are many African immigrants in my country, and there
are 52 African dialects. According to Mrs Marinaro
I put this question to her would they rank equally

with French, English, German,
Imlian or the other
European languages?

Tower of Babel!

fron

fron

the centre and the

Mrs Heinrich (ARC).

'We

-

ight)

(DE) Ladies and gentlemen.

have not so far followed the custom of this House
which is to praise to the skies each and every piece of
paper which drops on to our table.

For this report, drawn up by Mrs Marinaro with
expertise and heanfelt commitment, we should like to
make an exception. Let me make a few comments on
it. The reason for the continuing absence of any plan

of action for migrant workers is probably that
l7 million people in the EC

these
are not voters and are thus

4

not even to those which pay lip service to foreigners
in local elections but do nothing

having the vote

towards actually securing it for them.

the right)

This is not the creation of a multicultural society but
the destruction of our own cultural identity, I wonder
what Mr L6opold Senghor, that great black African
poet and member of the French Academy who speaks
French so beautifully, would make of this Marinaro
report.

On the other hand, ure are in favour of launching an
open educational and cultural policy which takes

of the diversity of backgrounds and fosters
integration making for openness and respect for the
various cultural identities but keeps the language of
the host country as the priority language.
account

John-Paul II said on 20 September in Ottawa: 'Every
country is enriched by the complcmentarity of cultures
and traditions'. That is rue, we approve and agree

with those words.
The third problem is the guaranteed right for an immigranr who has returned to his or her country of origin
and had difficulry in resettling there to come back to
the host country. Now if I undersand correctly, this

report, while taking absolutely no account

of the

economic situation in Europe, is setting the scene for

an

(Applause

not particularly inrcresting to the big political parties

is not Europe that we shall be building, but the

(Applause

proposing a responsible policy

non-Community countries

have the right rc vote and stand for election there? For

If so, it

be

uncontrollable toing and froing

of

men

and

women, which could well be against the interests of

The repon calls for stricter checks on the implementation of Community regulations and directives. In my
view the Community should reserve the right to penalize the Member States, for we are light years away
from the demands made in this repon. Fony years
after the defeat of fascism in our country a continuing
latent racism is being revived in resrictive government
measures against foreigners to the extent that election
campaigns today are fought with slogans such as 'foreigners go home!'.

There are few signs in our country of any fight against
racism and xenophobia. This House is perhaps unaware that there are still judges in the Federal Republic
who say that a cafe or restaurant owner is legally entitled to put a sign on his door saying 'no Turks'. No
altention at all is paid to calls by migrant workers'
organizations.

And now membership of the Italian Communist Party
is deemed a reason for deponatiori! I can quote countless instances of foreigners being prosecuted for criticizing the political or economic conditions in their
such a degree of
homeland, for example Turkey
- to the interests of
freedom of expression is prejudicial
or
the Federal Republic, claimed the prosecution
instances where organizations of foreign dissidents
were banned for similar reasons.

the people concerned.

Ve
These are three examples of the problems which have
promprcd us to table extensive amendments to the
Marinaro report. This does not mean that we do not

intend to propose a coherent, balanced, responsible
and fair policy for immigrants. Europe has a universal
message, a humanist

radition to live

up to.

deplore the fact that, whilst our Community is
abolishing barriers to trade in goods and eliminating
bureaucratic obstacles to the movement of capital the
very people who produce these goods are, during the

time

of

crisis, finding the barriers more and more

immovable and life less and less humane. In the light
of this it is all the more imperative that the report
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Heinrich

should be approved. \fle also endorse the call for

a

migrant workers' chaner.

(The sitting was

suspended

Mr Cryer (S).

ro
- I wonder whether I could refer of

page 5 of the Commission's report which gives a list

at

1 p.m. and resumed at 3

p.rfl.)l

the disaster aid supplied since the last pan-session?
Can I draw the attention of the Commissioner to rhe
fact that ar the March pan-session they starcd that
they had supplied 175 0OO tonnes of cereals and rhat

the Commissioner said that they were going to

IN THE CHAIR: MR

GRIFFITHS

Vice-President

3. Action taken on

the opinions of Parliament

President.
The next irem is the statement by the
Commission- of the European Communities on rhe action taken on the opinions and resolutions of rhe European Parliamenr.2

Mr Pranchire (COM).
(FR) The Council of Agriculture Ministers failed -ro reach agreem.nt on p.i..s
by lstApril and Mr Pandolfi

srated that the Commission's proposals as submitted no longer constirured a
valid basis for rhe resumption of negotiations. Thar is
an opinion with which I in fact entirely agree, and I
should rherefore like ro ask rhe representative of the

Commission rhe following quesrion: has rhe Commission decided to submit to the Council the proposals
which were vored by rhis House following adoption of
my reporr during the last pan-session? Those proposals were supponed nor only by a majority of ihe

House but also by Community farmers' organizations,
and rhere is no doubt rhat nking rhem into accounr
would be most effective and logical way ro break the
deadlock and open up fresh prospecrc for the major
debates on the common agriculrural policy, since it is
announced that consulrations are going to be held
with rhe organizarions represenring the industry and
that Parliamenr is ro be consuhed. On the subiict of
farm prices, Parliamenr has only recenrly been consulted, when I presented my reporr, which it adopted.
But the Commission is behaving as though this reporr
did not exist; ir is persisting in its refusal to ...ognir.
a facr, and the situation is deadlocked.

see

whether improvements could be made. Accoiding rc
the satement made at the current part-session -less
than half the amount of cereals has in the meanrime
apparently been supplied. In the case of Ethiopia, for
example, whereas at the March pan-session it was
stated thar some 70 000 ronnes of cereals had betn
supplied, rhe starement given at this pan-session indicares that only 34 000 tonnes have since been supplied.
Surely with something like 4 million ronnes of wheat
a.lone
quite apan from orher cereals
in
in
- the storage
the Common
Market it is incumbent on
Commission to do something about getting the stores of food
to starving people. Is it not a crime against humanity
that rhere is plenty in the Common Market foodstorei
and nothing in places like Ethiopia?

Mr Ripa di Meana.

(17) I should like firsr of all to
- member
inform the honourable
that a supplementary
text
page 5a
which contains information ro com- has
plete- the picrure,
been prepared and will be circulated by the Commission.

Vith

regard to rhe quesrion itself, rhe Commission will
give an explicir answer to the questions raised ar the
next meeting of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation of rhe European Parliament.

Mr

Maffre-Baug6 (COM).
(FR) My question is
this: given rhat the Commission's
posirion effecdvely
creares afreeze in the immediare rerm, I should like to
know how it intends to take account of rhe repons
adopted by Parliament to date and ro ask, if it does
not take accounr of them, what purpose is served by
this Parliament and what purpose ls served by thl
promises given ro our various peoples when we were
elected for this rcrm of office? The Commission cannot sidestep the issue. I hope for my part rhat ir will
give a detailed reply, especially on farm prices.

There you have my question, Mr Commissioner.

I hope to receive a very clear answer. How does the
Commission inrcnd to take account of rhe viewpoint

Mr

expressed

Ripa

di

Meana, Member of the Commission.
(f\ The Commission is, naturally, perfecrly well
aware of the points of view expressed by parliament.
As far as the ourcome of this decision of the Council is

concerned, it is not up ro the Commission to guess
what that will be today, bur I confirm rhat the Commission will mainrain irs proposal.

I
2

Agenda: see Minures.
See Annex.

prices

Mr

by this House on the problem of

-farm

?

Ripa

di

Meana.

(f)

Commissione

r

Franz

- the Commission, has replied
Andriessen, on behalf of
-been
fully and at length ro the question that has just
raised. I will reirerate rhe information that I

have

already given to anorher honourable member, who pur
a question regarding the behaviour of rhe Commission
on agricultural prices, to the effect that the Commission will maintain its proposal.
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(FR) I have found no mention
Mr Vurtz (COM).
to us of action takcn on
in the document distributed
the resolution adopted during our last pan-session on
safety and health in coalmines following the Forbach

meeting

of the Committee on

Development and

Cooperation, when the question now raised will be
discussed, presumably on the basis of Vice-President
Natali's report.

disaster.

(ED).- I should like to ask a question
on the draft regulation concerning the names to be
used for milk and dairy products when they are markercd. This is no doubt written in Mr Andriessen's

I should therefore like to

Mrs Jackson

meantime? Does the Commission intend rc draw up,
new safety standards? Have funds been made available
for this purpose?

hean.

ask which bodies this matter
has been referred to. \7hat work has been done in the

I should like a reply,

assuming lhat someone from the

I notice

rhat the Commission sent the Council

an amendment to its original proposal and the number
of the document is given as COM(85) 122 final.

Commission has had the courtesy to listen to what I
have been saying, otherwise I shall repeat it.

(/,7)
repon referred to by
Mr Ripa di Meana.
- is The
a report prepared by the
the honourable member
Parliament. This is not the time for the Commission to
reply to such repons; it does this, as you are aware, at
the six-monthly progress reviews.

Mr Collhs (S).- I wonder if the Commission can
explain the extent of its satisfaction with the decision
reached by Council on the twin proposals on lead-free
petrol and car exhaust emissions. This was a compromise which was finally agreed and I wonder about
the extent to which the Commission is really satisfied
by it. Can it now indicate what real beneficial effect
this is likely to have on the environment and on air
pollution, or does it simply agree with us that the final
compromise is far too little far too late?

In

a sense this moment, when the Commission reports

to Parliament, is one of the most important in our
pan-sessions. It is a pity that more people do not take
it seriously. It is a sign of how little importance it
receives that, as far as I know, no Member of the
European Parliament has been sent a copy of
COM(85) 122 final which my spies tell me is filed in
the Commission's office under 'Jackson'. \7ell, Jackson has not received a copy and it would be very nice
if I could have one. Unless I am given the opponunity
to follow this up in this way, I can see no possibility at
all of Parliament's building on the present powers that
it was given in the Treaty. Can the Commission please
tell me what COM(85) 122 final means, whether it
contains any proposals to downgrade this from a draft
regulation to an amendment to the existing food-

labelling directive, and if not why not, and if it
doesn't, how we can now follow this up with the
Council of Ministers?

(lT) This point does not come
Mr Ripa di Meana.
under the questions- that refer to the Commission's
report. The question should therefore be put to the

(IT) The document to which
Mr Ripa di Meana.
the honourable member refers was sent to the Council
and to Parliament. It is at her disposal, and is dated

competent Commissioner, at the next opportunity.

19

Mrs Ddy

(ED).- Mr Cryer mentioned

food going to

some of the African countries. I would like to ask what
action has been taken to actually get medical supplies

and tents to them. Regarding long-term developments

in those counuies, I accept that there is a need for
food, but it is not food alone. I would like to know
what steps the Commission has taken to get other
things to them.

Also on the subject of aid, I would like rc know what
steps the Commission has taken to ensure that the
people of Tigre and Eritrea actually receive the food.
Vhat pressure has been put on the Ethiopian Government ro ensure that the aid actually gerc to the people
who need it, rather than the diplomatic niceties which
we seem to have had reponed to us in the past?

(17) I should like to point out
Mr Ripa di Meana.
that the Commission will
to the honourable member
give an answer to these and other questions at the

March.

Mr Balfe

(S).- On a point of order, Mr President.

I always quote the rule on which I
speak, and this time it is Rule 60, on access to the
Chamber. I am informed that next monrh ir is intended
that we shall not only have President Reagan here but

As you will recall,

also 450 security people, and that will make it
extremely difficult to implement Rule 60(3), which
concerns the admission of members of the public to
the gallery of this House. I should like to ask you
three questions under Rule 60 and to ask you to refer
rhem to the Bureau for consideration and to report to
this House.

First, what arrangements are there for Members to
gain access for interested members of the public under
Rule 60(3)?
Secondly, are the security people who will be accompanying the American President to be allowed to carry
loaded veapons within this building?
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Third, under what rules may they fire those weapons?

enerty schemes at a pilot phase in the Community,
because that clearly is going to be a facror in deciding

(hughter)

I ask that you refer these questions ro rhe Bureau, as I
think it is imponant that this sovereign parliament
should be aware of the situation in which these rules
might be violated.
President.
Mr
there is a meeting of the
- dueBalfe,
enlarged Bureau
ro take place this afrernoon, and
when I go to rhat meering ar 5 p.m. I will ensure that
before the end of it the poinr you raise will be taken
uP.

\7e begin with questions ro the Commission.
by Mr Ford (H-327

\7hat will the comparative costs be ? In an answer ro
Mr Hughes earlier this year figures were given for the
comparative cost of nuclear power, coal power and oil
power in the 1990s. Vould the Commissioner give
some comparison for schemes like this so that we
can judge them againsr convenrional power schemes?

Finally, is tidal power, as it stands ar rhe momenr,
something the Commission wants to suppon? Of the
various alternative energy schemes it would appear ro
as

President.
item is the first pan of Ques- TheB next
tion Time (Doc.
2-104/85).

l,

has been undenaken?

offer the most advantates ro rhe Communiry in

4. Questionfime

Question No

whether the Communiry will be prepared ro pur
money into the scheme itself once the feasibility study

/89:

Subject : Severn barrage

Funher to the Commission's answer to oral ques-

scale

well as in relation ro [he environmental problems?

Mr Suthcrland.

in the first instance to the
- Referring
question itself, what
we are concerned with here is a
major infrastrucrural projecr which will influence the
economic regeneration of South and Vest Vales.
That is the major issue on which the Commission
based its determination that this panicular project
should be supponed. It is therefore recognized that
the crossing is a vital elemenr of the M4 and the
developmenr of the area in question.

tion No H-201/84, by Mr Llewellyn Smitht, will
the Commission stare what consideration has been

given to the possibility of the Communiry's suppon for a second Severn crossing by means of a
shon barrage scheme incorporaring a tidal power
faciliry, rather than by means of another bridge?

Mr Suthcrland, Member of the Commission.
Firsr of
all, I am delighted ro say rhar a decision- has been
taken to grant from the European Regional Development Fund an amounl not exceeding I I 050 000 to
the study currently being undenaken in regard to the

Severn crossing.

The srudy's terms of

reference

include an examination of several forms of bridge or
tunnel or barrage. If other studies demonstrare rhat a
combined scheme would be wonhwhile, thar would be
undenaken. Also ir can be said that this reflects the
maximum amounr that the Community could possibly
allow under rhis heading.

Mr

Ford (S).

I

would ask the Commissioner

- and rhe Commission will be takwhether Parliamenr
ing into accounr rhe non-economic benefim that could
accrue from several of these schemes when considering which of them ir finds mosr appropriate?
'!7hat

son of internal rate of rerurn does rhe Commission regard as appropriare for ahernative renewable

I Verbatim
p. 142.

Repon

of Proceedings, l0 Ocrober

1984,

Vith

regard to the various issues that were raised relative to the benefits that mighr accrue from one type of
project as opposed ro anorher, which seems to be
entirely differenr ro rhe approach taken by the questioner, the study itself will determine the feasibiliry of
the crossing. I am answering on an issue relative to the
crossing of the Severn River.

I am grateful
- I would justforlikethea Commission's very clear answer.
little furrher information. The sum of I 5OO Ooo pounds refers,
I take it, rc the British Government's announced decision to investigate the feasibility of a second crossing
as such, which could take the form, as the Commissioner sugges6, of a bridge or a tunnel or a submersible tube. But Mr Sutherland also made specific reference ro a barrage. There are at least two proposals to
incorporate a barrage in a second crossing. Representing as I do the consriruency of Bristol, I think I would
be giving away no secrers if I said that people in Bristol
are very much in favour of a barrage being incorporarcd in the second crossing.
Mr Cottrell (ED).

Vill

any of that

the second study

I

500 000 pounds reach the area
which has also been 2nnsunssd

of

- of a power-generating barrage -of
into the feasibility

some kind? Here I make the point to Mr Sutherland
in case he is nor already aware of it
that rhere is
-a proposal
for a ground barrage, which- would be the
largest civil erigineering project ever undenaken in the

history of the modern world, and also for a slightly
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Mr Suthcrland.

As my earlier answer may indicate,

Cottrell
smaller one, fortunately, which would be near the
existing Severn Bridge.

study in question relates to rhe
Mr Sutherland.
- The
various possible ways of providing a crossing, including a barrage. First of all, I should correct the quesrioner, it is I 050 000, not I 500 000 pounds. That
represents 50% of the total cost of the studies, which
in turn represents the maximum amount that can currently be allowed under the regulations for this type of

study. Following the conclusion of the study, the
Commission will consider the results. If it is then
decided to implement a project, an application for
assistance from the Regional Fund for eligible consrruction works can be taken into consideration by the

I am very pleased about the fact
Mr Stcvart (S).
that we are gettint- this finance in the United Kingdom
and for the Severn. Nevertheless, in view of the various independenr reports and the reports submitted by

the Merseyside County Council which have been
given to the Commission, I would like to ask the
Commissioner if full consideration has been taken of
all the relevanr factors in deciding whether the Severn
barrage should have priority over the possible Mersey
barrage?

I

have tabled Question No l0 on the barrage across
the Mersey and the feasibiliry study. It is a well-known
fact that Merseyside is one of the most depressed areas
in the Community and suffers from some of the worst
unemployment problems. Have all these factors been
?

First of all, I cannot and will not
Mr Suthcrland.
- I and 10. In my answer to the
link Questions Nos
question itself, I indicated that the M4 corridor

b.,*..n

London and South Vales has been identified'
growth area. It is being dealt with
in this question sui generis and as a separate issue to
any other. Question No l0 on the Mersey barrage is a
separate question and should be dealt with as such.
The Severn crossing is being dealt with as an integral
pan of an important motor route and one which is of
considerable imponance for the growth of an entire
as a major economic

region.

Mr Smith (S).- Is the worthy Commission, in deciding whether or not to suppon a second Severn crossing and barrage in South 'Vales, ignoring the recent
changes in development area status in South Sflales?
Male unemployment in many communities, including
my own, is running at 450/o.Is the Commission aware

of the

extent

maintaining and improving road communications
berween this region and other pans of Britain. That is
why the Commission has granted the maximum
amount available for the study in question. So, it is a
reflection of the Commission's concern that this application to the Regional Development Fund has been
successful, as I have been pleased to rell Parliament
today.
Prcsident.
8a):

-

Question No 2, by Mr Rogalla (H'527

to which the future of South \7ales

depends on a second Severn crossing and, indeed, on a
barrage ?

/

Subject: Abolition of personal checks at the internal frontiers

Vhat is the

Commission.

considered

the Commission is fully aware of the importance of

Commission's assessment

of

the

effects of the resolution adopted by the Council
and the Member States on 7 June 1984 at its instigation on the easing of checks on Persons on the
Community's internal frontiers? Can the Commission indicate any tangible changes for the ordinary traveller, compared with the previous legal or
accual situation a[ the Community's internal frontiers, thar have come about following this agreement?

Lord Cockfield, Vice-president of tbe Commission.
- A
number of developments have taken place recently to
ease border crossings.

The following might be men-

tioned.

First, on 4 January this year the Commission proposed
a direcrive on rhe easing of controls and formalities
applicable to nationals of Member States when crossing intra-Community borders. This draft directive has
been referred both to Parliament and to the Council of
Ministers, and the opinion of Parliament is awaited.

Secondly, France and Germany signed a bilateral
agreement on l3July 1984 to ease border controls.
The Benelux countries held discussions with France
and Germany on 27 February to examine whether the
five countries could come to a bilateral agreement to
ease border formalities for persons and goods crossing
their common frontiers. A steering group has been set
up to prepare a final agreement by the end of April.
The Council resolution of TJune 1984 was addressed
to the Member States and was not binding. The
administrative arrangements for frontier controls are
the responsibility of the Member Starcs. The Commission understands, however, that already there have
been some small but tangible improvements. For
example, I understand that Paris, Frankfun and London airpons now operate spot-checks. Similarly, at
some other points of entry systematic controls have
been replaced by spot-checks.

Mr Rogalla (S).- (DE) The nub of my question was
concerned with the concrete changes affecting the citi-
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zen. In the light of the information I received just an
hour ago, rhat checks in rhe rrains between paris and

countries as rhe only way of ensuring rhat Community
citizens enjoy free access?

securirv risk, or is ir pure self-interest on rhe part of

Lord Cockfield.
I enrirely agree rhar very often
internal frontiers -are co-terminous with international
frontiers and rhat is panicularly so in the case of the
maritime srates. 'S/here, as I have already indicated,

Brussels have actually increased and inrensified,
I should like ro ask the Vice-Presidenr what explanarion
he can give for this dilatory implementation of a new
policy. Is it tradirion, fear of redundancy, fear of a real

the customs and border control officials conCerned?
Does the Vice-Presidenr not agree with me rhat rhe
s[ow, sready, progressive introducrion of a common
customs administration

for

checking travellers from

third counrries would be a way of allaying such suspicions

?

Lord Cockfield.
administrative arrangemenr
- The
for frontier conrrols,
which wou[d, of course,-include
the controls carried our on trains between paris and
Brussels, are rhe responsibility of rhe individual Member States. \7here unreasonable measures are taken, it
is the practice of the Commission to take up the marter
wirh the governmenr concerned. I will, rherefore, be
very willing to look into the specific case raised by the
honourable Member. If the facts so warrant, wi will
cenainly raise rhe marter with the French Govern-

ment.

In general, our objecrive is precisely rhe same

as rhar

of the honourable Member. \7e wish to see controls

between individual Member States reduced to the
absolute minimum consisrent with the conrrol, for
example, of drug traffic, rerrorism and public order.

Mr'!/ijsenbeek (L).

Does

rhe Commissioner, Lord
Cockfield, not think -that since the Community began

there are more rather than less customs officials, and
that it is precisely rhese officials who are rrying to
prevenr the realization of a real Communiry of thecitizen?

Lord Cockfield.

I

am afraid that

I

do nor

have

- figures relating to rhe number of
before me specific
c.ustoms officials employed in 1957 as compared with
the present day, but I musr say rhat, in general, I do
not find that cusroms officials are unreaso;able or rhat
they exercise their powers in a way deliberately to
cause harassment. On the contrary, we do have a very

good working

relarionship

with the

cusroms

authorities in rhe individual Member Stares and where
there are difficulties we do endeavour ro resolve them.

Mr

Patterson (ED).

Vould the

Commissioner

confirm that 'inrernal -frontiers are co-reminous wirh
internarional frontiers includes all ports and airporrs
where Communiry citizens enter anorher Member
State as, for example, the pon of Dover and Brussels
airport? \7ould he also take on board the possibility
that Community citizens should be separated from
those coming ro rhose pons or airpons from rhird

particular problems arise, it is rhe practice of the Commission to take the marter up with the government of
the Member State concerned and we have done so

specifically

in

relarion

to

difficulties which

have

occurred both at Dover and at Brussels. Ve have also
endeavoured ro ensure wherever possible thar separare
entry channels are provided for Community citizens
and the honourable Member will be aware of the fact
that such channels do exist at Hearhrow, as an examPle.

Mr Cryer (S).

Since the Commissioner says rhar
- are
customs officers
nor unreasonable, why'is the
Commission pressing for the diminution of customs
barriers ar a rime when he knows that rhe trafficking
in drugs is nor decreasing but increasing, when thi
dependence on hard drugs is increasing, when drug
abuse is increasing? Is he satisfied that rhis pressure
from the Commission on Member States to remove
customs barriers will in fact enable the Unired Kingdom to remain rabies-free? $/ould he not regard it is
desirable to conrrol rhe illegal movemenr of drugs, ro
reduce the abuse of drugs and to retain areas freeJrom
the dreaded scourge of rabiesl

Lord Cockfield.

There is a very clear disrinction

between the rules- urhich customs officials are obliged
to enforce and rhe manner in which rhey enfo.ce
them. The point thar I was making was rhar, in general, customs officials do not exercise cheir powers
unreasonably. So far as rhe rules themselves are concerned, the onus resrs on the Community as a whole
and here I do nor distinguish berween rhe Commis-sion,
Parliamenr and the Council
to simplify those

rules and ro remove the inrernal- frontiers *hich ar
present obstruct the free movemenr of citizens within
the Community. !fle have, however, always recog-

nized
spelr out in demil in the documenrs
- and thistheisdraft
accompanying
direcdve on rhe facilitation of
frontier controls
that special measures need ro be

- rhe drug rrade and thar measures
taken to deal with
1a.y be necessary on rhe grounds of public healrh.
Rabies, which rhe honourable Member menrions, is an
obvious case in point here.
Mr

Gerontopoulos (PPE).

(GR) Once again I

would like to raise a marrer -rhat is extremely i*po.ranr for us Greeks
nor ro say one of essendal piide.
Despire continual -proresrarions ro rhe contrary, it
remains rrue lhar at London's Heathrow airpon ihere

is a separate channel through passporr control for
Greeks, as opposed to the channel for rhe citizens of
other countries in the Community.
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Gerontopoulos

I therefore ask the Commissioner what steps the Commission intends to take, to put an end to this discrimination between equal panners by the authorities at
Heathrow airpon.
point the honour- I understand the
able Member makes. I have in fact myself written to
the United Kingdom Government on this point and I
await its reply. As soon as I hear from it I will com-

Lord Cockfield.

municate with the honourable Member.

Brussels getting through is a panicularly slow process. \7hat will the Commission do if
the Member States ignore its representations? Vill it
bring a case before the Court of Justice, and will the
ridiculous checks at Heathrow on passengers leaving
Great Britain be stopped? It is one thing rc check on

At Heathrow and

in, emigration controls are quite
these emigradon controls be stopped?
'I7'e
don't have any at Kastrup.
who's coming
another.

\fill

in answering
- The difficulty I have
the honourable Member is that I agree with most of
what he says. I can only ask him to be kind enough to
await the publication of the Commission's white paper
on making a reality of the internal market, which will
appear before the summit in June and which will deal
with many of the problems with which he is conLord Cockfield.

M"y I ask the Commissioner
Mr Habsburg (PPE).
- travelled in normal cars and
whether he has recently
with normal citizens? In my experience the customs
exactly contrary to the effons of the
authorities
are currently doing everything to
Commissionannoy citizens- who cross borders. This even applies to
the border between France and Germany here in
Strasbourg where they are doing something very bad.
They are carrying out a thorough examination of cars
my own car was stopped for over half an hour
-recently on that border. !7ould it not be a good thing
to force the customs officials at least to wear their own
name .because I asked one of she officials what his
name was in order to raise the issue and he refused it
to me.

cerned.

President.

(H-a85/84):-

(DA) | should like to put a supMr Msller (ED).
- to the Commissioner for we are
plementary question
dealing here with a question which concerns all citizens in the Community. It is not a small circle of business people who are put to inconvenience by the dividing lines of old Europe, it is vinually all the citizens
who are inconvenienced by having to stand in line
with their passports or identity papers. That was something we genuinely hoped and expected would disappear when the Community was created. Here we have
the hean'of the matter: nothing of significance has
happened, apan from the provision at one or two
places of a special door for the use of EEC nationals, a
and progress through it is just as
special passage
- other doors!
slow as throug the

No 3, by Mrs

Subject: Effects and consequences

Chouraqui

of

demo-

graphic change
Last April Commissioner Richard told the House
that demography, the birth rate, the encourage-

ment of population or otherwise within Member
States, is essentially a matter for the national
policy of individual Member States', but he added
that the Council of Social Affairs Ministers had
asked the Commission to analyse the effects and
consequences of the demographic changes that are
now nking place.

I am grateful to the honourable
Lord Cockfield.
Member for the -information he has given. I do commonly travel as a private individual. In fact, I weqt
through Heathrow at Easter specifically in that capacity and I can assure him that I am probably just as
familiar with the hazards, the difficulties and the problems of travel as he himself is. Indeed, if I may cap his
own story, the last time that I returned from the Parliament here to Brussels, my car was stopped by a roving patrol to see if I had aboard quantities of uncustomed liquor which I assured him I did not have. The
customs officer concerned behaved with great courresy and I have no criticism whatever. Vhat I would
like to do is to get rid of the need for controls of that
son, and that is what the Commission's proposals and
plans are designed to ensure.

Question

Could the Commission make a statement on this
very imponant question?

lt is
Sutherland, Member of tbe Commission.
true [o say that all Member States show an interest in
demographic trends but not in all aspects of the subject; and there are differing views as to the approach
which should be taken to the problem. Some Member
States have indicated only a minor concern with the
binh rate issue, some expressed no interest at all.
These discrepancies of view make it difficult to envisage Communiry action in this field. The Commission
is, however, initiating a comparative analysis of the
family policies of the Member States, as invited to do
by the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Mr

last June.

The same committee also invited the Commission to
study the demographic consequences of the aging of
our populations and some work in this area has
already been done. The Commission has underlined
the problem in its communication of December 1982
on the social security problems of Member States and
years previously a specific study examined the likely
impact of demographic factors on the different
branches of social security during the first decade of
the next century. The Commission will continue its

I
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study of these, conditions, but before embarking on

a

research programme rhe Commission is examining and
reponing on rhe work which has already been carried

out in orher organizations, such as the Council of
Europe, the OECD or rhe Economic and Social Committee. This will enable the Commission rc avoid
unnecessary duplication and to idendfy the areas

what aid does the Commission propose to organize
aid to families, rax measures, pay for mothers who stay
at home to look after their children? Thus far, we have
been told about the declining binhrate and the demographic problem, but nothing about the acdon rhar
could be taken speedily to remedy the siruation.

where research still needs to be done.

Mr Suthedaad.

Mrs Chouraqui (RDE).
(FR) I thank rhe Commission for his reply, bur -in view of the fact that Mr

Delors, rhe new President of the Commission,
announced in his investiture speech that rhe Commis-

sion could not address itself to such an imponant issue
since a compararive study had already been carried
out, is rhe Commission of the Communities now contemplating a more detailed study of the need for harmonization of family policies in Europe? I fully appreciate that some countries are more closely conceined
than others but I now believe, in the light of rhe demo-

graphic tables, tlat sooner
Europe will be concerned.

or

later the whole of

To my mind, rherefore, rhe quesrion is wherher you
can begin to ser up action to harmonize family policies
and in any event ar least hold a meeting of the ministers reponsible for family affairs in the various European countries.

7 June 1984, the Council of
- On
Ministers requested
the Commission to carry out a
study of problems caused by present demographic
trends in Europe. That study is being conducted. Once

the demographic trends have been established, the
Commission will consider such steps as could or
should be considered, but it cannot do so
- and I
cannor possibly answer the specific issue raised
until the initial inquiry has been conducted. I would
merely point out that there are clear differences of
opinion berween Member Stares as rc whether or nor
there should be an intervention by rhe Commission in
areas of this kind.

gD Does rhe Commission
not rake the view that-there should not be any family
Mr Vijscnbeck (L).

policy whatsoever and that, in facr, it is enrirely a marter for the individual?

Mr Sutherland.

Mr Sutf,crland.

-

Before rhe Commission can comm-

ence harmonizing it has first of all to find out what rhe

family policies in the various Member States acrually
are. As I indicarcd in rhe answer ro rhe quesrion
perhaps not clearly enough
the Commission is ini-

tiating a protramme in accordance
with what the
President said
and I reiterate it today
- ro establish
whar rhe family- policies of the various Member
Srates
are. Once that comparative analysis has been conducted, ir will then be in a position to analyse what
funher sreps can and should be taken. Once thar analysis is complete, in the event of rhis matter being
raised again in the Parliamenq I will be in a position to
answer clearly rhe subsequent issue that has arisen and
which is referred to in rhe supplementary quesrion.

fu I think I have said rwice already,
the Commission -is carrying our a survey in response to
a. Council requesr, and once the survey is completed

the Commission will reconsider the matter. It is not
indicating that it has or has not a policy at this time in
regard to rhe matters being raised, bur is merely indicating that it does believe that rhis is a matter'which
should- be investigated, rhat ir is following the suggestion of the Council of Ministers of Social Rffairiof z
June 1984 and rhat when that study has been completed, the matrer will be reviewed.
Mrs Lizin

(S).-

(,FR) Demographic policy is a mat-

ter of concern to all groups in shis Housi,

I would

imagine, even though their attitudes differ. Ve believe
thar it is necessary to introduce measures aimed at the
incomes of young people, especially those nking the
decision ro set up home and to embark upon theiisky
venrure of crearing a future for a family. This calls for
a comprehensive social policy, not just a policy on

(DR).- (FR) Before purring my quesshould like to make rhe point rhat rhe efiects
and implications of popularion decline are now well
known and thar, in rhe various countries of the Community, all the necessary studies have been carried our
and all the statisrics have been notified to us. They are
obviously disasrrous in the Community as a wholi and
more especially in cenain Member States.

My question is very straightfor-ward: since the Commissioner has said that a number of studies are in progress, I should like to know with whom it is in contacr

I do not think that rhis panicular aspect is

impossible for the Commission to carry our such work

Mrs Lchideux

tion,

I

Although

on today's agenda, the imponant poinr is rhar
propose remedies.

wi

must

I should therefore like to ask this question: within the
scope of rhe measures which ir is empowered to rake,

family allowances.

in

each counrry, since

I

imagine that

ir would

be

without using contacts in the various countries. To
take the example of Belgium, work in this field is done

by the King Baudouin Foundation, and I should like
to ask him wherher or not the Commission is in rouch

with the Foundation on this subject.
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Mr

The competent authorities in each
Sutherland.
- be contacted,
and the verifiable staMember State will
tistical basis which may be available in each Membor
State will be researched. I cannot be more.specific than

thar. I cannot indicate today what panicular authority
will be contacted in Belgium.

Prcsident.
(H-50e/8a):-

Question

Subject: Cut-backs

No 4, by Mr

to adults. The application of the Fund to new technologies could well be of panicular relevance to the handicapped, having regard to their capacity to deal with
cenain types of technology which is new and of an
advanced kind and which does not require mobility.
This matter is of concern to the Commission and is
being considered in the context of im proposals.

Flanagan

on Social Fund aid for

Mr Hughes
the

handicapped

Vill
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the Commission confirm whether or not it

has nken a decision to cut back on the level of
Social Fund aid at present being made available to
rehabilitation institutes for the handicapped, and
if it has, will it state its reasons for doing so?

total
Mr Suthcrland, Member of the Commissioz.
- Asbudget
priority applications exceeded the Social Fund
in 1984 by about 500/0, it was inevitable that a wide
range of applicadons had to be wholely or panly
refused. The requirement of the Council rules now in
force to allocate at least 750/o of. the tonl Social Fund
appropriations to young people under 25 years of age
exacerbated the situation for target groups such as the
disabled, who are the subject malter of the question
and where the majority of the applications, I should
say, related to adults. The Commission, therefore,
shares the honourable Member's concern for the disabled and has sought to mitigate the impact of the
reducrion. In its guidelines for the managemenr of the
Fund, the Commission does give preference to cases
where Community assistance is of panicular imponance to the carrying out of the operation. Projects
with alternative adequate financial resources, there-

fore, bore the brunt of the reduction, and these
included, to some extent, operations for the disabled.
This concentration of Fund aid on projecm of greatest
need is of panicular imponance in situations of acute
financial shonage.

thank the Commissioner
Ftanagan (RDE).
- Ialso
for his known concern
for his very clear reply and
for the handicapped. In view of the job opponunities,
panicularly for the young handicapped, rhat are avail-

Mr

able under the new technological industries programmes, would he and the Commission support a
concened training protramme in this area for the handicapped?
issue of support to rhe handiMr Suthedand.
- The
capped under the Social Fund guidelines is a matter
which is currently of concern in the sense that the
guidelines are presently being prepared which will
operate for the next three years. Those guidelines can
only operate, however, within the established rules,
which will continue ro require the allocation of.75 o/o
of total Fund allocations to young persons rather than

(S).- The Commissioner

will be aware

that Manpower Services schemes in the UK are heavily supponed by the European Social Fund. He will
also be aware that, irrespective of restrictions on
Social Fund aid, many of the least well-off in Britain,
including many handicapped people' and unemployed
women, are being prevented from applying for MSC
schemes because of a rule change requiring all applicants to be in receipt of benefit. Has the Commis-

sioner investigated these apparent

discrepancies

between the Social Fund guidelines and the rules operated by MSC? If not, will he do so when Manpower
Services make their next block application for a grant?

Mr

Sutherland.

directly arises out

I

.

am not sure that the question

issue which I am
answering. But to try to reply to it as best I can, I
would say that the Commission is, of course; conscious of the imponance that applications must conform with the regulations and guidelines. An analysis
is conducted in regard to each applicadon or block
application relative to the applicability of the scheme
in question and the parameters which are utilized by
the applicant in respect of each scheme. The panicular
scheme referred to by the questioner I cannot comment on in answer to this question.

of the major

(FR) In the new definition of the
guidelines and in the.study undenaken in connection

Mrs Dury (S).

with statistical machinery which could be used to
define much more objective methods for Social Fund
projects, the prevailing guideline seems to be to concenrate effon on regions which are experiencing dif-

it seems to me that not only handicapped people but also migrant workers and perhaps
women who could benefit from projects are not necessarily to be found in regions where incomes are very
low or unemployment is very high; they are also to be
found in the towns, in urban areas.
ficulties. Now

I should like to raise with the
Commissioner; I should like to ask him whether he
proposes, in connection with projects for handicapped
people and migrant workers, to find a solution to this
problem, rc find a very effective way of allocating
Social Fund resources and supponing this Fund's projecrs without overlooking these categories.

This is the point that

Mr

The Social Fund and the new
Sutherland.
guidelines will not- overlook the categories referred to.
They are specifically enjoined by the regulations not
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to do so. Therefore the issue of migrants and handicapped has to be and will form pan of rhe scheme of
Social Fund applicarions and disbursemenrs after rhe
review has taken place. The review, of course, has nor
been completed nor have the guidelines been finally
drafted. So the posirion is srill under review. But I can
assure the honourable Member thar in accordance
with rhe requiremenrs both the handicapped and migrants will be the subjecr marrer of specific considerition wirhin rhe guidelines and nor specifically related
as a suggesdon to defined areas.
Sir James Scott-Hopkins (ED).
\fill the Commissioner confirm that institutes for-the blind such as St.
Dunstan's in \Torcesrer, for insrance, will stand high
priority lisr in rhe guidelines if they ro ,pply
.the
a.nd I believe they have done
for aid in moderniiing
th-eir equipment to deal with-blind people in that pan
of the world?
on

Mr Sutherland.
of rhe handicapped
- The problems
generally and panicularly
the problems which have
been referred to will, of course, be the subjecr marrer
of sympathetic consideration in rhe drafting of the
guidelines.

President.
No 5 will not be called as the
- Question
subject is already
on rhe agenda.

Question No 6, by Mr Lalor (H-72G/8\:

of milk. Although no milk was exponed from
to the Community in 1984, I cannot
exclude the possibiliry of such arrangemenr existing,
imporu

Swiuerland

panicularly with the French fronrier region, last year.
But in general I would point our rhat the Community,
which is the world's largest exporrer of dairy p.oducri,
pursues and, in my opinion, should pursue an impon

policy under which quantirative restrictions

are

avoided. The only prorecrion againr cheap impons is

the well-known levy which raises the prices of

imponed products to the level in the Community.

I

assume

that in the rwo years ro which I have referred

impons into haly were possible because rhe price of
milk in that country is higher than rhe guidi price,
there being a shonage of milk in Italy,
kno*.
"iyou
I
conclude
by
pointing
our
thar
in
l9g3
Italy
Y"y
imponed 1.6 m ronnes of milk and rhat, of this, only
600 tonnes came from oumide the Community, a negligible quanrity, in other words.

Mr Lalor (RDE).
I appreciarc rhe point made by
Mr Andriessen and- the fact rhat he wenr our of his

way J-o spell our the figures. Indeed, I am availing
myself of these very figures to frame my supplemenl
tary quesrion. Vould the Commissioner nor concede
that ir is f-undamenmlly unjustifiable to make arrange-

ments ro facilitate an increase berween l9gI and l9g3
of 5000/o in the volume and value of milk imponed
into the Communiry from Switzerland? At a time

Subject: Impons of Swiss milk

when the Commission is crucifying our own Communiry farmers with levies and restrictive quoms ro

\flill

mtsslon. ..

rhe Commission indicare whar quantiries of
Swiss milk are imported into the Community by
each Member Sure, giving the basis of rhe agreemenr, if any, which authorizes such impons, and
furthermore how does the Commissibn justify
such impons ar a rime when the Community farmers are being harassed by milk quotas and superlevies?

pr€venr over-producrion and ar a time when the Com-

(The President urged tbe speaker to put

his

question)

Does he not rhink rhat rhis is completely unjusdfiable
at a rime when the Commission and the Council cannor agree on a way of conceding ro our own unfonunate milk farmers even a minute increase in rheir production?

Mr Andriesseq Vice-President of the Commission.
(NL) If I am to arrempr ro answer the question -as
accurately as
I am, of course, compelled to
-possible,
quote a.few.figures. I apologize for this, bur I hope

they will explain the siruation. The latest figures avail-

able cover impons of Swiss milk up to June 19g4.
Impons of fresh milk into the Community amounted

1976 to 1980, I tonne in 1981,46b
tonnes in 1982 and 600 tonnes in 198J. These quantities were distributed among the various Member Srates
as follows: in 1982 Iraly imponed all 466 ronnes, in
1983 almost all rhe impons, 598 of the 600 ronnes,

to 0 tonnes f.rom

went ro Italy, rhe two remaining ronnes going to
France, and in 1984 no milk had been imponeJ by
June.
So much for the figures. As for agreements, rhere is no

specific arrangemenr with Switzerland regarding the

Funhermore, the Commissioner has told us that rwo
tonnes of milk was exported ftom Switzerland to
France rwo years ago. How did some of that filter its
way in a shameful way onro the Air France flighr
which served Swiss milk to European parliamentariins
on their way here to a parliamenrary pan-session in
Strasbourg?_

That same Swiss milk could be replacing

our own allegedly over-produced supply in many

oT

our conrinental restaurants. Can he justify thar?

Mr Andriessetr.
(NL) Mr presidenr, firstly, the
Commission did -not relax rhe import regulations in
the period m which rhe honourabli Membi, referred,
l98l to 1983. The Commission simply applied the
regulations that already existed and imposei'the normal levy on imponed products.
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Andriessen

As regards the honourable Member's second point, I

Mr Andriessen.

feel I must correcr his mathematics: 6000/o of 0 is 0.

received no complaints of this.
will take appropriate action.

(NL) The Commission has
If it should do so, it

(Laughter)

am sorry, but you said 0 increased by 5000/o . .. ah,
now you say I tonne. Then you are right. Then 600%
is correct. But it is still almost nothing. It was probably
sour milk, something like yoghun, specific products
which can be so easily offered to honourable Mem-

I

bers.

I should like to say something of a general nature. As
the world's largest exporter of dairy products, we cannot insist on arrangements that include specific quantitative restrictions. \7e have discussed this same question in the past in the context of beef and veal. \7hat I
said then applies to milk too. That is an impossibility,
and the Commission does not think that this is the
course it should follow.
To conclude, I must also correct the figures quoted by

I

am told that an increase
from I to 500 tonnes is not a 6000/o but a 6 000 or per-

the honourable Member.
haps even a 60 0000/o rise.

I am concerned that there is
Mr Simmonds (ED).
- about the sysrcm whereby
some misunderstanding
imports of dairy produce are allowed into the Community. I am attempting a study of impons as a whole.
Mr Lalor has merely questioned Swiss impons, but it
does seem to me a linle unjust that whereas the Community's dairy farmers are restricted, countries other
than Community Member States can, provided they
are prepared to pay a levy to bring their milk products
up to Community prices, have unlimited access to our
dailv markets.
\7ill the Commissioner explain in words of one syllable to Europe's dairy farmers why he cannot envisage
some kind of restriction on imports to the Community
dairv products?

(NL) Mr President, I am asked to
Mr Andriessen.
explain this in words of one syllable. I will do my best.
The answer is that milk producers who know that
enormous quantities of milk products have to be sold
on the world market beware of taking measures to
protect the Community market which would undoubtedly make it far more difficult to export to the world
marker rhan it already is.

(FR) I should like to put the following question to- the Commissioner: how is it that

Mr Pasty (RDE).

the Commission does not find

it

strange that Swiss

milk, the producer price for which is double that in the
Community, is able to compete with French milk and
German milk, which are also exported to Italy? Is not
dumping going on here?

is not pre- Vhile the Commission
pared to impose impon quotas on milk, I am sure they
especially
must be aware lhat the banks in Vales
are now foreclosing all loans to
the'listening'bank
- of Dyfed, thereby forcing at
the small dairy farmers
least l0o/o of the people in dairy farming in Vales out
of business, and into bankruptcy.

Mr Morris (S).

'\7hat

srcps has the Commission taken or will it take to
tell the United Kingdom Government that since the

Dyfed farmers are in precisely the same position as the
dairy farmers in Nonhern Ireland, there is no reason
for not extending to the Dyfed farmers and the !7elsh
farmers the same extra quota that has been allowed to
the people of Northern Ireland?

(NL) Under the milk quota system
Mr Andriesse n.
- introduced
in the Community the
that has now been
Commission has a responsibiliry to allocate quotas to
the Member States, and the governments of the Member States have the maior responsibility of sharing the
quo[as in their respective countries. And I believe we
should leave the division of responsibilities as it is. The
Commission has done its duty and has taken account
of specific national situations here and there when
allocating the quotas. Parliament is aware of this.
Otherwise, the Commission leaves the policy rc the
Member Stares, as befits a good decentralized policy.

President.
84):

-

Question No 7, by

Mr Roux (H-564/

Subject: Rhine-Rhdne river link
Is the Commission in a position to explain why in
ir transpon infrastructure policy it has not been

able to include the Rhine-Rh6ne river link as a
project of Community interest, as common sense
would dictate?
May
Mr Clinton Davis, Member of tbe Commission.
- idenI remind the honourable Member that criteria to

dfy the Community interest of transpon infrastructure
projects already exist. In the same way, there are also
criteria to identify the eligibility of such projects for
Community financial suppon. These criteria are mentioned in various Council ac$, and the Commission
will of course send the various basic documents to the
honourable Member.
As far as the Rhine-Rh6ne river link is concerned, this
has been included in the general framework of the

Community's approach to the whole question of the
medium-term infrastructure programme for transpon

which was communicated to the Council

on
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Davis
14

December. This is developed

in Annex 4 of

the

communication.

Mr Roux (RDE).
far

(FR)

-

Mr

Commissioner, in so

as this project does not appear ro be high on rhe
French Governmenr's list of priorities, 'is it not rhe

Commission's role ro identify and promore projects
which it irelf considers ro be priority projecrs?

No-one can be in any doubt that the Rhine-RhOne
link, which fits in perfectly wirh the concepr of a
nonh-sourh corridor in Europe and which, mo..oue.,
should become pan of the continuous sysrem of navigable warerways in the Member States, is of interest to
the Community as a whole.

In the circumsrances, what explanation can there be
for rhe failure to produce detailed esrimares, nonbly
in the most recenr communication to rhe Council on
for medium-term policies on rransporr

guidelines

infrastructures

?

Mr Clinton Davis.

The honourable Member is right

- French governmenrs he did
in saying that successive
- liule
'successive'
have shown
- project.
interest in funhering this panicular
The question iq, however, whether in fact the project meer the
necessary criteria that have been spelt out very clearly
by the Commission with the agreemenr of the Membei
States; and, no doubr, rhe honourable Member is
familiar wirh rhose criteria.
not use the word

It is for the Member States to advance a parricular
project. Ir is then for rhe Commission to consider
whether it meets the Community crircria which are
specifically laid down.

Mr Viisenbeck (L).

(NL) Does the Commission
not feel rhat rhis is purring
the can before the horse
and that it would be betrer for the Community ro
establish its priorities first and then to talk to the
Member States rarher than Member Stares undenaking rhese projects in the Community? !7here Community infrasrrucrure is concerned, it is in the final
analysis the Community rhat must decide what the
Pnontles are.

institute againsr Greece rhe procedure provided
for under Article 169 with reference to Greek

regulations and the pracrice of the Greek
aurhoriries in the matrer of public conrracrs relating ro Stare supplies?
Lord Cockfield, Vce-President of the Commission.
As the Commission has indicated in rhe past, notably
in reply ro Vritten Quesrion No 588/77, from Mr
Vurtz, and to oral questions from Mr Dalziel on
14March 1978, the Commission does not provide
information on proceedings under Anicle l5g of the
Treaty, although informadon reladng to cases in
which a reasoned opinion has been adopted is published in the Bulletin. The Commission is, however,

to inform a parliamentary committee, on
request, of the main argumen$ involved in individual
Article I 59 proceedings.
willing

I visired Athens lasr month to discuss these marters
personally with ministers of rhe Greek Government.
The discussions were held in a helpful atmosphere and
progress is now being made.

Mr Alavanos (COM).
(GR) h is difficult for me to
put my prepared supplementary
question because the
Commissioner has referred ro answers given to similar
questions three or four years before Greece became a
member of the EEC.

I feel rhat the Commissioner
has failed ro answer my quesrion, and I believe thar,
disregarding a pracrice going back in facr some seven
years, the new Commission should give clear answers
to questions of this kind. I would therefore ask the
From rhis point of view

Commissioner

for clarification concerning his refer-

ence !o a meering in Athens with the Greek Government, and ro rhe murual understanding that prevailed

in relation to this fundamental matrei of diiecr concern to the development of Greece's economy.

Lord Cockfield.
The poinr of my quoting the
replies which were- given, as rhe honourable Members
says, some years ago, was to indicate that this was a
long-established practice which has been consistenrly
followed over a period of years, which still remains thl
Com-mission's pracrice and which is, in fact, entirely

Ar the time the proceedings are firsr
launched, under Anicle 169, it may very well be that
the Member Srare concerned has a full and adequate
answer to the complaint being made. \7here that ls so
the case is closed. Bur it would be unfair to the Member Srate concerned for the Commission to publish
what in effect was an ex parte sraremenr before the
other side had had rhe opportunity of presenting im
own case. It is therefore a perfectly reasonable and a
perfectly sensible practice and oni which I hope he
will agree ought to be conrinued.
jusdfiable.

Mr Clinton Davis.

fact remains that rhe Com- The
mission has laid down
the priorities in rerms of serting
out very clearly whar the criteria are. I do not think
that it is unreasonable for us to do that.
President.

566/84):

-

Quesrion

No 8, by Mr Alavanos (H-

Subject: Proceedings

Anicle

against Greece under

169

\7har jusdfication, whar factual elemenm

and

whose requests have prompted rhe Commission to

So far as my

ovn discussions with the Greek Government are concerned, the position quite simply is that
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Lord Cockficld
the Commission understands and appreciates the difficulties faced by the Greek economy, the problems that
they have in adapting to the wider area of the Community market as a whole and the fact that they may
in some instances need time to make the necessary
adjustments. At the same time it is necessary that the
Greek Government should accept that the terms of the
Treaty must be adhered to, and indeed it is my clear
understanding that they do accept this obligation. The
I was accompanied by
purpose of my visit
- and
representatives of the Commission's services involved,
was to go
as well as by members of my own cabinet
through all the media infractions and to see whether
we could agree on a programme for ensuring that

where things had gone wrong they were now Put
right. That process is now continuing. It has been
helpful and I think thar we will, on both sides, be able
to make good progress.
President.

(H-574/8\:

Quesdon No 9, by

Mr

Christodoulou

Subject: Availability of lead-free petrol in countries which are not Members of the EEC
The recent decision of the Council of Minisrcrs of
the Environment on the use of lead-free petrol
owing to the geographical posifrom 1989 will

tion of Greece-

passage of private
- hinder the
vehicles both to and from Greece and have a particularly damaging effect on tourism, unless it is
decided to make available lead-free petrol in the
transit countries Austria and Yugoslavia as well.

Can the Commission state whether these countries
(Austria and Yugoslavia) will have petrol stations
to supply tourists with lead-free perol in 1989? If
not, what steps does the Commission intend taking to mckle this problem?

Mr De Clcrcq, Member of the Commission.- (NZ) As
regards the supply of lead-free petrol in Austria, the
Austrian authorities have decided to impon lead-free
regular petrol from I April 1985 onwards. So this is
alriady being done, provided it was not an April fool's
joke, of course. From I October 1985 the sale of regular petrol connining lead will be prohibited in Austria.
In addition, in accordance with decisions taken by the
Austrian Government, all new cars must be fitted with
a catalyst by I January 1988, and as these cars will
then be running on lead-free petrol, a suitable distribution network will clearly have to be installed by that
time

.

Vhere Yugoslavia is concerned, I can say that the
Commission has made an official approach to the
Yugoslav authorities on this problem, emphasizing
that it is in Yugoslavia's own interests to provide an
adequate number of lead-free petrol outlets for European Community motorists, whether they are travelling to Yugoslavia irelf or merely passing through the

country.

(GR) I am pleased to
Christodoulou (PPE).
hear that the matter has been dealt with so far as Austria is concerned. As for Yugoslavia, since the information available to the tourist services in my country
indicates that satisfactory progress has not been made,
I should like to ask the Commissioner whether some
solution, even if only temporary, should not be established from now, so that when the system of lead-free
petrol is implemented in the Community there will be
some petrol smtions, at least along the major anerial
roads in Yugoslavia, where supplies of lead-free petrol
can be obtained with Community assistance' so that
problems can be avoided. Because if matters continue
is at p.esent nothing will have been done when the
time comes,

Mr

(NL) So far we have had no official
from the Yugoslav authorities to
or unofficial reaction
the official approach I have just mentioned. I assume
they need some time to respond, but if no reply is
received in the fairly near future, we will send a reminder. As for taking measures, I feel it is still too early
for that.
Mr De Clcrcq.

President.

(H-5e6/8\:-

Question

No 10, by Mr

Stewart

Subject: Barrage across the Mersey
Can the Commission give its view on the feasibility of the recent proposal for a tidal barrage across
the Mersey from a technical and economic viewpoint and can it also comment on the regional
benefits to employment that might accrue during
the construction and subsequent operation of such
a barrage?

Lord Cockficld, Wce-president of the .Commission.
The Commission's services are considering a request
for Regional Fund assistance for a study for the purpose of funher research work on the rcchnical and
economic feasibiliry of a barrage across the Mersey. I
expect the Commission to be in a position to adopt a
decision on this request in the near future. Vhen the
results of this research work become available, the
Commission will be able to take a view on the building
of the barrage.

(S).- I would like rc ask the Commissioner, whether in view of the fact that Merseyside is

Mr Stewart

one of the most depressed areas in the United Kingdom, with one of the worst unemployment problems
in the Community,.factory closures being an everyday
occurrence, recognlzlnt the urgent need for an economic revival and regeneration of the City of Liverpool
and the Merseyside area, and knowing what a boost
such a project to economic survival and the provision

of jobs in that area; recognizing the various study
reports already submitted to the Commission. I am
asking the Commission whether in view of the various
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study repons that have already been given he would

indicate

in fact when

there could possibly be

an

to the application by the Merseyside County
Council for suppon aid for the rest of the feasibiliry
answer
study.

Lord Cocklicld.
fully aware of the problems
- I am
faced by Merseyside.
So far as the question and the
presenr requests are concerned, they are for assisance
towards meering the cost of a study. Thar study follows on an earlier study undenaken by consultanrc
engaged by the Mersey Counry Council. The result of
the Commission's consideration of the requests for
funds for the study will be announced very slionly and
I can assure the honourable Member that we are giving the matrer favourable consideration.

Mr Ford

(S).- I did ask a general question

on tidal
barrage schemes as a supplemenmry ro my own question, which Commissioner Sutherland rather ducked. I
should like to put rhe same points ro the Commissloner now.

Could he give us some idea of rhe Commission's view

of the cost comparison between nuclear, oil, coal and
alternative energy schemes, including tidal power
schemes, similar to rhar given to Mr Hughes in answer
to his quesrion (H-804/84). Can he rell us a little
about the consideration that will be given, in appraising wherher Merseyside Counry Council will get the
l4 000 they have asked for, which is a very s.all su-,
to the indirect economic benefits thar might flow from
recreational activities, etc.

Finally, could he rell me what rhe Commission's inter-

nal rate of return is that they look for in these
schemes. I have been told unofficially rhat ir is 5%.
That

ro me rarher high for a pilot scheme which
clearly will have implications for the United Kingdom
and for Europe for rhe furure, in terms of providing
energy rhar is renewable rather than using fossil fueli
or other resources that can be exhausted. Can he
assure me that this will not be a crirerion that will be
rigidly applied ro this scheme in panicular or to tidal
power schemes in general?
seems

Lord Cockfield.
The points raised by rhe honourable Member are- interesting and imporrant, but they
are marrcrs to be taken up afrer the results of the study
are available, not in deciding whether or not the srudies should be undenaken, and, in particular, wherher
the Commission should contribute towards the cost of
the s-tudy. As I have indicated, the Commission is giving favourable consideration to contributing rowards
that cost.

Mr Smith (S).

Is the Commissioner aware rhar

if

- schemes for a barrage on rhe Sevone of the suggested

ern in South Vales were acrually implemenred, it

would meet over 100/o of Britain's elecricity consumption? Is he also aware rhar, using official EEC statistics, South-Easr \trales is now one of the most
deprived areas in the Communiry and one which
would obviously benefit mosr from such a scheme?

Lord Cockfield.
think from the honourable Mem- Ithere
ber's question that
is a cenain rivalry between
South-East Vales and Merseyside. I hope he will forgive me if I do not myself ger involved in rhar rivalry.
Prcsident.
84):

-

Question

No

11, by

Mr

Pasty (H-597/

Subject: Increase in suckler herd premiums
Suckler herd premiums were introduced by the
Communiry to offset rhe inadequary of specialist
meat producers' incomes compared with those of
milk producers. Because of the collapse in beef
prices, which are noc/ considerably below the
guide price, the situation for these farmers is now
disastrous and it is aggravated by the effecrs of the
inroduction of milk quoras on dairy cow slaugh-

terings. Does the Commission consider that

fair to make specialisr meat producers, who

ii

is

are

already penalized by rheir income levels, suffer the
consequences of an imbalance rha[ has arisen in
anorher sector? Does ir nor consider rhat under
these circumstances it would be fair to propose a
substantial increase in suckler herd premiums or
any orher measures having an equivalent effect in
the price review for the next markering year?

Mr Andricsseno Wce-President of the Commission.
(NL) The problems facing the beef sector, rc which
the quesrion rightly refers, are not, of course, confined
to specialist meat producers: rhey affect the whole sec.
tor. The Commission therefore felt that in 1985 it
should concentrare its effons on measures thar are
principally designed to assisr and stabilize the sector as
a whole, in other words, intervention buying, assistance for private storate and refunds on exporied beef.
The Commission expects this policy to-benefit the
whole of the beef sector and rhus the'specific sector ro
which rhe question alludes.

I would poinr our in this conrext that the Community
has made a grear effort in the pasr to assisr the beef
sector. Let me quote you some figures: EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure rose from I 200 m ECU in
1982 to 2 300 m ECU in 1984 and so almost doubled
over two years. In these circumstances, the Commission did not feel it needed ro come forward with further supplemenrary proposals for rhe beef secror and
should nor therefore propose an increase in the suckler
herd premium. \7har I would stress in this connection
is thar in its farm price proposals for 19g5lg6 the

Commission did not call for an exrension of other
premiums in rhe beef seclor, panicularly the variable
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slaughrcring premium and the calf premium. The
retention of the suckler herd premium shows that the
Commission wanted to give priority to this aspect.
May I conclude by pointing out that the question we
are now considering formed pan of the opinion
delivered by Parliament at a previous pan-session on
the farm price proposals and that the Commission let it
be known on that occasion that it could not agree to
Parliament's proposal in this respect.

(FR) I did not understand a
Mr Pasty (RDE).
word of Mr Andriessen's
reply; this perhaps had
something to do with the people drumming on the
desks, but I am inclined to think that there is a more
substantive problem.

In reply, the Commissioner spoke of suppon for the
beef and veal market whereas, quire obviously, the
purpose of this premium, when it was introduced some
years ago, was to guide production. I should therefore
like rc put rhe following supplementary: the Commission is currently thinking in terms of alternatives
which would have to be offered to farmers in cenain
regions who have been affected by cenain production
limits, such as the milk quotas. ln the light of its deliberations, does it not consider that it would be appropriate to update this premium to give dairy farmers

obliged by the quotas to stop producing milk or to
limit rheir production.an opportunity to switch into
production of meat, since we know that the dairy cow
slaughterings will mean that in a few years there will
be a reduction in the amount of meat coming onto the
market and perhaps a shonage of beef and veal in the
Community?

covers a somewhat wider field than the honourable
Member indicated, but it will cenainly deal with the
prospecm for produceis in given sectors. I am, of
course, quite prepared to consider as part of this study
what should be done about this premium. But I cannot
exclude the possibility that the conclusion will not be
what the honourable Member wanm, an increase in the'
per capita premium. I cannot therefore anticipate the
conclusions that will be drawn, but I am quite prepared to ensure that the study covers this question.

(FR) I was paying attensaid. Since many argution to what the Commissioner
ments have been advanced in favour of taking account

Mr Pranchire (COM).

of the rend in the suckler herd premium, I should like

to

remind him that this premium has not

My question is as follows:

more set of figures on the trend in this premium.

In 1980/81 some 4.5 m head of cattle qualified for this
prentium. By 1983/84 the figure had risen to over
5.1 m, a not insignificant increase in absolute and percentage terms. If we look at the expenditure on this
premium, we find that, while 42.5 m ECU was available in 1980, the amount had risen to 9l m by 1983,
more than rwice the sum paid out in 1980.

that
If what the honourable Member says was true
- in a
this premium is designed to guide production
given direction

-

the obvious corrclusion would surely

be that it is not a permanent but a temporary premium.

As I have already said, the Commission felt that this
panicular premium should be retained, unlike all the
others in the beef sec[or, and this reflects the priority
which the honourable Member believes should be
given to this measure.

An allusion was made to the study we are now making
of future prospects. I would point out that this study

does

Mr Andriesson intend

to take account of the opinion of Parliament which, in
paragraph 96 of the report which I presented, indicates that it is necessary to increase the premium, so as
to combat overproduction of milk and to secure supplies of good qualiry meat? At a time when Mr
Andriesson is proposing to enrcr into negotiations
with the farmers' organizations and Parliament, does
he or does he not intend to take account of the opinion expressed by Parliament on the subject of suckler
herds during its last pan-session?

(NL) I thought I had answered the
Mr Andriessen.
first question. At- the end of my first answer I said that
the Pranchire repon called for an increase in this
premium.

(NL) Ve consider it unlikely that
Mr Andriessen.
suggested or assumed by the
the last development
honourable Member will occur. Ler me quote just one

been

It

is being reduced, whereas in
1983 the full amount of funds allocated, some 96 million ECU, was not.used.

increased since 1982.

I

mentioned that.

I

have,

of

course, read

paragraph 102 of the report very carefully, Mr President. I referred to it, and I said that during the debate
I had announced that the Commission felt it could not
comply with the opinion. I therefore repeat that the
Commission feels that in 1985-86 at least the suckling
herd premium must stay as it has been since 1982 and
that, in view of the proposal that other premiums
should be abolished, the retention of this premium is

an indication of the priority the Commission feels it
should enjoy.

Mr

(FR) My colleague JeanGuermeur (RDE).
Claude Pasty put a very-peninent question which the
Commissioner does not seem to have answered explicitly. My colleague referred, with justification, to the
effecrs of the Community's bungling poliry on dairy
farming, and he drew attention to the inevitable consequences of the reduction of dairy herds as a result of
rhe compulsory limitation of production. My colleague asked what measures the Commission intended
ro promote to save beef and veal producers from the
catastrophe which would befall them if they were
obliged to slaughter some of their herds. Mr Commissioner, have you uken this absolutely vital factor into

I
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Gucrmeur

make inrernationally binding the prorecrion
granted by third counrries to independenr lawyers
from the Member Stares. !/ould the Commission

consideration, and whar action do you have in mind to
avoid a disaster in production of beef and veal as a
result of the bungling, I repear, of policy on dairy
production?

state:

l.
Mr Andriesscn.

(NL) It is, of course, impossible ro

- whar the farmers who reduce rheir
tell at the momenr
milk production or give it up altogerher because of the
Community's milk policy will do in the future. An
investigadon into rhe possibilities forms pan of the
study of the prospects which has already been mentioned in this debarc. That is one poinr. The Commission is looking into this quesrion, which it certainly
cannot answer on its own, nor does it want to.
Secondly, I should like to say rhar we have approximately doubled expenditure in suppon of the market
for the beef secror
I have quoted the figure in
- with
the space of two years
a view to going some- way
towards solving rhe problems which this sector is facing as a result of rhe present milk policy
- an aspect
the author of the question also mentioned
and
which are in many respecrs of a cyclical nature.- I very
much hope, Mr Presidenr, that it will not be necessary
to continue spending such large amounr on this panicular sector in the furure in view of the budgetary
resources available to the Community.

There is thus a cyclical and a structural aspecr The
cyclical aspect will undoubtedly influence the Commission's and Community's policy and budget in 1985.
The structural policy will be covered by the study I
have mentioned, and I therefore hope that it will provide a more accurate answer to the quesrion that the
honourable Member has rightly put.

Prcsident.
(H-740/84)t-

Question No 12,

Subject: Protection

of

by Mr

confidentiality

Evrigenis

of

legal

documents

According to document COM(84) 548 final of
9 October 1984, the Commission has requested
the Council's authorization ro negoriare the conclusion of agreemenr between rhe European
Economic Community and third counries with
the object of ensuring prorecrion of confidentiality

of legal documents in the field of competition.
According to rhe Commission, rhe conclusion of
agreements of this nature is necessary following
the publication of the judgment of the European
Coun of Justice of t8 May 1982 (case 155/79,
AM & S Europe Ltd. Commission)2 and is
designed both rc extend the protection of professional secrecy to independent lawyers from third
countries and, correspondingly, ro srrengthen and
Former oral question withour debate (0-ll4184), convened into a quesdon for question rime.
European Coun Repons 1982, pp. 1 57 5-1616.

Vhy the proposed negoriarions and the international agreemenm which may result are

to matters concerning comperition
under the EEC Treaty and are pot broadened
ro cover competition under the terms of the
confined

other treaties or other relared fields such as
those defined under rhe anti-dumping rules or
Anicle 213 of the EEC Treaty?

2.

\flhether it inrends ro requesr the opinion of
the Coun of Justice under Anicle 228(l),
paragraph 2, as to whether the internarional
agreements which are to be negotiared are
compatible with the provisions of the Treary
or Treaties?

3.

Vhethei it also intends to amend and supplement Council Regulation 17/621 in order to
clarify and consolidate the system of protecrion of lawyers' professional secrecy in
accordance with the proposals contained in
Parliament's resolution of l3 April 1984.2

Mr Sutherland, Member of tbe Commission.
The
judgment of the Coun of Jusdce in the AM- and S
Case, which. is Case No 155 of 1979, only concerns
the competition rules of the Treary. As regards the
application of orher rrearies

treaties orher than the

- ECSC Treaty it is
EEC Treaty, in panicular the
- for
very rare, excepl in anti-dumping procedures,
enterprises from third countries to be involved. Therefore, the problem of legal privilege being accorded to
the correspondence between such enterprises and
non-EEC lawyers, hardly arises. fu for giving the
Commission poa/ers of information gathering and
investigadon by way of a Council regulation based on
Anicles 2 and3 of the EEC Treaty, ir would have ro
be decided on a case by case basis to whar extent such
regulations in practice pose [he problem of legal privilege.

Finally, with respect ro rhe anti-dumping rules, it
should be underlined that the investigations carried
out by- the Commission consist mainly in seeking
actual figures from the enterprises so rhar the problem
regarding the privileged nature of the correspondence
between these enterprises and their lawyers arises to a
lesser degree.

\7ith reference [o rhe second pan of the question, the
Commission does nor see ar rhis stage what quesrions
should be submitted to rhe Coun of Justice foi its opinion on the basis of Anicle 228, paragraph l, sub-secdon 2 of the EEC Treaty.
I

OJ C 13, 21. 2. 1962, p. 104.
OJ C 127, la. 5. t98a, p. l3l.
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Finally, with regard to the third part of the question,

the definition or uniformizadon within the Community of the protection of lawyers' professional
secrecy exceeds the framework of the rules relating to

the applications of Anicle 85 and 86. Consequenrly, a
modification of Regulation 17 of 1962 would not, in
the Commission's view, constitute an appropriare legal
basis to resolve this problem in ir entirety. Funhermore, a modification of RegulationlT, 1962 is not
envisaged.

(GR).I thank rhe Commisit{r Evrigenis (PPE).
sioner for his answer.-However, I have three supplementary questions:

more general way it raised the subject of the protection of legal confidentiality. Vhy are the agree-

ments being negotiated limited to the EEC
Treaty's rules on competition, which cover only
one setment of a more general review that needs
to be considered from the standpoint of legal conas

In regard to the third aspect of the question, i.e. the
consultadon which has been carried out, I can only say

First, the Court's decision in the matter of AM
and S actually concerned the application of the
EEC Treaty's rules on competition. However, in a

fidentialiry

that it is proper that this matter should be dealt with as
proposed by the Commission. The problem is that in
some third countries rules or precedent on the protection of confidentiality exist which are similar or equivalent to those in Community law and which are also
applied to communications with lawyers entitled to
practice in a Member State of the Community. In such
cases it is ro be feared that it could be argued that the
system applied in the Community discriminates against
those lawyers, as opposed to the position which pertains within the Communiry imelf following the judgment to which I have referred.

that the Commission has made the fullest possible
investigation before deciding to put forward this
recommendation.

I

cannot answer specifically the question that was
asked in regard to the Lawyers Association. That is
something which I will enquire about. I hope to be
able rc give the honourable Member the information
he requires at a later date.

well?

Secondly, does the Commissioner consider that
the negotiation of an international agreement on a
matter so viml for the functioning of justice and
for the exercise of the legal profession should fall
within the exclusive competence of the Community and not that of the Member States? Here
indeed is a matter on which the Coun's opinion
could be sought in accordance with Anicle izs of
the EEC Treaty.

My third supplementary question in this: in relation to this matter, is the Commission in touch
with the consultative committee of the Community's lawyers' association?

Mr Suthcrland.
\fith reference to the first pan of
to the applicadon of Treaties
the question, reladng
other than the EEC Treaty and to matters other than
those penaining to Anicles 85 and 85, it is, as I have
pointed out, very rare, except in the case of antidumping procedures, for enterprises from third countries to be involved. The issue hardly arises, because

under the anti-dumping rules investigations which
have been or would be carried out in the future by the
Commission consist in seeking actual figures. So, the
only issue wirh which the Commission has been concerned arising out of the AM & S case is competidon
policy. Therefore, that is the only area in which the
Commission is seeking to regularize the position, as
the Commission believes that it is now obliged to do,

having regard to the difficulties which could arise
agreements of this kind were not entered into.

Prcsidcnt.
cluded.r

The first pan of Question Time is con-

5. Migrant workers (continaation)
President.
next item is rhe continuation of the
- onThethe repons of Mrs
joint debate
Marinaro (Doc. A

2-4/85) and of Mr Papapietro (Doc. A 2-12/85).

Mr Le Chevallier (DR).- (FR) Mr

Presidenq Lad-

ies and Gentlemen, at the risk of drawing smiles from
the Communist and their fellow-travellers, I will say
that the members of the Group of the European Right

are neither racist nor xenophobic. They merely make
the distinction between Europeans and others.

Harmonization of laws on immigranrc must therefore
ake account of the different circumstances of these
two groups. This, quite simply, is the opinion of the
French Minister for External Affairs, who has said as
much in his observadons on the Communist Marinaro
report. I quote what he has had to say about the Marinaro rePort:

'It contains various ambiguities, to say the least of
it. She (Mrs Marinaro) treats freedom of movement for Community nationals within the terrimry of Member States and the problems of migration by nationals of other countries as a single
issue, whereas separate texts are called for in
order to deal with the differences between the
populadons concerned and to comply with the

if

The Commission believes rhat, the recommendadon
which has been put before the Council is something
which is within the competence of the Community and

-

t

See

Annex of 17. 4. 85.
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provisions concerning comperence contained in
the Trearies.'

This is why we moved a referral back to commitree
this morning, so rhar lwo separare reporr,s could be
prepared, to examine what should be done for emigrants from within rhe Communiry and for those from
elsewhere.

Vhen we were learning the hismry of France, we were
taught rhat there were remote causes and immediate
causes

of war.

It is possible rhar future historians will identify the
Communist Marinaro report as a not so very remote
cause of civil war in Europe. !flhat exactly is it all
about?
Ladies and Gentlemen, what Mrs Marinaro,s repon is
proposing to us is nothing shon of a policy for the settlemenr of Europe by foreign populations, rhe realization of the hopes of President Boumedienne, who is

on record as having declared before the

United

Nations:.'One day millions of men will leave the poveny-st.ricken southern regions of the world and surge
into rhe relatively accessible areas of the nonhein
hemisphere, seeking to secure their very survival,, and
the implicadon is thar it will not necessarily be in a
peaceful manner rhat they do so.

Bur let me first of all make two points which go some
v/ay to explain rhe drift of this repon. First, Mrs Marinaro is a Communist and as such is eager to see the
disappearance of rhe European Community, whose
cohesion and authority can only hinder i\Ioscow,s
plans. Vhat better way ro achieve rhis end than by
turning Europe into a vast mulriculrural, multiraciil
and multidenominarional horchpotch, so rhat it would
only be a marrer of time before it became a soulless,
impotenr Tower of Babel, powerless rc defend itself
against bold invaders? On rhis point, I agree with Mrs
Chouraqui, who spoke before me this morning.
Secondly, and this is an extraordinary rhing, how is it
that rhe Committee on Social Affairs and Employmenr
entrusted this repon to an Iulian Communist,'when
the Communists readily engage in illegal immigration,
or even milinry immigration, as in Afghanisran?

'!/hat Mrs Marinaro
is offering us is surreptitious
immigration, and it is no doubr because she is ftalian
that she was chosen. Ve know that Italy is a country

of emigration, not immigration, and thai Iralians have
gone ro live abroad in large numbers.

Mrs Marinaro is very well aware rhat rhe unrealistic
and dangerous policies that she is recommending
.
would have no effect on ltaly, for the time being ai
any rate, but would have a massive impact on France,
whose laws in rhis field are rhe laxest in Europe. Mrs
Marinaro has a rather curious conception of European

solidarity.

The confusion wilfully created by Mrs Marinaro
between intra-Community migrants and extra-Community immigranr is to be denounced in the strongest
possible terms. The rapporreur is seeking by this means
to extend the benefit of Community provisions, primarily freedom of movemenr and establishment, to all
migrant workers, irrespective of their nationality or
country of origin.
This is a clear case of distonion of the letter and spirit
of the Treaty esrablishing the Community, which most
cenainly does not class both the European and nonEuropean populations as 'migrant workers'.

Anicle 48 stipulates very clearly rhat freedom of
movemenr for workers within the Community entails
the abolidon of all discrimination based on nationality
between workers of the Member States.

The Group of the European Righr denounces

rhese

fraudulent mancuvres loud and ciear, issuing a reminder that the Europe intended by the founding fathers
was not a vast free-rade area but a genuine Community protected by a common external tariff and very
real frontiers.

How does our Group propose that this challenge to
our peoples and our governmenm should be met?
First of all it is necessary to develop an ambitious
poliry to increase rhe binh-rare and promote the family, to people Furope with Europeans, and to repeal
the decadent abonion laws which conrain the porential
for a massive European genocide.

Another prioriry is to promore development in third
counries, especially in Africa, by intensifying the
policy on trade timorously set in train under thJrhird
Lom6 Convention.

It is not by abolishing Community preference and
adopting lax immigrarion laws that the Community
will deter illegal immigrants and their familiei
!y the 'welfare Community,, entering
Europe by the back door in increasing numbers.
attracted

This deliberate decision to make wholesale improvements in conditions for an uproored emigrant minority
unwilling or unable to inrcgrate in rheir host countriei
instead of opting for conventions or bilateral agreements ro assist rhe majority who have stayed in iheir
counrries of origin is a grave error of judgment for

which cenain people will have ro answer to history.

It is for themselves rhat the nations of the Third Vorld
want progress, they do not want ro look on from afar
at the relative success of a few of their sons, and nor
always the best. If the extra-Community emigrants
returned to their counries of origin, Europe *ould be
able to devote more resources to job-creaiing productive investments, ro vocational training, ro bisic farming and craft indusrries, and it would also be able to
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provide more loans and aid in various forms.

Vith

IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO

this

approach, Europe would rediscover its civilizing,
humanist role and the Third Vorld its roots and its
raditions.

Vice-President

It is

unacceptable that immigrants from outside
Europe should become full citizens of the Community

enjoying all the civil, political, economic, social and
educational rights granted to nationals of the Member
States, when at the same time they wish neither to be
naturalized, for political or religious reasons, nor ro be

assimilated. Moreover,

it is deplorable that some peo-

ple should be given favourable treatment exempting
them from the laws applicable to the popularion ar
large, on miliary service for instance. Enjoyment of
the benefits offered by a society must be matched by
commitment and acceptance of its rules and cusroms,
and above all im laws. That must be absolutely clear.
No-one is obliged ro sray in the countries of the Community and anyone refusing [o accepr these rules, this
modus oioendi" should be expelled immediately.

Our governmen$ have a duty to stem and then reverse
the tide of immigration from outside Europe and they
must make their position clear and adopt appropriate
legisladon to demonstrate to the rest of the world that

(FR) Mr President, the study of
Mrs Dury (S).
history should normally
assist an understanding of the
present. This is manifestly not so in Mr Le Chevallier's
case, since he seems to be unaware that the Italian
Communist Pany is a pro-European pany and also
seems to be unaware that, whatever he may say, immigration is well and truly at an end in most European
countries. To give the example of my own country,
immigration has been effectively at an end since 1974.
The same is true of France. On the other hand, we
face the problem
( Intemrptions

I

of. ..

from the extreme right)

think that Mr Le Pen and his friends are letting

themselves be blinded by their racism and xenophobia,
and I wish that they would lisrcn to the other speakers.

\7e sat through their drivel for nine minures, and I
think that I have the right rc speak

as

well.

Europe intends to resume conrol of its destiny.

Finally, we could follow the example of Switzerland,
the oldest democracy in Europe, and give the peoples
of Europe an opponunity to express their views on the
daunting problem of immigradon by way of referendum, giving them the right to decide for themselves.

Until the recent past most immigration was from
within Europe. Now it is primarily from Africa and the
Indian subcontinent. These immigranff from outside
Europe, whose cultural backgrounds, religions and
traditions are different from ours, and who are unable
or unwilling to integrate in a Community built on
other values, represent a danger to Europe which will
'develop
over the years if nothing is done to rectify the
situation.

(Applause

from the lefi)

The European Parliament has an opportunity rcday rc
demonstrate its sense of responsibility, to show that, in
dealing with the problem of immigration, it intends to
contribute solutions which alleviare tensions rarher
than heightening them, tensions which drive out foreign nationals and which eventually put weapons in
the hands of those who kill little children. I will say
that, as Socialists, we are in agreement with Mrs Marinaro's report, which is concerned first and foremost
with the rights of Community workers. The Community that we want to see is one where everyone who
works within its territory has identical rights
and

-

idendcal duties.

Moreover, there are already threats of destabilizadon,
subversion and infilration from a number of extremist
Moslem countries and they are bound to get worse if
we show weakness or merely accepr rhe situation.

'$7e

A vote for the Communist Marinaro repon would be a
vote to sacrifice Europe's identity and historical unity
to the chimeras of Third-Vorldism and the 'prophets'

when set against the analysis made.

of

decadence and plurimania,

to deliver up Europe

bound hand and foot to Islam and Soviet totalitarianism. It would be a vote to bring fresh causes of civil
war into Europe, and we have had enough of that.

I call upon all Members of this House who are concerned for the future of Europe and im children to
reflect on the terrible consequences of a failure to display lucidity and courage in this Chamber today.
(Applausefrom the European Right)

are also in favour of Mrs Marinaro's repon
it has clearly shown that, although the Commission had made a correcr analysis of the immigration problem, the proposals that it made to the Council were, in my opinion, inadequate and mediocre

because

I should like to say two things:

rhe first is that, whatever may be said or thoughr, and however much the
fact may be regretted, immigration is an irreversible

phenomenon. Living in our countries there are migrants who have shared and conrributed ro our prosperity, and these people are going to stay, wharcver repatriation assistance is provided, because their children
were born in our countries and want to continue living
here.
(Ap p laa

s

e

from

th e

left )
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I should also like ro say, Mr Le Pen, that immigration
is first and foremost a social problem and should be
treated as such.
(Interruption from the extreme right)

The aim of our Community is to improve conditions
for all; I do not think in terms of Europeans and nonEuropeans, but of people who have the same right . . .
(Intemrptions from tbe extreme

debate, rhey do nor wanr to listen.

You at any rate have already put yourself beyond the
pale of the House by your behaviour, Mr Le Pen!
(Intemrptions from the benches of the Earopean Right
Applausefrom tbe lefi)

wish

to

say this: what we wanr

is a

-

concened

approach at European level. Ve are very well aware
that migrant workers have to pur up wirh intolerance,
stupidity and incomprehension. !fle wanr the Commission and the responsible ministers of the Member
States to join together to produce a real policy. That
policy consists in saying: .very well, we know that
immigration is at an end, bur on the other hand the
migrants who are living in our counrries are entirled to
security under the law and the right ro vore in local
elections.
(Intemrptions fiom the bencbes of tbe European Right
Applause

It

from tbe left)

is essential

-

for us to have this concened approach.

The future of the Community depends on it. Vhen I
hear the artumenr against migrants, againsr human
beings, I say that our duty as democrats
you
- and
are no democrar, Mr Le Pen
is to help to find solu-

- which we now
tions. The Marinaro repon,

have

before us, has provided a number of answer. \7har we
want to ensure is that the Member States are left in no
doubt as to the dangers inherent in the proposals made
by the group of rhe extreme right. Today it is the
migranr workers that they have in their sights. Next it
will be the unemployed, then women, and then
why
not?
the handicapped. \flhat we are dealing -wirh is
a threat to our democracy.
(Applausefrom the lefi)

(FR) Mr Presidenr, Ladies and
Mr Le Pen (DR).
Gentlemen, the last- speaker assened that I was not a
democrat. I would like her ro prove . . .
(Interruptions

fron

am not prepared ro allow this insult to pass and I

(Applause

ight)

Mr President, perhaps they could be removed from
the Chamber. . . In any event, they do nor want this

I

I

challenge the speaker concerned to produce a shred of
evidence to prove her slanderous asseftion. I have very
often had occasion to bring actions in the French
couns against orhers who have made that accusarion
against me. And I have to tell the House that on each
such occasion French justice has found against the
slanderers and libellers.

the lefi)

Listen, this is a serious matter and I should be allowed
to make myself heard.

from the ight )

Mr Llburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr Presidenr, I welcome
the report on immigrants we are now discussing and
congratulate the rapponeur, Mrs Marinaro, although
I am dependent on neither Moscow or Vashington.

I would point out that throughout history immigrants
have had a considerable innovative influence on the
indigenous population. Vithout this stimulus various
nations and civilizations would have gone under in the
past as a result of waste, inbreeding and obsolescence.

Is old Europe nor in danger of going under

unless

immigrants breathe new life into it?

Demographically speaking, the population pyramid in
Europe is beginning to stand on irs head: many elderly
people, few young ones and an alarming decline in the

binh rate.
Socially speaking, who is going to provide the social
senices for an older European population? If we give
the younger generation of immigranm our supporr
today, they will give us rheir supporr in the furure.
Socio-culturally speaking, you have to live in immigrant quaners to realize how enormously creative and
socially dynamic rhis section of the population is. I
myself have spent my whole life living and working
with immigrants, and I can assure you rhar they have
had an enormous influence on me. As in all the other'
Member States of the Communiry, the immigrants in
my counry form one of the mosr active sections of the
population, both politically and culturally.

I should also like ro draw your arrenrion, ladies and
gentlemen, rc rhe fact thar a nadon that has immigrants in its midsr is a great nation whose culture
incorporates a universal value and solidarity. I would
refer in rhis context [o rhe great raditions described in
the Bible and to rhe orher grear freedom movemenm in
modern history, from the ideals of the French revolution through to the social movemenm. If we succeed in
oudawing all racial discrimination against immigrants,
we shall overcome all social discriminadon against
marginal groups in our own population.
Those who treat immigranrs fairly will also rrear the
peoples of the Third !7orld fairly, because it is from
here that many of the new immigrants are coming. If
we seek justice in the European Community, we shall

avoid any kind of exploitation of the Third Vorld
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counries and help them with their own economic and

political development, so that fewer people need to
leave their countries for economic and political reasons.

I will conclude, Mr President, with a few pracdcal
thoughts. Firstly, if immigranrs are ro be integrated

harmoniously in the European Community, the
attempt must always be made ro involve rhem in activities to this end. Secondly, I believe priority should be
given to integrated projects in neighbourhoods where
immigrants live in large numbers, as is done in the
large cities of the United States and as we are trying to
do in Belgian Limburg. Thirdly, we consider it important for the right to vote rc be given to all immigrants
who have lived in one of the Member States for at
least five years, beginning with the right to vote in
local elections. For years these immigrants have been
able to vote in elections to works councils, so why
should they not have the right to vote in political elections. Finally, we emphasize that integration applies on
both sides and presupposes an exchange ofvalues.

(DE) Mr President, implementaMrs Pcus (PPE).
- on schooling
tion of the directive
for the children of
migrant workers leaves much to be desired in the various Member States. Reception tuition is usually given
only at the primary level and not thereafter. Ethnic
culture and instruction in the mother rcngue are often
given in the afternoons, and not at the secondary level;
the number of pupils is often too high. Teacher training is optional in many countries, there is no provision
for funher training jointly for teachers from the guest
and host country, and in only two member countries
are there joint committees with representatives of
guest and host countries which concern themselves not
only with the question of teacher allocation but also
with didactic and methodological questions,

The Group of the European People's Pany

thus

warmly endorses the Papapietro report which urgently
calls on Member States comprehensively to implement
the directives and enact necessary legislation and regulations without delay.

The Group of the EPP particularly welcomes the call,
made in the explanatory statement to the Papapiero
report, for greater involvement of the parents of migrants, foreigners' associations, foreigners' welfare
services and local governmenl representatives. The
rule applying to education in all the Member States,
that schools must be more open to the ouride world if
they are to prepare children adequately for their subsequent social and vocational role, is even more relevant to the children of migrant workers, whose social
and vocational integration is far more problematical.
But the EPP members of the Committee on Youth
panicularly welcome the Papapietro repon for its lack
of radical or extreme demandss of the kind often discussed in the media and already discussed today in this

House, both which would almost certainly not
upheld by the majority of our populations.

be

Allow me to make just three observations on this.
There is no denying that it is sensible and necessary in
educational terms that migrant children should be
absorbed as quickly as possible into snndard classes.
But anyone who seeks to make even temporary removal from standard classes impossible in any individual
case ends up with a situation in which too much may
be expected of the migrant children, whilst the children of the host country see their legitimate expectations of advancing in accordance with their knowledge
and abilities cunailed.

It

goes without saying that considerable educational
skill and care is needed to wean migrant children

slowly away from their mother tongues and dialects to
the official host languages. But anyone who seeks to
give mother tongue and host language equal status in
education for all children will not Bet far either; the
result, as we have akeady heard today on several occasions, will be linguistic confusion, a rower of Babel,
instead of greater understanding.
Lastly, there is no denying that the host countries have
a duty to ensure rhat migrant children do not lose their
cultural identity. This is also true, however, of the
children of the host counry. The mature adult may
adapt easily to a multicultural society. The child needs
first to become part of his own culture and system of
values in order to challenge them and thus enrich himself.

Mr

(17) Mr President, ladies
Barzanti (COM).
and gentlemen, we are- in the fullest possible agreement with the resolutions that have been put forward.
They are panicularly imponant as regards the question of civil and political rights. Allowing the migrant
workers to exercise the righr ro vote and to be elected
in local government elections is essential in order to
promote their full panicipation in the government and
management of their own community, the community
of which they are in fact members. For the election of
this Parliament, also, it is necessary to act along these
lines
that is to say, basing both
and passive
- rights, the right to elect andactive
electoral
to be elected, no
longer on nationality but on effective residence.
But the problem of the effective integrarion of groups
and persons with differenr backgrounds and their own
identities cannot be solved purely and simply by the
grandng of rights. Promoting and supponing the communal life of those who have often been obliged to
leave their own country in search of work means acting with the awareness thar in the age of the 'electronic village' it is more than ever essential to pracrice
pluralism. Hence the imponance, therefore, of what
has been said regarding the delays, hesitation and iner-

da wirh which, apan from a very few exceptions, the
1977 direcive has been applied. There is no question
as has been claimed here, in order to make the

-problem appear ridiculous
'Babel'.

It

- of

creating

a new

is rather a question of instituting.policies

for
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the prompt, effecrive creation of educational structures that will allow the migrants ro learn the language
of the country of residence but will not neglect to
teach the mother tongue, which is and must be a permanent means of keeping alive the unforgertable roots

in one's own mother country, with its heritage of
ideas, senriments and images. It is therefore nor a
policy of ghettoes and non-communicating islands rhat
we have to pursue, but a policy of inregration, a policy
of fruitful enrichment for everyone.
On this occasion we should like furthermore ro ask
the Council and the Commission once again ro prepare a Community Sratute for rhe migrant worker
which, based on the Convention concluded in Srrasbourg on 24 October 1977, which came into force in
1983, would standardize and clarify the application of
principles and regularions that now enjoy wide supPort.

congratulating the two rapporteurs on their sound and
clearly structured reports. I believe that the problems
have been correctly stated and that, with a few minor
exceptions, the solutions are balanced. But I think I
said the same some eighteen months ago, when this
subject was being discussed in Parliament.

It

does not, of course, help to say rhar a policy on mig-

rants ought really to have been introduced twenry
years ago, but it does help when it comes ro analysing
the two reports. Vhat they have to say was just as
applicable twenry years ago. Ve all know the problems: vocational training, reception, schooling, culture, social securiry and services
the same problems
- came to our counas existed then. The migrants who
tries at that time probably gor by because rhey came ar
what was in fact an economically good time, and many
managed to settle down ro a more or less comfonable
existence. Furthermore, their ties ro their own countries were still very strong because this firsr generarion
had been brought up in the counrry of origin. But the
situation is far worse and different for their children
and grandchildren, the second and, shonly, the third

During the course of the debate emphasis has frequendy been given ro the need to make a clear distinction between migrant workers who are members of the
Community and workers who come from countries
outside the Community. Vell, we rhink that in the
case of workers from the Community, who are all cidzens of one Europe, the questions seen from a strictly
legal standpoint
- have specific connorarions rhar is
unquestionable. But ir is one thing to emphasize the
specific nature or the necessarily gradual character of
the process of harmonization of rights and lrearmenr,
and another thing to set up an insurmounrable, hateful
barrier between one group and the other, which is a
form of discriminarion rhar is inhuman, quite apan

Although

from its being unjust.

roots, lost culture,

The road to full equality for all migrant workers will
be long and difficult, as we know, bur the direction in
which we have to move
a direction that is indicated

in the resolution of the -comperenr commirr.ee and the
resolutions of the Committees on Social Affairs and
Culture
is one that commands full support; and

these indications
should be seen as pracrical, immediate and urgent indications of complex, longer rcrm
objectives. The task facing Parliament is ro control the
flow of migrants on the basis of sure and cenain principles, and ro respond ro rhe difficult challenge that
faces us by reviving, againsr any resurgence of racism
or xenophobia, lhe most noble European traditions of
democrary, tolerance and egalitarianism. The resolutions are in line wirh this task.

This is undoubrcdly rhe road thar we have to take,

generation.

I am able ro endorse rhe many suggestions
made in the Marinaro and Papapietro repons, they fail

to do something that I consider essential: rhey fail ro
place the emphasis on rhe way in which we are going
to give the tens of thousands of second-generation
young people their place in our Communiry. A great
deal has been written about rhis, as many Members
will probably know. There are many accounrs of losr

disappointments

of falling between two srools,
in the labour marker, failure at

school, the hopeless feeling of 'nobody wants me'. The
absence of any kind of policy on migranr has resulted
in a generation being lost, ,and clearly no one knows
how this loss is ro be made good. If this deplorable
situation is not ro have even greater ramifications, it
must be accepted rhat the education and training of
these growing young people is an extremely imponant
task. Their panicular situation must also be taken inro
account, and the attempr musr be made to avoid
repearing pasr mistakes. Specifically, this means that
these young people must speak rheir own language,
that they must gradually learn the language in which
they are aught, that they musl be systematically and
progressively integrated into the indigenous population. At presenr nothing ar all, apan from a few experiments, is being done in rhis respect.

because, as Bernard Stasi wrote in a fine book on rhis

une chance pour la France'
- 'L'immigration,
the great
challenge to man today, and in the next
-century, will be wherher he is able to live out his faith
in humanity or diviniry on a universal scale.
subject

(Applause

Mr

from the Communist Group )

Vandemeulebroucke (ARC).

dent, ladies and genrlemen,

I

(NL) Mr Presi-

- like to begin by
should

Look at Brussels, known as rhe capinl of Europe. You
do not need to go far from Belliard Streer to find several schools where almost all the pupils are migrant
children. One in three of the children born in Brussels
is the child of migrants, and in some pans of Brussels
the figure is as high as one in rwo. They are put in
classes of ar leasr 35, without any prepararion or
adjustment. Few undersrand the language in which
they are taughr. The teachers are becoming desperare.
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It

is not unusual for migrant children to stay down

three or four times.

Mr Papapietro recently said that the second generation has reached a higher level of development. I think
he is being optimistic. Many are still illircrate. That is
why top prioriry must now be given to special education for migrant children because that will prepare
them for the future. Ve have already lost one generation, and all we can offer these people now is various
palliatives: adult education, vocational retraining,
reculturalization. But protrammes are not enough.
There must be a change of attitude. Northern European society can only plead guilry and try to make
good the mistakes of the past. Vhich brings us automatically rc the problem of the international division
of labour, which I believe is the crux of the matter.
Ladies and gentlemen, I will conclude by wishing the
Commissioner responsible every success. I am afraid

that the new plan of action bears too much similarity
to the one adopted in 1976. I feel that too little attention has been paid ro the second and third generations,
that too little thought has been given to the future.
Nonetheless, this is a good step forward, and I hope
the Commissioner will continue in this direction.
(VIr Hindley (S).
Mr President, our sensibilities in
- been assulted by words of racists,
this Chamber have
bur we must not forget that outside, in the real world,

migrants are being physically attacked by racists. In
that connection, I am pleased to see Members of this
Assembly wearing the French badge which says, 'Keep
your hands off my mate !'. These repons that we have
before us are to be welcomed for the reason that they
focus attendon on one of the most, if not the most,
exploited and abused sections of our Community. Ve
should remind ourselves that migrant workers have
come here to improve their own conditions and the

conditions of thqir families, often rc escape hopeless
and repressive domestic situations. These are the selfsame reasons why millions of European ordinary
working people have left our continent and sought
asylum and a new life on other condnents in history.

Ve should

have some sympathy with these people.

Migrants also come here because in times of so-called
labour shonage our governments and their agencies
have actively recruited abroad. In my own country,

people as your equal but giving them extra concern
and consideration because they are tuests. In fact, the
very opposite of that is true. Migrant workers are at
best met with indifference to their concerns and their
culture and at worst, and increasingly, met with hosdlity.
Migrants suffer higher unemployment rates, worse living conditions and worse health. As the crisis in the
capitalist system deepens, they are increasingly used as
scapegoar for all our ills. The fact that there were
racist attacks in 1980 and that panies can win seats in
this Assembly using migranm as scapegoats is a telling
indictment on all of us as hosts to these people. The
EEC countries say many fine words and pass wonderful resolutions about racial harmony. However, our
institutions remain closed to migrants.

My own country's immigration and nationality

laws
are racist in intent and practice. I welcome panicularly

the call to facilitate the reunification of families. On
the one hand, the United Kingdom Government deliberately impedes the reunification of black families,
while on the other hand they speed through in a matter of days nationality procedures to allow a whirc
South African girl to run in the Olympics for Britain.

In striving for acceptance and recognition, migrant
workers have often been forced to renounce important
aspecm of their own culture and, therefore, I welcome
very much the calls in these reports to encourage the
preseruation of migrant culture. By preserving their
culture, we enrich our own.
Ve

are in a situation of continuing debt rc migrant
workers. They contribute enormously to our wealth
and our welfare. In the United Kingdom panicularly,
we have a considerable historical and moral debt to
these people, because our wealth has been based on
the savage and ruthless exploiation of our colonies. If
the positive discrimination proposed in both these
reports is accepted to some degree, then I hope that at
long last we can begin to repay some of that debt

Mrs

Cassaomagnago Cerretti (PPE).

(17) Mr

President, ladies and Bentlemen, the Group
of the
European People's Pany has for a long time urged the
implementation

of the programme of

acdon for

migrant workers.

l,ondon Transpon recruited directly in the Vest
Indies. In my own area, the local health authorities
have recruited directly in Italy and Spain. On coming

In our motion for a resolution of 2l November

to our countries, they have often taken jobs whose

iry for action by this Parliament during the

skill level is far below that which their own skills and
qualifications entitle them to. That is also true of their

legislature.

children.

The Commission's new Communication, and

Migrant labour continues to do the diny work for all
of us in'S7'estern Europe. There is considerable irony
when people still use the term 'guest workers' (Gastar-

beiter). Guest implies hospitaliry, not only treating

1984

we also asked that emigration problems be given priorpresent

the

repon by Mrs Marinaro, repeat many of our requests,
especially our request for the policy on emigration to
be updated rc suit the present situation which is characrerised, amongst other things, by the resurgence of
alarming racist and xenophobic tendencies, that
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require a massive information commirmenr, but also
more precise legal intervenrion to fight them.

In conclusion, Mr President, conscious of the sensitivity already shown by the Imlian Presidency where the

'$/e

problems of migrant workers are concerned, we very
sincerely hope that the Council of Ministers will fin-

cannot ignore rhe problems of the second genera-

tion of emigrants, who are faced wirh serious difficulties of cultural identitiy and integration. In this connection, action by the Commission is more than ever
necessary to ensure the application in full of the directive on education and schooling for the children of
migrant workers. On that subject, I would refer members to the Papapietro reporr.

Out of l2 million migrant workers, with their families,
citizens of the Member States accounr for 3.5 million
today, which will become 5 million romorrow, afrer
the accession of Spain and Ponugal.

Vhere the citizens of Member States are concerned,
the very concepr of migrant workers has no longer any
reason to exist, since they are citizens with freedom of

movemenr throughout the EEC to whom all civil and
political rights must be guaranteed
electoral
- atthelocal
right to vote and to be elected, ar leasr
level;
the right ro vore in European elections; the right to

application of the European regulations on rhe subject
of social security and limitation of access rc public
functions
wirh the case law of the
- in accordance
Coun of Justice,
which is now clear.
The situation of workers from outside rhe Community
is more complex, but we have to accept grearer responsibility for them, not Ieasr ar rimes of economic crisis, in accordance with fundamental principles of solidariry.

It

is these principles that lead us to reject the idea of
any kind of wage discrimination or discrimination in
regard to social security benefits, where migrant workers resident legally with their families in Community
countries are concerned.

But ir is rhis same sense of responsibiliry thar must
oblige the countries of Europe to exercise closer control over rhe new influx of migrants, providing a clear
picture
special immigration offices
- arethrough
- of
what jobs
really available for potential immigrants.

Ve

have consranrly emphasized, in commirtee as well,
the family aspect of the question of migrant workers,

and the right of such workers to be unired with their
families.

Immigration policies

in

relation

to third counrries,

including reparriation programmes for rhose who want
them, should be the subjecr of agreement berween
Member Stares, as pan of a coordinated Community
Programme.

ally adopt the proposals put forward by this Parliament.

Mr Adamou (COM).

(GR) Mr President, rcday
there are more than 17- million migrants in the Community's Member States. The countries that have
received them, that have squeezed them dry for
decades by the savage exploitation of cheap labour for
heavy, underrated, manual work, have condemned
them to live at the fringes of society as second-class
cirizens. \Tithout exaggeration, migrant workers are
today's serfs who have paid dearly for the consequences of the EEC's crisis. The notice hung by a Vest
German landlord outside a building he owned is quite
typical:'To let: suirable as a shble, or dwelling for a
migrant worker'.
Among these l7 million ourcasr from the EEC society
there are about 350 000 Greek workers and their families, most of whom, around 300 000, are in the Federal
Republic of Germany. Time does not permit me ro
describe their conditions in detail. Jusr the fact that the
averate per capita income in their families is only DM
520, and that rhere are almost 30 OOO unemployeda
shows the wretchedness of their way of life.
President, I would now like ro say somerhing
about the problem of education, which is one of the
basic prerequisires if Greeks, and generally all migrants are ro escape from the ghettos where they have
lived for years. The problem concerns I 16 000 young
Greeks below the age of 25 years. Of these, 78 5OO
aged 15 years and under were born in Vest Germany,
while the remaining 37 500 have lived there for an
average of 15 years. How is the problem of rheir education tackled? Thanks ro rhe policies of the German
authorities, bur also to the silly, unfounded and demagogic chauvinism of all Greek Governmenrs
- unfortunarcly including today's
thousands of
- have no properyoung
Greeks, rhe children of migrans,
language but speak half-Greek and half-German. They

Mr

have remained uneducated and without integrated and

up-ro-date knowledge. Thus, wirh no professional
specialization and training rhey are destined to swell
the ranks of the unskilled proletariat and m live on the
fringes of society. Instead of studying in the schools of
their host countries from kinderganen and primary
level up to secondary level, high school and university
where the appropriate educational and technical facilities are available, so rhar they can develop and perfect
their abiliries, they have been and still are studying in
separare Greek schools with vasr objective deficiencies,
and. consequently remain uneducated and unspecial-

ized.

A determined fight must

be waged against clandesrine

immigration, and against rhose who promore this for
their own financial gain.

As for the so-called danger of losing their Greek
national identiry, this exists only in the minds of those
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who wish to ignore reality. The mother-tongue

and

national cultural influences could be taught compulsorily by Greek teachers in foreign schools, and could be
cultivated and developed in cultural centres, migrant
organizations and the families of the migrants, with
the full suppon and backing of the host country.

The analogous positive experience of thousands of
young Greeks who lived for 35 years in Socialist countries as political refugees completely confirms this
view. Thus, alongside national identity, the human
digniry of rhe migrants would be ensured since they
could take part as equal members of the societies in
which they live and work.

The Marinaro and Papapietro repons contain many
positive proposals, which we suppon. Yet, we do not
believe that the Communiry's poliry towards migrants
is likely to change. The interests of employers, who
exploit migranr and make excessive profir from their
work, will always define the framework of that policy.

The second group of problems that must be highlighted relate to the migrants themselves as citizens,

as

working people, and as the subjects of personal and
social rights. First of all we must express our grave
reservations and concern about the extent to which
migrant workers have been able rc retain their identiry. Migrants have been obliged to integrate, often
under great pressure, into foreign societies and cultures without any means of preserving their own
national and cultural heritage.
Nowadays, however, while second and third generations face more and more acute problems of national
and cultural identity, they are coming under attack not
only from extreme right-wing racist organizations, but
even from official government policies which see in

migranr the easiest way to deal with employment
pressures in their country.

I

would first like to express my agreement with the
proposed resolution, especially in stressing the need to

work out specific positions that will constitute our
future lines of action.

.

(Applause

Mr

fron

tbe left)

Avgcrinos

It is a moral imperative for
(S).

(GR)

Mr

President, the

migrant problem is not just a social and humanitarian
problem that concerns an import and numerous category of working people in the Community. It also pardcularly involves the Community's obligation to abide
by one of its founding principles, namely freedom of
movement for working people.
However, on the basis of our experience so far, how
long can we persist with present policies regarding
migrants? Have these policies resulted in gains and
costs, and if so for whom? Lastly, have we proved the
existence of a Europe capable of preserving and safeguarding the rights of working people within its legal
and geographical framework, or is it evident that

Europe cannot abide

by its

principles when the

national economic expediencies that contributed to its
creation have in the course of time ceased to pertain?

I

would like to try and answer these questions by
referring to the experiences of a country, my own, a
very large proponion of whose working popularion
was forced after the war to migrate for economic and
social reasons.

I believe that our experiences so far constitute a practical refundon of theories that claimed mutual economic benefit for the countries of origin and the host
countries of migrant workers. Migranrc contributed a
great deal to building up and renewing the productive
potential of the Nonh. Today however, in different
economic circumstances, the countries in the Nonh
not only fail to contribute to relieving the pressure of
unemployment in less well developed pans of the
Community, but on the contrary, favour and support
the return of migrants to their countries of origin.

the host counries to

develop educational programmes in collaboration with
the countries of origin, to make it possible for the chil-

dren

of

migrants

to

preserve and cultivate their

morher-tongue and the culture of their country.

The Community should support bipanite agreements
between the host country and the country of origin,
and for its pan, examine the possibility of founding
exterprises in peripheral areas that will employ over
500/o of the manpower represented by repatriated
workers.
So far as immigrant workers from third countries are
concerned, we agree completely with the principle of
gradually extending to them the principles of the common policy on migran6, presupposing of course that
in each case the specific conditions penaining to the
country in question would be examined.

Finally, I should like to stress the importance we place
on the need for the Community, but also the governments of Member States, to collaborarc with migrants'
organizations in the various countries. It is unacceptable rhat not only should there be no collaboration, but

nor even

recognruon

bi the official

German

authorities of the federation of Greek communities in
Germany, representing as they do at least 80% of the
migrants. Collaboration between the Community, the
national governments and the migrants' organizations
is a prerequisite if we are to progress towards the solution of a problem which is both very old and very current for rhe Community, and which truly provides a
yardstick of our ability to advance towards a Europe
whose citizens enjoy fair treatment and freedom.

Mrs Lenz (PPE), Chairman of the Committee on
'lVomen\
(DE) Mr President, allow me to
Rights.

-
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touch just briefly on one aspecr: a variety of allusions
have already been made to the disadvanrages facing
q,omen as female migrant workers or wives of migrani
male workers.

For the sole reason that time was [oo short the Committee on Vomen's Rights was not able ro forward its
amendmenr to the responsible committee in rime, and
as Chairman of rhis Commitree I should now like to
draw your attenrion to amendments 89, 94 and 93
which I have submitted in my own name and rhat of a
colleague from my Group, but which express the
wishes of the Committee on'STomen's Rights.

In the two resolutions by earlier committees we made
specific proposals as to whar could be done here, for
example by introducing specific training programmes
tailored ro.rhe special needs of female migranr workers
or insructing a group of expens to study the special

problems and disadvantages facing women immigrants. \(e simply wish ro draw atrention ro these
questions here so that account is taken of them.

Mr Filinis (COM).
mission's

(GR)

Mr President, the Comdocuments- and the excellent repons by Mr

Marinaro and Mr Papapietro, which we are debating
today, show how right Parliament was in trying for so
many years ro persuade the Commission and Council
that urgent measures on behalf of the l7 million migran6 are essential. To serve various polidcal and
economic expediencies in their own counrry, but also
in the host countries, these people were encouraged
and often pressed ro abandon rheir countries and tfieir
families. Bur despite having contributed very directly
to the economic recovery of post-war Europe, migran6 are now regarded by those same countries as
bothersome and intrusive foreigners, whom they
would like to get rid of cheaply, while ar the same rime
manifesrations of racism and hostility direcred against
the migrants are becoming disquiedngly rno.J f..quenr.

cific measures and we fear thar the proposals will share
the fate of rhe Commission's 1974 programme of action, which achieved very little. That is precisely why
there must be a popular mobilization, particularly of
the migranr themselves, with practical suppon from
all working people and other social forces.

On the major issue of educadon for the children of
migrants, Mr Papapietro's excellent report sresses
that little has been achieved so far, and that much
more mus[ be done to ensure free and proper education for rhe children of migrants, and to teach them
their language.

Mr President, I end wirh a call to all the Community,s
bodies and Member States ro condemn the injustice of
racial activities, to bring to an end the ourrageous situation, for civilized counrries, in which *e *itness euen
murderous acts against migrants. I want m stress how
u.nacceptable it is that even here in Strasbourg we
should read pre-election posters of the pany heided

by the leader of the Group of the Europein Right,
bearing rhe racist slogan '3 OOO OOO migrants
3 000 000 more jobs for Frenchmen'.
(Applaase

fron

tbe lefi)

Mr Sakellariou (S).
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. Twenty -five years after rhe start of the
greatest and most intensive worker migrations within

.
'Europe
this House is again obliged to consider rhe
question of migrant workers, because with a very few

exceprions rhe governmenm of Member Stares'have
done nothing to enable rhese citizens to lead a humane
and dignified life in rheir host countries.

Today rhere are 17 million migrant workers living in
the EC, more than rhe population of each of thJsix
Member States Belgium, Denmark, Greece, Ireland,

Luxembourg or the Netherlands. Seventeen million
citizens of the Communiry have no civic rights. In
some cases, as for example recently in the Federal
Republic of _Germany, basic human rights of migrant
workers such as the right of parents ind children to

It is unacceptable that even rhe second-generation
children, born and bred in the host country,-should be
destined only for low-grade work. Migranis have lived
in Europe as foreigners and outcasts for as long as
twenty to rhiny years, and have to change their
nationality to become entirled to an opinion irren on
public issues in the towns where they live. For many
years now they have had no recognidon of the righr of
public association, which would enable them ro
express their news or protest against some special
national problem of theirs without fear and withour
being branded as terrorists. Yet, instead of granting
them these urban and polirical righm, the host countries are more intereered in integrating them to the
point where rhey lose any race of special affinity with
their counrry of origin. Besides, rhere are no effective
special programmes for repatriation.

How are these Community citizens represenrcd? \7ho
spcaks for them in this House? !7e know very well
who it is who agitates
fgainsr rhem, who very ricently
and also ar rhe rime of the European elections stirrei
!p pogrom feelings againsr the migrant workers.
Because they carry no political weighr otherwise, yesterday's fascists and racists a.e trying to use yesterday's slogans ro ju-stify racist policy foi the Europe of
tomorrow. One of the wonhiest tasks of this parliamenr would be to throttle such trends at binh. And so
I am convinced thar a broad majority of the House
will endorse the Marinaro and Papapietro repons put
before us today.

Mr President, while we regard the Commission,s prolpe-

Any effons to solve the problem of migrant workers
must cenrre on a process of integration aimed at creat-

posals as positive, rhere is unfonunately a lack of

live togerher are being disputed.
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ing a multiculrural society, in which migrant worker
minorities can find a secure political, economic, social
and cultural place without having to give up their culrural identity as the price of assimilation inrc the host
country.

A process of this kind, which gives a chance to both
parties, host country and migrants, presupposes that
migrant workers and their families are given a chance
to plan their lives for the long term. Perhaps the most
imponant factor here is schooling for the children of
migrant workers. The Socialist Group fully suppons
the demands expressed in the Papapietro repon and
the opinion which I have drafted on behalf of the
Commirtee on Social Affairs and Employment. I shall
not repeat them here but shall pick out the three main

example, and uses cheap-emotions to catch votes,
must be given the cold shoulder by this House. But
some of those looking vinuous should also remember
that during the French local election campaign in the
early eighties it was the communists who stirred things
up against the foreign workers. They should be honest
enough to admit it rcday!
Concerning the Papapietro report, we should see to it
that in school and pre-school education the second
and third generation of migrant workers receive real
educational opponunities, so that they subsequently
have job opportunities too, for at present they are
often badly off as regprds the labour market because

they are less qualified. Here,

I think, improvements

are needed of the kind clearly formulated in the Papa-

ones and sress them once again.

pietro repon.

'!7e want equal rights for the children of all migrant

In reply to Mr Sakellariou I would say, though, that
we must see to it that in preserving a migrant worker's
culture , his own language must be recognized as a foreign language so that he does not have to learn
another one. But the question of equal status with the
language of the host country for all languages spoken

workers, whether

or not they are EC nationals,

because we wish to integrate all migrants workers and
not cause funher divisions and discords among them.

Ve want equal righm and smtus for the mother tongue
with the official language of the host country in order
to give Kurds, for example, hundreds and thousands
of whom live and work in the EC, the chance to speak
their own mother tongue and practise their own culture as free citizens in the Community. For 'crimes'
such as these the military couns of the Turkish 'civilian' Government hand down sentences of several
years' imprisonment.

'!7e are clearly and unequivocally opposed to any
attempts to take foreign children out of the standard
classes of the host country's schools and, on the pretext of giving them special assistance, isolate them in
mother tongue 'ghetto classes'. No one who, on whatever grounds, pursues a policy of linguistic and cultural apanheid can expect this House to approve.
In the past the free and democratic states of the European Community have done serious injustices rc the
first generation of migrant workers, in order to satisfy
the need of economic forces and capital for labour.
Today we have the chance of making good the damage by helping the second and third generation, i.e. the

children of those migant workers. Ladies and gentlemen of the House, let us all take this chance.

(DE) The writer Max Frisch once
Mr Brok (PPE).
said we thought we were getting a labour force and
did not realize we were getting people. Regrettably, in
the case of attirudes towards migrant workers, I think
rhis is often true. And at a time of economic and
employment difficulty we ought not to create problems for those who were urgently needed in the indus-

trialized counries

of

central and nonhern Europe

during the boom years. For this reason we should meet
our social and legal obligations. Anyone who fishes in
troubled waters, like the Le Pen group in France, for

by immigrants in the European Community ought, I
think, to be discussed again elsewhere. Ve should
ensure, and I refer back to the Marinaro report here,
that that those who work and pay taxes and social
insurance contributions in the Community can derive
the same benefits from it as all the others.

'\7e

should remember, though, that citizens of third
counries face panicular problems when they leave the
Community. Bilateral, mutual Eeaties are needed here
to ensure socially acceptable circumsunces.

The franchise, we should remember, is conditional in
our cons[itutions on nationality. But we should also

remember that it varies enormously in our Member
Stares at the local and regional level. !7e should thus
ensure that it is made easier for migrant workers from
third countries to obtain the nationality of the host
country.
But let me make a distinction here. In anticipation of a
subsidiary nadonality within the meaning of European
union, we ought to introduce the franchise in local
elections for migrant workers from EC countries, to
be enjoyed afrcr a specified period of time and subject
to specific terms and limitations. In this way we could,
I think, take an important step towards the integration
of the citizens of our Community.

(GR) Mr PresiMrs Giaonakou-Koutsikou (PPE).
People's
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the European
Pany firmly believes in a common policy on migranu,
at the European level, and agrees with the Commission that this is an essential ingredient of the movement

for a citizens' Europe. The

acuteness

of

the

problem of mainly extracommunity immigrants is due
not only to difficulties of social and cultural integra-
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tion, b-ut nowadays much more to the accelerating
pace of unemployment and to economic stagnation.

conncetion is based on a rarional combinadon of the
fundamental democratic principles that inspire its political philosophy, wirh a realistic view of rhe conditions that prevail in rhe Community today. I shall state
briefly the general principles of our group on rhe matter.

Firstly, ,h9 European People's Pany

steadfastly

adheres ro the application of the spirit of the Treaty

of

Rome on the free movemenr of workers within'the
Community.
Secondly, it agrees with the effort to creare a common

policy on migrants, which will facilitate the more
rational distribution of workers and favour the continual exchange of information between the Member
States and the migrants themselves. Funhermore, it
considers rhar it would be useful ro set up a common
coordinating body, whose purpose would be m disseminate information and to coordinate matters relaring rc rhe state of the labour marker, rhe workforce,
conditions of work, remunerarion, social security, and
the conditions prevailing in Member States, and which
would benefit potential migrants by informing them
on matters of concern to them.

Thirdly, it favours effons to creare condirions of social
integration for migranr in their host countries, and ro
ensure rheir social and economic security. At the same
time it insists rhat measures should be taken by the

host countries, in collaboration wirh the countries of
origin, to enable migrants to cultivate the language
and culrure of their homeland.

Founhly, it agrees with equal rearmenr for Communiry migranm in aid and social security. This
includes the transfer of rights relating ro pensions and
social assistance.

Fifrhly,

ir

confirms its insistence on guarantees of

equal trearment for both sexes.

Sixthly, ir condemns the black labour marker, where
ever ir exists, since this exacerbates the already acute
of unemployment and introduces methods
unacceptable in well-governed democratic countries.

problem

Seventh, ir suppons the signing of bipanire agreemenrs

for cooperation between rhe couniries in ihe Community, in connection with the formulation of pro-

Brammes for repatriarion based on the free choici of
th9 migrants.

Eighth, as

for

which cover all matters reladng

to

social securiry,

assistance and political rights in general.

The position of the European People's Pany in this

t'-
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immigrants from third counrries, it

believes that the mosr rarional approach ro this, for rhe

time being, is that bipanite agreements should exist
between the countries of origin and the hosr countries,

As for the amendmenrs, Mr President, the European
People's Pany reserves the right to examine rhem one
by one in the light of rhe views I have just defined, and
to make its position clear during the vote.

Mr

Ducarme (L).

(FR)

Mr

President,

I

would

begin by saying that- wharever is excessive is insignificant and very often has no chance of ever being

applied.

I

am sorry that Mrs Marinaro should havi

adopted the line she has taken in her repon.

Vhat

she

is proposing is in fact a reporr calling for another in
reply_. I am afraid thar she has missed the main point,
which was ro consider the Commission's documenr
and, in the light of that documenr, determine our parliament's guidelines for a coherent policy on immigratron.

Granted, rhe Commission does not go far enough, but
wha-t purpose is served by complaining without bringing forward concrere proposals? Vhere are our proposals for a family poliry to meer rhe needs of thC situation? For a housing policy to prevenr the development
of ghettos? For an educarion policy to safeguard cultural diversity but at the same time ensure ihe necessary degree of integration? Ve believe that a correct
policy on immigrarion must be founded on a balance
between rights and dudes, and your repon fails to
show any appreciation of this essenrial iequirement.
The amendments which I have tabled on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group are aimed at making
good this weakness in the repon as presented, and I
hope that the House will adopt them.

I should neverrheless like to make a polirical observation for the benefit of all the groups on the left of this
Parliament.

Mrs Marinaro, whether wittingly or unwiwingly, Iou

have been taking pan in a greyhound race, witf, you as
the hare and rhe exrreme right as the greyhounas. ttre
adoption of exrreme posirions on eithJr side cannot do
the_migrants any good. Ve were expecdng a fair and

realisdc parliamentaiy reporr, one whoie conrenr
could be translated inrc legisladon and above all
would not offer cenain exrremisrs an opponuniry for
giving free rein to rheir xenophobia.

Mr Sutherland, Member of tbe Commission.-lshould
commence by saying, Mr President, that I recognize
the time factor. Equally, while I shall try rc be coicise,
it will .be appreciated that this has been a long debate
on an imponant issue.
First of all, I would like to clarify a couple of points
that have been raised during the iourse oi the debate.
The report on the Commission,s communication does
not constir,ure and is not intended to be nken as an
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action programme. It is the recommencement of a
debare on ihe issue of migrants. This relaunching of

the debare is considered necessary in view of the
changed circumsmnces which now exist within the
Community.

''U7e

say that it

I

has been

a most imponant

and

should
interesting debate in which the honourable Members
have expressed their individual concern in the main

with tolerance, rationality and moderation. ft

does

not, of course, help when we have to listen to hyperwhich we have on occasion
bole and exaggeration
on an issue-of this kind; an issue which
heard
excites- sensitivities throughout the Community' In

particular, I should say that the comments which were
made on the invasion of the Communiry by migranr,
claims that this is going to be conducted in a manner
which is not necessarily peaceful or that the problems
of the Community are going to be greatly exacerbated

by migration, are not factually

corr€ct-.

In fact we

hare, as one speaker pointed out, peaked on the issue
of migration and the position is more or less static.

I am not the first Commissioner to have replied rc a
debate on this subject. In an important sense the Com-

mission's communication to the Council on migration
policy is a response to the debate and resolution on
Mrr Niett.n's report, which was so wideranging in its
scope and valuable and stimulating in highlighting the
seriousness of the problems.

Most of the honourable Members who panicipated in
the debate have been in general in favour of the
approach which has been taken by the Commission.
There are those who said that the Commission might
have gone funher. I suggest, however, that.a careful

reading of the communication will show that these
more explicit or radical positions, for example on voting righis or family reunification, are not excluded or
r.i..rid in advance, but are considered rc be pan of
the continuing dialogue which should eminate from
the communiiation which is being submitted rc the
Council. Room has therefore been left for considera-

tion of various solutions, usually following

consul-

tation with those concerned in applying them.

Mrs Marinaro claimed that the rational solution is
integration. The Commission totally agrees and
app-u.t. Marginalization is unacceptable. Pluralism is
riquired in dealing with the migrants within the Community.
Sakellariou has said, a multicultural
sociery and must recognize that to be the case. A close
identiiication of the positions of the Commission and
Parliament must give us all a cenain moral comfon'
That idendfication, I think, is evident in the debate
which has taken place today'

Ve

are, as

on migrant policy ois-ri'ttis third counlries, there might
to be juitification for concern. It is-political
"pp."i
rirlir. that has brought us to a position where this
communication can be considered by Parliament.

Mr

The Commission has rc deal with political realities' In
view of the past history of the Commission's effons on
such matteis as illegal immigration and consultation

should, howeever, try to recognize the dilemma
which exists. There is indeed a dilemma regarding the
conflicting demands and pressures on national Sovernments in regard to the issue of migrant interests. Questions of rights of access to national territory, about
civil and political rights, about the right rc decide who
is, or who is not, to be pan of a national community
are questions which reach right into the most sensitive
area of national sovereignty.

It is for this

reason that the Commission has placed so

much emphasis on instituting effective consultation
and information procedures. It is not suggested that
national governments should abandon all traditional
protocol, but it is suggested that there,should be a
consultation procedure which will develop a coherence in r.g".d to dealing with migration and policy in
regard to migrants.

The honourable Members may be aware of the current
proposal before the Council of Ministers authorizing
ihe-Commission to panicipare, on behalf of the Com-

munity, in the drafting in the Unircd Nations of an
international convention on the Protection of the
rights of all migrant workers and their families.

There are also practical aspects

of good neighbour

relations between adjoining Member States. Sfle must
avoid in the future the disruptive effects of a situation
where one Member State takes unilateral action without informing im neighbours who will be immediately
affected by ir. It simply is not consistent with the proper coherence of Community policy that that should
take place. If national frontiers are already, quite
po.oui in practice, how much more so will this be
when we have achieved the objective of a people's
Europe.

I

have spoken in this Assembly on another occasion on

the rise-of xenophobia and racial prejudice and the
need to stand by our standards and principles. The
Commission recognizes the reality of this problem. It
opposes unambiguously the rise of this type of thinking within Europe. Ve must, and do, resist it and we
are rying in this communication to take positive measures to address it. The object of our proposals, as
generally accepted by Parliament, is to assist migrants
and to assist in the coherence of poliry in regard to
them.

In conclusion, I would like to deal very briefly with
the issues raised in the Papapietro rePort. I share the
views of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon concerning the development of the school population and the social and
economic imponance of making an energetic effon to
improve the education of immigrants' children.
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'l7hether
States

the children of workers from other Member
or non-member countries or whether nationals

of Member States forming pan of ethnic groups, there
is v9v litde real difference in their problims bf social
and educational integradon. There are over 3 million
children of migrants. The education systems are faced
with a vast and inescapable problem, but a problem
which must be addressed.

In the contexr of some of rhe comments which have
been made, it is the case rhar the 1977 directive has not
been properly applied. It is not the case that rhe marrer
has been disregarded by the Commission; it is being
pursued by the Commission and there are indicationi
that Member Stares are seeking to comply *rith the
1977 directive and what it requires. I do not believe
the time has come to revise the directive. It defines the
basic principles the subjective right of migrants, children ro_reception tuition, the obligationio prornot.
the teaching of the mother rongue and culruri of origtn.

Since these three major guidelines have now been
definitely adopted, the task is rc put them firmly into
pracdce. The Commission repon has shown that-this is
not always the case. The Commission is currently corresponding with those states where the implemenra-

tion of rhe directive appears to be incomplere or
doubtful.

I have a number of orhers points which I would have
hoped rc have raised, but I think that in the present
atmosphere it might be better to conclude. I may
return to them at a time subsequent to the voting.
(Applause)

President.

President, wirh the suppon, I believe, of the rapporteur and the majority of groups in the Parliament.
(App kuse

fron

oari o u s q uarte

rs

)

Prcsident.
Mr Velsh proposes rhar under Rule 54
(1) (a) the -amendments in question should be referred
back to the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.

Mr Velsh's requesr

is

therefore approved.

Mr Bachy (S).- (FR) Mr President, we agree with
this proposal from Mr Velsh. I think that ir mleets with
a cenain consensus amont the various groups and am

given to understand that the rapponeur, Mrs Marinaro, also agrees.

I nevenheless feel thar I must point our rhar rhe reason
given on this occasion in connection with the repon
on migrant workers is the same as the reason thai we
in the Socialisr Group gave during the last pan-session
on rhe subject of discussion of the repon by Mr Tuckman. Ve were in exacrly the same position, since a
very large number of amendments
in all
had
- on98Social
-Affairs
not been referred ro rhe Committee
and Employmenr, in view of which we also asked for
the amendments ro be referred back ro the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment for re-examination.
Consequendy, while we appreciate and approve Mr
Velsh's suggesdon, we are surprised thai-a similar
suggestion made in connecrion with rhe Tuckman
repon during the last pan-session was nor accepted by
other groups.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote on.rhe Papapietro repon will be taken at rhe
next voung [lme.

I. prop-ose to the Chair that we follow the same procedure for the Tuckman repon, which comes befbre us
today wirh 98 amendments which have not been exam-

ined by the competent committee.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President

Mr Velsh (ED), Chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment.
Mr President, before we
leave rhe subject of Mrs-Marinaro's reporr, I would
just like to make a requesr ro you. Ir appears rhat over
150 amendments have been submitted to rhis repon

and as you will know, Mr President, rhe discussion has
been an extremely difficulr one. Of those amendments,
no less than 70 were nor submitted ro rhe commirtee
and therefore I would invite you ro use your discretion
under Rule 54a of our Rules to refei rhose amendments for examination by the commitree and take rhe
substanrive vore ar the next pan-session. I do rhis, Mr

President.

-

!7e shall deal with that when we come ro

the Tuckman repon.

Mr Maher (L).
I do not want to be
- Mr President,
involved in a discussion
about whether or nol rhis
repon should be sent back. I simply wished to draw
the attenrion of the vice-presidenr'who was in the
Chair jusr before you tooli orer, to the fact that the
Commissioner was scarcely able to finish his report ro
the House because there was so much talk eoins on
it was like the Tower of Babel. I rhink anlime,ibe. -of
the Commission is entitled to be received with courtesy by the House and if the House does nor wanr ro
listen to him then ar leasr Members should carry on
their conversations elsewhere.
(Applause)
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Mahcr

I think it was

the deadline for this procedure during the May pan-

(Cries of 'Hear, hear!')

vote.on the motion for a resolution in
Mrs Marinaro's report will therefore be taken during
the May part-session after the oral presentation of a
supplementary repon which will not be followed by a
debate. This is exactly the situation which is in line
with Rule 5a(l)(a).

a discounesy to the Commissioner that
he could not finish his repon. I think we owe him an
apology-

President.
Maher.

-

I

also regret what has happened, Mr

session. The

Mr Le

Mr President, I have no objection to
Mr Elliott (S).
- has been made by Mr Velsh but I
the proposal that
wonder if he has considered the way in which we
should take Mr Papapietro's report. There has been

a

joint debate on the reports by Mrs Marinaro and Mr
Papapiero. They concern somewhat different but
relarcd aspec$ of the same subject. Is it the intention
that if we refer back to committee and vote in May on
the Marinaro report, we should do the same with the
Papapietro report or do we vote separately on that and
if so when? I would like to have this clarified because
ar the moment I do not understand how we are going
to vote separately on resolutions which were pan of a

joint debate.

I should like to point out that Mr'!(elsh
Prcsident.
- the amendments be sent back but not
proposed that
that the vore should be postponed.

Mr Marinaro (COM),

rdpporteur.

(17) Mr Presi-

- a matter which,
denr, thank you for clarifying for me
as rapponeur, I was anxious to know. I agree with the
proposal to refer back to committee for discussion the
amendments but not the report.
Mr Le Chevallier (DR).- (FR) Mr

President,

I

am

delighted at the proposal made by the Chairman of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, but do
nor see how it is possible to refer the amendments only
back to the committee, without referring the report
back as well. It stands to reason that the whole documenr should be referred back, as we proposed this
morning.

Mr Le Chevallier, Rule 54(l)(a) permits
President.
- ro be referred back rc committee. If, as is
amendments
here the case, more than 20 amendments. in addition to
those already submitted to the committee responsible,
are tabled after the deadline, the President may refer
them back to committee. The amendments can, therefore, be referred to the committee responsible who
examines them and communicates the result of this
examination in a supplementary report.

I

Chevdlier (DR).

President.

would point out moreover that, under this same
provision of the Rules of Procedure it is for me to fix

6.

(FR) Thank you, Mr

-

Topical and argent debate (announcement)

Pursuant to Rule a8(2) of the Rules of
procedure,- the list of subjects for the topical and
urgent debate which will be held on Thursday,
18 April 1985 from l0 a.m. to I p.m. has been drawn
President.

uP.

(The President read tbe list of subjects)t

Under the second subparagraph of Rule a8(2) of the
Rules of Procedure any objections to this list, which
must be supponed by at least 2l Members or a political group and submiaed in writing, setting out the reasons, must be forwarded before 3 p.m. [omorrow. The
vote on the objecdons will be taken, without debate,
tomorrow at 3 p.m.

Mr Ephremidis (COM).

(GR) Mr President,

since

- when you u/ere reading out
I was unable to follow you
the list of matters rc be included on the agenda for
topical and urgent debate, I ask for your assurance
that the list does not include the resolution concerning
the election of the new President of the Republic of
Greece. If this is so, then that is a positive solution
which means that the presidency has not been influenced by an attempt to intenene in Greece's internal
affairs, an attempt which would expose the European
Parliament to ridicule if it wanted to assume the role
of a

highest electoral court

for

every country in

Europe and a highest constitutional court, and would
create a precedent that would put both the presidency
and Parliament in a difficult position since similar matters would perpetually arise.

I repeat that if this matter is not on the list, then that is
a positive soludon for which we express our satisfaction to the presidency, and our pleasure that a highly
suspecr effon by those who submitted the proposed
resolution has failed.

Mr Ephremidis, the proposal you refer
to has not -been adopted. However, a different propoPresident.

I

See

Minutes
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Presidcnt

sal on human rights in Turkey which you tabled has
been adopred.

7. luly
Presidcnt.

explanation. However, I think it is better when we
have a lot of votes if the rapponeur simply states
whether he is for or againsr. 'Sfl'e trust the rapponeur;

1985 part-session

Ladies and gentlemen,

he is clearly expressing his committee's view.

I musr inform rhe

House that- the July part-session cannot be held in this
chamber since work has ro be carried out ro enable it
to receive the Spanish and Ponuguese Members.

For technical and financial

reasons the enlarged
Bureau has decided rhat the July pan-session will be
held in Luxembourg.

8.

Votes

Report (Doc. A 2-10/t5l by Mr Pricc, on behalf of thc

Committec on Budgctary Control, on the decision
granting a discharge in rcspcct of thc implcmentation
of thc budget of thc European Communities for the
1983 financid ycar

I

-

Amendment No 3

must not weaken our powers

and

therefore the committee was against this amendment.
Paragraph 53

-Amendment

No

attentive examination in committee.

This repon contains proposals which are entirely pertinent where it remains within rhe bounds of the competence accorded ro our Commitree on Budgetary
Control, in other words where ir confines itself to the
matter of proper, strict management of expenditure
authorized by the budgetary authority.

On the other hand, Mr President, we cannor go along
wirh the majority of the Committee on Budgetary
Control where the repon exceeds rhe terms of refer-

Ve cannot approve such a depanure from procedure.
Moreover, we have a substanrive objection to Mr

required to act by vinue of its responsibility for rhe
budgetary and financial activities of the Community.
The reason why the Commission musr acr is that it is
bound to do so under the Treaty and rhe financial

Ve

(FR) Mr Price's reporr is a
Mr Guermeur (RDE).
remarkable effon of analysis
based on the Court of
Auditors repon and was the result of very long and

graph 38 of rhe motion for a resolution, in which Mr
Price discusses the commoh agricultural policy.

amendment would weaken the affirmarion of Parliament's powers because it says that the Commission is

regulation.

Explanations ofoote

ence and raises criticisms of Community policies themselves, as it does in the section, beginning with para-

Motionfor a resolution
Bdore paragraph

Prcsidcnt.
Mr Pitt, I do not feel that the rapporteur
- waste
has made us
a lot of time by rhose few words of

13

Mr Price (EDI, rapportetr. The committee voted
on two previous occasions atainsr
the general lines of
this amendment, bur today vorcd by 9 votes to 8 in
favour. So the committee's opinion is in favour of this
amendment.

Price's repon, in that it contains criticism of the common agricultural policy.

Mr President, Ladies and Genrlemen, I invite you ro
in the light of paragraph 38,

judge for yourselves,

which has been adopted by this House . . .
Prcsident.

-

Please

conclude, Mr Guermeur.

Mr'Guermcur (RDE).
(FR) Vhat is meant by an
'increasing lack of coherence
in rhe common agricultural policy'? Is this incoherence of rhe common agricultural policy attriburcd to the demands of the various Member Srarcs, ro their abuse of the veto in the
Council, and in pan ro the changes seen over recenr
years in the patterns of supply and consumption? This
is not a criticism of rhe Commission's management in
terms of rigorous stowardship of Community funds,
but a substantive criticism of a policy purposely chosen
by the Community, and one of its most imponant pol-

Mr Pitt (S).
President, can we be quite clear
- Mr
that youryourself
once asked the rapporreur ro confine
his remarks to simply saring whether the committee is
for or against? And could you see rhar the rapporteur
does not abuse his posirion in the way he just did. The
commitree voted in favour of this amendment. Ve do
not need to discuss numbers nor any previous votes.

I also invite you to judge paragraph 46, where it

(Appkasefrom the lefi)

year; enforcement of Community quality requirements

icies at that.
is said

that we should recommend the Commission to conduct cost-benefit analyses and review policy relating to
the following marrcrs: private storage; limitation of
sales into intervention ro the end of the marketing

t5.4.
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Guermeur

for fruit and

vegetables; distillation

of alcohol from

grapes and other fruit etc.
is a clear case of exceeding comPetence, venturing into areas which involve substantive

Mr President, *ris

the decisions on thc grant of dischargc to the Commission in respect of a second, third, fourth and fifth
European Developmcnt Funds for the l9E3 financial
yean; adopted.

policy options, not merely procedural options.

oo*

and rhis is
Consequently, Mr President, our troup
- the diswill of course be granting
my conclusion
charge but cannot, in the circumstances to which I
have referred, vote for Mr Price's motion for a resolution, which we regret because, I repeat, it was an
excellent piece of work carried out with a great deal of

/}al by IVIr H:irlin, oa bchalf of
Control, on the ProPosal
Budgetary
on
thc Committee
for a dccision $anting a discharge to the Commission
of the European Communities in respect of the ECSC
accounts foi the 1983 financial yearz adopted.l
Report (Doc. 2-1t02

care and attention.
(Applause

from the ight)

Mr Pricc (ED), rapporteur.- People often ask: what
power has the European Parliament? In most fields the
ins*er is that this Parliament has influence rather than
power. However, under the Treaty we have both advisory and supervisory roles. Today, in exercising our
power of discharge, we are in our supervisory role ' In
granting discharge we have the unique power to make
ior-ents which bind both the Commission and the
Council. Power carries with it responsibiliry. This
resotution, which contains these binding comments,
plays a consrructive role. It contains over 80 specific
ideas for improving the implementation of Community
poliry through the budget. As such, it represen-ts probably the largest overhaul of the Community's financial
machinery ever undenaken by the European Parlia-

Report (Doc 2-1t00/ta) by Mr Schiin, on bchalf of
thi Committce on Budgetary Control, on the dischargc to be granted to the Management Board of the
European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training and to the Administrativc Board of the European Foundation for the Improvcment of Living and
rVorking Conditions in respect of the implemcntation
of the budgets for the 19EJ financial yetr: adopted.

o**
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-103/85) by Mr

Diddr and others, oa the special Community job creation scheme for unemployed young people.

ment.

This morning I thanked the sub-rapponeurs and
draftsmen of opinions for their help. This evening I
want to thank the other members of the team who
helped me, namely, the staff of the Committee on
BuJgetary Control. Ve have worked to a very tight
timetable. All the drafting has been done by me, but
the timeable would have been unattainable without a
massive amount of research and other back-up given

to me even seven days a week for several weeks by the
secretariat. I want to thank all of them.
Finally, I want to ask Parliament to make all this work
wonhwhile by voting for this resolution.
(Parliament adopted the resolation) t

*-**

r

Report (Doc. A 2-t/t5l by Mr Price, on behalf of the
Committce on Budgetary Control, on thc deferral of

I

Expknations ofoote

(GR) Mr President, the probMr Filinis (COM).
lem of unemployment, panicularly youth unemplgyment in the Community's Merirber States, has assumed
dramatic dimensions with incalculable consequences,
both for the unemployed themselves and for economic
and social life in the Member States. The oral questions put by our colleagues, which we have been
debating, very rightly indicate that we must adopt a
dynamic policy to care for the young people who are
the main victims of economic sagnation. It is now
urgently necessary for the EEC's economic and social
studies to orient themselves towards the development
of an economic environment more favourable to the
creation of jobs.

The Commission and Council must go beyond good
intentions and see the problem from the standpoint
not of hesitant and experimental social measures, but
of the need for drastic steps such as an employment
poliry that will go hand in hand with technological
development, the creation of jobs via the public sector

The rapponeur spoke:

IN-FAVOUR OF Amendmenr Nos

-13to17(lstpan);
AGAINST Amendments Nos 2
-pan), l8 to 20.

l,

6, 7,9 to

ll,

to 5, 8, 12, 17 (2nd

I

The rapponeur spoke:
IN FAVOUR OF Amendment No 2
- AGAINST Amendmcnt No l.

-
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Filinis
and with assisance from the European Social Fund,
the reduction and resructuring of working time withour any-corresponding reduction in the purchasing
power of the wages involved and without intensifical

Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-|O6/ES by Mro Larive-Grocncnded, on bchalf of thc Liberel and Democratic Group on youtfi uncmploymenc adopted.

sions, and condnual professional training. Costly mea'simply

ooo

tion of the work, flexibility in the granting of pensures

[o be sure; but

whose cosr we must

accepr.

Mr

President, unemploymenr, panicularly youth

unemploymenr, which is nowadays a conrinual source
of. disquiet, is a problem rhar concerns us all. In struggling for a Europe of rhe working people, we suppon
the excellent quesrions pur by our colleagues and'will

vote

in favour of rhe resolurion by Mr Didd

Motion for a resolution (Doc. B2-lO7/g5/corr.) by
Mrs Chouraqui and others, on behalf of the Group oi
the European Democratic Alliance, on thc creation of

jobs in the Community.

Explanation ofoote

and

others.

IN THE CFIAIR: MRS PERY
Vice-Presi.dent

Mr Bonaccini (COM).

(17) The Iralian Commun-

-

ists will vote in favour of both this resolution, of which

I am also one of the co-signatories, and the resolution
proposed by Mr Ciancaglini, panicularly since rhe two
resolurions are rhe fruits of a joint initiative mken by
the European Trade Unions Confederation, whosl
action and initiadve we supporr.

The seriousness and complexiry of the problem tell us
that no shon cuts are possible, but thai initiatives are
cenainly essential; and rhe inidatives are indicated
clearly and precisely in our motion for a resolurion
signed by Mr Didd and other friends. ft is really
deplorable that, during the debate, rhere should have
been a son of race [o be first, where this question is
concerned. This is just the son of case where rhe first
are in danger of becoming the last. In reality, we need
uniry and availability between all political groups, if
we are ro exercise rhat pressure of which Mr De Michelis spoke.

I do nor know whether the call for some kind of a new
'Marshall Plan' is the correct formula, since it seems ro
me to bear liule relation to the things that we are discussing. Vhat is needed is a joint effort, using the
resources and implementing the inidatives envisagid in
the programme lhar was approved in April 198+. Our
action should be conducred so rha[ *e hat e a definite

programme that will lead to rhe changes that are
essential, both worldwide and at Europian level, to

Mrs lcmass (RDE).
would just like to say a few
- Iresolution
words in favour of this
on the creation of
jobs in the Community. Unemploymenr is the central
problem to be resolved within the European Economic
C.ommunity. The Commission has stated that it recognizes that the worst-affected groups are young people
and women, and in the group referred'to ,i yorng
people the highest percentage unemployed are young
women.

The President of the Commission in his first address to
this Parliament indicated his resolve to do away with
massive unemployment. I hope he will succeed-and I
hope it will be soon. The inroduction of new technologies, which in the long rerm musr be welcomed, will
initially create job-losses in cenain sectors. Those secto.rs panicularly affect v/omen workers. This, I hope,
will be redressed by ensuring thar the social welfare
funds are made available rc rain as many young
women as possible in rhose new technologies. This is i
new area, and there is a great opponunity to ensure
that equaliry in rhe rraining of young men and women
is brought abour. Ve musr inroduce new policies in
the field of rcchnology, including biotechnology,

information technoloy, robotics,- research ,ia

development, r"nrpon, ih. .onrr.r.rion inJustry, the
services secror, and small and medium-sized enrerprises.

I am quite confident that we will now undenake the
abolirion of as much unemployment as possible and

creare jobs for our young people, and I hbpe that this
problem will be resolved in thevery near fuiure.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution )

promote the recovery of rhe economy and the revival
of employment.

It

is in this spirit that we shall be voring for rhe two

resolutions.

( Parliament

adopted the resolution )

Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1ogl85) by Mr
Ciancaglini, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party, on a European plan for employment.

+

{.+

Explanation ofoote
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(DA) Between
Mr Chrietensen (ARC), in writing.
- EEC rose
1975 and 1985 unemploymenr in the
from
4.20/o to I1.5%, almost a threefold increase. Over the
same period unemployment in the EFTA countries
rose from 2.80/o to 5.50/o
almost double. Vhereas
- was
unemploymeht in the EEC
50% higher than in
the EFTA countries in 1975, it is now more than twice
Today there is only l0lo unemployment in lceland and Switzerland, only 30/o in Sweden and Noras high.

way, only 4.50/o in Austria and only 5.50lo in Finland.

How in the world can the Council of Ministers, the
Commission and the great majority in the European
Parliament come to the conclusion that it is appropriate to escalate the common EEC policy which has
led to such deplorable results?

These unemployment figures show that small countries which are free to determine their own economic
policy and adjust flexibly to the effects to which they
are exposed from outside have much better scope for
pursuing a sound and effective employment policy.

I had the pleasure recenily of taking pan in the delegation meeting with EFTA parliamentarians. They
reponed on an investigation of the causes of unemployment, panicularly youth unemployment. I think
we should take up this debate with EFTA and listen to
their experiences. The Community does not seem to
be able to teach them anphing
- on the contrary it
should be a salutary lesson to them!
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)

o*o
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-109/t5l by Mr
Tuckman and othcn, on unemployment: adopted.

No 2-325193

should cover all children of residents of all ethnic
minority groups, irrespective of whether they have
citizenship in the country in which they are living. And
yet my government is still, after eight years, failing to
implement two of the three basic objectives of the
directive. First, it is failing to provide sufficient training for teachers of our 350 000 ethnic minority children, and only 450/o of UK teachers questioned
recently felt equipped to teach children of different
cultures and origins. Secondly, the United Kingdom
Government, among others, is still failing to promote
adequately the teaching of the mother tongue. Only
120/o of our ethnic minority children receive this
teaching, and this is no thanks to our government,
which tries to pass the buck to local authorities and
then starves them of the funds to provide this teaching,
as in the case of rwo boroughs I represent
- Redbridge and Newham. The recent Swan repon in my
country indicts our society for failing to accord equality in education for our ethnic minority children. Eight
years of debarc is quite long enough. Ve need acdon
now, and I hope the Commission will pursue Member
States up to the Court of Justice if necessary to ensure
implementation of this directive.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

Mr Elliott (S).- I want to pursue the same theme as
my colleague on this matter. I trust that this repon will
be fully implemented and that Parliament will vote for
it today. I put forward in committee an amendment to
the resolution and this was included. The intention of
that amendment was [o ensure that the ideas contained
in the directive should be applied to the children of all
ethnic minority groups whether they were permanent
or rcmporary residents in the countries concerned and
whether or not they had citizenship in those countries.
fu you

ooo
Report (Doc. A 2-12/s5) by Mr Papapictro, on behalf
of thc Comrnittee on Youth, Culture Education, Informetion and Sport, on the implementation of Dircctive

77/456/EEC on the education

of thc

children of

migrant workers.
Explanations ofoote

Ms Tongue (S).

I

welcome the Papapiero report

and I and my group will be voting for it.

have already heard, the position in a number of
Member Sntes with regard to implemendng this directive is very unsatisfactory. The original directive of
1977 called for its implementation by Member States
within four years. Eight years have elapsed, and implementation is very poor in a great many countries. If I
may just refer to the position in my own country
Great Britain
one particular point which I think has
not yet been mentioned
is that Article 3 of the directive talks about Member States promoting the provision of mother-tongue teaching. It seems that the British Government interprets 'promoting' as setting up
research projects. That is not how most people would
interpret it. In point of fact, as again you have already
heard, in many parts of the United Kingdom, the chil-

dren

I

hope that all EEC governments and panicularly the
United Kingdom Minister for Education, Sir Keith
Joseph, will read this repon, ake norc and, what is
more imponant, take action to provide adequate education for our ethnic minority children. Paragraph 6 of
the resolution states unequivocally that the directive

of

ethnic minority residents have difficulry

obtaining mother-tongue teaching other than through
the initiative of their own communities, which in many
of those cases lack the necessary funds to provide that
mother-rongue teaching. It is high time that the ideas
of this directive were extended and were properly
implemented throughout the countries of the Com-
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Elliott
munity, and

I

hope rhe passing of this resolution will

assist in rhat objective.
( Parliamen

'!flelsh,

could you give me your opinion on rhis ques-

tion?

t adopted the resolution)

ooo
Rcport (Doc. 2-1753lEal by Mr Tuck-an, on behalf
of the Committcc on Socid Affairs and Employmcnt,
on the ncw Commission's prioritics in the field of social
affairs and employment.

Mrs Salisch (S).
(DE) Madam President, my hon- Bachy has
just referred [o rhe vote
ourable friend Mr
on the repon. It raises the same problem as the one we
faced at the lasr pan-session. I agree with Mr Velsh,
whose deputy I am, that the work of the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment should be organized as efficiently as possible, and so it is not a good
thing if we ger back a repon which has already been
discussed on several occasions.

Mr Vclsh (ED), Chairman of the Committee on Social
Afairs and Employment.
Madam President, I hesitate to dissent from my -distinguished vice-chairman,
Mrs Salisch, but I do think the circumstances are a little different. In the first place, as Mr Brok pointed out,
these amendmenr have in fact been extant ever since
the last parr-session and there is nothing new about
them. \7hat is more imponant, when I made my proposition to you before, I did so with the approval of
the rapponeur and a large majority of the groups in

I have consulted the groups in rhe House
and I understand that at leasr four of the major groups

the House.

do not

think

ro this panicular proposal; rherefore I
would be an abuse of your discretion

assenr

it

which, of course, I respect absolutely
exercise it in this case.

-

if you were -to

Mr Tuckman (ED),

On the other hand ir is not good eirher that we have to
vote on such a long list of amendments. As in the case
of the Marinaro reporr. we ought here to invoke Rule
54 of the Rules of Procedure. The way we are proceeding is senseless and I am surprized that some fellow members of our Committee, at a time when they
would really.have a chance ro have amendmenrs vored
on, are raising marrers at the plenary which have
already been dealt with. I do nor think this is a good
way of doing things. It makes heavy weather of our
work.
(Applause)

I thus move that the amendments be referred back to
committee. I hope this will meet with the understanding of the House. I rrust it will rhen influence rhose
colleagues who are using the plenary in a manner I
consider unjusdfied.

rapporteur.
President,
- Madam
my points are similar bur not exacrly
the same. As you
know from experience, Mrs Salisch, the distribudon of
powers in the plenary is different from that in committee. Consequently, it is understandable that the
same topics were broughr up again. This material has
been well discussed since last September, whereas the
other report was a very new one and quite a lor of the
amendments had never been seen before. There are
many fewer amendments and I know that some are to

be withdrawn.

I

have also looked at the situation

under Rule 54 of the Rules of Procedure and it is my
opinion that there would not be a subsnntial reduction
in what this House has to vote on. Ve have been posrponed twice and that is very bad for the nerves. I
would like ro see it it go through today.

President.
Ladies
gentlemen, I feel that the
- divided. and
House is very
I realize that I have rhe right to
decide . . .

(Applause)

Mrs Salisch (S).

Mr Brok (PPE).

oppose this requesr.

(DE) On behalf of my Group I

I would point out that we

have

already held over rhe Tuckmann reporr once ar rhe
last pan-session. And so rhe position is quite different
from that surrounding the previous repon. Ve should
vote on the Tuckman repon today once and for all.

(DE) Madam President,

I

have

heard the opinion -of the House. Of course other interests can somerimes predominate, I will not claim otherwise, but this leads to endless juggling with the
Rules of Procedure, and this cannor be rheir intention.

Presidcnt.
Mr Brok, ladies and gentlemen, Rule 54
- apply
does in fact
to this debare and normally it is for
the President to decide. I admir rhar I am not familiar
with each and every one of these amendments. I propose therefore thar the chairman of the commitree

If I may perhaps rry to change your mind: the groups
organized meedngs rc discuss the amendments. !7hen
there are so many of them they just run away with us,
and I find it regrettable that rhe vote is changed arbitrarily because there are so many amendmenm, which
simply gets our work into a mess. I thus beg you,
Madam President, to bear this in mind and instil a
degree of discipline into us.

concerned and the rapporreur should be asked for
their view after which I will give you my opinion. Mr

(Parliament rejects Mrs Salisch\ request)
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Mr Adam (S).
Mrd", President, I wish to point
- not followed the procedure laid
out that you have
down in Rule 54 (3). One of the faults of this Parliaments is that the presidenry does not exercise its powers properly. Ve have had a lot of referrals back to the

Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions
because of this. I urge you to operarc the rules as they
are ser down. !flhen it says the President shall decide,

whether the figures I have quoted include the unemployed in Greece or not, in my country unemployment
has become an acute problem that is assuming disquieting dimensions. This fact is especially significant
if we take into account that Greece faces difficult
structural problems as well. In general I think unemployment is the problem ranking next in imponance to
that of the nuclear threat.

let the President decide.

I

agree that a correct study of the local conditions'in

each of the EEC's countries should afford possibilities

President.
Mr Adam, I have done my duty. You are
- to your opinion. I have given mine. In all
quite entitled
conscience it is difficult for me to go against the
majority of the House even if it is not in line with my
own personal opinion.

for dealing with, and containing the problem. For
example, in industrially less well developed countries
like Greece, new investmenm that can be seen objectively to be essential may provide some solutions.
However,

mainly

(17) My party
Mr Bonaccini (COM), in witing.
- priority of social
will vote against the resolution on the
action as a whole. !7e are doing this not out of any
preconceived notions. In the Committee for Social
Affairs and Employment, our Members worked with
those of other groups for a positive outcome. However, during the discussion of many amendments a
majority of the centre right systemadcally imposed a
choice which detracts from the original text thereby
upsetting the original balance to which we contributed.

Fitzgerald (RDE),

in utiting.

On my own

behalf and on behalf of a number -of my Irish col-

leagues who abstained on paragraph 19 and Amendmenm Nos 2l and 52 of the Tuckman repon, I wish to
explain that the reason for this action was thar we
could not support the inclusion of reference to homosexuals in disadvantaged groups and yet we could not
oppose the inclusion of migrant workers, the unemployed, women, the handicapped and the elderly.

Mr

Colocotronis (S),

in witing.

I

believe that the unemployment problem is

matter

of our

society's general attitude,

related rc the kind of life we wish to build.

Explanations ofvote

Mr

a

(GR)

I

wish to

make the following commen6, to clarify
the intention
of my vote. According to the facts that have emerged
from the debate, unemployment in the Community's
countries is increasing at,an alarming rate. Ve used to
speak of 1l million unemployed, then l2 million, and
now ar rhe beginning of tgas we speak of tl.z million.
And bearing in mind that this year is the year of youth,
we note that young people make up 410/o of. the Community's unemployed, which means that they number

about 5.4 million. I also note that the proponion of
unemployed young people below the age of 25 is

So far as the proposed measures are concerned, I will
continue to press for what I think is the most important, namely reduction of the working time for working people. One of the dilemmas of our age is modern
man's working time. In these days are we to accept a
sicuation in which fewer and fewer people work the
present time schedules while legions of young people
remain unproductive and unemployed with incalculable and unforeseen consequences for our society, or
should as many people as possible be involved in the
productive process even though this would mean
reducing the working time?

I believe that reducing the working time is the essential
solution that we shall have to adopt, in wharcver form
it takes.

In summary, I

stress that dealing

with the problem of

unemployment by reducing the working time does not
conflict in any way with the poliry of introducing new
production technologies, or with increasing productivity. I agree that the whole subject requires study in

I know that small firms, by their very
nature, can only crearc very few new jobs. In my opinion the secrors to which attention must be devoted in
any study of the matter are these:
depth, and

l.

The working year

2.

Flexibility in the granting of pensions

3.

Ovenime

4.

Pan-time work

5.

The combination of work and educadonal programmes.

increasing rapidly.
is. world-wide, and

Going beyond resolutions and repons, we mus[ proceed directly with a protramme that will cover the

cenainly embraces the Community as a whole from
our own standpoint. I remind you that irrespective of

Community as a whole. The 5% set aside by the European Fund must be put to use, and increased if neces-

The problem of unemployment
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Colocotronis
sary, to create new jobs, and treater care, in the form
special aid, must be devoted to regions or countries
u,ith structural problems, such as Greece.

of

The soludons we work out musr nor operare ro rhe
disadvantage of working people. The way we deal
with the crisis we are facing musr be fair and humani-

in
other things
Didd resolurion to
- anomy
- their
wind
up the debate on youth
unemployment, there
would have been nothing to bother about. Ve could
have avoided today's long stream of amendments. The
text, as it srood originally, was pitiful: an abject submission to the n€w technologies and a general lamentadon over the plight of the workers.

tarian.

I

mention all this in the convicrion
as I said
- one. Newearlier
on
that the problem is a political
horizons- must be opened up to man's potendal for action.
This of course is related ro rhe narure of production,
which is everywhere largely of military orienration.
The final solution will be a policy of peace which will
orient modern man's infinite resources rowards production dedicated to man himself.
For these reasons I am voting against the resolution in
its final form.

Mrs Larive-Groenen&al (Ll, in writing.

(NL)

lf

the Socialisr Group had shown as much common
sense
in dealing with the Tuckman reporr in the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment as rhey have today

Happily, Parliament has today acred in an intelligent
way by adopting a large number of positive amendments. If I mighr take just one: our amendment which
points our that Europe is faced wirh the stark choice of

adapting to the lechnological revolution or losing its
competitiveness and economic vitaliry, which would

only lead to funher unemployment. My group will
therefore unanimously vote with pleasure for the
Tuckman resolution as now amended.
( Parliament

adopted the resolation)t

President
After this vore and in view of the lareness
of the hour- we shall adjourn.2
(Tbe sitting uas closed at 7.55 p.n.)

The rapponeur spoke:
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenr Nos 3, 12 to 14, 20,
-21,26,29/rev.,30,37,
39, +0, 43, 45,52, 57, 58,69,75,

79,84,91,92,97;

AGAINST Amendments Nos l, 2, 5,7,9, ll, lg, 22
-ro 25,.32-to 35,42,53
a 56,59 ro 65,67,68,71,74,94.
Agenda

for next sitting:

see

Minutes.
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ANNEX
Commission action on European Parliament opinions on Commission proposals delivered at the

Februty

and March 1985 part-sessions

This is an account, as arranged wich the Bureau of Parliament, of the action taken by rhe
Commission in respect of amendments proposed at the February and March part-sessions
in the framework of Parliamentary consultation, and of disaster aid granted.
Repons adopted by the House in February and dealt with in last month's account are not
referred ro in this one unless there have been fresh dev.olopments meantime.

l.

Commission proposals to whicb Parliament proposed amendments that bave been accepted
by the Commksion infull

Repon by Mr Ferruccio Pisoni, adopted l5 March (PE2-1783/84), on proposals from
the Commission of the Eruopean Communities to the Council (COM(84) 682 final) for

(i)

a reguladon amending Reguladon (EEC) 729/70 as regards the amount allotted to
the Guidance Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund
(EAGGF);

(ii)

a regulation amending Regularion (EEC) 355/77 in respect of a common measure ro

improve the conditions under which agricultural and fishery products are processed
and marketed.

'!7hile not actually submitting an amended proposal,
the Commission gave its backing at
the Council to Parliament's amendment concerning the proposal for amending Regulation
355/77; on 25 March the Council adopted a text which met Parliament's main desideratum, that the total amount should not be broken down by years.l
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, I 4. 3. 85, pp. 233-235.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of 15. 3. 85, pp. l0-11.

ll.

Commission proposals to utbich Parliament proposed amendments that haoe been accepted
by the Conmission in part

Second report by

Mr Gani, adoprcd l4 February (PE 2-1575/81 on

(a) the Commission proposals to the Council(COM(84)
(i) a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)

337

515 final)

for

/79 on the common organization of

the market in wine,

(ii)

a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) 338/79 laying down special provisions
relating to quality wines produced in specified regions,

(iii) a regulation derogating from the arrangements established by Reguladon (EEC)
456/80 on the granting of temporary and permanent abandonment premiums in
respect of cenain areas under vines and of premiums for the renunciation of
replanting,
(iv)

a regulation concerning the granting of permanent abandonment premiums in
respect of cenain areas under vines for the winegrowing years 1985/86 ro 1989/
90;

(b) the amendment of the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 539 final) for
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) 337 /79 on the common organization of the
market in wine (COM(84) 515 final);

I

Regulations 870/85 and 871/85, OJ L 95, 2. 4.85.
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(c)

the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 714 final) for

(i)

the amendment of the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
337/79 on rhe comrnon organization of the market in wine (COM(84) 515 final
and COM(8a) 539 final),

(ii) the amendment of the

proposal

for a regularion amending Regulation (EEC)

338/79 laying down special provisions relating rc qualiry wines produced in
specified regions;

(d) the Commission proposal to the Council (COM(84) 775 final) for

a third amendment
of the proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC\ 337/79 on the common

organization of the market in wine.
Further partiatkrs

A Council/Parliament/Commission conciliation meeting was held on 25 March to work
out some general guidelines consonanr with Parliament's desiderata.

The Council on 25 Marchr formally adopted the proposals it had agreed on in principle
on 26 February, and also on I April2 adopted the regulation on a common measure ro
improve the structures of the winegrowing sector in Greece on which Parliament
delivered its opinion on l5 March.
Commission's posirion at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 14.2.85, pp.25l-253.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of t+.2.85, pp. 54-70.

o

Repon by Mr Cassidy, adopted 15February (PE2-1568/84) on the proposal from

the Commission

of the

European Communities

ro rhe Council for a regulation

amending Regulations (EEC) 918/83 and 950/68 with regard to the mriff reatmenr
of goods contained in travellers' personal luggage or sent in small consignments to
private individuals (COM(84) 626 final)

Farther particuhrs

The Commission has finalized an amendment to its original proposal which is expected to
be adopted on 16 April (COM(85) 169). The ceilings on allowances and the standard rate
are:
traoellers

over 15, 100 ECU (instead of60)
under 15, 50 ECU (instead of 30)
standard rate,200 Ecus (instead

of

150)

Commission's position at debate: Verbadm repon of proceedings, 15.2.85, p. 303.

Text of proposal adopred by EP: Minutes of t s. z. 85, p. 42.

o

Report by Mrs Jackson, adopred l5 February eE2-1563/84) on the proposal from
the Commissiori of the European Communities to the Council (COM(84) 5 final) for
a regulation concerning the names to be used for milk and dairy products when they
are marketed

Further particulars

The Commission sent the Council an amendment ro its original proposal (CoM(85) 122
final) on 22 March.

,
,

oJ L 88,28. 3. 85.
oJ L 97,4. 4.85.
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Commission's position at debate : Verbatim repon of proceedings, 14.2.85, pp.275-275.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of tS. 2.85, pp. 9-12.

o

Repon by Mr Van der Lek, adopted 15 March (PE2-1778/84) on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to the Council (COM(84) a38 final)
for a direcdve amending Directive 78/ l0l5/EEC on the approximation of the laws of
the Member States on the permissible sound level and exhaust system of motorrycles

The Commission will be confirming at irs Council discussions that it accepts Parliament's amendments.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 14.3.84, pp.242-243.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of tS.

o

t.

85, pp.

II

l6-19.

Repon by Mr Visser, adopted

12 March (PE2-1763/84) on the proposals from the
Commission of the European Communities to the Council (COM(83) 764 final) for

(i)

a decision amending Decision 75/327/EEC on the improvement of the situation
of railway undenakings and the harmonization of rules governing financial relations between such undenakings and States;

(ii) a regulation

amending Regulation (EEC) 1107/70 on the granting
transport by rail, road and inland waterway

The Commission will amend its original proposal in accordance with

ir

of aids for

promises to Par-

liament.
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, I

Texr of proposal adopted by EP: Minutes of tZ.

lll.

l.

85, pp.

l. l.

85, pp. 30-31.

II 6-l l.

Commission proposak to wbich Parliament proposed amendments that the Commission
has notfelt able to accept

Repon by Mr Pranchdre, adopted l4 March (PE2-1770/84) on proposals from rhe Commission of the European Communities to the Council (COM(85) 50 final) for regulations
on the fixing of prices for cenain agricultural products and cenain related measures,
1985/86
Commission's position at debate: Verbatim repon of proceedings, 13. 3. 85, pp. 167-173.

Text of proposal adopted by EP: Minures of t+.

lY.

:.

85, pp.

II

l8-41.

Disaster aid supplied since last part-session

Emergency aid within the Community

Nil
Emergenq aidfor tbird countries
Financial aid

Country

Swn

Chile

300 000

Comoros

Mayotte

ECU
100 000 ECU
100 000 ECU

Reason

earthquake
cyclones
cyclones

Distributed Date of
decision
by
7.3.85
Cariras
EEC delegation 12.3.85
EEC delegation 12. 3. 85
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Food aid

product

Distributed
by

decision

l2

483 tonnes cereals

UNHCR

12.3.85

refugees)

21 617 tonnes cereals

UNHCR

12.3.85

Mozambique

10 000 tonnes cereals

UNHCR

12.3.8s

UNBRO/!(/FP

22.3.85

national
authorities

27.3. 85

Country

Tonnage/

Date

of

Sudan

(Ethiopian
refugees)
Sudan

(Ethiopian

2 000 tonnes legumes

Thailand
Lebanon

570 tonnes legumes
570 tonnes dried fish
5 000 tonnes cereals
I 000 tonnes legumes
500 tonnes sugar
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IN THE CHAIR: MR NORD

l5l

President.
pass on your remarks, Mr Velsh,
- I will
to my colleagues
in the Bureau.

Vice-President

Mr Cryer (S).

On a point of order, Mr President,

(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)

I suggest -rhar as the approval of the Minutes is
going to be taken at an unusual time, it should be

1. Minutes

announced on the television screens that the Minurcs
are ro be taken at a parricular rime, so that Members
can come back if rhey so choose to raise questions on

may

President.
Vhile the Minutes of the previous sitting
have been -distributed, they are nor yer available in all
languages. The Greek version has not yet been distributed. I have been informed that ir may take about
another hour before it is ready. I would propose ro the
House therefore that we defer the approval of the
Minutes until they are available in all languages.

Mr Velsh

(ED).-

Mr Presidenr, in the Minutes that

we have nor yer adopted there will be reference to a
remark by Mr Maher last night when he referred ro
the rather difficuh situation which arose when the distinguished Commissioner for Social Affairs was winding up the debate on the Marinaro reporr. Because it
was close ro a voting time, with Members coming into
the Chamber in large numbers, it became quite impossible rc hear what Commissioner Sutherland was saying. Might I ask you, Mr President, first of all to suggest ro the Bureau that they might apologize rc the
Commissioner on our behalf because he was not able
to conclude his remarks, and, secondly, might I ask
you specifically to discuss wirh your colleagues in the
Bureau whether ir would not be possible rc call Commissioners, who are allowed to speak ar any rime in a
debate, at leasr 30 minutes before a vodng time so rhar
they will have a reasonable chance of concluding their
remarks in silence and when people are arrentivei
(Applause)

them?

President.

-

Thar will be done, Mr Cryer.

.

Social security

The nexr irem is the repon (Doc. A
2-2/85) by-Mrs Banorti, on behalf of the Commirtee
Prcsident.

on Social Affairs and Employmenr, on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-1377184 - COM(84) 7tO final) for a draft
recommendation on social securiry for voluntary
development workers.

Mrs Banotti (PPE), rdpporter.n.
Mr Presidenr, it is a
great ple asure for me ro presenr-my first repon to_ parliament. I had begun to feel in the pasr rwodays somewhat like a famous character in anold music irall song
who took her harp to the pany but nobody asked hei
to play. So I am delighted that we have finally reached
this item which has been,on the agenda since Monday.

I

am also panicularly happy to be presenting my
report before Commissioner Sutherland, the Commissioner from my own country.

I broadly supporr rhe conrent of the Commission proposals on providing social security for returned lnolun-
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teer development workers. The proposals themselves
were drafted with the cooperation and active involvement of the non-governmental organizations representing these returned development workers'

In

1981 Parliament's Committee on Development and

Cooperation called for action on social securiry for the
protection of these returned development workers'
The need for the action at that stage was evident; the
is vital. S/e are speakfour years later
need now
- social security- for some l0 000 Coming now about
munity volunteers who have returned. It is wonh mentioning that every returned professional volunteer
or every volunteer who goes out to work in the Third
Vorld
represents, amongst other things, one less
pressure point, as stated in the Commission document,
tn the labour market in Europe - apart from the
extremely valuable and important work that they are
also doing out there.

The lack of a cohesive social security system for these
volunteers is proving to be a major disincentive to
those wishing to serve in Third

\florld countries.

'$7e

are losing vial contributions in this area because this
legislation does not exist at the moment. These volunreers, I need hardly say, are proving a very important
pan of the implementation of Community development policy in the Third \florld.

\7orld. However, in the past, by the time they have
returned to their own countries, they have frequently
been excluded from unemployment and health benefits. Some of them returned to their former employment, bul many of them returned home, often ill, but
precluded from social and health benefits because they
had ceased or been unable rc pay their contributions
whilst working abroad.

Parliament, by putting its full support behind a directive, will redress this iniustice and give practical acknowledgement to the valuable work being done by
these volunteers.

Briefly, what we envisage is that each Member State
will ensure that volunteer development workers will be
granted alt the social security and health benefits availible to employed people in their own country. !7e do
not feel at the moment that it is practical to produce a
pan-European blueprint for this social security; we
rely on the arrangemenm in each Member Sate to
ensure that each volunteer is not discriminated against
for having given this service in the Third Vorld.
also anticiparc, as does the Commission, that the
Member State sending out the volunteers will produce
the finance to pay for these social securiry contributions and will bear she costs generally for this. The

Ve

medical costs incurred

by volunteers will also

be

Volunrcer development sevice has come a long way
since the 1960s when this form of service first began to
increase. \[hen I went to Africa as a volunrcer in the
mid-1950s, there were only a small handful of brave,

refunded, and we hope and andcipate that pan of the
programme in the Member States will be that the medical costs will be refunded to these volunteers within

well-meaning but often inappropriate

expenses

professional

I
workers serving in these countries. However
- and
there were vast
will explain later why I mention this
numbers of young, eager, unuained peace-corps volunrcers from America. In many cases the local communities who were the recipients of this volunteer help
were frankly bewildered and very often quite disturbed by the kind of help they were being given. I
mention this because there is a cenain amount of disquiet amongst myself and my colleagues about proposals to send largely untrained volunteers from the
volCommuniry to serve in Third Vorld countries
unteers who, we understand, will not have any panicular professional skills to offer and will be gaining
more personal experience than actually producing
concrete and effective help for the Third Vorld countries.

very short time-limits should they incur medical

![e

while serving abroad.

also, in common with the Commission, u,elcome

the proposal that these health benefits will continue
for a period of time after they return from the Third
\florld. Having myself conracted an infectious disease
whilst in Africa which did not, in fact, show up until
several years after I returned, I think it is extremely
imponant that the nature of tropical diseases to which
these volunteers are exposed should be well understood and well covered by any legislation which may
be passed in the various Member States'

!7e also hope, as does the Commission, that the health
care and social securiry benefits will be available to
volunteers for the period of time in which they are
being trained prior to leaving for Third !7orld countries.

As I say, voluntary service has come a long way since
the 1950s. Since then more realistic and appropriate
aid programmes have been formulated and now all the
Member States are vigorously participating in a wide
variery of useful projects.

The average age of these volunteers at the moment is
from 30 years upwards, reflecting a mature and experienced population. All of them have already established social security records in their own countries by
the dme they have volunteered for service in the Third

As

I have already

mentioned, many of the volunteers

return to their previous professions when they come
back from service. However, some of them do not and
these people should be entitled to unemployment benefis while seeking employment when they return from
these countries.

Finally, just another word about tropical diseases' Ve
hope, and indeed in my own country this has already
happened, that ropical diseases contracted while serv-
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ing abroad will become pan of any long-term illness
programme within the Member Stares.

Ve

also. mention, by amendmenr, rhal we hope that
these volunteers will be granted reasonable diplomatic

prorccdon while serving in Third Vorld countries. I
need not srress the very real dangers faced by volunteers whilst working there.

But since there is no point in crying over spilt milk, I
would like to speak briefly to the subject in hand. It
concerns directing the social and humanitarian commitment of young Europeans
which does, thank
God, exist
into the right channels.
Mrs Banomi has
- to this when she mendoned
just referred
rhe Fon-

tainebleau Summit,- where

this object was

nor

expressed quite fully.

Vhile approving the general thrust of the Commission
document, I have made several amendments with the
pf+oge of tightening up rhe rcxr. Thus our proposed

The Commirree on Development and Cooperation
therefore believes that only young people wiro have

directive.refers specifically to volunteers whoare professionally skilled and experienced; it is not intended
at rhis stage to be a chaner for orher projects which
may be under discussion in some Member States following the Fontainebleau Declararion in June 1984.

tional .experience and linguistic knowledge, may-be
sent abroad. Ve cannot simply allow unemployed
young p-eople wish no vocational training in the true
sense of the word to be sent off into rhe desen.
Development aid cannot mean rransponing young
unemployed Europeans to the Third !florld countries.-

Ve

feel it would be unhelpful ro rrear mature, qualified, experienced volunteers on the same levil as
young unemployed people who may be sent rc Third
Vorld countries to give them personal work experience which is not available to them in rhe Member
States.

Finally, Mr President, owing to an unfonunate misunderstanding, the amendmenrs from rhe Committee on
Development and Cooperation were not included in
my. repon. I do
you will not feel rhere are any
.hope.
sinister connorarions in this. I have discussed with the

of the opinion of rhe Committee on
Developmenr and Cooperation their amendments and
I am perfecdy h"ppy to incorporate all of them in my
repon and will suppon them.
draftsman

Ve

hope that this matter

will be given the urgenr

attenrion of the Council of Ministers in June and that
the legislation will become immediately operarive. \tre
look forward at rhe end of rwo years ro the Commission returning ro us with their assessment of the practical implications of the repon and with any funher
additions which rhey may feel are helpful.
(Applause)

Mrs Rabbethge (PPE), drafisman of an opinion for the
Committee on Deoelopment and Cooperation.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemin, rc pur-ir
kindly, the Co,mmittee on Social Rffairr and Employment did not have an opponuniy to take cogniiance
of the opinion of our Commirtee'on Developrient and
Cooperation before adopting irc reporr,. i therefore
earnesry ask you on behalf of my commirtee to adopr
our amendmenm. Mrs Banotti, the rapponeur, has
declared herself prepared to supporr. them. If rhe
Bureau of our Parliament had originally instructed the
Committee on Developmenr and Coopiration to draw
up this repon as rhe committee responsible, as a large
majority of our Parliament had proposed, or. *or.ild
not today find ourselves in the complicated situarion
that will emerge during rhe vote.

completed their vocadonal training, whohave occupa-

The Commirree on Developmenr and Cooperation
also feels that the EEC Member Stares' social security
laws g-overning developmenr workers during their stay
and after their return must be harmonized. This protecrion mu_sr be equivalent ro rhar of comparable
workers at home.

A funher importanr point, on which Mrs Banorti

has

already touched, is tropical diseases. They should be

recognized as occuparional diseases. Vi have also
emphasized the need for development aid workers and
their families ro be granted the appropriate diplomatic
protection. The Commission should also examine, as
we ask in our amendments, whether a European volunteer service might be set up and organized at Com-

munity level. The Committee on Development and

Cooperarion decided unanimously that a directive
would be the most reliable way ro serrle rhese questions, and would prefer that to a non-binding recommendation.

\7e all know that it mkes a long dme to issue a directive. Thar is why our commiitee sugges$ rhar the

Member States should be prevailed ,pon
an early
"t
date to acr upon rhe present Commisjion lecommendation undl a directive is issued. As rhe Commission
informed the committee, the European Council is nor
prepared to issue a direcdve for legal reasons. That is
one poinr of view.

The Commitrce on Development and Cooperation
takes rhe view thar ir is our duty ro point thi way ro
the future and to go beyond the- stdt ts quo. If we iulfil

our task under the Treaty of Rome, under Anicles 4g,
ll7 and ll8, to harmonize the standard of living in
the EEC, this must include rhe promotion of social
and legal equaliry in all fields
in this case for the
volunteer development workers -who so urgently need
our supporr in their great nsk in view of rhe disasrous
situarion in the Third

Vorld counrries.

That is why I earnescly request you, ladies and gentlemen, ro supporr the Committee on Development and
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Cooperation's amendments to the repon of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
(Appkuse

fron

the centre and rigbt)

Mrs Daly (ED).- Mr President, my troup supports
Mrs Banotti's excellent report, also the opinion of the
'$(e
Committee on Development and Cooperation.
have submitted a couple of amendments which I feel
sure will be accepnble to Mrs Banotti.
Our major concern is to ensure that volunteers should
be entitled to receive unemployment benefit during the

of training and on their return.
The lack of adequate social security provision is a
major disincentive to volunteer workers of any kind
going to the Third Vorld. Ve believe that standardizpreparatory period

ing of social security benefits across Europe at a minimum basic level would not only increase the number
of volunteers, but also increase the numbers of Europeans able to serve in the programmes of each other's
countfles.

At

Fontainebleau the Council encouraged Member
Sates to call in young people to take pan in Community development activides outside the Community.
Having taken on this responsibility, it must ensure that
the interests of development workers are protected.

There is no doubt that the demands for manpower
assistance in the Third \7orld are for qualified, experienced, skilled people with a high level of personal
qualities.

NGOs play a very important role in posting workers
to Third Vorld countries. Hopefully we can look at
ways of helping them expand their work in these areas.
They have at any dme 10 000 workers disadvantaged
by the present social security rules. Potential development workers will therefore think twice before making
rhemselves available to NGOs.

It is very imponant, we believe, Mr President, that all
those people who choose to serve as development volunteers be given support by the Council to alleviate
the disadvantage they now suffer in relation to those
who stay at home. ![e suppon the view that the Commission should conven its proposal for a recommendation into a proposal for a directive. !7e wish to press
the Italian Presidency to ensure that this subject

I

have another two brief, but imponant, commenm to
make. I agree with Mrs Rabbethge and the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, of course, that the
Community should not dump the unemployed in the
Third \7orld, just as it should not try to dump chemical and nuclear waste, drugs, food surpluses and arma-

ments in the developing countries. That is why it is
such a good thing that we should place the emphysis
on this aspect by inserting the words 'provided they
have the necessary motivation, skills and experience'.

A final warning: the media have reported

-

and Mrs

Viehoff has put questions to the Council and Commisthat military or paramilitary
sion on this subject

- to Third \forld countries by
people have been sent
Community and other countries ostensibly as volunteers. French and German officers have even been
assigned to these countries and have begun training
programmes there. I am sure that they are highly
skilled and experienced people who have offered their
services as volunteers, but they cenainly have nothing
to do with development.
(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Group of the European People's Pany
is panicularly pleased to have today's debarc on a proposal from the Commission to the Council to which it
has long looked forward and for the preparation of
which it feels it has worked hard over the years, panicularly when this matterwas frequently opposed even
in this House.

Mr Bersani (PPE).

At a time, when many values appear to be called in
question, it is significant that the EEC should commit
itself rc a Besture which is not only inspired by sacrosanct requirements of social security but is connected
also by a clegr link with the ideals of a disinterested,
frequently deeply felt and in any case peaceful and
friendly cooperation with the most needy sections of
international society.

is

dealt with as a matter of urgency at the next meeting.

(NL) Mr President, this will
greatly improve matlers for volunteers, provided that
the amendments proposed by Parliament are actually
made. But I am afraid that this enthusiasm in the
Community about volunteers may conceal something
that is not so favourable. The impression is that volunteers should try to repair the damage being done by
industrial, trade and armaments interests in the Third
'!7orld. This is the old sryle of charity, in which wellMr Verbeek (ARC).

meaning individuals do their best to patch up what the
people behind such interests are destroying. There is a
growing feeling among the NGOs themselves and
their volunteers that they are possibly being exploited
in this respect. Be that as it may, if volunteer workers
are to go out into the world, they should have proper
social security.

As the Committee on Development has stressed, we
have today attained results of great imponance. This
has been the wish, we must emphasize, first and foremost of the young people themselves in each of our
counries, although serious social deficiencies have
been revealed which we as a Community are commitred to eliminate.

themselves, particularly that of
Lom6, have certainly contributed to creating favourable conditions for the expansion of this voluntary service, always better prepared, always better informed

The Conventions
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and more closely related to specific emergenry and
development programmes.

In spirc of rhe

deficiencies already referred ro, rhere
are by now ren rhousand young European volunteers,
as the repon from Mrs Banotti points out, who are
working for developmenr in circumstances which we
all know well or can easily imagine. This is an example
for many young Europeans and for the world.

It is significanr rhar, despite the many initial negative
atdtudes, there should have been held at Lom6 on 8
December, on rhe occasion of the signature of rhe
third Convention, the first meedng of non-governmental organizations on rhe African continent. This
was as a result of a decision freely taken by the nongovernmenral organizations themselves, which wished
thus to stress rhe panicipation of young people in this
landmark in cooperation.
In this enthusiastic phase of expansion of the voluntary
service, it would, in the opinion of my group, be conradictory and absurd to regard the voluntary service
as an answer

bureaucratic

to unemploymen[ or, worse still, as a

or

direcdy militarized instrument for

actions from above and from outside having no connection with a genuine policy of voluntary coopera-

tion for development.

Ve

are however fully in agreemenr with the thrust of
the repon by Mrs Banotti, to whom we express our
cordial rhanks, and with the amendments mbled by
Mrs Rabbethge on behalf of the Commitree on
Development and Cooperation.

Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC).
(FR) Mr President,
- to congratulate
Mrs Banorri, whom I would like
on
the presentation of her first repon to the House, has
rightly emphasized, from her own experience, rhar
rhere are undoubtedly injustices where social security
for development workers is concerned and that these
must be rectified. It is self-evident. Full social security
protection must be given, panicularly to those people
who return to their own countries after months, and
very often years, of voluntary work in the, countries of
the South.
Nevenheless, let us not forget, as our rapporteur said,
that ten thousand people are involved, many of whom
also accept salary condirions which are local conditions. I think ir importanr to emphasize this, because
some people would like to give voluntary development
workers a kind of supersarus from the point of view
of salary. I think this is endrely conrrary to the idea of
development cooperation, and in fact aocounr must be
taken of the commitmenr shown in rhis contexr by
non-governmental organizations and their members.

I think that there is one other point which some of my
colleagues have already menrioned and which also has
to be emphasized: President Mitrerrand and Mr Kohl

would like to be able to recruit a number of volunteers
and send them to rhe countries of the Third \7orld,
without their necessarily being trained or comper€nr,
and they would then achieve a cenain comperence
during their stay in the countries of the Sourh. I rhink
that the European Parliament's reply to Mr Kohl and
Mr Mitterrand was a very felicitous one
the shepherd's reply to the shepherdess
thar it-considered
it imponant for people who go ro- rhe counries of the
Third Vorld to be competenr and well-trained. This,
Mr Presidenr, is in facr the essenrial point in this
debate.

Mr

Suthcrlend, Member of the Commission.
Mr
President, I should like first of all to thank the rapporteur, Mrs Banotti, for her very excellent report which
is based on personal commitment and experience and
which has been unanimously applauded by rhis Parliament. I am also grateful for the opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
The fact that volunteer workers who leave their country to work on projects in developing countries run rhe

of losing their social security rights or having
them restricted during their rime abroad or on returning to their counry of origin is unacceptable. By volunteer development workers I mean, of course, persons sent to developing counrries through the intermediary of NGOs. The aim of this recommendarion,
which is universally supponed by Parliament, is ro
remedy rhis situation so that volunreer development
risk

workers are no[ disadvantaged

in relation ro orher

workers.

The recommendation, therefore, requesrs Member
States to take the appropriate sreps ro develop social
cover for development workers. The first pan of the
recommendarion defines the principles on which
national legislation should be based
protection by
- against fuil
the sending counrry, risks to be insured
insurance cover, financing by the Member State, equal
treatment between nationals, etc.

The second pan of the recommendarion specifies the
technical procedures for applying these principles. I
know that cenain Members of this Parliament regrer
the choice of legal insrumenr. It is the view oflhe
Commission, however, that a directive would have
created serious problems of legal jurisdiction in view
of the fact that volunreer developmenr workers pursue
their activities outside rhe Community territory. These
problems were liable to halt all progress and thus to
jeopardize the speedy implementation of a necessary
reform. fu the Commission is anxious for immediatl
action, as indeed Parliament has indicated that it is, we
were anxious to proceed by way of the proposal which
is now before Parliament.

I should like

rc add in conclusion that our sole concern was to funher the interests of development workers and that we worked on our proposals in close con-
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sultation with the NGOs concerned. Thank you again
for your suppon for these proposals.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be mken at the next voting time.

-

-

-

The next item is the joint debate on:

the repon (Doc.

A

2-17/84) by

Dooge Committee's report. It is extremely imponant
that this report was drawn up in a relatively shon time.
It is also imponant that the Council has made it the
main item on the agenda for the Milan meeting, as it
promised it would do in Dublin. I fully endorse the
gratitude and praise which you, Mr President, have
expressed to the members of the Dooge Committee
and panicularly to those who are present here today.

3. European Union
President.

presentation with a brief assessment, on behalf of Parliament's Committee on Institutional Affairs, of the

Mr Croux, on

behalf of the Commiwee on Institutional Affairs,
on the European Parliament's position on the deliberations of the European Council on European
Union.

A 2-16/85) by Mr Seeler, on
behalf of the Committee on Institutional Affairs,
on the progress of deliberadons in the national
parliaments on the draft Treaty establishing the
European Union.
the repon (Doc.

Before I call the first rapporteur, Mr Croux, I am very
happy to be able to tell the House that various members of the Dooge Committee who are not or are no
longer Members of our Parliament are coming to
Strasbourg specially to follow our debate.
have with us Mr Dooge,
chairman of the committee, and Mr Van Eekelen,
Minister of State in the Government of the Netherlands. I extend to them a very heany welcome. Various other members of the committee are on their way
and will be arriving in Strasbourg shonly. I feel that it
is a good omen that the members of this prestigious

At the moment I note that we

committee should attach so much imponance to our
debate today.
(Applause)

(NL) Mr President,
Mr Croux (PPE), rdPPoltear.
ladies and gentlemen, on 14 February 1984 Parliament
approved by a large majority its draft Treaty establishing the European Union. At the same time, it adopted
a resolution which said that we were now going to
take action in two areas: first, ve would turn our
this is the subattention to the national parliaments
ject of Mr Seeler's report
we would
and second,
also turn our attention to the Council and the tovernments. And this second point is the subject of my
report, which concerns, as the title says, 'the European
Parliament's position on the deliberations of the European Council on the European Union'.

The deliberations of the Dooge Committee were to
some extent prompted by the action Parliament had
raken. It is therefore logical that I should begin my

As our repofl says, the Dooge Committee's repon is
consistent in a remarkable number of respects with
Parliament's draft and particularly with the objectives,
powers and institutions to which it refers. But there
are also differences, which is only to be expected. The
Dooge Committee's report is primarily a political
document. Parliament compiled a draft Treaty in precise legal rcrms, and it is therefore more complete and
more balanced in some ways. Nor does the Dooge
report cover cenain aspecff, such as Parliament's role,
which, though assumed, is not elaborated on. This
elaboration is to be found in Parliament's document.
On the other hand, the Dooge report does cover varwith all due resious new elements, such as security
- and the idea that
pect for Ireland's specific position
unanimity should in future be confined to a shon list
of subject areas. The Dooge Committee's repon is an
imponant document in every respect' and if we compare its contents with the solemn declaration of Stutt-

gan, for example, we see that the Council itself has
already made considerable progress towards the
Union.
Preparations are now being made for the Milan summir meeting. Yesterday the Committee on Institudonal

Affairs adopted a compromise amendment to

Para-

graph 4 on a proposal from its rapporteur. This reads:
'Considers that the intergovernmental conference
should be based on the repon of the Dooge Committee, the acqais commanautaire and Parliament's
document'. fu regards the spirit and working methods, the Dooge report proposes tha[ the intergovernmental conference should be guided by the spirit and
working methods of the European Parliament's draft.
Vhat does 'the spirit' mean here? Ve often talk about

the spirit and the letter of the law. The spirit of our
document is evident from the preamble and from all

the

principles, objectives, institutions, actions,
resources and procedures outlined in it. These are the
practical elements which determine the spirit of Parliament's draft and by which the conference should allow
imelf to be inspired. Parliament's working methods
must also be respected by the intergovernmental conference. And what in fact do 'working methods' mean
in western usage? They mean the structure, the division of the whole inrc chapters and provisions.

\[e

propose that the intergovernmental conference should
base its deliberations on the legal document that has
been drawn up by the European Parliament. The con-

ference should examine this document and propose

modifications where

it

considers them necessary,
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involving Parliament in this process, as indeed the
Dooge Committee proposes. Furrhermore, all this
should be done without undue delay.
Another poinr regarding the Milan Summit and the
intergovernmental conference is the amendment tabled

jointly by Sir Fred Catherwood and Mr Spinelli, which
resulted in a new text rhat was adopted almost unanimously by the Committee on Institutional Affairs. In
this text we express the hope that all the Member
States will find ir possible to accede ro rhe new Treary
establishing the European Union. But if some Member
States consider it impossible to ratify a new Union
Treaty within the space of time deemed necessary and
reasonable for its entry into force, a Treary should
nonetheless be concluded with due regard for rwo
provisions:
(a) the States which do not accede immediately should

retain rhe right ro become members of the Union
without new negoriarions being necessary;

(b) the Union and the States which cannot accede
straight away should consulr and make interim
arrangemenm for mainnining rhe closesr possible relations. This [exr has already been approved by rhe
Committee on Institutional Affairs by a very large

majority, almost unanimously.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we hope the decision to hold rhe inrcrgovernmenml conference will be
taken in Milan. I should like to say rc the Italian Presidency that we expecr a great deal of this summir meeting. The Italian Presidenry has been very successful
with regard ro rhe accession of Spain and Ponugal and
in orher respec6. \7e set great store by the success of
the Milan Summit and activities in the coming monrhs.
'\U7e
believe that political convergence between Parliament, the Council, the various governments, the
Member States, the national parliaments and the
public, most of whom still wanr a unified Europe, can
be achieved. The public may nor be satisfied wirh rhe
way the Communiry funcdons now, but rhat is all the
more reason for us to improve it and make protress.
Ve have rhe means to make rhis possible.

To colleagues from Member States thar are hesitant I
should like ro say: we appreciate the differences of
view and in hisrorical and geographical circumstances.
But let us remember that, despite all the historical differences, we musr think first and foremost of the
future and remember that there can be no future without a really soundly srructured Europe thar embraces
us all. Ve all know thar rhere are major geographical

differences between Nonh and South, berween
Europet nonhern flank and its southern regions, of
which rhere are now so many, but let us alsolonsider
that we togerher form lirtle more rhan a headland of
the enormous Eurasian continent, whose imponance is
constanrly changing.

The commirree, whose rapporreur I have the honour
to be, hopes thar we can very soon say to the Council

with the backing of a large majority: this is the position of the European Parliament, directly elected by
the people of all the Member States. It is an opinion
democrarically delivered aher a thorough study, consultations and wideranging contacts. Take this opinion
into account, and let us work together so that it may
be decided in Milan rhat the intergovernmental conference will be held in the form described by the
Dooge Committee and by this Parliament.
(Applause)

Mr Seeler (S), rapporteur.

-

(DE) Mr President, lad-

ies and genrlemen, the repon on European Union rhat

I am presenting on behalf of the Committee on Institutional Affairs is an interim reporr. Vhen it was
drawn up, the delegation of rhe Committee on Insdtutional Affairs had not yet visited Bonn, London and
Copenhagen. The numerous talks held with government representadves and Members of Parliament in
the Member States made it clear, rhat much can
already be said, that all rhe Member States are studying the draft reaty more or less inrensively.

In most of the states parliamenmry committees are
considering the treaty and preparing the definitive opinions for their national parliaments. I see that as one
notable success thar our Parliament has achieved with
its decision

of

14 February. For the national parlia-

ments and governmenrs are finding themselves obliged
for the first time to mke a look ar the siruation of ihe

European Communiry and discuss more practical
reform proposals.

And more than that: I am convinced that without this
draft treary the European Council in Fontainebleau
would not have created a Dooge Committee and
would not therefore have submirted that commirree,s
practical proposals to the Heads of Government for
their meeting in Milan. Grand speeches, repons on
necessary reforms, voluntary declarations, and finally
the Genscher-Colombo Act of Stuttgan
we havl
- political
seen many of those. Bur now, I think, rhe
authorities in the Member Sates are being confronted
for the firsr time with concrete and well-lhought out
proposals. It will no longer be possible to rake verbal
evasive acrion, at least not without political loss of
face.

Let me say a few words about the section dealing with
the competences of the European Community. there

is wide agr€ement in rhe Member States thar many
tasks would be better ackled and dealt wirh jointly,
rather rhan separately by each stare. They include

measures to combat unemployment, measures to
improve environmental protection, rransport policy,
the further developmenr of economic coope.ation, the
development of the internal marker, media policy and
many others. A common security policy is anorher
one. Of course our Irish friends must keep their neutrality, .but even a neutal country musr protect irs
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security politically, and to the utmost. That can be
achieved more successfully in a European Community
than in isolation.

a directly elected people's representation. Those are
the two key points we must focus on. Some smaller
Member States wanted the Council to retain its right
of veto, believing that only thus could they protect

The Danish Folketing, which has often been criticized

their rights ois ti ois the larger Member States. Other
countries think we could return to the majoriry decisions of the Treary of Rome. Some countries are pre-

for its

allegedly anti-European attitude,

stated

expressly and very early on that the Danish Government and the Danish Parliament would actively prom-

ote and develop a European Community policy to
combat unemployment, to develop a common industrial and research policy and to improve environmental
Prorecion.
The problem in Denmark is not anti-Europeanism but
questions of constitutional law, since every treaty
amendment and every new treaty must be endorsed by
the Danish Folketing by a five-sixths majority or by
popular referendum. But that is not feasible at present,.
There has been some criticism of the draft Eeaty provisions on conflicting powers. This concept is still
unclear for many Member Smtes and _it is up,to us to
propose more precise provisions, perhaps taking the
form of an exhaustive list of Community competences.
There has also been some critical response to the proposals for a new financial constitution, especially in
the Federal Republic of Germany. The critics mainly
fear that majority decisions by Parliament and the
Council will cost Germany its financial rights, and the
same applies to other countries which bear the financial brunt of the Community. There is also some concern about the Community having autonomous rights
over Member States' finances without much say on the
states' own pan. I think these concerns must be taken
seriously and allayed by better provisions.
'S7e must realise

that in the Federal Republic of Germany the Bund and the Lrinder share the revenue from
VAT. If the European Community wants a share of

this cake as the third panner, the problems will
become greater and not smaller. That is why the idea
was put forward of allocating the Community a different tax, solely to finance its expenditure, in place of
VAT. This could be a consumer tax, such as a [ax on
mineral oils, tobacco or alcohol. Ve should consider
these matters very seriously.
Reservations have been expressed about other proposals regarding the financial constitution. I will not go
into the details now, but may I state quirc clearly that
Parliament is not prepared to abandon its demands for

a say on the budget and the financial constitution,
which are among the basic rights of every democratically elected Parliament. In my view, that means that

the Community's credit financing must also
included in the budget.
ble right.

Ve

be

pared to go even further.

In my view, the key to reform lies in the restoration, if
not creation, of the Council's decision-making ability.
A community of states with its own sovereign rights
must be able m exercise these rights. It is not admissi-

ble for hundreds of proposals for decisions by the
Commission, some

of which

Parliament endorsed

more than fifteen years ago, simply not to be decided,
not even to be considered. All the professions of the
need for community in Europe are empty words if the
Community is not able to implement the powers transferred to it.
Even more disparate are the Member States' reactions
to the proposals concerning Parliament. I will spare
you the details, we do not have enough time. Most of
the Member States are beginning to understand that
direct elections have changed the status of the European Parliament. Our rights now derive directly from
democratic sovereign power. The measure of say the
European Parliament has in poliry formation and legislation, in polidcal control, is now equivalent to the
measure of democracy in the European Community.
Anyone who voted in favour of direct elections must

now also vote in favour

of the democratic conse-

quences of these direct elections.

by our talks
- as shown
fear a loss of power and are surprised to hear that it
-is a question of transferring the parliamentary rights
taken from them years ago and given to the European
Community back to a parliament again. As long as the
Council remains both the legislative and the executive
and I use that
organ, we will have an infringement
- of a demoof the basic principles
rcrm deliberately
cratic legal state, namely, the sharing of powers.
Many national parliaments

People often argue that while they are prepared to do
their utmost for the European Community and also to
give it rights, first of course the EEC must develop
into a kind of federative community. Only then could
one discuss giving it funher rights. It is especially clear
in those Member States in which the administration
and the minisrcrial bureaucracies have examined the
draft reaty that people are afraid of losing influence
and competences. They are beginning to realise that
they can no longer hide behind the veil of grand European speeches.

regard that as an inaliena-

A word now about the institutions. Our demand

was

that the Council should be made able to take decisions
again and that Parliament be given the righm proper to

However, the draft treaty, and also the Dooge report,
now require definite decisions to be taken. The future
of Europe is a question of power. Vithout a shift of
power'there would be no European Community nor
will there be any further progress in the Community.
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This shift of power requires political and not administrative decisions on rhe pan of the Heads of Government.

If in the 1950s we had left it to the administrations to
create the European Economic Community or rhe
European Coal and Steel Communiry, we would not
'have 'a
European Communiry today. The political
resolve of Schuman, of De Gasperi, of Paul-Henri
Spaak and of Adenauer shaped the history of Europe
at thar time, and we need and expect that same political resolve today of those who hold political responsibiliry in our Member States.

Treaties. Last but not leasr, it recommends a srentthening of the powers of the Commission, ro which
wider executive powers will have to be given in the
sphere of Communiry policy, and the procedure for
the appointment of which will have to be changed.

As regards the method of attaining the European
Union, the repon has formally proposed convening in
the near future the intergovernmental conference
whose task it will be ro netoriate a draft Treary of
European Union based on:

the Community patrimony, the repon of the ad
6oc Committee for Insdtutional Affairs and the
Solemn Declaration of the European Union
adopted in Stuttgan and guided by the spirit and
the method underlying the draft Treaty adopted

(Apphuse)

Mr

di Meana, Member of the Commission.
Presidenr, ladies and tentlemen, very few
monrhs have gone by since the beginning of tg85 and
the Commission has already had the opponunity to
give its views on these maners in this House. The first
time it did so was in its declaration setring out irs
guidelines in January last. The second occasion was in
March during rhe presenration of the work programme for 1985. Now we have come to a fresh juncture of grea[ imponance.
(17)

Ripa

by the European Parliament.

Mr

If we compare rhese results objectively with the careful
rcrms of the conclusions of the European Council of
Fontainebleau, we may conclude that rhe protress
made has been substantial although limited and falling
shon of our ambitions. Moreover, as has already been
noted by your rapporreur, rhe results lead in the same
direction as the European Parliament's draft Treaty.
The passage on joint decision-making seems ro me ro
be of panicular significance. Then again the position

The ad hocCommittee on Institutional Affairs recently
presented im final repon ro the European Council in
Brussels. In the meantime rhe debate on rhe consequences of the repon
that is, on the mandate m be
given to the intergovernmental
conference
has
become more inrcnsive. I should therefore -like rc
dwell on these rwo poinr for a momenr.

could not be orherwise, since rhe commitree had
secured the suppon of the former chairman of the
Committee on Institutional Affairs of the European
Parliamenr who presided over rhe drawing up of the
draft Treaty, Mr Mauro Ferri, and of an eminent
Member of the present Parliament, Mr Fernand Her-

The repon presenred by the Committee on Institutional Affairs to the European Council in Brussels

It is true that the reporr

produces significant results from three points of view:
the objectives ser for the European Union, the
improvement of decision-making machinery and the
procedure rc be followed to attain the Union.

As regards the objectives, apan from detailing Community acrion in various sectors such as technology
and social policy, reaffirming ar rhe same time the
principle of own resources, the repon comes our in
favour of strengthening the European Monerary System. It also points ro new fields of activiry: for example, in the matter of cultural poliry. It also envisages
che development of political cooperarion from the
point of view of a common foreign policy and finally
proposes measures regarding security and defence.

As regards the insritutions, rhe repon envisages the
effective panicipation of Parliament in legislative
power
with a field of action to be more specifically
definedin the form of a joinr power of decision
with the -Council. As regards the Council, the majoriry
vote is envisaged as a general rule, whilst it is provided
that unanimity shall remain confined to exceitional
cases, decidedly less numerous than under the presenr

man.

is nor unanimous. The great
majoriry of the members of the committee subscribed
to all rhe reforms proposed. However, certain members expressed doubts, which indicarcs thar there are
still reservations and even misgivings. I would add thar
the doubts are much more serious than rhose caused
by the provisional repon, and this is directly related to
the fact that the rexr has become more detailed. I think
we all agree in regretting this situation. But a failure to
achieve complere unanimiry on a courageous rcxr is
preferable to complete and blissful unanimity on a
content which has little of interest to show. Experience
of the so-called 'solemn Declaradon' of Stuttgan is a
case in point that might give us food for thought.
Second point: the convening of rhe intergovernmental
conference which, we hope, is to ensure from the
European Council of Milan.

In this connection I should like to be extremely clear.
For the Commission cenain fundamental conditions
must be met and spelt out in a clear and unequivocal
mandarc:

-

first and foremost the task of the conference is to
go beyond the existing Treaties;
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-

in the second place the mandate must at the same
time lay.down the powers of the Union and the
insdtutional instruments appropriate for exercising
them. It must amongst other things provide for the
extension of the Community method, which will
involve more consistent and binding rules, and
regulate cenain areas not covered by the present
Treaties. I am thinking, for example, of political
and cultural cooperation but also of joint activities
in the matter of security in which a certain receptiveness has recently emerged;

-

Finally, the conference must not deBenerate into
interminable diplomatic discussions, as has happened mo frequently in the past.
be given tight deadlines.

It must therefore

The Dooge repon is not a legal text; it is political. On
the other hand, Parliament's text is a draft Treaty in
legal form. It is clear that, if the European Council
were to atree to define a mandate in the terms I have
just described, Parliament's draft would be at the
centre of the negodations without, however, restricting the right of the various panicipanm to put forward
proposals. I should therefore like to stress the imponance of a correct definition of the mandate.
The Dooge repon provides, in the chapter on method:
that Parliament is to be closely involved in the work of
the conference and that the conferenc6's findings
should be submitted to the European Parliament.
This idea was not the subject of any reservations in the
repon. For the Commission this is a very important
point. !7e insist that in Milan it be embodied in appropriate procedural provision
Bur, over and above legal formulae, what is imponant
is that Parliament should be able to influence the conference during the whole of its work. As regards the
final result, it seems to me virtually inconceivable that

we could ask the national parliaments

o

radfy

a

Treary on European Union on which the agreement of

the

European Parliament had

not already

been

obtained.

A funher point. The Dooge repon did not meet with
unanimity. In the present state of affairs it cannot be
stated that all the Member States of the Community
are ready to commit themselves to the drafting of a
Treaty of European Union.

reservations.

I

should like to believe that, faced with a genuine
determination to make funher protress, no-one will
take on the responsibility of dividing the Communiry.
And it is to this common objective of far-sightedness
and steadfastness that the Commission at the Present
time feels itself more than ever committed, together
with Parliament and in alliance with Parliament.
Certainly many people would have expected a more
positive message from the European Council in Brussels. Bur perhaps the method pursued is the correct
one, since it leaves a large margin of maneuvre for the
Presidenry and for other means of creating awareness,
beginning with the debate which is under way rcday in
this House. I do not doubt that the Presidency will
continue to show the dynamism which it has demonstrated up to now.

I conclude with a reflection regarding the times in
which these actions are set. As has been said by the
chairman of your Committee on Institutional Affairs,
Mr Altiero Spinelli, v/e are truly faced with an oPPortunity unique in history, which we must trasp without
delay. Recently President Frangois Mitterrand said:
Pour la deuxiime fois depais la fin de h demiire gilefte'
I'Europe doit forcer le destin. The Communiry has

even if the scars have not entirely
stitched together
- which have opened up during
the wounds
healed
- phase of integration and has decided to
the present
welcome two new members. All are today in agreehas been
ment in asserting
- and the Commission
repeating it for years; one has only to think of the prothat the Community will
posals of 1978 and 1983
be able to operate and play its own pan with rwelve
members only if it transforms itself. If it does not do
so, we would cenainly be heading for a paralysis in
decision-making which would speedily produce new
disagreements, thus making impossible, even in the

long term, the development of the Communiry. The
political opponunity which is offered to us today is
genuine but it is also of shon duration. It is therefore
imperative that a result be reached. I trust that each of
the panies in question and each one of us is aware of
the position.
(Applause)

neither the Member States nor Parliament,
No-one
- not the Commission wishes to divide
and cenainly
the Communiry.

weeks should witness a collective commitment to
define objectives, overcome misgivings and conquer

-

On a point of order, Mr PresiMr Falconcr (S).
- for
interrupting this imponant
dent. I apologize

I realize that cenain people in this Chamber
are very concerned about European Union, even if
that Union is confined to the EEC only.
debate.

On the other hand, one of the aspects which has most
encouraged me during panicipation in the work of the
Dooge committee has been the sincere wish demonstrated by all, even those who were not in agreement
with the majority positions, to allow the Community
to develop. It is therefore essential that the next few

I wish to refer you, Mr President, to the
of yesterday's meeting. My colleague, Mr

However,
minutes

Balfe, spoke. . .
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pan in several of these meerints. And I can say thar
everywhere
it is with good reason thar I say everywe-found the desire to do something.

s.ere not available in every language.

where

Mr Falconer

Let me say thar everyone told me, as a Frenchman,
about the hopes which Frangois Mitterrand had

(S).
Mr President, please, if you will
allow me ro pursue- my point of order.

In today's

Glasgow Herald there is a reporr that 12
members of Parliament's security saff are being
trained by the special police in France in order to deal
with what rhe newspaper srory, wrirten by a certain
Mr Fraser, rerms 'possible unruly British Labour
Members'.

President.

-

aroused here in this Assembly of the European Parliament and at Fontainebleau.

The will is everywhere. Sometimes diffused, sometimes mixed with apprehension. Bur what to do and
and how to do it, rhat is what today's debate is about,
and our group suppons wholeheanedly the repons of
our eminent colleague, Mr Croux, and our comrade,
Hans-Joachim Seeler. They are pointing the way and

-

This is not a poinr of order.

Mr Falconer (S).- This, Mr President, is our Chamber. \fle are the democratically elected represenratives
of our people and you, Mr President, havt a responsibility to ensure thar democratic righm are protected.
Mr President, you cannot allow
at least someone

-

has allowed it
our security staff to be rained by the
Special Branch police in France.

-

This, Mr President, is a point of order, and I seek positive assurances from yourself and from the Bureau in
general that there will be no restriction on enrrance
into this Chamber, which is our Chamber and not

providing several means of attaining our objectives.
For too long this Parliament, and the entire European
school of thought which favours Community integration, has been locked in an erroneous debare, an

unproductive debate which leads nowhere:

I

am

speaking of the dispute, which to my mind is both anificial and also vinually obsolete, between 'functional-

ists' and 'institutionalism'. If that were rhe debate, if
we had to choose between what Jacques Delors calls
everyday Europe
currency, the internal market,

new Community policies
on rhe one hand and, on
- rreaty
the other, some marvellous
which would ostensibly resolve all the problems, if, by pushing the burton
in front of me, I could choose between having romor-

President.

row morning the ECU, a European currency, or a
Treary, we should have no hesitation in choosing what
we call the concrete. But rhere we have it, it is the
decision-making process which is in deadlock. Is the
law still a light to the world, a professor of law asked
me recently? As long as rhe law does not impede pro-

a

8ress.

and discussed.

\7hat happens every year when the European budget
is adopted? Vell, the old rule of thumb is: accepted,
voted, written. The Council applies this rule and in

President Reagan's.
( Pro tes t

from oario us quarters )

Falconcer, again I say rhat this is not
- MrYour
point of order.
information will be passed on ro
the President and to the Bureau and will be examined

Mr Sutra de Germa (S).
(FR) Mr Presidenr, ladies
- first like
and gentlemen, I should
rc welcome rhe
Commissioner with responsibiliry for institutional and
cultural affairs. I see in rhis dual choice of responsibilities a sign, and I shall draw cenain conclusions from
this presenrly. I believe, in fact, that these things are
linked.
Imponant things are happening in Europe ar rhe present time. There is a movement in favour of a srronger
Europe, more confidenr, more fair. The grear majority
of the European Socialist Group suppon this advancl
by our Community, and an even larger majority in the
Union of European Socialist Panies, which mer in
Madrid last week, has reaffirmed its desire to give
binh to a Europe of the people at last.

a fairer Europe, more balanced, more democratic, and nor jusr necessary bur possible as well. The
Committee on Institutional Affairs recently senr delegations to all the European capitals. I personally took
Yes,

that way overcomes its paralysis.

If Council unanimity were required every year in
order to have a budget, there would be no budget at
all, and Europe would exist no longer, the Community
would nor funcion!
Therefore, as the Congress of rhe Union of Socialst
Panies declared in its resolution last week, 'we consider the instirutions to be a means of attaining the
objectives ser our in the Treaties'.

Let me for one momenr take rhe example of the European currency and the ECU, for many people the sym-

bols

of rhe

everyday Europe which

thiy wanr

to

oppose to rhe institutional advance. Not a day passes
without the Press giving out good news of what is
happening to the ECU in the world. One day it is the

it ir the Soviet Union
which is accepting paymenrs in ECU. The same week,
China and Japan. !7e are getting good news all the
American marker, the next
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time. One might think the ECU is going to be recognized by the whole world, with the exception perhaps
of the Europeans, the Community, which is incapable
of taking any decision !

I

enough European Heads of Snte, but which Frangois
Mitterrand himself spoke in this Chamber.

And now we are going to go-to Milan. Maurice
Faure's repon embodies the inspiration and the spirit

posed to our Assemby recendy! A leap towards a new

of the draft Union of the European Parliament. Ve
have full confidence in the abiliry of the Italian Presidency, which has been successful in difficult negotiations so far, and of Prime Minister Bettino Craxi to
bring success to this major advance. At Milan Europe
will have a meerint with hisrcry, and if the intergovernmenral conference is not to get lost in the sands of
the good intentions of a new Genscher-Colombo
draft,'it must have a precise mandarc for strong, clear

situation, a new Treaty, which could not, of course,
replace the existing Treaties but would extend them

cise time-table.

into areas which they do not cover. That is the case
with political Europe, he said, but let us add rcchnol-

I

turn to the Council and the Commission: do not
expect Parliament to congratulate you on Palermo,
where vinually half of what has since become reality
was ratified. Let us go funher. Palermo is an advance,
of course, and it will make it possible to go further.

However, rc fight against unemployment, for European social issues, for new policies, there is a need for

rhat qualitadve leap which Frangois Mitterrand pro-

ogy, the conquest of space, transport, communications
and security. Yes, security! The taboo is broken at last,
and let me say that that taboo, the ban on the words
'security' and 'defence' in Europe, has been broken
since my friend Frangoise Mitterrand was elected to
the presidency of the French Republic!
United we can take up the challenge, and I should also
like to quote the most recent, statement from the Euro-

pean Confederation of Trade Unions in December
1984: 'The ECTU considers that the draft Treaty
establishing the European Union, adopted by the
European Parliament, is moving in the right direcdon.
Even if this draft does not yet provide adequate
answers to all the problems, it does nevenheless indicate the path to follow'.
This qualitative leap, which is essential in view of the
present deadlocks, will be even more so in a Community which is to increase from ten to twelve mem-

Ve, European Socialists, French Socialists, for
our part firmly believe that the agreement reached is a
good agreement which will show the inveterate pessimists how wrong they are. Yes, it is a good agreement
which balances wishes and policies in the South. But
the Spain of Felipe Gonzales and the Portugal of
Mario Soares want to bring us more. They are counries which are passionately resolved to play the game.
I should like to quote and this is news of a truly
- phrases from the closing
some
political event
speech given by Felipe Gonzales at the Congress of the
Union of European Socialist Panies, which was held
in Madrid exactly one week ago. 'It has often been
said that a Europe of twelve cannot function with the
same internal machinery that was designed for a Community of six members. I agree'. A little funher on,'El
futuro de Europa seri unfuturo de unidad o de decadencia
the future of Europe will be union or decline',
and-a little funher on, 'Ve hope that this work will
result in an intergovernmental conference and we are
manifesting our will to panicipate actively in that process'. Finally, he concluded with these words, 'Ve
have a firm desire [o move forward with those who
want to do so'. !7ords which have not been uttered by
bers.

acrion, and that precise mandate must include a pre-

should like to conclude, Mr President, by mentioning a concept on which there is normally silence and
which, rc judge from the whispered confidences and
innuendoes, runs like a thread through the appraisal
which I am trying to make of the meetings in seven
capirals of the European Community with the delega-

tions of the Committee on Institutional Affairs: the
concept of identity. In some reluctant Sates it is said,
'Yes, but such-and-such a State, which is racing
ahead, has great problems with its lost identity or is

having trouble

in

rediscovering

it.

Such-and-such

a

'S/ell,
State has never been a nation, only a province'.
here I am, a representative of a country which has a
very strong selfawareness, which does not feel any ser-

ious break with its past. Like Great Britain or Spain
tomorrow, France is a Starc with a thousand years of
history. Our identity is indeed so stront that we have
nothing to fear from adding a European identity to it.
\fle see it as a strengthening of ourselves, an injection
of spirit and strength

!

That is the main thing at stake. Yes, it was at Fontainebleau that the march towards a more powerful
Europe and a stronger European identity got underway.

Let those who do not love Europe, those who do not
want it, who fear it, who hate it, those who may dream
of destrying it and dare not admit it, let all these, and a
few others besides, despair, for they will prevent
nothing. Great things are afoot. !7'e are here in the
process of devising our own Parliament, our own institutions, we are giving new binh to our own continent,
we are in the process of giving Europe to the citizens
of Europe!
(Appkuse)

Mrs

Cassanmagnago Cerretti (PPE).

(17) Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, I thank- Mr Croux,
the rapponeur, for his excellent repon and I think the
time has come for the European Parliament to 'come
into the open'and address a serious enertetic call to
the people on behalf of its plan for European Union,
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'the 'Treaty

establishing the Union'. The time is
favourable. Numerous parliamenr and governmenm
above all
of the six founder Members of the
-EEC, the truethose
propulsive nucleus of all integration
have expressed themselves in favour of the political
qualitative leap proposed by the Treary
The European Council, that is the summit of Heads of
State and Governmenr which is ro meer in Milan at the
Castello Sforzesco on 28 and 29 June, is ro be devoted
principally ro rhar subject. Vith thar summit meering
the Italian Government will bring to an end its six
months' presidenry of the EEC; ir therefore has in its
hands an extraordinary opponunity and behind it ir
has a political movemenr which is completely
majority and opposition
in suppon of the Treaty -of

Union. Mr Mitterrand is-pressing for the process to

be

of the European Parliament before being
signed by the governments and ratified by the national
parliamenm or peoples.
approval

Elementary requirements of respect for democracy
and for the sovereignry of the people, apart from guaranrceing the political value of the draft, require that

these

rwo conditions should be considered

even

obvious and settled: but they are nor.

No government has openly declared itself in this sense.
But one rhing is cenain: if these two conditions are
not accepted, it will be clear that there is an intention
to deprive the draft of its innovative substance. And
public opinion ought ro be aware of this. That is why
the Parliamenr ar rhis point must make an appeal to
the people.

speeded up and is raising straight away the suggestion

of a popular referendum in France on rhe European
Union.
Bur rhere is a risk rhat the project will come to norhing
it is a serious one. Behind the scenes the few but
seasoned enemies of Europe are engaged in their manceuvres. The Dooge Committee itself, that is the committee of the personal respresenmrives of the Heads of
Government charged by rhe Fontainebleau Summit to
work out proposals on the European Union, notwithsanding rhe clear and steadfast action of the Italian

and

Member Mauro Ferri and the Belgian Member Mr
Herman and others, has, all things considered, 'lowered its sights' as compared with the European Parliament's drafr, by presenting compromise proposals

The federalisr moreover have already thought of this
and are busy involving parries, trade unions, professional organizations, local administrarions, church and
secular associations in a campaign of popular mobilization in favour of the Treaty of Union, a campaign
which will have its climax in a grear popular demonstration in Milan on 29 June, simultaneously with that
European summit which may be decisive. Since all the
organizations invircd have replied positively, often
with real enrhusiasm, rc rhe call of the European Federal Movement, it is now cenain that the demonstration in Milan will be one of complete unity, such as
has not been since the far-off times after the war and
will be international in character and of imposing
dimensions.

which represent withour doubt a step backwards.

Now, to use rhe same figure of speech, it is necessary
to 'raise the sights again', ro return, thar is, rc the
European Parliament's draft, which does not represenr
an excessively bold or fururistic proposal, but ses our
the 'insdrutional minimum' so thar Europe may face
with appropriate democratic instruments rhe new historical situations, the economic and social problems
which are afflicting it, its responsibilities ar world level
for the building of a less precarious peace and a more
just world order.

For this rc happen it is necessary to guaranree rwo
condidons. First: at the Milan Summir it must be
clearly decided that the negotiations on rhe European
that is rhe proposed and now almost certain
intergovernmental
conference for a new Treary of
Union
shall have as its basis the Treaty worked out
by the -European Parliament and thar any amendment
to thar Treaty shall not impair its innovative aspecrs:

Union

legisladve power exercised jointly by the Parliament
and the Council and executive power conferred on the
European Commission (which might as well at that
point be referred to as the European Government).
Secondly: the European Parliament must be associated

with the negotiations, that is, with any amendments ro
its draft, and the final texr of the Treaty musr have rhe

A popular mobilization of this kind may truly encourage the favourable forces to give their supporr, spur on

the hesitant and overcome uncenainties. But it is
imponant also for anorher reason: because it essablishes a new relationship berween rhe European people and their Parliament and a new presence for rhe

populace,

for public opinion in the construcdon of

Europe, a consrrucrion which still has before it various
phases in order to attain the objective of the federal
Sate, the great European democrary. This is why the
European Parliament musr associate imelf with the
federalists in this struggle, which is its own struggle,
and appeal to the people.
(Applause)

Mr Ford (S).

Mr President, I am sorry to have to
rise on point- of order, bur I have just been to my
-a
pigeon-hole and found rhat people have been abusing
the access to pigeon-holes by distributing racist propaganda. I would like to ask you to ask individuals ro
refrain from circularing material in the pigeon holes,
which, at least in the Unircd Kingdom, would be
actionable. I would like rc ask you to refer to the
Bureau the disribution of unsigned material in the
pigeon-holes
I am cenainly in favour of free access
- bur
to pigeon-holes,
we have a situation now where
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people are putting in this vile propaganda with no signature on the bottom, which I find personally very dismsteful and very disurbing. I hope a number of other
Members will feel the same. It is cenainly not some-

thing that has been distributed to just myself
number of other Members have complained to-

a

me

about the same matter.

President.
Thank you for your information, Mr
Ford. I shall- pass it on to the Bureau.

Mr P. Beazley (ED).
Mr President, could I ask
that we mighr continue- wirh the debate and that this
very important subject should not be interruprcd by
exraneous matters. I think that we have every opportunity of raising these matters at other times. Could I
ask you as President to let us hear the debate and then
later deal with extraneous matter? It does seem to me
to be breaking up the whole of the sense of what we
are discussing.

President.

credit of the European Parliament, and especially Mr
Spinelli, the need for constitutional change was recognized as far back as 1981. A new Treaty emerged.
Many of us do not agree with every item of it, but it
points the way forward and will lead to more efficient
decision-mking. Ve welcome too the initiative taken
by the European Council at Fonninebleau to set up an
ad hoc committee under Senator Dooge to draw up
Parliament's draft treaty and to recommend the way
forward. Ve praise the final repon which has been
submitted, for it faces up not only to what needs to be
done in the economic, political
- including security
and cultural spheres to create a newly-motivated
-and effective Community but also to the methods by
which this should be achieved. But it is in the matter of
method that we have the trearcst doubts, concenring
rhe progress that will or will not be made.
recall the recommendations of the repon of the
'three wise men' commissioned by the Communiry

Ve

of State in 1978 and submitted in 1979, long
before Greece joined, which then were effectively, for
convenience, swept under the carpet. Is the same thing
rc happen again? I pray not. This is surely our final
chance before Spain and Portugal join the Community
to establish the mechanism for efficient decision-making and the proper democratic functioning of the
Heads

Mr Beazley, I

am pleased to hear from a

- of Parliament that you consider, as we
British Member
do, that poinr of order do not mean that you can raise
any subject under the sun in order to interrupt a
debate. I am glad ro hear it. From a practical point of
view I would rather have a few seconds of what seems
to me a rather strange point of order than spend ten
minutes arguing with the House on whether or not it
is a point of order.
Mr President, may I
Sir Jack Stewart-Clark (ED).
first of all say how delighted I -am to see my old friend
and colleague, now a Commissioner, Carlo Ripa di
Meana, with us today. I would like to compliment Mr
Croux and Mr Seeler on their clear and concise
reports. No one would doubt that reducing unemployment and increasing wealth lie at the heart of the
ambitions of the Community and of each Member
State. Success depends on our ability to compete
against the United Starcs, Japan and increasingly the
newly industrialized countries. In Vesrern Europe we
are falling behind because we do not operate together;
because for too long we have lacked the political will
to create a market which works. National interests
have continued to predominate and the use of the veto
or the reluctance to vote in Council have caused delay
and compromise in creating what the founders envia strong united Europe. In turn the Comsioned
mission- has been hamstrung and Parliament, despite
its new, directly-elected status, has remained not only
distant from decision-making but essentially divorced
from influence except in budgetary affairs.
Funher, democratic power has moved steadily from

the national

parliaments

in

matters concerning

Europe, not to this European Parliament but to the
Council. Is this the practice of advancing democracy?
Bur now we seem to have a fresh wind. To the great

Community through this Parliament. The Dooge

repon asks for

a

strengthened Commission with

increased powers and having Breater delegation of res-

ponsibility. It stresses that Parliament cannot continue
to be restricted to a consultative role and recommends
specific measures for increasing our own responsibilities, including far better follow-up of our recommendations by the Commission. It asks for easier deci-

sion-making in Council, panicularly by decisions
being taken by a qualified or simple majority, bar
exceptional cases, and for more use of voting.

\7e urge and entreat the Heads of State at the fonhcoming summit in Milan rc find the common will to
implement this repon in full and rc take full account
of the draft treaty. 'S7e ask them to convene an intergovernmental conference. !7e suppon the request that

both Commission and this Parliament should

be

involved.'!7e caution against too much compromise or
the digging in of heels of a minority of States including my own. The one will mean we continue to lose
the compedtive race and relegate ourselves to becoming the museum of the Vestern world, the other will
lead to a divided Community. On the other hand, we

ask those Heads

of

State who want

to

proceed

immediately at top speed to European union to recognize the inbuilt cultural and historical characteristics of
some countries, including my own, where caution is
being asked for. Ve, in Britain, want a united Europe
but one where achievemenm and advance can be made
sreadily and on the basis of practicality. This can be
achieved if common sense prevails and goodwill can be
maintained.
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INTHE CHAIR: MR PLASKOVITIS

Mr Fanti (COM).
(17) Mr President, Commissioner, ladies and genrlemen,
ar one year's disrance
from the approval of rhe draft Treaty the European

Parliamenr is summoned by the Croux and Seeler
reports to a fresh and imponanr momen[ of inrcrvention in rhe process of construcrion of the European
Union.

or had hoped

that our draft too would undergo the fate which in
previous years has befallen rhe numerous atremprs
made to undenake the renewal of the institutions of
the Community: to find its way, that is, inro the capacious drawers of the Community archives.
Anyone who was under these illusions undervalued or
did nor take into accounr the fact that this time rhe
proposal under discussion is the result not of some
wise man, of some enlightened brain, but is the fruit of
a collection of political forces, differenr, ir is rrue, in
their viewpoints and nationalities, bur enrusted with
the responsibility by the vote of dozens and dozens of

millions

of electors and

gathered rogerher

4.85

This is made all the more urgent by the positive conclusion of the lengthy negotiations for the extension of

Vice-President

Some perhaps were under the illusion

17.

in this

directly-elected Parliament which thus, in this manner,
has insisted on asserring its r6le and the fact rhat it is
irreplaceable.

Ve

have not concealed and we do not conceal from
ourselves the difficulties involved in this procedure.

Today we mark a srage. The Dooge Commirtee,

ser

up at the Fontainebleau Summit on rhe basis of a mandate which was, ro say the least, ambiguous, has concluded im work in a way which even we, the Italian
Communisrs, regard as posirive, above all
and this
- merits
must be said in their praise
through the
of
men such as Mauro Ferri, Maurice
Faure and Fernand

Herman.

It is true that reservations, dissensions and compromises arise from the work of the Dooge Committee but

in

substance arrangemenr such as lead in the right
direction, as was emphasized by Commissioner Ripa di
Meana, and such as are in harmony with the essential
content of our draft, are entrusted ro rhe governmenm,
and above all the go-ahead is given to the convening
of that intergovernmental conference which the Milan

Summit in June is ro summon and which we, in the
Croux resolution, ask should proceed according to
clearly defined rules.

This is now the decisive poinr for us, convinced as we
are that 1985 is the year in which the chance ro move
forward the process of the construction of rhe new
Community on ro a firm foundation of achievemenr is
truly at stake.

the Communiry to Spain and Ponugal. A Community
of twelve under the present arrangements or, rather, in
the present disorder and insdtutional paralysis, can
cenainly not survive. It is necessary rherefore in these
three months which separate us from the Milan Summit to bring to bear the maximum amounr of political
pressure by continuing and amplifying the helpful relationship brought about by rhe Commiwee on Institudonal Affairs with the national parliaments, as suggested by the Seeler reporr.

Nor will our commitmenr, as Italian Communists, be
found lacking in this phase. Ir goes back ro rhar
expressed here many times in our Parliamenr in the
name of the whole of our party by Enrico Berlinguer
and I should likr rc repeat it in the same words as used
by him in the last speech delivered at European level at
the Congress of rhe Federalisr Movement only a few
weeks before his death: 'Ve reaffirm rhis commirment, proud
allow me ro say
of having allowed
the European- Parliament, by our- votes, ro avail itself
of the zeal and intelligence of Altiero Spinelli. This
union between Spinelli and the workers' and people's
forces, which are ro be seen in the poliry, thi idlds,
the autonomy and the proposals of the Italian Communists, is in fact proof of the maturity of the Iralian
workers' movemen!, the proof of its conviction that

the European sphere is hencefonh the

necessary

sphere in which are ro be coriducted

togerher witir
- his own counthe campaigns that each one carries on
4.y - the compaigns for work, for a new quality of
developmenr and life, for a new international order
founded on peace, on an end to the arms race, beginning with missiles and nuclear weapons, on cooperation, on a new relationship between Nonh and South
and between Easr and Vest'.

And it is with rhese views that we express our agreement with the repons presented by Mr Croux and Mr
Seeler.

(Applause)

Mr Nord (L).

(NL) Mr President, my group will

- by Mr Croux and Mr Seeler,-and I
vote for the repons
should like to express my rhanks to both rapporreurs
for rhe excellent work rhey have done. Ve ifidl also
vote for a number of imponant compromise amendmen6 announced by

Mr Croux, which

improve the

and will also greatly increase the majority in this
Parliament able to supporr the report. \7e are grateful
for this.
text_

\fle have

recently heard rarher more harmonious

sounds coming out of Europe rhan we have been used
to for many years. Spain and Ponugal have acceded,
and the decision ro increase own resources has at last

been taken. But if these harmonious sounds already
form a symphony, it is an unfinished one: if it is bL
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completed,

the institutional

conclusions must

be

Funher integration can only follow economic

and

drawn from what is happening at the moment. If this is
not done, we shall have not a symphony but a caco-

social development. The primary motivation for integration is the funher development of the Community

phony. All our fine intentions will remain just that
intentions
and we can already see the signs of the
period
stagof
fresh crises that will make for a funher
nation in the Community and speed up the deterioration and decling of our pan of the world. That is why
it is so imponant for the institutional reforms and the
improvement of the decision-making process to be
mken in hand now. It is also why the reports by Mr
Croux and Mr Seeler are panicularly opponune: they
come at just the right moment. The aim must now be
to make the preparations for the European Council's
meering in Milan rhat will assure it of success.

through the Treaty framework. This means, firstly,

'!fle know that in this respect the views of the Italian
Presidency and this Parliament do not differ greatly.
'!?'e

very precisely and specifically to ensure that the Italian

Government, which holds the Presidenry, sees to it
that terms of reference for the intergovernmental conference are adopred at the European Council's meeting in Milan.

Deciding to hold the intergovernmental conference
while leaving its terms of reference vague will in effect
mean that this conference will achieve nothing. In our
opinion, it is for the Italian Presidency to submit a
drafr on this to the European Council when it meets in
Milan.
President, this morning we have all been able to
see that spring has arrived. Or perhaps I should say
that it has broken out. After a dreadful, long, grim,
cold and wet winter we have had to wait a long, long
time for this spring, but it has come today. Let this be
seen as a symbol for our debates today and for European activities in the coming months. May it herald a
spring and then a summer which give the Community
rhe fresh stimulus it so badly needs and Europe the
means of leading a continent that has so often been
written off to new prosperity and fresh glory.

Mr

Lalor (RDE).

-

Mr

President,

my Irish col-

leagues and I would welcome genuinely positive initia-

tives rowards European Union. I agree that we must
move forward and improve the institutional balance
and decision-making in our Community. I am also

most anxious that we
Union

I

financial resources

for the Community to

maintain

existing policies and to develop new ones designed to
achieve the aims already mendoned. A European
union based on 1.4 or 1.60/o VAT contribution is,
therefore, a[ present nonsensical and very Utopian.

can therefore surely say that we expect something

of the Italian Presidency. I want to ask the Presidenry

Mr

that the complex of internal problems facing the Communiry must be resolved in the immediate future.
Secondly, it means the development of an even closer
community of interest through the adoption of concrete and visible measures designed to face up to the
economic and social problems of the Community, notably and principally unemployment, and to funher the
aim of convergence of the economies of the Member
States. This means the provision of the necessary

as the

fix our sights on

it

It is being suggesrcd that European political coopera'We are
tion should be extended to military affairs.
mtally opposed to this idea. \7hile individual Member
States may discuss cenain foreign policy questions
touching on political aspects of security, we are
opposed to any involvement in either military or defence matters by the Community institutions as such.
This opposition is rooted in our status as a Member
State which does not belong to any military alliance. If
Ireland were to adopt any other position, inevitably we
would find ourselves subjected to pressures to promote
nuclear facilities in our country. The political pany
that I am proud to represent here in Europe
- Fianna
Fiil
is resolved to preserve the whole of Ireland,
- and South, as a nuclear-free zone. \7e see
North
clearly that this is possible only on the basis of maintaining our military neutrality. As I said at the outset,
Ireland's neutrality is not negotiable.

European

ultimate goal of all our effons.

would, however, like to make

agree with Senator Dooge in his refusal to subscribe to the inclusion of the text on security and defence in his committee's report. On behalf of the
Fianna F{il members of the Group of the European
Democratic Alliance, let me make it perfectly clear to
all that Ireland's neutrality is not negotiable. Ve will
strongly reject any attempt to embroil our country in
any military alliance. Our positive neutrality is aimed
at the promotion of peace, as has been clearly esnblished already by Ireland's traditional attitude to decolonization, disarmament and peace-keeping issues in
the Unircd Natiops.

I fully

abundantly clear
that, as far as we are concerned, there can be no real
union until such time as there is total integration and
harmonization of the economic policies of the Member States. The paralysis from which the Community
suffers at present stems from factors which cannot be
resolved by window-dressing initiatives or by tinkering
with the exisdng institutional structures.

Vhen my country signed the Act of Accession to the
EEC, there was no reference to any military or defence obligations, Protocol 30, which was annexed to
that Act, recommended that the Community institu-

tlons implement all the means and procedures laid
down by the EEC Treaty, panicularly by making adequate use of the Community resources to reduce the
economic differences between Ireland and the rest of
the Community. \7e are still a long way from having
rhis commitment honoured.
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This brings me ro rhe phasing out of the veto, which

could cause serious problems for my country. Of
course there are issues which can and must be decided

by a majority vote. Nevenheless, as long as excessive
economic imbalances between the regions persisr and
until such time as they are eliminated, there must be
provision ro allow smaller and economically weaker
nations like Ireland to invoke, when necessary and justified, their vital narional interest and exercisi the right
of veto.

I say thar it is exrremely difficult to visualize the ideal European Union from the view base of
a divided Ireland.
Finally, may

Mr Van der Lek (ARC).
(NL)
Presidenr, the
- Croux'sMr
explanatory srarcment in Mr
repon contains a
remarkable senrence. Referring to rhe Spinelli draft
Treaty, it says: 'The draft was adopted by an over'acceptable
whelming majority and is therefore an
model for all shades of opinion.' This might be
regarded as a small mistake, a slip of the pen, but I am
a{raid it is rarher typical of what minoritils can expecr
if the plans for a European Union are acrually implemented.

I

am speaking on behalf of pan of this minoriry, which

actually exism and is utterly opposed ro the forced
tempo of development rowards unificarion that is welcomed so enthusiastically here. I am also convinced
that if rhe citizens of the \flestern European countries
really knew what developmenrs were involved, how
they were being given stones for bread with rhis European Union, most of them would be against it. The
developmenm proposed here will not solrre the problems the people in Europe face. On rhe contrary, they

will simply aggravare some of these problems because
the causes lie in the economic, social and political
course which the institutions o( the European Community have always followed and continue ro follow.

Vhat do people wanr, Mr Presidenr? More competition with rhe United States and Japan? That is more
likely to desroyjobs than creare rhem. More economic growrh? That is more likely to destroy the environment that preserve it. Do they wanr more nuclear
power srations, the production of yet more weapons,
the continuarion of the arms race, the deployment of
missiles, an increase in defence spending or even panicipation in the Star Vars project, as rlie Commission
seems very prematurely to assume? No, Mr President,
that is nor what rhey want, and yer rhese are things
that are constantly referred to in rhe documenr,
things which are actually happening and for which the
draft Treaty seeks to create an even stronger basis.

than . no parliament. But rhis should not necessarily
entail the centralization of powers. Vhat is more, we
do not believe that intentions are anything like as clear
as is now being suggested.

The re-pon of the ad hocworking party, which, despite
all irc footnotes, does nor on the whole have any solution to offer to the problem of rhe veto in the Council,
shows how bizarre the procedures are and how much
more bizarre they will become if the plan is rc develop
Vestern Europe, come what may, into a new superstate.

Mr President, we believe it is fundamentally wrong to
think that bigger is always berter. It is also wrong to
think that the problems of the world and of Vesiern
Europe in panicular are rhe ourcome of insufficient
integration. They are the outcome of an incorrect
poliry. It is appalling that both the Dooge repon and
the other documenr still assume that a fiigher rate of
economic growth can restore employment, that these
documents should say that we will be stronger in the
struggle against the United States and Japan, in international competidon in other words, if we act together
and that we will ensure peace if we speak to the orher
superpowers wirh one voice. Vhat good is is speaking
with one voice if what it says is wrong? And do wi
need. a European Community to say the right things,
to take initiadves which promote peace, to funher disarmamenr and a reduction of tension? Of course nor.
Mr President, we are in favour of inrernational cooperation, but cooperation worldwide. Thar alone will 6e
truly be.neficial to peace and the well-being of everyone in rhe world.

Mr President, I should like to go on with this analysis
a grear deal longer, but I will sum up. A poor poiicy
does not improve with more integration. As *e iee ii,

the draft Treary is centralist. There is no reference ro
regional autonomy, the decentralization of decisionmaking or rhe panicipation of the public. The principles
the striving after economic growth, competition, -an increase in scale
understanding of
- lack any
the real causes of the destruction
of the environment.
Ve reject an internadonal policy based on the threat
of the use of arms, and we are opposed to the milirarization of the European Community. Ve wanr the
democratization of Europe from the bottom up, and
we are therefore very sceptical about all these plans for
lntegratlon.

Mr Le Pen (DE).

(FR) Mr President, ladies and

with Mr Seeler, Mr

- the only legitimate purpose of
genrlemen, in our view
building a political Europe is defenJe and the
.ment of the nadons and peoples of which it"dr"n".is composed, to rhe maximum benefit of progress and peace
in the world.

European Parliament.- A powerless parliament is worse

There.is a European area of European peoples which
have rheir own characreristics, but they aiso have a
European identiry and culture. The basic objectives of

Mr President, we naturally

agree

Croux and the Committee on Instirutional Affairs thar
whereever powers are withdrawn from the national
parliamenrs, equivalent powers should be vesred in the
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Le Pen
these institutions must. be the defence of its own inter-

ests. In a world where the iron law of international
economic competition reigns, the prosperity of Europe
is threatened, a Europe so grievously lacking in
sources of energy and raw materials. But its security,
ir existence even, are also threatened by the formida-

ble military and subversive organization of Communism, and, more insidiously, by infiltration from foreign
immigrants as a result of both Europe's own falling
binh-iate and the population explosion in the Third

Vorld.
The sunrival of our continent, already half-occupied
by the rctalitarian forces of the Soviet Union, depends
on the acumen and courage of its spiritual, economic,
social and political elites. It was the dramatic decline in
power after the Second Vorld \[ar which led most of
the nations of Europe through resignation to attemPt

to unite in order to survive.

In this Assembly, which is too often prey to the phan-

of humanitarianism, we often lose
sight of the fact that our counries are living dangerously, under the threat of invasion and sudden death.
In the so sadly neglected area of military and civil defence of Europe, which should be the prime, principal,
obsessive, preoccupation of our Assembly, it is imperative that the eyes of those who out of prejudice refuse
ro see, at least be opened. First of all we have to admit
that for fony years our freedom has been assured
thanks to the links between Europe and the United

tasies and ravings

in the Atlantic Alliance. In the
confronntion with the USSR's hegemonic ambidons
the balance of strategic nuclear terror has been the
instrument of peace. But we are entering a period
where in Europe that balance is dangerously disStates, through and

turbed, to the advantage of the Soviet Union, Particuland and
larly in the area of conventional forces
- air,
sea-- which the USSR has gone on srentthening for
over fony years, with obvious aggressive intent'

At present the disadvantage is I to 3 and may be as
high as I to 6 in panicular areas of stress. For exam\flarsaw Pact has drawn up
pli,
-t60 in Central Europe, the
dirisions, half of which are capable of going into
action at any dme, backed up by several thousand aircraft, an air defence system' radar cover and a significant array of ECM measures, while ultramodern surface and submarine fleets would attack vital maridme
links. For eighteen months those forces have been
equipped witli front and superfront general staff which
in thi Soviet plan are general staff in time of war.
These forces are deployed in accordance with the doctrine of the ultimate offensive, which aims to destroy
the NATO forces as quickly as possible and to occupy
'Vestern Europe before it can be reinforced by American forces. These manoeuvres would take place under
the threat of small-scale nuclear weaPons: 250 triplewarhead SS-20s, not to mention the biological and
chemical weapons, of which there is a 400,000 tonne
stockpile. On-the logisdcal side the offensive nature of

all this is demonstrated by the enormous dumps of

river-crossing equipment and the 12,000 kilometres of
oil pipeline siockpiled close to the Vest German frontier, which the Soviet military oil rcrminals have now
reached.

This agonizing situadon ought to make Europe assess
the danger, look it in the face and rethink the problem
of its difence as soon as possible. Ve have therefore
first to admit, and rc tet other people to admit, that
the defence of Europe is the prime responsibiliry of all
Europeans and cannot be confined to any one national

frontier of one country. But each government must
retain control of its armed forces, with the possibility
of their being used on national duties, a European
as Helmut
nuclear strategy must be organized
around
Schmidt proposed in November 1984

France, and possibly Great Britain, following a positive increase in financial resources by all European
countries, which would apply to all the frontiers in
'!0'estern Europe. There would be an automatic

nuclear response to any offensive Penetration of
Europe's territory or to an atack with nuclear, biological or chemical weapons. \fle should also reduce

Europe's dramatic weakness in terms of conventional
weapons, build up a civil defence system' like that of
Switzerland, wonhy of the name, and, finally, set up
an integrated European force to combat all forms of
subversion.
response to a global threat.-Europe is threarcnid, Eu.ope's first duty is to defend itself' How
could the Assembly evade its responsibilities in this
field? Let us therefore begin, like all parliaments, by
setting up a full-scale committee with responsibility for

A global

problems of defence.

My time is very closely limited and I cannot,go into
deiail of the proposed defence policy. Enough to say
that it means the will to think clearly, determination,
sacrifice. The war waged agaipst us is likely to be military and subversive, by land, sea, air and space, and
with nuclear, chemical, biological and conventional
weaPons.

Security, colleagues, is the first duty of a State and the

prime freedom of men,

it requires material

resources

and financial outlay, but it is unrealistic if it is not
backed up by the readiness of men to make the
supreme sacrifice if necessary in order to defend their
families, their country and their freedom.
(Protestfrom the Rainbou Group benches)

INTHECHAIR: MRSEEFELD
Vce-President

(NL) Mr President, the
Mr Van der Vad (NI).
reports by Mr Croux and Mr Seeler are a logical
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extension of the European Parliamenr's approval on
14 February 1984 of the draft Treaty establishing the
European Union.

speech earlier,

Ve do not

Europe. That is completely unrrue. A previous speaker
talked about the coming of spring. His own Prime
Minister looks on that as synonymous with the coming

endorse the draft Treary, and we do not
therefore suppon the tenor of the rwo reports and the
motions for resolutions they contain. I have tried to
express our feelings in the amendments I have mbled
to the morions. To put it in a nutshell, the European
Communities today lack a srrong decision-making

mechanism and effective democratic control of thi
decisions taken. This is resulting in stagnation in
imponant areas of the European Communities. For
example, an inrernal market has still nor been esrablished, and there is still no common transporr. policy.
There is also a need for closer cooperarion in various
areas, high technology being but one example.

For all these reasons the working methods of the
European institutions need improving, but we do not
believe radical insdtutional reforms are necessary or
desirable ro achieve this. Firstly, the present Treaties

and what has followed them are perfectly adequare
both for a reform of the decision-making procedure
and for the achievement of rhe goal of closer economic cooperation.
Secondly, if we build on whar has already been done,
we shall perperuare the situation thar arose when the
Community grew from six to ten Member States.
'!flhen
this enlargemenr took place, we knew that the
views of some of the new Member States on European
cooperation differed from those of the Community of

the Six. It would nor rherefore be wise ro force these
Member Stares into a corner with a new Treary and a
supranational increase in momenrum, with the added

risk of producing a Communiry of Member

States

proceeding at different speeds.

As regards the reforms, we believe that there musr be
more majority decisions but that it should still be possible for a Member State to claim vital national interests. In these respects, we feel the Dooge Committee's
recommendations provide valuable pointers.

On the other hand, we cannor supporr. Parliament's
draft Treaty and the way in which the reports by Mr
Croux and Mr Seeler follow on from it, not only
because of the proposed abrupt change to rhe institu-

tional sructure, which we see as a threat to the unity
of the present Communities, bur above all because rhl
draft Treaty advocares the wholesale transfer of powers to supranarional bodies. Panly as result of rhe
eventual eliminarion of the right of vero, this would
lead to large-scale centralizarion of powers, a trend
that would encroach heavily upon the sovereignty of
the Member States and also run counrer to thJmovement towards decentralization which we are now witnessing at national level. Hence, Mr President, our
call for the present Treaties to be enforced in every
respecr. \7e believe rhis to be the most pracrical and
effective approach.

Mr Mcgahy
remark

President, in the course of his
-SirMr
Jack Stewan-Clark made the
that the British people wanted a united
(S).

of cuckoos. British Members will understand the reference.

British Labour Members will be voting against both
the Croux and rhe Seeler repons, which embody the
latest attempts by rhis Assembly to funher the cause of

European union. This is in line with our previous
opposition to the draft European union treary and
other associated moves trying to propel us along the
yay rc a European supersrarc. The call in these repons

for an intergovernmental conference

as early

june

this year ro prepare the way for such a union, if"snecessary without rhe agreement of all Member States, is a
highly dangerous one.

If

successful, it would take decision-making in more
and more spheres funher away from the people and

centralize them in remote bureaucratic European
union bases in Brussels, Luxembourg, Strasbourg or

wherever it finally decided ro setrle. I personally do
not think the grandiose plans will be accepted, bur I do
not think anyone opposed to such plans should ignore
the comparative speed with which they have become a
serious issue on the European Council's agenda. Cerainly,- if accepted, they would make it vinually impos$ble for member governmenrc, panicularly-socialisr
governmenm, to carry out essential economic and
social reforms within their own countries.
The major implication of rhe Dooge and other reporr
is that a grand design for institutional reform will provide a universal panacea for rhe failure of the C-ommuniry. over rhe years. Mr President, this is totally
misguided, because it ignores the fact that the major
failings of the EEC have been those of political will,
not, constitutional structures, although the structures,
if anything, have made things worse.
Moreover, there is no common European idenrity ro
sustain any imposition of a quasi-federal srrucrure of
Bovernmenr over l2 countries. Ir is sqrely ironical that
a great-deal of the pressure behind the Croux repon
comes from the belief rhar rhe accession of Spain and
Ponugal will create a stare of paralysis inside ihe EEC
unless we funher srrengrhen rhe Communiry insitutions. This, of course, ignores the fact rhat rhere is a
contradiction in the preamble to the presenr Treaties

between the desire for a polirical Ljnired States of
Europe and the express wish to offer membership to
more and more European nations. Left m themselves,
the original Six mighr well have developed inro something like a monolithic Europe
although it cenainly
would not have been Europe;- once thl process of
enlargement started, however, that prospect disappeared.
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The conflict berween dream and reality is becoming
more and more apparent. There is greater diversity,
less convergence and less identity of interest. To
accept proposals for a European union in these circumstances would be to turn that original dream into a

nightmare

Le Pen, one began to have nightmares about what
kind of defence role this Community should have.
Surely what we ought to be aiming for is the disman-

tling of existing defence organizations, not creating
new ones.

.

Logically, the sensible thing to do in this situation
would be to question whether the highly-centralized,
tightly-structured EEC envisaged in 1957 is still
appropriate. That opinion has never been explored.
The present system has failed miserably, but what is on
offer is the same, only more so: the remedy is to be
greater centralization and standardization, not less.

Vhen the Croux repon calls for an intergovernmental
conference, it specifies that this must have terms of
reference along the lines of the European Parliament
draft treaty. But, Mr President, there are no grounds
for believing that the problems which the exisring
institutions have failed to deal with will be any more

satisfactorily dealt with by European union. This is
pure integrationist posruring. The Dooge report
echoes, even goes funher than, the European Parliament's draft treaty in calling for an end to the veto in

the Council of Ministers. The reality is that every
country stands ready to use it when its interesm are at
stake.

Of course, the saving grace of the Dooge repon lies in
the footnorcs and the reservations which liwer its
pages. \7hen the European Council comes to consider
it in June, I hope it will pay attention to them. I hope it
will put an end once and for all to all this federal posturing. There should be no intergovernmental conference along the lines proposed. There should be no end
to the veto. There should be no defence r6le for the
EEC. The summit should dispense with repons and
turn to action. Ve should produce joint economic
plans to Benerate the wealth which will put people
back to work and assist the conquest of hunger in the
world. It is not the lack of institutions that is stopping
this, it is only the lack of political will and effective
policies.

Mr Zarges (PPE).

(DE) Mr President, Commis-

sioner, ladies and gentlemen, unlike the preceding
Socialist speaker, the Group of the European People's
Pany agrees in totowirh the reports of Mr Croux and
Mr Seeler. The course so far of the debate in the
Member States on our draft treaty has brought two

Ve

important insighm:

referendum. Labour is completely opposed to its
removal. I wonder, however, what answer members of

Firstly, by its vision of the future of Europe, the European Parliament has forced the Member States to concern themselves with this subject, and they have
accepted that task.

the Committee on Institutional Affairs will get in London when they visit there, because, make no mistake,
there is a complete split between the Tories here and
rhe Tories at'strestminster. In this place we have Tory
Members who are dedicated federalists, determined to

Secondly: the continuous dialogue between Members
of the European Parliament and members of the
national parliaments, which was seriously disrupted by
the effective disappearance of the dual mandate, is

have seen many examples of this recently. Indeed,
rhe right to exercise this veto was one of the promises
given to the British people by those who urged suPPort
for our continued membership of the EEC in the

take more and more powers away from the British
Government and hand them over to the European
institutions, in which, of course, they

see themselves as

exercising a leading role.

I find it remarkable

that Tory Members in the Committee on Institutional Affairs were actually urging Mr
Spinelli to adopt the Dooge formula on the veto
because it was stronger than the European Parliament's draft. Not for the first time, Mr President, we
find Tory MEPs completely out of touch with the British people and, I suspect, with their own Bovernment.
Indeed, I have no doubt that a shon sharp shock will
be administered by their national leader, especially in
her new belligerent mood displayed in South-East
Asia.
There are other aspects, of course, of the Dooge views
which we are similarly opposed to: the extension of
this Parliament's powers and the notion that the Community should develop a defence and security role. I
must admit that after having heard the speech by Mr

being placed on a new basis.

On the first point, I would like to point out that our
drafr treaty naturally does not lose sight of the final
objective of creating a Unircd States of Europe in the
form of a European federal state. At present some
people, and not only in the United Kingdom, may
regard that objective as utopian; but without a degree
of utopianism we will not gain a future of freedom.

In the medium term we see European Union the subject of our draft [reaty, as a decisive step along that
road. Ve want it to free the European Community
from its agony and make it fully able to take political
action again. To do so we must apply two principles,
efficiency and democracy, in order to reform the
Community in such a way as to make its organs workable again, but also to ensure that the Community of
governments becomes a Community of nations.

On the second point, we may note that a wide-ranging
dialogue has at last begun with the members of the
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national parliamenm, something which is more necessary than ever. Our alks in the Member States have
shown that the national bureaucracies are exceedingly
well informed about all the imponant elements of rhe
draft treaty. But the same cannor be said of the members of the national parliamenm. Many of them regard
Europe as a remore and riresome business that disturbs
them in their national peace and day-to-day work.

Ve

must joinrly atrempt to change rhis attirude. It is
hardly surprising for national officials, educated in
national inenia, to fight ro preserve their national

power

if the politicians do not

give them any Euro-

Pean lmPetus.

In our view, the funher

discussions

in the Member

States must concenffare on five areas in which
make progress for sunrival's sake.

Ie

must

Firstly, the European Parliament, as an ortan with the
same status and rights as the Council, must have a say

in legislation, the budget and political control of the

the member governmenm are nor burdened by parliamentary elections and are thus free for Europe.

As Chancellor Helmut Kohl has repearedly declared,
we must now decide on irrevocable steps towards
European Union. Ve call on Chancellor Kohl and
President Mitterand ro conven their words and promises into deeds and not to wait in case some Member
States do not wanr to join in, for we cannor allow the
delayers and opponents of European Union to determine the pace and direction of the convoy! Like Joan
of Arc to her king, we musr say: 'You musr bear rhe
burden that is for you to carry. Either you are king or
you remain a beggar!'

In the fight for a united Europe, let us jointly be the
king of the royal idea of our cenrury, as Konrad
Adenauer once pur it, so that we achieve success this
year on the road rc the United States of Europe.
(Applause)

Communiry.

Sir Frcd Cathcrwood (ED).

Secondly, the Council musr at last become able to act
again and made fully capable of political action by a
return to the majority rule. The unanimity rule may no
longer apply as a marter of principle.

Mr

President,

I

am

astounded to find Comrade Megahy
sheltering behind
the skins of Mrs Thatcher
or what he thinks are rhe
- shows how bankrupt the
skins of Mrs Thatcher! It just
Labour Group are of ideas of their own that they
should be driven to that!

Thirdly, the Commission must acr as rhe political
motive force of the Community, as the represenrarive
of the common interesr, and be equipped with wideranging executive powers; and it must, as Mr Ripa di
Meana of the Commission said, look upon the Euro-

my counrry which has been protected by the veto. I do
know of vial national interests which are now frustrated by a thousand veroes used ro prorect a rhousand

pean Parliament as its mosr imporrant ally.

narrow sectional interesrs which prevenr our Com-

Founhly, the European Community must become financially autonomous by being allocated specific taxes
by the Member States, in order to be able to fulfil the
tasks already ransferred rc it and its new tasks, and it
must creare a complete internal market as soon as pos-

sible, by measures ranging from the dismantling of
border controls on passengers and goods ro the remo-

val qf all barriers to trade, and even ro accepring

a

European currency, rhe ECU.

Fifthly, the Community must take on responsibiliry for
a new range of tasks, whether in the field of common
external and security poliry, in the field of research or
in rhe field of environmental protection. Our narional
governmenr must work rowards that objective.
In view of the Milan Summit, we call for a government
conference with a clear mandarc, in order to converr
the most imponant elements of our draft treaty and
the Dooge repon into a new reary by a specific deadline, so that it can be submiwed to the citizens of the
Communiry this year. A government conference similar in kind to the usual conferences of experts, which
take years to produce resul6, cannor help Europe. The
decision musr be taken this year. 1985 is the year of
destiny for European inregration, given that most of

I do not know myself of any vital national interest in

munity from meeting the needs of all our nations. It is
a vital interest of the Community and a vital national
interest in all our countries ro ter our unemployed
back to work. Ve in rhis Parliament have given that
priority. The Commission in irc statements has given it
prioriry and has put forward practical proposals. The
Council's Dooge Committee has given it prioriry, but
Vice-President Cockfield and President Delors have
made it clear that the Commission plan to get 13 million people back to work cannot be carried out while
the Council still operates a vero. The majoriry of the
Dooge Commirtee, representing a majoriry of Heads
of Governmenr, atree with them.

It is inconceivable that a Communiry of Twelve can
work if any country, Iarge or small, can veto anything
for any length of time. That is why I believe that thi
majority of Heads of Starc, including my own, will
agree in Milan ar least ro rerurn ro rhe existing Treary
with its much more precise safeguards for genuine
vital national interests. I do believe that that will dlow
us to creare a frontier-free Europe and rhat rhat
dynamic boost to trade and invesrmenr will be quite
elougfr to ger our unemployed back to work. I Jefy
those in the British Labour Group who think, as Mr
Megahy has said, that this can be done by separarc
sectional, narional proposals to produce the proposals
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which they think can match the collective impact of
the European Community's proposals. They have no
document, no backup and no research that shows anything to substantiate their claims, but we have. \7e
know it is the best researched proposal that we have
ever had.

I also support the other two major proposals of the
Dooge Committee. The world will be a better place
for the coordinated foreign policy to suPPon American democracy where it is right and to modify it where
it is wrong. And the world will be a safer place if our
collective securiry policy is brought under more democratic control and not left to the military and to the
one dominant unitary State in NATO.

(GR) Mr President, we
Mr Ephremidis (COM).
who represent the Greek- Communist Party in this
House do not agree with the resolutions embodied in
the Croux and Seeler repohs, and we will vote against
them because, each in its own way, they both promote
the draft European Union reaty that Parliament has
voted for, and also the draft prepared by the ad boc
committee. In our view all these resolutions and drafts
are fraudulent. They appear to aim at a united Europe,
democratic and devoted to dealing with the problems
that beset its peoples, while their actual purpose is different. They aim to strenBthen international institutions, granting them excess powers to the cost of the
national institutions and arming them with the weapon
of majoriry decision-making so that they can act all
the more effectively in the interests of state-monopolistic conglomerates and to the disadvantate of working people and their rights by loading the burdens of
rhe crisis onto their shoulders. These drafts and resolutions also aim to impose the will of the Community's
targe and well-developed countries on its smaller and
less well-developed ones. Funhermore, they aim to
allow state-monopolisdc conglomerates rc hold their
own in competition with American and Japanese capital on the one hand, and on the other hand to collaborate with it, within the framework of an Atlantic
cold war, to present a common front against the
Socialist and the developing counries.
For these reasons we shall vote against the resolutions.

However, Mr President, please let me say that so far
as Greece is concerned, the Greek government and the

Greek Parliament have no right to panicipate in the
intergovernmental conference that

will

approve the

final text of the modified Treaty, because the latter
will restrict and limit popular national sovereignty.
There are consequently constitutional obstacles and
opposition by the Greek people, as exPressed in the
mandate it gave its Government. Under no circumsrances will it be possible for this new Eeary to be ratified. If that happens, there will be an. uproar in my
country because that would infringe the fundamental
principles of our constitution.

(NL) Mr President, if we comMr De Gucht (L).
- rePort on a European security
pare the Haagerup

policy, the Spinelli report in its successive phases and
the repon of the Dooge Committee, we detect a clear
evolution, a growing interest in peace and security.
The facts have emerged more clearly than cenain protagonists would have liked to see. The need for a
European security poliry is indeed becoming increasingly apparent. The polemics that have erupted over
President Reagan's Star Vars programme reveal the
very grave doubts about this initiative felt in various
Member States, and not without reason. How should
a European react to this, that is the big question, and
one to which there is clearly only one answer: European, to8ether and not in open battle order.

The SDI calls for a review of the present balance. It
means a fundamental change in the position of the
European countries in panicular and, to say the least,
it is not without risks. Ve must react by esmblishing
within NATO as a matter of urgency an integrated

European security poliry that takes account of the
European continent's own security interists. It is not
by impairing European securiry, by yielding rc the
pressure of Russian rhetoric because it goes down well
in my country Karel van Mien
with the electorate
but by joining hands that
epitomizes this awitude
we will maintain peace for our counries. The Milan
Summit can take a major srcp in this direction. If it
does, it will be a historic meeting.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we have before us two rePorts: one mbled
by Mr Croux, the other by Mr Seeler. These rwo
reports have been laid before us on behalf of the Institutional Committee and the request of the Institutional
Committee.

Mr Musso (RDE).

|v[1 f,1qux'5
Vhat is at issue? The first report
sets out the European Parliamens's position on the
Dooge
and
Mr
of
work done under the leadership

points out that Parliament last year adopted a draft
treaty, which has gone unheeded, and that the conclusions in Mr Dooge's work should not forget that
treaty. In fact, the only difference is to be found in the
second indent of paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution, which states that the European Union must be
in the form of a genuine legal, concrete and specific
draft and wan$ the conference to be given a mandate
to prepare the Union in this legal form. That is the
only difference. As for the rest, both Mr Croux and
Mr Seeler have pointed out that there had been other

initiatives before

this draft reaty. Notably the

Genscher-Colombo document. There were also other
initiatives which have gone unheeded. Parliament,
after adopting last year's draft treaty, has rcday realized that it is still unheeded and would now like m
press on funher.
As far as the idea of European Union is concerned, we
are in favour of it. I shall vote for the two reports, but

there is something that worries me in
report. I should like to repeat here what

Mr Croux's
I said in the
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Institutional Commitree yesterday. How is it possible
at one and the same rime to wanr to establish Eu.o" the
pean Union and to say
laudable as ir is
- rhat
door will be left open to- any States which may
not be
ready yet, and at the same time tell them
is
- rhis
writren down in paragraph 6 of the resolution
that
if rhey do n9t join, they will retain the right to become
members of the Union wirhout ,e* rregoiiations being
necessary. To my mind ir is an encouragement to the
ones which are dragging their feet and which, in the
past, have shown us rhar they did not expect
after
tried ro mrpedo the Communiry
to -do any\a.ving
thing else in order to join. It is an encouragement
ro
those which did not exist in the past and wh--ich today
think they-can place obsracles in rhe way of this grani
concepr of Europe about which various Membe.ihaue
spoken just now. I do not think this a good way of
bringing abour the European Union of which everyone
seems to dream, but which one mus[ have doubr
about when one rhen sees the sratemenm made by the
different tovernmenr and
this word, I'hope
- I use
you will excuse me, bur I cannot
find any other suitable word
the cowardice of rhe Council and the
European Council, which make grear declararions but
do not wanr ro make any p.ogr.ss. I rhink that we roo
are now sho.uring signs of weakness by saying ro people : of you do nor join now, ir does noi ,rtt.i b.."rr.
you will retain your rights, you will nor have to renegotiate, we shall offer you a seat, even if you did try
and stop us.

Mr Ulburghs (NI).
(NL) Mr President, rhe grandeur of Europe, built- on the drearp of irc becomlng a
new economic superpower, is a rhing of the pasr. Ii is
nor relentless comperirion but the moral greitness of
Europe, based on solidarity internally and exrernally,

thar will make it a shining example.

Firstly, internal solidarity.

I am sorry thar the repon

refers to the abolirion of all measures ihat conflicr with
the law of frec comperirion in the Community. This
would mean, for. example, the closure of the Limburg
coal mines on rhe grounds rhat social crireria musr
take second p_lacc ro economic criteria. I am sorry rhat
the report calls for greater lransparency in rhe case of

nationalized industries while multinadonal undenak-

ings are to have grearer freedom and be subject to less
contr.ol. Vhat happened to the Vredeling directive and
its call for information and control? I am sorry thar the
repon says rhe universiries musr gear their activities
more closely to the commercial sector than to cultural
values.

Secondly, exrernal solidarity. Europe musr speak with
one voice.. All right, but it musr do so chiefllin UNC_

TAD and the UN to the benefit of the Nonh-South
dialog.ue, ro rhe benefit of the developing countries. As

regards defence policy, Europe must-develop an econ-

omy for peace and consolidare its economic, military
and. cultural auronomy, and this also means handini
back nuclear missiles. In this rhe historic efforts beinf

made by Mr Van Mien and others in Belgium have my
supPon.

The European Parliament musr also awaken the inreresm of the European public in the development of a
strong Europe from the bottom up, nor to rhe disadvanrage of rhose without power but to rheir advantage.

Mr

Christiansen (S).

(DA)

Mr

President, ladies

and gentlemen, I know -that a majority in rhis assembly
regard Denmark as a reluctant partner in cooperation
and as a block rc the introduction of a supranational
European polidcal union. The latter view is correcr,
the former absolutely wrong.

My own parry, rhe Social

Democratic party,

has

always had a strong and sincere will to panicipate in
close.and binding international cooperation. Our parry
- which for many years ha\ been the largest pany in

Denmark
was instrumental, for example, in-the
creadon of-rhe Nordic Council and in bringing about
Danish membership of NATO and rhe -European
Community. Ve have always felr that rhe probiems
can only be solved joindy and have therefore, since we
have been in the Community, always backed arrcmprs
to devise collecdve solutions for the Community ai a
whole, which would be effective in achieving rhegoals
set and would be seen as forward-looking by thJcitizens of Europe.

Ve take the

same consrrucrive arri[ude

in the institu-

tional debate. \7e do nor accepr that any one institution can be of value by dinr of its mere exisrence. Like
evgrfrhing else, ir must have a political aim and be
judged according'to its acts. These are the results
which count, not formalism, pen-pushing and paper
mounr,ains. It is true rhat the Community institjdons
do.not operare efficiently enough

p..rint, thar they

"t approach to thl
lack coordination and a co.hon
ob.iectives. Not enough is done to solvl-the real problems in our society. This is also the conclusion oui colleagues Croux and Seeler have reached, but their res-

ponse is to demand thar more powers be given to the
institutions of the Community. In my view ihis will not
solve the problems. The cause does not lie rhere. It is
rc be found elsewhere: the political will of rhe national
parliaments, the governments and even the European
Parliament is not strong enough.

Let me give jusr one example: it is a manifesrarion of
dual morality when rhose countries which are the

strongest advocarcs of insritutional supranadonality
vjry ones which most often violate Community
law. In Denmark we observe the Communiry,s direc'tives and regulations. But take a look at rwo of the big
countries: Fran'ce and Italy. In 1983 proceedings hal
to be taken against France for violations in 5i cases
and against Italy in all of 59 cases.
are rhe

Thus the assenion of rhe rwo rapporreurs that the lack
of a coordinated policy is due io the misuse of the
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right of veto must be emphatically rejected. The fact is
that the proposed restrictions on the right of veto will
not reduce violations of Community law by the Member States. A limitation of the right of veto will only hit
the small countries because the big countries in practice have always been able and always will be able to
exercise a form of veto, irrespective of the voting system applied: majority decisions, unanimity etc. Yes,
they
quote a proverb
indeed, I think that
- to
should put their own house in order before they turn
their attention to those of others.

I should also like to say a few brief words on Mr Seeler's criticism of the decision-making procedure of the
Danish Folketing with regard to Community matters.
It is claimed that the parliamentary control applied by
Denmark when our ministers are given their negotiating briefs goes beyond the intentions of the right of
veto and hence has an inhibitory effect on the Community's decision-making capacity. This view is incorrect. The normal practice is to confer wide powers, but
it is nevertheless a sound element in the decision-making procedure, since it ensures that we in Denmark,
unlike cenain other countries, do not repeatedly violate Community law. The system under which the market committee of the Folketing works contributes to
the securing of parliamentary and political will for the
implementation of the decisions which are aken under
Community auspices. After all, it is not the decisions
themselves which matter but their practical implementation. It is loyal action which will, institutional
changes are unnecessary. If on the other hand the political will is not present, institutional changes will serve
no purpose in any case.

The Danish Social Democrats here in

Parliament

therefore recommend voting against both reports, and
it should also be noted that the Danish Folketing has
adopted the views I have presented here, so that they
are also the views of the Danish government. It should
and cenainly will be seen from the vote therefore that
15 Danish Members have voted against these two
reports, and we shall be able to verify this if an electronic vote is taken on the two reports, which I hereby
request.

(NL) Mr President, the repon
Mr Penders (PPE).
is out. I should like to say,
of the Dooge Committee
'Bravo, this is a good repon,' but the Dooge Committee has been disbanded, and that is something I do
not welcome. There is now in fact a vacuum between
two European Council meetings. I think that is a pity
and, what is more, dangerous.

Mr Tindemans pointed out in Brussels that we would
be having three nerve-racking months, and I am afraid
he was righr \7ill the institutional 6lan not be lost in
the coming months? Is the Dooge repon not being
nibbled at? And another question is whether this Parliament should back Spinelli or Dooge. I believe this
question should not be asked.

Let us be honest: the European Council will consider
the institutions only once. The deed must be done in
Milan. I feel the European Parliament should support
its own draft Treaty with all its mights. But we must
above all realize that without our Treaty the Dooge
Committee would not even have exisrcd.
Summit? Vhat is
the minimum necessary? An intergovernmental conference that makes progress towards a new Treaty. And
what must this Treaty at least produce? (a) A stronger
European Parliament and (b) better decision-making
in the Council.

Vhat must come out of the Milan

As regards rhe first point, Mr President, diplomacy
and democracy always have difficulty with one
another. That has always been the case. The European
diplomadcs and more specifically our permanent
representatives in the Community have recently been

very

successful: accession, enlargement, own

resources, the Bridsh problem. \7e owe them our grat-

itude and we also owe them our congratulations. But
what is completely disastrous is their tendency to build
Europe at closed Council and Coreper meetings with

national bureaucracies looking over their shoulders.
The national parliamenm have lost the scent, and the
European Parliament is being thrown off it. But how
can we ever hope to retain, let alone inspire, the European citizen's interest in the European adventure without democracy? Hence the need for a say in the legis-

lative process and in deciding our incomes, the timehonoured purse strings.

A tribute, Mr President, to the majority of the Dooge
Committee, provided the list of subjects requiring
unanimous decisions in the Council is kept shon. The
privot on which this all turns is London: see the British
footnotes in the Dooge report. I believe that in future
a crucial role will be played by the Dutch Government, which has in the past, pafticularly under previous cabinets, been suspected of always looking to the
Unircd Kingdom with at least one eye. I believe we
must now press on and persevere, not threaten London, but hold up the mirror so that it can see imelf.
After all, London wanff an effective democratic Community, and London wants to strengthen Europe's role
and contribution.

(DA) Mr President, as a mem- on Institutional Affairs I have
of the Committee

Mr Toksvig (ED).
ber

repeatedly drawn attention to the fact that I personally
see Parliament's draft ffeaty as a particularly exciting
and worthwhile piece of work. But I am not convinced
that the draft constitutes
and neither is my pany
the only possible solution.

-

-

It is therefore difficult to give wholeheaned support to
Mr Croux's motion for a resolution. That Mr Spinelli
and the other rapporteurs responsible for the draft
treaty have produced an outsmnding piece of work is
beyond any doubt. But to sanctify the proposal

-

and

i
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that is what the Croux report does
doctrine is going rarher roo far.

-

as rhe

only rue

The imponant rhing is to repeat that the Danish
Bovernment and the main opposition pany have made

ever, that the vote on the repons we are debating can
no longer be mken today but must wait unril romor-

row.

it clear that we shall mke pan in the conference of
tovernmenr envisaged in both the repon of the

Mr Croux (PPE), ropporteur.
(NL) Mr President,
- the same
Mr Spinelli will probably be asking
question
as I after hearing what you have just said. Ir is very

Obviously there is no-one in rhis Chamber who would

imponant that we should mke the vore ar 6 p.m. today.
I should therefore like to ask Members if they could

Dooge Commitree and the Croux and Seeler repons.

willingly cut his counrry off from panicipation in mapping out the Communiry's future and setting the
course for its funher development. My Danish Conservative colleagues and I have therefore tabled a
number of amendmenm ro rhe Croux repon in the
hope that the final document will show that we are
more immediately concerned to see the discussion ar
the intergovernmental conference pursued in an
unbiased and impanial manner, without any prior
obligation on the Heads of Government to discuss
only one rexr. '!fl'e think that all possible options
should remain open.

Mr Hovgird Chrisriansen menrioned our European
disposition. I do not wanr ro leave any doubt as to
that. It is my view that a Europe with sc/o speed settings would be a disaster the consequences of which ir
is hardly possible a[ present to gauge. For that reason
we propose rhat paragraph 5 in the Croux repon
should be deleted. Paragraph 5 is an open door
an
all too tempting open door. It provides almost -explicitly that countries which have doubts about their electorare should be free to refrain from panicipation in
the new development without incurring any sanctions.
Ve think that is dangerous and would like ro see rhis
point removed. If that cannor be done, we would support Sir Fred Catherwood's new wording.
Vith

regard to rhe Seeler report, which calls for continued cooperation with the national parliamenr, all
there is to say is rhar we can supporr it as it stands.

A little while ago we were given by my Danish colleague an outline of the political and parliamentary
situation in our home counrry. I would remind you of
the present position in which the country is being
ruled by a coalition wirh a variable mandate and a very

uncertain majority. I remind you of it because the
European Parliament will larcr be discussing the Bocklet repon on a uniform election sysrem, and I would
draw your arrenrion to the risk of fixing the proportion of the vore entiding a pany to a seat in the legislature at too low a level.

make their speeches or smtemenr in the form of
explanations ofvore, perhaps even in writing, this evening so that we can vore ar 6 p.m.
(Apphuse)

Mr

Spinclli (COM), chairman of tbe Committee on
gn Mr President, I should
Institutional Afairs.
like to point our rhat-it had already been agreed with
the President, Mr Pflimlin, that this should be the
most imponant debate of this pan-session and that the
vote would be taken on rhe resolution at a time when
we had all rhe Members here and not when half of
them had already left. Come what may, we musr vote
this evening. For my own pan I am prepared to waive
my right to speak if that would prevenr the vote from
being held this evening.

President.

I could ask each speaker on my list if

this evening.

I shall now ask Mr Chambeiron. Do you wish to speak
in the debate, Mr Chambeiron, or do you waive your
righr to do so?

Mr Chambciron (COM).
(FR)
President,.I do
- for Mr
wish rc speak. Vhen we raised
the first time these
proposals for an instirutional revival, I indicated that
in our opinion Europe was suffering nor from a lack of
institutions but from a Iack of political will: non-existent social policies, a permanenr weakness as regards
American demands. I am rhinking panicularly of the
role of small firms and the field of commerciil poliry.
These problems cannor be resolved by any new insritudonal creation in the conrinued absence of the political
will to attack the crisis.

I poinrcd our.ar rhe same time that
the various projects
the Spinelli and the Faure
could have imponant- consdrurional effects by jeopardizing cenain narional or regional institutioni, as both
the French Assembl€e Nadonale and the German Bundesrat have also pointed our. Bur today, after the Brussels Summit, after reading Mr Faure's report, one realises that the main innovation of the various currenl
projects is not so much the political revival, which
Having said rhat,

Prcsident.
and gentlemen, we have ro inrer- Ladies
rupt this debate
at 12 noon, at which time the Council

will

be making its smremenr.

I still have several Members listed ro speak. I would
estimate that the debate should finish in about 40 minutes. Ve can have one or two more speakers now, but
then the debate must be adjourned. This means, how-

he

would be prepared
to waive his right rc speak. If rhat
does nor work, then I shall be obliged, in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure, ro conrinue rhe debare
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does not have the agreement of all the Member States,
but rather the disturbing revival of a military Europe.

Mr President, I do not think this
- cunailed because the spokesmen for
debate should be
Mr Cryer (S).

the political groups have already used up their full

It

is nor by chance that at the time when the Commis-

in the document which it laid before Parliasion
ment-in February
is proposing joint coproduction

armamenr, its- President wonders whether the
Community as such should not panicipare in the
American strategic defence intitiative, in other words,

of

Star Vars. The idea of a European space shuttle, with
military and srategic objectives, which has been put
forward in France, would coincide with all the projects
I have just mentioned. Vhat independent role could

one imagine Europe playing in that case? \/hat kind
of spectacle would one present to the young people of
our countries who are demonstrating for peace and
want the Europe of Ten to seize every opportunity of
moving towards disarmament? I am disquieted to find
that with exception of the Irish Opposition and the
Greek deputies, no government has opposed the formulations of Mr Maurice Faure's repon: conceftation
of strategic doctrines, coproduction of high-technology equipment designed to increase Europe's military
capability, a formal undertaking by the Member States
that they will panicipate in these measures. All this, as

the repon points out, 'within the framework of the
common interests of the members of the Atlandc Alli-

allocation of speaking-time. I have not heard anybody

up to now sacrifice a few of their minutes, and the
people who have spoken are now saying, by and large,

that the debate should be cunailed. In my view, the
debate should be ixtended. My friend, Tom Megahy,
has not yet

(Cries

of a military and strategic

of 'He bas!' from the European

Democratic

benches)

Vell, if he has, there

are other contributions yet to

come which I am sure will be full of interest and range
over a wide number of issues. In fact, Tom Megahy is
not the only one who would raise critical issues, and,

therefore, it seems to me that this debate should continue.

(Parliament agreed

to the

request

for

closure

of

the

debate)

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting dme.

ance'. This trend unfortunately confirms that our fears
are jusdficd. Behind enlargement, which some people
were already using as an opponuniry to make a link
between membership of the Community and membership of the NATO, the institutional revival was discernible. But behind those two projects it is in fact the

formation

contributed to the debate.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
President

Europe which

appears today to be the true aim of the governments

of
Pannella (NI).
order, Mr President. -

I

the Community.

Mr

(m Mr President, on behalf
Mr Giavazzi (PPE).
of the Group of the -European People's Party and in
accordance with Rule 86 of the Rules of Procedure, I

The situadon at present is this. The agenda calls for

request that the debate be closed even though the list
of speakers has not been exhausted.

Pursuant to Rule 86 of our Rules of ProPresident.
cedure, the closure of a debate must be requested by a
political group or at least l0 Members. You have made
this request on behalf of your group. It will be put to
the vote immediately. First, however, we can have one
speaker for and one against.

(FR)

speak

on a point of

statements from the Council and the Commission
between 12 noon and I p.m. Ve have just enough time
ro listen rc the President of the Council and the President of the Commission. Then the agenda says that
the groups have 90 minutes for the debate on the
statements. In addition the President of Council has
undenaken to reply to the debate. But the 'scatty'
agenda which has been voted only shows 90 minutes,
between 3 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. Bur at 3 p.m. we are
going to vote on the objections concerning the urgencles.

President, if we want to keep to the agenda, we
shall have a minimal debate. I therefore appeal to you
in your wisdom to reject the proposal which has been
made, as Rule 56 (2) of the Rules of Procedure pro-

Mr
Mr Sutra dc Germa.

(FR) Mr President, we can

support the proposal- which has just been

made,
because the only speaker from our group who is still
down to speak in the debate, Mr Zagari, has agreed to
'!/e know how imponant this decision is. If
step down.

it had not been taken, we should not be able to vo[e
on this repon today. Ve suppon rhe proposal.
(Applause)

vides: 'Once adopted, the agenda shall not

be

amended, except on a proposal from the President'.

I

should then like to ask you, Mr President, not to
allow the development committee to mee[ at 3 p.m. or
3.30 p.m., whether informally or otherwise, during the
debate under the Council presidency. Because there
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are more than sixty meerings fixed or possible this
afternoon. Do we or do we not want Parliamenr ro
debarc? I want to have the right nor ro go ro a committee meeting, ev€D if I have been summoned to it.
you are very concerned
- Mr ofPannella,
about the amounr
dme we have available to us. The
best way to ensure that the agenda can be covered is
not to waste rhe time of the House with unnecessary
President.

speeches.

There is no question of amending the agenda.
(Applause)

4.

European Council in Brussek

The

next irem is the satements by the
- the Commission
Council and
on rhe outcome of the
President.

European Council meering in Brussels on 29 and 30

March 1985.t

I

extend a respecrful and heany welcome to Mr Bet-

tino Craxi, Prime Minister of the Republic of Ialy and
President-in-Office of the European Council.
(Applause)

I should also like to
come

to Mr

extend a sincere and cordial welof the

Andreorri, President-in-Office

Council of Ministers.
(Applause)

would enable solid foundations

to be laid for

rhe

future construction of the Community.
These measures have in turn been translated into con-

crete decisions and Minister Andreotti and I are
to be able to inform you in rhe name of the
Council that, with your supporr and encouragemenr,
the ground is now cleared of the many obstacles hinpleased

dering progress towards the great and real objectives
of Europe.

I had the pleasure of being host to Presidenr
Pflimlin last December in Rome I told him in subst-

\7hen

ance that, in its programme, the Italian Presidency
inrcnded to ensure continuity with rhe work already
accomplished, to make it fully effective to take initiatives to enable the favourable conditions and premisses
to hand to come to fruition.
Among the objectives to be achieved, I mentioned as
priorities the signing of the Treaties of Accession, pro'an
gress with new policies and
improvement in the
functioning of the Instirutions; as regards acrion ro be
taken, I expressed the hope that during rhe period of
the Italian Presidency an overall srrarety could be
launched to combat unemployment, and the preparatory phase for commencing negotiarions on rhe European Union might be completed.
Spain and Ponugal are now abour to cross rhe rhreshold of the Communiry: they will do so, we hope, on
I January 1986. Protracted negotiations lasting eighr
years have finally been concluded. \7ith the accession
of the two Iberian counrries, Europe will be given
fresh impetus rc play the active role on the worldpol-

itical snge which history, but not history

alone,

it. Spain and Ponugal will be able to make
a major contribution since they are countries with
ascribes to

Mr Craxi, President-in-Offce of the European Council.
- U7) Mr President, Honourable Members of rhe

European Parliamenr, ladies and gentlemen, I regard
it as a great privilege to address this Assembly, which
is the voice of the peoples of our counries represenring as they do both great reality and great hope: for a
European Community growing and intent on growing
still funher in irs search for grearer sense of identity
and greater cohesion.

This meeting of the European Parliament takes place
shonly after the Brussels European Council whose
proceedings marked rhe very imponanr and construc-

tive conclusion of a panicular situation in the life of
the Community, when the Community's dynamism
appeared to have burned out in a morass of petry
inrcrests and internecine quarrels.

Finally, at the Fontainebleau Council, agreemenr was
reached on a package of measures, adoption of which

ancient traditions and a great commitmenr ro democracy, linked with overseas regions by bonds of history
and a common language and culture.

The Europe of Twelve will require even greater effons
of mediadon to avoid increasing the disparities and
divisions within the Community. The Mediterranean

dimension

will grow

srronger but that should

be

understood as an extension of the presence and the
role of Europe in the world; such exrension will eventually be to the advanrage of all since it seems to me
that the objectives of a Community of lzO million people, representative of the oldest and most prolific of
the world's culrures, bringing rogerher peoples amont

the most advanced in regard to civilization, science
and prosperiry cannor but be major objectives, of
world significance, which we will be able ro pursue
with increasing hope of success the more we succeed
in making the wider Communiry area cohesive, balanced and united.

t

Also included in rhe debate were the oral ouestions with
debate (Docs. B2/127/85 andB2/128/85) Ly Mr Formigoni, on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, to the
Foreign Ministers and to the Council.

The approval of the IMPs, on which this Parliament
rightly laid emphasis, is a highly significant example of
the gesture of solidarity necessary to reduce North-
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South imbalances. Vithout a more equal distribution
of burdens and advantages, it is difficult to imagine the
development of the Community venture. A redistribution of financial resources, based on criteria of solidarity, is very often nothing other than a measure to compensarc for the extenl to which the member countries
derive benefit from the integration of the market.

'!7e must work to ensure that all the Member States
feel they are panicipating in the same political objective, that they are involved in the same project. No
major objective is possible without the conviction that
its realization is, in concrete terms, in the common
interest. It is incumbent on us to seek and identify the
true basis for the balanced panicipation of all the
forces in European society so that the process of unification can be advanced.

the recovery of productivity and competitiveness possible in the international markets. But nor is it possible
to accept a deterioration in the employment situation
always as the other side of the coin of new rcchnology.
This then is an imponant task for the Community:
how to reconcile industrial innovation with the prorccdon of employment. It is something we must tackle as
a matter

of urgency.

For we have evidence that in other countries e.g. in the
United States and Japan technological changes and the
creation of jobs are not incompadble objectives. It is
true that high-technology industries do not create
much employment but the impact of innovation can be
measured above all in the maintenance of the level o{
competitiveness of what we may call the established
industries. And this is made possible thanks precisely
to the processes of modernization and adaptation.

In

Brussels we discussed at length the economic and
social situation in the Community, a feature of which
is srill the unacceptably high level of unemployment at
over 100/o which is in sharp contrast with the prosper-

ity of our nations and undermines the credibility of
our system in the eyes of all the other countries of the
world. Ve have defined guidelines with a view to
economic growth such as may create new jobs. I
should like to make a few remarks on this subject.

In the first place, Europe can and must do more to
sustain its own growth process, to make it less vulnerable to external influences and more stable in time.

The completion of the internal market is undoubtedly
a vital instrument if the multiplying role of national
effons is to be achieved. The Community must exploit
the potential of its enormous market and it will have to
set about it with diligence if it is to be achieved by
1992 as suggested by the Parliament and by the President of the Commission, Mr Delors.
Another basic instrument will be the intensification of
the technological base. The Community falls behind
the other major indusrial democracies in the technological field, and yet the Ten Countries of the European Community spend in total 200/o of world
expenditure on scientific research, a percentage which
is half-way between the United States (270lo of the

total) and lapan (l7o/o).
Unfonunately, rhe research in the Ten is greatly fragmented leading inevitably to duplication and overlap-

programmes, double investment, a lack of
coordination and a consequent waste of manpower
and capital. The level of resources spent either directly
or indirectly by the Community as such is pa'hry;1.50/o
of the European total.

ping

of

Technological change is one of the main factors for
giving impetus to progress in advanced economies and
societies. In the present phase of major economic
changes it is impossible to forego programmes to bring
production up to date, since such programmes make

However,

it is difficult to

resolve the problem,

it

accept the thesis that, to

is enough to assimilate the pre-

scriptions which succeeded in other countries. Ve
welcome advice when it is wise and reasonable and we
ilso know how to draw useful lessons form the experiences

of others.

The industrialized democracies share the same principles with regard to economic pluralism and the free
market, but each of our countries has its own socioeconomic reality, rooted in its own culture and historical uaditions. Qur endeavours must be to seek to har-

monize these realities by accentuating the European
identity, but we must not imagine that we can choose
one type of reality and impose it on all the others.

For reasons to do with the values of social and human
solidariry which it expresses and protects w'e cannot
relinquish the European development model.'We must
improve the way it operates, make the labour market,
for example, more flexible and better able to adjust to
the consant evolution of the productive process and
the changing international context.

\7e will have to find within the Communiry the means
and resources if we are to succeed in combating unemployment.'Ve will have to work out within the Community specific additional measures to reinforce the
impact of the strategy for economic development and
the expansion of the productive base. At the European

Council in Brussels, we instructed the Commission to
submit proposals as soon as possible aimed at adapting

working conditions to the new phase of technological
and economic development and to prepare an analysis
of the possibilities of using the Social Fund to promote
innovatory model schemes which can be used and
promoted in the employment area, and to offer a valid
response to the employment problems of cenain disadvantaged social categories.

But action on a vaster scale should, I think, be
launched within the year to achieve substandal and
decisive progress in the creation of a European Social

,"

''

'l't

i
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Area. The work programme of the President of the
Fr
I

Commission, Mr Delors, sets out interesting proposals
and I am confident that the Council will be aLte to

ranslate these into guidelines and directives.

I

am

thinking in panicular of the adaption of working time
and vocational training and mobility in connection
with the introduction of new technology, industrial
t.

and productive redevelopment, and the completion of
the programme for equal treatment berc,reen men and

with the three Directives already being
will hopefully be

women

examined- by the Council and which
adopted before next June.

I think that

in this International Youth Year

I

- full approval for the Commission's -preshould express
sentation of a communication for an integrated poliry
for those young people who are hardest hit by the
problem of unemployment.
President Delors did well, ar the beginning of his term

of office, ro encourage the relaunching of the social
dialogue which must now be given the opponunity for

tangible acrion. The European Parliament in Strasbourg did well to devote in the last feu, days a wideranging debate ro the youth unemployment problem,
from which emerged inrcresting information and proposals which should be examined carefully and in
detail by the relevant Communiry authorities.

But

i.'
i

i"

fi.
E"

if

the protection and promotion of levels of

employment are to be effective and dugable, it is vital
that the general economic situation be improved. Since
the recovery which is to hand needs ro be strengthened
and susnined. Other elements of uncenainry and instabiliry remain, some extraneous to the Communiry
system, which can only be counrcred by means of
closer inrernal Communiry cohesion.

Over the last two years significant, positive

results
have been achieved in the European Community along

the road to economic convergence. Rates of inflation
have been reduced and the balance of payments situadon has improved for all the EEC countries.
This has not happened to the same exrcnr in the various member counrries. Some countries have achieved
remarkable levels of smbility and consequently have a
greater margin for manoeuvre in supponing demand.
Vhile they have achieved considerable success in
streamlining in economy otJrer counrries have still to
follow a more prudent course to preclude a recurrence
of the phenomenon of inflation. This is why, in the
face of disparate economic rrends, we are amont rhose
who favour a comprehensive recovery p.ogiam.e
based on differentiated policies: more expinsire policies for counrries wirh a high level of stability, more
prudent_o_nes for countries where the balance of payments deficit is relatively high and where levelj of
inflation are somewhat higher- I believe that conrolled
acceleration of rhe real growth rate would be in the
common interest to resrore the dynamism to production and trade from which all the member countries

will dcrive equal benefit. Each of rhem will have to
take its fair share of the responsibiliry for setting
guidelines which are consisrcnr and compatible with
the general objectives.

There is also need for greater co-operation in the
monetary sector. The wide fluctuarions which are a
present fearure of the dollar, resulting in instabiliry in
the exchange marke$, make more pressing the need
for consolidation of the European Monetary Systcm
and the controlled extension of both the official and
private role of rhc ECU. Hitheno the EMS has performed a steadying function in exchange relations-and
has facilitated the development of international trade.
Concrete measures to strengthen the 'ECU' have now
been defined and will be formally approved within thc
next few weels. It is our hope that new sreps [o
strengthen the EMS can be adopted berween now and
June at the Ecofin Council.

The objective should be to improve

measures to
defend European currencies by stemming the negative
influences deriving from exrcrnal facors.

A structure of European interest rates unaffected by
the tendency in the United Starcs to rising interest
rarcs. would represenr a highly imponant factor in
creating more autonomous development in the economies of the Community. 'More auronomous development' is cenainly nor the same thing as''self-sufficient

or independent development'. There is no question
therefore of arriving a[ separation of the various international marke6, especially ar a momenr such as this
when the bonds of inrcrdependence are increasingly
stronger and more necessary. Nor can we be indifferent to the persistence of external factors which have a
negative influence on rhe prospecm for economic
growth in Europe.
The best way forward is along the lines, therefore, of
Brearcr and more effective co-operarion, panicularly
between the most highly indusrrialized counries with
the aim of ensuring the conditions for the mosr general and durable global economic development possible.

In this context I believe, therefore, that we should welcome rhe suggestion for a monetary conference of
industrialized counrries. It is a suggestion which nkes
accounr of a move advocated time and again by the
European counrries and by the Communiry in panicular. Ve should now define rogerher the main lines
of such a meering and in close cJ-operation ro devore
attenrion rc--preparing for it since from it will emerge
clear and effective replies to a need which we increasingly perceive, namely that of ensuring greater stabiliry
in currency markets rdthout neglecringthe need for a
Breater degree of order in the international financial
system.

the significanr progress achieved by the
March Council in combating air pollution causld by
Followin_g
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for supplementing

exhaust gases from motor vehicles, we can look forward with renewed confidence to implementing a gen-

necessary guidelines to be set down

uine overall and balanced environmenal protection
policy, which itself can contribute to the creation of
new employment. To underline the imponance, and
rightly in my opinion, attaching to such an objective,
the European Council decided that 1987 will be desig-

ship between aid and sructural measures for assistance

shon-term aid and creating the most logical relationaimed at improving the degree
food.

of self-sufficiency

in

nated'European Environment Year'.

Because of its sructure and its economy, Europe can
only prosper in a climate of free trade and safety in
inrernational relations. Europe seeks peace and dia-

A more united Europe should resist the rcmptation to
look only to its own advantage; it should widen its

logue and offers its genuine collaboration in promoting development in the world.

frontiers of acdon and be prepared to honour the principles of solidarity enshrined in the Treaties.

The conclusion of the third Lom6 Convention, which

'!fle musr know how to reply to the expectations of
those who are looking to us: not only the citizens of
Europe with their ever-new wishes but also those peoples who are defending the most elementary of rights,
the right to life; people now oppressed by underdevel-

opment, hunger and malnutrition which turn their
gaze towards Europe for greater assurances on their
future.

Effons have been made in the past to combat the
scourge of hunger and malnutrition. Ve have had
occasion to discuss it many times, taking account of
the urgency and the serious concern expressed by the
European Parliament at its March pan-session which
was brought to my notice personally by President
Pflimlin. !7e noted with sadsfaction the gratifying response to the European appeal. The contributions from
many friendly countries, primarily the United States of
America, enabled us to attain the objectives we had set
ourselves to cope with the immediate requirements in
Africa where the problem of hunger was most acute
on account of the famine and drought.

\7ith regard to aid, there is a problem of panicular
which did not pass unnoticed by this Parliament or- by the European Council in Strasbourg. It
concerns access to emergency aid and the system for
distributing such aid.
relevance

Thought will have to given to developing new stratagems and innovatory mechanisms capable of utilizing
the transpon and distribution structures so that the aid
with rhe necessary guarantees to the recipient countries, reaches irc legitimate destination, the people
afflicted, in the form, way and manner and at the time
dictated by their needs and not by the convenience of
the donors.

'!/e are hoping that Mr Natali's fact-finding mission
will provide a picture of the real situation throughout
the sub-Sahara countries, and in panicular those
where infrastructure is lacking, so as to have the reces-

sary information to improve funher the effectiveness
of the Community's action, and to come to an agreement on the distinction between provisions and other
emertency goods. On the basis of the results of the
mission, the Commission will submit a report to the
European Council in Milan which will enable the

binds the Community

in

close relationship with

65 States of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific; the
useful understandings wiht the ASEAN countries and

India, the new agreement which the Ten are about to
conclude with China in May, the new Mediterranean
policy which should lead to a qualitative change in the
direction of more active collaboration with the countries in this area, are among the most outstanding of
the measures for peace and friendship which the Community has developed and intends to continue developing in order to construct a better world. Pan of this
plan must be the strengthening of relations between

the EEC and the countries of Latin America which
share the values of our civilisation and which are now
committed to making a relentless thrust towards the
democratization of the entire sub-continent.

It was my pleasure to atrcnd the great popular festival
with which Uruguay celebrated its return to freedom.
Before Uruguay it had been the turn of Argentina, and
after Uruguay, Brezil. Powerful forces are working in
those countries to extend and complete the democrati-

In Chile, a civilized people, with
ancient democratic tiaditions, is clamouring for h
return to a state of law and free elections. It is an aspiration which is worthy of the suppon of all democradc
zation process.

forces and to which we cannot remain insensitive

.

(Applause)

\7e will also have rc pay similar atrcntion to those
countries where the democratic system, restored at
last, needs to be consolidated. Ve must ward off the
risk of worsening economic difficulties eroding the
social consensus on which the renewed democratic
institutions are based, thus reopening the return of the
troubled chapters of authoritarian rule.

In Cenral America too Europe must also make its
own political and economic contribution to the process of peace by supponing the mediation effons of
the Contadora Group, and assisting in the socioeconomic development of the entire area. Following
the gratifying success of the San Jos6 Conference, the
political dialogue between European and Central
American countries should be made more formal and
negotiadng directives should be passed without delay
for cooperation agreemenr which would tesdfy to our
support for measures to overcome all unacceptable
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forms of inequality which are the real focal points of
crisis and instability.

Amman which introduces new elemenm into the nego-

(Applause)

I voiced Europe's desire to assist and encourage all
those who are progressing towards an equitable settlement based on murual respecr for rhe rights of all the
panies involved, frequently reiterated by rhe Ten and
first stated in rhe Venice declaration. Firstly, the right
of all Smtes to exisrcnce and security and the right of
the Palesdnian people to self-determination, wirh rhe

The European Community has always sought to keep
open all channels of East-\7est dialogue and has never

to urge consrrucrive negotiarions for balanced
and verifiable disarmament measures and for a stable
organization of peace through security. Now thar the
negotiations have resumed we know thar rhe work
done was not futile: but we also know that it is not finished. \7e shall continue therefore to follow wirh the
Ereates[ attention developments in the various phases
of the negotiations to encourate their ultimare objective, a substantial reduction in strategic and inrermediate nuclearweapons and the prevention of a new
arms race in other sectors including space.
ceased

(Appkase)

The success of the Geneva talks will depend to a large
exten[ on our ability to esrablish increased undersanding and trust berween East and !flest. In rhe past we
have made overrures to the East, and we have also
tried to offer concrete evidence of our resolve to reinforce our exchanges between us so as to bring out the
poinm which, despite the diversity of our socio-politi-

cal systems, define and qualify where our

interests

converge. Now there is a new leadership in rhe Soviet
Union and I think I can detect in the SUCP General
Secretary, Michael Gorbachev, an openness to maintaining and stimulatint a more consrructive dialogue. I

hope I am not misraken, but for the time being I
would not undervalue or disregard such openness
which should rather be encouraged by balanced atdtudes.

The Europe of the Ten is prepared for its part to
strengthen the cooperation agreemenr with the Eastern European countries on the basis of joinr advantage
and reciprocal respecr and ro look for new forms of
dialogue capable of improving stability and restoring a
genuine process of d6tente.

There is one region, the Middle East, which, more
than any other, is torn by tensions and conflicm and
where the need for peaceful initiatives is therefore
more pressing. At the European Council in Brussels we
examined with concern the development of events in
this region. The will emerged that every effon should
be made rc supporr any negodating move rowards a
process of peace.

As regards the Arab-Israeli crisis, I have, on the
explicit instrucrions of the Heads of Srare or of
Government of the European Community, declared
Europe's supporr for the movement under way ro seek

a

negotiated and peaceful setrlemenr

to this long-

standing conflict. I expressed appreciarion for the Jordano-Palestinian agreemenr signed on 11 March in

tiating process.

concomimnr principle, also so often repeated, of
involving rhe PLO in the peace neBoriarions.

'!flithout deluding
ourselves abour rhe difficulties, and
in some cases, [he contradictions which remain, it

would be well to point ro the satisfactory direction
taken by new elemenm including the ideas put forward
by President Mubarak
as well as ro rhe hopes they
- a broader
raise for openings towards
dialogue, which
should involve all the inrcrested panies and which the
Ten suppon and encourage in the hope of being able
to facilitate a reconciliation of rhe various positions.

Other situations of conflict in rhe world cause trear

concern and require our atrention. I refer to the sterile
and bloody conflict in rhe Gulf. This is a tragedy
which has been going on for years and pages bf intolerable violence are sdll being written. The Ten have
addressed consranr, pressing appeals to induce the parties to come ro a complete cessarion of hostilities and
with the launching of negotiarions foi a definirive pol-

itical settlement of the conflict in accordance with
international law and the Unircd Narions'resoludons.

Our thoughts still rurn towards Lebanon, a counry
tormented by cruel internal struggles which preclude
that major national reconciliation which the international community would be prepared to suppon with a
plan for the rebuilding of the counrry.

Ve

also discussed in Brussels the growing tension in
South Africa which is a cause for concern. The position of the Ten has been consistently firm in condemnlng t-he violence which the sysrem of racial segregation
has fanned, and in pressing urgently for an ovirall dialogue aimed at making substantial reforms designed to
achieve equaliry for all cidzens.

Only from grearer uniry and a higher degree of cohesion will Europe be able to derive the aurhoriry to discharge its role as a political force active on the inrcrnational stage, and as a factor for development, progress
and stability. The new Europe cannor be simply the
result of an institutional engineering operation. European Union is cenainly a polirical design which meets
a profound aspirarion of the peoples and nations of
our continent, but at rhe same time it musr be able to
perfom the great msk of mediation
- mediation
between presenr and future inrerests, between
expecrations and needs. From rhe real problems, from the
replies to the requests from the member countries
there is no escape. The existing Treaties offer grear
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scope for action to this end which we have been able
to turn to good accounr but which we have nor yer
been able to complete. Ve should now do so, pursuing

all the guidelines aimed at a more far-reaching inteBration of our economies and markets. Our task is to
design still further the convergence of economic
resul6, to create new areas of action panicularly
where the future

document produced by the Strasbourg Parliament. But
I believe that if we want to express proper appreciation
of the European Parliament's initiative then we have to
agree thar its special merit was to restore impetus and

vigour to an examination which until then had been
marked by uncenainty, reticence and cenain misgivlngs.

of the Community is at srake

strengthening the competitiveness of European indus-

Now we can note with satisfaction that the process of

should be expanded and developed, and here I am
thinking of cooperation in the field of law and legislation and above all of the cultural component, on which
our manner of acting and sense of idendfication as

reflection has been set in train, that a logical, coherent
and committed discussion is taking place in the various
Community institutions, a discussion which even
today has been given a new impetus on the basis of the
repon prepared by the Committee on Institutional
Affairs. The guidelines set out in the reporr were considered with interest and the proposals will be examined in greater detail in the coming months in a series
of bilateral contacts at the highest political level.

try by giving it a genuine and broad technological
basis
and to encourage the development of initiatives -already launched. Other spheres of activitiy

Europeans is based.

The attempt to increase European political cooperation, the effons to harmonize the positions of the Ten,
and soon of the Twelve, can be summed up in one spe-

cific objective, the search for an exrcrnal identity
which is not to compromise the tradidonal roles of the
Member States but should, on the contrary, give them
increased credibility and greater incisiveness as pans
of a more harmonious and united whole.
This was the reason why at Fontainebleau we advened
to the need to associate in the construction of Europe
the greatest possible number of the active forces in
European society, proposing new and more ambitious
objectives to improve the understanding and significance of the European idea and its image with the citizens by means of acts which are symbolic of the values
of unity of Europe. The two committees set up at Fontainebleau have fulfilled these needs.

The first, on institutional questions, has been exploring an approach towards a gradual transformation of
the Community inrc a genuine political endry with ir
own institutional order, its own financial autonomy
and a greater range of powers. An entity therefore
which assumes the shape of a more united European
Union, stronger in its own values and actions.
The second, on a People's Europe, has been striving
and is continuing to strive for the abolition of border
controls, and for other important initiatives connected
with the special rights of citizens, education, culture,
information and law.
As regards the unification process, the European Parliament must be credited in the first place with having
drawn the attention of the national governments and
parliaments to the need to renew the Community institutions.

The Dooge Committee reporr is essentially a political
synthesis of the draft Treaty adopted on l4 February
l98a by this Parliament by a large majority. This is a

further demonstration
and, may

I

of the balance, the

say, the far-sightedness

wisdom,

of the important

There are a number of important questions to which
we have to respond. The objective of instirutional
reform is not proposed as an alternative rc the completion of the Treaties. '!7e believe these are two comple-

mentary objectives which can be pursued simulmneously since they correspond so different objectives
and requirements. The Treaties of Rome and Paris
provided fenile ground for action. They constitute the
institutional foundation and framework for achieving
unprecedented progress towards gradual integration
and economic convergence.

However, we are living today in a different historical
context from that in which the founding fathers of
Europe traced the plan for the Communiry edifice.
From a Community of Six we have moved in succession to a Community of Nine, then of Ten and now to
a Community of Twelve. New areas were revealed as
essential to strengthen the cohesion of the Community
and to broaden irs solidariry. \fle have paid increasing
attention to these areas and we think the time has now
come to include them in the Community method, to
make them, in other words, integral and essential pans
of our common action.
Europe is now required to meet difficult challenges,
has an increasing obligation to safeguard and reinforce
its role in the world. The European Community must
provide itself with adequate means and above all with
effective Institutions, which are borh functional and
highly representative, and capable of giving voice to
the widest possible involvement of the active forces in
European society. Funhermore, we cannot fail to note
how our experience in recent times has revealed gaps
and deficiencies which have been mirrored in the overall operation of the Community. The decision-making
process has become more cumbersome, causing delays
and impeding the process of Community integration.

That is why we must strive for efficient Institutions
which are more able to respond to the demands of a
Community of Twelve, to the specific requirements
related thereto, to the new priority objecrives of the

I,
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unification process. Thought musr be given to rhe various Institutions: rhe role of the European Council and
the strategic role it should assume and irs task of polirical direction; the Council of the EEC, with panicular
reference to ir decision-making powers which must be
strentthened; the Commission, to ensure rhat ir has
the
and independence which its duties

.authority

requrre.

But effectiveness can never be separated from the
increasing democratization of the entire European system which we are in the process of building. And who
better than the European Parliament, elected by universal suffrage and therefore the mouthpiece of the
sovereign will of the people , can ensure such democra-

dzation?

It would

be quite unacceptable rhat

in

rhe

machinery which would ensure a simulnneous transfer
of duties and powers rc the European Parliament.
(Applause)

Ve

it in mind
of the proper institutional balance

which should govern the implementation of the complex msk which confronts us: a Europe united and
free, democratic and strong.

Mr

Presidency for the sterling effons it has made so far
and panicularly for the way in which it has forged
stronger bonds of cooperation between itself and the
European Parliament. Ler us hope rhat the Milan
Summit will go down in the history of Europe as the

launching pad for rhe great recovery of which we are
so sorely in need.

(Load applause)

Mr Delors,

(FR) Mr
President of the Commission.
President, President of the Commission,- ladies and
gentlemen of the Parliament, ler me first of all, on
behalf of the Commission, express our admiration for
the way in which the Italian Presidency has conducted
the business of Europe during the last three months,
and for the results it has obtained.

must be aware to [his, we must bear

when we think

At this point I should like to pay tribute to the Italian

a

movement towards European unity, in which national
parliamenrc would lose pan of their political conrrol

and related powers, no thought was given ro

President.
I
the President-in-Office of the
- thank
European Council
for having given us such a clear and
comprehensive sntement of his hopes and ideas.

President, Honourable Members, Europe

has

have to enquire what lofty ideal, whar extraordinary
motive has moved this great power for progress and
civilisation, has made possible these goals in so few
years, so very few years when compared with the millenia in our counrries' histories, hisrories so diverse
and often indeed so contrasted.

I believe that his powerful impetus for the idea of a
unircd Europe is the consenr which rhe plan for European construcrion receives from our peoples. You are
the direct representatives of those peoples, freely chosen in free elections. This consenr musr be paid back to
our ndtions in concrete achievements. Let us not dis-

appoint their expectations. '!7e know that the most
lofty ideals require daily, patient and persistenr work if
they are to survive and flourish, and, from time to
time, to transform uropian dreams into reality. You
are the link between rhe consenr of the people and rhe
authorities of Europe. Take pride in your role and
deploy the power which you derive from the mandate
entrusted to you, and Europe is bound to attain her
(Load and sastained applause)

on the ninety minures available for rhe
for my pan I shall confine my remarks to

encroach
debate,

made much progress and will make more. If one urere
to attempt to appraise, stage by stage, the enormous
work that has been done, and the major objectives that
we are still setting ourselves today, that we may all
achieve greater prosperity and equality, enjoy a vaster
education and better civic sense, and indeed that we
communicate these values rc the world, one would

most ambitious goals.

President Craxi has given an exhaustive and detailed
account of European problems, aspecff of them and
the solutions found. Therefore, as I do nor wish to

answering two quesrions from the point of view of the
Commission's terms of reference. Firsrly, are the present Community institutions functioning as well as they
did some time ago? Secondly, what will our main concerns be in the coming months?

If I

ask about the functioning of the institutions, it is
because, as you will undoubtedly remember, during
what people call the investiture speech I said that if we
wanted to play a pan along the way to European
Union, we thought it necessary to demonstrate first
that the presenr insritutions could function more efficiently. From this point of view I have to confirm, first

of all, that rhe European

Parliament has exercised

even greater influence over rhe events of the last few
months than it might believe itself, that the European
Council has acquired a more precise understanding of
its role, and finally that rhe Commission has exercised
its right of initiative whenever it thought it advisable.

The European Council has in effect returned to its ori-

ginal staning point. Ir has examined the state of the
Union and it has provided considerable momentum for
the future. Cenainly ir has had ro serrle some of the
thorny problems of the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, but that, if I may say so, was pan of the dispurc which had already been mckled ar the Fontainebleau Summit. For the resr, rhe European Council has
given us clear guidelines as regards the realisadon of
the great market by approving our timerable up ro
1992 where rhe environment and the fight against
world hunger are concerned.
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As for the Commission, as I promised you, it has exercised irc right of initiative whenever it has thought it
advisable. Thus it proposed to the Italian Presidency a

global package for the negotiations with Spain and
Ponugal, and I am weak enough rc think that it did at
least have the merit of precipitating a happy outcome
to rhe negotiadons. It made a proposal on the Integrated Mediterranean Programmes, which owed a
great deal rc the debates which have taken place in the
European Parliament and in the Regional Committee
and, believe me, it was because we took with us the

System when it was created? To what extent have
these objectives been achieved so far? Are the objectives still relevant? The follow-up rc the development
of the privarc ECU, and what are the responsibilites of
those who set up the European Monetary System in
the light of this development of the private ECU? And
finally, is it possible that the official ECU will one day
become a reserve currency which would make its contribution towards an improved balance in the opera-

tion of exchange systems?

to the project, and your
for solidariry berween the different member
counries and the different regions, that our task of
persuading the various panies was greatly eased
during the discussions in the European Council. I

I

should, in passing, like to thank you.

has

The Commission used its right of initiative on environmental matters and the programme to speed up rcchnology in Europe.

First of all there is the large market, for which the
Commission is to present to the Council of Ministers
in Milan a ilmetable which has to receive polidcal
approval by the Heads of State and of Government so

suppon which you lent
demands

I

now come to the second question. Vhat will our
main concerns be in the future? In broad outline, there
are three areas in which we have made progress, three
in which there have been beginnings, which still have
to be confirmed, and three areas which give us serious
cause for concern.

should like rc emphasize this point, which has perhaps not really been noticed, but which shows that
Europe is moving in every field.

In addition there are three fields in which the stan still
to be confirmed.

thatafterwards...
(Applaase)
. . . the Commission will have the poltical strength to
transcend the difficulties created by either adminisra-

tive opposition or through the interaction of interests

in which we have made

progress are
The areas
enlargement and the internal cohesion of the Community as shown by the adoption of the Integrated
Mediterranean Programmes, which I must say has
operational significance in addition to their political
and psychological significance. This is a new way of
tackling problems, less sectoral and more integrated. It
will be an imponant experiment, which will no doubt
enable us to improve the operation of the structural
Funds afterwards.

And finally, although this has not been dealt with
directly in the European Council, subsnntial progress
has been made towards srengthening the European
Monetary System. For our part, we made a discreet
contribution, as the psychological difficulty was so
great, as I rcld you in January.
But in that little package, there is the promise of grearcr protress for the European Monetary System in
future. For example it is material that as soon as the
decision is taken the central banks of countries which
are not members of the Community will be able to
hold ECUs. This is something more than just a technical measure. But more than that, at the informal
meeting of the Councils of Ministers for Finance and
Economic Affairs it was possible to set in motion the
work of reflection, which shows that we are not yet
satisfied with the point reached and that we must go
further.
There will be consideration of the following questions:
what were the objectives of the European Monetary

which have nothing in common with the objective in
view. This continuing realization of the great market, I
must point out, is also in accord with the proposals
made initially by the Committee for a Citizens' Europe
under the chairmanship of Mr Adonnino.

Then there is rcchnology, a field in which the European Council has not had the time needed to take
decisions. President Craxi spoke about our handicaps,
the dispersion of our effons, even duplication. Ve
made clear, simple proposals. I hope that we shall be
able to follow them up and that at Milan, in one way
or another, we shall take a decisive step so that by
keeping up with the times and utilizing the new technologies fully we shall make a decisive conribution to

the fight against unemployment, to the search for
renewed growth and also to our power and independence in the world.

Finally, the third beginning, the inssitutional questions, the march towards European Union. President
Craxi dwelt on this point for a long time.

I should [ke to end by underlining three subjecrc of
concern, which if they are not taken head-on could

check the momentum which has begun to be felt,
thanks to everyone and, I repeat, thanks to the suppon
of your Parliament.

The first is the adaptation of the common agricultural
poliry and the positive outlook for the future which
we can give to our farmers. \7hen we launched this
exercise, we did not have any ulterior motives. I repeat

I
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that here. S/e are very recepdve, both intellectually
and politically. Vhat *. *"nt to do is this: how are
we to give back hope ro rhe farmers who for so long
have been the mainstays of the European srrucrure?
'!/hat place will agricuirure
occupy in the Europe of
tomorrow, what will its economic, its social, role be in
the protection of the environment?
(Applause)

The quesdon has to be asked, bur it must nor obscure
today's dictates, which are that we have other things
to do than finance surpluses which we do not know
how to use and that, in order to defend our commercial position outside, u/e musr be able ro demonstrare
that we are making an effon rc prevenr such surpluses.

Hou/ much weight will our word carry with the
United States if we carry on being lax when they are
willing to make an effon? How could we discuss,
defend the interests of Europe and agricultural Europe
if we do nor ser our along the way of improved rarionalization of our financial resources and a better definition of the common agricultural policy?
(Applause)

budgetary
policy.'!7e are officially going to adopt at governmental level an increase in own resources. President Thorn
in his time said that it was insufficienq that is clear. If
we wanted at one stroke to realize what we have in
mind in the way of new policies, to maintain the
growth in the structural Funds and to resolve by

of

cannot content ourselves with giving them the crumbs
from the feast. That is why a fair way has to be found,
between the rwo exrremes of those who say that the
developing countries have only to apply proper market
formulae and proper liberal formulae
an idea which
is wholly unrealistic when one realises- the actual conditions under which these countries have to act
and

of those who plead only for moratoria or financing

facilities. That is what the Community is rrying to do
in an exemplary manner through the Lom6 Convention, but also by having opened up room for a Euro-

pean negotiating presence in Cenral America and
Latin America, as in rhe Mediterranean. Yes, we wanr
the developing countries to play a full pan and, if I
can leave rhe economic and financial secror for a
moment, I believe that that will be an imponanr factor
towards the consolidation of peace and towards preventing the grear powers from waging war through the
intermediary of poor narions.
(Appkuse)
Second line, it is nor for racrical reasons that rhe Com-

The second grear cause for concern is

means

First idea: the developing countries must play a full
paft in the world economy, which means that they
have a sense of responsibility, but means also that we

more money the presenr

disagreements

between rhe Ministers for Agriculrure, we should
exceed 1.40/o of own resources from next year. That is
not possible, ladies and genrlemen. Consequently
therefore, in association with what I have said about
the common agricultural policy, we have ro exercise

in order to allocare
resources betrer, and also great political discipline.
And I think, for my part, rhat it is only if we, you and
us, can give evidence of that discipline, that we shall
then be able ro [urn ro the States and ask them for
fresh resources to increase Europe's role.
great inrcllectual discipline

Finally, the third subject for concern is Europe's ability in this concenrared period of international meerings to speak with one voice and to act with one voice.
How can it do that, as President Craxi pointed out, if
it does nor srrentrhen its internal cohesion? How can
it do it, if every counrry is myopic and will. not look
beyond its own frontiers? It is not possible and, from
that poinr of view, there are three broad lines which I
should like to indicate when a Conference is held in

Vashington, ro which
for the firsr time
the
- admitted,
Commission has not been
and when- there
are other imponanr discussions such as the summit of
industrialized narions, the meeting of the Group of
Ten, or the beginning of the negotiations prior to rhe
new trade'Round'.

munity claims thar a lasdng improvement in the economy lies in applying solutions simultaneously to monetary problems, financial problems and commercial
problems. It is because wg know, we more than others,
that the erratic pattern of exchange movements is an
obstacle to the improvemenr of world trade and an
encouratement to protectionism. Ir is b'ecause we
know that at present the greatest economic power in
the world is a drain on saving, which is desperately
lacking in Europe and in the developing countries. I
hope that in the discussion or negotiations which are
to come Europe will be able to speak with one voice
and make unique proposals. If it were to fail to do so
this year, it would be missing an opponunity: when
the United Srates is becoming aware of the limits of
the new American model, Europe would be missing an
opponunity ro influence world affairs.

Finally, the third point, when the Americans say ro
Europe, 'S7'e have made our conribution to the recovery in world trade'- and that is true
by sometimes

- ro do now to
dubious means
''S7hat are you going
take over from-,us?' Ladies and gentlemen, that is a
good question, to which we musr give a reply. Ve
must, through increased growth, contribute [o rhe
'increase in world
trade, and thereby the world economy, and give to the developing counrries the most
precious of all aid, that is, buy more from them.
Europe therefore has to be capable of increased
growth. By doing thar we shall help the developing
countries, we shall be acdng more responsibly, we
shall be able to play a pan in world affairs, but we
shall be helping ourselves. Because

for us, rhrough

if it were possible

improved inrernal cohesion

through grearer understanding
have increased growth

and

of our solidariry,

to

from 1986, then we sliould
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derive from it direct benefits, and also indirect benefits
through our exports, and thus provide an initial solution to th'e problem of unemployment. I have said that
all the great pro.iects for Europe will be credible only if
we succeed in reversing the unemployment curve
within two years. There is here a direct correlation
between the fact of assuming our international respon-

sibilities correctly and deriving benefit from it, so that
our Europe will be more credible to yount people and
to the present populadons.

I hope that on these three points,
come, Europe will not disappoint us.

in the weeks to

(Loud applaase)

(The sitting uas
3

suspended

at

1.15 p.m.

and resumed at

P.n.)

A point which does not deal with the European
Schools has been included as point9l, as if it were
concerned with the European Schools. That is incorrect. The point should have been numbered 89a.
place.

President.

(S).- Madam President, I referred this
morning to the minutes and was advised by the President in the chair that yesterday's minutes had not been
approved. I drew the attention of the President this
morning to the report in the Glasgou Herald which
stated that some l2 securiry persons had been trained
and ordered to eject British Labour Members during
the visit of President Reagan. This appears not as a
Mr Falconer

result. . .

INTHE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI
Vice-President

You already had a reply to that this
President.
- are
now dealing with the minutes of yesmorning. '$(i'e
terday's sitting.

Mr

Falconer (S).

stand . .

5. Approoal of the Minutes
President.

Mrs Boserup, the corrections that you

-

have asked for will be made.

-

The Minutes of yesterday's sitdng have

been disributed. Are there any objections?

(S).- Madam President, on page 13, paragraphT, of the minurcs it says that the satement on
the acrion taken by the Commission on Parliament's
opinions had been distriburcd. The Commissioner said
that an addition to the shtement was to be distributed.
I think that ought to be reponed in the minutes. He
said that there was an additional page 5A which was
not available to the Assembly. I think that we ought to
include that in the minutes to make the Commissioner
accounrable to this Assembly. Quite clearly it is a matter of regret that, when the very point and object is to
present a smrcment to the fusembly, the Commission
should suddenly , when presented with a question that
it cannot answer, say that there is another part of the
sratement which it is going to distribute at some stage
in the future. I hope that that amendment can be

.

-

Madam President,

I

under-

(Cries of 'shut up' by tbe British members of the European Democratic Group)

No, I will not shut up, an{ that

is what is wrong with

Conservatives: they cannot understand that the people
will be listened to.

Mr Cryer

Madam President, I have been
Smith (S).
- next training session in unarmed
informed that the
combat for the ushers will mke place next week.
Because of the urgenry of this matter, is it possible to

Mr

discuss . .

.

President.
Mr Smith, you
matter with-the Bureau.

I

will have to raise this

would remind you, however, that there is to be

a

meeting of the security Broup at 4.30 p.m. tomorrow.
( Parliament

approoed the minutes)t

made.

President.
as

6.

My Cryer, it will all go into the record,

European Council in Brussels (continuation)

you have- requested.

(DE) Madam President, Mr Presidents, only a few weeks before the fortieth anniversary
of the end of the Second Vorld \Var and the return to
democracy in Europe, the Community has shown that

Mr Arndt (S).
(DA) Madam President, I
Mrs Boserup (COM).
- to an error in the minutes
would draw your attention
where the discharge resolution is reproduced in the
form it took after the vote: a point which was adopted
under an amendment has beeh inserted in the wrong

I

Topical and urgent debate (objections):See Minutes
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it can be more than merely an instrument to make
Europe more competitive. In the view of the Social
Democrats and Socialists, the European Community is

a democratic alliance of freedom, social justice and
peace in Europe and rhe world. This alliance would be
incomplete without the democrats in Spain and Ponugal. The Socialist Group therefore welcomes rhe successful conclusion of the accession negotiations with
Brear sarisfaction. Europe needs the hismric strength
of Spain and the contribution of Ponugal.

These two countries never regarded accession as a
purely economic enrcrprise but saw it as a step ro consolidate democracy and freedom. Last week when the
Spanish President Felipe Gonzales said in Madrid that
this counry would support any sreps ro advance the
political integration of Europe, this made it clear that
we Socialists were righr to take rhe resolute sand we
took in consnntly fighting for the accession of these
countries. Now we mu$ ensure that I Jartuary 1985
remains rhe definitive date of accession. The Social
Democrats and Socialists committed themselves rc rhar

date

at their joint

meedng

in Madrid

last week,

regardless of whether they were tovernmenr or opposition paniesl \7e expect the same of the other political

forces.

At rhat meering in Madrid we also decided

expressly that representatives of the Socialist panies in
Spain and Ponugal will take pan as from now in the
acitivities of the Socialisr Group in the European Parliament.

The Socialisr Group is assuming rhar the Council will
honour the commitment it made in rhe Solemn Declaration of Stuttgart to consult rhe European Parliament
on accession rreaties. \7e will do all in our power ro
ensure that this Parliament delivers its opinion in good
time before rhe rearies are signed. \7e regard rhis
consulrarion, which is to take place in May, as an

appropriate moment to evaluate the content
accession treaties in deprh.

of

the

Today, however, my group would already like to
thank the President-in-Office of rhe Council, Bettino
Craxi, and his Foreign Minister, Giulio Andreotd.
Many thanks for your endeavours in these European
Council negoriarions.
(Applause)

Your personal endeavours have enabled the negotia-

tions to produce positive results. Ve would also
express gratitude for rhe willingness to compromise
shown by Greek prime minisrer Papandreou on rhe
question of the Integrated Mediterranean Protrammes.

My group has alurays taken a clear stand on this, for
solidariry is not a foreign concepr for us Socialis$ bur
a spur to action. Ve regard it as rhe basis of our concept of development in the Third Vorld countries, but
also for the internal development process of the Community. That is why my group sees the Inrcgrated

Medircrranean Programmes not purely as a relief action for southern Europe but as a necessary contribution to the overall development of the Commrinity.

May I express one criricism in this contexr, however.
The Council's conclusions do not make it clear by
what procedures rhe Integrated Mediterranean Programmes are to be financed, especially as regards the
Community's structural funds. The Commission's rectifying letter to the 1985 budget conrains no reference
to this. Ve are about the return ro the 1985 budgetary
procedure and want the structural financing to be settled now and not postponed m 1986. Imponant rights
of the European Parliamenr are ar stake here and we

therefore want clarificatiorr, both from the Council
and from rhe Commission.

The enlargement sourhwards of the Community may

not necessarily mean a shift of emphasis within the
EEC to the Mediterranean area, but it cenainly means
a shift of the Community's system of coordinates as

Ve Socialists see
not just as a question of
financial distribution but as a culrural challenge, a
regards guidelines and perspectives.

enlargement southwards

challenge to think in new dimensions, to see the Medircrranean area as a unit, as the meeting point of three

worlds, the Christian, the Islamic and the Jewish.
Throughout our history, this Mediterranean area
always displayed its dynamism ar times of intensive
exchanges between these disparate yet complemenrary
civilisations and worlds. So the European Parliament is

the proper place to put the right questions in the

framework of these new perspecrives: for example, the
quesdon of the development of a basis of complementary action between the two Mediterranean coas$, the
question of the possible demilitarization of the Mediterranean area and the question of the ecological preservation of the Mediterranean.

Ve

Socialists can rherefore only regard the declaration by rhe Council and by President Craxi on the
enlarged Communiq/s Medircrranean policy as the
beginning of a thought process, a first step in that
direction. Ve are convinced that the new Member
State of Spain and Ponugal will play a panicularly valuable role in the process of growing cooperation with
the Arab world, and similarly we regard rhe historical
ties berween Spain and Ponugal and the Latin American countries as enriching the foreign poliry profile of
this European Community in terms of strengthening
our relations wirh Latin America.
Since 1978, when rhe European Monetary System was
born ar the Copenhage meeting of Headi of Srare and
Government, this Brussels Summit has been the first
one to bring the European Community forward again.
For the first time, after a long series of summiis at
which mercenary considerarions and national shonsightedness prevailed, it has proved possible to clear
away the detritus of unresolved problems and free the
way for a reform of the Community.
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Mr President, you said: the clouds have cleared. I
would like to add: European can breathe again. At
last, forces have been released again which Europe
needs more than ever today.

Ve

can now devote all

mental protection must be a maior component of the

Community's and the Member States' economic,
industrial, agricultural and social policy. Ve regard
that as a good start for reconciling economy and ecol-

ogy on a European scale. For

if

the industrialized

our energies to the priority usks of Europe, to the
development of our future technologies, the renewal
of our industrial potential and the realization of solidarity with the Third Vorld.

world does not manage to restore peace with nature,
in the end not nature at large but we little humans

The Communiry of Twelve contains 320 million people, that is to say, more than either of the two superpowers, who have so much say in Europe. The
enlarged Community is the largest market in the
Vestern world and by far the greatest trading power
in the world. In future, more than 300/o of the GNP of
all Vestern industrial countries will be produced in the

\7e also welcome the fact that in their final declaration
on environmental policy the Heads of State and
Government rejected separate national measures.
Europe will only develop an identity of its own if it
regains its ability to act and to decide. Europe must
strengthen its democratic structures. Most of my
group believes this reform package must contain two

European Community. 'S7e must continue to develop

the Community, so we must prepare the road now,
this year. As was made clear here by both the President of the Commission and the President of the
Council, we must consolidate and funher develop the
internal market in the interest of the European citizens
and achieve closer industrial cooperation, especially in
the fields of research and development of key technologies, to preserve jobs and create new jobs.

Nearly l4 million people in the Community are out of
work. My group, the Social Democrats and Socialists
of Europe, therefore regards and will continue to
regard the reduction of unemployment as the most
imponant task for the Community. That is why we
regret that the measures proposed at the Brussels Summit remain quite inadequate. Only if the European
states finally muster the srength to adopt a common
economic strarcgy and pursue it consistently on the
basis of a spirit of trust and cooperation between the
two sides of industry at both national and Community
level will we ensure that every man and every woman
who wants to work will be able to find a job which can
be performed under conditions and with a pay that are
compatible with human digniry.

'Ve cannot accept the constant discrimination against
workers under the pretext of crisis. Ve reject the dismantling

taken

to

of social benefim and want measures to be
create a genuine European social area at

once.

A society, a community is strong only to the

extent

that that sociery or community is able to help its own
weaker members. The necessary economic recovery in
Europe must not, therefore, be at the price of social
injustice. The European road must be a road of continuous reconciliaiion between economic freedom and
social jusdce. Our European road must therefore differ from the road aken by the United States, Japan or
the Soviet Union.

Ve

Socialists welcome the fact that the European
Council has stated clearly for the first dme that a common environmental policy can lead to greater economic growth and the creation of jobs and that environ-

alone

will

be the losers.

inalienable minimum requirements.

The unanimity rule in the Council's decision-making
procedure must become the exception and not the rule
from now on. The institutional status of the European
Parliament must be upgraded.

A week ago in Madrid the Socialists asked the fonhcoming European Summit in Milan to decise immediately to convene a conference of governmen$ to netotiate a new contractual basis for the Community and
for this conference to begin its acitivities at once. This
Parliament's draft treaty has already proposed guidelines. They must be taken into account in the acdvities
of the governmental conference, on the basis of the
Dooge Committee's report. \fle expect the outcome of
the institutional reform process to be an equal co-decision-making power on the pan of the European Parliament in legislative and budgetary procedures, greater foreign policy competences and closer ties between
the Commission and Parliament.
'Sil'e

are convinced that the discussion on reform must
not focus only on the question of improving the institutional machinery. Ve never regard institutions as an
end in themselves but merely as the necessary instruments for achieving political objectives laid down in
the treaties. That is why we Socialists consantly ask
ourselves the essendal questions: what kind of Europe
do we want and how far do we want to go jointly? \7e
expect the Member States' governments to answer
these questions too. The Europe we are aiming at must
not be purely economic. Nor can it be a purely ecological or social Europe; instead it must serve as a model
of how states with different social systems can find
bridges betc/een East and Vest in this Europe that was
divided by the last \7orld !Var, so that we learn to live
together again in Europe and peace is assured on the
basis of an exemplary reconciliation between East and
Vest. Europe needs its own external and security
policy identiry. Only a Europe that speals with one
voice can assen itself ois i ttis the two superPourers
and determine its own future. Europe must turn from
an object into a subject capable of action.

The European Parliament has referred to this issue on
various occasions and the Dooge Committee report to
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European Council proposes more wide-ranging
and intensive consultation on security .easu.es and
the_

IN THE CHAIR: MR DIDO

polidcal cooperarion. But what has really happened in

the past few weeks? Vhen various European countries, in panicular France, proposed forming a Euro-

pean consortium to strengthen Europe's netotiating
positions ois ti eis the American space iniriative, Mr
Abrahamsen, the American General responsible, said
that this affair, referrint rc the European auempr [o
adopt a common position, concerned the United
States and rhar was why the USA encouraged its allies
to reply to the propos"i, on
individual blasis. So, no
common answer on the pan "n
of the Europeans.

Wce-Presidcnt

Mr Formigoni (PPE), cbainnan of the Political Afairs
(17) Mr Presidenr, in the name of the
Committee.
- European
Group of the
People's Parry, I should like
first of all to express our sincere thanks to the Italian
Presidency, ro President Craxi and rc Mr Andreotti
for the brilliant conclusion of rhe accession negoriations.

Even before Defence Minister Veinberger sent [he

After eighr years' wairing Europe is finally open ro
two countries of great traditions. The enlargement of
the Communiry from ten to twelve .epresents a step
forward and a relaunching of Europe, the need for

the expen on European affairs in the American Foreign Ministry, already warned the seven member states
of the \7esrcrn European Union by letter to work out

which was clearly felr. Hence this must be the occasion
for a considerarion of the r6le of Europe. The
occasion to take full cognizance of the task which sdll
awaits us and fresh impetus and vigour to realize it.

now familiar Note to his European counrerparm
requesting rhem to respond ro rhe American proBramme within a period of sixty days, Richard Bun,

a common position on the questions of arms control
oumide the Naro sr.ructures.

'Ve are nor concerned
here with the American Star
'!flars
programme. 'S7e submitted a modon for a resolution on it last month and warned against the illusion
that more arms produce more securiry. The history of
humanity proves the conrary.

\flhat

does concern me and my group, however, and

I

am addressing those who keep calling for European

Union, is the need for an honest commitment to

a

common European security policy, since we have the
same securiry policy interests. Anyone interesrcd in a
unircd.Europe musr also_ want Europe to speak with
one vorce on arms conrol questions.

The construction of European unity does not end
here. Europe must become more mature; it must take
on ever more its own identity. And ir must do so either
on the basis of the pursuit of its own inrcresm
for
- yet
today we are an imponanr parr of Europe but not
all Europe
above all on the basis of an intensifi- or
cation of our
culrural and ideal identiry, of the complete acquisition of our historic memory, of the
development of the dialogue berween the various cul-

tures, of the mutual regard of rhe populations which
compose Europe, in their understanding and integratlon.

Ve Socialism wanr a strong Europe as a counterpoise
to the two superpowers. All those who want r real

The road towards European unity was begun many
years ago as regards the economy; then the first political structures were created. Today it is necessary rc
consolidate the political links and to work rogerher for
a Furope of science, of culture, of the arts, of religions
and of humanism; in the knowledge that withoui tbat

too.

without spirit and wirhout hean.

European Union and nor jusr some anifice must
immediately declare themselves in the reality of everyday Europe, and do so ro our friends in rhe Allianle
Europe is standing ar a crossroads, as

it

has so often.

The alrernatives are degeneration to rhe status of an
intergovernmenml free trade zone or funher development. \tre Socialists measure the value of rhe Community mainly by whar it does ro creare jobs and provide social security. \7e know that Europe is in a
serious crisis of economic and social adjustmenr. That
crisis cannot be overcome by applying Conservative
recipes, which usually regard man only as a facror of
production. Man must once again become rhe focal
point of political acdvity. That is whar concern us. It is
up to rhe European Council to discuss the Comm-unity's major future tasks and prospecrc. Brussels
-Iralian
presidency
offered some hope. Ve wish the
success along this road.

(Applause)

Europe the other Europe would risk being a robot

Europe musr be an area of libeny and of justice, of
realization of the whole digniry of man, a place where
the tragedy of a single people or even of a-single indi-

vidual will always find an echo and supporr.

folop9 then must be the place where rhe Treary of
Helsinki is applied in its entirety, and rhe European
Community must pur forward the maximum elfon
every day so rhar this may ake place oir both sides of
the demarcation line which still divides our conrinent
in two.

Then there is the relationship between Nonh and
South which has still nor been resolved either within
our continent or, sad to say, over the planet. On this
point our activity must be unremitting and our energies and our resources musr not be measured by the
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balance-sheet of rhe calculadng rynic but expended
with the courage of one who wishes to write a page in

cussed here

in May. I should be grateful, Mr Presi-

dent, for confirmation of this point too.

history.

And finally Europe must be in the forefront, without
yielding, in the common struggle against terrorism and
every form of violence and in determined opposition

to all forms of

racism and dlscrimination berween

members of the human race.

Along the way towards the attainment of these objectives, Mr President, I think certain instruments are
required.

peoples of Europe
should be represented within this Parliament by Members elected according to a uniform electoral procedure. This is necessary for the dignity of Parliament
and of the European Community and for the complete
respecr which is due to the people of Spain and Ponugal as well as to the people of all the other countries of
Europe.
(Applause)

First: a srengthening of political cooperatiqn between
the Member States. I trust lhat the Italian Presidency
will be willing to play a decisive r6le in this sector so
that Europe may truly present to the world a single,

clear, loud, srong voice in suppon of the cause of
peace and justice in the various regions of the planet.

Second: the realization of a 'People's Europe' by
means of every action which may produce a complete
awareness of a common European identity and hence

the rapid progressive elimination of all frontiers, the

of standards and symbols, a , European
in the immediate future.

unification
passport.

In fact it is essential that all the

Third; the last in the order in which I mention it but
not in order of imponance: a decisive acceleration of
the progress towards European Union.

Mr President, I trust that there will truly by convened
at Milan, by the month of June, an intergovernmental
conference with a mandate to examine the European
Parliament's draft Treaty of 14 February 1,98a and to
inidate the steps which it envisages.

Mr President, first of all,
Sir Henry Plumb (ED).
like to thank Mr Craxi
on behalf of my group, I would
for his very statesmanlike speech, and I would equally
like to thank Mr Delors for his very practical and very
pgsitive response to it.

Time is short and therefore I shall concentrate, if I
may, on only two questions raised in Mr Craxi's
speech. Both are, as I see it, of overwhelming imponance for the future of our Community and both give
grounds for hope and optimism.

The Italian Presidency may rightly congratulate itself
on securing the accession of Spain and Portugal to our
Community.The road, of course, has been long and it
has been hard, and it was difficult always to retain our
faith that Spain and Ponugal would become part of
the democratic jigsaw of the European Community.
But we in this House must extend the warmest possible welcome to our Spanish and Ponuguese friends
who will be joining us next year.

I

should be grateful if you would let me have confirmarion of this intention on rhe part of rhe Italian Presidency and would confirm the undenaking to prepare
for the Council of Milan by bilateral contacts amonst
the governments.

Spain and Ponugal are two of the historic nations of
Europe and we shall be enriched by their genius and
their material resources. They in turn will look rc us to
help them improve their standard of living, and European democracy will be strengthened. In this context,

And finally, Mr President, in the name of the Political
Affairs Committee of the European Parliament, of
which I have the honour to be chairman, I should like
to remind you of the question which is on the record
and which I referred to the Council, regarding the
procedure by which Spain and Ponugal will appoint

expressed view of the European Parliament that Spain

their own representatives to the European Parliament.

I am sorry to have to express my regret that the Council has allowed the Governments of Spain and Portugal the opponuniry to choose between a pardal election and the appointment of Members of the European
Parliament by national parliaments. I trust that the
Council will ask the Governmen$ of Spain and Portugal rc give due weight to the resoludon of the European Parliament of 14 February 1985 and will take
account of the repon which the Political Affairs Committee prepared on this subject and which is to be dis-

Mr

President,

I

must remind

Mr Craxi of the oft

and Ponugal should hold direct elections to the European Parliament as soon as may be.

Ve

are disappointed that the Council of Ministers,
without consulting this Parliament, made in its negotiations with Spain and Ponugal a less satisfactory
agreement than was made with Greece. \Tithin a year
of Greek accession there were directly elected Greek
Members in this House in accordance with the Treaty
of Accession. So, it is for the Council to do what it still
can [o ensure that the Spanish and Portuguese colleagues who join us next year will enjoy, as soon as
possible, the direct democratic mandate which all of us
in this House are privileged to enjoy. I very much
hope that this matter will not be allowed to cast a
cloud over our excircment and our joy at greeting
Spain and Ponugal within the European Communiry.
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Before the end of the Italian Presidency the European
Council will have occasion to consider the so-called
Dooge report. It is ro this repon thar I now wish to
turn. It is an impressive document and in the name of
my group I welcome it. Ve see it as an imponant and
historic contribution to the development of the Community. I cannor agree wirh every word of iq but it

will

serve as the indispensable basis for serious discussion of institutional quesrions over the coming years.

The repon begins with a firm commitmenr ro the ideal
of a genuine internal market, There is no European
cause more imponant than that. I cannot put it better
than the committee itself when it says this would mean

more jobs, more prosperity and faster growth and
would thus make the Community a reality for its citizens. Dooge has hit the nail on the head. Economic
prosperity and the ability of the Community's citizens
to identify with che European Community go hand in
hand.

In general, there are many who fail to recognize the
immense political significance of the internal market.
My Group sees in the realized internal market not
merely an engine for economic growth but an important spur to political inrcgration. Nothing could sound
simpler than to be able ro sell your goods and services
as easily in Scotland as in Sicily, as easily in Biarritz as
in Bochum, but in fact it requires an enormous effort
of political will and convergence in economic policies
for the internal market to be a reality. !7hen we have a
genuine internal market, we will have made a gigantic

stride towards the European Union

to which

rhis

House rightly attaches so much imponance.

There is no treater political topic for Vessern Europe
than its security and it is right for it to be discussed in
the forum of EPC.

I come now [o

those two areas where

(Applause)

Sterling should join in the Exchange Rate Mechanism,
and those who say the dme is not yet ripe should
remember that there are always good reasons for
doing nothing and rhere is only one good reason for
doing anything
and that is that ir is the right thing
to do.
(Applause)
Some of the most telling pages in thar repon are those
concerned with European Political Cooperation. The
administrative recommendadons for an EPC secrerar-

iat, and possibly common representation of Com-

munity countries at international institutions, deserve
sympathetic study. The repon brings out, in a way
which this House can only commend, the indissoluble

link between European Political Cooperation
secunty.

and

believe rhat the

It

is on the quesdon of majority voring that the Dooge
Commimee provides a majority and a minoriry view.
Now, Mr President, I am not convinced that the gap
between the two is unbridgeable, although it will surprise no one to learn that my Group is nearer to the
minority than the majority position. There have bcen
abuses of the so-called Luxembourg Compromise.
Merely because there have been abuses, one should
not necessarily abandon the principle if the principle is
sound.

\flhat is unacceptable is that a counrry, for shonterm
internal polidcal reasons, should seek to obstrucr the
functioning of the Community by postponing a decisron.

The Council of Agriculture Ministers should consider
proceeding now to a majoriry vore on agricultural
prices in accordance with the Treary. This has happened before, notably

So the Dooge Comminee stressed the imponance of
competitiveness in the European economy and a
strengthening of the European Monetary Sysrem. Mr
President, I have said before, and I repeat it today,
that the United Kingdom should panicipate more fully
in the EMS.

I

Dooge Committee's repon needs refining. I refer here
to decision-making in the Council of Ministers and the
powers of the European Parliament. Senaror Dooge's
Committee is right rc say thar the European Council
has distoned the decision-making of rhe Communiry.
The number of its meetings should be reduced and
decisions taken by a competent Council of Ministers.
These Councils should normally take their decisions
by majority vote.

in

1982, and perhaps is should

happen again.

But I do not think that it is right to abandon enrirely
the possibiliry for Member States of invoking vital
national interests to defer decision-making. The
minoriry repon of the Dooge Commitree envisages a
more restricr,ive use of this procedure, and I think that
the procedure should be even more restrictive than
that envisaged by the minoriry repon.

There should be a specific and limited number of
issues on which countries could plead vital narional
interest. I am happy for the bounds ro be set as restrictively as possible. So, shon of a fully federarcd Europe
(and we are far from such a sate of affairs now), I do
not believe that the withdraural from all Member
States of their right of national veto is either workable
or desirable.
Senator Dooge's Committee has wise words on the
predicar4ent of the European Parliamenr. Because our
powers are circumscribed, we 4re sometimes given to
'oblivion or over-staremenr'. Parr of the remedy lies in
working out a more coherent and a more sensible constitutional role for Parliament. But we have to beware
of over-ambition. And we do nor, as I see it, Mr President, always make the best use of the powers rhar we
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have. Those we can make more use of are those powers that in fact are conferred upon us now.

points, with the best of intentions we shall be able rc
judge only on the basis of facts. And it is on the facts

Co-decision making for Parliament, as set out in the
Dooge Repon, might, in my view, now be premature.
Shon of that, my Group views the Dooge Committee's recommendations on European Parliament

Milan.

powers with considerable sympathy.

I

know that you, Mr President, will ensure that the

that we shall judge also the European Council of
In thc meandme we ask for precise commitments from
the Italian Presidency. The first consists in the convening at the Milan Council of the intergovernmental
conference on the decisive institutional theme. But that
is not enough; the conference must be convened on

preparatory work done by the Dooge Comminee finds
its proper culmination at the next European Council.
If that Council convenes an intergovernmental conference on institutional questions, I hope all Member
Sntes will participate fully and constructively in the

the basis of a precise mandate and of a platform
which, as has been said this morning, can only be that
of Parliament.

conference.

gency plan is necessary: the EMS and the ECU cannot
remain in their present condition or even at the stage

(Appkuse)

(m Mr President, ladies
Mr Ccretti (COM).
- moment is imponant and
and gentlemen, the present
indeed crucial for Europe. Let us be clear, Mr President of the Council, nothing justifies any form of
Euro-optimism, neither the unemployment figures nor
the conditions of research, of technology, of finance
and the actual status of the currency nor the absence

of an effective rOle for Europe on the decisive question
of disarmament nor what has hitheno been the posirion in the institutional field.
Obviously all is not difficulties and crises. There is a
compelling, serious and increasingly acknowledged
necessity for European uniry and above all there are
forces available for commitment in the struggle to
overcome the crisis, the relaunching of the work of
unification and the solution of the serious problems
which face us.

Cenain recent events have made the European commitment even more urgent. The extension to Spain
and Ponugal is not only a succeSs, it is a fresh challenge. The resumption of the dialogue between the
two major powers with the prospec of the summit
proposed by the United States and with the actions of
the Soviet Union recently announced by Gorbachev
represent for Europe an opponunity to act and at the
same time a risk of not knowing how to act. The conclusion of the labours of the Dooge Committee
accepting the substance of the Parliament's draft is an

indication, although with restrictions and contradictions, of the way to European Union. This combination of crisis, of available forces, of opponunities to be
grasped and challenges to be taken up makes this junc-

ture an imponant one for various crucial reasons.
Enthusiasm and determination are required. \fle, the
forces of European uniry, of democratization and progress in the European Parliament, are expressly committed in the battle. There are intact forces of resistance which must not be underesdmated.

To the Council we say that in taking note of its declarations, Mr President of the Council, and on cenain

To deal with the problems of unemployment an emerindicated in Palermo. It is necessary to go much further. In rhe matter of agriculture, reform of the CAP,
the budget, there are becoming quite clear instances of
corporativism, special inrcres$, national verces which
must be fought and overcome.
Then there is international politics. Amongst the negadve atdtudes which we observe we must count the
positions, perhaps still hesitant, of cenain governments, including the Italian government, for example
on Middle Eastern questions. But Europe cannot place
irs trust today in that. It must express a common opinion on all the great world quesdons. Meanwhile the
great powers must speak with a strong, unanimous
voice at the next summit in Bonn. Next it is essential to
be true to commitments undenaken, such as that for
the convening of a second San Jos6 Conference in
Costa Rica to measure up to the expectadons of the
peoples of Latin America and in panicular of Central
America. Present relationships with the countries in
the south of the world must be considerably expanded.
A new policy towards the Mediterranean is necessitated by the very enlargement of the Community.
Finally on the decisive question of disarmament a clear
'no' must be given to any prospect of star wars.
Instead we must ensure the association of Europe with
the Geneva negotiations in forms which appear appropriate and properly adapted. This is what we ask; let it
not be said that realism is required! '$7'e are realists.
That is why we see resistance, contradictions, timidity,
which will not allow us to rest and which make us critical, whilst at the same time we see the need and the
opportunity for a real change. \7e need eveqybody's
enthusiasm and commitment to the work of structural,
institutional and economic reform and redistribudon
of powers. The unity and autonomy of Europe are values in which we firmly believe and for which it is
wonh fighting with all our might.
(Applause)

(IT) Mr President, in the name of
Mr Romeo (L).
the Liberal and -Democratic Group I should like to
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associare myself with the congratulations already
offered to the Italian Presidenry on the grear success
u,hich they have achieved with the entry of Spain and
Ponugal into the Community. These are negotiations
which, it is true, were nor recently initiated, but the
Italian Presidency has rhe merit of having overcome
with the personal supporr of President Craxi and Mr
Andreotti
the great difficuldes which still stood in
the way of -achieving this great objective.

A great objective because

above all wirh the entry of
Spain into Europe [here enters amontst us a country
which for centuries has been at the political and cul-

tural head of a component of European civilization
which was opposed to that other civilizarion
the
one of Nordic Protestant Europe. For centuries- Spain
and Nonhern Europe have represenred rwo poles of

future difficulties. He said that enlargement would
require an effon of mediarion even more intense than
in the past. Vhich means that enlargemenr may nevertheless signify a diminution of the cohesion which previously existed. It may also signify a weakening. That
is why it seems sdll more important that the Community should provide itself wirh insritutions capable
of regulating such a complicated reality. I must say
and President Craxi will pardon one who in comparison with him is a novice in politics
that basically his
- which, rc tell
speech was an enumerarion of problems
the truth, we have nor iusr heard for the first time. The
problems which he has listed have already been

different civilizations.

recorded at leasr three times this year: twice in the two
by President Delors, once in the speech by
Mr Andreotti. It is an almosr classical list of knotty
problems which the Communiry states it wishes ro
resolve. They are enormous problems ranging from

It

technologies,

said that what at one rime was referred ro as rhe

Community in which the budget is equivalent to less
than half of the budger deficit of rhe Smre which Mr
Craxi has to administer, may appear unrealisdc objec-

speeches

unemployment

is difficult to express a judgement on rhe significance which each of rhese two componen$ has had on
the history of civilization, bur it is clear that Europe
would not be what it is if it were limited to one only of
these components. Today for the first time it may be
Europe of the Romano-Germanic peoples is approach-

ing genuine unity. Some of these peoples are nor yer
pan of that Europe, bur for the first time we now have
a European Community which contains within irelf

in the European social area ro

to the environmenr, ro

new'

mediation
between East and Vesr,, ro Latin America, to the Middle East and to South Africa. All things which, when
they are compared with means at the disposal of a

tives.

In reality we know that the Community's

means,

if

the most ancient, the largest and most creative nucleus
that European civilization has produced in the thou-

used

sand years of im history.

It is for this reason thar our Group has approved the
entry of Spain and Ponugal notwithstanding the fact
that it has uken place in circumstances not always corresponding to rlquirements which we pur forward.
The requesrc made on various occasions ro the Commission to provide forecasts of the cost of enlargement

resources. Hence the policy of the Community must
not be measured only in rerms of adding up budger
figures. It is essential to follow a political line and to
do so it is precisely necessary ro improve decisionmaking machinery. It is for that reason that we federalists, who are frequently accused of not being realists
or not paying atr.enrion to specific problems, attach so
much importance ro rhe institurional problem.

have always had vague and imprccise answers, probably because of the difficulry of giving an answer.

The speech by Commissioner Ripa di Meana this

I

must also say that the approval

of the

Integrated
Medirerranean Programmes irself took place in a manner which does not altogether eliminate rhe doubts
which we had mentioned more than once regarding
the actual supplementary nature of rhese programmes,
at least as far as the Iulian and French regions are
concerned. It is clear that all the fresh budger heading
will go rc Greece. fu regards the other funds, there is

a suong suspicion thar to a large extent they will
amount to old money with a new name. But we shall
not oppose such a great result for reasons which at
bottom involve a few hundred of millions of ECU.

The result is notewonhl, and for this very

reason
Community logic musr prevail and does prevail even in

the eyes of those of us who represenr regions which
nevertheless will receive directly the first impact of
enlargement.

Enlargement is a great positive fact and yer in Mr
President Craxi's speech rhere is already a reference ro

with a Community spirit and at the proper time
and in the right direction, may rhen mobilize other

morning seemed ro me ro be centred wholly and wirh
great effect on this quesrion, and I believe and hope
that it reflects what will be che poliry of the Commission.

I

realize that the words of the President of the Council
had rc be more careful. I do not believe I even caught
in his speech the words 'inrergovernmental confirence' and I realize thar the sensitivity of this phase of
negotiations with rhe other States necessitates the
maximum prudence. Bur if rhis is the correct r6le for
the President, it is not the correct r6le for Parliamenr

Parliament must instead demand and encourage. So
we remind President Craxi that he must go forward in
this direction, aking accounr of the fact that in reality
it is very easy rc secure in this House and outside it
unanimity or a very large majority when speaking in

general terms of Europe. If instead the intention is
actually ro construct Europe and we are not speaking
of it in general rerms, then it will be seen than thii
unanimity does not exist. Then it will be a question of
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Mediterranean regions were among the poorest and
least favoured in the Community, and that enlargement to include Spain and Portugal would only
enhance this discrepancy. That is why, within the
framework of its mandate of 30 May 1980, the Commission made provision for the famous IMPs. I need
not remind you of the 6 billion, 500 million ECU, in
six years and all the other measures; we have spoken

of those who truly
desire Europe and those who really do not want

choosing between the positions
Europe.

I

have the greatest respect for those who stress the
imponance of the right of veto on the pan of individual States, but I think that this right must not go so
far as to prohibit other States from going forward with
the pursuit of objectives of external policy which they

about them many times.

regard as fundamental.

Then, recently, the Commission came and rcld us it
was no longer possible. Therefore I make other ProPosals and ask you not to make me retract them. President Delors said this morning that Parliament had

(Applause)

(FR) Mr President, President
Mr Musso (RDE).
of the Commission, ladies
of the Council, President
and gentlemen, the European Council of 29 and 30
March dealt in a concrete way with only two files: the
fite on enlargement, where they were content to ratify
the decisions taken a little while before by the Council,
and the one on the IMP. For the rest there are either
declarations of intent, without concrerc resources, as
in the case of new technologies, or questions have
been deferred till the European Council in June, as in
the case of citizens' Europe, or referred w the ad hoc
Committee on Institutional Affairs. Ve shall hold a
debate on enlargement in May; that is why I do not
wish to speak on it. I should like to mention the IMPs.
But before thaq I should like to draw to your attention
a telegram which has just arrived, sent to Mr Guermeur,-chairman of the fisheries sub-committee, from
some fishermen. I ask the Commission to hear me,

because the telegram is disquieting' It reads,
', . . request immediate protective measures for inshore

operating 30 miles southwest of Permin. Spanish 'long-liners' from Andoroa condnuingly attacked
inshore vessels from Lesconie on 16 April 1985 throwing pebbles and other objects'. The fishermen also
requ.st that protective measures be taken and that a
strict watch be kept. I should simply like to draw to
your attention the fact that at the point where we are
opening our doors and enlarging our Communities, it
would be a bad omen if we were to allow relations
between the old members and the new ones to start
with stone-throwing and acts of aggression. I therefore request thai measures be taken to Protect the fishermen and that there be a watch,

vessels

Having said that, let me return to the IMPs. I heard
the President of the Council say this morning on the

I speak from memory and hope
subject of the IMPs
he will forgive me if I do not use his precise words
that the redistribution of financial resources is a fair

of compensatint for the fact that

Member
means
States benefit from the integrated market in varying
degrees. But, President of the Council, it is not our
impression at all that it is a fair means of compensation
and neither do we have the impression that it is a
redistribution.

In fact, where have we got to with

these IMPs?

I

should like to remind you that it was accepted that the

been courageous, that it had been forceful and that
nevenheless it had been left with its opinions' President Delors' proposals were for 2 billion ECU in seven
years, no longer six years. That was making structural
iunds available to the Mediterranean regions. And
there was the possibiliry of receiving loans from the
European Investment Bank at special rates. !(hat did
the European Council do?

It obviously paid no funher attention to the first proposals, they were forgotten, there is no longer talk any

it take account of the
President Delors' proposals, it
reduced them. They went down'to 1'5 billion ECU.
There was talk of up to 2.5 billion ECU of structural
funds, and finally there was mention of the possibility
of borrowings from the European Investment Bank,
mention of them. Neither did

precise content of

i.e. the New Community Instrument, but there was no
longer mention of measures at special rarcs.

Under these conditions the IMPs have simply melrcd
away. One thing has been substituted for another.
That means that, without even going back to the original figures, structural funds are now being used. I
hope that it is not simply a way of testing a new way of
operating the structural funds, as I heard said this
mornlng.

I

should simply like to say that all the measures proposed should be re-examined by Parliament, because
they ought m be given concrete form in a Regulation,
and Parliament would have to give an opinion for that
Regulation to be adopted. After the preceding sessions

I

doubt whether the Commission, or the Council, or

rhe European Council wanm to accept the new guide-

lines which are being laid before us, which

I

would

now describe as vinually outdated.

(DA) At the summit
meeting dealt with by Mr Craxi, the ten Prime Ministers expressed satisfaction with the guidelines set out
in the Dooge report. Thus there are some who welcome the prospect of a centralized EEC union, but not
very many. Indeed there has never been any popular
demand for European Union, there has never been a
major demonstration in faoour of a Unircd States of
Europe, there has never been a genuine popular movement in faoour of concentrating power in Brussels.

Mrs Hammerich (ARC).
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Mr Spinelli has said thar the Dooge repon goes further than his own union plan with regard to security,
defence and military marters. He is happy wirh that.
But who else is happy with militarization? Apparently
only a handful of arms manufacrurers, top politicians
and bureaucrats. Ordinary people in Europe have
never expressed a wish to build up a new military
suPerpower.
Few people can see the logic of working for peace by
increasing armamenr in Europe under Community

For that is what we are talking about. I
to undenake the development and
production of advanced weapons'. .It also emerged
clearly from Mr Delors' recommendation that the
Community is to panicipate in Reagan's Smr Vars
auspices.

quote: 'jointly

research.

Arming the Community means heavy expenditure and

will not get popular suppon at a rime when we have
too many weapons, when we live under the serious
threat of war and in an economic crisis. People would
rather spend their money on social development rhan
on military equipment. Thus the advocates of union,
who meet in closed sessions unfettered by public scrutiny, will find rhemselves in an isolated unreality with

their demands for tlre Community to be given new
power and military forces. They cannor expecr supporr
from rhe broad mass of the Danish population. VC are
not interested in being a small pan of an armed superpower. Even the Danish Government has its reservations.

And how do they feel in Ireland? All those who want
to preserve Irish neutraliry musr be shocked. The Irish
peace movement has said no. The peace movemenm
throughout Europe will greet the plans with protesr.
Since there is a lack of popular suppon for this dangerous project, the project-makers should take the
consequences: scrap the project and leave it to the
people rhemselves to decide what kind of future they
want for Europe.

gn Mr President, ladies and
Mr Romualdi (DR).
- European
gentlemen, if we of the
Right were not also
to recognize thar the conclusion of the long and difficult agreemenm for the enry of Spain and Ponugal
into the Communiry is a positive fact for Europe and a
credit to rhe Italian Presidency, we should be lacking
in good taste and objectivity.
But it would be worse if, at the very momenr ar which
we take note of rhe good work which has been done,
we were to abandon ourselves to the exatgeration
in the same way as the Italian Christian-Democraric
and Socialist circles
of what President Craxi said
- not realize,
this morning. If we did
that is, rhe enormous difficulties which still have to be overcome in
this field in order to reach the conclusion effectively
and without damage. Because, too, anxious to make

the announcemenr, afrer obtaining rhe'yes'of Papan-

dreou's Greece
ro rhe agreement acquired
- ain yes
with the concession
its favour of a large pan of the
money of the IMPs
is, of the Integrated Medi- that the
t€rranean Programmes
Presidency did
- that Italian
not rcfer to all the writing
still has to be done so
that the conrracring parties may sign and thineen parliaments including ours discuss and ratify it. A way a
little longer than thar warmly envisaged by the enthusiast President Craxi, who is only now a strict and tenacious supponer of Europe after the conversion of
Mitterrand and the advent of rhe Socialisrc ro government in Spain and Ponugal.

But enlargement is nor everything; there were other

tasks for the Brussels Summit. 'S7hat were the results?
Sad to say, more or less negarive in every sphere.
Mr Craxi's oprimism did not prevenr Mr Delors this
morning from giving us to understand rhat in the matter of the budget we have remained ar rock borrom,
panicularly as regards own resources and agricultural
expenditure, which, at this point, must be directly covered
we do not understand how
by nadonal con-

- still to come.
tributions

-

'$/e are at rock
bottom too in the battle against unem-

ploymenr, unfonunately without any result. Unemployment during rhe Italian Presidenry has increased
funher, and to say that that is unacceptable is not
enough.

And nothing serious has been done for monerary stability or the sruggle against inflation. 'Ve musr use
thc ECU as a pivor', it was said at Brussels. All right.

'!7e were among
the first to put this problem in specific
terms: let us make conrracts in ECU, carry on financing in ECU, issue bonds or other securities in ECU at
rarcs comperitive with those quoted for the dollar in
the United States, in an arrempt to diven towards us
the flow of international deposits.'!7e even proposed a
stock exchante tuaranreed by the'basket' of our currencies. No doubt it is a good thing that it should be
discussed ar rhe summit, but it would be better to
decide something positive and specific.

The same may be said about the other argumenr on
which discussion took place: technology, rhe environmenr, rhe struggle against terrorism, against drugs. No
serious measure even in the sensitive and alrogether
scandalous sphere of exrradition or on rha[ of the
common legal area. Mr Craxi, this is the true balancesheet!

And I do not speak
I
nor time
of interna- have
tional relations on which
you dwelt so-long in your
lengthy speech in a way destined not to strengrhen but

to weaken our presence in a world tragically upser by
wars and rerrorism for which those most responsible
are ofrcn the privileged persons with whom you carry
on discussions.

This morning mention was made too of European

Union. !7e have been in favour of rhar for a very long
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time past. The Dooge Repon may be a good way, but
all the preparations still have to be made for the Milan
conference and the obstacles are not few. To avoid the
road to union becoming a snare but to ensure that it
should instead become the right way to unity and that
unity should be a genuine defence of our great interests, of our libeny and independence, what is needed,
Mr Craxi, is intelligent and specific measures. This is
what we have been waiting for for a long time, not so
much from the summits as from the political forces
which are in control of our governments and which

redeeming or interpreting what the European peoples
have demanded by a great majority through the inter-

mediary of this Parliament with the help and comfon
of the work of the Commission set out by the President of the Commission and corroborated today by
the speech of Commissioner Ripa di Meana. I think
that this is a moment which must be grasped without
compromise and, I would say too, according'to the
essential sryle by which we introduced ourselves in
January within the Community with the Italian Presidency.

until the present have always and constantly failed.
(Applause

Mr

fron

Pannella

tbe

Mr President, I have kept in reserve a few seconds to
stress my concern as regards the political administra-

ight)

(/7) Mr President, MrPresi-

(NI).

denr of the Council, Mr President of the Commission,
that
the
speech
of the President of the Council
I think
this morning did not express in the, most felicitous
manner the reality or the truth of the policy of the
Italian Presidency. I am endtled rc say that, probably
because I am also a member of the Italian Parliament.
I state, very frankly, that the speech this morning was
much less incisive and precise than that with which the
Italian Presidency of the Council presented itself to
our Parliament in January, but I think that this probably resuh from an error of exposition in which the
inrcntion naturally wa6 to go back to the habits of
orher presidencies which have always offered all the
components of the 'hot air' of which an empty speech
of the president of a non-existent European Union is

tion which is crumbling all at once in our Parliament.
Today, with the President of the Council, with the
Minister for External Affairs, with the President of the
Commission, you have authorized 62 formal and
informal meetings emptying this hemirycle, as it is
doing right now. You have arranged a time for debate
which in absolurc terms has been the shonest since
1979. Thus, with the Penini affair, with the lack of
clarity in this question of Reagan, I should like to
kriow whether it is true that the President of Parliament is not going to Luxembourg for parochial and
secondary reasons.

I

conclude by saying that

if we have the duty to

demand that other institutions shall operate with clar-

iry and precision we must begin with ourselves,
because I do not know what is happening, but it seems
to me that for the past three months here we have been

made up.

doing very badly.

The problem of the Italian Presidency, it seems to me,
was precisely understood and gave a spur in the right
direction to the Commission which, in my opinion,
was motivarcd in the inaugural speech, with some hesitation and some mistakes perhaps, by pessimistic

Ladies and gentlemen, since the spokesPresidcnt.
men for all- the polidcal groups have already spoken, I
should like, pursuant to Rule 86, to close the debarc

after the two replies from the Presidenr-in-Office of

less remains one and one alone: the intergovernmental

the Council and from the Commission, so thar we can
begin with Question Time at 5 p.m. I would formally
propose to the House therefore that we take a vote on
the closure of the debate.

conference. It was a misnke not to speak of it. The
draft of a European constitution worked out by Par-

(Parliament agreed to this proposal)

exPectation.

That being said, Mr President, the problem neverthe-

liament must be the basis and the actual reason for the
intergovernmental conference, and then the Council,
as representative of the States, and we, as rePr€sentatives of the people, have to radfy that constitution.
is hot air.
I repeat
The rest

-

-

I thank Mr Romeo,

on behalf of everyone, and thus
do not need to stress the argument. His analysis is reasonable for a Federalist without any extremism, motivated only by the reasonable requirement of seeking to
attack political illusions. \fle have a needle's eye
through which we must pass, and the Italian Presidency has moved, it seems [o me, sufficiently well in
that direcdon. Let us go forward bearing in mind that
in the weeks to come all this risks becoming to some
extent frayed at the edges; let us recognize thar the
policy of our country at this moment is in reality

(GR) Mr President, I wish
Mr Alavanos (COM).
of yours, and about the
to protest about this decision
way in which you put the matter to the vote without
even giving Members an opporturiity to express their
opinion, and finally also because this decision was
adopted in the presence of only 55 Members, which I
do not think reflects honour on our Parliament.

There are rights that apply to Members in contradistinction to the Broups. The views of some Sroups may
express the overall view of their members, while those
of others reflect the views of only a pan of their membership. I believe that many Members'and national
political panies would have wished to raise cenain
very imponant matters before the presidency of the
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European Council bur were deprived of an opponun-

ity ro do

so.

It

was difficult

to do anything other than what has

been done as far as concerns the merhod of election

I am therefore proresting, and I ask that, if at all possible, we should follow normal procedure and use up
the one-and-a-half hours allowed on roday's agenda

for the European Council debate, since up io now *e
have only debated for one hour. \7e used up the other
half hour in voting on rhe urgenr ropics.

Mr Lalor (RDE).
may rhe Members
- MrtoPresidenr,
who were not allowed
speak submit their speeches
in writing for the record?

of

the Members of Parliament for Spain and Ponugal in
the sense that account was raken, so to speak, in the
process of accession, of rransitional phases for all the
economic and commercial rycles and also for polirical
rycles. There has nor been a breach of any principles,
in the sense that a mandate received from a freelyelected Parliament is nevenheless always a represenrative, democratic mandate. Thus things will have to go
through a transirional period, and subsequently there
will be direct election ar rhe same time as rhe elections
for the next European Parliament.

I do not think it is possible ro reven to this
argument as an afrerthought in the negotiations which
will still have to be conducted on questions which are,
let us say, nor essenrial or marrers for definidon in the
agreements which have already been concluded. I trust
that all this may be concluded by the month of May so
that we may have the necessary time for ratification by
the national parliaments and hence manage to keep to
rhe date of 1 January.
Hence

President.

I

am sorry, but only explanations of vote

may be submitted
in writing *[r.n
taken on motions for resoludons.

ih.

vore is being

Mr Ulburghs (NI).
(NL) Mr President, I would
- be chiefly
point out that this will
to the disadvanrage
of the smaller groups and the marginals. !7hy were
they made promises that could not be kept? Could this
situation nor have been foreseen, or has the President
failed to conducr the proceedints correcrly?

Mrs Heinrich (ARC).
(DE) If I am not going to be
permitted to speak, I -should ar leasr like rc ask the
Commission a quesrion. !7hat is the position with
regard to the communication senr by the Commission
to the !florld Economic Summit at the beginning of
May, in which it was agreed that the Community's
research budget would be doubled by 1989 from 3o/o
to 60/0, and that wirh a view ro rhe srarcgic defence
initiative, in other words, the Star Vars programme? I
know that arqmpr are being made to play down this
whole matter. The Rainbow Group asked the Commission for a look ar rhis paper, but we were told rhat
it was [oo'hot'.

Mr Craxi, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe European Council.
(17) Mr President, I shall snatch only a minure or
-so for some
very brief reflections, as I do not wish to
cause an argumenr on quesdons of time.

First of all I should like to rhank all rhose who have
spoken and who have been kind enough ro srress rhe
imponance of the work which has been done rc attain
the completion of the negodations for the accession of
Spain and Ponugal.

I do not wish m deal with a series of polemical questions which I have heard, which I had heard before
and which I know I shall have to hear again in Italy. I
prefer this type of'hor air'to be'heared up'in Italy. I
should prefer instead to reply ro some of the specific
questions which have been put and to the requests for
clarification.

I

agree straight away that one of the questions
as
Mr Arndt was reminding us
on which atrention- will
be concenrrated in the discussions
in progress on rhe
problems of reform of the institutions concerns the
rule of unanimity, a rule which hisrorically has been
the cause of the disintegration of States and institutions and which, as is well known, is of lesser antiquity

than the principle of the majority, which goes bacir
even to the times of barbarous peoples, who took formal decisions
nor
sophisticated as ours ir is true
- of as
by the principle
the majoriry.

I

believe therefore that unanimity will have to be rhe
exception and thar the majoritarian principle will have
to become established to an ever-increasing extent as a
constituenr element of the decision-making process. I
think that this is rhe major path to be followed and it is
in this direction thar work will proieed.

But the quesrion which more or less everybody has
raised is a different one, thar is, whether or noi this
intergovernmental conference of which we have spoken will take place. I restricted myself rc reponing ihe
decisions of the Brussels Council; and this was nor one
of the decisions adopted ar rhe Brussels Council. The
suggestion, as you know, has been made, the idea is in

the air, strongly supponed by a large pan of the
States; we are at a srage ar which we must finally manage to clarify everyone's posirion, that is, to determine

i1 the degree of consensus and convergence
it is possible to attain regarding this proj-ect. I
trus[ thar, at rhe conclusion of the consulatibn which
is to be held during the nexr few weeks and months
and in the course of rhe work of the Milan Council,
this decision may finally be adopred in such a way as
wfr-at

which

to avoid rhese problems too becoming bogged down in
Byzantine argumenrc which prevent and would continue to prevent the European institutions from recov-
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ering their efficiency, their ability to be representarive,
their ability to act with authoriry and their capacity to
adopt in time the decisions which are needed.

Let us not forget that the Community is becoming a
Community of Twelve, that is, a Community which

will be more representative, probably more influential
but also more complicated. Hence the institutional
need is cenainly one of great imponance and urgency.

At Milan, Mrs Hammerich, at the Council of Milan
there will not be adopted decisions concerning the

I

thank Mr Craxi for his kindness in devoting this
endre day to the European Parliament. I feel that the
proceedings of this day will have been a source of support ro him in the vital and arduous labours that await
him as President-in-Office of the Council during the
last three months of the Italian Presidency in preparing for the Milan Summit. I hope that this Summit will
be a resounding success, and I know that that is also
the wish of the European Parliament.
(Applaase)

rearmament of Europe or the militarization of Europe.
be discussing that. All our coun-

\fle shall cenainly not

tries are working actively, as far as I know, with particular care and intensity to extend this process which is
under way, the resumption of this dialogue and this
process of negotiation with the fundamental aim of
succeeding in reaching agreements on the lowest possible levels of armaments; agreements which do not
freeze situations of disequilibrium but which in the
framework of an equilibrium accepted and recognized
by all may at the same time make it possible to say that
we have worked for peace in security and simultaneously have advanced the cause of the reduction of
nuclear armaments.

I have not much to add or anything else rc explain in
connection with the requesr which have been put forward. I should just like to refer to the vrords spoken by
who spoke of a
Mr Formigoni
- I recall them Europe which must also be a Europe of science, of an,
of culture and of the many humanisms in which
Europe is rich. And yet in the great work which we
have carried out over the last few years European culhas always been a
ture
even in European budgets

Cinderella.

-

Regard being had to our traditions and our energy
availabiliry, very frequently it is easier to organize a
great cultural institution than a great industrial complex or colossal investments in other fields and
I
repeat
in all these years European culture,- the
European cultural institutions, have remained the Cinderella of the Communities. This truth is inscribed in
the budgets of the Community and everybody may
read it there. In this sense I conclude, not with a 'hot
air' appeal, but with an appeal aimed at ensuring that
this cultural sustenance too, made up of values and
ideas, of knowledge and of human communication,
may itself become one of rhe cements with which the
Europe of tomorrow is built.

Question Time

The next item is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. B 2-104/85), to which
Prcsident.

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Office of the Council, will

I should like to extend rc him the heanfelt
of
the European Parliament and to express
Breetings
be replying.

our appreciation of his recent unsparing labours in the
Council of Ministers which have led to the conclusion
of the lengthy netotiations on enlargement with Spain
and Ponugal.
(Applause)

'!fle

begin with the questions to the Council.

As the author is not present, Question No 82 will be
answered in *'riting.l

Question no 83, by Mr'Wijsenbeek, (-721/84):

Subject: A European surcharge on VAT

The Netherlands State Secretary for

Foreign

Affairs with responsibiliry for European cooperation, Dr V. F. van Eekelen, has put forward the
idea that a European surcharge be put on VAT to
provide the national contribution rcwards the
shartfalls in the Community budget and in this
way to make the costs of Europe more readily
apparent to its citizens. \7hat does the Council as

an institution think of this idea put forward by
one of its members?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.

(IT) The Council has held discussions on rhe subject

of the future financing of the Community on the basis
of a communication from the Commission, which put

(Appkuse)

IN THE CHAIR: MR FANTI
Vice-President

President.

7.

-

The debate is closed.

forward various solutions to increase the Community's
own resources. Finally the Council shared the opinion
of rhe Commission to the effect that the increase in rhe
maximum of own resources arising from VAT constitutes the simplest and most appropriate means of
endowing the Community with new own resources.

I
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The Council adopted a position on a proposal from

Subject: Operation Flood

the Commission essendally inrcnded to increase from
I to 1.40/o the maximum of own VAT resources and

will

discuss

it with

month (April).

Mr

Viisenbeck (L).

the Council at rhe end of this

(NL)

I

have lisrcned with

interest ro rhe answer- given by the President of the
Council, a former Member of this Parliament. lfhat I
have to ask him is not only a supplementary quesrion
but my original question, because I am not interested
in a proposal for an increase in own resources by a few
percentage points. Vhat I am interested in is tLe pro-

by a member of the Council for an
VAT by a few poinr to make it clear that it

posal made
increase in

Given that 'Operation Flood is regarded by the
European Commission as a prime example of how
food aid can be used to promore long-term rural
developmenr, and rhat it provides help to l0 million families in India through rhe provision of

is a direct tax on rhe European citizen. I therefore ask
the President of the Council once again: what does he
think of the proposal put forward by a member of the
Council that it should be made clear to the European
citizen that he roo must make a given conribution to
Europe, and how is this proposal to be reconciled wirh
the own resources proposal?

Community skimmed milk powder and butteroil,
does rhe Council intend to conrinue with this valuable programme on rhe same scale?

Mr Andreotti, kesiden*in-Ofice of the Council.

regards aid, as is well known, we work here
too through rhe intermediary of the proposals of the
(m

Ats

I may say that from 1970 rhe Community has developed a programme of aids to India
which has been renewed eighr years later at the
request of the competenr aurhoriries and in collaboration with those authorities.
Commission.

However, there has been a series of programmes of
food aid in milk and milk products which, for duration
and importance from year ro year, has represented the

Mr Andrcotti.

gD I think thar whar I said earlier,

namely that the- method which is the simplest, because,

too, it has aheady been tried, that is, to increase the
rarc wirhour changing rhe system, has been adopted
precisely because otherwise we should probably come
up against cenain difficulties of a practical narure,
even though from a psychological or political point of
view it might be significant if the axpayer were ro

know directly the amount of tax going to the Communlty.
The marter is of such difficulry in view of rhe fact rhat
for this increase, which is already insufficient
rhe
Commission itself has said so
enormous -effons
have been needed to reach agreemenr
within the
Council.

Thus I should like to ask the Honourable Member
who has raised the quesrion to await better rimes for
changing rhe method. Moreover I rhink that when we
have
I trust not in the distant future a specific
- ro discuss
draft-for the Union, we should rerurn
financing because, too, I rhink ir will be necessary ro
introduce a sysrem which then, perhaps with the guarantee of unanimity wirhin the Council of Miniiters,
will not require, each rime subsequent amendments
have to be made, the obligation of radfication by the
national parliaments.

It may therefore

be ar the time ar which amendmenrc
are made rc the Treary for rhe purpose of advancing
on the way ro the Union that Mr \Tijsenbeek may be

able

to bring his

idea forward again more appro-

first multiennial programme of food aid-in the Community with resulr which we rhink may be regarded
as noteworthy. The relative decisions are for the Commission to take on the basis of the relevant provisions
and I believe that the Commission will continue that
type of acdon in 1985 to the extent to which funds for
food aid in milk and milk products will permit,
extending them to other regions or other counries.
The example of Flood 2 shows in fact that food aid,
apan from the most urtenr cases, in which it is vital,
constitutes, if it is used intelligenrly, an appropriate
instrumenr for development aid.
Finally, I would remark that India has asked that the
aid in question should be continued until 1986 wirh
the inclusion of other products in addition to milk and
milk products.

I would like first of all to ask the
- to expand
President-in-Office
upon rhe exrenr ro
which Operation Flood has fulfilled its starcd objectives of establishing a modern and efficient dairy
industry in India, improving rhe living conditions of
the 10 million families of milk producers and creating
a distribution nerwork extending over a considerabli
Mr Hoon (S).

number of towns in India.

It was originally intended that the operation should be
stepped up over a number of years. Has that been
achieved? Indeed, are rhere figures available ro sup-

pon that contendon?

priately.

\Vhat I would like rhe Minister to do, if he would,

President.
84):

unequivocally tuaranrce rhar once the present scheme
reaches its conclusion, then the level of funding in real
terms will be maintained, in panicular ro take iccounr
of inflation in India.

-

Question No 84, by Mr Hoon (H-746/

is
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Hoon
Finally, I would like him to specify the period of dme
over which the Council is prepared to guarantee this
level of funding, bearing in mind that I understand
that the Commission will bring forward proposals to
repeat this operation after the present scheme expires.

(NI).- (NZ) Dwelopment groups like
Frires du Monde have rightly denounced the fact that
long-term food aid in the form of skimmed milk powder and butteroil often disrupts local markets and so
discourages local farmers. \7hat does the Council
intend to do about this, panicularly in the longer
Mr Ulburghs

Prcsidcat.
84):

-

Question No 85, by Mr Lalor (H-758l

Subject: Dumping of soft fruit

\7ill the

President-in-Office of the Council give
an assurance that the Council will undertake rc
adopt, as a matter of urgenry, measures to ensure
that the dumping of strawberries and raspberries
on the EEC market, from Sate-trading countries
outside the Community, is discontinued immediately in the interest of the fruit industry in County
Vexford, Ireland?

term?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
As I said before, this proMr Andreotn.
- U7)
tramme has not been esublished by the Commission
on its own initiative but is agreed by the competen[
Indian authorities. Therefore we must above all recognize that there is a positive assessment made by the

Indian authorities themselves as regards what

has

(17) Any anti-dumping procedure originates with the

Commission which, according to the basic regulation,
receives the complainr of the industries concerned,
carries out the necessary inquiries and decides whether
or not to institute a provisional anti-dumping duty.

The Council intervenes only in a subsequent

phase

occurred hitheno, and hence it is for them to make to
us proposals so that the Commission may discuss

when it is essentially a matter of taking a decision on a
proposal from the Commission to extend a provisional

them.

anti-dumping duty or to make it definitive. Hitheno
the Council has not received any proposal from the
Commission as regards the imponation of strawberries

There is a commitment to continue this programme,

as

have said. How it may subsequently be improved and
extended will depend not only upon the requests made
but also upon our opponunities.

and raspberries from State-trading countries. It

Naturally, even though we recognize cenain limits, we
have greater quantities of a cenain type of product
available and everybody knows that in cenain prod-

Mr Ldor (RDE).

ucts the Commission's stocks are enormous and, apart
from anphing else, very expensive. Hence, in a manner of speaking, in providing this aid we are cenainly
not endangering the finances or the economy of the

County l7exford strawberry producers that they will

I

Communiry.
From a more general point of view, if food aid were to
disturb the market, first of all it would be necessary to
see whether the market is supplied only by national
production, that is to say, if there is self-sufficiency in
foodstuffs. If so, it would be possible to say also that
rhere is to some extent a case to be made against it;
bur if this self-sufficienry is not present and if it is a

question on the conrary of replacing by aid the
expensive impons of a country which is cenainly not
rich, I do not think that comments of a critical nature

appears that the Commission's officers are engaged in

considering this file.

rc find that
- I am rather disturbed
the Council are not taking a more active interest in the
problem. Can the President-in-Office assure my
not continue rc be forced to compete at a disadvantage

in the market place with substitute inferior products,
heavily subsidized, to a degree that fair market compeexists? This matter has been taken up
with the Commission, but they are dragging their feet
and acting too slowly on it.

tition no longer

Does not the President-in-Office agree that some pos-

itive and constructive protective acdon should

be

undertaken and that he should not come here as President-in-Office of the Council and simply pass the
buck to the Commission?

can be made.

(17) Cenainly the problem of strawberries and raspberries is a very imponant one and we

In any case the question concerns not only the case in
point, that is, the case of India, but a line of the Communiry's general aid policy. On this I can say that the

have not underestimated it, even though the Italian
Presidency has had to give consideration in these three
months to some problems of a slightly greater complexity.

let us
most consistent aid which we can supply
- that of
is
think for example of northern Africa
improving and increasing local agricuhural production, diversifying it so as to provide not only emer-

which are the ones which ought to put forward their
complaints, have not raised any objections. I have

gency aid but to give true aid which may be defined as
'for development'.

Mr Andreotti.

However, the Community industries concerned,
asked for the opening of an anti-dumping procedure;
you might perhaps therefore ask the industries con-
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cerned in your counry to set this procedure in motion.

Presidcnt.

765/8\:

-

with a major impact of a political and perhaps a pracdcal nature. I can however give an assurance that the
Presidency and the Council will give this subject the
maximum arrcnrion in the next few weeks.

Question No 85, by Mrs Lemass (H-

Subject: Confiscation of

assers

of drug'Barons'

Miss Tongue (S).
has the Italian
- \7hat proposals
presidency for encouraging,
for example, collaboration among cusroms officers in preventing drugs actually arriving within Community boundaries? Does the
President-in-Office not agree rhar they would surely
be better employed doing rhis than stopping EEC citizens legitimately crossing Community borders?

Does the Council support rhe view that the

introduction of legislation in the Member States
aimed at confiscating the asser of illegal drug
traffickers would make a positive contribution to
the Communiry's effons to combat the drug menace thar is rampant in Dublin and the other capimls of Europe, and, if so, whar acdon would the
Council be prepared to mke a decision on?

Mr Andrcotti, President-in-Ofice of the Coancil.
(17) The Presidency takes note of rhe concern
expressed by the Honourable Member and is in a position to confirm rhat the comperent ministers of rhe

Member States are aware of the essential importance

of the drug problem. The Ministers of Healrh

dis-

cussed the problem at their meeting on 29 November
1984 in Brussels and will continue the discussion at rhe
next meeting, fixed for 3 and 4 May 1985.

Moreover, the Presidency has rhe intention of convening in the near future, where appropriate, the Ministers of Justice and of the Interior to discuss this drug
problem jointly.

Various aspects of the campaign against drugs may be
raised at that meeting, including the one which is the
subject of this question.

(17)
Mr Andreotti.
say that this matter is
- that inI can
taken so seriously
the development of one of
the, proposals of the Adonnino Committee ro make
crossing frontiers easier and quicker, considerarion has
been given rc rhe way in which these checks may be
liberalized, whilst preserving nevenheless rhe possibility of effective conrrol as regards this very traffic in
drugs. It would in fact be ruly absurd if a victory of a
Community narure such as rhar of bringing about a
single external frontier ro the Community should turn
out to be to rhe advantage of the hordes of criminals
engaged in drug trafficking. Ir is precisely in connection with these new rules which the Adonnino Committee has suggested ro us rhar we are attempting ro
find a guaranree rhar we shall have available an additional instrumenr, or rather nor have available an
insrument less, for controlling drugs traffic.

President.

No

Mrs Lemass (RDE).

said
- The President-in-Office
rhat rhis marrer was discussed
at the Health Minisrers'
meeting on 29 November in Brussels. Vould he give
us a little bit of information as to what actually did
happen at rhat parricular meeting? Does he nor agree
with me that it a total injustice ro rhe thousands of
young people whose lives are destroyed by drugs that
these people who traffic illegally in drugs make vasr
fortunes, can buy large houses and cars and lots of
propeny and yet nothing really happens to them? I
would ask him rc do his urmosr to have something
really concrete and effective done ro [ry ro solve this
very great problem in all our counrries.

87

As the aurhor is not presenr, Question

will -be answered in writing.l

Question No 88, by Mr Hutton (H-370/84):
Subject: Council acrion on

a

people's Europe

The European Council of Fontainebleau asked the
Council and rhe Member States to study urgently
methods of introducing by June 1985 a single
documenr for the movemenr of goods, rhe abolition of all police and customs formalities for people crossing intra-Community frontiers, and equivalence of university diplomas.

Vhat progress has the Council made wirh rhese
measures and will they in fact be in operation by
June 1985?

Mr Andreotti,- (IT) I can confirm rhat the precise
intention to funher the quest for common measures
exists and is strongly encouraged by rhe Presidency.
Moreover we ourselves had asked the preceding Irish
Presidency to make drugs a priority theme at Community level. The difficulty which emerged in the
meeting of Minisrers of Health in November 1984 was
as follows: there are cenain counries which prefer to
have purely national measures, largely inherent in their
internal sysrems; others on the other hand accept the
idea of having the same measures in various countries

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(IT) The ad hoc committee for a People's Europe,
about which I was speaking a short while ago

which is chaired by Mr Adonnino and which was ser
up at Fontainebleau
[25, as the House is aware,
-

submimed a firsr repon to the last European Council in
Brussels. This morning the President of the Council

I
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summed up here the conclusions of the Brussels meet-

ing regarding the proposals of the Adonnino Com-

impatience of the citizen
before.

will still be as great as rt was

mittee.

I

can say that these proposals fall into two parts: certain ones are of a character which may be carried out
just to show that we look to the substat once and
s/s
ance and not to the form, that we are in s216ssg

laid it down that at the Milan Council at the end of
June we must have a check on what has really been
achieved in the period between the European Council
in Brussels and that in Milan as regards rules on the
part of the individual Sntes. There is another part, the
one which figures in the proposals already received or
of which'the chapter headings have been approved,
which is to be presented at the Milan Council. \7ith
these objectives, some of which may perhaps be longterm, whilst others are shorter-term projects, we think
we shall be able, during the current six months, to give
a noteworthy impetus to what has been defined as the
People's Europe.

Mr Hutton (ED).- My question referred first to the
single document for the movement of goods. How are
the people that we represent to understand that they
are living in a people's Europe when this'document is
not due to come into effect until the beginning of
1988? Vould the President-in-Office say if he will
speed up the introduction of that document to make

gf) I agree with the request for
Mr Andreotti.
greater speed, but the period which has elapsed since
the presentation of the proposals of the Adonnino
Committee until today is one which is measured in
days, so I do not think that we can be accused of failure to act, all the more so as, for the part which we
regard as being capable of being put into force at once
by the individual Smtes, no rules of a Community
nature are needed. As I said before, we are committed
to carrying out a check at the Milan Summit and we
shall also have a prior written inquiry to see whether
these first commitments have been carried out and rc
show our intention of contributing to spreading the
Community idea and thus to bringing this Europe ever
closer to the people.
On the other hand the actual mat[ers mentioned by
you are very varied, since you niendoned the technical
modifications in customs procedures apan from the
question of youth exchanges, the problem of degrees,
harmonization in school matters and so on: each of
these problems requires

rhis people's Europe a good deal more real to the people we represent?
President.

500/84):
(17) As a rule a transitional period is
- it is a question of amending not only
required because
a whole series of internal rules in each State, a series of
forms, a bureaucratic organization, but also of alrcring

Mr Andreotti.

people's mentality, something which occasionally
requires more dme than amendments to a decree or to
a system of issuing printed matter and forms. However, since in the Adonnino Committee this matter of

free movement and thus of the speeding up which
must be achieved was strongly emphasized, I shall
have examination made as to whether this transitional
period, which is indeed rather long, may be acceler-

Mrs Ewing (RDE).

If

these recommendations from

the Adonnino Committee do require legislation, could
that legislation be enacted quickly? Indeed, the Adonnino Commitrce bas acted with speed and all im rapporteurs have been very speedy in coming before all
the committees of this Parliament to put forward proposals. Sflhat would the time-scale be, for example, on
legisladon affecting youth exchanges, increase of
budget for these matters, recognition of mutual diplomas? Surely there is no reason why, if it worked with a

will, the Council could not match the speed with
which the Adonnino Committee has worked. Otherwise we are going to face another European election
five years from 1984 and the disillusionment and the

special procedure and

Quesrion No 89, by Mr Fitzgerald (H-

-

Subject: ESB charges
6.830/o increase in electricity charges came into
effect this month (November) in Ireland in an
effon to reduce the ESB's (Electricity Supply
Board) projected deficit at year end of over 977

A

million to

i

58 million.

In view of the fact that electricity prices in Ireland
are already higher than in other EEC counries
and in view of the fact that thousands of jobs

could have been saved and factory

closures

if

electricity cosrc were lower, will the
Council take immediate action to urge the Irish
avoided

ated.

a

special consideration. I can say, however, that I share
your conviction that these things must be carried out
within the rime strictly necessary, without dragging
them out too long.

Government to seek alternative ways of securing
the financial situation of the ESB, panicularly
since the Community has contributed substantial
EIB loans to the ESB?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

(17) The Council lays down the broad lines of a common energy policy, but hitheno we have not had the
power to work out special measures such as that
quoted in this question, which come within the powers
of the national aurhorities of every State. I think that
from the general point of view of guidance and harmonization which is proper to the Council, it may be
said that a realistic price structure for energy consti-

.
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tutes the key element of this common energy policy as
long as such price slrucrure ensures aboveill the ifficiency and economy of energy, next decisions on the

optimal choice and allocation

of fuels and finally

tion in the tariffs would in the final analysis create
forms, perhaps surrepririous forms, of aid which, even
fogT." Community point of view, might be open rc
cntlctsm.

security of rhe energy supply.

In the Council for some years pasr Community principles relating to the formation of prices have been confirmed and there is also a repon by the officers of the
Commission on the application of such principles in
the Member States, in panicular in the sector of
electrical energy and gas. Supplementary work is
envisaged as regards orher secrors of energy, but apan
from these lines of guidance it is a manei'of national
policies which as such cannor, in the present state of
our powers and duties, be setded on a Community

I think therefore that, apan from a common conviction, which we must foster, every count{y must resolve
its own problems because we know well that in the
quesdon of sources of enery the position of the ten
countries
the twelve countries of the
- tomorrow
Community
is very differenq since some are high
- energy and energy resources whiist
producers of
others are almost exclusively dependent on imponadon from abroad of raw materials or indeed even of
enerty already produced.

basis.

Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).
sure thar the Presi- I am
dent-in-Office of the Council
will agree with me that
high fuel costs for lighting and heating have a serious
impact on many sections of the Community. I do not
inrcnd to go into rhese in detail
rhe old, the unem- President-in-Office
ployed, erc.
but surcly the
- me that the mosr irnponant aspect of
would agree with
energy policy is its bearing on jobs and employment? I
do not recollect him referring to that in his reply.

\7hile he did say that the Council considered it realistic that energy costs should be at a panicular level, I
think a little more is required of him and his Council if
they are serious in their urterances regarding unemployment. Presidenm-in-Office of rhe Council go in
and our of office like cuckoo clocks, and they tell us
that employment is their main priority. If they'are serious, surely there is no better way in which the Coun-

cil can help ro creare and mainrain jobs than by ensuring that Member States do their utmost to keep their
energy costs low. Vould the President-in-Office not
agree with this?

(m I think it is difficult nor ro
agree with the -statement that low enerty costs are
Mr Andreotti.

needed, apan from low prices. If I were to speak not
as a minister but as rhe father of a family, I would say
that for us roo elecrrical tariffs are very high. However, as a minister I know that since the balance-sheer

Mr Tomlinson (S).
Vould the President-in-Office
- the
accept my thanls for
first pan of his answer in
which he said that this was nor rhe responsibility of the
Council but of Member States? Vill he accept that if
he ever goes any funher than rhat answer, he will be
answering all sons of questions about rhe denial of
health care and educational opponuniry in the United
Kingdom? I do not want him to get embroiled in that
because that is the responsibiliry of our citizens rc deal
with in their nadonal elections. So will he accepr my
congratulation on refusint to Ber drawn into these
issues of narional concern?

Mr Andreotti.
(m I am grateful for that observa- ask the
tion and I would
Honourable Member who
made it to help me on every occasion on which, on the
other hand, I am reproached for not having replied to
argumenr which I regard as nor concerning the Com-

munrty.

Presidcnt.
84):

-

Quesdon No 90, by Mr Selva (H-592l

Subject: Aid for the campaign against world hunger

In his New Year message on 31 December 1984
the President of the Italian Republic, Sandro pertini, asked, speaking of the problem of famine in
the world: ''Vhere is the aid going? Is it really
reaching rhose who are dying of hunger?,

of the ele-cricity distribution authorities are nor very
healthy, if rhey made us pay sdll less they would eni
up with a still bigger deficit.

Taking up these quesdons,

In any case rhe problem which you raise is an impor-

provided by the countries of thc European Economic.Communiry, panicularly that going to Ethiopia in recent months?

tant one since, as regards employment, there are sectors in which energy is a raw marcrial. Let us think of
an aluminium faaory, ro take a specific example. Here
it is a question of seeing wherher and how differentiated tariffs may be provided. This is, however, a differentiation which cenain countries accept and other
countries on rhe orher hand think will create a whole
series of privileges. Perhaps an excessive differentia-

I

would ask for

deniled information on the destinarion of the aid

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

(m The Council and the European Council have
followed and continue to follow aitentively the work
of the Communiry and the individual Statei belonging
rc the Community so as to give help to the populationi
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suffering from hunger, panicularly in Africa, in the
recent Past.

I

can give an assurance that the Council is making
remarkable effons so that such help will be consistent
and brought to the populations effectively and at the
right time. There is also a logistic coordination with
which attempts have been made m deal with a series of
in this case
difficulties, because to arrive at airpons
is not difficult, but the internal distribution is very
-difficult.

One concern has been under consideration by the
Council and that is that at the present time internal
obstacles are arising as a result not of difficulties of a
technical nature but of considering the various popula-

dons differently, not according to their need, but
according to assessments of a political nature. This is
what haJbeen the subject of discusiion together with
checks on how these distribudons of aid are proceeding, simultaneously with the visit to Ethiopia of the
Vice-President of the Commission, Mr Natali. However, the Commission, in agreement with us and in
close touch with other organizations such as the FAO,
has done its best to avail itself of the experience which

they have gained, not to run into the difficulties in
which they have become involved and rc plan together
deliveries both by sea and by air.

Then there are under way important programmes by
non-government organizsations and we feel that a pan
of the distribution of the aid which may be provided
should be entrusted by us to these non-government
organizations. If it is of interest, and I think that it will
interest both the Honourable Member Mr Selva and
the Parliament in general, I may say in general terms
that the aid which the Communiry and the Member
Starcs are furnishing in cereal equivalents to the whole
of the eight African counries most affected had at the
end of February reached these figures: Ethiopia
304 OOO tonnes, in round figures; Mali 82 000 tonnes;
Mauritania 62 OO0 ronnes; Niger 84 000; Chad
73 OOO; Sudan 199 000; Mozambique 114 000; Angola
38 000. Funher, there are in reserve 310 000 tonnes,
'Ve are
or rather there were at the end of February.
rherefore speaking of total aid of I 272000 tonnes.

I quote these figures because in Dublin

in December

the European Council committed itself to a supply of
aid in the sum of 1 200 000 tonnes: hence we have
complied with this commitment and have exceeded it.
As far as concerns the problem as a whole, I think that
Mr Vice-President Natali will be able subject to the
permissible procedures rc supply the Parliament with
all other details.

(17) l thank Mr President
Andreotti for the detailed reply which he has been
kind enough to give to my question, in which I note
both commitment and good will. My Honourable

Mr

Selva

(PPE).

Friend, MrAndreotti, as an expen Parliamentarian,
knows that in the legitimate ritual of Question Time
we cannot declare ourselves either satisfied or dissatisfied. I declare myself satisfied in fact and I should like
to put a supplementary quesdon: can the Council of
Ministers undenake to give an account periodically of

the use to which the aid furnished by the Communiry
and of this I
is put? From the political point of view
gave a hint also in the wording of my question
there is a suspicion, over and above the technical hesitation mentioned by Mr Minister Andreotti, that some
pan of this aid is going by unonhodox channels. The
suspicion is serious from the essentially moral point of
view, since we are pledging the European peoples to
be generous, as they should be.

I should be glad if Mr Minister Andreotti, in addition
to the figures, for which I thank him, and the obligation which he has laid upon Mr Vice-President Natali,
will let us have a few words also on this subject so as
to dispel doubts on the matter.

Mr

An&eotti.- (17) It is for the Commission

to give

an account of what amounts to an executive activity
affecdng aid. For myself, apan from asking the Commission to do what in any case it is doing, I can undertake to ask my colleagues to make every effon so that
the initiatives of the individual States, which are supplementary to Community initiatives, should always be
notified promptly and that the individual States should
notify the way in which these distributions are being
made, so that if there are difficulties they may be faced
and overcome as a result of one another's experience.

As regards possible cases of misappropriation, certainly we must do whatever is possible and Mr VicePresident Natali's inspection on the spot had not only
I might call a confirmatory value, since arrangements could have been made for that to be done by an
official; it had for the country in question the value of
a summons to adopt the very serious approach
required. In each of these programmes we must make
the machinery ever more refined so as to avoid the
occurrence of these cases of misappropriation. It is not

what

necessary, however, and I think the Honourable
Member Mr Selva will agree with me, because of the
fact thai sometimes there has been or may be misappropriation, to arrive at the conclusion which cenain
people adopt, that is, to say: then it is better not to
the example
provide this aid. It would really be as if
for fear that -there might be
is only panially valid
somebody who would ask assistance from you b,ut did
not deserve it, you would give no further aid rc
anyone. In a certain sense it is bewer to show an excess
of generosity: this, however, is when privarc matters
are in question. \7hen public means are at stake we
must be very strict and I think that checks and vigilance are not only right and proper but also informative.

(17) Mr President of the
Mizzau (PPE).
- that aid in foodstuffs to the
Council, we are cenain

Mr
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Mizzau
people suffering hunger reaches rhose who are in need
when it goes through the missions.

Do not the Council and the Commission think that
they should share out the funds by increasing those for
the missions in comparison with those for tfie govern-

it appears, to judge by the Ethiopian
Government, that they show greater interesr in guns
than in butter?
ments since

is necessary in the first place to wait for a detailed
repon which Mr Vice-President Natali may presenr ro
us and in the second place to avoid, according rc a
saying by Leonardo, making a general rule of a single
case.

I trust rhat it is a question really of a panial deviation
of our aid from its destination. However, to avoid any
repetition, I think that our monitoring sysrems should
be improved.

Mr Andreotti.

g7) I

have already said that a pan
have not indicated
percenrages here for praciical
-reasons is distributed by means of non-government

I

organizations
in which cenainly the missions

are

included.

I

musr cire a case which dates precisely from recenr
eanhquake which affecred a huge
-the.appalling
pan of Chile. In view of the fact that there is not a
great desire for relations with the government of
Chile, many counrries and the Community itself will
be inclined to have recourse to the Chilea n- Caitas for
sending the help in question which in other countries
can be provided by orher non-tovernment organizatimes:

trons.

Thus in spite of our grear esteem, which is moreover
historically supremely well founded, for the disinterested activiry of the missions, this cannot be a priori a
good argument for excludint rhe tovernments is such.
Basically I do not rhink that such an unlimited mistrust
of governmenr can be shared by the Parliament; ar
most I myself might share it, speaking in the name of
the Council of Ministers.

Mr

Pisoni Femrccio (PPE).

Can I congratulate rhe Council
on its conclusion rhar- it is better to send the aid despite
mishaps. But could I also draw to its artendon rhe iact
that there was a three-MEP delegation from three
groups of rhe Parliament which wenr ro Eritrea via the

of my group, who
brought back clear film evidence
which I am sure
could be readily made available as- it has been shown
here
that EEC sacks were being distribured on the
black- market between Sudan and Eritrea. On questioning it was alleged that these had been soli to
Sudanese black-marketeers by Ethiopian soldiers. If
the-Council acceprc rhat evidence
which is, as I say,
on film
would it not be time for- the Council rc ,"k.
this up. -wirh the Ethiopian Government and perhaps
give more credence ro the last questioner,s suggesdon
that in that particular governmenr's case wJ-should
look more ar other methods of disribution?

Ve

have heard

tical commirment to provide for basic necessides.

I should like to ask Mr President Andreotti whether,
aparr from this distribution of cereals, there is also a
specific commirmenr so rhar this should not be simply
an immediate programme but rhat it should instiad
induce these peoples to feed themselves. It frequendy
happens rhar roo long drawn-out assistance discouiages diligence and hence the people's cultivation of
their own land, thus leading to the abandonment of
those few resources which it is possible to obtain on
the spot. Hence: a programme of aid especially where
the drought has had serious effect; of aid whin other
immediate measures are nor possible, bur ar the same
time help for the development of these people,s own
resources and capacity. It is impossible indeed to think
of giving them help for everl above all it would
amounr to an anti-educative programme and in the
last reson even an inhuman one.

Mr Andreotti.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).

(17)

- showing the pracwith great sarisfacdon rhe figures

UD I share

the view'that food aid is

- development aid programme, a parr
only a pan of the
which, at cenain dmes, as a result of drought or iniuf-

ficient crops or even the complete deitruction of
crops, musr be accentuated but must not exceed a fair

proponion.

Sudan, including Mr Andrews

Mr

Andreotti.
(|7) rhink that the reason for
- fromIother
which, as distinct
analogous cases, [he
Commission thought it should send the Vice-presidenr
to the spor is precisely rhat cases of rhis kind, in this
case documenrcd by our colleagues, cannor fail to
require our full arrention. Naturally ro be objective ir

On the other hand

I

may say rhat even as compared

with this ragic situation which has struck Ethiopie
and the neighbouring countries, a pan of the programmes of individual Stares, apan from food aid, is

intended to provide funds, even though only small in
amounr, wirhour expecrint great plans of reilamarion,
of transformation, so as to acdvate local resources and
improve and stabilize the agricultural situation.

9r.
in

-o.f

the great msks which we shall have to pursue

Africa, which has in total a quantiry of water not
less than rhe world averate, is rhat of ionservation of
the water itself and this must be done in the form of
aid programmes. It is said thar someone who is hungry

should nor be given fish but a hook; howeue.i
someone is dying it is useless to give even rhe hook.
President.
84):

-

if

Question No 91, by Mr Balfe (H-7Ol/

,

'

17.
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President

Subject: Human and civil rights within the Community

In his speech of l6January 1985 Italy's Minister
Foreign Affairs, Mr G. Andreotti, said, with
regard to reladons with countries outside the
Community: 'Secondly, we shall continue our
activities to promote human and civil rights'. In
view of his concern as regards counries oumide
the Communiry, why do ministers continually

of

refuse, either in Council or when meeting in political cooperation, to discuss human and civil rights
within the Community?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

(17) The Council recalls the joint declaradon of the
Council, the ,Commission and the Parliament of April
1977 on respect for fundamental rights, in which the
institutions stress the decisive imponance which they
attach to respec[ for human righm, resulting in panicular from the constiturion of the Member States and
from the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. In the
exercise of their powers and in pursuit of the objec-

of the European Communides the said insritutions respect and will continue to respect human
tives

rights.

The Heads of Government of the Member States,
meeting in the European Council of April 1978, conDeclaration of Copenhagen
firmed their intention
on the European identity
to guarantee respect for

- values to which they are
the legal, political and moral
atached and to safeguard the principles of representative democrary, of law, of social justice and of respect
for human rights.

In the Community legal order the case-law of the
Court of Justice offers effective legal protection ro
fundamental rights. The Court has several times stated

that fundamenal righs form an integral pan of the
general principles of law, the observance of which it
guarantees, and that in providing for the protection of
such rights it is required to conform to the constitutional traditions common to the Member States so that
measures incompatible with the fundamenml rights
recognized by the constitutions of the said States are
not permissible in the Communiry. The international
instruments regarding the protection of human rights
in which the Member States have co-operated or to
which they have acceded may moreover provide information of which account must be taken in the sphere
of Communiry law.

Mr Balfe

Can I begin by thanking the Minister
- which
is far more comprehensive than
for that answer,
any that has been given in this House for the last six
years. Can I ask him whether he will consider in the
Council whether it is nos possible to bring forward
some of the proposals of the Copenhagen Declaration
to make a more realistic assessment of human rights
(S).

within the Community possible. '!7e often find, for
instance, that such subjects as the black population,
women, not ro mention the use of plastic bullets in
Nonhern Ireland and the Prevention of Terrorism
Act, which have been the subject of resolutions within
this House, are not then admissible. And when we ask
the Minister for comment on what is being done about
this Parliament's resolutions with respect to human
rights, we are told that nothing can be done because
they have not been discussed. This makes it very difficult when, as the rapporteur on human righr in Turkey and having just come from a meeting with a dele-

gation of Turkish parliamenmrians, it is rightly
poinrcd out to me that in Istanbul today there is a
woman called Mrs Halil, deponed from the United
Kingdom, and that the Council is not apparently able
or willing to discuss human rights within its own Community but does wish rc discuss them in countries that
are not part of the Community.

(17) I think chat an opponunity to
monitor the situation
and to correct any provisions in
the legislation of the individual nations which do not
appear appropriate
that opponunity may be given
- the events consequent upon the
within the context of
conference of Helsinki and Madrid, regard being had
to the fact that an ad hoc meeting in Canada will be

Mr Andreotti.

expressly devoted to human rights. In preparing ourselves for this meeting and in seeking to adopt the
most balanced amitude possible amongst the Member
States of the European Community we shall be able, I
think, to deal seriously with this subject in accordance
with the wishes of the Honourable Member Mr Balfe.

$(e now turn to questions rc the Foreign

President.
Ministers.

-

Question

Noll5, by MrChambeiron, for whom

Mr \Vunz

is

deputizing (H-777

/81:

Subject: Action by the Ten to re-establish human
rights in Turkey

During Question Time on 13 February 1985, the
President-in-Office of the Council, Mr Forte,
undenook to inform the Turkish Government of
the critical view taken by the Ten of the grave
situation with regard to human rights prevailing in
Turkey.
Can the Ministers say what action has been taken
on this undenaking by Mr Fone?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Minis(17) I can assure the Honourable Member of
ters.
Parliament
that in accordance with the declaration at
the seat of the European Parliament on 13 February
last the Ten are continuing to follow closely developments in the situation regarding human rights in Turkey. I myself have been in contact with the Foreign
Minister, and at least two Community Foreign Minis-

r.l
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An&eotti
ters have been to Turkey, where they have encountered a series of proposals and documents which show

that this concern of the European Parliament

is

,regarded with due respect and that there is a gradual
programme, already well advanced, intended to abol-

ish the emergency legislation over the whole of rhe
country. Finally the emergency legislation has in fact

realize the concern which we all feel in this matter and

to provide informadon not only through the intermediary of the governments or the Council of Ministers
of the Communiry but also direct. Thus on the specific
subject which has been mentioned there has not been
any examination on the pan of the Council and hence
I could not give information with regard to it.

been abolished in roughly two thirds of the country.

Mr Vurtz (COM).

(FR) May I, by way of supple- the President
mentary question, ask
how ir is that
when other countries are involved, the Commission's
position on human rights is public, whereas here it

Prcsidcnt.
559/84):

Can the Foreign Ministers meedng in political
cooperation state why rhey abstained from vodng
on resolutions adopted by the UN's First Political
Committee at the end of November 1984 by 111
votes in favour on mafters concerning peace and
disarmament (banning of new weapons of mass
destruction, the arms race at sea, international
cooperation and disarmamenr, pafticipation in a
conference on disarmament and other related top-

crete results?

Mr Andreotti.- (17) The conncts which have been

Mr Lomas (S). I wonder if the Foreign Ministers
would comment-on rhe recenr sraremenr made by the
United Kingdom's Foreign Secretary. He said that he
thought the EEC aid programme to Turkey, which
quite rightly was suspended because of the appalling
repressive nature of that regime, should now be
resumed. Do the Foreign Ministers have any commenr
to make and do they agree with that srarement?
Mr Andreotti.-

(D

This argument has not been put

in its corporate capaciry and I
have no observations to make. I may say, in

before the Council
therefore

addition to what I said just now, rhal after the previous meeting in which this argument was discussed
we ourselves recommended thar rhe Turkish Members
of Parliament should be permitted to make conrad in
the various capitals with their colleagues in the
national parliaments. This was so as to permit them to

Question No 116, by MrAdamou (H-

Subfect: Community abstention in UN vote

manifestly is not, since we do not know what has been
said. Secondly, might I know, other than the repons
obtained by the Council, whar are the precise measures mken, so that from one question time to the next
we do not always get the same reply, but achieve con-

made inevitably develop gradually. They consist in the
proposal on our part for an extremely precise stan,
that is the full return to normality as well as an objective recognition of the progress made in the right
direcdon. In the spheres in which there is some delay,
which meanwhile the Turkish authorities do not foresee as being of long duration, rhere are still special
situations connected with terrorist activiries due to
very complex circumstances specific to this country
which is not very easily managed or completely homogeneous in its structure. I can say thar, whilsr it is not
possible to make a detailed repon here, the fact that
this contact continues in being, that rhere is a progressive contraction of the region subjected to emergency
legislation and that at the same time there is recorded
the statement that a return to normal legislation is
envisaged within the year, all thar indicates, I think,
concrete results and rhus consritutes an objective factor and not a mere general affirmation.

-

ics)

?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Ministert.

(17) The Ten decide their position regarding

- on motions for resolutions presented at the
voting
General Assembly of the United Nations Organization
on the basis of an assessmenr nor only of rhe objecdves
which these rcxts propose but also of the approach
adopted and the means indicated for the atrainment of
such objectives. There is no doubt rhat in the First Pol-

itical Commiree of the General Assembly the Ten

in favour of the
and realistic measures

have constantly exened themselves

adoption

of

consrrucrive

intended for the consolidation of peace and the promodon of atreemenm on disarmament which would be
fair and verifiable. The absrcntion or the negarive vote
of the Ten on cenain motions for resolutions indicates
simply that the Ten did not think these texts balanced
and capable of making a serious contribution ro the
realization of the objectives proposed. If the Honourable Member who has raised rhe quesrion would like to
glance at the ourcome of the voting he will see rhar
there is a considerable diversity, but he will also see
that on the questions of principle rhere has never been
any change from the correcr positions on rhe pan of
the Ten.

Mr Adamou (COM).

(GR) I thank'Mr Andreotti,

- did not satisfy me. The subeven though his answer
jects of peace and disarmament are among the most
imponant that affect contemporary international life. I
would like above all to ask him whether his reservations are consistenr with what was said a lirtle while
ago by Mr Craxi. Because it is obvious that in rhat case
there is a difference of opinion and I think the President-in-Office could answer me wherher such reservations are justified in connection with matters of rhis
kind?
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Mr Andreotti.- (17) I should like to confirm rhe distinction which exists between the objectives of a resolution and the rcxt of the documenr irself. Sometimes
indeed thcre may be a question of abstentions; contrary votes are absolutely rare and individual. Moreover, as is well known, on certain subjects individual
positions are not always the same or convergenr.

However, in the case of problems of principle I do not
infer from the list of votes, which I have examined
with attention, any divergences of attitude on the pan
of our countries of the Communiry. As regards the
text on the other hand, we have to appraise it, taking
account of the fact that every year in the United
Nadons votes are taken on some sixry texts on disarmament, some of which are constructed in such a way
that they cannot be accepted: not because there is any
objection to the principles of disarmament or to the
positive principles in all these marters bur because we
do not think we can approve the text.

nor the case that each individual foreign minister who
attends the UN General Assembly retains his independence and sovereignry in full. If a foreign minister or
any delegates from a particular country at the UN

General Assembly, for example, wish to support an
arms reduction proposal, there is no excuse for them
to say that other Community countries do not wish to
support that arms reductions proposal. Does not every
individual country enjoy full sovereignty in the UN?
Surely it is not the case that countries put pressure on
one another in the UN to adopt a uniform line? It is
quite possible to support an arms reduction proposal if
one agrees with it. There is therefore no excuse for
Denmark not to support an arms reduction proposal
because, for example, other Communiry countries do
not support it. I should like to have an answer to this
question. Do the represenmdves of a country at the
UN General Assembly enjoy independence as a
national delegation?

And this is the significance of the abstentions, that
they are not inrcnded to indicate opposition rc the
objectives, but simply that there is no agreement as

(IT) can reply very simply by sayMr Andreotti.
- eachI State
ing: not only has
the sovereign power to
decide how to vore at UNO, but this power is very

concern the drafting of the document put to the vote.

widely used.

Mr LJlburghs (NI).- (NZ) Could the Ministers stare
whether they also took account of the positions of the
peace movemenr that are able to mobilize the masses
and, according to opinion polls, have the suppon of
700/o of the population of my country Belgium?

Prcsidcnt.

(17) $flhat is really under discussion
here is voting attitudes as regards UNO documents.

Mr Andreotti.

(H-65e/8\:-

Question No 117, by MrEphremidis

Subject: Visit

of the President of Israel to

rhe

European Parliament

Do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation agree that ceremonial occasions such
as the visit and address by the Pres.ident of Israel
to the European Parliament during the pansession in February 1985 have no dissuasive effect
on the aggressive and expansionist policy of Israel,

I have already said that faced with this huge number of
documents which exceed eighry a year and more than
600/o of which are approved unanimously, there is no
question of any difference.

which is continuing its military .occupation of
Arab territories, but instead consolidate and

If the Honourable Member is now asking what is the
general attirude towards the pacifists I must say firsr of
all that under this generic and composite term there is
an enorrnous variety of positions; intellectual, cultural,

flict?

organizational, political and para-political. I do not
feel able therefore within a brief period for questions
to express a comprehensive view, which is extremely
difficult to formulate .

Cenainly all those who love peace, who organize
themselves for it and seek to achieve for this cause a
greater consensus cannot merit anything other than all

our respect, all the more so in cases in which they act
by peaceful means, since sometimes the opposite

occurs. But it is a subject which I think perhaps it
would be better to examine in its own right rather than
as incidentally as this.

(DA) I should like to ask
Mrs Hammerich (ARC).
- the Council
whether it is
the President-in-Office of

recompense the Israeli position and put obstacles
in the way of international endeavours to find a
just and peaceful solution to the Middle East con-

Mr Andrcotti, President-in-Ofice of tbe Foreign Minis(17) The Council, like its Presidency, feels
ters.

- should not comment on this subject, since the
that it
European Parliament, when

it rhinks it right to send

an invitation and receive a guest, is exercising a power
of its own which we must absolutely respect. Hence I
think it would be wrong on my part ro commenr on a
decision taken in due form by this Parliament.

(GR) I am
Mr Ephremidis (COM).
to
- because incompelled
put a supplementaqy question
no way was
the sense of my question that Council should intervene
in Parliament's competences. It has its own competences, which it exercises on its own responsibility. The
sense of my question is whether the Foreign Ministers

meetinS within the scope

of Polirical

Cooperation
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have discussed rhis case and reached the conclusion
that the fesrive demonsrrarion in question helped ro
foster a peaceful solution to the Middle-Eastern problem, or whether they concluded that the unilateral
invitation to Israel and the failure m invite the other
side, the Palestinians, who are presenrly sustaining yet
another attack by Israel, is likely to hinder their own
effon to achieve a peaceful solution to the MiddleEastern problem. Thus, my quesrion relares chiefly to
the responsibilities of the Foreign Minisrers meering
within the scope of Political Cooperation, and not the
responsibilities of Parliament.

(DA)
Mrs Hammerich (ARC).
I ask about
- ir is When
the secretariat in Copenhagen
not by any means
because I am keen to have such a secretariat in Copenhagen, but because it has been suggested in Denmark
in connecdon with the union process and the Dooge
repon that, if a permanent secretariat were located in
Copenhagen, it would have the symbolic significance
of opening up EPC so that countries other than the
Member States of the Community, such as Norway,
Sweden and Finland, could panicipate. I should like to
ask the following: has an opening up of EPC so that
other European countries can panicipate been discussed by the foreign ministers meeting in EPC?

(IT) I am not contradicting myself if
Mr Andreotti .
I say that the European
Parliament invites those whom
it thinks it ought to invite and receives those whom it
thinks it ought rc receive. However, if I am being
asked whether we think it correcr, in the political
effon of seeking the solution rc Middle East problems
by way of negotiations and not by military means, to
make effons to have contacts with all the panies, my
answer is a clear'yes'.

Ve

must seek to have relarions with all the States in
the area because amongsr, other things one of the reasons for which cenain initiatives have come to grief
was precisely that it was thought better on one side or
the other to stay away. Even within the Arab world
itself it has been thought possible to have differentiated positions and not to encourage a uniform arritude. I may say that we have always moved in that
direction and for example we rhink rhat the fact that at
the present time an Israeli minister is visiting Cairo is a
positive factor.

Naturally all this musr nor be seen from a biased point
of view but must represent so many pages of a discussion of a general nature which in the end all these
countries must hold.

President.

(H-731/84):

(17) In this House I have to repon
Mr Andreotti.
the opinion of -the Council of Ministers and I repeat
that the Council of Ministers has not considered this
problem. I note that it is being brought for-ward now
so as to cre^te a psychological climate in which protress may be made. !7e shall have to take up other
ideas of this kind if they will serve to remove any more
or less serious difficulties on the road to the Union.

(DA) I should like to ask the
President-in-Office -of the Council wherher he rhinks
that it should indeed be in Copenhagen, and whether
precisely the views of Mrs Hammerich and her comrades show that it is necessary and imperative to have
such a secretariat in Copenhagen, so rhat perhaps
Denmark could learn a little more about whar is aking
place in the European Community?

Mr Msller (ED).

Mr Andreotti.

(17)

I

rhink that before deciding

- secretariar ought possibly ro go, we
where a new-type
should see whether it will be decided ro have a nevtype secretariat. I undersrand well from your point of
view the political interesr, which is considerable. However, the quesrion is absolutely out of place ar the
momen[.

Question No 118, by Mrs Hammerich
President.

Subject: Secretariat in Copenhagen

\[hat

are the chances of setdng up a permanenr
secretariat in the near furure, possibly with its sear
in Copenhagen?

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis(17) The question of rhe setiing up of a perters.
- secretariat
manent
has nor been rhe subjecr of discus-

sion within the framework

of

European political

co-oPeration.

806/84):

-

Question No 119, by MrTzounis (H-

Subject: United Narions report on Afghanistan

A recent reporr on the situation in

Afghanistan

drawn up by the Uniced Nations Commission on
Human Rights contains harrowing details about
how the people of this counr.ry are being treated
by the foreign occupation forces and their local
collaborators. Among the serious allegations made
in the repon, reference is made rc the deliberate

poliry of

massacre.

Do the Foreign Ministers agree rhar this repon

The possibiliry of a secremriar of that narure is mentioned in the repon of the Dooge Committee and will
be examined by the Presidency during its rerm of

places them under an obligation ro take all neces-

office.

Afghanistan?

sary measures to condemn rhe alleged acts and
provide all possible aid to the heroic people of

t7. 4.85
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which is continuing to display serious violations of
human rights and increasing sufferings on the pan of

ger support, to the actions of the Unircd Nations and
of the Secretariat General. As far as aid is concerned,
both the Community and individual countries have
given aid for the Afghan refugees who are in the concenuation camps. Let us not be asked to send aid to

the populadon which seeks nothing other than freely
to decide its own future.

Afghanistan which, amontst other things,
would be extremely difficult to disribute.

The most recent evidence of such concern is the
approval of Resolution 3913 at the 39th General
Assembly of UNO and the speech made in plenary
session on the same occasion by the President-in-

(GR) I would like to put a
Mr Alavanos (COM).
- question
very brief supplementary
to the President,
relating to what Mr Tzounis said, because it was not

Mr Andreotti, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Minis(|7) The Ten are following with considerable
ters.

- the progress
concern

of the situation in

Afghanistan

Office of the Ten. Additional evidence is to be found
also in the declaration of the Ten of 27 December last
on the occasion of the fifth anniversary of the Soviet
invasion of Afghanisan, a declaration which in panicular condemns the continued violations of human
rights in connection with the inrcnsificadon of the
Soviet operations in the country as well as the presen-

tation

of and suppon for the relevant

resolution

adopted at Genova on the occasion of the 41st session
of the United Nations Commission of Human Rights.
Consistently with that line the Ten intend to continue
to sress their concern in the appropriate inrcrnational
fora and in their bilateral contacts, emphasizing the
very srrong expecBrions of the governments and of
democratic public opinion in the various countries of

the Community for a speedy political solution of the
Afghan crisis based on the successive resolutions of the
United Nations.

I

think

specifically answered.

Have the Foreign Ministers meeting within the scope
Political Cooperation received accusations or

of

figures indicating that chemical warfare has

been

waged in Afghanistan by the Soviets? Because in failing to answer the allegation Mr Andreotti could be
interpreted as agreeing to some extent with the allegation made by Mr Tzounis.

(17) I know
no
of
Mr Andrcotti.
- reference hasofnowdocumentation
been made and I
the type rc which
understand that none is in the possession of the Council.

President.

-

Quesdon Time is closed.r

8.

Votes

IN THE CHAIR: I.ADY ELLES
Wce-President

(GR) I would like to thank the
Mr Tzounis (PPE).
Chairman of che Council of Foreign Ministers meeting
within the scope of Political Cooperation for the
answer he kindly Bave me.
I would also like rc ask him whether in his opinion the
effons made by the Ten on behalf of the people of
Afghanisnn and to solve the problem in that country
are sufficient, and whether they are considering the
possibility, apart from their effons up to now, of
undenaking some more general diplomatic and political initiative to find a solution to the problem. Also,
whether they are considering sending a fact-finding
committee to Afghanistan to gather information about
the rue situation, and finally, whether they are thinking of sending humanitarian aid to the people of
Afghanistan, who are suffering acm of war under the
Soviets, perhaps in the form of medical aid in view of
our recent information that chemical warfare is being

Rcport (Doc. A 2-2/t5) by Mrs Banotti, drawn up on
behdf of the Committee on Social Affain and EmployBGnt, on the proposal from the Commission to thc
Council (COM(t4)710 fual - Doc.2-1177/841 fot t
draft recommendetion on sociel security for volunteer
development workers.

Alter the oote on the drafi recommendation

Mrs Banotti (PPE), rdpporteur.
I should now like
to ask the Commissioner, under- Rule 36, whether he
accepts the amendmenm as adopted by Parliament so

far.
Member of the Commission.
- |
have been asked by Commissioner Sutherland rc say
that the Commission agrees with each of the amendmen$ save Amendment No 8, where the Commissioner said in debate this morning, 'the Commission
considers that it is not legally possible to propose a

Mr Clinton Dais,

practised.

directive in this field as the activities of the volunteer
workers take place outside the territory of the Community.'

gT) The only thing we can do, hopMr Andrcotti.
will
have
some effect, is to give ever stronthat
it
ing

I

SeeAnnex

of

17.

4. 1985.
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Several criticisms have been made. The terms militari-

with the vorc.

zadon and bureaucratization have been pronounced;
thc expon of our unemployment and the non-training
of voluntcer workers have been denounced.

Expknations ofoote

(NL) I shall vote
Mr Kuijpcn (ARC), itt ariting.
for the Banotti repon because it -is in essence a good
report. I should like to emphasize the two mosr, important aspects once again.

Firstly, today's development worker is someone with
experience. He is not someone who has just graduarcd
but someone who can tackle an assignment, which is
no more than logical: in the developing counrries
many people have just left school but they do not have
any experience, and they thercfore need expert guidance.

Secondly, and this follows on from what I have just
said, volunteers are in a differenr social position. They
can no longer offer their services free of charge. As
workers, they have a right to a wate, and the development country should not have to pay this wage: it
should be provided before the volunteer leaves his own
country. This presupposes, in the Community context,
the harmonization of the social security systems and

There is nothint to jusdfy such claims. The FrancoGerman project was evolved in full cooperation with
non-tovernmental organizations. It is a pooling of the
efforu and resources of public authorities and the
NGOs. Provision is made for the training of young
people, and the NGOs are cenainly associated with
this action because the technical, linguistic and human
resources involved are indispensable.

Let us not become divided by quibbles which do
nothing to funher the interesrs of Third Vorld countries. Young Europeans have become sensitive to the
difficulties of the developing countries. Those countries need the skills and the spirit of solidarity of our
young people.
is why it is our duty to seek to abolish the obstacles to the work of voluntary development workers, ro

That

support the proposals made during the European
Council at Fontainebleau and finally, by means of our
motion, rc suppon the Commission draft relating to
social securiry for voluntary development workers.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)t

also the explicit undenaking that volunteers will
receive a minimum wage and benefit from social provisions. A volunteer who leaves his own country withour a wage being fixed will usually be a burden on the
Third Vorld country or a local community, and this
will hamper its development.

It is ro be hoped rhat this repon will also put an end to
the wretched idea put forward by Mitrcrrand and
Kohl at the Fontainebleau Summit that inexperienced
young people trained by the military should be senr
out to Third Vorld countries. This idea makes a
mockery of presentday thinking on development
work.

To conclude, the idea of a European volunreer corps is
meaningful against the background of the European
idea, but clearly only if the requirements I have just
mentioned are satisfied: experience and a wage plus
social security.

(FR) I shall vore in
Mrs P6ry (S), ir ariting.
- I wholeheanedly
favour of this report, because
sup-

pon any progress made on social security for volun-

ooo
Report (Doc.A 2-17/t5l by MrCroux, drawn up on
behdf of thc Committee on lnstitutional Affain, on
thc Europcen Parliament's position on thc dclibcretions of the Europeen Council on thc European Union.

After the oote on all the amendments

Mr

Mcgehy (S).

Madam President,

I

rise on

- regard to rhe wording
point of order with

of

a

this

motion for a resolution which you are now going to
put to the vote. The sixrh indent of the preamble says:
'Having regard to the interim repon by Mr Seeler'.
Now it is a fact thar we have nor yet voted on the
interim repon by Mr Seeler. Ve are about to vore on
it, and I wanr ro ask whether ir is permissible under the
Rules of Procedure rc include in the resolution a
reference to a resolution that has not yer been adopted
by this Parliament.

I

seek

your guidance on this, Madam President.

teer development workers.

I would, however, like to reply to a number of reservations, expressed either in the repon or in the speeches

of some colleagues regarding rhe proposals made to
the European Council ar Fontainebleau concerning the
sending of volunteers to the developing countries.

Presidcat.
you for raising thar, Mr Megahy.
- Thank
That situadon
has arisen before. I should, of course,

I

The rapponeurwas:
IN FAVOUR of Amcndments Nos I to 16, 23 to 25.

-

AGAINST Amendment No 20.
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Presidcnt

inform the House that if the Seeler repon is adopted,
that indent will remain. If, however, the Seeler repon
is not adopted, that indent will be deleted.
rhat is satisfactory.

I

hope rhat

of vote, could I
and if they wish to

Before we begin the explanations

please ask Members to be silent
converse to go outside. It is extremely difficult for
somebody to make an explanation of vote with a lot of

noise going on, and explanations of vote are just
imponant as any other pan of any debate.

as

ple, around for years who have been crying in the
wilderness. This tirne the people who have the responsibility have got to listen.
Speaking on behalf of the Irish members of this group
as well as the group, may I say that we joined the
European Community as full members and that our
first priority is still to remain full members. That is
what 830/o of our people voted for in a referendum.
\7e feel that our special position on defence is well
known, generally understood and accepted. If the

majority of our partners in this Community want to
remove what is known as the veto, except in very well

known and acceptable circumstances,

Explanations ofoote

Mr

Clinton (PPE).

This reporr represenr

an

- the road to genuine European
imponant milestone on
Union. It also indicates the careful preparation that
has been made on this occasion to ensure the success
of the initiative undenaken by this Parliament some
years ago and culminating in the draft treary. fhings
have reached a point now where there must be no
looking back. Hopes and expectations are rising as
never before, and no Member State can afford to be
identified as the one putting on the brakes. The dme
has come when the Members of this Parliament,
elected by the people of the European Community,
must tell the Heads of State and the Council of Ministers bluntly that they have had enough.

For the past

'\7e

10 years

it

would

be

quite wrong for us to stand out against this.

we have had vinual stagnation.

have seen unemploymenl Srow to its present level
of more than 13 million people while Heads of State
and Council Ministers have spent alarge proponion of

their time squabbling about things that could fairly be
described as rivialities, about sums of money that
were infinitesimal by comparison to the amounts lost
through failure to reach agreement on the action
needed to overcome the fundamental problems of the
Community. They undenook the work of technicians
abour such things as products and prices instead of
concentrating on the work of statesmen. Let us hope
that we have seen the end ofthis and that a new beginning is now under way.

Ler us hope also that the pronouncements and decisions made in Stuttgan on the urgent need for European Union are not forgotten and that the same
urBency will be shown by the Heads of State in June in

arranging for an intergovernmental conference. Every
expert, every institution, every politician who stands
up to speak about the ills of the European Community, about its weaknesses and paralysis, agrees that
this arises mainly from the fact that we are not working as a unit, rhat we are not combining our forces to

jointly overcome the problems.

I

have ro admit that I have been a very strong supponer of rhe existence of the veto as a means of slowing down the sronger powers sufficiently to take a

good look at the special difficulties of their weaker
member panners. But I have seen much abuse of this
safeguard in recent years. Now, with the funher
enlargement

in the offing,

progress

in the

future

would become quite impossible if it is allowed to
remain excepr on the most restricted and definable
conditions.

I say by way of conclusion that we should all
have the greatest appreciation for the work of the ad
loc committee chaired by Senator Dooge and for the
fact that it was able to reach a large measure of consensus on the difficult msk assigned to it by the Heads
of State. May I, on behalf of this group, appeal to the
Member States that may still be hesitating to throw
their full weight behind this great crusade we have
now embarked on. Let us look on this as a rising tide
that is going to lift all ships, and let us never forget
that if this ship goes down we all go down with it!
May

(Applausefrom tbe centre andfrom the right)

(PPE).
(FR) As I did not have the
opponunity to speak- in the debate this morning, I
should like to thank the numerous colleagues on all
benches who so kindly acknowledged the few addi-

Mr Herman

tional points with which the Spaak 2 Committee,
chaired by Mr Dooge, extended the ideas contained in
the draft treaty voted by the European Parliament. I
am thinking panicularly of the decision-making of the

Council of Ministers and of the problems of security.

To pick up the metaphor which was used by Altiero
Spinelli and inspired by Hemingway, let me say that
the big fish which the European Parliament hooked
was not.too roughly dealt with by the numerous
sharks which infest national waters when it crossed the
reefs of the Spaak 2 Committee.

Ve

can take some pride, perhaps, in the fact that this
Parliament or some Members of this Parliament have
mken the main initiadve in this great effon. Of course,
there have been pioneers, completely committed peo-

On the other hand, what does disturb me is that, in
order to get through the difficult pass which separates
us from the Milan Summit, the Italian Presidenry, like
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Herman
Hemingway's old fisherman, will be on its own when
comes to getting the intergovernmenral conference
to accept a mandate which is precise and binding. Not
that one could doubt its mlent and commitment; it has
recently given magnificent proof of that at Brussels in
the matter of the enlargemenr. But the warers it will
have to get through are very dangerous. And in the
absence of a more abundant escorr, rhe Commission
should at least act the role of coastguard.

it

Furthermore, might

I

insist on the fundamental

requirement that once the intergovernmenral conference has been convened, the chairmanship should not
be subject to the system of six-monrhly changeover for
obvious reasons of efficiency and urgenry.

Mr

(GR) Madam President, the
Plaskovitis (S).
- in principle
PASOK Socialists have
expressed their
support for European Union. However, that does nor
mean that European Union can be regarded merely as
a procedure of modifying the treaties and serting up
new polidcal institutions, with no provision for, or
progress in the effon towards economic convergence
between North and South, nor any solutions for the
vital social problems that create great differences in
the quality of life in different regions of the Communiry. In the past we have repeatedly expressed our
views and reseryations on the matrer. '!7e see that our
reservations have also been echoed by the Greek
Prime-Minister's representative ar the special Committee on institurional affairs.
The Committee in quesdon seems to have grasped that
it is not easy to create a European Union of any real
substance from one day to the next withour previously
giving the Governments and national parliaments
every opportunity to examine most carefully rhe neyr
obligations to which rhey will be committed and the
undenakings they will be asked to give in relarion to
their vital national interests and the special conditions
prevailing in each Member State.

However, the Croux report and resolution goes too
far and repeam some of the serious mistakes that also
featured in the Spinelli plan in our opinion. For rhis
reason we declare rhar we will not accept the Croux
proposed resolution, and

will therefore abstain from

voting to show rhar whereas we accepr European
Union in principle, u/e cannor accepr [he conditions

under which its implemenrarion is being rushed

through.

Mr Prag (ED).

I

munity of ours must work better. Fifthly, because I
believe that world peace depends on a strong united
Vestern Europe able to formulate policies and take
decisions. Sixthly, because I believe that such a union
as we envisage is essential to strengthen democracy in
our own Member States and elsewhere in the world.
Finally, because I believe thar we have, in 1985, a
unique opponunity to take a major step towards
building an effecdve democratic union of peoples able
rc defend our interests in the world. !(i'e must not miss
this opponunity.
(Applause)

(DA) l-et me begin by sayMrs Tove Nielsen (L).
ing thar it is of grear imponance
that we really build a
unircd Europe. Ir is the only position which is right for
us in Vestern Europe with the background we have. It
is absolutely necessary for us to bring about a real
popular undersmnding of this valuable cooperarion in
a united Europe. I deeply deplore the situation one of
our Member States, Denmark, is now moving into. I
am really afraid that Denmark has not faced up ro the
facts. Developmenm will not proceed from Denmark,
and only a changed majority in the Folketing which
appreciates the value of a united Europe can bring
Denmark back to the parh of responsibiliry. I genuinely hope that those in positions of responsibility
back home in Denmark will understand that so thar
we can take our place among the first-class Member
Sntes; we do not want second-class Member States.
Because we wan[ rc join in crearing a united Europe
with the supporr of our voters ar home in Denmark,
Madam President, you mus[ understand that I have to
abstain in the vote, I do nor seek to deny any of this,
but we have a posirive will, and when I say'we' I mean
the three Danish conservatives, Mr Moller, Mr Toksvig and Mrs Oppenheim, as well.

Mr Christensen (ARC).
(DA) The central issue is
whether the European Union
is rc include all the
Community countries or whether one or more of them
is free to remain ouride. The Danish People's Movement against Membership of the European Community deplores the harsh rearmenr given by the
Croux repon in its final form to that country or those
countries which are sceprical with regard to union,
including my counr,ry. I readily understand that it is
fully in line with the thinking of Mrs Tove Nielsen and
Mr Toksvig. But it goes against their own government,
which is apparently irresponsible in marters European.

shall vote
this repon, first
- Parliament'sfordraft
because it was this
treaty which
provided the impetus for all the presenr moves rowards
closer union. Secondly, because in its amended form I
find the Croux repon a good repon which carries our

Ve vore against Mr Seeler's reporr, which is to be put
to the vote later, panly because of its unseemly criticism of the Danish market committee. It was an essential precondition for Danish membership of the Euro-

Europe's voice in the world is weak and should be
stronger. Founhly, because I believe thar this Com-

pean Communiry that the Folkedng should retain parliamentary conrrol over mauers delegated to through
the government to its representarives on the Council

work a stage further. Thirdly, because I believe rhat
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of Ministers of the Community. To transfer this control rc the European Parliament would mean delegating new powers to the European Community and
would therefore require a new referendum.

'!7e vote against Mr Croux's report with its fervent
recommendadon of Parliament's draft treaty. The
Danish conservatives have abled amendments which
in reality support. the repon. Ve have to reject them.
The proposals are in conflict with the Dooge report'
on which the Danish government has reservations, and
they are in conflict with the resolution of the Folketing
which requires that the disribution of powers between
the Council of Ministers, the Commission and Parliament should remain unchanged and which rejects any
encroachment on the right of veto.

I will

conclude by repeadng that we vote against the
because they are an attack on Denmark's
official poliry. Ve shall defend our country's interests
by opposing the motion.

two reports

Mr P. Beazley (ED).- I wish to explain my reason
for voting for the Croux repon although I found it
difficult to vote for the original paragraph 6 and
Amendment No 35. I considered that paragraph 5 and
Amendment No 35 attempted to keep the door open
for those Member States which, whilst desiring the
closer unity of the European Community, found it difficult to accept all the proposals conmined in the draft

I fear, however, that they open the door to a
rwo-speed Europe. I consider that such a Europe
would be unworkable. It would diminish the authority
of those Member States accepting union and so reduce
reaty.

the strength of the Community to the

remaining
nations that they might as well withdraw from the
Community altogether.

The crucial question is that of sovereignty combined
with the right of veto. I believe that no nation could
under any circumstances accept a decision that milirated against its declared vital national interests. Nor
do I believe that any nation would call for that. The

is to be found along the

lines

of

the
Genscher/Colombo proposals with the addition of the
Commission submitting its view.

solution

I am most anxious that Britain should be able
to be a first-class member of a first-class European
Finally,

means more people on the dole. The dependence on
competition means that it is every Person for himself
and the devil take the hindmost, the hindmost being
also those on the dole. I would oppose it for that.

would oppose it as well, incidenally, for the usual
hypocrisy which prevails in this Chamber about State
aids. There is nothing about the wall-to-wall subsidy
which wealthy farmers receive from the common market, because that is not deemed to be incompatible
with a competitive system. I would opPose it because

I

of the increase in the power of the Commission and,
most of all, I will oppose it because of the erosion of
the veto mentioned specifically and endorsed by Mal-

colm Rifkind

in a

footnote. This has not

been

approved by the House of Commons, and Tory ministers are trying by means of a footnote to get rid of a
veto which was endorsed clearly in the 1975 referendum.
( Prote st s

from

t he

righ

t

)

Mr Alavanos (COM).

(GR) Mr President, Euro-

pean Union will lead to a Europe that
nor
democratic.
united,

will neither

be

It will not be united because European Union irelf is
based on the perpetuation of Europe's division into
East and Vest, since we even see in the Dooge Committee's text how closely this European Union is
linked with NATO; we see the pressures exened on
Ireland, and those imposed on Spain for her accession
to the European Community.

And it will not be democradc because, as we see, this
advance towards European Union is based on the destruction of popular sovereignty, on the abolition of the
verc which was a way in which, in theory at least, the
Member States could defend their righr; it is based on
what has been admitted by Mr Seeler, namely on the

transfer

of

parliamentary control from national to

international bodies.
From this standpoint, we can say without exaggeration
that for us Greek this European Union constiturcs a
major national issue, a patent threat to our popular
sovereignty, and we view with great concern the panicipation of rhe Greek Government on the Dooge
Committee, and in panicular its panicipadon in effons
towards milimry integration substantial reservations.

Community with no second and third-class memberships.

The Members of the Greek Communist Pany will
therefore vote against the Croux report.

I shall be voting against this report
Mr Cryer (S).
of irc-implicit endorsement of the Dooge
report. The Dooge repon conuins a number of non-

(DE)'!7e have before us for
our consideration two -motions for resolutions which

because

Mrs Piermont (ARC).

sensical and dangerous ideas such as the development
of the EMS, the abolition of a large number of State

have two different poinrc of departure, namely, the
discussions in the national parliaments and the discussions in the European Parliament, and which deliver
opinions on the work in hand towards the achievement of a European Union.

aids, which is expressed and endorsed in a footnote
from the Danish minister, and the reliance on competition. If the state aids go in many countries, then that
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Anyone that regards a European Union as desirable
will logically agree with the demand that the process
be speeded up. However, anyone that cannot accepr
the picture of Europe thar emerges from the European
Parliament's draft Treaty, a picture that is in many
respects made clearer and brought into sharper focus
by the Dooge reporr, will have to reject both repons.

Much has been talked about the common values of
our civilization, but this is really only a smokescreen
behind which we are really trying rc creare a rhird
superpower in Europe, which is inrent on srcpping up

the common armamenls research, development -and
production that will provide ir with rhe military
resources required by a superpower and on laying the

This is a quesrion of procedure, but this procedure is
nonetheless linked to the vision of a future European
Community, and I must therefore refer to the final
repon of the Dooge Committee, which totally confuses procedural, technical and political aspecm. I
really believe that a joinr European approach is needed

because of the magnitude of the present problems,
which obviously cannot be solved ar narional level. But
the view reflected in the final Dooge reporr is, in my

opinion, in total conflict in too many respects with

what a genuine arrempr to solve these problems, which

in the final analysis affecr the whole world, should
entail. An example of this might be the section on
peace and security. Other essential aspeos are nor
even covered by this reporr.: decentralization to give a
Europe of rhe regions, policy towards the Third

high technology foundations that will make ii an
industrial giant. And it intends to do all this with the
help of majority voring
at the expense of the

Vorld, unemployment and so on.

It is no wonder that the Federal Republic of Germany
and France, whose industries
everything from the

I really wonder what is left of the spirit thar originally
underlay the initiadve taken by Mr Spinelli and rras
mken up by rhis Parliament nor so very long ago. I
shall therefore vote against Mr Croux's motion for a
resolution, because it simply reflecrs rhe contents of

- States!
smaller and weaker Member

nuclear industry to the chemical- and armamenrs industries
can look forward ro rhe trearesr tdvantages

from -all this, are in every respec the driving for-es
behind this venture, which is, however, going in rhe
wrong direction.
Since I believe that the direction we are taking is a
completely.wrong one anyway, I cannot vote in favour
of a repon which would, in addition, srep up the speed
at which we are getting there.

Mr Sutra de.Germa (S).
(FR) The majoriry of my
- Mr Croux's
group is going rc vote for
repon, bur,
however large it may be, the majority will be far lower
than thar which voted lass week ar Madrid during the
Congress of the Union of Socialist Panies of the
European Communiry, of which the Spanish and
Portuguese Socialist Panies have been members since

we set up the Union. Spain, led by Felipe Gonzales,
and Ponugal, led by Mario Soares, vorcd with great
determinarion nor jusr for entry inro Europe but to be
members of it, fully and totally and to advance ir
actively and willingly. Thus it is not only Europe that

will be srrengthened, ir is the European movement in
Europe thar will be strengthened and the European
movement in my group and in the Union of Socialist
Panies which will be strengthened, and I am delighted.

The old triptych which my parry adopted ar our Convention in 1973 (enlarge, finance, deepen) had rhese
three themes which are being applied in this year of
1985. The task is not ended, but let those who detest
Europe, those who do not want it, those who want to
destroy it, let them despair, because it has decided rc
advance and it will conrinue ro advance.
(Appkuse)

the final repon of the Dooge Committee.

I shall vote for this repon
our Community is rhreatined
mosr of all by the paralysis and atrophy of the last
Lord Bethcll (ED).
because

I

believe rhat

l0 years of the European Communiry's existence. This
is the greatest danger

that faces all of our l0 countries,
and the conflicts have involved sums of money that are
very small in terms of nadonal budgets and quarrels
that are well capable of soludon.

of Europe has been weak in
negotiations with the superpowers, whether concerning the strengrh of the dollar, interest rates or the strategic defence initiative. Only with European Union, I
believe, will we be able to esnblish relarions with rhe
other superpower, the Sovier Union, over trade, communicarion, human rights and good neighbourliness.
Meanwhile, the voice

I believe, in shon, rhat the rime has come no longer to
tremble on the brink, afraid of venturing too deep into
European waters, but rc pluck up our courage and to
have a little fairh and to give the ten goue.nments
which have committed themselves to European Union,
our full-heaned suppon.
(Applause)

Mr Vcrbeck (ARC).

-

(NL) The European Union

already has all the features of a myth. A myth is some-

thing which you no longer need to justify: all you
really need do is discuss it and believe in it. The myth
is the trauma of elephantiasis: all that marrcrs is size,
and that now means one large European nation.

Mr

Staes (ARC).

-

(NL)

I

always try

statements to the bare minimum.

rc keep my

I

am

afraid of what this signifies, and I am afraid that it
cannot be prevenred with a democratic fagade. The
man in the streer now knows norhing about all this.
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There is no debate, it is not the main issue at elections,
and a referendum is not to be held. And the small
countries must either join in or play second fiddle. I
am afraid of this haste, and I am afraid of these myths,

that Europe may not take a dangerous leap backwards
in its history. I shall therefore cast a favourable vote
but without giving up my hope and the prospects of a
more democratic European Union.

and I shall therefore vote against.

Mr C. Beezley (ED), iz utriting.

My reason for

supponing the Croux repon is that, at this initial stage
of the development of the EC, it is clear that institutional reform is essential if the much needed fresh
impetus to European political cooperation is to be
In my own country there have been great
expectations about the benefim of Communiry membership and, all too frequently, these have been disapgiven.

pointed by the apparently consant flow

of

adverse

news highlighting the failures of the EC. The genuine
reasons for the institutional weakness of the Com-

munity are often concealed or ignored. The Croux
repon is a clear indication to the Council that it would

be quite unacceptable for the EC to be allowed rc
stagnate, to falter or to disappoint the much hoped for

progr.ss in the political and economic integration of
Europe.

I

am toally opposed to the notion of a 'two-speed'
Europe; the present Member States must go forward
together and permit the two newest members-rc-be,

Spain and Ponugal, to come with them. For this
riason I have some reservation about paragraph 6 of
the repon and trust that no Member State will be
excluded from the jointly agreed next stage in the
development of the European Institutions.

Britain realizes the heavy price she paid by failing to
become a founder member of the EC, and her people
could not, in my view, understand it if she were to be
'shut out in the cold' again. I therefore look forward
ro the successful outsome of the Milan Summit and

confidently expect that the UK Government will play
a prominent pan with the other European Governments in reaching an outcome, which will be welcomed in Britain, as in the rest of the Community, as
the most important development since 1973 when the
United Kingdom, Denmark and the Republic of Ireland joined the six founder members of the European
Communiry.

(FR) It is with conMr Eetgen (PPE), in witing.
viction that I shall vote for the resolutions concerning
the draft treaty establishing the European Union.

I do this as a representative of the smalles country of
the Community, a country which does not need to
demonstrate its historic European vocation, or its
choice of the 'Europe of the possible', but a country'
too, where the fears of Europeans and the critical
points in our draft European union, a draft which is
coherent but ambitious, are concentrated in the crystalline starc

as

though in a crucible.

The message from political circles and from public
opinion in the Grand-Duchy, which I can Pass on here
is, firstly a message of hope: our contratulations rc the

European Parliament on taking the lead and mapping

out the route away from the impasse of non-Europe,
from the indecision in which we find ourselves at Present, in order to confront the great economic, monetary, social and ecological problems with which we are
faced and which extend beyond frontiers and national
capabilities.

Then there is a feeling of confidence in this Parliament, the only Community Institution which is legitimately and democratically called upon to act on behalf

of the peoples of Europe. Everyone in the GrandDuchy, all the main political parties, all the economic
and social circles are prepared to grant this Parliament
more powers, and because of the steps which we have
taken through the institutional delegation, it is understood that it is not so much to the detriment of the
national parliaments that there will be this extension of
the powers of the European Parliamerit, but in areas
which, in any case, are already outside the control of
rhe nalional parliaments and which, as things stand at
present, are left for the Council to decide without any
democratic scrutiny.

It

is therefore absolutely necessary that there be code-

cision making with the European Parliament in the
legislative process.

(n Let me state
Mr Columbu (ARC), in writing.
first of all that I shall vote in favour of the Croux and
Seeler repons, as moreover I have already done within
rhe Comminee on Institutional Affairs. But I think it is
my duty to state that I am not fully satisfied with the
reports or with the proposal for European Union. My
position, which is apparently contradicrcry, is due to
ihe fact that I was elected on the principle of an
ardently federalist and regionalist programme which
aspires to a closer union between the peoples of
Europe. As a result of political realism however, I am
convinced that the Treaty of Union, as it is set out in
the draft, is a necessary, inevitable and urgent steP so

in national
reactions is the concept of 'vital interest' and the
future decision making process of the Community.
There is perhaps so much dispute over this concePt
because it has been abused in the recent past. Especially for the smaller counries the concept of vital
interest is a kind of ultimate barrier with which to Prorecr themselves against the weight of the great Powers.
One critical point which always recurs

Nevenheless I am personally convinced that Luxembourg is no different from the other founding panners
of the Community and we now have once again to
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give clear evidence of our European feeling on this
issue and to leave appraisal of the concept of vital
interest to the commiuee which will have to submit it
to the European Parliament, which, quite logically, is
the place of privilege whenever there is question of
evaluating narional inreresm as against Community
interests. It is my opinion that, as the Community
spirit develops, members of Parliament from all countries and all panies in their desire for solidariry will
take care ro respecr automatically the genuine legitimate inreresm of the Member States.

conclusion rhere are rwo things I should like to
it is absolutely essential thar there be an
intergovernmental conference, this year, ro negotiate
the new treaty and it is essential that the EP be pany
to that work so that we be ready for a second reading
with our draft treary in viev.

In

stress: one,

Two, since we so genuinely want to have our citizens'
consent ro our draft, we have to achieve close collaboration between the European Parliament and the
national parliamenrs, because in the months [o come
the furure of Europe will cenainly figure in our respecdve national assemblies as much as in the hemicycles of the European Parliament, and I recommend all
colleagues to work in their own counrries towards the
formation of 'committees of European affairs', mixed
committees made up of members of the national parliament from all political panies and European members of parliament, to discuss the draft treary and its
implications. A committee of this kind is already operating in the Bundestag and one is in process of formation in Luxembourg.

That too will form pan of the next stage rowards
European union.

Mr

Evrigenis (PPE), in afiting.
(GR) Mr
- it would Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, colleagues,
be no
exaggeration ro say thar some thiny years after the
Communities were founded, European Union is entering its second imponant phase. One year after rhe
acceptance of the Draft Treaty on European Union,
the scene has changed radically. The proposals being
debated, rhe procedures ser or abour to be set in
motion, the agreements achieved or broken off, generate the feeling rhat the second great insrirurional leap
towards European Union is not only desirable but
wirhin reach.

In this House we cannor bur nore, wirh deep sarisfaction and without false modesty, rhar the initiatives,
imagination and spiritual toil of rhe European Parliament have staned bearing fruit. Because, to be quite
clear, the decision by the Governmenrs finally ro
accept the institutional dialogue must be seen against
the backdrop of our own presence, our own will and
our own decisiveness in persuading and acdng. Ir is
perhaps rhe first time in ir history thar rhe European
Parliamenr has held rhe fate of Europe in irs hands ro

such an exrenr. \7e must be aware of this fact. And it is
our dury, in the face of the peoples we represent and
their history, ro conrinue the effon wirhout slackening. To keep in consnnr operarion and under conrin-

uous monitoring the mechanisms

of

institutional

development that exist or are to be created. From this
standpoint the texts by our colleagues Mr Croux and
Mr Seeler are valuable for their commenrs, ideas and
indications.

Conversion from intentions and drafts to realisations
will not of course be easy. Our Parliamenr mu$ continue to exen methodical influence on rhe developments thar take place by maintaining a dynamic, bur in

parallel flexible srance. The great act of this Parliament, the Draft Treary on European Union, musr continue to be the source of inspiration and rhe lever of
pressure. '$7e are happy that this fundamental document has ceased being a mere subject for meetings and
theoretical analysis, but is becoming, as I am sure is
the case, the basis of intergovernmental negoriarions.

However, let us be cautions, lest just when we are
enlarging the European Community for the third time
and discussing the strengthening of our institutions,
we might in parallel be preparing a geographical and
qualitarive dismemberment of united Europe. I hope

that now the forces of history are moving Europe
towards new, more integrated and acrive forms of
cooperation and unity, no counry, no people, and
much more so no government will take the responsibiliry of sanding aloof from rhe new institutional
achievemenr. At any rate we musr move cautiously,
cenainly with a consistent will bur also in a spirit of
unity and solidariry. That is the spirit which should
tovern our actions and dictate the conrcnt and tone of
our words during the institurional dialogue. Because if
European Union is ro exisr, it can only be an act of
unity and solidarity between the peoples of Europe.
In that spirit I shall vote in favour of the Croux repon.

Mr Fiilinis (COM), in ariting.
(GR) The interior
Greek Communist Pany has already
expressed suppon for the aim of a Unircd Europe, for the sake bf
peace and the independence of its counrries, and to
create the framework of a European Union belonging
to its peoples and workers. That is why we shall vote
in favour of the Croux and Seeler proposed resolutions, despite cenain reservations.

It

is a fact that despite ir positive orienration rhe
Spaak 2 Committee's repon contains cenain panialities that must be surmounted on rhe way to tlie prospective Intergovernmental Conference. Indeed, while
one can unreservedly approve of measures that would
bring very substantial democrarisation, such as rhe
ransfer of cenain authoriries ro Parliament from orher
bodies of the Community, in contrast there are orher
measures, for example complete economic unification
with the aim of freeing rhe market, the extension of
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Parliament's role to matters of foreign policy and def-

ence, and the drastic limitation of the principle of
unanimity which are likely to have negative consequences unless accompanied by increased independence
of Europe and convergence of the level of economic
development and standard of living in the Community's Member States.

'!fle are all aware that today the political conditions
necessary for taking a decisive step forward towards
the political union of Europe within the year are satisfied and that the time at our disposal is limited: in
1986 and 1987 there will be political elections in
France and in Germany and very little time will remain
for the initiatives at European level.

In this sense, it is for example unacceptable that in the
repon by the Dooge Committee anicleT3 of the Spinelli plan, which provided for'a system of financial
equilibration aiming to reduce the great economic
inequalities between the regions' has been deleted.
Similar and other drastic measures are essential if we
are to arrest what the Commission acknowledges is a
widening of the chasm between the richer and poorer

It is only on the basis of the polidcal proposals already
worked out and primarily by our draft Treaty that the
intergovernmental conference which is to be convened
at Milan will be able to come to a rapid and successful
conclusion, whereas a desire to start again from

countries ip the Community.

A second point on which it is necessary to insist firmly
is the spirit of Anicle 82 of the draft Treaty, and that
is the concept that it must be possible to realize the
political union even in the absence of the unanimous
assent of the Ten or rather of the Twelve, regard
being had ro the positive conclusions of the Brussels

(/7)
heard
Mr Gawronski (L), in utiting.
- for Having
the declarations of the speakers
the principal
groups in our Parliament, one can easily foresee that
the repon of the Honourable Member Mr Croux will
be approved by a large majority similar to that
obnined by our draft of aTreaty for European Union

in February last year.
This is certainly a positive factor since it is only if we
are able to remain united in demanding institutional
reform and the transformation of the Community into
a political union that our initiative has genuine possibilities of success.

It was the

measure of the political suppon for the new

nothing would risk postponing everything

to

the

Greek calends.

summit.

In this connexion I should like to

express my support

for rhe compromise amendment to paragraph 5 of the
report, presented by Sir Fred Catherwood and
Mr Altiero Spinelli, which has the merit of being
diplomatic in im form and firm in its subsance.

It is in the light of these considerarions, Mr President,
I shall vote, together with the colleagues in my

that

group in favour of the Croux report.

Treaty which compelled the governments to take us
seriously and to set up the Dooge Committee and it is
essential to maintain a substantial unity of purpose
amontst the principal political forces if we wish the

Mr Giavazzi (PPE), in writing.

voice of Parliament to be heeded by the governments
in this sensitive phase of negotiations preceding the

in motion by the European

(17)
resolu- andThe
tions discussed today present a fresh
significant
stage on the way

to the completion of the process set
Parliament

for a

more

Milan summit.

complete European union.

In rhis connexion I should like rc emphasize our grati-

The first of these, the Croux resolution, invites us to
attain the realization, by means of the convening of

fication at the position taken up by our British Conservative colleagues who, in approving the Croux repon
and the proposals of the Dooge Committee, are exerting strong pressure
Mrs Thatchert government. to
.o1
encourage it to panicipate in the conference on European Union which is to be convened at Milan.
The attitude adopted by the Conservative group rherefore allows us to look with greater optimism to the
Milan summit and the crucial point of the affair seems
ro be emerging as that of the mandate which the heads
of State and of government will entrust to the conference for European Union.
is why ir is necessary to demand with great insistence that the draft Treaty approved by the Parliament
be included amongst the basic documents for the work
of the conference, though it is clear that this is not a
sacrosanct text and that we are ready to amend it if
necessary according to more appropriate procedures.

the intergovernmental conference, of the propositional
phase of the new Treaty.

The need for the resolution is very clear in the sense
that what is necessary is nor only the holding of the
conference but the issue of a flexible but not ambiguous mandate so that the interpretative points of the
Parliament's draft should not be disregarded.

The Seeler resolution takes note of the fact that the
national parliaments, political opinion, the world of
labour and the individual States have become aware of
the process of integration.

That

The Group of the European People's Pany in its turn,
without waiting for doubts to arise, has initiated and
pursued every appropriate contact either with the parliamentary groups or with members of government

who feel the same political inspiration, so that

the
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decisive rdle which it has exercised within the European Parliament may be decisive also for the approval
of the new Treaty on the parr of national parliaments
as

well.

This represenrc a constanr extension of the political
line which the European People's Pany has always
pursued from the origins of the Community until
today.

cause.

That alone should provide cause for concern

and caution.

Mr Newton Dunn (ED), in witing.
Mr President,
through you, I wish to appeal for help- to the members
of the House of Commons:

Ve

here

in the European Parliament are discussing

various possible amendments to the Treary of Rome or

For these reasons it expresses its own favourable vote
for both resolutions, Eusting that the favourable
moment today for taking the necessary prepararory
srcps for the summit of the European Council in Milan
will be seized, so that it may be decisive for progress
towards the European Union, which can no longer be
put off to a future date.

a new Treaty for the European Community. This is
also being debated in nine of the 10 national parliaments in the Communiry, the one exc€prion being the
House of Commons.

\7e MEPs are nol asking to take away a single one of
your national powers.

\fle are seeking something very different

Mr Christopher Jackson (ED), iz uiting.
I shall
support the Croux report because I believe it- is essential that Europe takes a major step forward.
Success in nckling unemployment and creating wealth
will not be solely dependent on European Union, but
such a Union will be a major stimulus to rhis. Equally

Europe's security and influence require the cohesion
that only union can bring.
The spirit and method of Parliament's draft Treary is a
working model for an intergovernmenral conference,
but a solution to various problems remains to be
found. In particular, vital national interests musr be
respected through some mechanism which prevenm
frequent or trivial use of a veto and ensures that Community interest is also taken into account.

Mr Merchall (ED), iz witing.
complete

an air of
- of this House
unreality about the aftirude
to

There is

the Croux report. Vhat is proposed is completely out
of touch with the realities of political life. The removal
of the national is anathema ro Member States, their
governments, their parliaments and, most impoftant,
to their peoples.

The suggestion of a rwo-speed Europe is an insult to
the deeply-held reservations of the Greek, Danish,
Irish and British Governmenrc. !tre cannor accepl rhat
these reservations be lightly cast aside by the whims of
some idealists.

'Ve

do not need a new Treary to rebuild rhe European
Community. It does not need a new Treaty ro remove
anificial barriers to trade, rc open up the insurance
market to real competition, to crearc a genuine common market. It needs some genuine good will.

These proposals will not create that good will. They
will generate suspicion and ill will. They will not
increase enthusiasm for Europe. Instead they will give
a new lease of life to opponents of rhe European

which
- of
you as democrats would thoroughly approve
and with
which you can help us.

Ve

are seeking to ensure rhat all the EEC's decisions

are p,roperly and democradcally controlled. Most EEC
decisions
in fact nearly 950/o of them
are not

- controlled
democratically

-

!

Nearly all EEC decisions are made by edict, eirher by

the Commission bureaucrats in Brussels or by the
small group of ministers who meet in secret in the
Council of Ministers. The ministers' decisions cannor
be altered by you, nor by any of the other nine
national parliaments, nor by us MEPs. You at Vestminster, because of pressure of orher business, debate
only a very small proponion of EEC documenrs. You
cannot change any of them. You only debate 'ro rake
note'ofthem and you have no power [o change them.

You will reply that it would be ridiculous ro expcct
national MPs in l0 different parliaments ro conrrol
each and wery EEC decision: thar would be too slow
and cumbersome. You might rightly sugtest that the
job of controlling EEC decisions is what the European
Parliament is for, surely.

As MEPs we would agree with you: the situation
ought rc be that we could control EEC decisions.,
But

and here is the nub
are only empow- MEPs
ered-by the old Treary of Rome
to give an opinion
except on the EEC's Budget
which is not binding

on the decision-makers. That- is how some 950/o of
EEC decisions are nor properly and democratically
controlled.

This alarming 'democratic gap' applies over a wide
area of EEC activides: rhe common agricultural policy

(hence the existence of the unwanted surpluses); foreign relations, e.g. Treaties such as the GATT and the
CSCE; the customs union for setting external duties;

comperition policy for controlling national subsidies;

transpoft,

in

setting quoas

for lorry

berween member countries; and so on.

movemenrs
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So, to my colleagues in the House of Commons I
make this appeal: we are not seeking to ake away a
single one of your powers. All we are seeking is to be
given the responsibility for proper control of EEC
decisions through the directly-elected European Parliament. Please help us to reassert democratic control
of the EEC by first debating and then supporting our

non for economic integration and European Union.
The peripheries must be brought into the mainstream

proposals

objectives.

!

Mr Normanton (ED), in witing.

Twelve years ago
had-one political objecto influence the funher
tive foremost in my mind
the lines underlying
development of Europe along

I

came inrc this Parliament.

I

of Europe, otherwise we will have a Europe of

haves

and have-nots, a situation which would represent an
insurmountable barrier to the achievement of European Union. S7e are now embarking on an exciting
journey. If we work together, we can achieve our

Mr Prout (ED), iz utiting. - I will vote for the
Croux repon because I believe it vital that the member
governmen6 hold an intergovernmental conference to
confront the institutional problems of enlargement. I

Vinston S. Churchill's historic call to the peoples of
Europe in 1946.

would have preferred the House to have adopted
Amendment No2l, because I believe that the draft

The creation of the European Economic Community
was the most significant event in our long recorded
history, and imponant protress towards European

Trcaty is an incomplete and over-simplified response
to the need to increase Parliament's powers and to the
complexities of incorporating the existing Treaty obligations. Majority voting in areas in which vial

unity has been achieved. But in recent years it

has

become manifestly clear that funher progress is being
inhibited by an inability on the pan of the Community
to reach common agreement on matters of mutual and
pressing imponance. The Stuttgan Declaration, signed
by heads of all Community governments, confirmed
their commitment to a new initiative. By voting for this
repon I am confirming my support for them.

The achievement
Mr O'Dooncll (PPE), in witing.
- Community
with
of European Union presents this
exciting possibilities of devising new policies and new
strategies designed to tackle the major economic and
social problems with which the Community is now
confronrcd. There is an old Irish proverb, 'Ni neart go
cur le

cheile'- Unity

is Strength.

There is no doubt that the Community of Twelve has
enormous potential for economic expansion and social
progress. The most serious problem facing this Community is the problem of regional disparities. This also
represents the greatest failure of the Community since
its establishment a quarter of a century ago. This
Community can have no real meaning for the people
who belong to it, as long as we allow a situation to
continue where the rich regions continue to get richcr
while the poor get poorer. This problem will be exacerbated by the fonhcoming enlargement. The gap
between the richest and the poorest regions has continued rc widen and will continue to do so unless realistic policies and appropriate strategies are formulated
and implemented.

national interests are not affected is a necessary step in
a Communiry of 12. But it will not happen by changes
in mechanisms. It will only happen if the states in the
minority are now prepared voluntarily to enforce rules
agreed by the majority.

Twelve years ago
Mr Ryan (PPE), in afiting.
- Parliament on the
when I first took my seat in this
(I am the
occasion of lreland's entry into the EEC
whatever
that
only Irish survivor from those days
I urged that Ireland's -neutrality be resmay signify)
pected. I did- so not only because neutrality was Ire-

land's entitlement but because the Community's
interest could best be served by having in its member-

ship a State which was committed not ro join any military alliance. I argued then and still believe that Switz-

erland, Sweden and Austria are qualified for EEC
membership, and were they to apply, they could not
be denied because of their neutrality.

sincere thanks I want to put on record the fact
that this Parliament has always respected Ireland's
neutrality. Likewise in the Council of Ministers, of
which I was a member for four and a half years, Irish

Vith

neutrality has never been questioned. In no quaner has
Ireland's position received more understanding and
tolerance than in our own Christian Democratic
Group
the European People's Pany. Though Parliament-has from time to time expressed views on defence issues, no pressure has been brought to bear upon
us from Ireland to support those opinions. Indeed, our
objections to debarcs on military matters have always
been faithfully recorded.

It

is poinrless talking about European Union and

a

new Treary unless we are determined to bring about
the vast transfer of resources from the richer to the
poorer regions without which economic integration
cannot take place.

Christian Democratic statements on security matters
recognize Ireland's neutral posidon and emphasize
that comments on defence issues affect only member
States of the Christian Democratic Union which are

develop-

NATO (which, of course, Ireland is
not). The 1979 repon on arms procurement, the

ment policy backed by adequate funding is a sine qaa

author of which was the Christian Democratic Group

also members of

A realistic and coherent European regional
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leader, Egon Klepsch, specifically said rhat special
arrangemenr would have m be made to respect Ireland's neural posirion.
The one occasion on which Irish neutrality was called
into question is scarcely wonh recalling, but it helps to
demonstrate the disposition of other Member States to
Irish neutrality. To rheir credit the Political Affairs
Committee, with expedition and conrempr, rejected a
call from Mr John Taylor from Northern Ireland for a

declaration that neutraliry was incompatible with

behind America, Japan and South East Asia in spheres
where Europe ought rc be in the lead. Inrcrnal suspicions and divisions with roots in history are the reasons why Europe's repository of genius and ability is
not being used to its full potenrial. It is a time for generosity and courage. Those with political responsibilities have a duty to give leadership to the people of
Europe at this vital time. Massive supporr for a new
Treaty in this Parliament would give Europe the injecdon of confidence that her people require ro overcome
the challenges of rcday and tomorrow.

membership of the EEC.

I have used this opponunity to screw these irrefumble
facts into the record in order to dispel some misconceptions in Ireland abour the stability of Irish neutrality. As one who has been consisrcnr in espousing the
case for Irish neutraliry, I am encouraged by many
assurances from fellow-Europeans that they will
ensure that Irish neutrality will be accommodated by
them in any new Eeaties as Europe proceeds towards
closer integration.
European Union involves quesrions of trust. Surely
our collective experience to date in the European
Economic Community gives us cause to trusr one

another. The enemy of us all is mistrust of one
another. Let us face that enemy and together destroy
it.

Mr Van dcr Vaal (NI), in

afiting.
(NZ) According to many Members of this Parliament,
Europe's future lies in the development of the Community into a political organization. This is also the
tenor of Parliament's d,rak Treaty establishing the
European Union. The Croux and Seeler repons follow
this line closely.

'!(/e

are not in favour of rhis. Ve feel that rhe Community of the present twelve Member States should be
developed on the basis of the existing Treaties and the
acquis communautaire. They provide sufficient means
for achieving efficient working merhods and
- nking
Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty as a basis
for

Europe's economic recovery, in line with the Commission's programme. The success

of the ESPRIT pro-

gramme shows that in principle this Treary offers suf-

\fle Europeans

are all the better off for having worked
togerher ot the limited extent permitted by the Treaty

of Rome. I am convinced thar there are betier

days

ahead for Europeans, provided we work more closely
logether in implementing a much grearer mandate to
improve Europe's economic and job-creating performance. At one rime I believed wirh others that a real
economic and social union would have to be in place

before there could be a move towards a political
union. Lack of political will is the primary cause of
European weakness. I am now therefore convinced
that political union and economic and social union
must go hand in hand.

If we continue ro allow European progress to be
obstrucred by the use of the veto by any one of
12 Member States, Europe will strangle ircelf by an
excess of selfish inrcrests. Policy must be made by the
majority, not by a minority of one which says 'no'.
Some see the retention of the veto as a necessary safeguard for national interesm, bur it is well to remember
that rhe right to use rhe veto is not exclusive ro one
Member State, it has to be available ro the other
I I members. One's vital interests can be more threatened by rhe retention of the veto rhan by its abolirion.
For every time one Member Smte invokes the veto
there are I I other rimes when any other Member State
can block the adopdon of policies which could serve
the vital interests of others.
Europe has greater wealth, technical skills and experience than any other region on eanh and yet is lagging

ficient scope.

Ve

should not seek power in a new srructure or
another Treaty but by strengrhening rhe political will
of the Member States ro achieve the economic objectives set out in the Treaty. Ve also find, contrary to
what many claim, that the citizens of Europe have
been hardly involved in this institutional debarc, and
by no stretch of the imagination can it therefore be
said that the European Parliament was given a mandate to draw up this draft Treaty.

Mr Velsh (ED), in witing.
I shall be voting for
this repon for precisely those- reasons that Mr Cryer
has adduced
( Parliament

for voting against it.

adopted the

re

solution)t

*.o*

Mr Pocttering (PPE).
(DE) Madam Presidenr, I
asked to speak this morning,
bur unfonunately the
President-in-Office did not norice me at the time.
Today a document was distributed, an official Parliament paper, subtiiled 'European Parliament working

I

The rapponeur was:

IN FAVOUR OF Amendmencs Nos 9,23,35 to 37.
- AGAINST
Amendmenrc Nos l, 4, 5, 8, I I ro 14, 17 to
-22,26 to 29,32,34.
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pany on nuclear disarmament', signed by van der Lek,
Boserup and Viehoff. That gave the impression that a
European Parliament working troup on nuclear disarmament existed. I am not aware of this. There is a subcommittee on security and disarmament, and I would
ask the Bureau to ensure that in future documents are
not distributed that make a claim to which the author
is not entitled.
(Applausefrom tbe centre and rigbt)

Mr Arndt (S).

(DE) Madam President, we had to

- meeting yesterday. Ve have again
give up our group
given up twelve minutes of this meednt. So could I ask
you to carry out the vote very quickly now and not to
permit procedural debates, otherwise we will leave the

the citizens' interests? Vhere is the progress in the
institutional field? And where are the proposals to
make the Community more democratic? Vho elecm
the,Commission? Vho controls the Council? The citizens by any chance?

The people who are most satisfied with this European
Union are surely the representatives of large finance,
the expon industry, the nuclear industry, the agricultural multinationals, the arms industry.

The common arms policy, [he common arms export
policy, the common defence policy
significandy
- proposed
in
disarmament is mentioned last of all
- of February
the European Parliament's drak teaty
1984 are surely visions of a Europe that is an arms
market and a military power. \fle had hoped the dream

of a great power extending from the Atlanric to

Chamber.

the

Ural was at last a thing of the past.
Presidcnt.
I absolutely agree with you, Mr Arndt.
- to end these proceedings more than I
Nobody wishes
do.

Interim report (Doc. A2-16/t5) by MrSeeler, &awn
up on behalf of the Committee on Institutional Affairc,
on the progress of deliberations in the national parliaments on the draft treaty establishing the European

Union

And the so-called European legal area: of

course

everyone wanm border controls abolished. But how is
a uniform legal body to do justice to the needs and
traditions of people who come from the most disparate
regions and cultures, from Andalusia, Scotland, Sardi-

nia, Frankfun and Copenhagen? It will simply be
imposed on them. And what will remain of the right of
asylum of political refugees who flee from one Community country to another?

If we
Explanations ofoote

Mr Cryer (S). I am concerned about two things in
this repon and -its endorsement of the Treaty of European Union. The first is the waiver of the veto which is
involved in the Treaty of European Union after
10 years, and I would just like to remind Members of
this Assembly that, in fact, UK Members of the Council of Ministers are actually elected and accountable to
the House of Commons. If they use the veto, then
they are accountable for that. That veto, which was
stated clearly by all the pro-marketeers in the 1975
referendum to be a constitutionally important matter, I
do not want to see eroded. The last point I want to
make is that the Treaty of European Union is not
about Europe. It is about a section of Europe. It is
about dividing Europe. If this Assembly and the rest of
the people are going to survive this huge accumulation
of nuclear weapons, we have got to have some kind of
talk across East and Vest in Europe and this Treaty of
European Union is not going m help that.

'S7e

want a Europe with more human rights, more
democracy, less centralism, with autonomous regions,

where political decision-making is closer to the citizens, more transparent and easier to control.

(DA) I must say
Mr Iversen (COM), in writing.
that after a while it takes an awful-lot for anyone to be
shocked at the repons and pronouncemenr produced
by this assembly. But the commenm in the Seeler
report on the political decision-making process in
Denmark constitute an unbelievable argument.

I

should really like to know from Mr Seeler what he

means when he says that

in Denmark parliamentary

control is being exened at the expense of decisionmaking.

In addition the repon criticizes Denmark for adopting

(Applarsefrom the lef)

Mrs Heinrich (ARC), in writing.

have common external borders that become even
more difficult to cross, what will become of refugees
from what is called the Third \7orld, or persecuted
minorities such as Kurds and Tamils? If one country
refuses them entry at present, will the whole Community do so in future?

on Community cooperation. This
claim is also unbelievable. The Danish resolution on
Community cooperation which Mr Seeler has included
as an annex to his repon unequivocally states that the
rerenrion of the right of veto is fundamental to Danish
membership of the European Community, and the
Spinelli report is emphatically rejected.
a negative resolution

(DE)'S7'e are

against a European Union of this -kind, whose proceedings ake place behind closed doors and in
what a
selected bodies. 'Europe of the citizens'
lovely phrase. But in what way does this Europe serve
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The Danish resolurion also clearly indicates some
areas of international work which are necessary. In

was the first in five years to succeed in rising above rhe
basic problems and devoting itself once again ro rhe

these areas my parr)'supports unreservcd cooperation.
But we have seen again and again rhat the edifice of

broad lines to be followed in European policy. This is
due in no small measure both to the Italian Presidency
and rc the Commission's new approach.

the European Community is not capable of meeting
the great international challenges. Our formula for
cooperation in the fight against unemployment is
therefore European cooperarion d la carte, in which
those countries which can agree ger rotether and solve
the problems. Thar applies equally well to the environ-

ment area, in which the Communiry sysrcm is

an

obstacle to getting on wirh the job of implementing the
necessary solutions.

The conclusions now before us and the starcmenr we
have heard from Prime Minister Craxi and Commission President Delors differ in a positive sense from
previous statemenr, especially in the areas of economic and social policy. It is pleasing ro norc thar the
Heads of Governmenr of the rcn Member States have
realized that a global straregy musr be developed to
tackle unemployment in Europe. The European Parliament provided the inspiration and impulse for this
during a special part-session devoted to employment

Instead of fine words and common anthems in this
Parliament we should, if only we are to retain a modicum of credibility among the populations of Europe,
get to grips with the solution of the great and fundamental problems that are facing us.

Four major areas of acrion are postulated:

Mr

l.

(ARC), in witing.
(NL) The Seeler
- of confining
repon at least has the advantage
itself
Staes

in April 1983.

by about 1992 to creare a more favourable climate
for the stimulation of enterprise, competition and
trade.

solely to procedural matters.

It is logical, of course, that the Spinelli proposals
should be discussed by the national parliaments and
that this should be done as seriously and quickly as

The achievement of one large undivided market

2.

Encouraging rhe establishment of SMUs by subsuntially easing administrative and legal requirements.

possible.

This was also the position that my pany immediately

3.

adopted in the Belgian Parliament.

It would after all be highly

questionable

Adjustment of the conditions of employment to
the new social, economic and technological circumsrances ro improve
labour market.

if a repon,

drawn up democratically, should run rhe danger of

the effectiveness of

the

being blocked or even of sinking into the obscure morass of diplomary which has swallowed up so many
frank and democratic ideas and proposals in the pasr.

4.

(Parliament adopted the resolation)t

research is established and the technological base is

Specific measures to increase jobs, aimed primarily at cenain problem groups in society.

If in
2

ooo
Motion for a rcsolution (Doc. B2-162/tS), tablcd by

addition

a

Community poliry

on

scientific

strengthened, we shall have at last taken significant
steps towards creating new jobs. All we have heard in
recent years are solemn declarations. It is ro be hoped
that decisions that will make a major contribudon ro
economic recovery will now be mken.

Mr dc la Malinc and othcrc, on bchelf of the Group of

the Europcan Democretic Alliance, *i"di"S up thc
debate on the European Council mcetint in Brusscls

Mr Lalor (RDE), in uiting.
Vhile I can join with
so many others in Parliament-in welcoming President

on 29 and 30 March.

Craxi's good ddings regarding enlargemenr, envirorfmental protection, movemenm towards peace in some
pans of the world and rhe positive steps rhe Council
has aken to combat the scourge of hunger, I am, none
the less, very concerned ar the inadequacy of the
Council's plans to combat and overcome unemploy-

Explanations ofoote

Mr Chanteric (PPE), in utiting.

(NL) The Euro-

pean Council meering held on 29-and 30 March t985

ment.

It

is nothing new ro be told here and elsewhere that
the level of unemploymenr in the Community is still

Thc rapponeur was:
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmcnt No

- AGAINST Amendments Nos t and32.
-Mr Columbu, Mr Filinis, Mr O'Donnell and Mr van der
Vaal

gave the same explanations of vote on this repon
on the repon by Mr Croux.

as

unacceptably high, and that guidelines

for

dealing

with rhis problem were laid down at the Brussels meeting, and that rhe Commission has been instructed to
submit specific proposals as soon as possible.
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Ldor
\7ith all due respecm, all this is bunkum! Ve and our
growing army of unerpployed want action
- not simply guidelines and proposals. The best medicine
for
the ills of drug addition, mass vandalism, destructive
joy-riding, indiscriminate attacks on the old, the
infirm aqd the defenceless, and the destruction and
apart altogether from the
defacement of propeny
- idleness and unwanrcdness
soul-destroying scourge of

-

is employment.

President Craxi, I had hoped that, following on the
pious resolutions adopted in Brussels to which you
referred, you might have had something to add and rc
propose to us arising from what you might have
learned from the International Conference of Labour
and Employment Ministers which you opened in Venice last week.

From there, we all learned that, while the accepance

of new technologies in the USA had led to the creation of 7.2 million jobs there since 1982, Europe's fear
of the effects on labour of new technology has
resulted in nearly wo thirds of the industrial world's

Ve

should positively look at and get involved in the
of new technologies in the services sector, because
it was in this area th*26 million jobs were created in
the USA over the past 15 years. I exhon the Council
and the Commission to involve themselves in this type
use

of positive acdon immediately.

I

was encouraged to read rcday that a former colleague of ours here, Minister Manin Bangemann,
reponed in Hannover yesterday that Vest Germany
industry had now moved to being five times ahead of
Japan in the patenting of key high technology products.

Let us confidently move forward in these son of times
and positively tackle, rather than blue-print, the unemployment problem.
(Parliament rejected the motionfor a resolution)

(The sitting was closed at

7.20

p.m.)t

unemployed being in Europe.

Youth unemployment in Europe is more than 250/0,
and there has been absolutely 'no net job creation in
Europe since 1975'.

I

Agendafor tbe next sitting: see Minutes.
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l.

Questions to the Commission

Question No 16, by Sir James Scott-Hophins (H-649/84)

Subject: Mobility of labour within the Communiry
Does the Commission share my view that, in order to encourage the mobility of labour
within the Community, a greatly simplified sysrem of the transferability of endtlemenr to
national welfare benefim is required and how does the Commission propose to devise a
suitable scheme to satisfy rhis need?

Ansioer

1. By national welfare benefits, it has been assumed rhat the Honourable Member is
referring to social securiry benefits. The Community Regulations on the applicadon of
social security schemes to employed and self-employed persons and members of their fam-

ilies moving wirhin rhe community, Council Regulations (EEC) Nos l4o8/71 and 574/
72, coordinate the differing social security systems of rhe existing Member States of rhe
Community.

2.

It is regretnble but not unexpected, in the Commission's view, rhat such a system will
prove complex and sometimes cumbersome to administer; this is because national social
security systems are themselves extremely complex and cumbersome, as any one who has
had to claim benefits from them will know.

it should be emphasized that from the inception of the European Economic
Community the Commission has been, and is continually working with representatives of
the ten Member States who are experts in the social security sysrems of their own Srares,
to simplify the operation of those Regulations, with the constan! object of improving conditions for migranr workers.
However

3. As an example of the improvements effected, the Commission can poinr to the standardization of forms used in the administration of the Regulations. The rexr of these
forms, which are produced in the seven official languages of the Communiry, are superposable thus facilitating their universal comprehension by both the social security officiats
in each of the Member States whose job it is to process them, and the workers who must
rely on them.

4.- A more recent project, the product of extensive and complex work, takes advanrage
of the increasing use of computers in the recording and srorage of social security data.
This project, when fully implemented, will facilitate and expedite the transfer of social
segu{ty information between Member Srates, by permitting the use of a programme
which translates social security data to be ransferred from each of the Member Stites into
a standard form which can be utilized anywhere in the Communiry. These new arrangements should treatly accelerate the calculadon of pensions, and rhus their award and piyment.

*-"'*

Question No 20, by Mr Rafiery @-6t4/84)

Subject: The flying of the flags of the Member Srares throughout the Community

Is rhe Commission aware that in a part of the European Communities it is illegal to fly
together the flags of all l0 Member States? This is the case in Nonhern Ireland, where
under legislation dating from the now defunct Stormont Parliament, it remains illegal to
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fly or display the flag of Ireland. Can the Commission indicate whether similar legislation

if so, where, and would the Commission
not agree that this situation is clearly contrary to the spirit of the Treaties; if so what action do they intend to take?
exists, in any other part of the Community and

Ansuter

The subject raised does not fall within the sphere of competence of the Commission.
Nevenheless, the Commission would like rc see all the flags able to be flown together in
all Community countries.

-*..
Question No 21, by Mr Moller (H-673/84)

Subject: Residence of EEC citizens in other Member States
The fact that EEC citizens are still required m hold a special residence permit in order to
take up permanent residence in another Member State, despite the Treaty of Rome's stipulation that Community citizens shall be free to move any'tvhere within the rcrritory of
the Member States, frequently gives rise to unfonunate situations for the individuals
affected by this problem. !7hen does the Commission intend to take steps to have uniform
rules implemented for all Member States, eliminating the need for any EEC citizen to
hold a residence permit?
Ansuer
Broadly speaking residence permir are only required for persons not gainfully employed
mainly pensioners and persons of independent means.

-

As long ago as 1979 the Commission submitted a proposal for a Directive on a general
right of residence for nationals of Community Member States and members of their families. Parliament sought various changes to the proposal and the Commission accepted certain amendments. The revised draft has been before the Council since 1980. Like Parliament, [he Commission feels that a decision should now be taken.

Question No 23, by Mr Pannella (H-707/84)

Subject: European Convention on Human Rights

In view of the established case law of the Coun of Justice to the effect that the European
Convention on Human Rights is already considered an integral pan of the Community
legal order, does the Commission not intend to propose to the Council of Ministers, as it
did once before in a 1976 memorandum that the Community should accede to that Convention

Vhat

?

are the reasons that would prevent the Community from acceding to that Conven-

tion?

Ansuer
As the Commission has already had the opponunity to explain to Parliament, it wished,
before making any formal proposals, to hold talks with the Council on whether or not the
Communities should accede to the European Convention on Human Rights.
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These ulks with the Council were held, and it emerged that mosr of the Member States
consider that accession is fraught with very rnany difficulties and prefer to consider the
matter thoroughly at national level before resuming the discussion.

In view of this, it would not seem an appropriatc moment for the Commission to submit
formal proposals.
+

**
Question

No

31, by

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (H-502/8a)t

Subject: Impon and expon fraud
A coun acdon was recently brought against two German meat wholesalers who defrauded
the EEC of several thousand million ECU by declaring offal or inferior quality mear as
beef for expon and, conversely, by declaring prime qualiry beef as offal for impon purposes. Can the Commission give a rough indication of how many million ECU the Community loses each year through fraud in connection with impon levies and expon subsidies and what percenage of cases rhe Commission successfully brings ro courr?

How many staff and what financial resources does the Commission allocate specifically to
the detection of fraud of this kind?

\flhat is the Commission's view of the

assistance given by the nadonal administradons in

detecting and pursuing this rype of fraud?

Ansuer

In respect of the impon levy, the Commission is not in a position to indicate the total
annual amount of irregularities since Member States are not obliged ro communicare
details to the Commission except for cenain cases of panicular inrcresr, including cases
under Regulation l46ElE I 'Mutual assisrance'.

It should be mentioned, however, that the Commission in March 1979 submitted to the
Council a proposal for a Regulation on the measures to be mken in the event of irregularities affecting the own resources referred to in the Decision of 2l April 1970 and the
organization of an information sysrcm for the Commission in this field.
ll
I

This proposal which received a favourable opinion by the Parliament and by the Coun of
Auditors had not yot been adopted by the Council. This is why rhe Commission does not
have at ir disposal all the informarion necessary to answer the question in full.

The

cases communicated by the Member States under the mutual assisance system and
for which details as to amouhts were sared totalled 2.5 million ECU in l98l (the first year
of application), 5.4 million ECU in 1982 and 22.4 million ECU in 1983.

*
+$

Question No 33, by Mr oon Vogau (H-\4AB4)

Subject: Bureaucratic obstacles to bus and coach

raffic at borders

between Community

countries (manifests)

For travel berween Community countries \7est Germany, invoking Directive 117/66/
EEC,2 requires bus and coach operators to complete a manifest conaining a full list of the
names of all passengers: No 6: 'List of passengers' (Surnames and initials).

I
'

Fo-rmer oral question without debate (0-66184), convened inco a question for Quesrion Time.
OJ L 147 o19.8. 1966, p.2688.
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Does the Commission consider !7est Germany's requirement that a manifest listing the
names of all passengers be produced for bus and coach travel between Community countries to be compatible with the EEC Treary and with its goal of removing all obstacles on
the Communiry's internal borders?

.
l.

Ansuer

The obligation incumbent on carriers effecdng occasional services (not regular of shut-

tle services) within the Community ro carry a duly completed passenger waybill on board
their vehicles is laid down by a Community Regulation which ranks as secondary legislation, i.e. derived from the Treaty.
The purpose of the passenger waybill is to ensure effective control of these occasional services, most of which are exempt from any transport authorization. Under the Community
legislation Member States may also agree bilaterally or multilaterally to dispense with the
passenger list provided for in point 6 of the passenter waybill. In this case all that has to be
indicated is the number of passengers.
Belgium, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom have already introduced or are.considering introducing this simplification from cenain transport routes.
+

++
Question No 37, by Mr Deprez (H-610/84)

Subject: Adjustments to the income tax rysrcm
Recently the Commission approved a memorandum on the equal treatment of men and
women with regard to income tax. The memorandum reached the conclusion that equality
could best be ensured by the system of separate Exation. Parliament's committee of
inquiry into the situation of women has come [o the same conclusions. Vhat does the
Commission intend to do to ensure that the principle of separate nxation is adopted by
the Member States?
Answer

The Commission's effons are also directed towards achieving equal treatment in nxation.
In December of last year ir forwarded ro the Council and Parliament its Memorandum on
this subject, in which it describes the present situation, outlines the link between tax rules
and the principle of equal treatment, and singles out possible areas for corrective measures. The purpose of the Memorandum is to initiate a debate on this extremely complex
question throughout the Community and thus to obtain pointers for future action.

The Memorandum is currendy being discussed by Parliament's Commirtee on Vomen's
Rights and in the Economic and Social Committee, and we hope that the Council of Ministers will place it on its agenda in the near future. If the Commission's budgetary situation
allows, a seminar on this subject could be held later this year.
+
d.*

Question No 39, by

Mr tVurtz (H-722/84)

Subject: Appeal by IFAD to the President of the European Parliament

In its resolution of 16 November 1979 the European Parliament expressed its support for
the acrivities of IFAD. In view of the budgetary difficuldes which IFAD is currently exper-
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iencing and which threaten the continuation of its activities, could not the Commission, as
the President of IFAD sugges6, recommend thar the Council of Ministers consider giving
a contribution from the EEC as such to boost IFAD's funds; this would enable it to continue to pursue its obiectives, namely to increase food production and combar rural poveny in the developing countries, panicularly the poorest.
Question No 58, by Mr Moorbouse (H-929/54)

Subject: International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

Vhat relations does the Community have with the International Fund for Agricultural
Development (IFAD), and what financing has the Commission offered and intends to
offer to IFAD? If the Community has no formal relations with IFAD, what acrion does
the Commission intend to take to establish such relations and panicularly to obtain full
membership or observer starus?

toint answer
Following the consultative meeting on 28 February 1985, it would appear that the second
reconstitution is going to cost between US$ 500 and 550 million. The final formula should
be agreed oa 17 or 18 May 1985. Even if the level of finance is low, there is no quesdon
mark over the survival of IFAD.
As soon as an agreement is reached, the President of IFAD will approach his contributors,
among them the individual European Member States as well as the Communiry, to request
voluntary additional contributions ro the Fund.

As lar 1 a Community contribution is concerned, the Commission believes that, despite
the high regard it has for the work of IFAD, it would be unwise to make a direct coniribution from the Community budget. Having regard rc currenr and foreseeable budgetary
constraints and difficuldes, it believes it should keep the scanr resources available for thl
new development policies which the Community has to pursue imelf.

All the

same, the Commission will do all it can, on the one hand to help the United States
overcome any hesitanry it may feel about reconstitution imelf and, on rhe orher, ro persuade its Member States to make additional volunary contributions once rhe second
reconstitution is concluded. It is this desire to play an active role in solving these problems
which has prompted rhe Commission ro accepr IFAD's offer of observer srarus.

Finally, given that our objectives are so similar, the Commission is hoping to establish
closer links with the Fund at operational level with a view to achieving better coordination
between our respecdve rural development activities among the poorest secrors of the
world's population.

*

:++
Question No 40, by Mrs Hammeicb (H-729/84)

Subjecr: Panicipation in EPC

It

is often said that EPC ought to be independent of the European Community and rhis is
a condition for countries other than the Communiry's Member States being prepared to
take pan in it.

Panicipation in EPC by the Commission is a conspicuous sign of the fact rhat the European Community and EPC are closely bound up with each other.

\fould

rhe Commission be prepared to withdraw from EPC and no longer'take pan ar all
levels' in the Foreign Ministers' work if other countries, nor members o1 the Community,
were to join
for example, countries such as Norway, Sweden and Finland?

-
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Answer
As the President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers, Mr Fone, stressed in his reply to the
honourable Member's oral question H-730/84 in this Chamber on 13 March last, the Ten
do not envisage extending their political cooperation beyond the Member States of the

Community.
The hypothetical situation referred to by Mrs Hammerich will thus never arise.
+

**
Qaestion No 41, by Mrs Castle (H-733/84)

Subject: Regional Fund
Is the Commission aware that the United Kingdom Government has imposed restrictions
on capital spending by local authorities for the coming year 1985/86 which prevent them
from taking up grants which may be allocarcd to them under the ERDF or could be allocated unter the non-quota textile scheme; whether this is contrary rc the regulations of
the Fund and, if not, whether it will amend those regulations to ensure that grants under
the Fund must be accompanied by a permission to spend being given by the government
concerned.

Ansuer
Since its approval, in December 1984, of the United Kingdom's programme implementing
the specific Community measure in favour of zones adversely affected by the decline in
the textile industry, rhe Commission has been informed of the potential difficulties facing
cenain local authorities in taking up the funds made available to them under this measure.

Naturally, the Commission's approval of the programme in question was given on the
understanding that there be no impediment to the nke-up of ERDF grant by local authorities.

Vhile it might be premarure at rhis stage to assess the extent rc which the

restrictions

referred to by the honourable parliamentarian will affect the use of the Community funds
in question, this is clearly a matter of considerable concern to the Commission.
Accordingly, the Commission is raising the matter with the United Kingdom Government
in order ro ensure participation by the local authorities in quesdon in this Community initiative to offset the detrimental effects of the decline-in the textile industry.
*'
,,

,,

Qaestion No 42, by Mr Pearce (H-734/84)'

Subject: Shipment from one Member State to another

Vill

the Commission indicate whether it would support a proposal rc build upon the suc-

of the single cusroms document and the Caddia system to provide for a computerreadable card inscribed wirh deuils of the shipment to be issued at the point of dispatch of
a shipment from one Member State to another and for this card to be presenred for com-

cess

purei scruriny at both sides of rhe intervening frontier and at the destination, with a view
ro rhe frontier being passed with almost no delay at all, unless the shipment is selected for
checking for security, medical or veterinary reasons?
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Ansaner

The Commission sent to the Council last irlovember a communication on rhe coordinated
development of computerized administrative procedures (the CD project).

The Commission has examined the possibiliry of using compurer-readable cards in the
context of the.CD projecr In the current state of devilopment, however, rhey are not
considered to be technically suitable, because of rheir limited srorage capacity, limited
functional use and relaiivelyhigh unit cosr.
The Commission's declared poliry is one of abolishing checks and formalides at inrernal
frontiers and of concenrating any residual formalities-at points of depanure and destination, while improvements in procedures at the frontiers are valuable tLe more appropriate
long-term policy would be rhe one of removing the frontiers altogether.
+

+*
Qrcstion No 43, by Mrs Cinciai Rodano (H-236/ga)
Subject: Sanitation in Viemam

vhy, contrary.to the European

Parliament's resolutionof 17.2. l9g4 on the granting of
Community aid.to vietnar_n, has a project costing 331 ooo ECU been stopped-whichiad
been submitteed by Trocaire in Dublin on behalf of the CISDE (Internaiional Cooperation_for_Development and Solidarity) for the purpose of improving sanitation in the iown
of Nha Tyeng, which was hit by hurricanes in l9b I and l9ti3 and -where drinking water is
in seriously shon supply?
Answer

The Community has not provided normal development assistance to Vietnam for several

years.

On several occasions since, the Commission has said that it would nor be prepared to consider resuming such assistance until there was some sign of a posirive et olution in the political situation of the region.
However, the Commission has always been prepared to consider providing humanitarian
aid, through.inrcrnational or non-govern-e11al organizations, *h.n.u.. -a specific need
arises and when it is satisfied that it will effectively reach the populations in need. In
recent years, such humanitarian assistance has been provided on-several occasions: in
1980, 1981 and 1982.

Requests received in 1984 were differing in nature. Two of them, although channelled
through ."n
were tantamount to- outright development projecm. Folliwing its pre-NG_O,
vious attitude, the Commission rejected thosC in December tg-S+.-On the orher f,and, the
Commission decided on.l3.February 1985 to give a favourable reply to a requesr from
Unicef for 300 t skimmed milk powder and 100 t dried fish for distriLution to mothers and
young children, victims of the recent typhoon, 'Agnes', which meets the humanitarian
conditions spelled out above.

,i*

Question No 45, by Mrs Crawley (H-243/g4)

Subject: Changes in food aid procedure
Given the criticism levelled at the Commission in the Annual Repon of the Coun of Auditors that the time aken to deliver food aid in 1983 was still .ibnormally long,, can the
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Commission explain when, and in what ways it will review the entire management system
of food aid, and can it then explain how it will implement rules and administrative Procedures to rectify the defecr and in this way avoid a repetition of the Coun of Auditors'
criticism rhat these defects'keep recurring and even worsening, at the expense of the poorest countries of all'?

Answer
Detailed replies to the criticisms of the Coun of Auditors on the delays in delivery of
EEC's food aid raised by the honourable Member of Parliament have already been given
by the Commission and are published in the Offcial Jounal of tbe European Communities
i f+S of 3l December l98i pp. 225-228. In addition, in the presence of the Coun of
Auditors, the Commission provided funher information in the course of the debate in the
Development Committee of the Parliame nt on the Vergeer Repon for the- discharge of
the 1983 budget. The Commission of course keeps the management of its food aid programmes undir constanr review, feels that the considerable improvement in the implemeniation of the 1984 programme reflects its determination in this matter, and is presently
examining what gene.al procedural improvements can be made on the basis of experience
of emergenry food aid management in 1984/85.

,+

**

Question No 47, by

Mr Collins (H-774/84)

Subject: Harmonization of speed limits in the EEC
Ir was reponed on 18 January 1985 in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung that the application of speed limits can result in the reduction of pollution by up to l5-200/o without.using
any othir control devices. In view of this, does the Commission consider that it should
bring forward proposals for a harmonization of speed limits in the EEC?

Ansuer

In the contexs of the decisions taken by the Council of the Environment on 20 March
1985 on vehicle emission standards and the lead content of petrol the Commission will
present proposals concerning speed limits before the end of t985.
As pan of the process of preparing a proposal on this topic the Commission will examine
as many of thi relevant factors as possible in the time limits set. These include the influence of speed limits on air quality, energy consumption, road safery and traffic flow, bearing in mind rhe interaction between vehicles, the infrastructure and driver behaviour.

Question No 49, by

Mr

lVedehind (H-57/8t)t

Subject: Discriminadon against foreign tourists in Greece
tionate tax on those leaving the country

-

introduction of an extor-

became known thar the Greek Transpon Minister has proposed that foreig_ners
should pay twice as much as Greels on domestic flights within Greece on the Greek State
airlines''(ilympic Airways'. The Greek Government is also considering the introduction of
a tax on those leaving the countrY.

It recently

I

Former oral question without debatr (O-146/8,t), convened into a question for Question Time.
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I would therefore ask the Commission,

-

-

how ir regards such a tariff poliry;
whether it believes that a special tariff for Greeks would represent discrimination and,
if so, against whom: foreigners who pay double, or Greeks who only pay half;
whether it believes there is a danger that this will lead ro rhe pracrice of charging
higher prices to foreigners than local people, which is cenainly common in tourist
countries on an unofficial basis, now being officially approved and becoming the tariff
policy of the Greek Government so that subsequently special high prices, also known
as.cut-throar.prices, will be introduced, possibly graduated according ro country of
origin, for other goods and services to non-Greeks, such as in rhe horel and catering
rade but conceivably also extending to simple pleasures such as ice-cream where forl
eigners would in future only receive half ponions;
whether it believes that a tax on people leaving rhe country is compatible wirh freedom of movemenl in the European Community or whether it in faci believes that tax
on people leaving the country is not in fact more comparable with rhe crime of extortion extracted by the deprivation of libeny and is therefore a violation of human
rights similar to.the practice towards people leaving Eastern European counrries?
Ansaner

The Commission services have sought funher information and observarions from rhe
Greek authorities about the two proposals to which the honourable Member refers. I will
be happy to reply more fully to the honourable Member on receipt of this funher informatton.

+

.ir+

Qaestion No 54, by Sir Peter Vannech (H-g l g/54)

Subject: European aerospace industries

Vhat
by the

are the implications for the future of European aerospace indusries of rhe decision

NATo conference of National

Armamenm Directors, l9 March r985, on the pro-

posed development by five European States of a European fighter aircraft?

Ansuter

To the best of the Commission's knowledge, the development of a European Fighter Aircrafr (EFA) is still at the negotiation srate.

The alks conducted by the aircraft indusries of the five counrries involved

Unircd

of Germany, France, Italy and Spain
have proved
be
- rhere'fore be to
very difficult and the outcome is not yet clear. Ar the momenr, lt would
diffiKingdo-r-r], Federal Republic

cult to

assess

the implications unril an agreemen[ has been reached.

it is however true to say that this is a very significant project for rhe aircraft
industry because production of the Tornado, a programmi which his provided the bulk of
the military conrracr for the last few years, has passed im peak and will, from now on,
In _general,

experience a gradual reduction.

The Commission hopes that the defence ministers of rhe five countries involved will reach
agreemenr in rhe near future.
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Question No 55, by Mr Habsburg (H-520/84)

Subject: Transpon of horses inrcnded for slaughter
A year ago the European Parliament adopted a resolution on this subject on the basis of a
repon by Mrs Luise Herklotz. There have been a growing number of complainm recently
that rhe provisions on humane treatment are not being implemented satisfactorily.
response to Parliament's resolution? Are adequate
checks carried out during the periods of transpon referred to in the motion for a resolution? In parricular, does rhe Commission intend to implement the improvements proposed
in the opinion of the Committee on the Environment as soon as possible ?

Vhat has the Commission done in

Answer

I am aware that public opinion is upset by the trade in live horses, and the Commission has
been closely following this question.
On a proposal from the Commission, the Council has already adopted a number of directives on the protection of animals during international transport.l They are based on the
Council of Europe's International Agreement on the subject, contain precise regulations
for the protection of all types of animals, and apply to all forms of transpon. One of the
directives also provides for a special cenificarc which must accompany the animals during
rransporr, as well as inspections to check compliance with the stipulated conditions.

Vith a view to esmblishing what funher

measures it can take, the Commission has carried

out a rhorough study of the transpon of animals for slaughter last year. A detailed repon
is now available.
Precise information is required so that the legislation can be adapted. But even at this
stage it will be possible to adopt a number of practical measures to improve the situation.
Ve consider that rhis can be done by adjusting the Community code of conduct for this
sector. An urgent investigation is currently being undenaken to provide a sound basis for
such adjustments.

Funhermore there are Community health rules for intra-Community trade in fresh meat,
including horsemear.2 These stipulate that horses must be inspecrcd before being slaughtered, in parricular to check whether they are suffering from fatigue, anxiety or injury.
Animals may not be slaughtered unless they have been allowed to rest completely; tired or
anxious animals must be allowed at least 24 hours' rest.

The Commission is taking funher measures to ensure that these Community rules are
more strictly applied by the Member States.

*o*

Subject: Pran ro

,."r

r:;:"""!* r',',0?"!:r::':::^:,'*"

The communique from the Fontainebleau summit of EEC Heads of State or Government
in June 1984 contained the following sentence:
'Expressed the hope that Member States would take steps to encourate young people to
take pan in the activities conducted by the Community outside its frontiers and in panicular that rhey would support the creation of national Committees of volunteer develop-

'
2

OJ L200 of 8 August 1977, p. l0; OJL 150 of 6June 1981, p. l.
OJ l2l of z+ luly 1964,p.20t2/64.
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ment-workers in Europe to unite young Europeans wishing to work on projects in developing countries.'

On the basis of this passage a French committee of development workers led by Bernard
Kouchner has drawn up a plan to send hundreds ofyoung people aged between l8 and 20
rc developing countries each year where they would be trained by French and German
army officers, with the assisance of civilian experts. The first 500 volunreers will arrive in
April and the numbers will increase to 3 000 in two years'time.
These plans were submitted
I

for approval to the French-German submit on 28 Februaqy

985.

Is the Commission aware that the volunteers are to be rained by French and German
army officers and what are i$ views on this marter?
Ansarcr

The Commission has never been officially informed of such a plan and has not
involved either in

ir

been

conception or in its subsequent development.

Thus the Commission has no knowledge of the arrangements made by the plan's initiators.

The Commission is in favour of non-governmental organizations sending volunteers as
long as the latter are suitably qualified and prepared for their msks. But it doubts whether
it is a good idea to send every year hundreds of 18 to 2O-year-old volunteers who do nor
meet these criteria.

**
Question No 57, by Mrs Nieken (H-823/54)

Subject: Consequences of enlargement for other Mediterranean countries

Vhy in the pan of the programme of the Commission for
sequences of enlargement
consequences for Israel?

1985 concerned with rhe 'con-

for other Mediterranean counrries' is there no mention of the

Ansuer
The pan of the 1985 Commission programme dealing with the consequences of enlargement for the Mediterranean counries refers, like all the documents iisued by the Commission on this subject since the beginning of the process of Community enlargement, to
all the countries covered by'the global Medirerranean approach', and thiiobviously
includes Israel.

In its communication to the Council in June 1982, and in its subsequent communicarion in

March 1984, the Commission demonstrated that, among the Mediterranean panners,
Israel is one of those most exposed to the consequences of enlargement, panicularly in
yjq*.:f rhe large quantities-ir_agricultural expons which come-under the heading of
'Medircrranean produds', which are in direct competition with Spanish products. the
countries or groups of countries mentioned in rhe Commission's programme are only
given as examples, and it is not meant to be an exhaustive list of the Mediterranean
"ountries effected by the enlargemenr of rhe Communiry.

++
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Question

No

59, by

Mr

Gerontopoulos (H-832/8a)

Subject: Community financing for preparatory research for integrated action in the prefecture of Rodopi

\fould the Commission be prepared to finance, under Anicle 5410 of the budget, prepararory research for integrated action in the prefecture of Rodopi, which is the most disadvanraged prefecture in Thrace and one of the three most disadvantaged prefectures in the
whole of Greece, on the submission of an appropriate request by a Greek State or regional
authoriry?

Answer

The Commission is prepared ro examine any application submitted to it by the Greek
aurhorities for financing a preparatory study for integrated action in the prefecture of
Rodopi(Thrace).

ooo

Question No 6Q by Mr March (H-833/84)

Subject: Freedom of movement of goods in the United Kingdom

I

have, on a number of occasions in the past, been alarmed by the unbelievable customs

clearance procedures for goods entering the United Kingdom and

I

have been looking

for

deails of an actual incident to illustrate the situation.

This incident occurred in Felixstowe on \Tednesday, 27 February 1985 and involved the
importation of a small consignment inrcnded for the Internadonal Food and Drink Exhibition in London.

-

-

It was ar leasr two hours after the local customs agent had handed in the papers to the
customs before there was any sign of the customs officials.
The vehicle then had to be presented for examination by the customs officials. The
fuss they created was absolutely incredible. First of all they went to great pains to
ascenain whether rhere were any customs seals on the vehicle. Next, they checked
whether the goods were genuine and counted the number of packages.

Vhilst this was going on, the officials discovered a spray can in the cab which was
used for damping vegetables. This had to be opened up in their presence so that they
could make sure that it contained no alcoholic beverage.

The rolls of paper which are taken along rc protect the vegeables in the event of frost
then had rc be unrolled so that they could be checked.

-

\Thilst these checls were being carried out, someone waited at the dock exit where
the papers were collected together. This waiting period was extended by a funher two
hours before the cenificate needed to leave the docks was issued.

\7ill the Commission inform me:
whether it condones this state of affairs and what steps it intends to take to change the
United Kingdom's prorecrionist attitude into more of a 'Community' attitude conducive
to creating a people's Europe?
Ansuer

The Commission has already followed up the matter raised by the honourable Member
and has asked for an urgent report from the United Kingdom authorities on the allegations made.
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The Commission's commitment to reducing and, where possible, abolishing border checks
and formalities is manifesrcd in a series of legislarive proposals that are well known to the
House.

Question No 61, by Mrs Jepsen (H-13/85)

Subject: Ban imposed by Sweden on impons of salad vegetables originating in Denmark

Citing risks to plant health, the Swedish Governmenr has decided to impose a ban on
impons.of salad
from Denmark from I May 1985. The same grounds have
-vegetables
already been used by Sweden to institute a ban on imports of Danish chrysairthemums

an issue which, moreover, has not yet been fully resolved. The Commission has indicated
on several occasions that such bans are in conravention of the free-trade atre€ment
between the European.Communiry and Sweden. Can rhe Commission say whatihe position is with regard to the Community's plant-health directive? \7hat is thi situatio" i*-aois Sweden, for example ? \7hat does rhe Commission propose to undenake to thwan
what is. clearly a.protectionisr measure by Sweden, with-a view ro preventing the implementation of the ban on salad-vegetable impons?
Answer
The Commission has no knowledge of a formal prohibition of the impon of lettuce seedlings from Denmark into Sweden with effect from l May 1985. I have instructed my
depalm.elg;-1o enquire, through the competent Danish aut[orities, whether there are any
practical difficulties for plant health reasons in exponing lettuce seedlings from Denmark
to Sweden.

In

the
of the outcome of.these enquiries, the Commission will examine the plant
-light
health basis f91-any such Swedish measures and, if necessary, will take appropriate *.pr ,o
have Sweden lift any that are not justified.

The Commission takes rhis opponunity to inform the Honourable Member thar, as far as
rhe Commission is aware, the chrysanthemum problem, to which she refers, was in fact
resolved as a result of the technical contacts arranged by the Commission with the Swedish authorities

in

1983.

*oo
Question No 52A, by Mr Hume (H-19/Bt)

Subject: Demonstration projects in the field of energy

How many demonstration projects in the field of energy have been grant-aided by the
European commission in.each year since 1973: (a) foi the Unitedkingdom; (bi for
Nonhern Ireland; (c) for the Republic of Ireland?
Ansuter
Since 1979 the Commission has been running four programmes of demonsration projects
in the field of energy.

The four programmes are as follows:

-

a-Programme on alternative ener-gy sources including rhe following sub-programmes:
biomass and rhe exploitarion of wasre since 1983, geothermal in..gy siice 1979,

17.4.85
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hydro-electric energy since 1984, solar energy since 1979, a solar pool project in l98l
only and wind energy since 1983;
programme;

- an energy-saving
proBramme on the liquefaction and gasification of solid fuels;
- a
a programme on the substitution of hydrocarbons, with the following
- grammes:
heat and electriciry since 1984 and solid fuels since 1983.

sub-pro-

In addition to these four programmes of demonstration projects, there has also been a
protramme in the field of hydrocarbons since 1975. This programme provides for suppon
to be given to technological development projects which are of major imponance as
regards security of supply of hydrocarbons in the Community.
The number of projects supponed in the United Kingdom and Ireland is shown in the
attached table.

The only project chosen in Nonhern Ireland, in the field of energy saving and involving
sum of UKL 751 808, is included under the projects for the United Kingdom.

Programmes

Country

Year

Alternative Energy Liquef. Subsdtution Hydrocarbon Total

sources saving gasif.

of

technology

hydrocarbons
1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

198

I

6

I

1

UK
IRL

t2
1

t2
I

UK
IRL

13

t3

2

2

UK
IRL

l5

l5

1

I

UK
IRL

2

9

7

t9

1

2

I

4

UK
IRL

-T

l5

7

24

2

I

3

UK
IRL

11

t6

10

37

2

4

I

7

6
I

11

t7

2

3

UK
IRL

1983

UK
IRL

1984

Total
Total
:

8

UK
IRL

1982

-

UK
IRL

UK
IRL

l4

7

4

7

37

2

2

2

2

8

l0

7

4

13

37

10

I

I

3

l5

8

l0l

217
45

37

l5

60
t23

5

11

no decision taken for the programme concerned.
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The

217 projects financed in the United Kingdom represenr 118.5% of all Communiry
projects (UKL 175 in total) and the 45 Irish projects 3.80/0.

+

,+*
Qaestion No 63, fur Mr Clinton (H-25/Sr)

Subject: Community grain

Having regard to the very large tonnage of grain in Community srcrate and bearing in
mind the heavy cost of this storage has the Commission given serious rhought ro measures
that would have the effect of substantially increasing the percenrage of indigenous grain in
Communiry feedingstuffs so as to clear storage space in dme to accommodate thc 1985
harvest?

Ansuer
Panicularly in recent years, the Commission has followed a policy of keeping internal
market prices for cereals at a moderarc level. The treater compeririviry led to a remarkable increase of the animal consumption of cereals. This evoludon has continu ed in 1984/
85. Due to the record crop of 1984, the EEC will neveftheless be confronted with unusual
carry-over stocks, as pointed out by the Honourable Member of Parliament.

Additional measures to increase the animal consumption funher have therefore

been

examined in this context. The conclusion however was that these possible measures were
no solution in the present situation. An obligatory incorporation of a cenain percentagc of
cereals into the animal feed, as suggested by some, seems not ro be compatible witli the
basically liberal principles of the market organization. A sale of denatured wheat out of
intervention would be very expensive and would displace feed cereals especially barley, on
the market causing them to go into intervention.
,l
+

rl'

Question No 64, by Mrs Jachson (H-38/55)

Subject: Nutritional labelling of food
Does the Commission have any plans to inroduce legislation on the nutrirional labelling
of foodstuffs for human consumption?

Ansaner

The Commission is presently examining nutritional labelling of foodstuffs for human conrympti9n. It is gathering information from as many sources as possible, including the
FAo/\rHo Food Standards Programme and the European Food Law Association.
There is a need for a Communiry approach to this complex question which will have rc
take into account Community law on food labelling and the necessity to provide general
consumer informadon. It will be essential to ensure that such an approach-avoids creating
barriers to rade. It is too _early to give an indication of the nature and content of any
action rhe Commission might propose.
+

*+
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Mrs Oppenheim (H-32/8t)

Subject: Relations besween the,enlarged Communiry and Israel

The Communiry ha5 stipulated in previous decisions that the inrcrests of third countries
will be fully taken into account in the accession neBotiations between the Communiry and
Spain and Ponugal and that the applicant countries will have to accept the results already
attained at Communiry level. Vhat information can the Commission provide on the implicadons of enlargement for Israel's economy and what initiatives has the Commission
and/or the Council taken to ensure that the enlargement of the Communiry will not prejudice relations between the Community and Israel?

Ansuer
consequences of enlargement for the countries of the Mediterranean region, the Commission has always treated as a whole all the countries covered by
the 'global Mediterranean approach', and this obviously includes Israel.

Vhen considering the

In its communication rc the Council in June 1982 and in its subsequent communication in

March 1984, the Commission demonstrated that, among the Mediterranean Panners,
Israel is one of those most exposed to the consequences of enlargemenq particularly as
regards its agricultural exports which are in direct competition with Spanish products. In
its communication of March 1984 and in its most recenr communication of March 1985,
the Commission proposed measures to deal with the problems of the Mediterranean countries.
1983 the Council set about defining the guidelines on which to base the
enlarged Communiry's Mediterranean policy before the end of the enlargement negotiations. On 30 March 1985 the Council adopted a declaration on the Community's Medirerranean poliry, in which it reaffirmed the poliry's global character and announced its
inrenrion to seek soludons ro rhe preoccupations of the Mediterranean countries. The
Commission was asked ro propose negodating guidelines as soon as possible with a view
to adopting cooperation atreemenrs and association agreements. In these proposals the
Commission will endeavour to take account of the specific interests of each country.

In January

,i.

*r+

Question No 66 by Mr Nord (H-33/85)

Subject: Cigarewes in France

In connection with the publicadon by the French Government on 24January 1985 of an
official notice instituting a procedure for establishing cigarette prices in France, has the
Commission obtained sadsfactory guarantees that, in the event of disagreement between
the manufacturers/imponers and the French Government, the ultimate right of the former
to insist on the retail prices of their products (in the way that is guaranteed in Anicle 5 of

Directive 7 2/ 464) will obnin?
Answer
Point 2 of the Notice to which the Honourable Member refers provides unequivocally
that the sales prices of manufactured tobaccos shall be fixed on the basis of prices lists
esrablished by manufacturers and imponers.

The principle laid down in Article 5 of the abovementioned Directive that manufacturersto deterthat term has been interpreted by the Coun
and imponers shall be free
- as
mine the maximum retail selling price for their products, is therefore established in the
French system.
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The Commission has no reason to believe that the sysrem rhus established and the obligations which it entails does not in fact guaranree the righm in quesrion.
Should it prove, however, that practical difficulties arise in the operation of the system, of
such a nature as to put in question the operation of Anicle 5, the Commission witl examine the possibilities of action.

In any case, the Commission has not yet completed ir examinarion of the conformiry of
the notice published by the French Government with rhe provisions of Anicle 5 of'rhe
1972 Directive.

Question No 67, by Mr Martin (H-34/8t)

Subject: Healrh and safety at work
Repons in London suggest that the UK Government is seriously considering legisladon to
weaken the health and safety at work Act, in panicular by iemoving obligaiions from
small firms. In view of Anicles ll7 and 118 of the Treaty oi Ro-e, would the Commission please state: what steps it has taken to promore improved working conditions and
whether such a retrograde srcp as suggested in the preamble would contradict moves
cowards harmonization at the highest possible level and what acrion rhe Commission
could take to reverse such a decision by rhe UK Government?

Ansuer
As regards the UK Government's intention to modify the healrh and safery at work Act,
the Commission has been informed by the UK Authorities that they remain committed to
the maintenance of standards of health and safery for all firms.

An essential step forward in safety and health at work was the adoption by Council in

1980 of a Directive on the protection of workers exposed ro chemicai, physilal and biological agents, which laid down the basic philosophy needed to limit exposure, prevenr
risks, and protect workers likely rc be exposed ro rhese agenrs. This directive also foresaw
the adoption of individual Directives containing other specific requirements, and to this
end the Council has already adopted Commission proposals on t*o of them, namely, lead
which was adopted in 1982 and asbestos which was adopted in 1983. Funhermore the
Coun-cil-is currently discussing Commission proposals on noise and on the proscription of

specified agents andlor work activities.

Another Council Directive of importance for the prorccrion of workers was adopted in
1982 on the major accident hazards of cenain industrial activities. Atso of imponince to
workers are the Council Directives concerned with the classification and iabelling of
chemical substances and preparations.

The success of the. first programme of action of the European Communities on safety and
health at work led the Commission to propose a second programme which was adbpted
by the Council in 1984. It both continues and extends theacrions of the first programme
and thus reflects the changed needs and concerns of today's society.

To imp.lement this programme the Commission prepares annual work programmes afrer

consulting Member States. The implementation plan for 1985 which foreseJs several proposals, was esnblished in January of this year after discussions with the Advisory C'ommittee on Safery, Hygiene and Health Protection at Vork and governmenr represenratlves.
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It is the Commission's belief that all Member Sntes wish to see improvements in working
conditions and to this end they will work with the Commission to progressively achieve a
better working environment throughout the Community.

Question No 68, by Mr oon der

Ving @-a0/8 5)

Subject: Regional Fund regulation
1985 a new Regional Fund regulation entered into force which provides no
legal basis for a non-quota secrion. Vhat steps does the Commission inrcnd to take to
eniure rhat the promised second part of the second tranche of the non-quota section of
the Regional Fund, relating to steel, shipbuilding, texdles and fisheries, can be implemented without funher delay?

On I January

Ansanr
'!7hen

the second series of non-quota measures was adopted in January 1984, the Commission undenook ro propose to the Council the strengthening of non-quota measures to
help the regions affected by rhe restructuring in the shipbuilding and steel indusries by
increasing rheir rerritorial scope to include new regions which have become eligible under

It also undenook to propose the strengthening of the measures
relating to the border areas rhe Republic of Ireland and Nonhern Ireland as well as the
introduction of new measures concerning the Community fisheries policy. These proposals were forwarded to the Council by the Commissibn in December 1984.

the criteria laid down.

As the honourable Member poinrc our, the new Regional Fund regulation, which came
into force onJanuary 1985, no longer provides a legal basis for adopting these proposals.
In this connecion two possibilities are currently being studied by the Commission. The
first is an ad hoc regularion enabling the Council to adopt in 1985 non-quota measures in
accordance with Anicle 13 of the former regulation, and also seeking to amend Anicle 45
of rhe new Regional Fund regulation. The second is to conven these proposals into Communiry programmes under Article 7 of the new regulation.

Qaestion No 69, by Mr Ephremidis (H-44/8t)

Subject: Measures to ensure the survival of the Greek foorwear industry
Since Greece joined the EEC, the once vigorous Greek footwear industry has been going

through an unprecedented crisis owing to rhe huge quantities of shoes imponed from
EEC countries and counries which maintain preferential links with the Communities,
thereby displacing Greek shoes from the market, with impons rising from 514 000 pairs in
1978 ro 2 830 OOO pairs in 1983. Greek shoe expons, on the other hand, fell from
629OOOO pairsin 1978to 54lOOOOpairsin lg83.Asaresult,thestandardof technological equipment in the industry has remained low, leading to high production costs and
making the industry uncompetitive.
Since the foorwear industry in Greece comprises more than 9 000 small and medium-sized
undertakings employing 33 000 crafumen and workers, who now face the spectre of
unemployment, does the Commission propose to take steps to safeguard it from impons,
to ensure the survival of the Greek footwear industry and those working in it?
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Ansuer
The Commission would assure the honourable Member that the reduction in unemployment and the creation of jobs are among'its chief concerns.
Since 1983 the Commission has authorized prorective measures for a number of industries
on rhe basis of Anicle 130 of the Acr of Accession of Greece to the Community.
As far as the footwear industry is concerned, the Commision would remind the honoura,
ble Member that it authorized protective measures for 1983 by limiting impons inrc
Greece of certain rypes of footwear from other Member States and one non-Communiry
country. Although the Commission is sympathetic to the problems facing the Greek footwear industry, such difficulties are also prevalent in orher Member Stares.

The Commission is aware that a plan for restructuring the foorwear indusry is now being
drawn up in Greece; we shall make a contribution to this in so far as our compercnce
permits.
,t

*{Question No 7Q by

Subject: Measures

for a policy to

Mr Tognoli (H-49/8t)

assist SMUs and the craft industries: crearion

of

a

European centre

Is the Commission aware that paragraph 12 of the final morion adopted on 9 December
1983 at the end of rhe closing conference of'1983: European Year of Small and
Medium-Sized Undenakings and Craft Industries'
an evenr sponsored by the European Parliament, the Commission and the Economic- and Social Corqmittee
called for
the creation of a European centre for SMUs and the craft indusries to help-formulate a
comprehensive medium and the long-term Community poliry for their benefit?
Question No 71, by Mr Didd

Subject: Measures for a policy

to

(H-t0/8t)

assist SMUs and the craft industries: creation

of

a

European centre
Is the Commission aware that, in its resolution of l9 February 1982, the European Parliamenl mooted the idea of setting up a European centre for SMUs and that the Commission
itself took up rhis idea in its communicadon CoM(84) 263 ro the Council of 22May
1984? To date, what practical steps have been taken with a view ro crearing this centre,
having regard to the key contribution made by the SMUs and rhe craft indusries to [he
economic development of Europe and the creation of jobs and to the need for coordinarion at Community level?

Joint answer

In several opinions issued since

1979 on the situation of small and medium-sized busiand the craft industry, the European Parliament has drawn attention to the need
for a European Centre for SMEs and the craft industry. Ar the opening and closing conferences of '1983: European Year of Small and Medium-sized EntJrprisis and-Craft
Industry', it also agreed in principle ro the creation of a liaison body beiween SMEs and
the Community insdtutions. The Commission supponed rhis initiarive and took it up in its
communicarion ro rhe Council entitled 'Community Poliry with regard to Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises and Crafr Indusrry
Follow-up to'198i:-European year of
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises and Craft- Indusrry (CoM(84) 263final of zzMay
1984). In this communication the Commission based irself on rhe ideas expressed by
representatives of SMEs and the craft industry during the events to mark the European
Year of SMEs and set two conditions for the serring up of such a Centre: '(a) it musr'have
nesses
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the suppon of all the European organizations representing small and medium-sized enterprises, and (b) it requires an adequate research and documentation capacity enabling it to
gather basic data and information which all too often are still dispersed in the Member
Stares.'

a view to setting up such a Centre, 100 000 ECU was entered in the Com- Vith
munity's 1984 draft budget.

-

However, rhe bodies representing SMEs were unable to agree on a common position.

This being so, a working pany was set upr but the relevant organizations were reticent towards the secting up of a Centre.

1984 a few organizations proposed the setting up of an SME conracr group; the Commission once again endeavoured to obtain a consensus on this at least.

At the end of October

discussions that only a few organizations were prepared to panicipate
in a contact group open to all organizations representing SMEs and the craft industry.

It emerged from the

So that the funds entered under Item 7777 of the draft budget would not lapse, on
31 December 1984 the Commission earmarked 100 000 ECU for those organizations
which were prepared to form a contact group.

This contact group was given the title 'European Group of Small and |r,tedium-Sized
Enterprises and the Craft Indust4/. It comprises four organizations:

-

EUROPMI (European Committee for Small and Medium-Sized Industrial Enterprises)

EMSU (European Medium and Small Business Union)

AECM (European Small and Medium-Sized Business Association)
CCADD (General Committee of Agriculrural Cooperatives of the European Communities), which subsequently decided to adopt observer status only.,

The Commission would welcome it if the other European organizations of SMEs joined
this group. Vork on a European economic policy for small and medium-sized enterprises
and craft industry is still in progress, but will be complercd before the end of 1985.

*
+rt

Question No 72, by Mr Adamou (H-62/8t)

Subject: Quota restrictions on agricultural products

The Community has imposed quotas on the producdon of cenain Greek agricultural
tonnes for sugarbeet, 290 000 tonnes for ginned cotton, 500 000
products
- 290 000
tonnes for raw cotron, 93 000 tonnes for currants. 55 000 tonnes for sulmnas, cereals,
romaroes, etc. In fact rhese crops enjoy favourable weather and soil conditions in Greece
that are found in no orher member country. In addition, they are produced in single-crop
areas or in areas where ir would be difficult to replace them with other crops (Crete and
the Vestern Peloponnese). In the case of cotton and curran6, which no other Member
State actually produces, there is a shonage of these products in the Community. The
Communiry therefore impons similar products from the USA and other non-Community
countries, in violation of the principle of Community preference.
Since the abovementioned quotas cause the Greek economy enormous problems (impons
loss of valuable foreign exchange, underemployment in the agricultural sector, etc), why does the Commission not apply the principle of Community pre-

of similar products, the

of the above products are imponed from the USA and other countries
ouride the EEC, what proportion of the Community market is covered by Community
ference, which

and extra-Community production respectively, and, to conclude, does the new Commis-
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sion, given that production quoras cause Greek farmers great problems, propose to do
anything about the violation of the principle of Community preference, and, if so, what?
Answer

The honourable Member is reminded that there are no quanrity restrictions (e.g. quoms)

for Greece.

It

is, however,

rue that the Council

has decided

that according to cenain criteria adopted

for the Community (risk of structural imbalances, excessive inirease in EAGGF expenditure) it is necessary to keep down the increase in Community production of cenain agricultural producw. The Commission sees no reason why rhese Community criteria should
not also apply to Greece in respect of rhe various secrors concerned.
+

**
Question No 73, by

Mr

Tzoanis

(H-t3/8t)

Subject: Special training for diplomats from Community Member States
Diplomats from the Member States of the European Communiries are called on m defend
increasingly large numbers of common European interesm. It is hoped that rhey will be
called on in the future to implement a common European foreign policy. Young diplo.ats
should, therefore, be as widely informed as possible on European subjects. It would be a
good idea if training were carried out in common and at some special Community instituuon.
Does the Commission share this view, and will it be willing to examine the question?

Ansuer
For twelve years the Commission has regularly (twice a year) organized shon courses ro
provide the Member States, and recently also the applicant counrries, with Community
back-up in the raining of their young diplomats.
Since 1980, at the request of the Foreign Minisrcrs of several Member Stares, the Commission has also organized once a year seminars for diplomats wirh about ren years' career
experience who wish to learn more abour the European Communities.
As regards both the courses and the seminars, the Commission has endeavoured from the
ou6et to organize them to take account not only of the topical problems connected with
the Communiry's development and of diplomats; specific inie.esr, but also of the need ro
provide diplomats with as wide a range as possible of opinions and information on European integration. To this end the Commission also invites represenrarives of the other
Community institutions (Members of the European Parliament, Permanent Representatives) and Ambassadors of non-member countries accredited to the Communiiy (ACP,
Asean, Andean Group) to conribute to each course or seminar.

*
*13

Question No 74, by

Mr O'Donnell (H-56/g5)

Subject: Cardia Repon on ransporr. problems

Doesthecommission propose-ro take any action on rhe cardia Repon on transpon problems in the remote regions of the communiry, which are in urgent need of-impioved
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rransport services and infrastructure and, in particular, is it proposed to examine the possibility of applying some formula, such as rhe road equivalent tariff, to transport services to
and from peripheral island regions?

Answer

In irs communication to the Council relating to a medium-term infrastructure
programmel the Commission indicates the improvement of transpon links with peripherical areas among the four principal goals of Community action. Following the examination
of these objectives in the Council's next session (23 May 1985) the Commission will
choose the most appropriate projects with respect to these goals.
The Commission recalls rhar the Council Regulation of lgDecember 19842 on a specific
measure in the field of transpon infrastructure, provides for assistance to a certain number
of projects aiming at the improvement of links with peripheral areas.

On the quesrion of road equivalent rariffs on ferry routes, the Commission confirms its
lriews expressed on former occasions: in general, the design of a fares system for local
public transpon is a matter for the Member States to decide.
+

*:i

Question No 7), by Mr loersen

(H-t8/8r)

Subjecr: Use of hormone-treated meat
Paragraph 2(a) of the Commission's answer to my oral question No H-802/843 during
rhe March 1985 pan-session reads: 'The Commission considers that the full and demiled
application of the measures it has proposed, including proper conditions of use and contiol of those conditions, will provide much stronger safeguards to the consumer than
those at present generally available.'
Can the Commission specify whar consumers currently need to be safeguarded against in
respect of hormone-treated meat?

In Denmark, for example, rhere is a rotal ban on the use of sexual hormones in production, and the Danish Minister for Agriculture has given the Danish Parliament an assurance rhar there is now no hormone-treated meat on the Danish market. It therefore seems
suange to say that there would be stronger safeguards for customers in Denmark if people
wereillowed ro exporr meat to Denmark in cases where sexual hormones had been used.
Funhermore, I would request the Commission to produce some figures for the extra storage charges that increased production resulting from the use of hormones would incur.
Answer

In June 1984 rhe Commission proposed to the Council a draft Directive on the use of
hormones for fattening animals.

The proposal provides that Member States:

(i)

may authorize three natural hormones

(ii)

must prohibit the use of two synthetic hormones (Trembolone and Zeranol)
sysrem of conrrols at all levels (production, handling and distribution
mear) to derect the presence of hormone residues.

(iii) must apply'a

t
2
I

COM(84) 709 final of l4 December 1984.

Council Regulation (EEC) 3620/84 of 19 December 1984.

Verbatimreponof proceedings,provisional
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This proposal has orovoked much interesr in the Parliamenr, and a good degree of suppon. But Council has not yet reached a decision. The Commission regrets this delay, for
we know that for Parliament, the press and the public, the question of -hormones is of real
concern.

In rep.ly ro rhe Honourable Member, I can say that the proposals of the Commission
should ensure that there will be zo harmful levels of hormonei in meat in circulation on
the Community market. If proper controls are applied in all Member Shtes, borh for their
domestic market and for export to other Member Stares, consumers will be better safeguarded.

Moreover, the Commission takes this occasion ro announce to Parliament thar, in resto the discussions which have already taken place, the Commission has jusr modified im proposal in a way that we believe responds io public concern. This new modificatio-n removes nothing from the safeguards in rhe existing proposal, but adds an additional
safeguard, namely: the obligation for Member States to insure that all meat treated with
hormones is identified by_means of appropriate labelling and documenrarion, ar all stages
from slaughter to the final sale ro consumers.
Ponse

The text of this modification, made under Anicle A9(2) of the Treaty, will be transmitted
to Parliament. I hope rhar it will receive your suppon.

*
,l*

Question No 76, b7 Mr Lomas (H-G0/8))

Subject: Grants for improving health and safety condirions in small firms
Is there any possibiliry of the EEC giving grants or loans to small or medium-sized firms
in th.e clothing. indusry, in the East End of London, in order to improve health and safety
condidons at the work place and, if not, will the Commission examine ways in which sucir
assistance could be given?

Answer
There are no. existing mea-ns for the granting of aid or loans for this specific purpose and
the Commission does nor foresee provision for such sectoral assistance.

Qaestion No 77, by Mr Cbistopher Jachson (H-68/85)

Subject: Proposed smrch regime from August 1985
The price of starch used by paper and board makers in Europe is higher than world market prices due to the levy.imposed on impons into the EEC under t[e cAp. This has put
our paPer industry at a disadvantage when compared with Scandinavian and other nbnEuropean paper.competitors. A higher price has in the past, however, been panially alleviated by a production t jrnl granted to European sarch producers which they in turn
pass back in pan to the food and non-food users. There ii considerable concein in the
paperindustry-panicularly for.those pape.r producm in which starch forms a significant
part of the final cost about the.impact on their competitiveness wirh non-EEC sup"pliers of
the new starch regime proposals.

Can the Commission assure rhat the.new regime being proposed will not place any European paper makers ar a comperitive disadvantage with respect to non-EEC paper makers?
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Ansuer
The Commission's proposals for the starch regime envisage the payment of a production
refund, based on the aciual difference between world and Community raw material prices,
to producers of starch which is subsequently used for the manufacture of cerain industrial
p.odr.tr. Discussions have been taking place about these proposals, and cenain industries
hare been menrioned where they are major starch users and where the final product
includes a high percentage of starch.

The Commission is well aware of the problems caused for the European paper makers,
who use some 200/o of European starch production, by competition from third countries,
and is confidenr rhar the proposed regime would remove any compedtive disadvannge
caused by the relatively high price of starch in the Community.

+
,l

{.

Question No 78, by Mr Chistiansen (H-69/8t)

Subjecr: Allegation by the Danish National fusociation of Local Authorities that the
Danish Treasury is misappropriating aid from the Social Fund
'Governmenr steals Social Fund aid.' This was the headline of an anicle in the Commission's Danish publication 'EF-Avisen' No 3, March 1985. In the anicle, the headline is
attribured ro ,t.t...nt made by the chairman of the Danish National Association of
" Mayor Evan Jensen, who is also quoted as saying: 'Every time a local
Local Authorities,
(the Social Fund), the equivalent
tovernment aurhority receives EEC aid from this source
the
Treasury.'
grant
from
block
from
the
is
deducted
imount
Has the Commission set up or will the Commission set uP an inquiry inrc whether the
Danish Treasury has receivid money from the Social Fund unduly and in contravention of
the guidelines for the management of the Social Fund and whether there is any connectiontet*een this and the fact that Denmark's share of Social Fund aid in 1983 was 42.2 m
ECU or 2.230/o and in 1984 95.14 m ECU or 5.120/o?

Ansuter

In the case referred ro, rhe question is to determine whether European Social Fund conribudons are additional to the financing habitually granted by public authorities.
Alrhough additionality is the aim, there are no rules that require it. It cannot be comin the case of operadons carried out by public.authorities at tovernpletely ruled our
that Fund contributions result in an increase in vocadonal
ment-level in panicular
training operations.

-

The responsibility for undenaking operations likely to benefit from assistance from the
European Social Fund lies with tlie Member States themselves, within the framework of
their own labour market policies. The Commission then applies its selection criteria, taking account of the need ro promote new projects and endeavouring to trant Community
aiJ to operations for which Fund assistance is particularly imponant. It is these facrcrs
which determine the share of Fund aid received by any country'

The Commission does not intend to set uP an enquiry along the lines suggested by the
question.

rl

*ri
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Question No 79, by

Mr

Van der \Vaal (H-20/Si)

Subject: Use of the official languages in the Communiry
The prospective enlargement of the Community to include Spain and Ponugal will entail
an increase in costs for translation and inrcrprerarion. On 12 March 1985, thi Dutch Parliament declared itself in favour of maintaining the use of rhe Dutch Language in rhe
Communiry in accordance with Council Regulation No I (see Official Journal fSSUSS of
6. 10. 1958). Can the Commission undenake to ensure that the active use of every Communiry- language, both spoken and wrirten, is mainained so rhar the principle of equal
status for the official Communiry languages conrinues to be upheld in thi futuie?
Ansarcr
As the honourable Member poinm out, the accession of Spain and Ponugal will considerably increase the translation and interpretation load borne by the Communiry institutions
and bodies.
Aware. of these oroblems, rhe Commission is applying and will continue to apply, in
accordance with the provisions of Council Regulation No I of l5 April 1985 on tht-uie of
languages in the Communiry, pragmatic formulas which take
of actual needs (as
"".ount is excluded.
well as the resources at its disposal) and which ensure rhat no language

(Funhermore the Commission has made special effons ro promote multilingualism in
Europe, panicularly in is projects in the field of terminological data banks eic., and to
promote compurer translation, all with a view not only to making the best use of the
resources available but also to preserving the cultural wealth represented by the different
languages of Europe.)

ooo
Question No 80, by Mrs Dary (H-79/85)

Subject: Provisions applicable ro morrgages
The proposal for a Council directive on the freedom of esnblishment and rhe free supply
of services
in the field of mortate credit (COM(84) 730 final) contains no chaprci'on
provisions -applicable to the conclusion of mongates. Does rhe Commission noi think
that, in the interests of those European consu*eri who have cause ro deal wirh mor[gate
credit institutions, a section on provisions applicable ro morrgages should be added tJth-is
proposal

?

Answer

It would not be appropriate to supplement the Commission's proposal for a Directive on
ToTBaqq credit.with provisions concerning mortgage "onr.icts. Our existing proposal
deals with q.uestions of supervisory law, which would allow
cenain types of iisiitutions,
such as building societies, ro operare in other Member Stircs.

Moreover, the conract law in this field is complex and its harmonizarion would be difficult. All that can be usefully done is to find solutions in accordance with rhe principles of
private international law. These principles would, even in the absence of specific coordination, make the law of the consumer's country applicable in many ..rpicts, for instance
when it comes to constituting the mongage. I should add that thi Commission considers
that the mongate laws of the Member States, with all their differences, have quirc equivalent results in protecting the borrowers. Our proposals do not therefore.nd"ng..'consumer interesrc even in the absence of specific rules on mongage contracrs.
ri

**
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No

Question

81, by

Mr

No 2-325/201

G. Romeos (H-82/85)

Subject: Cancer in rypress trees

At the beginning of the 1950s an incurable disease broke out in southern Europe attacking
and killing cypress trees.
very reapidly and causing exrcnis
cypress cancer
This disease
- spreading
- known as
sive economit and environmental damage.

In Greece, and in the Peloponnese in panicular, approximately 500/o-900/o of trees are
now affected.
Can the Commission state whether:
has taken measures ro prevent the spread of cypress cancer in mainland Greece and
on the islands where the disease is also beginning to appear,

-

ir

-

it has studied the possibility of financing new plantations to produce cypresses in large
numbers so as to enable the trees which have already died to be replaced?
Ansu.ter

The reply to both pans of the question is positive.

1.

Since 1979, rhe Commission has sought to promote research in the fight against
cypress canker which afflicts the Mediterranean basin. Coordinated research is carried out
with financial help from rhe Community at several centres (Antibes, Florence and Athens).

It

is

panicularly concerned with providint users with varieties resistant to this disease.

2. In its proposal to institute integrated
has foreseen the possibility

Mediterranean protrammes, the Commission

of aiding the setting up of forest nurseries.

The imponant Community aids for afforestation and the improvement of neglected
forests accorded ro Greece already represent a powerful factor for the development of
forest nurseries in this country.
!.

**
ll.
Question

No

Questions to the Council

82, by

Mr

Vandemeulebrouche (H-698/84)

Subject: Situation and problems of the aged in the European Community
1982 was the Year of the Elderly, in view of which the European Parliament adopted the
Squarcialupi report on the situadon and problems of the aged in the European Community (Doc. l-8a8/81).

Parliament asked the Commission and the Council to put forward practical initiatives in a
number of poliry areas.

'!/hat

measures has the Council taken in response to this repon?

.

Ansarcr

The Council will examine carefully any proposals on the matter that the Commission
might submit to it.
:1.

++
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Q*estion No 87, by Mr Andreus (H-771/84)

Subject: Mobilization of aid ro famine stricken counrries in Africa

In the press release issued following the 960th meeting of the Council on Development
Cooperation, which was held on 5 November 1984, the Council stated in relation to the
mobilization of aid for the Sahel region that account must be taken of the crucial role
played by the VFP.

Vill

the Council elaborate on the role of the VFP and the information which this organization can supply regarding pons and railways, storate capaciries and internal rranspoft
and distribution facilities, and will it funher agree to ensuring rhat this information is telexed to the Commission offices or Foreign Affairs Offices of each of the Member States ar
least twice weekly, so that charities know exactly where supplies are in transit and exacrly
when the supplies will arrive which will help religious communities and charities ro cope
with rationing?

Ansuter

In line with the conclusions of the Dublin European Council, the mobilization of aid from
the Communiry and the Member States to the famine stricken countries in Africa is carried out in close coordination between the Commission and the Member States and in
liaison with the other bilateral donors and internadonal organizadons.
+

:t*

Qaestion No 94, by Mr Ephremidis (H-775/84)

Subject: Mediterranean programmes
Can the Council state whether, with a view to the European Council meering, the negotiations on the Mediterranean programmes have been concluded and can it, in particular,
state when they are to enter into force, the amount of appiopriadons adopted and
whether these appropriations are additional or not?

Ansuer

The European Council has stated its position regarding the Integrated Mediterranean
Programmes in terms which were made public following the meeting on 29 and 30 March
in Brussels. I would moreover refer the honourable Member to this morning's debate on
this subject.

Qrcstion No

93, by

Mrs Thome-Paten6tre (H-773/84)

Subject: Validiry of the European passporr
The purposc of the European passport is to strengthen the feeling of unity amongst EEC
citizens and also to reinforce the image of the European Economic Community outside its
external frontiers.
Can the Council indicate the precise validity of this passpon outside the EEC?
partial, what acrion does the Council intend aking to make it complete?

If it

is

only
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Question No 97, by Mrs Boot (H-815/84)

Subjecr: Standard European passport

According to the Council resolution

of 23June

agreed to introduce a standard passport as

1981, the Member States apparently
of I January 1985.

Five of rhe Member States have announced that the passport will be introduced as of
I January 1985. But it would appear that only three Member States in fact are issuing this
standard passport to citizens who apply for them.
Can the Council inform Parliamenr what measures it has aken ois-d-oir the other seven
Member States since its answer of 29 November 1984 to '!7ritrcn Question No 623184
from Mr Chambeiron?1

foint

ansaner

propose to give a joint reply to the two questions relating to
passport
put
by
Mrs Thome-Paten6re and Mrs Boot respectively.
European
the

Vith your permission, Sir, I

The uniform passpoft is issued by the authorities of the Member States. It is for them to
define, where appropriate, its territorial validity.
The Council is aware that some of the first holders of the uniform passport have met with
difficulties when wishing to use it. These difficulties are due to the fact that cenain passpon authorities were nor adequately informed of the introduction of the uniform passpon. The Presidenry has asked rhe Member States to inform all passpon authorities of the
introduction of the uniform passpon.
As regards the issue of uniform passports

it is true that, to date, six Member

States are

actually issuing them.

However, since the

l98l

Resolution does not prevent them from doing so, Member

Stares' authoriries can issue uniform passports once existing stocks have been used up, and
it may well be that in cenain of these Member States the authorities have comparatively
large stocks of old passpons.

As for the other Member States, Greece and the Netherlands will be issuing the uniform
passport shonly.
The Federal Republic of Germany intends to issue a European PassPort in 1987.
The United Kingdom might issue this passpon in 1987.
+

:t+
Question No 98, by Mr Pearce (H-817/84)

Subject: EEC-Cyprus Association Council on 17. 12. 1984

At the meeting of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council on 17.12. 1984, did Ministers
address themselves to the need to make the benefits of this agreement applicable to both
pans of the island and, if so, with what result?

Ansuer

I can assure the honourable Member that, on the point he has raised, the Community's
position is unchanged and that it considers that the advantages granted by the Communiry

t
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under the EEC-Cyprus Association Agreement should benefit the whole population of the
island.

This principle has been continually adhered to within rhe framework of EEC-Cyprus relations. Finally, I should like to point out that within the second financial protocol, which
cntered into force at the end of 1983, projects ofjoint interest for rhe whole population of
the island were identified.

Question No 99, by Sir Peter Vannech (H-S I 9/84)

Subject: European aerospace indusrries

Vill

the Council consider the implications for the future of European aerospace industries

of the decision, by the NATO Conference of National Armaments Directors,

19

March

1985 among five European States on the development of a European fighter aircraft?

Ansaner

The question raised by the Honourable Member has never been discussed in the Council.
Moreover, as the Honourable Member is aware, questions relating to defence do not fall
within the Council's field of comperence.

*
!.*

Question No 10Q by Mrs Vieboff(H-821/Ba)

Subject: Plan to send young people to developing countries
The communiqu6 from the Fontainebleau summit of EEC Heads of Stare or Governmenr
in June 1984 conained the following senrence:
'Expressed the hope that Member Srates would take steps ro encourage young people to
take pan in the acdvities conducted by the Community outside its frontiers and in panicular that,they would support the creation of national Commirtees of volunteer development-workers in Europe ro unite young Europeans wishing to work on projecm in deviloping countries.'

On the basis of this passage a French committee of development workers led by Bernard
Kouchner has drawn up a plan to send hundreds ofyoung people aged berween l8 and 20
to deve.loping countries each year where rhey would be rained by French and German
army officers, with the assistance of civilian expefts. The first 500 volunteers will arrive in
April and the numbers will increase to 3 000 in two years' rime.
These plans were submitted for approval ro the Franco-German summit on 28 February
I

985.

Is the Counmcil aware that the volunteers are to be rained by French and German army
officers and what are its views on rhis matter?

Answer

The Council welcomes initiatives aimed at giving effect to the hope expressed by the
European Council in Fontainebleau in June 1984 that Member States would .n.ou.age
national Committees of development volunteers bringing rogether young European

*o.k-

-
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ers wishing to help carry our projects in developing countries, including the plan referred
to by the aurhor of the question. The Council has still not been informed of the demils of

this initiative.

The success of the iniriarive obviously depends to a large extent on the quality of rhe training and how well the young workers adapt to the projects concerned. It is for the competent bodies in the Member States to decide on the detailed arrangements for the dispatch
of young volunteers, including their training.

*

**
Question No 103, by Mr Mafre-Baagi (H-9/85)

Subject: New regulations on the manufacture of chocolate

At present only products derived from cocoa can be used, together with sugar, milk andl
or dried fruit, for the manufacture of chocolate in the EEC. Has the Council decided to
reject the Commission's proposal to authorize the inclusion of vegetable oils and fats,
which would have serious repercussions for the ACP countries which expon cocoa?

Ansuer

The proposal for a Directive to which the honourable Member refers, which provides,
inter ali4 for the possibility of using oils and fats other than cocoa butter for the manufacture of cenain chocolates, was forwarded to the Council on

17

January 1984.

The Council cannor take any decision on this proposal, including the problem of the use
of vegetable oils and fats, until the European Parliament has adopted the Opinion
requested of it on 27 January 1984. The Council is unable at this stage to give any indicadon of the position it may take on the mat[er.

.Question No 105, by

Mr tVurtz (H-39/8t)

Subject: Human rights situation in Turkey
Does the Council endorse the view expressed by the British Foreign Secretary, Sir Geof-

frey Howe, in Ankara on 13 February 1985, that rhe sum of 500 million dollars set aside
for Communiry loans to Turkey should be released, or does it not consider, on the convary, that this finance should continue to be withheld, as the European Parliament clearly
recommended, until such time as full democratic rights have been restored in Turkey?
Ansaner

I pointed our ar your part-session last March in reply to an oral question from Mr
Pannella on the same subject, the Council does not normally commenl on sarcments
made by one of its members outside the Council framework.

As

As regards the substance of rhe honourable Member's question, I would reply by referring
to the reply given by the President of the Council, also in March, to Question No H749/84 from Mr Alavanos. I can therefore confirm that discussions have taken place at
various levels within the relevant Council bodies on the posirion the Community should
adopt wirh regard to Turkey, panicularly as regards financial cooperation, following political developments there.
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These discussions have not yet been completed. No decision has rherefore been taken on
the possible release of the 600 m ECU laid down in the 4rh EEC-Turkey Financial Protocol, which, I would remind you, has nor yer been signed.

Question No 106 by Mr oon der

Ving (H-41/55)

Subject: Regional Fund regulation

On I January 1985 a new Regional Fund regulation enrcred into force which provides no
legal basis for a non-quota section. !7hat steps does the Council insend to talie to ensu.e
that the promised second pan of the second tranche of the non-quota section of the
Regional Fund, relating to steel, shipbuilding, rcxtiles and fisheries, can be implemented
without funher delay?
Question No

I

12, by

Mr Clinton (H-t tlSt)

Subject: Special Border Areas Programme
In view of the fact that Ireland has now used up its full share of the Special Border Areas
Programme which is due to expire during the current year, and in view of the desirability
o{ continuing this very wonhwhile scheme, could the Council indicate when they will bL
able to adopt the Commission proposals presented to them in December l984jwill the
Council also indicate if there are any special difficulties involved in rhe adoption of rhese
proposals and if so, explain in denil what these difficulties are?

Joint ansater

I

am taking the libeny of answering two questions with rhe same subject marrer, put by
Mr von der Vring and Mr Clinrcn.

I January 1985 saw the entry inro force of rhe new ERDF Reguladon, which, as is
pointed out in the questions put by the honourable Members, makes no provision for a
'non-quota' section.
'Non-quom'measures were provided for under Anicle l3 of Regulation No 724/75.The
Commission submiwed four proposals for Regulations concerning a series of 'non-quora'
measures based. on this provision which were received by the Council at rhe beginnhg of
January 1985, that is to say afrer that Regulation had expired.

To date the Council has not received the Commission communication indicating how it
intends to resolve this legal problem and is therefore nor in a posirion rc complete its
examination of the proposals in quesdon. Meanwhile it awaits the Opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Comminee on these proposals.

oo*
Question No 107, by Mr Mallet @-a2/55)

Subject: Action taken on the Solemn Declaration on European Union

At the meeting of the European Council in Stuttgan in June

1983 the ten Heads of State
or Government signed a Solemn Declaration on European Union which contained a number of undenakings relating to institutional matteri. Can the Council give a detailed
account of the measures which have actually been taken as a follow-up to the declaration?

17.
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Answer

The Solemn Declaration on European Union contains several points concerning the relations of the European Parliament either with the European Council or with the Council.

As regards relations between the European Parliament and the European Council, it
should be noted that:

-

the European Parliament has been informed of the outcome of the proceedings of the
European Council, in several cases by the President of the European Council
(point 2.1.4 the Solemn Declaration);

-

the European Council has forwarded to the European Parliament an annual report on
protress towards European Union (point 2.1.4. of the Solemn Declaration).

As regards relations between the European Parliament and the Council, it should be norcd

rhat

-

during the meeting between the Enlarged Bureau of the European Parliament and the
ten Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Member States of the European Community,
Mr Barry gave an account of progress within the Council on the Commission proposals for improving the conciliation procedure. This question -was referred to in
point 2.3.6. of the Solemn Declaration on European Union, on which one delegation
entered a reservation (point 2.3.6. of the Solemn Declaration). The Council also
stated its position in a letter dated 12 March 1985;

-

by letter dated 13March 1985 the Council informed rhe European Parliament that
for agreements of major importance the Council expected the Commission, when
submitting its recommendations for authorization to negodate, rc indicarc to the
European Parliament and the Council whether an agreement was of major imponance.

As regards the question of extending to agreements of major imponance the existing
procedures for informing the European Parliament confidendally and unofficially of
the progress of negotiations, the Council notes that paragraph 2.3.7. of the Solemn
Declaration would entail the application, bearing in mind the need for urgency, of the
existing procedures for trade agreements (Vestenerp procedure) which gives the
European Parliament more comprehensive information.

Finally, the Council will obtain the Opinion of the European Parliament on agreemenm of major imponance after they have been signed but before they are concluded
(point2.3.7. of the Solemn Declaration);

-

same letter of 13 March 1985 the Council indicated that it would obtain the
Opinion of the European Parliament when implementing Anicles 98 ECSC, 237 EEC

in the

and 205 EAEC.

I

propose this evening to have an exchange of views with the Political Affairs Committee on the detailed arrangements for obtaining this Opinion in the case of Spanish
and Ponuguese accession (point2.3.7. of the Solemn Declaration).

Moreover,

-

the Council has adopted a position on various Resolutions adopted by the European
Parliament (point 2.3.3. of the Solemn Declaradon);

-

rhe Presidencies-in-Office of the Council have presented to the European Parliament
their programmes of action and their progress repons (point 2.3.4. of the Solemn

Declaradon).

'T
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Question No I 08, by Mr Alaoanos (H-47/8 5)

Subject: Greece, Mediterranean programmes, five-year programme
According to official OECD and EEC figures for the five-year period from 1980 to 1984
(published in anicles by Professor Drersakis in rhe'Ta Nea'newspapers from 18 to
21 February 1985),

-

the annual rate of increase in the gross national producr was 0.880/o for the EEC and
0.70/o f.or Greece (in the preceding five-year period the figures were 2.60/o and 5.40/o
respectively);

-

the annual rate of variation in gross fixed capital investmenr was 0.30lo for the EEC
and, -4.060/o for Greece (the figures for the preceding five-year period were 1.160/o
and 5.920/o respe ctively) ;

-

Qrssss'5 per capita gross national product was 41.80/o of the EEC average, compared
with 44.90/o in the five-year period from 1975 to 1979.

This means that not only has Greek accession rc the EEC not led to economic 'convergence' but the gap is widening and Greece, by joining the EEC, has become 'less European'
from the point of view of economic developmenr.

How is the Council dealing with this problem, and how does ir explain its attitude both to
the provision of finance through the Mediterranean programmes and to the Greek fiveyear programme?

Answer
The problems raised by the honourable Member have been a cause of panicular concern
to the Council.

That is why I welcome the fact that, at its meeting in Brussels on 29 and 30 March 1985,
the European Council reached the conclusions concerning the Integrated Mediterranean
Programmes which have just been ser our by the President of the European Council.

The financial assistance which will be granted to Greece by the Community pursuant to
these conclusions will cenainly be a significant contribution to the solution of rhe problems raised by the honourable Member.

*

Sub

ject:rmpons,,,,,,:::i':'#::?^"^',::u@-a8/85)

In his speech to the European Parliament on 12 February 1985, the President of Israel
admimed that Israel exports 800/o of its citrus fruit to the Community and thar of Israel's
exporrs to the EEC, wonh 2 048 m ECU in 1983, one rhird is composed of agricultural
products. Greece, on the other hand, which produces almost the same agricultural products as Israel and is an EEC Member State, is compelled ro withdraw (i.e. plough under)
irs agricultural products in larger and larger quanrities. 769 512 tonnes of fruit and veterables were withdrawn in the period from 1981 to 1983, and in January 1984 alone
125 000 tonnes of citrus were wii,hdrawn.

Vhy

does the Council allow such an open violadon of the principle of Communiry preference, which is guaranteed by the Treaty of Rome?

Ansuer

I would point out to the honourable Member that trade between the European Economic
Communiry and the Snte of Israel is subject to the provisions of the Cooperation Agree-

17.
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ment between the European Economic Community and the State of Israel, which entercd

into force on I July 1975.
These provisions also govern trade arrangemcnts in the agricultural sector, including citrus fruir, to which rhe honourable Member spccifically refers. These provisions do not
allow a flar prohibidon on impons of these citrus fruirs into the Community in cases
where these products are withdrawn in cenain Member States.

*o*
Quution No I I 1, by Mr Tzowtis (H-52/8 5)
Subject: Special training for diplomas from Communiry Mem,ber

Sqates

Diplomats from the Member States of the European Communitics are called on to defend
increasingly large numbers of common European inrcrests. It is hoped that rhey will bc
called on in the future to implement a common European foreign policy. Young diplomas
should, therefore, be as widety informcd as possible on European subjects. It would be a
good idea if training were carried our in common and at some special Communiry institution.
Does the Council share this view, and will it bc willing to examine the question?

Ansuer
The Council would draw the honourable Membcr's atternion to the fact that thc Commission organizes in-service training for young dip{omats.
Moreover, several Member States's Permancnt Representations to uhe European Communiries take on people whose course requires thcm to undergo in-service training as pan of
their studies. Lastly, several Member States second a number of new officials to rheir Perman€nt Representations to givc them a training which includes a European aspect.
+

*r+
Question No 1 13, b7 Mrs Dary (H-6a/8t)

Subject: Delays in the adoption of directives
The proposal for a Council directive on EEC-acceptcd plant prorcction products has been
before the Council since 4 August 1976.
,dccording

to the timetable adoprcd by the Council in its resolution of

10

May

1984r

establishing a programme of work in the field o{ the harmonization of veterinary, plant
health and animal feedingstuffs legislation, the Commission's proposal to the Council on
EEC acceptance is to be adopted by I January 1986. This means that more than nine years
will have elapsed before the directive finally comcs into force:
Can rhe Council explain why it will have taken so long for the proposal for a directive to
be adopted, and can it give an assurance that the I January 1985 deadline will be met?
Ansaner

The proposal for a Council Directive on the placing on the market of EEC-accepted plant
prorecrion producr has indeed bcen before the Council since 1976 and appears in the

t

OJ C 134 of 22 May 1984, p.

l.
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timeable in the Council Resolution
adopted by I January 1986.

of

l0 May 1984t as one of rhe proposals to

17.

be

The reason the proposal has not yet been adopted is thar major difficulties have arisen,
panicularly as regards agreement on the principle of granting acceptance for plant prorection products at Community level. No consensus has yet been achieved on the guaiantees
which authorizations valid throughout the whole territory of the Communiry, with its
geograpihical and climatic differences, should provide in particular as regards'the effectiveness of p-roducts and the protection of human and animal health, noi forgetting the
protection of the environment.

If a sadsfactory compromise could be reached on this fundamental question, rhe other
outstanding problems, which are essentially of a legal and technical narure, should not
stand in the way of the adoption of rhe Directive.
oo*

lll.

Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 122, by

Mr Tonlinson (H-825/84)

Subject: The Community's relations with Pakistan

Do the ministers consider that the recenr general election held in Pakistan was either fair
or free such as to constitute a democratic basis on which the European Community's reladons with Pakistan can be srrengthened?

Answer
The Ten have closely followed the progress of the recent general elections in Pakistan that
undoubcedly constitute an initial step towards the establishment, albeit slowly and gradually, of more representative institutions. The renewal of the governmenr, rhe selection of
the speaker of the new parliament and the appointmenr of a Prime Minister for the firsr
time since 1977 all confirm rhis rend.

The Ten welcome these developments and hope to see rheir promise fulfilled a$ soon as
possible, thereby helping to srentthen relations between rhe European Community and
Pakistan.

Question No 127, by Mr Dwy (H-1a/55)

Subject: Statement on Nicaragua by Mr Reagan
'!7hat

is the Foreign Ministers' attitude ro Mr Reagan's sraremenr on Nicaragua and what
stage has been reached in preparations for the meeting between the Foreign Ministers of
the Ten and the Contadora group?

Answer

The Ten have consistently expressed their conviction that the problems of Latin America,
including Nicaragua, cannot be solved by resoning to force but only by means of a political solution issuing from the region ircelf. Iflith this in mind, the Ten have repearedly
expressed their support for the initiative of the Contadora Group, which seeks a peaceful

'
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and global solution of the region's problems. This suppon was reaffirmed at the ministerial meeting in San Jos6, Costa Rica. The Ten are keeping in contact with the countries of

the Contadora Group and the Central American countries with a view to organizing,
before the end of the year, a funher ministerial meeting with the same panicipants as in
San Jos6. The United States administration is naturally well aware of the position of the
Ten and of the above-mentioned initiative.

Question No 129, by Mr De Vies (H-37/85)

Subject: Ratificationof theCouncil of Europeconventiononthecombatingofterrorism

In view of the resolutions adopted by the European Parliament, contained in documents
2-1605/84, 2-1618/84, 2-1641/84, 2-1643/84, 2-1644/84 and 2-1650/84, calling for
coordinated action to combat terrorism, and in view of the announcement that a meeting
of the ministers responsible for counter-terrorist action is to be held before the end of the
Italian Presidency, could the Foreign Ministers state what factors have prevented six
Member States from ratifying as yet the convention bn the combating of terrorism signed
under the auspices of the Council of Europe in 1977? And are they prepared to urge these
Member States to radfy the convention at an early date, a step that could facilitate
coordinated action to combat terrorism?
Ansuer
The Foreign Minisrers of the ten Member States meeting in political cooperation share the
view of the European Parliament expressed in the resolution referred to by the honourable
Member on the need for greater coordination of anti-terrorist action.

The subject was last dealt with in February at the ministerial meeting in Rome, during
which the Ministers stressed the need to continue and increase the existing cooperation
between the Ten to tackle this problem.

As regards the rarification of the 1977 Convention of the Council of Europe by those
Member States which have not yet done so, this question must be examined by each of
them in the light of their respective national constitutional and legal provisions.
+

*$

Question No 130, by Mr Lomas (H-30/8t)

Subject: Sentence and imprisonment of Ismet Imset

I referto my Question No 1679183,1 when I asked the ministers to intervene in the case
of Ismet Imset and persuade the Turkish Authorities to cease the harrassment of Mr
Imset. Mr Imset has now been sentenced to 4 years and 2 months imprisonment for membership of an armed BanE, a charge which has never been mentioned since he was originally charged in 1978 with illegal ownership of a pistol. This charge he admitted to under
ronure. Mr Imset has been our on bail for five years. No new evidence was presented for
either rhe original or final charge. \7ill the ministers as a matrer of urgency press the
Turkish Authorities for the immediate release of Mr Imset?
Ansaner

The case of Mr Ismet Imset raised by the honourable Member has not been the subject of
special discussion by the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation.

I
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The Ten, aslointed out on numerous occasions, are closely monitoring the human righr
situation in Turkey and have repeatedly, in their conrac$ wirh the authorities in Ank-ara,
voiced their concerns in this respect.

Question No 132, by MrAlaoanos (H-63/85)

Subject: Attitude of the Ten to the situadon in Turkey

In reply to my Oral Question No H-749l84r on the situation in Turkey, the Council

states that 'the Ministers

of the Ten once again addressed themselves briefly ro rhe question of developments in Turkey at rheir meeiing of I 8 February 19g5,.

Can the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperarion say to which precise aspects of
the situation in Turkey they gave their attention, whar pointi of view were put forward,
whether there was any convergence of views and, if so, to what extenr, arrd, io conclude,
w-hl the Ten have not so far reacted to the conrinuing persecudon, rorture and conviction
of Turkish democrats, panicularly the mass death pen-aities meted out to Turkish patriots?
Ansvter

The meeting of

18 February referred to by the honourable Member was nor a political
cooperation meeting but a meedng of the Council of Ministers. The Council has not
changed the position it adopted in 1980/1981 as regards relarions wirh this associated
country.

As regards the
as has been repearcdly
.quesdon. of human rights in Turkey, rhe Ten
- voiced
stated
are following the situation very closely and have repeatedly
their'con..rn
on this marrcr during their contacts with the authorities in Ankara.
+

s*
Question No 133, by Mr loersen (H-59/Si)

Subject: Sancrions or an oil embargo against South Africa
Have the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation discussed the savage attacls
carried o_ut by.the South African government on the black populadon in thJ last few
weeks? Have they, in this connection, discussed the sanctions iaken against the South
African Governmenr by,. among others,_Norway and Sweden, and, in the-context of political cooperation, have they discussed the Danish Parliamenr's resolution of March 1985
on the situation in South Africa? Can the Foreign Ministers say what their anitude is rc
funher sancdons and a possible oil embargo on the apanheid regime in South Africa?
Ansanr
The recent events in South Africa to which rhe honourable Member refers were the subject of a statement which the Presidenry issued on behalf of the Ten on 25 March
last and
which reads as follows:

The ten Member Sates of the European Communiry express their grave concern ar the
tension which has arisen in South Africa as a result of rhelndiscriminite acts of repression
carried out against the black population.

I
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In panicular, they strongly condemn the behaviour of police units during the
2l March in Uitenhage, as a result of which many black residents died.
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events of

of I I September 1984, reiterate their
appeal for an end to apanheid and for a process of dialogue to bring about major reforms
designed to fulfil the legitimate aspirations of the black population.

The Ten, recalling the Minisrcrial Declaration

Since the Member Smtes panicipate in European political cooperation on the basis of their

respective polirical positions, the resolution of the Danish Parliament rc which the honourable Member refers has of course been brought to the attention of the other partners.

Lastly, as regards the problem of sanctions against South Africa, the Ten are stricdy
applying the mandatory measures adopted by the United Nations.
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found in our pigeon-holes a sort of anonymous leaflet
wirh a racist content. !(/e would also urge you to refer
the matter to the Quaestors.

Vce-President

you,
Prcsident.
- I assure
done without fail.

(The sitting anas opened at 10.00 a.m.)

(ED).- Madam President, I believe the
attention of the House has been drawn to a misuse of
the service provided by Members' boxes in that a
and I have every
document was insened in mine
Mr Sherlock

reason

to believe in everyone

-

else's

which has no

authorship, no attributability and was not distributed
in the approved manner.
Mr Sherlock, your comment will be
Prcsident.
referred to -the Bureau so that the Quaestors can look
into the matter.
(DE) Madam President,
Mr von der Vring (S).
would you please tell the- Bureau that what is put in
the pigeon-holes is totally irrelevant, since it is only a
postal matter. Ve ought not consantly to be acting as

l.

Mr

Segre, that this

will

be

Approoal of the minutes

minutes of proceedings
Presidcnt.
- The
day's sitting have been distributed.

of yester-

Are there any comments?

Mr

Chanterie (PPE).

(NL) Madam President,

- on pate 21 of the Dutch
with regard to what is stated
text under item I l:

Statement by the Council and the Commission on

the European Council of 29 and 30 March t985
(vote). The next item is the vote on the motion for
a resolution,

censors.

I should like to point out that I asked to
President.

-

fss, I shall do so.

Mr Scgre (COM).

(17) Madam President,

speak at that
to say that I wanted to
but was not called
give a -writcen explanation of vote. I did in fact hand in
the explanation of vote, but in the rush at the end of
the sitting I was unable to inform you. I wanted to ask
whether this can be included in the minutes.

point

I

also

wish to draw attention to the fact that this morning we
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Over and above the immediate airn of spreadiag anxiety and fear, seeking to indmidarc some, incite others
to suspicion and prejudicc, and sometimes to provoke
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still others into over-reraliarion, the real objective is to
sabotage social sabiliry, democracy, frcedom
the
very foundations of our societies and our values. -

Topical and urge* dtbate

Ve

have rc accept that the resistance our countries are
showing to [hese factions by our very union gives thern
sufficient grounds for seeking to dcsroy us.

Teroism
Prcsident.

-

-

-

The nexr ircm is the joint debarc on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-l3l/85) by
Mrs Veil and others, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on measures rc combat terronsm;
the motion for a resoludon (Doc. B 2-la6/85)by
Mrs Fontaine and otherc, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on the atack in
Paris on 29 March 1985;

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-155/85) by
Mr Piquet and others, on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, on racism;

-

the morion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-156/85) by
Mr Cervetd and others on rhe murder of Professor Ezio Tarantelli and the resurtence of terrorism in Europe;

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-16l/85) by
Mr [r Pen and orhers, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right, on terrorism.

Mre Vcil (L).

(FR)

Madam President, ladies and
- again we
gentlemen, once
find ourselves voicing our
feelings about the plague which violence and rcrrorism
have come ro mean to all of our countries.

During our last session we already had rc make very
serious and urgcnt represenrations ro rhe Council and
our governmenrs about the gravity of the situarion;
since then we have seen renewed manifesutions of terrorism and violence which have claimed new victims.
Last week we had scarcely finished drafting our resolution when we found ourselves having to amend it
twice because violence
and I mean violence
had

struck yet again over- the weekend in France

undermined, desabilized and destroyed

it

is terribly rational and organized.

be

!

Ve

have already made several appeals ro our tovernments to react, to make a concerted Community effon
to punish these criminals, using every method of prevention and law enforcemenr ar their disposal. It goes

without saying that we now call once again for collaboration in terms of the police, the law and extradition, but this is no longer enough.

Ve

also have ro ask ourselves who is gaining from

these crimes because, I repeat, the vicrims are all innocent people, but there is no such thing as an innocenr

crime. '!7e must take concened acrion rhrough
diplomatic channels, and not merely through our
security arrantemen$. Ve must find out whose finger
is on the rigger, who is the brain behind all those who
seek to desroy democrary!

!7e all know the answer. Vhat we are facing mday is
a genuine alliance between factions on rhe extreme
right and the exreme left. They have the same inrerests and they are joining forces. They are trained in
the same camps in Beirut and Libya
we have a number of examples of this; they have -the same weapons
and the same sources of finance. It is only if we act
totether, respond by diplomacy, by taking

sancr,ions

against these countries, rhar we can really show our

refusal [o put up wirh rhis rerrorism any longer. Ve
must make it clear thar there have been enough victims, that we have had enough and that we will not sit
back and ler our democracies be destroyed.
(Applause)

Mr Mdlct (PPE).

People some times talk of mindless violence, probably
meaning gratuitous, but whar we have here is far from
Each

time there is a clearly-defined objective and an obvious
it a panicularly vulnerable group or community, an organizarion or a building.

target, be

I

those who wanr to let evil take over the world. This is

why our Community, our democracies, have to

and

Spain.

mindless:

The resolve of the Atlantic Alliance rc srrengthen
democrary through the Community is intolerable to

-

(FR) Madam President, ladies

and gendemen, rcrrorism has struck yet again.

The outrage committed in Paris against the Jewish
film festival ar rhe Rivoli-Beaubourg cinema has
aroused jusdfied anger in France and in Europe. \fle
should however, make no mistake about the nature
and origin of this abominable crime. It appears ro have
been more an anti-Zionisr acr rhan an and-semiric one.

pssangnls recieoed
Membersbip of committees
ral to committee.'see Minurcs.

-

-

Refer-

It was not committed by a French racisr organization.
I cannor emphasize rhis too strongly: it is the work of
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movement. Vhich one?
No-one is quite sure. The name 'Islamic Djihad' covers various terrorist organizations in the Middle Easl
'S7e
are well aware that this region contains three terrorist governments which are seeking to attack the

an international terrorist

'\7est

via Israel.

mounting danger which is threatening their political
stability, their securiry and their independence' Let us
not confuse freedom with laxiry or a commitment to
peace with weakness. 'We must not become 'useful
idiots', as knin ironically called the'bourgeois' democracies. Our very survival is at stake .

All of

(Applause

revolutionary ideology, sometimes mixed with religious fanaticism. It is, in reality, one and the same terrorist tendency which is masquerading under various
titles, belongs neither to the right nor to the left and

(FR) Madam President, I shall
Mr Vurtz (COM).
restrict myself to a -single issue on the agenda of this

these movements have multiple inter-connections. They get their weapons from the same countries,
are trained in the same camps, are driven by the same

deserves universal condemnation.

These days we can really talk in rerms of a multinational terrorist organization, one which is actually in

collusion with multinational criminal organizations.
The outrages committed recently in France, Belgium,
Ponugal, Italy, Spain, as well as the assassinations of
General Audran and the indusralist Mr Zimmermann
in the Federal Republic of Germany, show that this
international terrorism has just entered a new phase. It
is no longer content to intimidate and frighten public
opinion in our democracies which it wants to destabilize. It is resoning to genuine acts of war by mounting
direct atacks on military bases, on American soldiers,
on institutions and on individuals who play an important role in the defence of Europe.
'!7e should be aware of the escalation of this threat
we are to face it resolutely and cohesively.

if

lrom the centre)

debate, and that is racism.

I say this firstly

because nothing is more contrary to
our Communist ideal, more opposed to the civilization
we are fighting for, than this lethal scourge of racism,

anti-semitism and xenophobia.
Secondly, because this malign obscurantism has taken
on an increasingly criminal bent recently, panicularly
in France. In the space of a few days, two immigrant

workers have been assassinated, a young man from
R6union has been burnt to death by three assailanr,
and eighteen people have been injured in an anti-semitic attack on the Jewish film festival in Paris.

This recrudescence of racist hatred is no isolated
phenomenon, but has emerged from a political and
social climate which encourages potential criminals to
think that they now have a chance [o act. They have a
lot to answer for, these people who do not hesitate to
appeal m the most base human instincts in order to

diven others from effective action against the
During earlier debates, Parliament

stressed the need

for an international and primarily European counterartack on international terrorism. Cooperation
between the government departments dealing with
internal affairs, the intelligence services and the police
should be srengthened. Ve also need joint acdon to
combat illegal immigration at European frontiers, even
though we must, of course, maintain the traditional
right of asylum accorded to political refugees who
have fled from totalitarian or dictatorial regimes but
refrain from using violence in our countries for their
own political ends. \7e must facilitate and speed up the
extradition of criminals, whatever their motives may
be. The end does not justify the means; none of our

real

of the evil which are eroding our societies. The

same applies to those who have taken it upon themselves to popularice racist and fascist ideas, or to give

unlimited media coverage to those who propatate
these views, or even to label them defenders of
Europe's moral values.

This obscurantist crusade is a danger to democracy. If
we are to do justice to the 40th anniversary of the victory of the people of Europe over nazism and fascism,
we must also'unite, whatever our differences, in safeguarding and promoting the humanitarian and democratic values of our time.
Communists are ready to play a full pan in this
collective march towards tolerance and freedom. As
Benolt Brecht wrote,'Der Schoss, aus dem das kroch, kt
fruchtbar nocll: 'Still fenile is the womb which bore
that beast of doom'. \flith only a few days to go before
8 May, we would do well bear this in mind.

Ve

countries must let itself be used as a sanctuary.

This is why the dme seems to have come to implement
the idea of a European legal zone which attracted a

wide measure of agreement between our countries
some years ago, and also, as Mrs Veil has just said, to

. make the countries instigating this violence take

causes

heed

of our determination to resist.

Mr Novelli (COM).

In a nutshell, the democracies of Europe have a duty
to defend themselves with the weaPons of the law.
They are particularly vulnerable and therefore a
special nrget. Their commitment to freedom should

(17) Madam President, the
today are all linked by a
resolution we are discussing
single thread: violence, intolerance, mindless killing.
'Ve must condemn it, unequivocally, without hesitation and without any feeble-minded allowances, in

a

acknowledgement of our duty to stand up against this

not condemn them to impotence in the face of
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disroned conception of social and political struggle.
Ve offer our solidariry to the victims and their families.

But if our words are ro mean anything, if we are to
refuse to tolerate terrorism and racism, we must ask
ourselves whether our governments have done all they

should

to

combar them, coordinating acrion and
instruments, to crush terrorism and racism whenever
and wherever they appear and prevent their ortanization and resurgence.

In my opinion, more effective repression, much as it is
needed, is not enough on irs own. Ve are living
through an exceprional period in our history, marked
by serious crises, described by an eminent Christian
academic as anepochal crisis. Even if redistribution is
an issue
and we need only remember thar 200/o of
mankind-is consuming 800/o of the world's resources
the problem is not just one of strucrure, of raw
-materials, of energy
sources, of resources in general.

It is also a problem of superstrucrure, of information,
education, culture, which are problems affecting the
life of every individual, his way of life, behaviour pat-

lern, consumer Pattern.
A great deal has been said, in the pasr new days, about
the economic and employment crises, and here, too,
we have to bear in mind nor jusr what we know as the
'Law of the four Ps': propeny, production, productivitiy, profit. They are, of course, four very imponanr
factors, but there is a fifth'P': in Italian'popolo', in
English 'people', in French 'peuple', in other words
mankind. If human values and hopes and needs can
once again be restored to the cenrre of our raison
d'1tre, our obligations, our political and civil acrions,
we would significantly reduce the margin for manoeuvre of those who turn to violence, those who
would have us believe, and especially the young, that
we can solve some our problems with terrorism and
racism.

incide precisely with rhe announcement of the visit by
the President of the Unircd States. It is hardly surprising, then, to see the ideological allies of rerrorism,
who at tarious times have acted as agents for Sovier

policy in Europe, agitating quite openly and in rhis
very Parliament againsr rhe visit of President Ronald
Reagan.

\flhat we in rhe Group of rhe European Right are
demanding is for a free Europe, allied rc the United
States of America and to all counrries of the free world
to give irelf the means ro counrer this terrorism.

\7e advocate a truly European cooperarion

against

terrorism and we call on the French government to
radfy at the earliest possible opportuniry the European
convention on rhe suppression of terrorism signed at
the Council of Europe in 1977.
As soon as anorher of these ghastly ourrages has aken
place, the political spokesmen of the 'gang of four' in

France or the 'Fonitocracy' in Italy cry our for a
European anti-rerrorisr policy, and yet, since 1977,
neither the Barre governmen[ nor those of Mr Mauroy
or Mr Fabius has been prepared to place this European
accord against terrorism before our narional parliament.

Vhy nor? Because, without doubt, some people are
working hand in glove with the agents of European
terrorism.

I should like to take as an example the case of the
leader of the terrorist group 'Action directe': JeanMarc Rouillan. I have here a police incidenr sheet
dated 5 December 1981 which is very revealing. It is a
repon by Consable Cipolin Touliant to the 'Goutre
d'or' police sution in the 18th Arrondissement in
Paris. \7hat does it tell us, this innocent-sounding
repon which was drawn up following the occupation
by 20 or so squarrers of an uninhabited building at 3
Villa Poissonnidre?

This common cause can and must involve all the forces
of democracy: its common denominator can and must
be a faith in progress for the benefit of mankind: it can

and must wipe out racism and terrorism because
racism and rcrrorism do not belong in a civilized

All it is is a three-line

sratemenr from Mr Jean-Marc
Rouillan. I quote: '!7e are a group of 20 squatrers who
have been occupying the building for fours days. Mr
Jospin, the MP, knows all about it'. End of quote.

world.

Mr Collinot

(DR).-

(FR) Madam President, ladies

and genrlemen, rcrrorism is on the increase in Europe.
The various networks which seemed until recenrly ro

have been acting in isolation have joined forces to
make their campaign against the'l7estern military defence system a more effective one.

As everyone knows, the aim of these murderous
attacks is to hir at various NATO installadons and
destabilize the STestern democracies but also, in their
present phase, to exen pressure on US policy to co-

Revealing, isn'r ir, when you know that Mr Jospin, the
representarive in the French parliament of the lSth

Arrondissement

in

Paris and such an unobrusive

member of this Parliamenr, is also the first secretary of

the French Socialist Parry and thar he could not,
course, have been ignorant on 5 December

of

l98l of the

identity of Jean-Marc Rouillan, who had just been
pardoned, it is true, but who had committed an
impressive number of misdeeds, ourrates and hold-ups
during the previous presidenry.

I maintain that it is up to the politicians first and
foremosr to show their willingness to fight rerrorism

Yes,

.
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and not to work hand in glove with it, whether intellectually or otherwise !
Following the assassinations of the director of an Athens right-wing newspaper, Mr Nicolas Monferatos,
and of General Audran, 'Euro-terrorism' has just
struck in Madrid, where a bomb placed in a bar frequented by American soldiers killed eighteen people.
Last weekend in Paris, it was again Jean-Marc Rouillan's 'Action directe' which claimed responsibility for
three new attack, one against an Israeli bank and
another against the weekly newspaPer 'Minute'. In all
three cases traces were found of this organization,
which had already committed serious crimes in September 1982 against rhe Israeli consulate, injuring several pupils of the Lyc6e Carnot, and against 'Minute';
the leaflem found at the scenes of these atrocities
called for the dissoludon of the Front National.

I note that the Socialist and Communist members,
who are so quick to denounce their political opponents in general and those of the Front National in
particular, sit there in silence when confronted with
such outrages.

It for all of these reasons that we are now presenting
our own text, which is the only one suggesting actual
measures for combating terrorism. Ve cannot give our
approval to the compromise solution about which, as
usual, we have not bee n consulted and which,
is

curiously, links the Communist Pany, the instigator of
terrorism, with the Socialist Pany: the pany which
only yesterday received three members of the PLO
Shawki Armahi, Abraham Souss, El Assad and Abdala
on the premises of this Parliament.
Frangi

-

Let me remind you at this point that the Group of the
European Right and its President, Jean-Marie Le Pen,
have ceaselessly condemned all forms of Palestinian
terrorism, the PLO and the PFLP alike. On behalf of
the Group of the European Right I call upon Parliament to vote in favour of our well-intentionad ProPo-

far as acts of racial terrorism. This House must exPress
its concern at the spread of terrorism in Europe. !7e
must speak out against these attacks on institutions,
these demonstrations whose aim is to remind us of the
tragic dangers and consequences of a gain in racial
rension and hared such as history has already shown
us. However, whilst we express our horror at any act
of terrorism, no matter what its political motivation,
we must also express'our sadsfaction at the levelheaded reaction to racism perceptible here and there
amongst the people.

This House can and must contribute to defusing the
political situation and improving relations beween different ethnic, racial and religious grouPs. That is why I
call on the House to support the compromise amendment, and to reject the motion for a resolution mbled

by the xenophobic extremist European Right group:
our Commission of Enquiry into the rise of racism and
fascism in Europe has an essential role to play in the
fight to prevent the spread of fascist, racist and xenophobic thought. I also call on Parliament to suPPon
the SOS Racism movement in its work.

This House, ladies and gentlemen, should be paying
its triburc to European democracy by condemning ter1e1i5111
terrorism which stems not, as I have heard

- as is stated in the European Right's motion
said, and
for resolution, from marxism, but from xenophobic,
racialist fascism. History goes on showing us this
undeniablefact...
(Intenuptionfrom the Group of the European Right)

House
President.
- Ladies and gendemen, in this
everyone has the right to speak. No one prevenr
anyone from speaking! So
Saby speakl

ask you to let

Mr

(Applause)

(FR) ...I should like rc say,very
Saby (S).
calmly that in the democracies which we have built in
Europe it is not the one who shouts the loudest or hits
the hardest who is right: it is the one who gets through
to people's minds and heans.

Mr

sal.

Mr Saby (S).- (ltrR) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is not by irresponsibly condemning, nor
by shifting the onus of proof, that we shall convince
people of the righr and wrongs of this matter.

Mr Casini (PPE).
The Socialist Broup put its signature to the comPromise amendment on the fight against terrorism, and we
shall therefore be voting for it. Ve are greatly concerned by terrorism in general, but what we must condemn most strongly now is the racialist terrorist acts of

the last few days.

(17) Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, the European People's Pany will vorc
joint
amendment, comprising the motions for
for the
resolutions tabled by the Liberal and Democratic
Group, the European People's Pany and the Communist and Allies Group.
stress the signifance of a joint, or virtually joint
motion for a resolution on terrorism. Ve in Italy have
a long experience of terrorism. As a Magistrate (I was
a public prosecutor for l3 years), I know something of
these matters and am persuaded that a decisive campaign to combat terrorism can be achieved only when

I must

for

spreading xenophobia have a
heavy burden of responsibiliry. \7hen foreigners have
become the scapegoats for every evil, the causes of
Europe's present economic distress, it can hardly come
as a surprise if some individuals take their obsession as

Those responsible

I would

'
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the polidcal powers have finally realized that terrorism
cannor be treated as a political issue, thar it cannot be
overcome by hurling accusarions backwards and for-

wards,-atrributing this incident to the Right, that to
the Left, bur rhat we must srand togethei to fight it.

That would demonstrate real progress. \fle should
remember this when we vorc and I hope we can minimize our differences

as

them.

Ve

must also eradicate the sanctuaries to *,hich

terrorists retire like wasps
flourishes on publicity.

ro rheir

nest. Terrorism

Ve

must deny them the publiciry on which they rhrive but, above all, we must realize thar we aro fighting a modern war against an invisible enemy using modern technology. \7e must do the
same.

far as possible.
(Apphuse)

Terrorism thrives, in fact, on a kind of negative ideal,
grown in a kind of 'culrure medium', which is public
opinion, and the political powers can have t.emendous
influence, either stirring it up or repressing it. Voids
are not enough to condemn terrorism. More is needed
and once again, calling on my experience as a magistrate, I musr say thar I agree with Mr Novelli thar the
various facts listed in Amendment I are linked by the
thread of violence, rhough the origins of this vioience
are very different.

The problem, and again I am calling on my own pasr
experience, is that in a complex society like ours we
have to realize that organized and violent crime,
extremely mobile on an international level, educated
'and intelligenr, is a reflecrion of our changing society.

A complex society offers many benefir, bur, throughour the history of mankind, dominated by ambiguity,

it

has also had its darker sides. Organized violence-is
one of these negative aspects inherent in the very progress of man and it requires an integrated and unired
rePonse.

This is why I think it extremely imponant that Point 3
of the resolution is nor restricted to words of condemnarion but also calls for joint European acrion, involving not only coordination of policy, but also coordination of procedures. The fact that each country has its
own procedures can only create problems.

I

would like to rcll you one thing which sruck

purely racially motivated acts should be a danger sign
to all democrats and to all civilized people. thi Greik
Communist Pany of the Interior considers that it must
be brought home to as many people as possible rhat
these unparalleled crimes are directly connected with
fascisr and racist propaganda. Thus it is not ar all by
chance that there is an increase in murderous attacki
in France,- panicularly against foreigners, in the very
country where there is at the same dme an increase in
the activiry of an exreme right-wing racist and fascist
parry, the National Front. A pany which is unfonunately represented
if only by a small number of
members
in this- House and which is perhaps not
- wirh the ridiculous racist propaganda
unconnecrcd
leaflets which have been placed in Membirs'-pig.onholes. Ve must cenainly combat nuclear teiro.is-,
wherever ir comes from, since it helps ro promore

pro-war propaganda, undermines democracy, and
hampers iny ittempt at genuine panicipadon by
workers in decision-making bodies, and we musr nor
forget that racism and fascist propaganda are the real
instigators of terrorism and assassination. Ir is obvious
that broad joint action by peoples and governments is
required, and Parliamenr musr play a decisive pan in
rt.

Mr Malaud (RDE).
me

when I was Iistening to the orher speakers: yesrcrday,
we ulked of rhe unity of Europe with a note of hope
in the wake of recenr evenrs: if terrorism and violente
are often the fruit of a complex society and negarive
ideals, I believe that rhe ideal of European unity is a
posirive ideal, and rhar it, too, could help to sramp out
terrorism.

Mr

Seligman (ED).
Madam President, Vestern
- an invisible
nations are ar war with
and cowardly
enemy which uses mindless violence to achieve polidcal aims. International conventions are nol enough.
Ve have ro esmblish a central Community aurhoritylo
harmonize anti-terrorisr law, to enforce extradiiion
and, above all, to speed up political authorization for
the police ro acr inrernationally and to coordinate
transfrontier anti-terrorisr campaigns.

!/e

Mr Filinis (COM).
(GR) Mr President, the murders condemned in- this House and other violcnt,

know where all the terrorist training camps are in

Africa and in the Middle Easr. Ve musr iradicate

a.nd gentlemen,

(FR) Madam President,ladies

- am panicularly concerned by
myself
rcrrorism since my own offices were

I

the problem of
recently bombed.

A fairly

powerful explosion too,

since ir devastated not only my ocrn offices but rhose
of a n_umber of my neighbours. The damage was restricted to propefty, I am glad ro say, since iitook place

at

10

p.m., that is, when the children who habitually

play i1 and around rhe building were away and when I

of
lnyself was away, attending a meeting in suppon
-governSenator Ukewe, President of the teriitorial
ment of New Caledonia. I am not saying that ihe rwo
even6 were in any way connected.
The event would have been far less serious had Action
Directe, which claimed responsibility for bombing my
offices, not assassinated General Audran a few tays
earlier. This organiz-ation's leaders were freed during

the amnesry which followed t0 May
and I made rhe fact plain to the press.
'$7hat

l98l in

was srrangesr of all was that as soon as

that comment everybody

-

Francel

I

made

political, police and legal
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chorused that it could not possibly have
it was not their kind of bomb; it
was not their way of claiming responsibility and there-

authorities

-

been Action Directe:

fore, in the words of one public prosecutor, ir could
only have been the work of the extreme right wing.
You can imagine my wry smile at rhat.

Governments and security forces lack the will rc
enforce security. Ve have had Mr Seligman's call to
deny sanctuary to terrorists. Ve have safe houses in
London being used by fascist terrorists. The Home
Secretary refuses to do anything about it. I hope Mr
Seligman will put pressure on his own government to
take action.

All of which is to say that those responsible for

the
campaign against terrorism cannot be nken seriously.
At present, the first point made in any starement in
France concerning an attack of this nature is that it is
the work of the extreme right
panicularly in the
case of anti-semitic attacks such as those we have been
told about, whcreas it has in fact been demonstrated,

panicularly by the claimint of responsibiliry for these
ac$, that more often than not they are the work of the
Islamic Jihad movement . .

.

Moreover, if there are any extreme right-wing attacks

yell, quite clearly the terrorits' inspiration and
training originate with Ghadaffi or in Palestine;
indeed, it is well-known that there is a Bulgarian con-

The Notting Hill Carnival would have been bombed
by Nazis in Britain in 1981 if it had not been for the
activity of anti-racist groups in Britain rather than the
activities of the security forces or the government.

Ve

must condemn hate and violence in Europe. There

is hyprocrisy on the part of the European right.

Hitler

condemned strett violence consistently throughout the
1930s. \7ell, in the 1930s his storm troopers were
wneaking violence on the Jews, the gypsies, the homosexuals, and everyone else . . .

as

(Tlte President urged tbe speaker to conclade)

nection . . .

. . . we have yet even to hear Mr Le Pen condemn
members of his pany, including those on his European

Presidcnt.
Mr Malaud, I am afraid you have well
- speakint time,
exceeded your
and I must now stop

charges. '$7e are still waiting

you'

list who have been arrested for bombing and terrorist
for Mr Almirante to condemn members of his group. Members of his pany,
accused of rcrrorist charges. Ve have . . .

Mr H1rlin (ARC).

(n Mr Ford, you, too, have exceeded
Presidcnt.
your time: -I am afraid I must stop you.

CDU and represenative of the Federal Republic of
Germany in the TREVI Group, on the subject you are

Mr Ripa di Meanq Member of the Commission.
(17) May I begin by declaring publicly and solemnly

(DE) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, may-I briefly relate to you the opinion
of the Head of the Hamburg Office for the Protection
of the Constitution, Mr Lochte, a member of the

to TREVI was as follows: 'Do you not think that

the Commission's condemnation and abhorrence of
the resurgence of terrorist and racist attacks both

Vest German anti-rcrrorist expens, who meet so frequendy, might be tempted to invent a Vest European
rcrrorist movement?' His answer was: 'No, that would

The Commission joins the European Parliament in

dealing with rcday. The quesdon put m him in relation

be grotesque, there is absolutely no danger of this; on
rhe contrary, the expers all say that it is out of the
question. Politicians are more likely to assen that it all
comes from outside, and in so saying they often fall
victim to their own propaganda'.

Mr Ford (S). Madam President, it is clear we need
maximum consensus
on this issue and I welcome the
joint resolution by the major groups in this Parliament.
Clearly there are connecdons between internationaf
terrorist groups on the left and on the right across
Europe. The streets of London and of other cities in
Europe have seen the acdvities and have become battlegrounds for Colonel Gaddafi's terrorists and other
terrorist troups. Ve have had examples of fascist terrorism on a number of occasions. The GLC's ethnic
minorities unit was fire-bombed recently by fascist
if it had not been for the intervention of
Providence there would have been a number of deaths

groups and

and it would now be on our agenda.

inside and outside the European Community.

expressinB its sympathy and solidarity wish the families

of the victims.

I must suess that I believe it was quite right
to discuss racism and terrorism in the same debate, not
simply because the two have reemerged at the same
time, and with a vengeance, and in the past few weeks
have become intermingled
as in the attack against
Secondly,

the Jewish Cinema Festival

in

Paris
but also
because, objectively, these phenomena must be based
on [he same feelings of hatred and denial of the values

-

on which our social order in Europe, our democratic
system and the freedom of our countries to maintain
their own security, are founded.
Racism is the denial of the principle of equality, which
is a cornerctone of democratic order.

Terrorism is the rejection of law and order which are
also fundamental to any social and political organization. Simone Veil was quite right when she said that
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this terrorism is purposeful, coordinated and brings
into Europe its own campaign of terror.

-

European Democratic Group, on a fixed link
across the Channel between Grear Britain and

The Commission will therefore conrinue to do all that
it has to, working as before with Parliament, panicipating in the work of rhe Commicee of Inquiry into
Racism and Fascism, doing all that is in its power.

It will insist on applying the force of Iaw and order to
combat racism and rcrrorism and, above all, on the

France;

-

fundamental right to life and to our communities' cultural and ethnic identities.

It will

look very carefully into the proposal for

However, any such campaign would have a much
broader and warmer receprion if it were preceded by
effons to shed light on the deep cultural and therefore
civil significance
Mr Casini said
- as
- of inunion
between the peoples,
summed up so succinctly
the
word 'Community'.
Madam President, in conclusion, I can inform Parliament that at the ministerial meeting on political cooperarion of 12 February rhis year, it was decided that
there would be an informal meeting under the TREVI
agreement, of the Ministers for Inrcrnal Affairs and
Justice of the Ten, rcgether with the Ministers of
Spain and Ponugal, in May.
invited, the Commission will not fail to do its duty

there as well.

(FR)
Mr d'Ormesson (DR).
a point of order,
- let MrOnFord
Madam President, I cannot
get away with
his irresponsible remarks about Mr Almirante.

Like our troup, Mr Almirante condemns all forms of
terrorism. And I would remind you that all acts of rcrrorism are masterminded by the same man, Boris
Pomonarev, the Politburo member in charge of external relations.
(Applause

from the ight)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted compromise Amendment No I to
replace motions for resolutions Docs B 2-131/8t, B
2-146/8t and B 2-1 56/85, and rejected the motion for a
resolution Doc. B 2-151/85)t'2
Fixed link
President.

-

across

the Channel

The nexr irem is the joint debate on:

No I sbled by Mrs Veil and Mr De Vries on
' Ar.rd..rt
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mrs Fon-

2

taine on behalf of the Gr-oup of the European People's
Pany, Mr Prag on behalf of the European Demociatic
Group, Mr Hensch on behalf of the Soiialist Group, Mr
de Ia Maldne on behalf of the Group of rhe Democratic
Alliance, and Mr Cervetri.
The motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-155/85) by Mr
Piquer and others was withdrawn.

the modon for a resolution (Doc. B 2-1a3/85) by
Mr Habsburg and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany, on a fixed link
across the Channel between Great Britain and
France.

a

large-scale publicity campaign against racism and xenophobia and will inform Parliament of its decision in
due course.

If

the motion for a resoludon (Doc. B 2-133/85) by
Mr Newton Dunn and Mr Prag, on behalf of the

Mr

Newton Dqotr (ED).
Madam President, an
idea which has been continually deliberated for nearly
200 years is surely now overdue, and rherefore urgent.
That idea is the creation of a fixed link across rhe
Channel berc/een Britain and France.

-

It was first proposed by Napoleon, it is said, nearly
200 years ago. Indeed a unnel was staned in the
1870s and another tunnel was staned in the 1970s.
That latter tunnel was stopped by the very lasr British
Labour Government.

Vith

the binh and the continuing growth of a Euro-

pean Community, the crearion of a fixed link is surely
now both appropriate and urgent. There are overwhelming advantages in favour of the idea. For the
public, our public, for the consumers, there will be an
increased choice in their method of ravel and rhere
should be lower expenses for crossing the Channel.

Madam President, you may not know rhis, hut rhere is
enormous room for compedtion. The sea crossing
between France and Great Brirain is, I am advised, the
most expensive sea crossing in the world. But sea ferries need not fear thar they will go out of business,
Traffic forecasts sugge$ that there will be a Ereart
increase in the demand for movement both ways
across the Channel in the next 20 years. There is room
for more opponunies for crossing: room for compedtion, room for lower fares.

Another overvhelming advanuge is the crearion of
new jobs in the attack on unemployment In the
shon-term the construcrion of such a fixed link will

create many new jobs panicularly, in the more
deprived regions of Britain and France. My colleague
Sheila Faith will be mlking about rhis in.a moment. In
the longer term many new jobs will be creared as well

through easier, cheaper, and therefore increased trade.
Surely, Madam President, a cause dear to all our
heans, rhe cementing of European unity, will also be
assisted by the creation of a fixed link.
British people on our island greatly envy rhe freedom
of conrinentals to cross frontiers in their motor cars,
sometimes on a day rip. That is, ar the momenri nor
allowed to us. If we can have a fixed link we wjll be
able to understand our conrinental partners more easily. I hope rhat will contribure towards rhe cemertting
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of Britain firmly to Europe. Surely, Madam President,

to succeed and it is the European Parliament's duty to

a project which has been put off frequently for nearly
200 years because of murual fear of each other and the
fear of wars will help ro eliminate those fears and
create our unity together.

welcome it.

Madam President,

I staned by mentioning

long-term

urgency. There is an immediate urgency as well, which
is this: On 3 April the two governmenm concerned, the
British and the French, invited consortia to put in their
bids for the construction of a link. These bids must be
in by 3l October and the governmenm tell us they
hope rc take a decision within three months after rhat.
So the matter is now very topical and very urgenr.

I

think that we should congratulate the two governmen6 on their insisrence rhar only private capital be
used for the construction of this link which will leave
Bxpayers' money free for many other deserving areas
of interest; though we should remind rhe governments
that EEC finance is available for preparatory studies
and for the improvement in road and rail infrastructure at each end of the link once ir has been constructed.

Madam President, a message should go out from Parliament today to the national tovernments and rc the
Commission. \7e believe the link should be constructed as soon as possible and we shall be watching
with great interest in this Parliament. To the British
and French Governmenr we say: 'Ve are watching
you, rhe British and French people are watching you,
the people of Europe are watching you. This is the
moment. Do not fail us'.
(Applause)

(DE) I should
Mrc Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).
- speak before
like to starc that I expressly asked to
we

I find it is a really shameful
reflection on all of us
since we are always talking
about our ancient and-cultivated Europe
that we
- thar
are holding an urgent debare on a subject
has
been around for hundreds of years . . .

The Unircd Kingdom is and will always

remain,

thankfully, an island. It would take more than a tunnel
or a bridge to take away the originality and insularity
to which it owes its prestigious history. But we can
consider ourselves fonunate that today our British
partners are prepared to accept this physical link with
the continent, because it is a reflection of the uniry and
reality of Europe.
therefore warmly support this project and I am
very happy that our group chose me, a Frenchwoman,
to present a motion for a resolution rc this effect. But
setting the symbolic and political value of this project
aside for a moment, we have a duty to ensure that the
conditions are right for ir economic, social and cultural success.

Ve

The tunnel or bridge which will cross the Channel will
increase trade and reduce industrial costs. It will provide an incentive for economic development and the
growth of tourism between our na[ions. Bur it is
imponant that the two Bovernments are aware of the
possible negative side-effects of this link. Its crearion
could well mean a shift of trade and industry from certain regions to others and could jeopardize a number

of pons. Road and rail infrastructures and handling
facilities will be needed ro ensure a proper balance
between all the regions concerned.

I

hope that the Communiry will bear these needs in
mind, to ensure not only the technical success of the
permanent cross-Channel link but a broader success in
terms of employment, the economy and the cultural
wealth of European trade.
(Apphuse)

began the debate because

IN THE CHAIR: MRS PERY
Vce-President

President.
I would remind the honourable
- was decided by this House. Member
that the agenda

Mrs Fontaine (PPE).
as

(FR) Ladies and gentlemen,

Mr Newton Dunn pointed
ont just now, European

public opinion has looked forward to rhe prospect of a
tunnel or permanent link across the Channel between
the Unircd Kingdom and the conrinenr for nearly two

Mr Newman (S).- Madam President, I believe that
some of our colleagues are terring carried away with
their grand European designs. A Channel tunnel or
other fixed link across the Channel would require
massive investmenr

hurnan, financial and material,
and in my view this -invesrmenr would be for doubtful
and limited immediate benefirs.

centunes.

I must point out, are not nationalist
or anti-European. I am not in principle forever against
a fixed link across the Channel. Indeed, a socialist
Europe
one that was prosperous with an expanding
- abolishing
economy
unemployment and poveny
would no doubt, ar some stage in the furure, construct
My reservations,

After shon-lived projects and interrupted works, the
decision taken on 3 April this year by che British and
French Governments to invite tenders for surface,
undergound or mixed projects is an importanr srep
forward.

It marks a political willingness on both

sides
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a Channel tunnel or other link, concentrating on the
most appropriate form of transpon, which would be a
rail link. However, the compromise amendment sates
that the fixed link would lead in the near future to the
creation of jobs in peripheral areas and suggests that
Common Market finance could contribute to this venture. I oppose this nonsense and hence also the
amendment itself. The jobs created for contractors in
areas of
the so-called peripheral areas of Britain
- area, the
massive unemployment such as my ow'n
Nonh-!7est of England, also Scotland, Vales, the
Nonh, Midlands and South-!7est England, would be
minimal. The British investment would be concentrated in the South-East of England and other areas
adjacent to the likely English end of the fixed link.

is evidenced by the flight of capital from Europe to the
United States, thereby inflating the value of the dollai,
with all the serious consequences that has produced in

Massive investment is needed now as an alternative in
rhe peripheral areas, in the regions of high unemploy-

Our second largest industry, tourism, would also be
helped. I believe that tourists from the Continent if
they could bring their motorcycles, motor-cars and
caravans to my beautiful country, would come in
increasing numbers. Of course, tourist traffic would

A Channel tunnel or other fixed link is not a
priority. Investment by the British Government is
needed now in the existing rail network in Britain.
Building workers need to be nken from the dole
queue and given jobs, not constructing a dubious
ment.

Channel link but building much-needed houses for the
many homeless, Community and social welfare facili-

ties, hospitals and the like. EEC funds should assist
this work and not that of building a Channel tunnel.
The millions of unemployed working-class people and
their families in Britain
11d, I might say, in France
also
cannot afford to- motor down to the Channel
for a- continental holiday or for a holiday in Britain.
They cannot take advanage of such a link because of
the poveny and unemployment. The investment that is
wanted for a Channel tunnel should be put instead
into the creation of real jobs and real resources that
will benefit the mass of the people of Vestern Europe.

Mr P. Beazley (ED).
On a point of order, Madam
- stated that Mr Newman was
President. I rhink you
speaking for the Socialist Group. Is that correct? Is
that the view of the Socialist Group of Europe? Or
was ir the view of the British Labour Pany? If it is the
British Labour Party, would you kindly correct your
statement?

President.

recent years.

No country in Europe suffers more from the cost of its
products than Ireland. This is due not only to our
remoreness, but also to the fact that we expon a much
higher proponion of our products than any other

country in the Community. Also, our products

to be of high volmainly the agricultural ones
- tend the
ume and low value. Consequently,
cost of transpon is a very severe burden for us. A fixed link would
faciliate the transpon of these produca and thereby
reduce the cost.

increase in both directions, but I believe we would be
net beneficiaries from this increased tourist traffic.

It would

be a mistake to believe, as the last speaker
said, that only those in the building and other indus-

I have mentioned would benefit from the construcdon of this link. Many other industries, in addition to the steel and concrete industries, would benefit
for example, electronics and the building of railway
-carriages
and railw;ry lines. All of these would benefit.
tries

Ve

should also not underestimate the impact such a
spectacular projcct would have on the confidence of
workers, manatement and investors. The repercus-

of this increased confidence would go far
beyond direct and indirect sums spent on the link
sions
itself.

For these, and for other reasons,
urge the construction of this link

I

would strongly
a link which, in
- most significant
my view, would become one of the
infrastructural links in the enrire Community.
(Apphuse)

-

That is not a point of order.

Mr Raftery (PPE).
Madam President, I am pleased
to support the construction
of a fixed link between
Britian and mainland Europe, for I believe it to be
imponant both economically and prychologically
economically, because it will facilitate the movement
of goods and people and psychologically because it

help people, panicularly in Britain, who see
Europe as something remote and damaging, to feel

Mr Cot

(FR) On a point of
(S).
Madam
- like to point out thatorder,
I should
Mr Newman
did not speak on behalf of the Socialist Group bur presented the minoriry viev of the British Labour Members. Our troup supports the joint amendment and is
in favour of a Channel tunnel.
President,

(Apphase)

will

more European. The construcdon of such a high-profile and imaginadve project will not only do much for
the steel, cement and many other industries, but it will
also, I believe, help to revive economic confidence,
something which is sadly lacking in Europe today, as

President.

-

I note your remarks, Mr Cot.

Mrc Feith (ED).

Madam President, this highly

- vill reduce industry's cosrs, bur
desirable Channel link
I also want to see people bcing able to travel more eas-
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ily between our countries. This will increase undersnnding and will do more for developing the unity
and union of Europe than anything else. By building
this link we shall not be draining life from the Nonh
bur allowing this region to come closer and to panicipate more fully in the European prosperity that we all

Apan from the pracrical advantages of a throughroute for travellers and goods, there can be no doubt
that it would also serve to cement and tighten the
bonds between the citizens of the continent and those
and this is very imponant
of the British Isles and
to strengthen European- unity.

desire.

Vhat is most imponant, there will be new employment opportunities in the steel and in the shipbuilding
industries in the Nonh of England. For example, British Steel have two plants at 'l7orkington, an area of
high unemployment in my constituency. One of these
plants manufactures railway lines, and whilst I hope
that a scheme will be chosen which will also permit
people to drive from Britain to France, the Channel
link will at least be panly rail-based, so there will be
great opportunities there for new business.

The other plant concenrarcs on heavy engineering
and is looking forward to assisting in building the
structural fabrication of the new link. One thousand
five hundred people are now employed by Bridsh Steel
in Vorkington, and they look forward to and welcome with open arms these new opponunities. The
European Parliament must urge the French and British
Governments to proceed as soon as possible with this
project, which will bring inspiration and hope, strengthen rhe European ideal, and bring so many real benefits.

It

is because Europe feels, and is, more secure than at
any dme in its history that we are now able to think of

proceeding with this most exciting project.

(/,7) Madam President,
Mrs Squarcidupi (COM).
- that the environmental
I would just like to point out
impact of such a massive undenaking as a tunnel
beneath the Channel should be investigated. !7e
should ensure that an operation on this scale will not
have grave consequences for the environment, and
positive results only for man.

Thome-Paten6tre

(RDE).

(FR) Madam

President, ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of the
Group of the European Democratic Alliance, I would
like to tell you briefly why we are in favour of this
motion for a resolution on a fixed link between the
United Kingdom and France and, of course, the continent as a whole..

kaving aside the technical aspect of this work, may I
begin by reminding you that a permanent link is one
of the better known of what could amount to a whole
protramme of major European projects, which could
make a valuable contribution to reducing unemployment.

(NL) Ladies and
Mr Vandemcukbroucke (ARC).
gentlemen, I have mixed feelings- about the Channel
runnel. Firstly, I cannot see why the matter should be
so pressing. People have been drawing up projects for
years now, and Parliament has already twice
adoprcd a report on the Channel tunnel, in which support was even requested from the Social and Regional
Fund.

90

I realize that the building of such a tunnel would boost
employment in the steel industry in both Britain and
France. At the same time, however, we should also
remember that from the Hook of Holland to Brittany
there are, an enormous number of ferry services and
rapid sea and air links.
Secondly, I would point out that if aid is requesrcd
from the Social Fund for the creation of jobs, we shall
have to consider the social consequences of the loss of
jobs elsewhere. The existing links provide tens of

thousands of jobs, and it would be ironic if aid from
the Social Fund were used for the large-scale destruc-

tion of job opponunities.

Mr

(Applause)

Mrs

The Group of the European Democratic Alliance will
therefore vote for this motion for a resolution.

Clinton Dais, Member of the Commission.

Madam President, this debate has been a shon but
interesting one in which a variety of contradicory
views have been expressed, and I will come to some of
those points towards the end of my observations.
Ler me start by saying that the Commission has been
notified of the conditions under which the two govand French
are prepared to
ernmenr
- British
- of a link. The
for the construction
consider offers
document setting out the conditions under which
offers can be considered makes it quite clear that no
support from the public sector can be expected, save as
concerns the signature of the Treaty establishing the
project and in respect of the statutory procedures with
regard to planning and other requirements. The stipularion that the project will neither be supponed nor
guaranteed by the governments would appear to rule
out the possibility that an application for a loan from
the European Investment Bank would be possible. This
conclusion would also, in all probability, apply to the
new Community instrument.

The only current areas where some form of Community assistance would appear to be feasible would
where the
be, first, in rhe field of raffic forecasting

-
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Commission already has some experience
- and,
secondly, in relation to the research work necessary
[o
develop new techniques of construction for tunnels
and bridges. This clearly would have to be within rhe
framework of a programme rhar would be of general

benefit not only to this project but also m similar
schemes in the Community. This might also be useful
in the conrext of the comperirive position of rhe Community in the world consrrucrion marker.

will,

in fact, be heard by the governments of France
-and Britain.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No
tbe tano motions

After the projecr is under way, rh€re would be a possibility that the Community could assist wirh rhe construction of associated infrastructure. This could come
within the field of action of the Communiry mediumterm plan for transpon infrastructure. The two governments would be required rc notify the project to
the Community, once approved, under the 1978 regulation.

for

is concerned, but ir could clearly make a contribution.
I think to that extent rhe remarks by Mr Newman are
those which I would have some scepricism about.

Prcsident.

-

The nexr irem is the joint debate on:

industrialized countries

Bonn;

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-l5a/85) by
Mr Linkohr and others on the debt burden of the
Latin American countries and the summit of the

-

seven industrialized countries

On the other hand, let me say thar I too am concerned

developmenr.

That is my view and I rherefore believe rhar rhe debare
which has taken place today is useful and I hope that
some of the remarks
and some of the concerns too

-

in

Bonn (May

5);

the motion for a resolurion (Doc. B 2-169/85) by
Mr Bonaccini and others on the Bonn Summit on
4 and 5 May 1985.

about the possibiliry

struggling industrial areas of Britain and of France but
in no way does the development of rhe Channel Tunnel in itself mean rhar rhese areas have to be relegared
to a position of inferiority. There is rurh
repeat
- I of
in the argumenr that by the development
-tunnel there clearly will be a valuable input into rhe
rhe
work that can be undenaken in areas [har are producing steel and other products which are essenrial [o ir.s

I

Group, on the 'lTestern economic summit in

-

All I am saying in rhis regard
and I am rather surprised that Mr Beazley should -become so excited by a
fairly neutral remark
is
that I do not believe
- rhis:
that the argumenrs which
have been adduced are
mutually exclusive. I think thar it is imponant to
ensure [hat there is adequate provision made for the

on rhe Bonn Summit of

morion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-150/85) by
- the
Mr Seeler and others, on behalf of the Socialist

(Cries of 'Hear, bear!')

(Cries of 'Sbame, shame !' by Mr P. Beazley)

to rephce

morion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-135/85) by
- the
Mrs Scrivener, on behalf of the Liberal and

I e8

of an unplanned development
which could lead to a drift of resources from hard-hit
industrial areas in the nonh of Britain and elsewhere
[o an overpopulated and relatively rich south-east.

seehing

Economic sammit

Democratic Group,

I now turn rc rhe specific contributions rhat have been
made by rhe speakers in this debare. I think there is
truth in rhe assenion that has been made by Mr Newton Dunn and Mrs Faith, among orhers, thar there
would be some job-creadon benefit which would
accrue to cenain hard-hit areas in Britain and in
France. I do nor think we can regard this as a panacea
as far as the problem of unemploymenr in rhese areas

I

resolutions)l

Mrs Scrivener (L).

(FR) Madam President, ladies

- weeks dme, the Heads of State
and genrlemenl in two
or Governmenr of the seven mosr highly industrialized
countries in rhe world will meet in Bonn to review the
world economic and political situation and to try to
find a common solurion to rhe grave problems we are
currently facing.

Ve

believe that the polirical and economic climate
today is right for us to be able to reach imponanr decisions ar Bonn to try to srimulare the same economic
recovery in Europe which began in the United States
three years ago and to reduce unemployment. This
would give us the scope for funher measures which
would guaranree grearer rade freedom and grearcr
stability in the inrernational monetary sysrem.

In fact, the conclusions reached by rhe OECD ministerial meeting last week, when the United States finally responded to the European request to call a sum-

I

No I by Mr Prag and Mr Newton Dunn on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and by Mr
IJa.bslurg on behalf of the Group of the European'Peo-

,A,r.ne1-dm-eng

ple's Pany.
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mit meeting to try to restore to the

international
monetary system a smbility it has not known since
1971, have come at a panicularly opportune moment.
The dollar seems to have finally reached its peak, the
United States has for the first time since 1914 become
a debtor state internationally and all the main trade
partners havi a clear interest in a flexible stabilization
of the American dollar. !7'e must therefore grasp this
opponuniry to reach international agreement, possibly
involving a subsmntial reduction in interest rates to sti-

mulare non-inflationary growth. This is the main
objective of the motion for a resolution which I sub-

mitted on behalf

of the

Liberal and Democratic

Group: to demonstrate the suppon of the European
Parliament for a conference to reform the monetary
system. However, Europe must be able to show that it
is ready to shoulder, with Japan, treater monetary responsibilities, to strengthen the European Monetary
System and the role of the ECU and to speak with one

is free of the growing risk of dollar speculation and is

not dependent on the budget and rade deficit of the
USA. Secondly, the ground must be thoroughly prepared for the new round of GATf talks. GATT has
proved its wonh, but is in need of reform. Trade with
the Third !7orld and between the countries of the
Third Vorld also needs regulating, as does world
agricultural trade. Another necessity is the inclusion in
GATI of the groundrules of the ILO. The Commission deserves our support when it insists that, before
talks can be staned with Japan about new GATI
rules, Japan must open up its market more widely to
the Community as well.

\7hat we expect from the Bonn summit is not

an

voice on this issue.

impressive-sounding communiqu6 and not the kind of
decisions uken in Villiamsburg and London, which
have not even now been implemented, but effective
political action. That is our mandate to the heads of
government in Bonn.

I

(Applause)

hope, then, thai the European Parliament can reach
I ask you to suppon the resolution
I am presenting on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

a clear decision and

(Applause)

(DE) Madam President, ladies and
Mr Sceler (S).
- we discuss
gentlemen, when
the forthcoming economic summit this morning, the major issue must be
unemployment in Europe, which is growing ever more
serious. Twelve million unemployed are not just a
numerical problem, but are throwing increasing doubt
on the stability of our democratic form of government.
One of the necessary measures and decisions which we
expect from the economic summit in Bonn, and which
can help to reduce unemployment, is the revitalization
of world trade. For this we need a better and more stable world currency system. The one-sided dominance
of the US dollar is a danger in the long term not only
for Vestern Europe and the Third Vorld, but also for

the USA itself. The outflow of capital to the USA
which has been going on for years has given people
there the impression that their own economy can be
financed by budget and foreign trade deficir alone,
without damage and without tax increases. The consequences of this policy are high interest rates and
increasing impoverishment in the Third \florld. Moreover, our Community's export boom, which was triggered off by the USA, is being paid for with the Euro-

Mr Linkohr

(DE) Madam President, ladies
(S).
- motion for a resolution on Ladn
and gendemen, the
America's indebrcdness is intended to make the world
economic summit and panicularly the European heads
of government wake up to the fact that the debt problem is a political issue and that they cannot just leave it
to the banks to son it out using financial methods.
'!flhen

the Uruguayan Foreign Minister Enrique Iglein Brussels recently he pointed out that the
increase in interest rates alone in the United States
meant that 400/o of Ladn America's debt is now attributable to these increases. Vhat we have here is not a
banking phenomenon, but a political one which must
be thrashed out in Bonn at the world economic sumsias was

mir.

This year alone, Latin America's 37 thousand million
dollar trade surplus had to go towards paying off the
'$7e
interest burden.
are squeezing the life-blood from
the countries of Latin America, which find democrary
such hard going, just when they have a chance to
develop it. It is no use our talking in this Parliament
and in Europe about the democracies of Latin America
and what we inrend to do for them unless we are prepared to rid them of this millstone round their necks,
which is rhreatening to strangle them. It is high time
this fact were understood in Bonnl

pean capital which is being attracted there month after
month by high inrcrest rates. On top of this, the down-

turn in expons rc the Third !7orld is proponionately
at least as treat as the increase in expons rc the USA.

The aim of the Bonn netotiations must therefore be a
long-term strengthening of the European currency
system in order to provide a second currency for
world trade and also as a reserve currency, one which

Mr Bonaccini (COM).

(17) Madam President, this
is not the first time we -have faced the prospect of an
international summit and it is not the first time that we
have faced a series of disappointments. I do not want

to go into that now, but would remind you only of
\Tilliamsburg, although opinion in this House was divided.
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It is significanr,

however, thar we are discussing rhese
resolutions the day after a vote which gave me grear
pleasure, because ir saw this House for once speaking
with a very clear voice on the development of European Union and because it means, as Mr Delors said,
that our Community can go to this meeting not just as
a technical presence but as an insritution capable of
expressing itself with one voice.

I am disappointed rhen that we are discussing four different resolutions, which are, in effect, saying more or
less the same thing with different words. My group
will therefore vote for all four to contribute to rhe
consolidation of our will and of our united voice and
a[ the same time to give the Commission united supPort.

The root of this issue is the concern which was also
apparent in the debate on unemploymenr in the last
few days over the fact that, and Mr Seeler explained
this very clearly a few minutes ago, as long as our
resources continue to be drained by the activiry of rhe
dollar on the international marker, we will never be
able to deal with the problem of unemploymenr.
That this view is now widely held is panly due rc the
fact we were reminded of it yesterday by Mr Craxi,
who also stressed the need for an international monetary conference.

I, like Mrs Scrivener, am pleased with the conclusions
of the OECD Summit, although
and I think my
colleague would agree with me - I believe thar a
- rhat Parliament
good deal still remains unclear and
should insist on being given a definite dare and
agenda. Ir is also vital, that trade as well as monetary
aspects are discussed at the same time. This is'why Mr
Delors wondered whether the European monerary

Monetary System. Europe mus[ artue the idea thar the
monetary sysrem cannot continue as it is, ercrnally salvaging the banking sysrem and rescuing the Third

\7orld debtor counries from their insolvency. The
IMF should

be doing whar it was originally created to
do, and that is ensuring a more ordered development
of the exchange market, with the courage ro make
recommendations to industrialized countries which
would make them better equipped rc coordinate their
budgemry and monetary policies. The results would
undoubtedly be murually profitable not only for the
industrialized countries bur, more imponantly, for the
developing countries as well. It goes withour saying, of
course, that Europe's credibiliry here will depend on
its ability to achieve its own monetary integration.

Ve should also argue in favour of a related issue, the
reform of the \florld Bank. Between the Reagan idea
of reducing its role to thar of a commercial bank

and

refusing it new resources and the more generous idea
of the third-worldists who believe that an abundance
of cheap money will solve the problem of underdevelopment, there is room for a bold and realistic
reform. The era of grandiose projects, huge dams
costing 150 million dollars, is over. The future lies in
projects on a more human scale which can pay their
own way, panicularly in rhe rural or agro-foodstuffs
sector, less spectacular but more effective. The structure of the world bank is cenainly nor suited to this.
\Teighed down by its highly qualified staff of 5 000
officials it needs to be reformed to adapt ro a new siruation.

system and the ECU should continue to be our point

My third point concerns the debts of the Third Vorld.
Here again, Europe must make rhe voice of reason felt
and for once it is not so far removed from the voice of
the heart. To make the reesrablishment of balance
depend on internal adjustment alone is inacceptable,
counter-producrive. Ir could mean an explosion of rhe

of reference.

political situation and increase instability. But by
blithely delaying we are only putring off the problem

\[ell I

can assure him that this is what Parliament
wants and rhat we wanr ro see this position adopted
firmly at the Bonn Summit.

Mr Veber (S), Cbaiman of the Committee on

tbe

Enoironment, Public Heahb and Consumer Protection.
(DE) Madam President, our Commirtee has been
-doing some
intensive work on the issues ro be covered
at the world economic summit, because the environment is to be a major topic for discussion. I draw
attention rc this just to make it clear that this morn-

ing's urgent debate together with this afrernoon's
debate following our usual agenda will constitute the
European Parliament's political brief to this summit
conference.

Mr Herman (PPE).
(FR) Madam President, I
- concerning
want [o make four points
the approaching
Bonn Summit, and the first relates to the International

and allowing inflarion co persist.

Lastly, if rhe nuclear holocausr is the most dire threat
humaniry has ever faced, it is difficult to understand
those who are quite rightly horrified but who also
oppose the possible limitation or reducrion of this
threat. In any case, the Unircd States will not wait for
our approval rc go ahead. Since this is unavoidable, we
can only do whar is best for us, in other words take
advantage of the offer which has been made.
(Applause

from the centre)

Mr Moorhouse (ED).

Madam President, what can

- as solutions to the complex
we realistically propose

problems that the heads of governmenr will be grappling with in Bonn? Vhat we propose ar leasr is a series of simultaneous measures designed to attack different aspecrc of the world economic and monetary system.
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Firstly, the United States Congress must follow the
initiative of the US Administration in bringing down
drastically the American budget deficit. The consequences in reducing interest rates, depressing the dollar, and increasing US expon competitiveness will all
be

widely welcomed.

Secondly, we need

of

to accept the American initiatives

opening international monetary discussions and

staning up a new GATI round as soon as possible
the latter is panicularly imponant.

-

One of the most crucial achievements of the Bonn
Summit would be a clear atreement to begin a new
GATI round at a stated time. That round must
address the key issue of services, agricultural trade and
a srrengthened disputes settlement procedure.

Thirdly, we need direct and clear concessions on the
pan of the major actors on the world trade scene
the Europeans and the United States. This means a
mutual and balanced de-escalation of agricultural
expon subsidies to avoid a dangerous and damaging
trade war in foodstuffs. This will benefit both panies
and act as a major inducement rc the Third Vorld to
accept an opening up of the senrices sector to international free trade. One the pan of Japan, this approach
requires greater openness to foreign impons and an
awareness that sudden export surges on foreign markets can have very disruptive effects.

(NL) Full marks for choice of
venue and timing. The seven most powerful nations of
the !7est are to meet in the Federal German capital in
May when the world commemorates the ending of the
Second Vorld Var and when imponant elections are
looming up in Germany. The venue and timing of the
meeting have implications which smack of propaganda
the message being that the capitalist nations of the
-\7est have been safeguarding world peace since 1945.
Mr Vcrbcek (ARC).

My own view on the matter is that the free market of
rhe most powerful nations keeps the machinery of
world war in constant motion. Since 1945 there have
been 150 wars, and the big nations have been directly
or indirectly involved in them all, whether through
their economic or military interests or through their
trade in arms. The Iran-Iraq war would grind rc a halt

if

Europe stopped supplying them with
weapons. Nicaragua would soon get back on its feet if
its powerful neighbour stopped interfering with it.
Madam President, economic war is sdll war. The dol-

lomorrow

lar, the pound, the mark, the franc, the gilder, the yen
are instruments of
and soon even the ECU
-death, for to capture a market,- they say, is to wage

are realizing. They can see that even though the fas-

cism

of Hitler,

Mussolini, Franco and the Vichy

government is over, the instincts and impulses underlying the fascism of that period have not been eradicated. They are still alive in the powerful nations, respectably institutionalized, protected by their parliaments and made ideologically acceptable. The result is
the destruction of jobs, people, plants and animals,
raw materials, the environment and the world itself.
Madam President, the prevailing free market economy
system is incompatible with freedom and democracy.
\7e shall therefore be supponing the motions for resolutions by Mr Seeler, Mr Linkohr and Mr Bonaccini.

(DE) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to explain why the
motion of the Socialist Group is centred on, and specifically criticizes, the role played by the economic
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeel (S).

policy of the United Starcs.

In the first place, we now know that, although the
USA made verbal concessions at previous summits, its
poliry has in practice, not changed one iota. Secondly,
the European Parliament will have no opportunity on
8 May to rcll President Reagan personally what it
thinks of his economic policy. This is why we want to
make our expectations clear in a European Parliament
position during the run-up to his visit.
Our major point of criticism is the high US budget
deficir, which is esdmated at 235 thousand million dollars for 1985, and the 110 thousand million dollar currenr account balance deficit. Sre are prepared to state

openly what many of you prefer to sweep under the
carpet: the main reason for this is the US weapons
policy, which is on the point of being expanded still
further.

On an economic level this means that the outflow of
our capital and panicularly that of the Third Vorld
countries is giving the USA the means to expand its
weaponry, even though we need these funds to combat unemployment at home and famine in the develop-

ing world. The USA has founded a new form of
colonialism and we Europeans have a duty to speak
out against it.

US protectionism is one of the consequences of the
high dollar exchange rarc; even the US Secretary of
State, Mr Shultz, has admitted this openly. Vhen it
comes to the world economic summit, then, we would
wish the Community and its Member States to press
for rhe following: for a reduction in US interest rates,
since these lead rc world competition in real interest
rates, for the prevention of protectionist measures, for

The large-scale terrorism of governments and military
and economic forces gives rise to the terrorism of freea highly emotional subject and
dom movements
rightly so. This is a fact which more and more people

-

limitations on currency speculation (Mr Seeler has
already mentioned this), and for concened action by
rhe OECD countries to generate new jobs which are
socially and environmentally acceptable.
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'!fle

ask your supporr for our motion. '!(i'e ourselves
intend to lend our supporr ro rhe morions by the Liberal and Democratic Group and the Cotnmunisr and
Allies Group.
(Applause

fton

the

lefi)

Mr

Ulburghs (NI).
(NZ,) Madam President, rhe
- are burdened
Latin American peoples
by the biggest
debts in the rhird world. These debts are due firsr ind
foremost
and here I agree with Mr Herman
ro a

- of economic development based -on the
naive view
large-scale economic model which is found mainly in
the Unircd States and which has brought these countries ro the brink of bankruptry. Secondly, they are
due to the increase in the value of the dollar
although enough has already been said about this which has made the Latin American peoples pay for
the unjusdfiable economic and military policies of the
United Srates and for its huge budgetary dcficit.
Ve

ing our own effecrive internal market we would be setting an example of the beneficial effecr of the removal
of trade barriers.

Vhat we expecr of the Bonn summit are specific plans
for a new round of GATI talks, and these musr
include the opening of our markets to rhe Third
Vorld. Our Group stands for an international social
market economy, for free world trade, bur also for
solidarity with economically weaker panners. Ve also
oppose international economic regimentation, which
can only have an obstructive effect, particularly on the
job market.

After the summit and before the GATT talks, Parliament, [oo, will have to ger to grips with Community
srratety on world trade, which means agricultural
rade, technology transfer, conciliation srucrures and
services. The first statement on this by the Council of
Ministers is panly right but panly vague, and reads
though someone were trying ro pin down a jelly.

therefore call upon rhe seven most industrialized
nations meering in Bonn in May 1985 to consider the
following solutions: firstly, the remission of all or pan
of Latin America's debts; secondly, the promotion in
Latin America of economic production based on rhe
continenr's own needs, and thirdly, the fosrering of a

'S7e

Latin American market which would srengrhen

The Socialist morion

irs

economic and political independence of the United
States and other countries.'Stre could also call for sup-

port for the Contadora initiarive for the benefir of
Nicaragua. Thus, Madam President, Europe musr first
achieve economic and monetary independence itself.

Mr Zahorka (PPE).

(DE)
President, lad- world Madam
ies and gentlemen, the
economic summit is to
take place in Bonn in a few weels at a time of substantial increase in world rade. Despite the upturn in
world trade in 1984, prorecrionism has also been on

the increase, and this applies directly to us as

rhe

major world trading parmer and one whose external
economic policy is not always above reproach.

The Bonn summit will, we hope, give a major boost so
the finding of internarional solutions to problems originating with world trade but having repercussions for
the promotion of Third Vorld developmenr, collaboration on environmental protection, space exploration,
the energy supply and the food supply for the subSahara region. My Group hopes thar the summit will
reach definitive posirions on rhese issues, which has
not been the case at all too many meetings of the
Council of Ministers.
Since the meering of the OECD Ministers there is also
widespread agreemenr that exemplary measures have
to be taken to combat the protectionism which is
growing all over the world. Perhaps 400/o of all world
trade is now carried our according to GATT rules and
the rest has rc pick its way around obstacles. By creat-

as

welcome Mrs Scrivener's morion for a resolution,
which is echoed by our platform.

The motion by the Italian Communists sounds good,
but its regulative intent is a different marrer.

I find disappointing. It is blatandy anti-American and full of cheap polemics. \flithout the security guaranree provided by rhe USA, this
Parliament would be ar besr a kind of local sovier, but
by no means would it be a freely-elected body. This
should be clearly understood.
( Intemtptions

fron

tbe lefi )

There is no US neo-colonialism, and I have nor, incidentally, noticed any commenrs from that side of the
House about Soviet neo-colonialism in Afghanistan. It
is not always the fault of the USA if there is famine in
the world, nor is the CIA responsible for bad weather
in Brussels, but this is what these motions would sometimes lead one to believe.

'!/e

should be generally wary about expecting too
much of rhe world economic summit. Ve do, 1owever, expect to see a shift towards improvements in
world rade in the inrerests of the Third Vorld and
our own- stability, and to show our own open, socially
responsible sysrem to be more attractive than othei,
closed systems which were probably created merely to
fit a panicular label.
(Applausefrom the centre and tbe

igbt)

Mr De

Clctq, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Madam President, wesrern economic summits
have become highly imponanr even6 in the international calendar. As various speakers have already

pointed our, rhey provide an opponunity for coopera-
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tion at the highesr level on all the main

economic
questions. They have also at various times made it possible to add fresh political impecus to the effons of the
national governments to come to terms with the main
problems facing society.

Of course, the same will also be true of the fonhcoming summit in Bonn, to be presided over by Chancellor
Helmut Kohl. The number of motions for resolutions
in panitabled by the various political groups
- andunderline
cenainly
cular the similarities they share
- rightly attaches to
the imponance which Parliament
this event.

The imponant topics to be discussed in Bonn directly
affect each one of us. They include international trade,
in particular the launching of a new round of trade
negotiations. Also under discussion will be the strengthening of the International Monetary System, the
problem of the developing counries' debts, and in
the fight against
panicylar our number one prioriry
action aimed
unemployment on the basis of concened
at revitalizing the economy.

I would like to add a few very brief comments, since
I thank the speakrhe observations made here
- and
have contained a great deal of substers for this
ance.

-

(The speaher continued in French)

Vith your

permission, Madam President,

I shall begin

with international rade. The Commission will be taking an active pan in the preparatory work in connection with GATT before the end of the summer with a
view to achieving a broad consensus on the substance
of and practical arrangements for a new round of multilateral trade negotiations. However, it believes that if
we are to safeguard the multilateral trade system and
which is necessary
create a climate of confidence
- the first requirefor any new, large-scale initiative
ment will be to respect commitments already entered
into.

The Commission will therefore continue to insist first
and foremost on the complete abolition of protectionism and on the Bradual phasing out of existint protectionist measures. The Community has also called for

firm and concened action to improve the functioning

of the international moneary system and to increase
the flow of aid to the developing countries. It has
expressed the hope that results will be achieved in the
monemry and financial spheres at the same time
and I underline this

-

as

in trade.

-

The recent declarations by Mr Backer, the Secretary
of the US ueasury, in my view nov/ open up the possibitity of holding the trade negodations in parallel with
the monetary discussions already-in progress among
the Ten. The guiding principles governing the future
of these talks will of course have to be made clear at
the economic summit in Bonn.

Secondly, Madam President, I should like to refer to
the International Monetary System and to the European Monetary System.

First, the International Monetary System. The preparatory work which the Ten embarked upon following
the economic summit at lfilliamsburB on the possibility of improving the functioning of the intern_ational
monetary sys[em is now coming to an end. \7e have
recently noted that America's change of attitude with
it
regard to an international monetary conference
will -enawas Mr Backer who issued the invitation
ble the panicipants at the Bonn summit to examine
more thoroughly the first results achieved. The Commission supports the requests made here concerning
specific undenakings with regard to the holding of the
international monetary conference and to the wishes
which the Member States have unanimously expressed
concerning the arrangements, participation at the conference and the range of subiects to be discussed.
As for the European monetary system, this has made a
substantial contribution towards improving the snbil-

ity of

exchange rates. The Commission

will do

its

utmost to help strengthen the European monetary system as well as the ECU, as various speakers have proposed. The recent coordinated interventions of the
central banks at the same time as peripheral interventions by the US monetary authorities have played a
considerable pan in helping to halt and reverse the
steady upward rend of the US dollar.

The Commission welcomes this concerted

it

sees as a means
exchange market stabiliry.

which

of conributing

action,
towards

Thirdly, the developing countries' foreign debm. The
remedies so far attempted have been based on talks
between all parties concerned. Since 1982 the terms of
international cooperation have been gradually defined
on the basis of numerous agreements between countries in debt, international institutions, private banks
and the governments of the industrialized countries.
Progress must be made in this field. The Community is
anxious that dialogue should continue, a fact borne
out by the meeting between Mr Cheysson and Mr
Iglesias, Secretary of the Canagena Group.
I{easures to stabilize the international monetary sysrcm would help rc overcome the problem of the
indebrcdness of the developing countries. I shall be
very brief on this point and shall confine myself to
what we regard as our four main priorities for the
immediate future.

Firstly, the industrialized countries should adjust their
to reduce effective rates of interest. The
second priority is to foster the growth of world trade
and to combat protectionism. This would also benefit

policies

rhe developing countries.

Thirdly, every effort should be made to enable the
developing countries to use the capital market, and
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Group, and Mr Bonaccini and others, prorcsdng
against escalating prorcctionism by the USA

more generally to give them access to financial suppon

to their widely differing conditions. The
founh priority for the immediarc future is that the
developing countries should make an effon to adjust
appropriate

and reorganize themselves ar home.

against Communiry steel impons;

-

Last but nor leasr, a concemed effon should be made
by the Community.

This should aim towards the reviralizing of rhe economy. I do not think I need stress this point. As you
know, the Commission sees its priority as the combating of unemployment on the basis of economic growth
backed up by measures rc boost employment. Ve
regard international cooperation as indispensable, and
we shall encourage this since it will enable us to minimize economic stability and the associared cosrs in
terms of exchange rates, inflation and damage to

world trade.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Commission has adopted a

clear stand against the persisrant and excessive
macro-economic imbalance in the United States, in
particular in connection with public financing, and
against the danger of an upsurge of protectionism. It
has also deplored the excessive insularity of the
Japanese home market. For this reason we in the
Commission welcomed with satisfaction the resulm of

the OECD Council meeting at which the United
States and Japan undenook to act in accordance with
the wishes of their trading partners. This is an encour-

aging sign for the opening of the Bonn summit. Of
course, only the summit itself can confirm whether our
hopes will be crowned by positive resulrs.

Madam President, I have noted everything which has
been said here, as well as Parliamenr's wishes on this
matter. These are our wishes too, and the Commission
will be very attentive to them.

-

The debate is closed.

(Parliament adopted the four motions

for

resolutions in

successiae ootes)

Steel sector

President.

-

-

steel sector;

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-166/85) by
Mr de la Maldne and others on recenr prorecrionist measures taken by the United Snres in the steel
sector.

(NL) It is a disressing fact
Mrc Van Rooy (PPE).
- in six months thar we have
that this is the second rime
had to hold a debate by urtent procedure on rhe
United States' protecdonist policies in the sreel secror.
Even though the agreemenr on restrictions on the
impon of steel pipes and tubes has only just been
signed, the US is now calling for cuts in impons of the
last category of steel products which could still be
freely imponed. The US is applying whar can best be
described as 'salami' racdcs. As soon as impon restrictions on one catetory of steel products have been
decided upon, another category is sliced away.
'V'e

are forced to conclude thar things have now gone
far enough.'!7e are fed up with these mctics. To give
in to the US demands would only reinforce its protectionist inclinations. The fact that the US is concerned
only with protecdng its own industry is clearly borne

out by its restrictive interpretation of the shon supply
clause in the agreement on sreel pipes. \flhat this
amounts to is norhing more than a refusal to apply the
clause. Ve therefore fully suppon the Commission's
interpretation of the clause and urge it to stand by it

firmly.

Ve are not only angry that the US also wants to resrict the impon of the 'consultation produc$' we are

(Applause)

President.

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-160/85)by
Mr Le Pen and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European Right, on EEC-US reladons in the

-

The next irem is rhe joint debare on:

the motion for a resolurion (Doc. B 2-V7 /85) by
Mrs Van Rooy and others on behalf of rhe group
of the European Peoples Pany and Mr De Vries
and Mr De Gucht on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on the Unircd Srares' impon
restrictions on steel products from the European
Economic Community;
the motion for a resolurion (Doc. B 2-157/85) by
Mr Vagner and others, on behalf of the Socialist

also worried by the behaviour of the US, that is by its
threar of a unilateral ban on impons. The US is using
aggressive tafiics, to which rhere can only be one response: the Community must give the US a taste of its
own medicine in the form of firm countermeasures in
sectors which are very sensirive for the US, and we
support the clear statemenrs made by the Commission
and the Council on this quesrion.

Madam President, the behaviour of the US, and especially of Congress, once again confirms our suspicion
that the US suppons free trade when this is to its
advantage. However,

imports to the US,

if free rade

means an increase in

ir own argumenrs in favour of free

trade soon go by the board. Such inconsistency is
unacceptable to us and also runs counter to the United
States' commitment to maintain free trade throughout
the world, rogether with rhe Community. Hence our
request, in the joint morion for a resolution, for this
matter to be discussed ar the Economic Summit in
Bonn.
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Of

course we realize, Madam President, that the
United States' $ 100 000 million trade deficit for last
which mainly
year is an enormous problem
- one
affects its relations with Japan. However, it is caused
by internal rather than external, involving the uncontrolled rise of the dollar. The problem cannot therefore be solved by protectionist measures but by a
policy aimed at controlling both the exchange rate for
the dollar and interest rates. If the Unircd States seriously wants to help strengthen the international
monetary system, it can prove it at the Bonn summit.
(Applause

fron

Those trade sanctions, which are lying ready for use in

the Commission's files, must be taken out and used,
most particularly where the GATT rules on agricultural products and coal impons are concerned. Ve
really must press this one home!
'!7e

Socialists support the compromise motion, and not
because we think the Unircd States responsible for all
even though they cenainly are
the sins of the world
responsible for the ones I have been talking about.

-

(Applaasetrom the lefi)

the centre)

Mr Buttafuoco (DR).
Mr Peters

(S).-

(DE) The Unircd

States of America

have always paraded free trade as one of their loftier
ideals, but whar are they doing, panicularly in the srcel
sector? They are shutting it off, sector by sector. They
began with negotiations on crude steel impons and got

the European Community to sign a self-limitation
aSreement.

I said here at the time that it was a mistake and that
such an agreement would not prevent the United
States from demanding and gewing funher self-limitation agreements, and this is precisely what happened.
The second step was special steel limitations, to which
we also agreed. The third was a reduction in tubular
steel impons from approximately 120/o to 7.60/0.

The Community made it a precondition of these negotiations that additional quantities could be imponed
wherever US companies were unable to supply the
same quality. \7hat are the Unircd States doing? They
are considering avoiding implementing this bottleneck
clause and meeting their obligations, even though they
cannot supply the same quality of oilfield pipes at the
moment and despite the fact that the pipeline cannot
be completed and pan of the Community supply is
already on its way to the United States by ship.

The founh step, then, was the refusal to implement
rhis clause. The fifth step has already been announced:
impon restrictions are also to be imposed on semi-finished steel products and on all other steel products.

(17)
President, the
- of Madam
America are currently
EEC and the United States
discussing a clause of the agreement on impons of
steel pipes by the United States and the possible limitation of steel products not subject to quantitive restrictions.

The assumption that the United States are on the point
of mking unilateral protectionist measures and perhaps
even imposing a complete embargo on Community
steel products is nonetheless quite .iustified.

\7e therefore urge the Commission to take strong action and to be extremely vigilant in the negotiations on
the agreement concluded in 1982. May I quote a few
very significant figures. In 1981, steel exports by the
EEC to the United States amounted to approximately
360/o of US imports in this sector. In 1984, this 35%
had dropped to 240/0. At the same time, the third
countries as a whole, that is Japan, Sweden, Mexico,
Korea and Formosa, increased their steel sales to the
US from 640/o of the American market to 760/0.
Still in the 1981-84 period, US srcel impons rose from
11000 to 17 000 tons but the additional steel was
imponed from third countries, not the European
Community.

'!fl'e must be quite clear that the difficulties in the
American steel industry are not due to an aggressive
EEC policy but to compedtivity in the American steel
industry which has not been resructured.

Let me say on behalf of the Socialist Group that we
cannot and must not allow this to continue. Strongly-

This is why we cannot tolerate protectionist measures
by the US. The EEC has always scrupulously respected the commitments it made in the 1982 agreement. No complaint can be filed against Europe, either
in its approach to quotas or in any other way. There

worded smtements by the Council, the Commission

can be no denying thaq

All this is happenning with unilateral threats and massive interventions. This is total protectionism!

and the European Parliament are no longer sufficient.
the
It is not enough to put the whisde to our lips
time has come to blow itl

\7hen

it

to the world economic summit, the
of the Council and the Commission must

comes

Presidents

make the point that, if the United States manage to
force this one through, we shall pay back these unworthy protectionist measures in kind: with trade sanctions where it huns the United States most.

if anything, it is the strength-

ening of the dollar which is to blame and that is
endrely the result of the USA's inability to produce
cenain products. The Commission must therefore be
supponed in its negodations with the US. In recent
years more than 200 000 jobs have been lost in the
European steel indusry. The effect on our counries
of US protectionist measures in this sector would be
the loss of thousands more jobs, and shis we cannot
tolerate. Our only defence, unless we take reprisals, is
to reach a global atreement as quickly as possible.
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Mr Fitzgerald (RDE).
ladies
- MadamthatPresident,
and gentlemen, ir is regrettable
yet again rhis
House is obliged to take issue with rhe United Stares
Administration over its actions; acrions which will
have a major impact on rhe future of the Communiry
steel indusry. I am concerned about the consequences
of the recent unilateral measures which rhey have
taken and which are clearly prorecrionisr. The Com-

munity made concessions to reach an agreement with
the United States and they are now exploiting ambiguities in the 1982 general steel arrangements and the
recent 1985 agreement on pipes and tubes. There is

clearly one purpose behind their action: to restrict
European exports to the United Smtes and rc limit the
application of the agreement already reached.
The European Community's steel industry, which is of
major economic imponance, has been subjected ro a
continual crisis now for several years. Employmenr has
been severely affected and, indeed, whole communities have been devastated by the job losses of recent
years. The development of the Community has been
impeded by many things. Despite our conrinuing agricultural surpluses, the Community is imponing dairy

products and grain and cereal substitures. On rhe
other side, we have the United States with their great
free enterprise poliry protecting their steel industry.
Because of the consequences within the Community of
the enforced reorganization and rationalization of the
steel industry, we have spenr a great deal of time in
this Parliament discussing related unemployment
issues. Are we to sir here quietly now and accepr new
protectionist measures which could funher jeopardize
more jobs in the srcel industry?

The constituency which I represent in Ireland has suffered enormous job losses in the last two years, panicularly in the shipbuilding sector. \fle also have in
Cork harbour the only Irish steel mill which has been
subjected to an approved rationalizarion and reorganization programme. Hundreds of jobs in our steel
industry have been lost and everything musr be done
to ensure that the remaining jobs are protected.

I would like rc conclude by saying that I find it
extremely regrettable thar my group was excluded
from signing the.ioint compromise amendment replacing all resolutions and to which we had indicated our
atreemenr. In spite of this, we will be supponing the

joint amendment.

(NL) Madam President, the comMr Visser (S).
plaint by the United
Srates that European producers
are circumventing the 1982 Srcel Agreement by
exporting more and more semi-finished producrs to
the United Sates is torally unreasonable. Vhy?

First of all because semi-finished products are
the 1982 Agreement. And
besides, it happens to be an American rradirion to
expressly excluded from

obtain such products from abroad. In this case rhere
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can definitely be no talk

of unfair comperition, of

which the Community has also been unjustly accused
with regard to the expon of steel pipes, since pipes are
supplied to the American Steel industry, which needs
them for funher processing. So the complaint does not
come from the American steel industry but from firms
in the United Smtes which have difficulty selling their
own semi-finished products. Another reason for the
higher expons is the high value of rhe dollar, and rhe
United Starcs has itself to blame for that. So we are
faced here with genuine protectionism.

Although President Reagan pays lipservice to liberalizing world trade, the acdons of his government produce the opposite effect. In this way rhe United States is
spoiling our mutual trade relations. Any measures rhe
United States may take with regard to this import restriction are unacceprable and, what is more, are technically unenforceable. The production of semi-finished
products is very erraric and fluctuates greatly from
year to year. It is practically impossible to find a reference year and to spread any exporr quotas there may
be fairly among the various counrries and steel companies in the Community. This is why a sharp protest
and tough countermeasures are called for.

It

must be absolutely clear that in this case we as a
Community will definitely have to take strong countermeasures. Enough is enough!
Dame Shelagh Roberts (ED).
President,
- Madam
the regrettable differences between
the Community
and the United States over steel derive from the interpretation of agreements. It is a highly rcchnical matter
and I doubt myself whether this House is best placed
to know who is in the right. But I would like to see
this House set a lead and take a consrructive approach
instead of exchanging recriminations and calling for

retaliatory measures. I would like ro see rhe House
reaffirm im suppon for the principles of free trade. I
would like to see the House call for a fresh,round of
GATT in 1986 which should be based firmly on the
removal of all protectionisr measures and the phasing
out of subsidizadon of expons on borh sides of the
Atlantic. That is the roure which I believe will lead to
treater prosperity for rhe Community.

The compromise amendment is an improvement on
the original resolutions but I still think that it is provocative rarher than consrructive and I would hope that
if we return to this issue in funher debates, as I expecr
we shall at subsequent plenaries, the House will adopt
a more constructive approach.

Mr De Gucht (L).

(NL) Madam President, there

are ever increasing -signs from the United States rhat
there is growing pressure on rhe US government to
adopt protectionist measures. President Reagan has
already had to lobby on several occasions to keep
Congress under control.
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This is a very worrying situation, especially now tha[
the world needs free trade more than ever to boost
economic growth and thus end this, condnuing crisis.
It also suggests that America's position with regard to
steel forms pan of a broader policy. Its position on
steel is totally unacceptable. The Community has complied with the 1982 agreements, and the fact that market conditions for the 'consultation products' have
changed in the US is the fault not of the Community
but of the substantial increases in impons from other
countries. The Community should therefore not be
required to pay customs duties, since it was the first to
accept trade restrictions under the 1982 agreements.
This would be very unfair on the Member States.
The same applies to the atreemen[ on tubes and pipes,
where it was understood that the shon supply clause
could be invoked under the all-American pipeline contract
and now the Americans are refusing to play

the game.

protectionist measures against steel impons from the
EEC. However, it would not be wise to react with

protectionist reprisals against American expons of
coal, chemicals and agricultural products rc the EEC.

The authors of the motion for a resolution condemn
protectionism while at the same time advocating it. All
this motion can lead rc is in fact more protectionism.
In my view, trade wars are unjustifiable and we should
therefore bear in mind that of the main reasons for
American protectionism is the European Community's
subsidized exports of many goods, including agricultural produce.

Consequently, Madam President, I believe there
would be more future in it if we were to take the lead
and put an end to the Community's own protectionism, especially in the steel sector, since the artificially
high prices cost the Danish metals industry thousands
as well as reducing its competi-

of millions per year,

tiveness and threatening jobs.

The Liberal and Democratic Group therefore welcomes the very clear stand taken by the Council of
Ministers and the determined attitude of the Commission, and feels that the Commission has adopted the
right tone and has acted in a straightforward, uncomplicated and unaggressivg w2y. !7e therefore hope that
rhis signal has had the desired effect and that the US is
prepared to allow the situation to calm down. For that
reason, Madam President, we would like to hear from
the Commission whether the many contacts since then
have produced any results, or whether there is any
hope of resulrc in the near future.
'!(i'e

want negotiations and cooperation, not confrontation. The US must rcalize that if there are no negotiations and no cooperation, confrontation will be all the
more difficult to avoid, and this would be damaging to

President, I speak in
Cassidy (ED).
- Madam
No I to the various motions
support of Amendment
for resolutions on US impon restrictions. The amendment is in the name of the European Democratic
Group, the European People's Party, the Liberal and
Democratic Group, the Socialist Group and the Communist and Allies Group. It is, therefore, a genuinely

Mr

ecumenical amendment and'will, I hope, be adopted.

My colleagues and I join in condemning the unilateral
action by the United States of imposing impon restrictions on all carbon steel, special steel and pipes and
tubes. During the negotiations between the Community and the USA towards the end of 1984 it was
apparent that the United States' own industry did not

to

borh sides.

have sufficient manufacturing capacity

The matter under discussion is an imponant test case:
important, because the measures which the US is or

demand there for specific types of steel. The Americans also appear to have overlooked the pan played by
the srength of the US dollar in increasing Community
steel expons to the USA. This effectively makes European steel attractively cheaper than the home-prod-

has been considering could jeopardize the restrucruring of the European steel industry and the healthy
development of which there are now signs. It is a test
case because the US is clearly wavering between free
trade, to which it pays a great deal of lip senice, and a
protectionist approach. It will also test the credibility
of the US in requesting a new round of GATT negoriations. A request for a new round of GATT talks
cannot be taken seriously if existing GATT agreements are not respected.

Madam President, all barriers to trade create problems. In principle, we all agree that we shall have to
get out of this mess together. \7e all advocate free
trade as the remedy, but if this remedy is to work, it
must actually be applied.

(DA) Madam President, it
Mr Christensen (ARC).
- should have introduced
is regrettable that the USA

meet

uced products.

At the same time we must not overlook the

recent
decision by the US Coun of International Trade that
Community aids to the steel industry go beyond what
is needed to enable the closure of excess capacity. It
would be foolish of us therefore to imagine that the
American Administration position is solely a response
to lobbying by their steel barons.

Mr De Clercq, Member of the

Commission.
(FR) There can be no doubt that relations between
in
steel
secthe
the Community and the United States
tor are very strained at present and the impressive
number of motions for resolutions which have been
submitted bears witness to this. Ve thank Parliament
for ir valuable support for the Commission's effons.
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Ve

are continuing to do all we can m defend our
rightful interesrs.

It is imponant, ladies and gentlemen, ro see our present problems in the context of the general situation in
the srcel industry. !7e have problems, the Community
steel indusry is in the throes of reorganization. It has
made and conrinues to make an enormous contribution economically and socially, but the fact is thar rhe
world srcel industry, including the Unircd Sates, is
going through a very severe crisis.
Let me assure Parliament, however, that the Commission is watching the situation very closely. Ve do nor
want to see rhe negotiations breakdown altogether. I
hope very much that it can be settled without confrontation. But if it cannot, and if our parrners take unilateral measures, I can assure you that the Commission
is determined to make a firm stand.

Ve

feel that the refusal of the American authorities to
apply the shon supply clause to exporrs for the American pipeline project is contrary to the letter and the
spirit of the agreement we concluded with the Unircd
States, we consider that any unilateral American measures on steel products not so far subject to quanrirative restrictions would also be conrrary ro the lerrer
and spirit of the agreement.'Sfe are doing all we can,
as I said, to avoid a funher serious deterioration in
relations in this area. There can be no doubt rhat a
stalemate would jeopardiie the coming economic

has existed on both sides of the Atlantic since 1977.ln
order to avoid a trade war, rhe OECD tried rc reach a
consensus then about the need for restructuring proce-

dures for bilarcral agreements in the event of difficultles.

The Community has kept to this consistently. By the
end of 1985 we shall have dismantled 32 million
tonnes of hot-rolled product capacity. Vhen we began
to have trading difficulries with the United States in
1981, the Communiry was soon prepared to reach a
steel trade agreement limiting its expons, in the spirit
of the OECD consensus. For a long time this was rhe
only agreement of its type between the United States
and its trading paftners. In other words, rhe Com-

munity at thar time conceded trade diversions in
favour of rhird countries as a European conribution
to the restructuring of the United States sreel industry.
Despite this, the European Community has been hit
repeatedly since 1983 by unilateral escalations in US
steel prorectionism. !flith high-grade steel it has had to
reson to retortion measures since 1983.

Vith

tubular steel expons, an unsarisfacrory self-limitation agreemenr had to be reached on gJanuary 1985
under the duress of unusual circumstances and because
of the inadequacy of the GATT provisions. Talks are
still going on about a funher increase in protectionism
which may involve those products which, according to
the crude steel agreement, are not subject to quotas.

summit in Bonn and would impair the credibility of
the new round of commercial and multilateral negotia-

The points I wish to make about this are as follows:
first, one important reason for the reduced competi-

tions.

tiveness

of the US steel industry is rhe unusually high

dollar exchange rarc. To artempt ro use prorectionisr
A question was pur by one group on special srcels. The
Commission has responded to the approach adopted
by the United States government since 1983 by taking
counter-measures and rhese measures are still in force.
As regard the possible renewal of the 1982 agreemenr,
as you know, negoriations are due ro take place in
1985 ro discuss ir extension or modification. I wanr to
make it quire clear that it would be premarure to adopr
a stand here and now, panly because our American
panners have not yet approached us on this issue and
panly because rhe question has as yet been debated

neither

in the

Commission nor with the Member

Stares. I must also stress rhat it is not up ro us ro make
the first move in rhis case. May I say, ladies and gentlemen, thar whatever happens the Commission will
continue to do its urmosr to defend the interests of
Community steel on the American market.

devices is like treating a disease through its symptoms.
Secondly, the acrual causes are the serious public authoriry deficit in the United States, the high level of real
interest rares rhere and the flow of impons these
generate, i.e. the impon pull on goods of all types and

also on capital, which, by financing the rade deficir,
leads to a funher capital impon pull. Thirdly, it is

imperative in these circumstances that we put an
immediate srop ro the existing inappropriate prorectionist measures.

It is against this background that we are expressing
our concern and our serious objections to (a) rhe oneof the measures, particularly the one-sided
interpretarion of the agreemenm reached, (b) the
retroactive effecr and (c) the sysrcmaric disregard for
legally valid private-law agreemenrc concluded in
good faith berween European exponers and US
sidedness

lmPorters.
(Applause)

Mr

Naries, Vice-President

of the Commission.

(DE) Madam Presidenr, if I am the last to speak, this

is simply because the excesses and the style of US srcel

protectionism demand that I make some final and fundamental points. Firsr, the crisis in the steel industry

The Commission will, as Mr De Clercq has already
explained, conrinue rc defend rhe inrcrests of rhe
Community's sreel indusrry with increased vigour and
will nor fight shy of funher retaliatory measures. I
should like to warn the United Srates againsr interpreting our readiness to discuss these matters as indecision. Ir is regrettable that the United States under-
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cratic Group), on the recent violent events in

mines the credibility of its own demands for free world
trade through its steel protectionist practices.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

\7e shall now vote on Amendment No 1 seeking to
replace the four motions for resoludons.

Mr Patterson (ED).- On a point of order, Madam
President, could I ask you to make sure that in all languages the texts of this amendment on which we are
going to vo[e are aligned on the German text which
was the language used in drafting the compromise.
The reason I make this point is that in paragraph 4 the

German text says 'Vereinigten Staaten', whereas the
English text sdll has 'the American Administration'. It
is an imponant point because it is not the American
Administration alone rhat is responsible, it is also both
the American Couns and, more than that, Congress.
So could we have Vereinigten Staaten translated properly into all the languages?

President.

-

Thank you. The necessary will be done.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 11 seehing to
replace the four motions for resolations)
South

Prcsident.

-

Africa

The next item is the joint debate on:

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B

2-ll9/85)by

- Mr Lomas and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the current situation in South Africa;

-

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-l2l/85) by
Mr De Vries and Mr De Gucht, on behalf of the

Liberal and Democratic Group, on violence in
South Africa;

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-132/85) by

- Mr Prag and others, on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, on South Africa;

I

South Africa;

the modon for a resolution (Doc. B 2-la2/85) by
Mr Habsburg and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Parry (Christian-DemoAmcndment No I tabled by Mr Vagner and Mr Arndt on
behalf of the Socialist Group, Mrs Van Rooy, Mr Franz
and Mr Klepsch on behalf of the European People's
Parry, Mr Pitterson on behalf of the European Democradc Group, Mr De Vries and Mr De Guchf on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group, and Mr Bonaccini,
Mrs De March, Mr Alavanos and Mr Filinis on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

the motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-153/85) by
Mr Vunz and others, on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, on the situation in Southern
Africa.

President, I hope everyMr Lomas (S).
- Madam
today, whatever our different
body in this Chamber
views, will join with us in expressing our absolurc condemnation of the brutal attack by the South African
police on a peaceful march at Langa a few weeks ago,
and we send our sympathy to the relatives and friends
of those who were murdered. This barbarous act has
been condemned throughout the world. The UK Foreign Secrenry said it was indefensible and showed the
evil of apanheid; US Secretary of Sute Shultz said it
was evil and unacceptable.

Madam President, twenry-five years ago at Sharpeville
the world was horrified at the butchery that took place
on that day, and still it goes on. Over 200 black South
Africans have been killed in the last few months, so the
time for pious platitudes is over. Ve must now
demand some economic pressures on the South African Government, for that is the only thing they understand. S7e must end investment. 'S7'e must end trade.
Ve must stop the links in sport and culture. These
demands are supponed throughout the world. In the
US Senate there is now a bill supponed by many respected senators calling for the same thing. Our own
ACP-European Parliament Joinr Assembly also called
for these measures. US banks are stopping loans now
to South Africa. In Britain a leading electronics firm is
pulling out. Se we are in good company.

Of course, it will be said that these

measures would

hurt the black population. Yes, they would. However,
they have made it clear
as clear as they can, given
that it is actually illegal -in South Africa to utter publicly suppon for sanctions
this is what they
- shat
wan[, because their lives could
not be any worse. I
appeal to the Members opposite in this Chamber: if
you have reservations about this pan of our motion,
then abstain on it; do not oppose it, because all you
will do is to bring comfort to the government in Pretoil4.

I say this. Let us make sure today that this
Parliament sends out a clear message to the South
African Government that we shall no longer tolerate
the evil, brutal regime that exists there. That until the
tovernment can behave in a civilized manner, we shall
cut off links with it and it shall form no part of the civilized community.
Finally,

(Appkusefron the lefi)

Mr Nordmann (L).

(FR,) Madam President, this
- the first on the situation in
debate is far from being
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South Africa, but I believe it has come at rhe righr
time, because it should allow us ro go beyond the
slighdy ritual character of the litany which usually

removed. Above all, the so-called Bantusans remain
and with them the refusal to give the black population

opposes the various groups when this quesrion arises.

remains which tells black, coloured and Indian people

Naturally, we shall repeat our condemnation of
apanheid on the basis of Vesrcrn Europe's democratic
traditions and on the basis of the universaliry of
human rights. This has to be said and done. But it is
essential to see this condemnation atainsr the background of the gradual process now taking place and

which has two possible courses
violent
- toa condemndevelopment which, once again, we have
or, on
the same level as this violenr development, a peaceful
development by public debate
in panicular, by parliamentary debate.

I am struck by the fact that, during the recent evenrs in
South Africa, the truth and the challenge to authority
have come from a parliamentary institution
the
South African Parliamenr, which is built on pluralism
and free debate. It is from rhat Parliamenr, and
through that Parliamenr, rhar apanheid will be abolished. I was also struck by rhe fact that the bending
and dismantling of apanheid have begun and that a
decisive stage has been reached

with the

moves

towards legalizing mixed marriages. Bur this is only a
beginning. \fle need to see the generalizadon of property righrc, the end of resrrictions on movemenr for
individuals and more emphasis on freeing political prisoners, a process which has, in fact, already staned.
Something is happening, a peaceful development is
being initiarcd. \7hat matrers now is that Vestern
Europe should not just give out warnings, but thar it
should also suppon the non-violenr forces which will
push through this developmenr which is, in all senses
of the word, liberal.
(Applause

where they can live and where they cannot live and
orders them out of white areas. A pass law still exists,
though applied less vigorously. Above all there are no
political rights for the black majority.
On these matters our views are no differenr from those
of our colleagues on rhe orher side of the House. The
joint motion for a resolution of the EPP, the Liberals
and the European Democratic Group makes this crystal clear.'Sfe condemn racism in all its forms. Vhere
we differ is in the solutions recommended. There are
many countries
most countries indeed, I regret to
- on human
whose record
say
rights is very far from
what- we who are fonunate enough to live in Vestern
European countries would desire. Are we to end all
investment in all of them? Are we m suspend all spon
with all of them? Vorst of all, are we gradually to
reduce our trade with them as the Socialists' resolution
would do with regard to South Africa? Ir would be the
height of folly, Madam President, not only for the
development of world trade and prosperity but above
all for the people most involved
the poor and rhe
- majority
unfonunate, in this case the black
in South
Africa. That is why we shall vote for our joint resolu-

tion and against the Socialists' resolurion.

Mr

Habsburg (PPE).
(DE) Madam President,
South Africa seems to be-a ongoing issue for the Euro-

pean Parliament, and once again, we find ourselves
having to deal wirh two complercly contradictory
pieces of information in the urgent debate.

On the one hand, we have the deeply disturbing attitude of the South African police, which we cannor
condemn too srrongly, because, as my friend Derek
Prag has said, a black life is just as sacred as a whire

from the cente and the ight)

Mr Prag (ED).

South African nationality. The Group Areas Act

Madam President, a black life is as
If the South African
police had held this view and it had the same rigorous
training in riot control and the discipline customary in
the police in our own counrries, these deaths would
surely never have occurred. In my troup we understand the real problems of South Africa and it makes
no sense to criticize the policies of that country without understanding their morivation. Ve recognize that
there are 4 1/2 million whites and 16 million blacks.
'\7e
should also recognize rhar rhere have been great
changes in rhe last 20 years in the trearment of the
black majority in South Africa, and in their social and
economic status, and in sport too. There are now
black trade unions and even some mixed rrade unions.
The repeal of the Mixed Marriage Act and rhe Immorality Act
intention ro repeal them has just been
- thewill
announced
be notable sreps forward and we
- But we
recognize this.
also recognize rhat rhe nub of
apartheid, the bulk of the massively retrograde steps of

-

life.

sacred as a white life or any other.

its initial years just after the war, has nor

been

On the other hand, there can be no doubt that considerable steps have been aken towards the dismantling
of apanheid since our last pan-session. Anyone who
has had rhe opponunity of getting to know South
Africa personally will realize the far-reaching significance of the fact that a clear step forward has now been
made in mixed-marriage and other related legislation.

I

believe that in rhe lighr of this we should acknowledge somerhing else. South Africa is one of our major
partners. Those who believe that we could simply cut
off links with that counrry would be responsible, if
their wishes were carried our, for our rhen having millions more unemployed in Europe. Neirher do I think
that this would be in the inreresr of the black popula-

tion of South Africa which, as cenain imponant

organizations keep telling us, is nor in favour of this
boycotr at all. Of course, it is reladvely easy to decide
on a boycott here in Strasbourg, bur ir is rhe people of
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South Africa who will have to pay for it, and let us not
forget that the vast majority of them are black.

All the political

There is something else we should not forget: if we
break off our links with South Africa, other countries
will definitely not follow us, and the black states which
are calling upon us to impose this boycott are the very
ones which have recently increased their trade with

vote.

South Africa the most.

That is why we should suppon the joint amendment

Broups have expressed their wish to
views,
which means that there will not be enough time for the
have a number

of Members put forward their

I therefore propose to the various political
groups that they give up their speaking time to hear
the Commission, and this will enable us to vote.
Mr Ulburghs (ND.- (NZ) Madam President, you
are addressing yourself to the large groups, but the
small ones are, as usual, given no chance.

tabled by three groups, which expresses exactly what
we want to say. Apan from that, we need to continue
the pressure on South Africa, but not to such an extent
that this creates a disadvantage for its people and the

I am addressing myself to
Presidcnt.
- Mr Ulburghs,
all the Members present. I hope you appreciate that.

economy of Europe.

(Parliament agreed to the President\ proposal)

(Appknse

fron

the centre and the

ight)

Madam President, the
Mr Trivelli (COM).
- Un we have tabled is quite
main message of the resolution
clear: it denounces and condemns apanheid and the
recent violence and urges economic, political and cul-

tural measures and sanctions, which will really have
some effect on the situation in South Africa and help
to change it.

I would like to draw Parliament's attention to a very
serious contradiction in the joint motion from the
Euroepan People's Pany, the European Democratic
Group and the Liberal and Democratic Group, a contradiction between condemnation of apanheid, which
of course I welcome, and total silence on the measures
which should and must be taken if we are to see any
real change in the situation in South Africa.

I feel that this

is quite imponant for two reasons. The

first concerns us all, all my colleagues, sincere Europeans, in other groups: if you want the European Parliament, Europe, to count, this House has to do more
than simply adopt a position and then sit back. !7hat is
needed is real, effective action as we suggest and as the

morion tibled by the Socialist Group suggests.
But there is another reason: we have recently had new
news from South Africa which needs to be assessed.
The Government in Pretoria has announced ir intention to withdraw its military forces from Angola by
romorrow and that a parliamentary committee has
been set up to look into the possibility of eliminadng
racial discrimination in marriage and sexual relations.
It is not for me to say how far this action is sincere,
how far merely a sop. I say only that concrete and
effective action by the European Parliament could lead
ro more steps of this kind, effective steps, and not
mere pretexts for maintaining the present situation.

President.

to the House.

In view of the time, I shall put a proposal

Clercq, Member of the Commission.
(NZ) Ladies and gentlemen, many speakers here have
revulsion
at
the
expressed their disgust, indeed their

Mr De

policy of apanheid and the distressing events to which
this regime inevitably gives rise, whether in Soweto,
Uitenhage or elsewhere.
The Commission fully shares the view expressed here.
Apanheid is an unacceptable system which we should
condemn in all its forms. The Commission condemns
it, as it condemns the violence used against those who
oppose the regime, and is appalled at the number of
victims of repression. It once again appeals to the
South African government to put an end to this universally condemned policy.
Progress is being made in South Africa, real progress,

it is still not enough. !7hat the South African
government seems not to understand, or not to want
to understand is that there can be no half measures
reswhere human dignity is concerned
- either it is
pected or not. The authorities in Pretoria must realize
that their policy has no future. The longer it continues,
the more opposition and violence will ensue. The longer it continues, the more remote a peaceful solution
will become. South Africa therefore faces the choice of
either applying a peaceful solution itself or waiting for
and such a solution
a solution to be imposed on it
would cenainly not be peaceful.but

!7e should therefore maintain pressure on the South
African government to abolish apanheid and should
mobilize our os/n idcals and world opinion. This
debate here is an important contribution towards this,
and rhe Commission feels privileged in taking pan.

I

realize, Madam President, that people are beginning
to feel impatient with the obduracy of this sysrcm, and
that voices are being raised, both here and elsewhere,
in favour of economic sanctions against South Africa.
The Commission, for its part, is open to any measures
which could bring South Africa to reason. But what
marters to the Commission is the effectiveness of the
measures, and they can only be effective if they form
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pan of a coherent Community policy. The Commission therefore thinks that before it proposes any mea-

European Democratic Alliance, on the massacre of
prisoners of war in lran: adopted

sures, the Member States should examine rhe various

possibilities in the context of political cooperation,
that is on the basis of the existing allocarion of responsibilities.

The Commission Presidenr, Mr Delors, has brought

the Commission's concern to the attention of
Council President and mentioned the need for

the
the
Community to adopt a joint approach to rhis problem
as soon as possible with a view to persuading South
Africa to abandon its poliry of apanheid.

o*'*
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-l7l/85) by Mr
Ephremidis and others on rhe rurhless violation of
human rights and the bloody reign of rerror in Turkey: adopted

,r*o
Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-145/85) by Mrs

President.

(In

-

-

The debate is closed.

successioe ootes

Parliament adopted:

Boot and others, on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party, on the recognition of national
universiry degrees and professional qualifications ar
European level: adopted

the motionfor a resolution Doc. B 2-119/85;

**o

Amendment No lt seeking to rephce motions for
resolations Docs B 2-121/85, B 2-132/55 and B
2-1 42/8

Mr Arndt

);

(S).-

(DE) I requesr

a vore on

ItemVIII

also.

-

motionfor a resolution Doc. B 2-1t3/85)
President.

o*o
Mrs Boot has submitted a requesr in
writing for -the motion for a resolution on the recogniPresideat.

tion of university degrees to be put to the vote withour
debate. Personally I would be in favour of putdng rhis
proposal to the House, but I am nor empowered to
change the order of motions. I would therefore pur rhe
following overall proposal: since there are no amendments on Items VI and VII, I am in favour of vodng
on these proposals without debate.

-

I put this proposal ro

rhe vore.

(Parliament agreed to tbe proposal)

Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-98/85/CORR.) by

Mr De Vries and orhers, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, on rhe official visit of General
Stroessner, President of Paraguay, ro rhe Federal
Republic of Germany: adopted

***
Mr Segre (COM).

(Parliament agreed to tbe proposal)

Motion for a resolution (Doc. B 2-152/85 by Mr
Cervetti and Mr Piquet, on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, on the murders of Guerrero, Parada
and Nattino and the funher increase in repression in
Chrle: adopted.

QD Madam President, thcre
- motions
are only three more
for resolution on the
agenda, and since ir would only ake a minute ro vore
on rhem, I think we can reasonably do so.
Mr Prag

(ED).-

(.FR,)

Madam President, we musr
Ve cannot go on like

finish the vores ar one o'clock.
this.
President.

-

Ladies and gentlemen, my decision is to

suspend the sitting.

Motion for a resolurion (Doc. B 2-165/85) by Mrs
Anglade and others, on behalf of the Group of the

(Tbe sitting ans
3

I

I abled by Mr Prag, Mr Price, Mr Cassidy and Mr Pearce, on behalf of ihe European Democratic Group, Mr De Vries, Mr De Gucht and Mrs Veil,
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and Mr
Habsburg, Mr Croux, Mr Ryan, Mr Herman and Mr
Klepsch on behalf of rhe Group of the European People's

p.*')

suspended

at

1.05 p.m.

and resumed at

Amendment No

Pany.
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since the difficulties facing us as a result of not having
a 1985 budget yet are increasing deyby day.

Commission stdternent

President.
The next item is the statement by the
- on
the draft budget for the European
Commission
Communities for the 1985 financial year.

Mr Christophcsen, Vice-President of the Commission.
(DA) Mr President, in the past few months, the

-European Community has made substantial progress

and a whole series of problems facing the new Commission when it took office have now been resolved.
One major problem was the lack of a budget for 1985.
have now reached a situation where this difficulty
can be cleared up. On I April 1985, the Commission
issued Amendment No 3 to the draft budget for 1985.
This become possible when on 2l March the Council
reached agreement in principle on the raising of the
Community's own resources and the financing of part
of che 1985 budget with advances which are not to be
reimbursed rc the Member States.

Ve

The amendment contains four major changes to the
original draft budget. First of all, it was necessary to
increase the appropriations for the EAGGF guarantee
secdon

by

640 million ECU. There are three reasons

in panicular for this increase: a ransfer of payments

from 1984 to 1985, increased expenditure resulting
from the Commission's proposed agricultural prices
for 1985-1986 and finally, economic developments
since draft budget was drawn up. Secondly, it was
necessary to increase the appropriations for food aid
as a result of economic developments, especially the
rise in world market prices. Thirdly, the appropriations had to be increased in order to cover the deficit
for the 1984 financial year. Founhly, an adjustment on
the resources side was made following a revised estimate of own resources for 1985.
changes mean that just over 2 900 million ECU are required over and above the funds available within the 1% VAT ceiling. This is the amount to
be financed out of the non-refunadable advances from
rhe Member Starcs. Compared with the draft budget

All in 4ll, these

produced by the Council in November 1984 and
rejected by Parliament, a smaller sum is required,
namely 2 300 million ECU,'which is in line with what
the Commission indicated to the two institutions, Parliament and Council, as early as January.

Finally, the amendment illusrates the unity between

the Member States achieved in the Council

on
21 March with regard to the correction of the United

Kingdom's 1984 contribution. The correction consists
in a reduction in the United Kingdom's VAT contribution and a corresponding increase in that of the
other Member States.

On behalf of the Commission,

I

would express the

hope that Parliament and the Council
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will act swiftly,

(m I have just one qucstion to put to the Commission on the changes it is proposing for the VAT allocation key for the individual
Member States or, if you prefer, on the Commission
proposal for the British repayments.
Mrs Barbarella (COM).

My question is this: how can the Commission, which
is supposed to be the custodian of the Treaties and the

primary acts of the Community, present us today with
a proposal to allocate VAT, vhich is contrary to the
primary legislation and rc the 1970 legislation on own
resources which is still in force?

How, I repeat, can the Commission present us with a
proposal contrary to the basic legislation and therefore
void of any true legal basis?

Is not the Commissioner being
Mrs Cectlc (S).
wildly optimistic -in saying to us that a solution has
now been found to the budgetary problem? Is not, for
example, the Commission's estimate of a shon-fall of
nearly 3 O0Omillion ECU this year based on th€
assumption that the Commission's price proposals for
this year will be adopted? \7hat will happen, for instance, if the German Government refuses to accept a
cut in the cereal price of 3.60/0, as it is threatening to
do? Vill the Commission please produce for us

detailed esdmates of the increase in the deficit this
year that will result from the refusal of the Council of
Ministers to accept the price proposals which the
Commission has said are the absolute necessity?

Mr Cornelisscn (PPE).

(NL) Mr President, would

the Commissioner first -explain why the original proposals on farm prices have been retained in the Commission's latest proposals? Sflhat concrete facors led
the Commission to completely ignore Parliament's
opinion that farm prices should be increased by an
average of 3r/zo/0, and how does the Commission
therefore imagine that the required additional funds
will be made available if the Council decides, conrary
to the Commission proposals, to increase prices by
only a few percent?
Secondly, why do the Commission proposals again
refer to advance payments from the Member States to
provide the supplementary funds for 1985? I assume
that the Commission also subscribes to th€ view that
an intergovernmental agreement on such payments
cannot be regarded as a Community solution. \flhy has
no other approach been adopted?

My last question, Mr President: when does the Commission expect the advances to be paid, bearing in
mind the time required for their approval by the
national tovernments, and what does it intend to do in
the meantime?
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Mr

Commissioner, would you

outline for us the -consequences for rhe budger of the
European Community and the policies of the European Community if this House were ro take

ir

objec-

tions ro the payment of the British rebate on the
revenue side to the point which is logical
if ir

- or
which
objects
second rejection of the budget
- budget?is aCould
a disputed
you ourline for us what the
consequences could be of such an acrion for rhe Community?

\7ould the Commissioner agree, following the repon
of my friend and colleague, Mr Percr Price, that Italy
has, in fact, received an abatement on the revenue side
for years and years because of a differential in the way
own-resources are collecred? Vould he also agree that
his forecasts depend on a number of uncenainries,
notably whether or nor rhe Council will accept his esdmates of a deficienry in farm spending, the level of the
dollar, the level of the farm-price increase? !7ould he
admit that there is a possibility
for which we do not
reproach him
namely that- the Commission may
- to defer and carry over premiums and
find itself forced

in rhe agricultural sector for 1985-86
in fact, the budget may nor
through no

advances
because,

fault of his

-

-

be, after all, a l2-month budget?

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mrc Scrivencr (L).
gentlemen, I think it-should be sressed that the Council of Ministers' figures differ from rhose of the Commission. \fle would be inclined to be guided by experience and accept the Commission's figures as rhe right

Ve

definircly do nor want rhe Council to
indulge in its regular practice of minimizing the Comones.

mission's estimates.

Vhat

does the Commissioner rhink abour this and
how does he propose to remedy the situation ?

My second question concerns the financial cover for
farm prices, which has nor yer been decided. Is it true
that it will influence the level of the non-refundable
advances made by the Member States? In other words,
if we have to pay more for farm produce, will there be
an increase in these non-refundable advances? Is this
what will happen?
Obviously, as everyone can see from reading the letrer
of amendment, the main problem is rhe payment of rhe
British rebate. How can the Commission follow rhe
Council in proposing a correction of I 000 million
ECU to be paid in 1985, when the new own-resources
do not come into force until I January 1986 atthe earliest. In other words, Mr Commissioner, how can one
pay out money which one does not have? The only
possible solurion seems to be to wait until I January
1986 before paying rhe United Kingdom ir planned
rebate. These, Mr Commissioner, are the three questions that I would like answered.

Mr Bonde (ARC).
(DA) Mr Presidenr, 1985 will
- in which
presumably be the year
Denmark's contribu-
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tion to the EEC will pass the five thousand million
kroner mark. If the dollar falls below the present level,
the amount will rise even funher and if the Council of
Ministers increases the Commission's proposed prices,
the cost of this will have to be added as well. This is
money collected from consumers in the form of customs and excise duties as well as VAT. These are taxes
which make life even more difficult.
Those of our fellow citizens who can least afford ir are
the ones who pay most in relative terms, while those
who are besr off receive the largesr paymenrs from the
EEC budget. A company like Philips, and I can easily
confirm this since ir is a sarcment from Agence Europe,
has just received DKrs 540 million in researoh subsidies under the so-called Esprit programme. The consumers of the EEC countries are paying the subsidies,
but it will be Philips shareholders and the other reci-

pients who benefit from the new inventions and
patenr resulting from them. Those paying the money

will not

even ger

joint ownership rights. This

is

just an

of how the EEC fund

operares like Robin
Hood in reverse: with the money taken from the poor
and given to the rich.
example

In agricultural policy, the process is more or

lqss the
same. But on rop of the direct contributions, our consumers pay more for food in shops.

My question is therefore whether Mr Christophersen
inrcnds to ensure that the nexr draft budget also lists
the recipienm of subsidies from the EEC budget, and
not just the various items of expenditure. \7ho, for
example, are rhe rop ren individual recipients of contributions under the EAGGF? \flho are the top five
individual recipients from the EAGGF in Denmark.
May we be allowed ro see where rhe funds end up, so
that we are nor just presented with a few figures in a
few columns which hide more rhan they reveal?

Mr Bardong (PPE).
three questions.

-

(DE) Mr President,

I

have

Does the Commission think it possible that any
in farm costs will be taken into account in

changes

time, and why has it complercly ignored Parliamenr's
proposals on this? Is it sure that there will be no need
for a supplementary budget because of this, and are
there any orher reasons why a supplemenmry budget
may become necessary, even rhough this year's budger
will be adopted very lare? Is it correct thar no account
is taken of the integrated Mediterranean programmes
in these texts, alrhough a decision has been taken on
them?

Mr Pasty (RDE).

(FR) Mr Presidenr, I would like
to ask the Commissioner
the following question: is the
Commission aware rhat on rwo main points raised by
the previous speakers
the United Kingdom's budget

contriburion, set according

ro rhe level of

receipts
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rather than the level of expenses, and the matter of
farm prices
the letter of amendment submimed the

Comurission- deviates considerably from Parliament's
proposals, and does the Commission know what will
happen if, as we hope, the Council does not accept the
Commission's proposals on farm prices? Taking into
account the impending exhaustion of own resources,
how will this expenditure be met during the financial
year? Is there not a danger that we will not have a
budget covering the full twelve months of the budgetary year, as Parliament is hoping?

I would like to ask another question which has not yet
been raised and which concerns food aid: as the only
amendment made is a readjustment of the price of
commodities with no bnnage modification, does the
Commissioner think that this will be sufficient and that
it will not be necessary during 1985 to considerably
increase the tonnage of foodstuffs for food aid?

Mr Dankert (S). My question concerns agricul- the procedure to be followed to
tural expenditure and
possible
increases in budgetary volume
include
decided by the Council. I foresee a difficulty here. If
we do not have the figures during the first reading it
will not be possible to follow normal procedures as far
as amendments or modifications are concerned in
order to include them in the second reading. Should
we not get them in time the Commission rules out a
supplementary budget.

in a reduction in the United Kingdom's VAT contribution and a corresponding increase in that of the
other Member States.'
This was a sober, cool assessment of what the Member
States had agreed to submit to their national parliaments for ratification. One may regret that the Member States want to submit such a proposal to their
national parliaments for ratification, but nevenheless I
think that it is reasonable for the Commission to
recognize the fact that the Member States will ask for
such ratification.

The important thing for the Commission at the
moment is to prepare a realistic analysis of the best
and quickest way of resolving the budget problem in
1985. The Commission cannot, nor does it want to,
prevent Parliament and Council discussing the matter.
I can well imagine that such a discussion will take
place, and the Commission will naturally follow it with
great interest. But we believed that it was correct, after
the Member States had mken this decision in the
not as the Council but in their capacity as
Council
Member -States
acknowledge it and take it
- for us toI would
like to say that this
into account. Moreover,
issue does not in fact relate to the shonfall for 1985, it
concerns a redistribution of contribudons. The Member States have accordingly chosen to incorporate this
I
in the treaty on the increase in own resources, and
it is the Member States'
retret to have to say this
- so, even though we might
right under the Treaty to do
disapprove.

So I would like rc know how the Commission thinks
rhis can be fitted in.

Mr Christopherse4 Vice-President of the Commission.
(DA) Mr President, I would like to thank Parlia-ment for the understanding it has shown for our letter
of amendment, although I did of course note a certain
degree of scepticism expressed occasionally in contrib-

utions. However, in spite of the scepticism on individual points, I believe the question put show at any rate
that there is agreement with the Commission on an
exrremely imponant point, namely that there is a need
for a real, genuine budget for 1985. This was one of
the reasons behind the question as to how we can now
be cenain that agricultural expenditure will be covered, or, as Mrs Scrivener put it, that the figures will'
hold. I shall endeavour to answer the questions asked.

I find this quite natural
Mrs Barbarella ask
- and
as the guardian of the Treaty,
how the Commission,
can submit a letter of amendment on the mechanism
for calculating the British budget adjustment. Vhat I
actually said in my statement on behalf of the Commission was as follows:

'Finally, the amendment illustrates the unity between

the Member States achieved in the Council on
2l March with regard to the correction of the Unircd
Kingdom's 1984 contribution. The correction consists

Mrs Casile asks whether the Commission is not being
too optimistic in estimating the consequences of the
farm price proposals on the basis of ir own proposals.
Many other speakers have asked the same question:
what will happen if more costly price proposals are
adopted instead of the Commission's. In the view of
the Commission, there can be no doubt as to what
should happen. If the Council of Minisrcrs takes a
decision enrailing costs over and above the expenditure called'for by the Commission's letter of amendment, the Council naturally has to accept the necessary budgetary consequences

of such a decision,

and

the only way to do this is of course to increase the
amount provided for under the inter-governmental
atreement. This is a matter of simple logic.

would thus urge, if I may, that neither Parliament
nor Council should for this reason delay compledng
their deliberations on the 1985 budget. For just as
there is a need for a budgetary discipline, in the view

I

of some Member States, there is also a need for political discipline in the Member States: if one day a particular Council meeting takes a decision with consequences for expenditure, the next day another Council
meedng must be prepared to uke decisions to cover
rhese consequences. But the Commission can only go
by the figures arising from its own farm price proposals. It has not abandoned its proposals, and will not
start submitting alternative figures to Parliament or the

.
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Council. The Commission stands by im proposals.
Although it is aware that Parliamenr and a number of
Ir{ember States think otherwise, the Commission takes
the view that the price proposals ir has submitted are in

the current situarion necessary and realistic. Ve may
disagree on this point, but the Commission will naturally take its own policy as ia staning point.

Mr

Cornelissen asks when the advance payments will
be made. In fact this is the same question as that raised

by Mrs Scrivener in a slightly different contexr: how
and when can the UK rebate mechanism come into
effect? This depends on how quickly the Member
States are ready to ratify the treary on own resources,
and how quickly the Member Ssates are prepared to
ratify the inter-governmenml agreemenr on the nonrefundable advances. The Commission can only appeal
to the Member States and their parliaments to do this
as quickly as possible. It is clear that delays may lead
' rc liquidity problems, and we must work together to
resolve these. But here we have a problem outside the
compercnce of the Institutions, because it is up to the

Mrs Scrivener asks whether the Commission is confident that the resources

it is requesting are sufficient. I

think this is an important question, for I must emphasize that the Commission has aremprcd Lo carry our rhe
necessary adjustments on the basis of assumprions we
feel are realisdc. I would like to repeat what I said the
first time I had the opponuniry of addressing Parliament on these problems: the Commission has opted
for assumptions that are nor rco oprimisdc, as rhis
would be of no benefit to anyone. \7e have tried to
choose assumptions that are as realistic as possible,
because
I would like to say this to both Parliament
and the Council
if we were instead rc adopt oprimistic assumptions- thar later proved to be untenable,
what would be the result? Maybe we would have to
adopt a supplementary budget for 1985. And what
would then happen, Mr President? The result would
be that the Member States would have to go to their
parliaments not once but twice. \7ould this be in
anyone's interest? I have emphasized this point to the

Council on behalf of the Commission, and I would
also like to stress this before Parliament. The ultimate
consequence of a supplementary budger vould be a
second inter-governmental agreemenr. This would not

national parliaments to decide how quickly they will
ratify such agreements. Ve may regret rhis situation,
but we have no way of changing it. On behalf of the
Commission, I can only urge rhar this be done as
quickly as possible.

I

In this connection

put by Mrs Scrivener. More explicitly, if prices are
adjusted upwards, there is only one way of meering

and in reply ro Mrs Scrivener

- attention rc rhe fact that whereas
I would like to draw
the actual increase in the ceiling on own resources is
conditional upon ratification of the accession rrearies
the proposals by the Member States for new own
resources contain a special provision for the British
adjustment mechanism allowing it to come into effect
immediarely following the ratification of rhese proposals. So this mechanism may well come into effect
before I January 1986.

Mr Curry

asks what would the consequences be

if

Parliament amended the refund to the Unircd Kingdom. I do not think it is the Commission's task ro provide such an analysis at this juncture. I feel that the
institutions themselves must first endeavour ro assess
the consequences of the decisions they take. Clearly,
decisions might be taken which the Commission must
caution against, but I do not now want to start commenting on behalf of the Commission on hypothetical
consequences of panicular decisions by rhe Parliament
or the Council. Being a Member of Parliament, Mr
Curry, does now and rhen involve a cenain risk
and
- own
part of this risk involves arrempring to reach one's
assessment of the outcome of a panicular proposal or
decision. As we all know, this is pan and parcel of rhe
job. I therefore cannor and will nor answer this question.

I now come to the question, as I understand it, as to
whether the farm price arrangements will be postponed from 1985 to 1986. I cannor imagine this happening. The Commission hopes for a speedy decision,
but I cannot acrually imagine any posrponemenr.

be

in anyone's interest.

believe

I

have answered the quesrion on farm prices

the additional costs, namely by increasing the figure in
the inter-governmental agreement, for own resources
are unable to cover such an increase.

I have no panicular commenr to make on Mr Bonde's
contribution. This is because its did not in fact concern
the Commission's letter of amendmenl His contribution was a general observadon setting out his views on
Denmark's membership of rhe Communiry. I see no
reason to use a debate on a letter of amendment for
such a discussion. Moreover, I do not see rhar Mr
Bonde's commen$ have added anyrhing original to
the debate. I believe I have heard these views before,
so I have no comments to make on rhem. On the other
hand, I can say I have no intention of changing the
form taken by the budget proposal; after all, the work
of the Committee on Budgeary Control offers plenty
of opponuniry to see how resources are used. Funhermore, it should be said that it is simply impossible to
determine from the Communiry budget what the
advanages and disadvantages of membership are.

Mr

Bardong asked three quesrions, and

I

believe I

have answered the first two. The third was one concerning the integrated Meditgrranean programmes. I
am pleased that Mr Bardong put rhis quesrion, for I
have heard this asked on other occasions and also seen
it mentioned in the press. Fonunately, I can give an
answer that I believe will satisfy Mr Bardong: we did
not include this point in the letrer of amendment quite
simply because the provisional budget for 1985, thus
the Commission's original budget proposal, already

contains appropriations for rhe integrated Medircrra-
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A

commitment appropriadon of
140 million ECU is set aside for the current year,
together with, as far as I recall, a payment appropriation amounting to 20 million ECU. In the Council's
discussions in November, this figure was reduced to
50 million ECU, I believe, but the line is there. There
is no reason for Parliament rc feel it has no influence
on this question, but we did not want to adjust our
original figure of 140 million ECU, because quite simply we have not yet submitted to the Council our draft
framework regulation for the integrated Mediterranean programme.

nean protrammes. Moreover, as we also consider that

we cannot begin to decide on approprations undl
someway into 1985, the amount set aside in the original proposal accordingly had rc be of a reasonable
slze.

Mr Pasty asked a concrerc question about food aid. I
can state that in the Commission's amendment concerning food aid the quantides to be supplied remain
more and no less. But this will cost
rhe same
- noprices have risen in the last few years.
more because
On behalf of the Commission, I would strongly urge
Parliament to respond positively towards this proposal.
raised a question in fact addressed to both
the Commission and Parliament themselves as institutions. This was the question of how the 1985 budget
could be settled quickly if the necessary information
on the definitive farm price package was not received
in time. I am well aware of this problem, which has
also concerned the Commission. \fle had naturally
hoped that the Council of Ministers would have completed its farm price negotiations. It has not. I can only
appeal to the Council to complete its negotiations as
quickly as possible, and urge Parliament to show the
necessary flexibility to ensure that the 1985 budget will
cover all the financial consequences when it is finalized in order to avoid the situation I referred to: the
which would
need for a supplementary budget
cre^te a panicular problem this year. I say all this
because the Commission is not in principle an advocate of supplementary budgem; this method of budgeting can occasionally be necessary or appropriate, but
this year in particular it could create distinct complica-

Mr Danken

tions.

President, I hope with these remarks to have
answered the questions asked in response of the statement I gave on behalf of the Commission.

Mr

Mr Cot (Sl, Chairman of the

Committee on Budgets.

(FR) Mr President, I am anxious to make some additional observations at the end of this debate and to
explain to the House the direction of the work which
we are now gorng to undenake in view of the letter of
amendment which
sented to us.

Mr

Christophersen has just pre-

First of all, please allow me to make apologies on
behalf of the general rapporteur who, for reasons

beyond his conrol, cannot be here today, although he
would have panicularly liked to have been able to take
pan in this debate and to hear the Commissioner's
remarks.

Firstly, Mr Commissioner, I would like to thank you
for this letter of amendment, which I feel comes at an
appropriate time. Some people had urged you to imi-

tiate the budget procedure earlier, but I believe that it
was necessary to wait for a cenain number of political
preliminaries to be fulfilled. This has now been done.
Ve can discuss the matter and we, the Committe on
Budgets, intend to do this calmly and thoroughly.

Having said that,

I

would like to make three brief

observations on the content and some remarks on the
procedure.

Basically,

I think that

Parliament will be panicularly

interested in three points which have already emerged
in the questions put to you, Mr Christophersen. The
first concern is the twelve-month budget. This was the
'$0'e
reason why we rejected the budget last autumn.
for
a
budget
having
principle
of
are pleased that the
the full year has been reestablished and vigorously re-

affirmed. \fle feel that this is confirmation of Parliament's position, and I am happy that the Commission
is cooperating. However, the forecasts also have to be
fairly reliable the day they are drawn up, and it will be
our jobs, the job of our committees, to check the
figures, your figures, but especially those of the Council, because it is this body which will submining the
draft budget to us on the basis of the preliminary draft
and the letter of amendment. You can be sure that the
investigation will be close and painstaking.

Let me repeat what others have said before me. From
now on we have the problem of fixing farm prices.
The difficulty has been clearly poinrcd out by Mr
Danken. Vhatever the level of farm prices, these will
have to be included in some form of budgetary procedure. \7ell, as you know, if these prices are not
included in the first reading, we will either have to
have a supplementary budget or there will have to be
unwelcome carry-overs to the 1986 budget. There is
no getting away from the contradiction.

your in-depth reply, Mr Christophersen, I am
nor sure that I can accept it. If the Council was to
adopt a different position on the prices you have proposed, ir would naturally be up to them to make the

fu for

corresponding financial resources available at the same
time, and to provide for the corresponding supplemenmry financing. Ve shall keep our eyes oPen.

Secondly, the matter of the United Kingdom's compensation is being dealt with in a way which I find
regrettable. In this case, Mr Commissioner, you and
thi Commission have been the humble executor of the
national Bovernments wishes, and I regret this. At this
srage, I can only record the disagreement on the part
of this branch of the budgetary authority on the way
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things have been handled. You know our position on
the substance. Your letrer of amendment goes againsr
what the European Parliamenr decided last year in the
first reading. I would also like ro say rhar you are nor
giving any indication
this remark is also meant
- and
for the Council
about
how the Fontainebleau provi- to the effect that, in the long run,
sion will be applied,
expenditure policy constirures rhe essenrial means of
resolving the question of budgetary imbalances. Ve
need to know if this is a rcmporary siruation or nor.
Fontainebleau was clear, but after that we have been
waiting for somerhing to happen. You are nor saying
anything. I hope that the Council will be able ro say
something, and I am sure rhar the budget debate will
centre on the problems of development, so as to find
some more healthy principles. All rhe same, I might
argue with your remarks rhat the Member States could
initiate this bargaining in opposition ro rhe Treaties. I
believe that this marrer of the Unircd Kingdom's contribution raises the problem of the constitutionality of
the procedure. I am not at all convinced by your arguments on the legaliry of the matter.

Finally, the third point to which we will give our
attention, has to be the integrated Mediterranean programmes and rhe need ro approach them correctly and
adequately. You mentioned this in your answer, and I
am sure rhat this will be an issue which our Committee
on Regional Policy as well as the Commirree on Budgets

will follow with

care.

Mr President, I now come to rhe procedural problems,
and firsr of all I would like ro make it.quite clear that
we wanl to make rapid progress here. The European
Parliament will not want ro be responsible for holding
up the adoption of the budget. There is one essential
political requirement. \fle have to go back ro rhe
accepted principle rhat the budget should cover the
whole year. There is also an essenrial budgetary
requirement. \7hat I mean ro say is that, if we adopt
the budget too lare, it will be of little use, because ir
will mean thar the Commission will not be able to
commit the expenditure in .time, and wharever

between two different pan-sessions of Parliament, so
that talks with rhe Council may be properly conducted
and all possibiliries of agreement explored.

In order to reconcile rhe need for speed with the need

for in-depth talks, Mr Ove Fich and myself have proposed rc the chairmen and rapponeurs of rhe committees involved with the budget that we simplify rhe dis-

cussion at the first reading, thus avoiding reopening
the discussion on all the budgetary headings
which
- work
would force us to more or less repeat all our
from the previous aurumn. Ve will take as being
approved at the first reading
of course for
- excepr,adopted
technical changes
all amendments
at thc
- the first reading last autumn.
plenary session during
For the 1986 budget, but not for the 1985 budgeq we
will introduce amendments laying down new budgetary policies or aimed at rectifying imbalances in rhe
budgetary strucrures beyond whar had been voted last
autumn. In other words, we do not intend to r€open
the whole budget discussion which took place lasr
autumn, during the debate on rhe 1985 budget. This
would resulr
it would be a matter of
- of course,
good will between
the committees concerned and
between you all, ladies and genrlemen
would
- this
result in limiting the proposed modifications
and draft
amendmenr to new elements introduced since last
December: first of all, the letter of amendment, of
course, the draft budget which the Council will be
submiwing to us and which we musr be able to discuss
fully, the EAGGF Guarantee Section, food aid, etc.
plus, in some secrors, the proposed modification or
draft amendment which changes in cenain projects
since the beginning of the year have made nic.rrary
example, in the field of research and technol-ogy.forThis
simplified form of discussion, with our
debates focusing on essenrial political quesdons,
would allow us ro guarantee a full second reading in
the normal budgetary conditions laid down by the

Treaty.

is

gained in rerms of discussing the budget will be losr in

its implemenarion. It would be a case of out of rhe
frying pan into the fire. Finally, I am concerned about
the budgemry problems of the 1985 financial year,
since these could san to affect the preliminary draft
for 1986. So I hope that the budget debare for 1986
can be conducted properly according to rhe anticipated timetable, if this is within the bounds of possibility, so that our commitrees responsible for the substance can examine rhe budgetary guidelines and deci-

sions at the required length and under the proper
conditions. Ir is obvious that this, examination cannor
ake place until the matrer of the 1985 budget has been
setded.

It

is with this in mind that a delegation of rhe European Parliament will meet in Luxembourg nexr Tues-

day with the Council of Ministers for i preliminary
conciliation which we will repon on ar the meeting of
the Committee on Budgets to be held in Brusseli on
Vednesday and Thursday, 24 and 25 April. I repeat
the invitation which Mr Fich and I put to the rapporteurs and chairmen of the committees of Parliamenr
which are involved in this matter to attend this meering of the Committee on Budgets on 24 and 25 April,
because the budget procedure is oncc again on-the

move, and

it is imponanr

rhal all rhe committees

should panicipate in rhis work and nor just the Committee on Budgets.

There are major difficulties which, as we have jusr
seen, we cannor avoid and which will make ir necessary, cenainly for the 1985 budget
contrarily to
- readings, split
what happened in 1980
to have two

-

President.
That brings
under Rule-40.

to an end the proceedings
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Easing of controls at tbe intra-Community borders

is the repon (Doc. A
President.
- The next item
2-18/85) by Mr Rogalla, on behalf of the Committee
on Legal Affairs and Citizens'Righm, on the
proposal from the Commission

to the

Council

COM(84) 749 final) for a
directive on the easing of controls and formalities

(Doc. 2-1652/84

applicable to nationals of the Member States when
crossing intra-Communiry borders.

(DE) Mr President,
Rogalla (Sl, rapporteur.
ladies and tentlemen, this imponant report rePresents
a stagingpost in this House for the people of Europe
journeying ro one another. It should serve young people, workers, citizens and senior citizens who want to
efface the hors of 40 years ago with conversation,
travel and shopping for personal needs without formal
identity controls, stamps and the nuisance of hanging
around and without anyone sifting through their shopping bags and car boots. As a socialist, I take panicular
pleasure in being rapporteur for the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights. I also think of my

Mr

co-campaigners from the 'Kangaroo' working party
on freedom of movement. I thank them for their tireless assistance and also all those who have made it possible for us to be able to discuss and vote here this
afternoon in front of a large number of European visitors.

I am very concerned about five main points. First, in
1919 Max Veber, a wcll-known German philosopher,
listed three main qualities required for working in politics (at that time, Europe as such did not exist but
nevertheless what he said still applies rcday): dedication to objectiviry, a sense of responsibiliry and judgment, in other words the capacity to allow new ideas
to mature, and these qualities have more imponance
with respect to freedom of movement for people
within the Member States than anywhere else. Serious
problems stand in the way of the legal right to the
removal of all obsncles to the free movement of persons as set out in the Treaty, to freedom from harrassment and the saving of time and money for everyone :
these are public order and safety, the protection of
human and animal health, the battle against drugs and
crime and inrcrnational terrorism. Only this morning
v/e were complaining that this is on the

increase.

we must give priority
However, the option is clear
to the growth of Europe and- its people and we must
fight against the risks mentioned with united strentth.

In this way we compensate for the lack of contact,
rather than a lack of safety. The only way we can
make things better is by rolling up our sleeves, putting

new ideas and methods into practice and working
alongside the specialists in various fields (the safety
and drug authorities instead of against them.
Secondly, the Commission has finally mken the initia-

tive. The pressure from this House had become too
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great. The chosen legal vehicle, the directive, is still

too timid for myself and the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' Rights. In view of the objective
of the EEC Treaty, its principles and the case-law of
the European Court of Justice' a regulation would
have been more appropriate, especially when one considers the limiting clauses of Anicle 36. However, dear
colleagues, let us forget the past and look for allies for

the future. Two-thirds of the people of Europe would
like to see the remnants of our built-in hostility and
panicularism, the controls of our internal borders
quickly disappear. Vho will stand in their way? The
Committees approach is as follow: the aim should be
not the easing of personal controls but their abolition,
even if this has to be in stages. Ve have until 1992,
that is still 8 years away, to find every last police and
customs officer on the borders something more useful
to do; the sooner the better.

Thirdly, because of our Committee's wish for change,
all types of personal'checks should gradually be
removed, including the health of your pet dog and the
psychology of plants you take with you (yes, even
just
plants have their own psychology, you know
used
as
a
which
be
can
of
things
imagine the son
Pretext for a check). The Commission should coordinate
the Member States' measures: it should not just
observe and take note, but, as an ally of the Parliament
and of the people, it should exert pressure and present

reports to the House and to the relevant Committee.

The Community should now polish up what Kohl and
Mitterand have initiated during the past year in response to increasingly louder demands from EuroMPs.

Founhly, free movement at inra-Communiry frontiers
and the ransfer of controls to the Community's external borders. Checks which protect our citizens from
cocaine and heroin. There is no need for protection
just for German or French young people, there is only
a need to protect European young people. These
checks must be moved to the Community's external
borders, with a Community customs or investigation
administration which use all the modern means available to keep a check on the countries where these danfrom Lima to Bangkok.
gerous drugs are produced
Our island Member States, like Great Britain and Ireland, or those where external and internal boundaries
are the same, those with coastal regions (in other
words all except Luxembourg) have special features.
But statistics show that only a third of all contraband
is seized at internal borders and wo-thirds at pons

and airpons and at third-country frontiers. So the
Community has a lot to do at these interfaces and at
the same time an obligation remove controls at the
internal borders, which cost a lot of money and
obstruct people.

My fifth point concerns the proposed

amendments'

For visas which Member States issue to third country
nationals, there must be general recognition from one
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Mernber State to anothcr, along the lines of what has
already been agreed for standards and foodsruffs. Airpons which are ro have rwo channels for arrivals from
'abroad' will have to be allowed to this without roo

much expense. A red or green sticker is sufficient.

If

there is only one door, the rule should be rhat the individual is nor unnecessarily obstructed.

Arnendmenr No 20, relating to Paragraph 2 Subsection 2, is a consequence of rhe jurisprudence of the
European Coun. Travellers need money and must be
allowed Lo carry it with them.

No one will blame me for being especially pleased
about Amendment No 2l
removal of the signs
- the
bearing the superscription
Zoll-Douane-Customs.
Despite being rich in tradition, rhey have become conuary to Communiry law. So we are back where we
staned as regards the People's Europe. The Committee, instituted by rhe heads of state or governmenr,
has set irelf the task of taking measures, of immediate
significance to the citizens of the Community, measures which offer rhem obvious advannges for everyday life. So I hope that the Council, which impressed
upon us the urgency of this reporr now succeeds in
showing Parliament rapid results of real help to the
cttlzen.
(Applaurc)

Mr

Pattcrcon (EDl, drafinan of the opinion of the
Committee on konomic and Monetary Affairs and
Industial Policy.
Mr President, rhe first rhing my
commitree would -like to do is ro atree with the Legal
Affairs Committee that rhis directive should be seen, as
the Commission itself srares, as a first step towards rhe
complete abolition of all frontier controls within the
European Community
nor just easing but abolidon.
r$(/e were promised in the 1985 programme a fully unified internal marker by 1992, and that musr mean rhe
end of all internal frontiers by that darc. The Commission makes a disrinction in the directive between police
checks and customs checks, and it is with the latter I
want to deal.

The first thing I wanr ro say about them is thar 'customs' is the wrong word. There are no internal customs duties in a common market. There can be none.

Therefore, conrrols at internal borders do not arise
from customs duties but from differences in VAT and
excise duties. They should probably, rherefore, be
called tax checks. As Mr Rogalla has said, rhe very
idea of internal customs posts should be removed.

Secondly,

of course it is clear that the need for

rax
recede with the progress of fiscal harmonizarion. The Commission has promised us a
checks of any kind

will

programme to harmonize VAT and exise rates in the
very near future. Meanwhile certain things can be
done to improve rhe position for travellers. For example, this directive will replace systematic checks by

spot checks throughout the Community. I know that
some Member States may be worried that this will
produce an orgy of smuggling across inrernal borders.
Therefore, ir would be very inreresring ro know from
the Commission exactly how much excess VAT or
excise duty is actually collected at internal borders
from travellcrs who exceed their allowances. I very
much doubt, for example, wherher the amount collected, in fact, defrays the cosr of the customs officers
involved.

The second way in which these controls can be eased,
of course, would be by increasing these allowances
themselves. I notice that the People's Europe Committee have recommended that allowances should be
increased by 250/o from I July this year- that is, from
exactly the same date thar this directive should come
into force. I suggest that 250/o is a very modest
increase, and I hope that in any case it will be repeated
up until 1992 until those duties disappear.

There is one additional economic marrcr which my
committee would like ro draw rc rhe anenrion of the
Commission, and that is rhe controls which still exist
at some internal fronriers on the movemenr of currenry. Ve look forward to the day
and it is ro be

hoped it will be quite soon
when- rhere will be no
more exchange controls in-the Communiry. Meanwhile, it is quite intolerable that travellers sometimes
have rheir personal effects searched to see whether
they are carrying [oo many French francs, drachmas,
etc. As Mr Rogalla has pointed our, rhe Coun has
given every traveller the absolute righr to carry all the
currency necessary ro pay normal horcl bills and other
services. The Commission should ensure thar this ruling is applied, so rhar a traveller complying with the
Coun's rulings is entitled ro cross frontiers through
the green channel or using green srickers. I have submitted an amendment to the directive to make this
absolutely clear, and I hope Mr Rogalla and the Commission can accepr ir.

I wanted ro agree with Mr Rogalla that the key to rhe
whole operation and continuance of this process is to
move controls from internal to external fronriers. In
the economic field we have one good sign and rhat is

the adoption of the new Community

instrument,

which will prevenr checks on dumped goods at internal frontiers.

I say that Anicle 14 is a key anicle in this
direcrive. It calls on rhe Member States rc comply by
I July this year. My commitree and Mr Rogalla in the
Legal Affairs Committee have acted with considerable
speed, so let us hope rhat rhe Council and rhe Member
States will now do [he same, so that this summer the
holiday-makers of Europe will really see the mngible
benefits of belonging ro a European Community.
Finally,

Mrs Vayssade (S).

-

(FR)

Mr

President,

in

June

1984, during rhe elections, we were all able to see just
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how indifferent or even hostile the majority of our fellow citizens were towards Europe. It all went just as if
everything that had been done since rhe Community
or more
was first established nearly 30 years ago
- did not
than 30 years ago in the case of the ECSC
concern them, their day-to-day life or their future. Of
having
for
not
course, they blamed the Community
grappled with a certain number of problems, in panicular for not having made much progress with economic problems, unemployment, job creation, etc.

I

also believe that they have the impression that this
Europe is not really their territory. They are still very
much locked away in their national territory. It seems
ro me that it is time for us to implement what is set out
in the treaties. Ve need real freedom of movement,
not just for workers, but for everyone who wants to
move around Europe as freely as possible. Then they

in rhe amendment that he had withdrawn in favour of
a compromise amendment of the Legal Affairs Committee, and it seemed to me that the solution adopted
satisfied everyone. I would have preferred not to have
seen this amendment reaPPear.

Finally, I would like to say to Mr Price and Mr Patterson that I found their amendment somewhat complicated because at the same time as they are speaking in
favour of at least 2 channels in pons, airports and
sometimes at borders, they ask that we make a distinction between those who move within the Community,
those who are entering and the others. I do not think
that this will simplify matters.
So, I hope that the Parliament will follow the Legal
Affairs Committee today and that the Council will lose
no time in adopting this directive.

will finally start being Europeans.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

From rhis theme and from this election, we have seen
the idea of a Europe of the people emerge. Today, I
would almost prefer to change the words round and
stan talking about the people of Europe and I would

like this territory of ours of rcn (and soon twelve)
countries to become a legal area for everyone, a place
where they are at home and where the first manifestation of their freedom is the right to come and go as
they please.

I am sorry that the directive which has been submitted
to us today has taken so long to materialize. I would
have liked us to have discussed it several years ago. It
is, however, a first step and, in my opinion, a step in

Mrs Boot (PPE).

(NL) Mr President, when
returning recently from Brussels to the Netherlands,

my car broke down just six kilometres outside Rotterand so I was obliged
where I was heading
dam
- It was nearly midnight- and I was looking for
to walk.
a phone to call our much praised breakdown service.
As I was walking, I was passed by the Koninklijke
Nederlandse Marechaussee. Not only did they offer
me a lift, they also towed my car the last six kilometres

and

and took me home. Vhen we arrived, my car s/as
returned'to me, and there was a brief conversation.
Vhen the officers learned that I was one of the
25 Dutch Members of the European Parliament' they
told me that if they had known that before, they might
not have given me a liftl I should point out, Mr Presi-

transmitting it to Member States for implementation.
It is a first step towards removing the frontiers, or at
least Parliament would like to affirm that it is a first
step towards removing frontiers. Admittedly, that
security, health
would pose a number of problems

dent, that that branch of the Netherlands police force
is also responsible for frontier patrols. So they knew
exactly who they were talking to, since they are very
well aware of Parliament's desire to simplify customs
checks and formalities for European citizens.

rhe right direction. I hope that the Council, who asked
for urgency in this matter, respects its own request and

that no time will be lost in adopting a directive

control, the harmonization

number of
of a cenain

measures and of tax and trade arrangemenr and problems concerning the right of abode and the development of this, because if you make travelling more easy
then you have to make residence easier too.

I

believe that we should not wait for all
these problems to be resolved before allowing free
movement at frontiers and that once we have taught
the European people to move freely, they will then

However,

force us, the European Institutions, to take
towards relevant legal harmonization

Ve welcome this proposal from the Commission, even
though it was possibly a little slow in coming. It is a
right direction. \fle quite
step
step
- in the
- a first
want cus[oms
controls to be completely
definircly
done away with so that the people of the Community

will finally realize they are Community citizens. If the
directive is passed, they will immediately enjoy more
favourable treatment than the citizens of non-Community countries.

steps

to uphold

the

rights they can expect.
So we, the socialists, are totally in favour of this directive and hope that it will be applied as quickly as possi-

ble. \7e agree ro all the amendments ProPosed by the
Legal Affairs Committee and which we have voted in

committee. Even so, I would like to say that, as a
socialist, I was a little surprised that Mr De Gucht kept

This brings me to my next point, Mr President, which
is that nationals of non-Community countries who
have been living for a long time in the EEC but have
nor acquired the nationality of one of the Member
Srates, will still have a lot of problems to contend with.
A more permanent solution should therefore be based
on harmonization of legislation on aliens and recognidon by all Member States of visas issued in any one
Member State.
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My Group is in favour of the Commission proposal
and of the amendmenr tabled by the Legal Affairs
Committee. As regards rhe implementarion and moni-

toring of the directive, my Group proposes that the
Commission should be assisrcd by a kind of 'watchdog' committee. I am saying this because rhere was an
error in the German translation of rhe amendment.
Such bodies are effective in a narional context and
could also prove useful for monitoring the application
of Community law.

I

also believe, Mr President, that we, rhe citizens of
Europe, need a genuine European government.
(Applaase)

Mr Turner (ED).
Mr Presidenr, this proposal is in
- Europe.
line with a people's
Some national civil servan6, panicularly those in charge of frontier marrers,
probably regard the idea of a citizen's Europe as senrimental rubbish and do not believe that this is to be
taken seriously. I think rhey are completely wrong.
People do take an interesr in rhe simple aspects of the
EEC. Secondly, I think that such civil servants probably say that rhe principle is unimponant and thar all
that people want ro avoid is inconvenience ar rhe fronder. Again I think these civil seflants are wrong. People do want a gesrure and a sign of change occurring

in Europe.
Such civil servanr say:

Ve will take more seconds off
for insnnce, in British

the inspection rime taken

by having computerized
passporrs. Indeed,
there is a boast that they will reduce it from
customs

l2 seconds down ro something shoner. I believe thar
that is also torally wrong. I am very worried about the
idea of computerized passporrs. I think they would be
a retrograde step and would extend government and
na[ional interference unnecessarily. This Parliament
should positively oppose the idea of computerized and
machine-readable passpons. I would like to hear the
views of Members much more frequenrly on this marter. There is no objection at all to having compurers ro
make passpons and to ger them issued and that sort of
thing; it is the use of the computers to invigil arc us rhar
I am worried about.

Vhat

is the legal position of EEC citizens? They are
entitled ro enrer any of the EEC countries. They are
entitled to sray there to work or study.

They are enritled to redre or live rhere, so long as they
do not become an economic burden on the social services. Now if thar happens, ir becomes self-evident
when they go along and apply for some social services.
So there is no need to anticipate the possibility of their
becoming a charge upon rhe Smte by invigilating them
when they arrive ar the frontier. Thus, I believe thar
for an EEC citizen to show a closed passporr or ro go
through a green channel or any orher srcp like thaiis

perfectly practical and sufficient at the internal frontiers of the EEC.

Other objecrions put forward are in relation to drug
smugglers. Now, drug smugglers at rhis present dme
are not stopped because they have a passporr looked
at, they are stopped because of the sagacity and

instinct of customs officers who know very often
whom they ought to stop because rhey have the experience. Exactly the same applies to rabies. You do not
inspect everybody's handbag to see if they have got a
pet dog inside, you choose somebody who you think
will have one inside. These are spot checks, and spot
checks are permitted by this directive.
Then you come ro criminals. I doubt if any criminal
was ever stopped at the frontier because the passpon
officer read his name in the passpon. He is stopped
because the immigration officers have an instinct for
knowing who is a criminal and they have seen photographs of criminals panicularly wanted. Then you
come ro terrorists. No terrorist crosses a frontier with
a genuine passpon, and so
is looked ar or nor.

it doesn't matter whether it

That is the position for EEC citizens. For non-citizens, of course, the worry is thar they will hold up a
fake European passporr or go through the green chan-

nel when they should nor do so. That is a crime of
deception. But what is the effect? !fle have gor rwo
sons of non-citizens ro worry abour, namely illegal
immigrants and illegal visitors. As to illegal visitors or
tourists, I doubt if any are kept out. As to illegal immigrants, there are two public policy reasons for keeping
them out. One is rhat they take jobs from citizens anJ
the second is that they may become a charge on rhe
State. If an illegal immigrant does come in by going
through rhe wrong channel, rhen he will be found ai
soon as he goes [o tet a job or as soon as he goes to

get his social services.

Therefore, may I conclude by saying that I believe the
proposal is absolutely practical. It does nor in rhe
slightest degree lessen the defences which some people

think they ought to have at rheir frontiers

againsr

rabid foreigners. Ve therefore suppon it. May I say ro
Mrs Vayssade that Mr Price's amendments have been
withdrawn.

Mr Dc Gucht (L).

(NL) Mr President, the cirizens' Europe begins- where the frontiers end. The
Commission proposal to the Council to ease cusroms
checks and formalities ar rhe inrernal frontiers of the
Community could be an important first step in rhis
-that
direction. It is also panicularly significant
the
Council has asked for this repoft to be debated by
urgent procedure. The Italian Presidency seems to be
seriously interested in mckling this question
a fact
which we can but welcome. Good inrcntions- and the
will to achieve resulrs are shared by the Commission
and the Council Presidency. However, it is impossible
overemphasize the danger of having this matter
dealt with by groups of national officials and by Coreper diplomars.

to
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If the Council Presidency continues to give this matter'
it itself called for and wishes to

the priority which

ensure that a decision is taken before July, the ques-

tion must be discussed as soon as possible at the most
appropriate level, that is at the political level of the
Council of Ministers. Progress may be seriously

if

hoticed how pleasant it was to cross the internal frontiers of the countries forming the Scandinavian passpon union. This is the kind of thing which the series
of draft directives which will most cenainly follow the
one we are debating rcday should be aiming at.

administrative questions and technicalities

However, great imponance should be attached to

which are often introduced deliberately and live
-only in the minds
of shon-sighted national officials
and not in the heans of hundreds of millions of Euro-

all like to see solved and achieving the single market
everyone is talking about. Fonunately there is not

delayed

peans

-

are allowed to predominate.

For this reason, Parliament's Liberal and Democratic
Group is firmly and unconditionally in favour of the
Rogalla report. This is a matter which is of crucial
imponance for the credibility of the European Parliament.'!7'e support all the amendments to the Commission proposal in the Rogalla report, since these simplify the proposal and make the idea even more atractive to European citizens. The amendments are based
on the conviction that the cost of customs controls,
which are still necessary for the dme being, should not
be borne by the people of Europe but by the Member
States.

Psychologically, there is a big difference between a
regulation whereby international travellers by land, sea
or air are divided into two groups, one of which can in
principle move freely while the other is subject to
checks, and a regulation according to which Communiry travellers have to display red or green stickers.

The amendments tabled by the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' Rights, which wanrc the Commission's proposal to take account of these considerations, have been to a large extent retained in the
Rogalla report. In our view this approach can be uken
a srcp funher. !/e therefore call for your suppon for
the only amendment which our Group has tabled
the scrapping of the possibility of requiring stickers,- a
possibiliry which was treated only as a subsidiary matter in the Rogalla report.

In the past, customs offices have been set up even at
rhe smallest frontier crossings. At such points there
should be a very simple, clear indication of the routes
to be taken by ravellers with nothing to declare and
by those who have to be checked.

To conclude, Mr President, we regard the

Commission proposals not as a final stage but as the beginning
of the complete lifting of all internal customs checks, a
process which must be completed not later than 1992.
The Commission proposal under discussion today may

be an imponant step in the right direction, since it
could create the conditions required for the complete
abolition of customs checks on the Community's inter-

nal frontiers. I would like to end by thanking Mr
Rogalla for his excellent report, which he drew up at

very shon notice.

Mrs Oppenheim (ED).

(DA) Mr President, those

Members who have travelled in Scandinavia

will

have

making some real headway on the problems we would

much disagreement between the Commission and Parliament and the committee which has dealt in panicular with this proposal. However, the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights, and Mr Rogalla

panicularly, should be thanked, for the amendments
in the repon, which I mainly see as a well-intentioned
arrempr at streamlining the rules contained in the proposal and the reasons behind it.

In this connection, one thing I would like to point out
is the quesdon of time limits. According to the proposal for a directive, these simplified rules are ro be
applied as from I July this year, but would it not be a
good idea
and I would like to ask the Commission
- this to start earlier so that Europe's
to rhink about
holiday-makers will-be able to benefit from the easing
of controls and see that the Commission is really
rying to do something to achieve its higher objective
of a single market?

Mr President, on behalf
Mr McMillan-Scott (ED).
- like
at the beginning of
of Europe's tourists I should
the tourist season simply to say that any proposal
which is likely to make life easier for them in the
future is to be welcomed and to point out also that this
is an enormously imponant growth area in our economies. Secondly, on behalf of the tourist industry of
Europe I wish to commend the proposal, because anything which creates an external border and increases
the sense of Europeanness is of great advantage. !fle
are now the major tourist area of the world. 'We must
maintain our lead, and I am quite cenain that this proposal will do everything it can to help.

Lord Cockfield, Vice-President of the Commission.
Mr President, if we are to achieve our aim of completing the internal market by 1992, we have a long and at
times arduous path to tread, but this makes it even

more imponant that we should make a good and
determined stan. The Commission is therefore grateful to Parliament for giving this matter priority and for
the universal support our proposals have received.

The imponance of easing border controls has
stressed many times, both here

been

in Parliament and by

the European Council at Fontainebleau last year. The
Council called for significant progress to be made to
this end, and the directive with which we are concerned today is an imponant step in this direction. It is
of the utmost imponance that this political will, which
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has been demonstrated by the Council, by Parliament

and by rhe Commission, should be translated into

abolish the conrols at the border itself.

Ve

entirely

agree with the committee on rhar one.

legally binding insrrumenrs in the Member States. This

directive is essential if we are ro ensure rhat honest
law-abiding citizens can ravel wirhout let or hindrance from one Member Sate to anorher.

Mr Presidenr, I should like to state the Commission's
posirion on the 15 amendmenr tabled by rhe committee and the other five tabled by individual Members. In general, c/e are prepared to accept most of
Parliament's suggesrions. It is only with a small number of items that we do not agree or that we think further consideration necessary.
Perhaps I should say that in referring to individual
amendments I am referring rc rhem by the numbers
they bear on the amendment paper and not the numbers they bear in the repon itself.

May

I

start appropriately with Amendment No

accept the reasoning behind this amendmenr.

l.

graph 3 of the amended anicle provides that speed restrictions should be indicated in good time. Ve accept
the first change proposed by the arnendmenr. So far as
the second change is concerned, we are not entirely
cenain rhat it is appropriate to deal with speed limits
and speed restrictions in this present directive, but we
sympa-

thetically.

Vhar we

the amendment.

Amendment No 2 would add the words 'as requested
on numerous ocaasions by the Parliament'. Ve
entirely agree that Parliament has been most active in
campaigning for measures of rhis kind, and it is only
right that ribute should be paid to whar Parliament
has done. This is, in fact, already brought our very
clearly in the fifth recital.
we accepr rhis one. Amendment

No 4
we agree- with the principle underlying the
first pan of this amendmenr, bur we really would like
ro look at the drafting. The second pan of the amendment deals wirh cenain aspecrc of fiscal harmonization, and we should be happy ro accepr that amendment.

'!7e

Amendment No 9
the second paragraph of
Anicle 5, as amended-by this amendment, would provide that the provisions apply to foot passengers. Para-

will look at rhe matter and we will look ar it
I

are doing is only the first step in abolishing controls
and formalities, and we are happy therefore to accep[

Amendmenr No 3

Amendment No 8
we accepr the principle thar the
Commission should- be informed of any changes once
they have been introduced but perhaps the Parliamenr
would agree that we should look rather carefully at
the wording of this amendment which in places is not
entirely clear.

Amendment No 21
this is the amendment to which
Mr Rogalla spoke -specifically and it is designed to
remove signs bearing the superscription: Zoll, Douane
or Customs.I well understand Mr Rogalla's feelings on
this point and one would like to see rhese signs disappear. I gather, however, that he is perfectly prepared
to see them replaced by orher signs which bear the
word,: Taxes. Vhile, of course, this would be much
more accurate, we may find some difficulty on this
ground because Member States may seek to argue rhat
itis an unnecessary expense. But so far as the principle
of this is concerned, he and I find ouselves once agiin
on the same side of the line.
Amendment No 10

we accepr the principle behind

this amendmenr bur- it could, in fact, only apply at
crossing points where physical conditions would so

Vith this qualification, we would be prepared
to accept the amendment. \7e accepr rhe pan of the
permit.

amendment dealing with Anicle 6(2) which is a minor

should be happy

ro

accepr Amendment No 5,
which makes it clear that the directive lays down a
number of conditions for progressively abolishing controls before 1992. Yle are prepared ro accepr Amendment No 6, which is essendally a drafting amendment.
Amendment No 20
Patrerson's amend- thisVeis Mr
ment relating ro currency.
agree with the principle
underlying rhis. Ve are prepared ro accepr the amendment, bur, of course, he will be well aware of rhe fact
that objections may be raised by cenain of the Member Srares.

Amendment No 7
we agree the point here which
seeks to resrict Member
States increasing the number
of mobile unirs for checking persons in border areas.
\flhat underlies this amendmenr, I imagine, is a desire
to prevent rhe Member Stares actually increasing the
controls just inside the border at the rime rhat rhey

drafting point and also Anicle 6(3) which provides
that the green discs be supplied free of charge. Ve
accePr thar one too.

Amendment No 18
this makes the same point, in
fact, as Amendmenr- No l0 which, subject io som:e
qualification, the Commission is prepared ro accepr.
Amendmenr No l l
this would provide that no con- our ar departure
trols should be carried
from airpons

or porr.s. !/e would accepr this if it applies to all crossing points. Application ro airpons and pons only
would be inconsistent.
Amendmenr No 12

while we agree with the principle underlying this -amendmenr, we would not accepr
the amendmenr as drafted simply because the original
drafting is more flexible and on this ground is preferable.

l8:4.
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these are purely texAmendments Nos 13 and 14
tual amendments which we are- happy to accept.

Amendment No 15
there are three pans to this.
The first is simply a-drafting point which we accept,
the second part asks for yearly reports instead of twoyearly reporu. Ve appreciate the Parliament's wish to
be kept regularly informed but we would think that
the repons as originally proposed would be adequate.
The'third pan of the amendment asks for funher proposals at an appropriate time. '!/e are happy to accept
that one too.
Amendment No 22 by Mrs Boot, Anicle 13
- there
are three parts to the amendment. The first one simply
repear the original draft. The second pan asks for an
annual repon and I have just dealt with that. The third
pan of the amendment asks for a consultative body to
be set up. Ve do, in fact, already have quite a number
of consultative bodies and we would not realli, think it
is necessary to have another consultative body on this
point, panicularly in view of the general interest which
is shown in these matters. The Commission is therefore very happy to accept most of the amendments. In
one or two instances, we think that funher consideration needs rc be given to the actual wording and this
we will most certainly do. Only in a very few instances
would we regard the amendments as unacceptable.

I

Mr Rogalla (Sl, rapporteur. - (DE) Mr President,
statement corresthe Vice-President's very detailed
ponded with the terms of Anicle 35, Paragraph 1. I
would like to make two observations and ask one
quesrion.

The observations concern amendments 8 and ll. As
regards amendment 8, the Legal Affairs Committee
decided that the appropriate authorities, i.e. the Commission, must be informed retrospectively about adequate special measures in accordance with Anicle 4. I
agree with the Vice-President as regards amendment I l, namely that there should be no exit controls
at any crossing point, not just at ports and airpons.

Finally, I would like to ask the Vice-President whether
I am right in saying that since the Commission drew
up this Directive the situation in the Member States
and in the Council has changed, that the Committee
for the People's Europe, which is composed of representatives of the heads of state or government, places
panicular imponance on measures which are of immediate significance and obvious advantage to the people.
Does he think that this Directive has done this and
does he share my hope that the Member Sntes will
accordingly soon organize discussions, which will
I July
allow us to actually keep to the schedule

-

1985?

am most grateful rc the Parliament and rc all of

those who have spoken for the support they have given

rc the draft directive and panicularly rc the policy
which underlies it. The adoption of the directive will
be an imponant step forward in the economic integration of the European Community, an aim which we all
share.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vce-President

(NL) Mr President, I would like
Mrs Boot (PPE).
- point, since I fear, as I have
to raise a yery minor
already pointed out in my speech, that my amendment
is not clear in ranslation. In amendment No 22, I am
not calling for a 'consultative committee', Mr President, but merely for an advisory committee to monitor

the implementation of the directive. This would be a
son of 'watchdog' committee which could son out the
problems of ordinary citizens more quickly. I have
already pointed out that the German, and probably
also the English, does not reflect the original. \[hat I
am proposing is not a consulative body but an advisory committee to which citizens can address their
complaints. Such committees are very effective in a
national context, as I hope they will prove to be under
Community law.

Lord Cockficld, Vice-President of the Commission.
Mr President, may I start with a point raised by Mrs
Boot. I entirely accept what she says about the translaa matrcr for which, fortuntion of the document

ately, I have no responsibility. But it is, of course, the
responsibility of the Commission itself to ensure that
directives are complied with and we will most cenainly
watch for compliance in this field. I do, in fact, myself
already address a large number of letters to Member
States, following interventions in this House on border
difficuldes and I will cenainly keep a very close personal eye on this. I do not think that adding a funher
administrative layer to this would really carry us very
much funher forward. But I do ask her to place her
trust in the Commission because we have a great
interest ourselves in ensuring that this matter is dealt
with properly.
So far as Mr Rogalla's points are concerned, as far as I
can see, nothing whatever separates him and me on
this. It is simply that we want to make quite cenain
that the wording of the two amendmenff gives effect
to what he and I want to do and I am sure he would be
happy to leave it on that basis. I am only asking for the
opponunity to make quite certain thar the wording
complies with what both he and I want.

Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken ar the next voting time.
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Presidcnt.
nexr ircm is the repon (Doc. A
- The
2-7/85) drawn
up by Mr Collins on behalf of the

Committee on rhe Environment, Public Healrh and
Consumer Protection, on the European Environment
Summit in May 1985 and the OECD meeting in June
I

985.

Mr Collins (Sl, rapponeur.
President, I must
- Mr right
say, looking around the Chamber
now that we
really look like a meedng of the Committee on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, but in a somewhat different setring. So perhaps I
should begin by welcoming any visitors who may have
turned up to this meeting of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. You are very welcome indeed and I hope that
you will come [o furure meetings of our committee.

18.4. 85

told
rhat environmental poliry costs jobs. The trade
- ger
unions
very worked up. They ger very worried.
They feel rhat if we increase the standards then somehow or orher we are attacking the basis of their livelihood. And when we search around for the reason why
they think this, we find thar very often it is their own
companies who have been telling rhem precisely this.
So, on the one hand, we ger rhe trade unions saying
that they are worried about environmenal protection

and, on the other hand, we get organizations'like
UNICE and the Confederadon of British Industry and
so on telling us rhat the dme is not ripe or thar costs

will rise, or rhat there will be unemploymenq or rhat
there is no money for such development. This is a very

familiar cry. I do not rhink you have to be a great hiitorian to recognize that these are precisely the arguments thar were used against the abolition of the slave
trade, that these are precisely the arguments [har w€re
used when we tried to abolish child labour. I think we
should give them about the same level of credence as
we gave these arguments in those times.

(I^aughte)

'J1

However, first of all, let me say thar it is a marter for
rejoicing that the I7orld Economic Summit and rhe
OECD have chosen to discuss the environmenr a[
their meetings in the nexr few weeks. It is a recognition, I think, of two rhings. It is a recognition, firsr of
all, that the environmenr is an imponant political issue
affecting and affected by orher policy areas. Environmental poliry is nor somerhing that you can simply
isolate. It is aboutr economic policy, it is about energy
policy, it is about agricultural policy, it is about all of
these things. So we have an imponant recognition of
rhat.

,i*

Secondly, I think, it is a recognition that environmenr
is a matter that is genuinely global in its scope. It is a
recognition, in fact, rhat nation Srates have to learn to
forgo at leasr some of their sovereignty in order to be
good neighbours in environmental terms. That sebms
to me to be a very positive development and I think
and I hope that the Parliament will welcome ir.

My intendon rhis afrernoon is to argue basically two
points. I simply wanr [o concenrrate on rhese. First of
all I wanr to argue that environmental protection
makes sound economic sense. I want ro argue rhat
positively but I also wanr ro artack the norion rhar
environmenral policy is somehow or orher anti-worker
or thar environmental poliry is somehow or orher
anti-prosperity.
Secondly, I want ro argue that our own environment
here in Europe and, come to that, our own economy
here in-Europe is profoundly affected by the environment of the Third Vorld and thar therefore we have a
duty and a responsibiliry to [hose areas far beyond the
European Community itself.

First

of all, on rhe economic front.

Presidenr, we are told

-

Sometimes,

Mr

in facr all too often we are

The fact is, Mr Presidenr, rhar without environmental
protection, withour a degree of good sound environmenul policy, there are still costs. These are cosrs in
lost production, rhey are cosr,s in lost health, they are
costs, come ro rhar, in lost beaury
nor necessarily in
- an
a personal sense bur cenainly in
environmental
sense. There is cenainly a cosr in lost species, a cosr
which can never be measured. So it is our contentiort
in the Committee on the Environment, Public Heahh
and Consumer Protection, and I hope rhe contention
of this Parliament, that higher envi.onmental 'stan-,
dards, better environmenral standards, will acrually
have the effect of stimulating work, stimulating
employment, because they will stimulate cleaner and
better and more efficient technologies and rherefore
leave us better able ro compere on world markerc. Betrcr environmental standards are therefore an investment in the future. They are an invesrment in better,
more prosperous and more healthy societies here in
the industrialized, developed, advanced and still prosperous countries of rhe world.

Now can I turn ro the Third Vorld, Mr Presidenl Ve
have recently seen harrowing pictures of famine and
drought and disease in East Africa. These pictures
have. brought home to us the extent of poveny in
much of the Third Vorld and yer rhere is much \7estern invesrmenr, much industrialized investment there.
There is building financed by the industrialized world.
These is forest clearance financed from the same
sources. There are massive agricultural developments
on occasion. Yet a grear deal of this investment will, in
the long run, do very little for these areas because if
foresr are devastated for their rimber, the soils too

may well be destroyed. Such is rhe delicate balance of
forest and soil iir the ropical areas. Vildlife disappears, and there is a profound long-term effecr on tfie

world's atmosphere as well. The long-term effect of
much of this invesrment is rherefore likely to be yet
another area with little resisrance

to

disease, famine
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and drought, and in the end the desen will be everywhere.

Investment

in the Third Vorld is vitally imponant.

Development aid is crucial. Help with new agricultural
technologies is essential. But unless these are managed
with the welfare of the locality in mind
not just
- andand
with
the markets of the industrialized countries
an understanding of the ecological complexities
involved, then the result will simply be this lack of resistance to drought and ensuing hunger. Environmental
policy, we argue, sets the limits to, and is the basis of,
economic and social progress.

To sum up, Mr President, our contention is that environmental policy in its widest sense
that is ro say,
the carefully planned

use of resources- and the conser-

in
precisely as I have
- is the end
said. It is the basis of, and sets the limits to, any econo-

ried to summarize in three amendments the nine
poinm adopted by the Committee on Social Affairs. I
am sorry that the rapponeur did not accept two points
which, I felt, deserved a warmer reception.
have

None the less, we would like to thank Mrs Veber, in
particular, who tried to look beyond the borders of the
Community, stressing the importance of the environment in which we live and the resources on which we
depend.

Cenainly environmental problems can have a number
of very imponant social implications which merit our
this has been
full attention. The environment
- and
achievements
proved by studies and by practical

can offer employment opponunites, which are considerable in rerms of qualiry and quandty.

vation of species

May I remind you that an EEC macroeconomic study

a

has shown that in the next ten years sensible policy on
waste could lead to the creation of between I million
and 200 000 jobs, with additional advantages such as

The OECD and the Vorld Economic Summit therefore have a tremendous opponunity. They have a tremendous opponunity rc set aside the misakes that
have been made in previous years in Europe, in Nonh
America and in the rest of the world. They have an
opponunity to set rhat aside, to tet away from the
exploiation of trade relations, of relations with the
Third \florld generally, and an opponunity to do

the conservation of raw materials and energy, tecfcling and an alleviation of the problems for which
society pays dear, such as acid rain and toxic and

mic or political improvement that extends beyond
few years. Ve ignore that, I think, at our peril.

something about the health of the environment here in
the industrialized world as well.

I think the opportunity is to be'no less than a force for
good in the world. I think the European Community
can be pan of that. I fervently hope that the European
Community will be. But on this occasion we are
addressing ourselves to the OECD and the !7orld
Economic Summit. I hope that we seize this opponunity before it

I

is

rco late.

can run through the amendmenr very quickly

because there are only eight of them. Amendment
No 8 I accept. In Amendment No 3, by Mrs Squarcialupi, if she agrees to insen the words 'of damage'
after the word'prevention', then I am happy to accept
it. Otherwise it makes little sense because of the grammar of it.

I

think Amendment No 4 is superfluous, because it

is

conained essentially elsewhere in the resoludon. I
accept Amendments Nos 7 and 5.I reject Amendment
No 1. I accept Amendment No 6 and I reject Amend-

harmful waste.
As regards the quality of the work, the jobs would be
in such fields as research into clean rcchnologies and
the conservation of raw materials and energy, as I
mentioned earlier, and above all the use of new technologies, many of which are completely now. The
young are especially interested in this rype of work,
either because they believe in the environment or
because they are panicularly interested in new work,
with immediate results to been seen.
and I hope that Mr Collins, on a
- will be able to accept it consecond closer reading
cerns investments, in panicular investment in- infrastructure and building which the Commission of the

The second point

European Communities has promised

for

coming

years. It is our wish that these major projects, which
will require considerable finance, will not be derimental rc the environment and that for the sake of the
Community and the rest of the world, the provision of
low-interest funds and aid of any sort, national, Communiry or international, will be conditional on the
assessment of the environmental impact.

If, Mr

President, my time is up,

I will

use my group's

time, if I may.

ment No 2.

My final point, and this was discussed in an amend-

(Applause)

ment of the Committee on Social Affairs, concerns the
relationship between the environment and rhe institutions.

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM), drafisman of the opinion of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Unemployment.
(17) Mr President, as draftsman of the opinion of the

The environment has awakened the political awareness of large sectors of the public, panicularly the
young, who have already demonstrated their lack of

Committee on Social Affairs and Unemployment, I

faith in the institutions in a number of ways. The envi-
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ronment may then provide a way ro bridge rhe gap
between citizens and institutions, to look for a new
s,ay to govern, to give cirizens a new involvemenr,
widening our environmental culture with the institutions consulting the people on major environmental
projects.

In shon, consulting the people on

environmental

issues, as many European countries do, could be a way

increasing citizens involvement in the environment.
These, Mr President, are the observations we wanted
to make and I would ask the rapporteur m change his
opinion on the amendments proposed by the Committee on Social Affairs in the light of my explana-

tions. Funhermore, the repon was drawn up in a
hurry and perhaps we did not have time for the most
imponant thing, which was an in-deprh exchange of
views between the committee responsible and the committee whose opinion was requested.

Mr Veber (S), Cbairman of the Committee on

tbe

Enoironment, Public Heabh and Consumer Protection.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen.'S7'e are
-of course pleased that the economic summit of the
western industrial nations should emphasize environmental issues but it is perhaps rather optimisric r,o use
the term Environment Summit. '$(i'e are also glad the
Council gave environmental protection special high
priority in its statement of 29 and 30 March but nevertheless, painful experience has taught us to be sceptical
as well. The state of our environment is too serious for
us to be content simply with announcemenrs and
declarations.

It is time to act. I would just remind you of our discussion on Global 2000 a few years ago. Vhen the Council, for example, announces that 1987 is to be the year
of the environmen[, we believe this musr mean, above
all, a year of decisions and the end of discussions. A
year of checking existing legislation and putring it into
practice, and not another year of high-flown phrases.
The economic nations' summit must, in our view, analyse the current situation, use existing analyses and
immediately take appropriate action. Priority must be
given to preventive environmental policy, in other
words environmental compatibility studies, and this
includes projects backed by the European Community
and major financing institutions such as the Vorld
Bank. Swifter and more effective remedial acion is

equally necessary, i.e. emissions from indusrrial furnaces in all the countries concerned musr be lowered,

it costs much more to provide environmental
protection afterwards than to provide it right from the
because

for concened revival by means of investments in

sec-

tors relating to the environment.

The new technologies which, on [he one hand,

are

of threatenint so many jobs can also help to
improve the quality of economic development when
capable

applied in a social or environmentally compatible manner. However, this involves accurate and effective

assessment of rcchnological consequences, since
already 600/o of the population, believe that technology is destroying the environment. Over 50Vo of our
citizens are fearful about the future of rcchnological

development,

and environmental

awareness

has

changed. More and more people want an indusrial
society which is careful and thrifty in its dealings with
animal and plant species, air, water, soil, energy and
raw materials.
This can only work if, as stated in the Council Resolution of 30 March, environmenral poliry becomes a
major component of economic, indusrial, agricultural
and social policy, and this, too, has just been mentioned by rny colleague Mr Collins. ![e are glad
since we have often had to repeat it in this House that the Council is now at long last tackling what the
European Parliament has been demanding in precisely
this form since 1979.

The problems we are faced with, including the economic issues, can only be solved if economic developmenm change course and take more account of environmental and social considerarions. Ve need ecological reforms in our industrial society, wirhout arrempr
to discredit technology on the one hand or over-confident propaganda on the other. No 'Chip, Chip, hurrah!' as one leading German newspaper recenrly
wrote, and no'dropping out' either.
Environmental prorection is necessary and technically
feasible; it is also sensible social and economic policy.
In our view, employment and environment go hand in
hand. But clear decisions are necessary in the form of
legislation and policy objectives, because the so-called
free market cannot solve rhese problems, as a glance at
the current state of the environment will show. These
policy objectives and decisions are precisely what we
expect from this economic summit.

and gentlemen.

(DE)

Mr President, ladies
In environmental
protecrion, the

Mrs Schleicher (PPE).

wheels turn slowly, but they are turning. This is evi-

dent from rhe fonhcoming event. On 3 and 4 May,
the eleventh world economic summit of the western
indusrial nations is being held in Bonn and this dme it
is being called an

'environmenr summit'.

start.

Both rypes of action have repercussions on

How did this come about? The rcnth paragraph of the

the

employment situation, as my colleague Mr Collins has
'S(i'e
already mentioned.
have already taken a decision
on the world economic summit this morning by calling

joint declaration of the ninrh world economic summit,
held in Villiamsburg ar rhe end of May 1983, mentions environmental protection for the first time with
the following words: '\7e have agreed ro increase

r8.4.85
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cooperation in environmental protection, better use of
natural resources and health research'. This was the
stan of the process of dealing with environmental
lssues.

A year later, in June

Is it not shonsighted first to allow the environment to
be damaged and then spend infinite amounts of money
trying unsuccessfully to remedy the situation? According to an OECD study, there is evidence of damage so
far ro rhe tune of 3 rc 50/o of our gross national prod-

1984, a whole paragraph was
devorcd to environmenml policy in the joint declaration in london. This year, environmental poliry is at
long last to be a separate item on the agenda. Ve are
eater rc know what the conclusions and practical
repercussions in the different countries will be.

Our resolution also calls for use of the third environmental action programme of the European Com-

So far, the summit has dealt with the major economic
and financial topics and has often conducted a sort of
crisis management, involving discussions which led to
practical policies and actually affected the attitudes of
the countries concerned.

dam.

'!fle only have to think of topics such as the crisis of
the indebtedness of the major developing countries,
the restraining of protectionist tendencies in order to

maintain free world trade,

or the promotion

of

research and rcchnology in cenain sectors to realize
that it is all rhe more significant that this the subject of

the environment should now be receiving

serious

attention in this forum.

uct.

munity as a basis for the declaration. Since different
continents are represented at this summit
- i.e. fuia
including in addidon to Europe and Nonh America
the long-term aim in the exchange of information on
environmental problems must be to obtain comparable
Since the European Community is currently working
on an extensive rystem of informadon on environmenral questions it would be very useful if this system were
linked with areas outside Europe. How often have we
wanted to take account of America experience in our

consulutions

but have run into major

difficuldes

because documentation was not direcdy comparable
with ours. Vhat progress is being made in establishing
environmental indicators, for example? The indusrial
countries in panicular should be highly inrcrested in
investigating the causes of damage rc the environment.

The fact that the European Communiry also panicipates in the drafting of the declaration provides justification for my request to the Commission to defend the
Communiry's interests as indicated by its assembly, the

European Parliament.

In the knowledge that 800/o of the population are very
worried about the need for environmental protection,
according to a survey commissioned by you, you must
encourage the representatives of the European tovernmen$ to see that action is in fact mken.

My Group supports the Collins report as a joint decision on the pan of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. Ve
regret the many proposals for amendments, urhich in
our view go into much too much detail. There is also
the general question of why these amendmen$ were

Vorldwide criticism of the industrial countries on
environmental issues has become political capital for
those with quite different ulterior motives behind their
politics. Our trade unions have understood these disputes very well, since it is a question of keeping good
jobs or creatint new ones. Environmental protection
provides exceptional possibilities in this field and will
most probably have beneficial effects as well.

lack of reliable data on damage to the environment
and im causes, however, at dmes leads rc misinformation and therefore provides encouratem€nt for those
prophets of doom who unfonunarcly are all to ready
to indulge in environmental sensationalism. I hope this
summit enables us to obtain genuine results. However,
it will still be up to this House rc judge the governments by their actions.

not presented at the Committee stage.

It has come to my knowledge that France does not
inrcnd to panicipate in the drafting of the declaration
at the Environment Summit. Can the Commission rcll
us a little more about this, since our Parliament places
great hope in the panicipation of the French because
the French Minister for the Environment has in the
past worked courageously for environmental protection? And what reasons could there be for their not
aking pan?

(DA) Mr President, it is a fact
Jepscn (ED).
that environmental -issues are penetrating ever deeper
into public awareness and it is gratifying rc find that
there now appears to be willingness to make a really
big effon in this area, which is of such great importance for all forms of life and their well-being on this
eanh. I agree with the rapponeur that it is encouraging that both the OECD and the Ministers of the
Environment are rc discuss these questions within the

Mn

next few months.

Vhat will the British government's attitude be? Vhen
it came to putting into practice the Geneva Agreement
on the prevendon of trans-frontier air pollution in
Europe the British government refused to implement

Since swift action is necessary and it is in everyone's
interest to make as much use as possible of the available funds, environmental problems must be discussed

the appropriate resolutions of the British Parliament.

internationally.

It is obviously inadequate for

each
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country to have its own separate environmenal policy.

To obtain satisfactory results we need cooperation in
both research and implementation of the anti-pollution measures developed from the rcsearch.
So far, most receptiveness towards the environment
has been shown by industry, but it is becoming clearer
than ever that agriculture, too, is pressing for complete
clarification of the problems, followed by effecdve
steps to prevent pollution. Since this is a sector which
could run into serious economic problems as a result
of implementing a reasonable environmental policy, it
might be a good idea if the European Communities
considered subsidizing measures to combat pollution

The attempt which is being made to blame the present
critical ecological situation on industrial and rcchnological development in general seeks to conceal the
social causes behind it. Science and rcchnolory arc
dangerous to the environment only when they are
used indiscriminately rc make excessive profits. Thus
the basic principle which must be applied here is the
'polluter pays' principle, which must be enforced with
strict legal measures. The governmenr must declare
thar they have the political will. The tovernments must

not hesinte to enrcr into conflict with big

business

inrcrests and large-scale speculators in order to protect
the health and lives of millions of people.

of supponing surplus production, but this
question can suinbly be dealt with in the Agricultural
Committee, on some other occasion.

\flill

if this repon is aimed at producing a general
strategy, I believe that, when we consider how quickly
air pollution causes devastation, this House should
take this opportunity to urge the Council of Ministers
to agree on deadlines for effective measures to prevenl
pollution from motor vehicles. Ve Danish conservatives have strongly advocated the shonening of the
deadlines as far as possible and we shall continue to do
so. Ve wanted rc keep as close as possible to G8rman
policy on this subject because our countries are linked
geographically and we agree with the German govern-

will most probably ger more general appeals and sermons. In our view, without the massive mobilization
of the people, the situation will go from bad to worse.
Mr Collins' repon has some very positive points and

instead

Even

ment's attitude. However, now that Germany

has

accepted a compromise in the latest negotiations, Denmark is left on her own with her reservations.

Recognizing that the second best solution is better
than none at all, and that cenain factors may have to
be considered with regard ro the car indusry, we are
prepared to exert our influence so that Denmark does
not block the deadlines now under discussion. Ve
believe that it is imponant to reach agreement and that
Denmark must give in first time round. Subsequently,
however, the matter must be reviewed regularly in the
light of developments in the car industry so thar the
regularions can be tightened up as quickly as possible.
Having made these comments, we are prepared ro
suppon this repon.

Mr

(GR)
Adamou (COM).
Presidenr, envi- one of Mr
ronmental protection is
the most vital and
urgent problems requiring immediate solution, since
damage to the environment has taken on horrific proportions. Atmospheric and marine pollurion, the pollution of harbours and rivers, chaodc town planning, the
irresponsible use of natural resources, the desrruction
of forests, and damage to our cultural monuments
all these are but a few of the consequences of this disasrcr. And the reason for all of rhem is the headlong
pursuir of profit, which is what monopoly employers
and unresrained private initiative are mainly ou! ro
achieve in the so-called free world. Take Athens, for
example, which in order to become a speculators' paradise has ceased to be a ciry

fit for

people.

something of the kind be ventured at the fonhcoming Bonn summir of the eight'!?'estern industrial-

ized nations at the beginning of May and at the
OECD Summit in June? Ve doubt it very much. Ve

sound proposals, and so we shall vote for it.

Mr Mahcr (L).
if one were to judge
- MrinPresident,
from the attendance
the House this afternoon
and I notice not even the rapponeur is present at the
moment
might conclude that this question was
- one
of very little
imponance.

However, I suppose that those who are here, are some
indication rhar we are rrearing this subject with the
seriousness that it deserves and even if it has to be in
his absence I want to praise the rapponeur for his
work on this repon.

There are a few points I want to draw arrcnrion ro.
The first is that there is little use in my view in national
governments, or agencies under their control, trying
to impose pollution and environmental controls and
restrictions if they themselves very often commir the
sins that they are blaming other people for and imposing penalties for. It is a bit like a preacher who stands
up in the pulpit and advises everybody to be sober
when, in fact, everyone knows thar he himself is a
drunkard. So he does not sound very sincere, and it is
the case very often in our countries that public bodies

and authorities are themselves polluters, are rhemfailing to respecr the very laws that they are

selves

charged with putting into effect.

I have many examples, my own counry, of local authorities acting under the national governmenr damaging
the environment in various ways. !/e have a recent
example
and I menrion
I think ir is of
- interesr in itthebecause
international
Austrian Government
- they have been temporarily
which has begun, alrhough
stopped, to demolish much of the famous and beautiful Vienna \foods in order ro consrrucr a large hydro
project which many experrs would claim is unnecessary because Austria has, in fact, a surplus of elec-
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tricity at the moment. Thc \Torldlife Fund has been
instrumental in preVenting that damage from taking
place, at least temporarily
a year's respite has been
- and I mention it in passgiven. I think it is something,
ing, which the European Parliament might take some
interest in because I think the Vienna Voods are of
international inrcrest and international significance.

I understand fully why Mr Collins is advocadng the
notion that the polluter pays
and perhaps it is right.
There is a question though -in my mind and that is
exactly what this is going ro cost. I think it is time that
we came up with some estimate. Perhaps it ought to be
the responsibiliry of the Commission, together with
the nadonal governments, to give us some idea of
what this will cost and who pays at the end of the day.
Because if the polluter pays, and if he is producing a
product that is sold to the general public, without
doubt he is going to pass on the cost of that pollution
control to the consumer. I think the consumer is entitled to know what exactly it is going to cost him in
terms of the extra price he pays for his product. Vhat
will the effect be on insurance companies? Obviously
these organizations have to ensure against the risk if,
for instance, it is a question of product liabiliry
which Mr Collins is also advocating. I am not against
that either. I think we need to be more specific: we
need ro find out exactly what it is going to cost and to
words, to see more
measure the cost
- in other
clearly what it all means.
instance, about soil pollution. I
know there is pollution in the soil and pan of that per-

Mr Collins talks, for

haps is caused by farmers themselves.

I am a practising

farmer. At least I practise when I am not in the European Parliament and God knows that is little enough!
But for many years, I believe, I was using my farm in
such a way that it was not causing any pollution. I was
farming in an organic fashion; I was not using anifi-

cial fertilizers or pesticides. And I kept on doing it
until I could no longer afford it. That was my prob-

Iem! I would have been able to get a much higher price
for my product had I not been using these things. Vill
people in this Parliament please stop the Jekyll and
Hyde attitude of saying at.one and the same time that
we have got to have clean food and clean products,

it comes to fixing prices for agriculural
products we have got to keep prices down. The two
things are not compatible. If you want all this done
without using pesticides and anificial fenilizers and so
on, you will pay an exra price for the food. Please do
not be playing Jekyll and Hydel Be honest about it!
but when

(FR) Mr President,
Mr Roclants du Vivier (ARC).
Commissioner Clinton Davis, we see that the environment has returned to the summit. Let us hope, however that it is not all downhill from now on because,
judging from what I have heard from some of my colleagues speaking before me, I cannot understand why
the governments of the same political colouring have
failed more or less to resolve the problems of the environment,

'!7hat

we expect is decisions followed by effects. May I
remind you that, since the famous Paris summit in the
early 1970s, instead of being reduced, the damage to
the environment has only increased. And I think we
can cite the problem of acid rain as a fairly basic example. !7hat has been done? Problems have been largely

attributed

to

specific sectors, standards

of

varying

sringenry have been sdpulated and, above all, the
decisions mken by the Community have not been put
very much into effect.
Since I share the view of the ecologists, I would like to

say first

of all that the approach followed so far

is

quesrionable, and secondly, that once an approach has
been chosen it should be followed up to the hilt, and
above all, standards must be adhered to: that, at least,
should be done.

Generally speaking the environment should not be
split into sectors but treated holistically. It is obvious
that if the European Community simply legislates on
the question of waste materials in the ground without
considering the dumping and burning of waste at sea,
pollution is simply going to be transferred from the
land to the sea. It is obvious that the European Community is increasing its monitoring of every aspect of
u/aste management within its territory while ignoring
the Third
exports to other countries
- asespecially
our dustbin. It is
Vorld, which is being used
obvious that the European Community is setting aside
protected zones for birds, for example, but is at the
same time polluting most

of its soil with

unsuitable

agricultural and industrial techniques. The end result
is the same

-

the birds disappear.

The key to the approach to be chosen today is therefore integrated poliry. But we must go the whole hog,
Commissioner, and include the environment in all policies: in development models and growth models. I
believe this is really something which must be stressed
more and more each day. Ve can only be delighted,
therefore, when we hear the President of your Commission declare, and I quote, 'The Community is
searching for another form of growth incorporating
the porcntial of new technologies as well as social
aspirations and individual hopes.' It is now up to the
Community to go beyond the stage of looking for a
new type of growth and adopt real measures, especially mking account of the quality of the environment
in its legisladon.
Does this Parliament irelf take the environment seriously enough? Is this House being consistent, when it
decides for example that International Acid Rain
'!7eek
week
which is
does not even merit a
- an urgent this
vore on
resolution- on the question of acid
rain

?

However, let us get back down to summits, if you will
forgive the paradox. Ve would like these summits, for
example, to decide quite specifically to make environmental impact studies obligatory for all major projects,
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especially internarional ones or those drafted by the
Community itself, and also to decide ro apply a rctal
ban on rhe dumping of wasre at sea, and in remem-

world's mosr beautiful natural environments. In

brance

tural treasure-house. Cultural and religious develop-

mirs should also decide to review, on the basis of ecological criteria, the main oprions for energy poliry,
agricultural poliry, transport policy and Third \7orld

menr and its uniquely beautiful serring have made this
region an ideal meeting place where millions of tourists converge each year in search of relaxation, inspiration and rejuvenation. Now the Medircrranean is
becoming even more relevant to us with the accession
of Spain and Ponugal, two culturally imponant countries which could help us to strentthen our links with

of Bhopal, [o create an international fund
financed mainly by the chemical industry, rc provide
compensation for chemical damage. These major sum-

aid policy.
These are all matters of urgency. The environment is,
as paragraph 5 of rhe motion for a resolurion quite
rightly states, the basis as well as the limir for economic and social development. In other words, if we do
not think about the environment today, our economic

and social development and very survival tomorroc/

willbe

impossible.

How can we fail to understand that the environment is

'not, and musl not be, the concern of the

ecologisrs

'the Greens' as they are called
and a few
- individuals
- but the
isolated
in the traditional panies,
preoccupation of all men and women and all political
groups? It is high time the environment was underalone

stood in terms of the whole complex of problems associated with raw materials
minerals and agri- both
cultural resources. These raw
materials are limited in
quandty and spread unevenly throughout the world.
Their production, ranspon and use cause a range of
different types of pollution there. A holistic approach
and we always come back ro [his same term
is
-therefore needed to deal with them.
-

'\fle

thus argue for a European policy for dealing with
aspects of raw materials, whether vegetable or
mineral. \7e urgently request that a European policy
be drawn up to prevent the formation of desen
regions. This topic is now discussed under the Lom6
Convention, but in actual fact there is hardly any
policy on this subject. How can we fail ro see rhar rhe
error of past and present development aid policies lies
in their failure to take accounr of various ecological
factors? The spread of desens and deforestation are
now major problems and millions of people are suffering and dying as a result. It is time ro acdvare ecological development aid policy and ro draw up a budget
and specific measures to prevenr the spread of desens,

all

Mr President, the desen will gradually
replace our sacks of wheat and powdered milk, and
only dried carcasses will be there to collect our parachuted food aid.
otherwise

Mr Ulburghs (NI).- (NL) Mr President, I shall be
recommending that the environmenr summit to be
held in May of this year should discuss as one of its
priority topics, the Mediterranean.

IThy? To begin with, environmenral problems have
become so extensive that we hardly know where to
begin. The earth, air and water have become hope-

lessly polluted. But the Mediterranean is one

of

the

the
course of its rich history this area developed into a cul-

the Arab Mediterranean countries.

But as you may know yourself, Mr President, this

unique wonder of nature is dying. It is more heavily
polluted than any other stretch of water on eanh,
which is why it is sometimes called the cesspool of
Europe. More and more beaches are being sealed off
because they are dangerous. The fish cannor survive or
are no longer suitable for human consumprion, and
can only just be used to feed pigs and chickens. Major
natural and cultural cenrres, for example Venice,
Istanbul and Athens, to name but three, are rhreatened. On top of this, nuclear power srarions and even
nuclear missiles have recently been set up on the
shores of the Mediterranean.

I therefore

propose thar the Mediterranean should be
included on the agenda of nexr monrh's summit. The
meeting should lay down suicter standards ro be
applied in accordance with the principle that the polluter pays. Secondly, special appropriarons should be
made available for pollution abatement and for antipollution measures in industry. Thirdly, talks could be
held with non-Community countries around the Med-

iterranean. And founhly,

the Mediterranean

area

could be declared a nuclear-free zone.

Mr

Presidenr, saving the ecology

of rhe Mediterra-

nean could have a snowball effect resulting in the sav-

ing of other regions.

It

could become a symbol of

peace in which man can live in harmony not only wirh
his fellow man but also with his natural environmenr.

Mr Muntingh (S).
(NL) Mr President, not much
can be said in three-minutes. I shall therefore confine
myself to one of the many points discussed in Mr Col-

'lins' excellenr repon, namely rhe threatened species
and their natural habitats. Vhat we are concerned
with here is not all plants and animals, although rhey
are implicitly concerned, but with plants and animals

which are threatened with extinction or are actually
becoming exrincr. Vinually every day one or orher
species of planr or animal must be dying out
and I
- It is a
mean dying our for all time, never ro return.
completely irreversible process. Living organisms
which have evolved over millions of years, like man
and alongside man, are now being callously and senselessly destroyed,

In our

cosy, disgusting Vestern luxury,

in

Parlia-

ment's plush galleries, we are witnesses to and pan

of
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mistake
even panly responsible for
- the
-df all
time. '$7e are living in an era of unimaginable
greatest

ecocide on a world scale. In less than 50 years
- less
than the twinkling of an eye in evolutionary terms

we shall have destroyed a large pan of our natural
environment.

The effects will not be quantitative
cockroaches will still be with us

-

rats, mice and

but qualitative.

Future generations will no longer be able to enjoy the
richly variegarcd, highly complex and colourful ecosystems which invite study or anistic representation in
words or pictures. They will no longer be able to enjoy
the endless variation and interrelation of countless
planr and animals which soothe or stimulate the
human spirit, which can provide the basis for rich
aesthedc experiences, and which, since the dawn of
civilization, have been the very fount of our culture.

\7hat is perhaps even worse, Mr President, is that
future generations will be unable to enjoy the economic and material benefits so richly and bountifully bestowed by all these plants and animals. The energy they
give us, the warmth, protection, natural medicines,
the gifts
clothing and foods will all be gone
- like all co-existwhich flow so freely from the harmonious
ence of man and his environment. If Vesrcrn societies,
industries and governmenrs do not react immediately
to the recommendations of countless anxious environmentalists and others, recommendations which have
been formulated yet again in such a sober and fonhright way in the Collins report, our planet will become
rhe Universe's latest dead star.
(Applause)

(DA) Mr President, in Den- saying: everybody talks about
mark we have a famous
the weather but nobody does anything about itl Something similar could be said about the solution to the
major environmental problems facing Europe and the
world. !fle all agree, at least in theory, that the envir-

rhe EEC countries protesrcd against the compromrse

which has just been agreed, the car manufacturers
were jubilant. If the EEC's environmental policy and
and I
initiatives are to have any credibility at all
then- we will
personally have nothing against this
need resolutions which dare to go against the interests
as Mr Collins also points out
of the producers and
the -need for solutions has become
in his report
- series of areas, since unsuccessful
urgent in a whole
environment poliry will not wait for us. The Collins
report points ou[ that, according to scientific studies,
an esrimared 12 Vz|/o of all the world's forests will
have disappeared by the year 2000 if current rends
continue.

The outlook for the environment in the years to come
is bleak and the compromise last month in Brussels
one
and I mean unfortunately
was unfonunately
more example of the EEC being better at spouting fine
words and declarations than at solving down-to-eanh
problems.

(NL) Mr President, ladies
Kuiipers (ARC).
- the OECD Environment
and gentlemen, in 1970
Committee was set up to discuss problems of crossfrontier pollution and to coordinate national legislations on the basis of a consultation procedure. The

Mr

following results have been achieved.
First, cenain general principles have been esablished.

The OECD has accepted the principle that the pollutor pays, since it is usually governments who foot the
bill for clearing away polludon, and their awempts to
impose levies for this are usually unsuccessful. It was
therefore a good idea to reaffirm this principle in our
motion for a resolution.

Mr Ivercen (COM).

onmental catastrophes which the next few decades
threaten m bring us, must be prevented by international agreement, because pollution, as everyone
knows, does not srcp at frontiers.

The conribution of the EEC countries towards a solution to some of the major environmental problems is
disgraceful. In the last few months, agreement has
been reached on future regulations for exhaust gases
and lead in petrol: a compromise which means that
950/o of all new cars in the EEC can condnue to be
driven around as before right up to 1990. It is really
astonishing that the EEC should not introduce the
same vehicle pollution restrictions as the USA until 12
years later.

This comprise clearly showed that there are limits to
the improvements which can be made to the environment in the EEC. \{rhilst all consumer organizations in

Secondly, all citizens must have access to information
concerning the environment, to plans and [o reports

concerning their effect on the environment. The
OECD also recognizes that the people should have a
say in the drawing up of plans.

Thirdly, with regard rc legislation on cross-frontier
pollution, the OECD has adopted the principle that
rhe inhabinns of a country have a right to information and that their views must be heard concerning
pollution caused by neighbouring countries. The fact
that many nuclear power stations have been built near
frontiers makes a mockery of this principle, and we
are glad that the motion for a resolution has drawn
artention to this question.

The OECD names seven sectors which require a concerted approach; but if we consider the concrete meato combat acid rain, for examsures actually taken
- rather depressing. Pollution is
ple
the results are
- steadily worse and the environment is being
getting
over-exploited, not least in the third world. Ve therefore welcome the inclusion in the repon of the new
concept of the producer's responsibility for his prod-
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uct. The imponance of this cannor be stressed too
much.

To conclude, Mr Presidenr, rhere has been an enormous increase in pollution in recenr years. This is due
largely ro rhe fact that many industrialized narions are
getting the rhird world countries to do their work for
them. The third world is thus in danger of becoming a
rubbish dump for the rich narions of rhe !flest
and
this cannot be allowed to happen.

Mr

Bombard (S).

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and

- is imponanr rhar a French socialgentlemen, I think it
ist should speak in this debate on the environmenr
since the socialists are in power in France. !7ell, the
situation has been clearly spelt out in the excellent and
courageous repon by oir iriend Mr Collins, describing how man can live in harmony with nature by
adapdng progress and way of life. Paragraph 14 is
especially clear and could be the 'key to the priorities
to be worked on jointly by industrialists and ecolo-

Mr Clinton Duis, Member of tbe Commission.
Mr
President, may I say first of all rhat it is very app.opriate that this debate should have been concluded
from the floor by rhe last honourable Member who
has such a record of devotion to ecological prorecrion
and to whom we ought ro pay, I think, rhat triburc.
May I also congratulate Mr Collins, the rapponeur,
and Beate Veber, rhe chairman of the commirree, and,
indeed, the members of the Commirtee on the Environmenr, Public Health and Consumer Protecdon, for
their invaluable repon. It is a repon which I very much
welcome on behalf of the Commission.

Perhaps it would be helpful if at the very beginning I
were to summarize our views concerning the amendments. Like Mr Collins, we recommend rhe acceptance of Amendments No 3, subjecr ro rhe reservarion
which he himself outlined, Nos 5, 6 and 7; rhe rejection of Amendments Nos l, 2 and 4 and, as far as
Amendment No 8 is concerned, I can only say that it is
ouride the competence of the Commission.

gists.

Nevenheless, I would like to make several points: firsr
of all, as far as the standards proposed by the indusrialists are concerned, I do not believe that the principle
of the polluter pays would be satisfactory without a
rising scale of penalties, otherwise the sums would
turn inro pollution licence fees. Secondly, with regard
to the transfer of waste materials, what happened in
France last week with the lorries shows that the safest
form of transporr for dangerous products is the railway.

\Thilst congratulating the rapponeur for his courageous and lucid repon, I would like to sound the alarm.

I

have just heard from Mrs Schleicher thar Mrs Bouchardeau will not be attending the Bonn Summit. Now
I would like ro tell you somerhing: France is currently
building an aerodrome on Ad6lie Coast in the Antarc-

tic, which will probably result in rhe death of over

a

million emperor penguins, nor ro mention many orher
species. Now rhat we are beginning to recognize thar
through ignorance we have pollurcd rhe ocean, air and
soil of the conrinenrs we have always inhabited, how
can we try to repair the damage whilst at the same
dme, on the sixth conrinenr, where we have only just
set foot, the first French project which was badly prepared by an impact study conducred by people wirh
vested interests in the project, constitutes a real crime
against the environment? This is srill a virgin conrinent
and so let us nor kill it at the very momen[ we ser foot
on it, otherwise this would demonstrate that we had
not really taken into account the environment as a

whole.

I

have cited this example to show you rhar ar rhe
moment we are sectorizing, which is wront. All species are threatened by man. If man does not decide to
save them we will see, as my friend Muntingh said,
whether we are serious or not.
(Applause)

Mr Collins was, in my view, absolutely right in

asserr-,

ing that environmenral issues are righrfully gaining a
prominent place in our affairs. It is increasingly recognized that it is wholly unacceptable that our counrryside should be scarred and ruined by rhe remorseless
demands of indusrry and modern agriculrure, that our
forests and lakes should be poisoned, that our citizens
should be robbed, in other words, of rheir heritage.
Moreover, it is clearly perceivable that strict environment policies can, and indeed must, play a vital role in

promoting economic growth and creating new rypes
of employmenr. I am wholly at one with him on that.

it is urgenr rhar considerations for the prorecdon
and improvement of the environment must become
So

cenual fearures of economic and social planning and
that specific objectives and rimetables should bi taid
down for dealing with the most pressing of today's
environmental problems. Member States too should
recognize rhar it will be deeply resented if progress is

held up by introvened and all too often misguided

perceptions of narrow narional self-interest. Indeed,
the Community's third action programme provides the
firm basis for just such an approach. For all these reasons
as I have indicated
Amendmenr No 4 is certainly- one which we warmly- support.
European industry cannor afford the loss of international as well as domesric markem. Yer failure to reach
the ecological standards maintained by our principal
competitors will undoubrcdly have this disasrous
effect. Let it be remembered that loss of markets also
means rhe loss of jobs. The danger signals have
already been hoisted, and we shall ignore them at our
peril. Indeed, we have to be more ambitious, more
far-sighrcd, and recognize the scope for job crearion
that exisrs in our leading the field and not lagging
behind, by adopting environmenral improvement policies, such as the treatment of waste or the improvement of soil and water, and that reclamation and envi-
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ronmental renewal can lure back .iobs to the deprived
inner-cities and older industrial areas. This approach is
u'holly consonant with Amendment No 5 which has
been tabled.

The Commission is determined to advance still further
the 'polluter pays' principle. Something has been said

a number of honourable Members
during the debate, notably Mr Maher whom I do not
observe in his place now. I too am rather concerned
about the efficacy of the 'polluter pays' principle,
because it is true that in the final analysis costs are

unwise of us to underestimate the political influence
and muscle of those, who engage in every pretext to
avoid action now. Emission controls may be costly, but
acid deposition can cost billions of pounds, and the
end of these costs and the scale of the disaster simply
cannot be forecast if we remain inert.

about that by

Action to limit the use of chemicals and to encourage

passed on to the consumer. That, regrettably, is true of
the costs of fines
many other areas of legal sanction
imposed in criminal cases, the costs of awards of damages are also.passed on to the consumer. Until we can
find a better solution to this problem I think we have

Concern is growing in many Member States over pollution of rhe sea. The Commission will shonly make a
series of proposals aimed at reducing this pollution.
Ve shall be consuldng with Parliament's Environment
Committee, and we shall be urging strong Community
support for actions to protect, as Mr Ulburghs
wanted, the Mediterranean and also the Nonh Sea.

-

to still insist upon the

advance

of the 'polluter

Pays'

environmenrally-sensitive farming is also urgently
needed to protect the rich variery of our wildlife, as

Mr Muntingh pointed out, and our water

supplies.

principle.

I

think more imponant is the next phase of policy

which is summarized by the maxim: 'pollution Prevenbut none
tion pays'. To this end the long delayed
- of the
adoption by the Council
the less welcome
environmental impact assessment directive is essential
work.
This procedure must be impleto our future
mented rapidly by the Member States, and we shall
use every endeavour ro seek to secure that objective. It
follows also that greater openness and effective consultation, as is suggested in Amendment No 5, should
be pan and parcel of this approach.
There can be no doubt that the most urgent environmentat problems besetdng the Communiry today
relate to atmospheric pollution, the impact of agriculture on the environment, massive pollution and waste
a daunting quanet! As far as atmosmanagement
- is concerned, the outline agreemenrc
pheric pollution
as I learned to
reached at 8 o'clock in the morning
Council
by the Environment
my cost on 2l March
when dealing with exhaust gases, and also the mandarcry introduction of lead-free petrol, cannot I would
say, with respect, to Mr Collins, as he suggested the
I heard him - be written off as
other day
- and
being simply too little too late. Yes, they were compromises reached by the Member States, notably those

with major car industries; but

hitheno-ensrenched
positions were abandoned in the quest for viable Community solutions respecting the development of new
superior rcchnologies, the mainrcnance of imponant

indusries and jobs, the safeguarding of the internal
market and the deep concern about damage to the
environment. This did, in my view, represent a major

The

Community's waste management industries

employ 5 million people. They handle huge quantities
of waste each year, and shonly the Commission will
propose an overall strategy for the more rational management of waste throughout the Communiry, aimed
at achieving economic and employment gains and a
major reduction in our dependence on impons.

There is also growing concern over the international
movement of dangerous chemical wastes and plants, a
point made during the course of this debate. Accidenm, though rare, c n be devastating, as Seveso and,
more recently, Bhopal rragically and vividly demonstrated. Yet, whilst we must always remember that the
legitimate trade concerned is imponant, urgent action
is needed to develop adequate control measures as
well as notification and authorization procedures.
There is a strong, indeed an overwhelming case for the

Community to promote the rapid development of
worldwide codes of practice to supplement the specific
legislative measures needed to cover some aspects of
these matters, not least in relation to the Protection
which must be afforded to developing counries,
which may not always have the internal administration
available to ensure that the higher standards of safery
we seek for ourselves are equally available in their
countries. The Commission insists that a directive on
product liabiliry is indeed an imponant pan of our
whole philosophy. Accordingly, we would be, as I said
before, unable to accept Amendment No 1.
This brings me to the environmental disasters of the
Third Vorld, a point which was made by a number of

this Parliament, to build on these agreements, but also,
as Mrs Veber said, to ensure that the declaration of
the Brussels summit, demanding progress concerning

honourable Members, not least the rapponeur, in very
moving terms. I think there can be no doubt that the
attention of all of us has been horrendously focused
almost daily on the tragic events in Ethiopia, Eritrea,
Tigre, the Sudan and elsewhere. On our television
screens we see so many people, young children, dying

pollution emitted from large combustion plants, does
not just become a political tranquilizer. It has to be
made meaningful. However, I think it would be

happened after years of comparative indifference and
inaction.

breakthrough.

Now we must utilize every pressure, including that of

of hunger and

disease before our very eyes. This has
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Vhat it has done is to awaken an unprecedented
public consciousness and response, and we must be
thankful for that. This must now be followed up by
tackling the problems of desenification, deforestation
and inappropriare rural development. All these are rc
be found in the Communiry's development poliry
under Lom6 III. But even rhis is not enough. Vhat we
have got to have is major financial help, changes of
attitude, changes in the trading and pricing policies of
the developed world. This has got ro ensue if we are to
avoid international catastrophe. These issues will
undoubtedly be at rhe centre of the discussion at the
fonhcoming Bonn Summit and OECD meering.

Mrs Schleicher said during the debate thar

I

shall cenainly convey the opinion of Parliament and
its suggestions to rhe panicipanr ar the various meetings. I think we are agreed in saying that the choice
not only before us in the Community bur before the
whole world is absolutely snrk. It is chaos or communiry.

France

does not want ro panicipate in the Environmenr Summit. Vhile I pay triburc to her work in the development of this repon, I think that in this regard she is
wrong. France has not formally refused to attend rhe

Summit but has indmated that summit

and the integration of an environmental dimension in the economic activiries of the
Communiry will conribute ro ensure a sound management of resources and of the natural environmenr as
well as guiding development in accordance with
quality requirements.
assessment procedures

Mrs Squarcidupi (COM), drafisman of the opinion of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
(17) Mr President, I should like the Commissioner -to
clarify

a

very imponant point.

meetings

devoted entirely ro environment problems should not
become routine affairs. I do not go all along with rhat
myself, but it is different from the proposition that she
advanced. May I also say rhat the French Minister at
the Environment Council, Mrs Bouchardeau, played
an invaluable role, and I think it is right rhat I should
pay that rriburc to her in rhe light of the criticism that
has been made of her government.

should therefore like to know whether this Amendment No 4 is accepted by the Commission, or at leasr
whether the Commission is in favour or nor.

Mrs Schleicher also criticized the British refusal to
implement decisions of its own parliament. I am

Mr Clinton

advised that Grear Britain has, in fact, signed and radfied the Geneva Convention on atmospheric pollution.
'!7hat
Great Britain has not done is to become one of
the members of the 300/o club. I deeply regret thar fail-

If I understood correcrly, you first of all said that you
accepted Amendment No 4, which

I

tabled on behalf

of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment,
but then you said you did not accepr it.

I

Da,vis, Member of the Commission.
One
- tend
of the troubles of being innumerare is that you do
to get your numbers wrong sometimes. In fact, I am
saying that we should reject Amendment No 4.

ure.

Presidcnt.
(Applause)

I think I

should take up one or rwo orher points that
were made during the debate. The question of cooperation raised by Mrs Jepsen is a very imponanr point.
However, I think we ought to pay tribute ro rhe cooperation which did ensue following the collision in the
Messina Strait recently, a rragic collision leading to
loss of life and subsnntial injury. Substantial suppon
for the Italian authorities came from rhe French, Belgian, Netherlands and UK authorities as well as my

own officials, one of whom was immediately dispatched to the scene and rendered invaluable supporr.

There was also a point made by Mr Muntingh abour
the eradication of species of wildlife. I very much support what he has said.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken ar the next voting time.

6. Noise emission of rail-mounted

oebicles

President.
The next
is rhe repon (Doc. A
- up by Mritem
2-ll/85) drawn
Bonaccini on behalf of the
Commitree on rhe Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection on

rhe proposal from the Commission to the
- Council (COM(83)
706 final
Doc.
l-1241/83) for, a directive on rhe approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to the noise emission of rail-mounted vehicles.

I

am very happy that Parliament shares the view that I
have expressed that a strong environment policy is
essential and rhat such a policy is fully compatible wirh
sustained economic growth and will contribute ro restoring higher employment in the Community. Prevention will remain the major objective of the common
environmenr policy. The use of environmental impact

gT) Mr PresiMr Bonaccini (COM), r*pporter4r.
dent, the revival of an effective and-coordinated environmental effon is directed towards many issues and
we welcome this. Ve are also pleased to see that one
of these issues is noise pollution, alrhough it must be
said that this proposal for a directive seems ro have
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been inspired more by a desire rc defend competition
than by a desire to combat noise pollution.

Our view of the situation, which is also the view of the

the Commission has made us wait thineen

Commission itself, is summarized in points A, B and C
and in panicular in point F which describes this directive as a 'modest' contribution. It is none the less a
proposal, a proposal which enables us to say to our
colleagues on the Transpon Committee that we cannot accept their suggestions to raise the noise toler-

INTHE CHAIR: MRALBER

ance thresholds.

Vice-President

I would like to thank the French and German railway
authorities as well as a number of Italian universities
without whose help, relying only on the proposals

!7e shall now suspend the debate on the
President.
Bonaccini repon until after the votes.

made by the Commission, I would have been unable to
carry out research in this field, which I have done, I
hope, reasonably competently. The proposal made by
the Committee on the Environment aims to encourage
a fuller initiative and to harmonize legislation in the

Member States.

Turning to the Directive, the Comm'ittee on the Environment has proposed a number of amendments which
are quite straight-forward and need no further explanation. They are intended to improve the text and prevent any of the ambiguities arising in particular in the
Italian version. It also proposes amending the date on
which this Directive should take effect, for the simple
reason that it can no longer take effect at the beginning of t985.

In the light of rhis, I cannot give my suppon to the
two proposals for amendments to the establishment of
a supervisory committee and its composition

I

say

because under the present cirthis straight away
cumsrances, as I mentioned earlier, I do not think
them either realistic or reasonable. Perhaps in the
future, but cenainly not for the present.
Given these circumstances, the Committee on the
Environment felt it would be useful, on my instigation,
ro accompany the amendmenrc to the Directives by a
motion for a resolution, which deals with a basic question, suggested in Mr Sherlock's amendment, which
has been rejected once by the Committee and has now
been reproposed. My thanks to Mr Sherlock for his
amendment because with his customary clear-sightedness he has brought us to the very hean of the prob-

lem: either we do nothing with the proposal for a
Directive and defer its examination to a later date or
we start to act under the present conditions, limited

as

they are.

The opinion of the Commitree, which is also my own
was that despite the modest conclusions which the
proposal for a Directive reaches, we must act now.
Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the resolution suggest how
rhe Commission should act. I think that even Mr Sher-

7.

Votes

Report (Doc. A 2-18/Ss) by Mr Rogalla, on behalf of
the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights,
on the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 2-1652/54
- COM(E4) 749 frurrel) for a directive on the easing of controls and formalities applicable
to nationals of the Member States when crossing
intra-Community borders

Explanations of oote

Mr Seal (S).- I feel I must give an explanation of
vote on this report because, although I sympathize
with the aims that were originally assigned to the rapponeur to try to make it easier for individuals to cross

I am afraid that in his enthusiasm Mr
Rogalla has gone far too far. Obviously, we have some
sympathy with the directive that has been issued, but
here again the directive goes far too far. Of course, we
all want to make it easier for individuals to cross frontiers. Of course, we all want to make it easier for people going on holiday by car or on foot to cross fron'$7e
tiers.
even want to make it much easier for rransport to cross frontiers. \7e do not wanf rhe situation
we have at present, where wagons and trucks loaded
with goods wait days and days at some of the frontiers. \fle want to make that much easier. \7hat we
cannot agree with are the aims which are spelled out at
every stage of this directive and which Mr Rogalla in
his enthusiasm has put into the repon. The aim is the
complete abolition of all kinds of frontier checks and
controls. Ve cannot agree with that because, firsr of
all, we think that rhere are specific problems for the
United Kingdom when it comes to drugs and rabies.
frontiers,

( Protest

from tbe Rigbt)

lock will, on the whole, be quite satisfied.

Ve

Basically, we can decide either to make a lot of noise
and if we reject these proposals and
about norhing

(Laughter from the Rigbt)

-

years

before putting forward even these modest proposals,
or we can
we can be sure that nothing will happen
try to do all in our power to reduce noise -emissions.

also feel that as Socialists we wanr
where we have planned socialisr trade.

a siruation
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You cannot have that, in spite of the stupid laughs
from the Conservatives, when you have a complete
lack of internal frontiers. So, whilst we sympathize
with Mr Rogalla, we feel that we cannor support his

repon by Mrs Squarcialupi are in fact in the name of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
although that does not appear on the face of the
amendments. Unfonunately there was no time to cir-

report. It is very unfonunate thar he has gone funher
than his remit and has made it impossible for us to give
him our support.

culate a corrigendum.

Mr Marshall (ED), iz writing.
I shall not be voting
- the
for the Rogalla report because of
extremely unfortunate views of the Economic and Monetary Affairs
Committee which are included in that repon. That
committee has been able m shrug off
wel- indeedbeing
the possibility of duty-free concessions
comes
ended.

-

In a few sentences it is not possible ro enrer inrc all of
the arguments for dury-free concessions. But rc abolish duty-free concessions for travel within the Community while retainint them for travel outside the
Community would be the height of folly. Cenainly it
would do nothing to foster the Community tourist
trade.

It would be nonsense to cancel dury-free conrc EC rcurists in Greece but allow them for

cessions

EC visitors to Cyprus.

Explanations ofoote

(DE) My group
Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).
is grateful for the repon by Mr -Collins and for the
productive work done in the Committee on rhe Environment. \7e shall naturally vote for it. I should like ro
add that, as a conservationist, I feel that this debate
could be one of the most gratifying moments in Parliament
(Applause)

if onty we did not

have this dreadful experience with
lead in petrol, and so we have become sceptical and
shall request a roll-call vote. Ve shall therefore come
back later to everphing that has been said this afternoon about what has highest priority, whar is important etc.
(Applause)

Lord Nonh lost the American colonies because he
chose to tax tea. If the economic theorists and the fiscal purists wanl to make the EEC stand for more
expensive wine and spirits, then their fate will be most
unpleasant.

Duty-free shopping provides for many a pleasure out
of all proponion to the benefits it provides. Let no one
seek to take away this popular and useful concession.
Do not let Europe be personified by Scrooges and
miseries seeking to end some of the pleasures of our
citizens

!

(Parliament adopted the resohtion)l

*oo
Report (Doc. A 2-7/851by Mr Qellins, on behalf of
the Committcc on tfic Envirorrrent, Public Hcalth and

Consumer Protcctior, on the European Environment
gummij in May 1985 and the OECD meerint in
June
1985

The rapponeurwas

-

tude when amendments are rejected which state that a
sound poliry of environmental protection and of res-

for and improvement of the environment can
have a positive effect on the number and quality of
jobs
which have been approved so many times
- ideastoday
and which
the majority of Parliament suddenly
decides not to approve.
pect

I think that we

really are faced with a very difficult
situation. Ve call on major instirutions, such as the
summit meeting of the indusrrialized countries or the
OECD, to do cenain things, and then we as a Parliament to back on rhings which were said about a fonnight or a month ago. I think, Mr President, thar if the
majority of this Parliament maintained a more uniform
atdtude, it would not only increase our political credibility but in this panicular case would also benefit the
envlronment.
( Parliament

Mr Velsh (EDl, chairman of the Committee on Social
Affairs and Employment.
Mr President, I hesitate ro
- after
make another contribudon
Mr Seal's but could I
say, on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, that the amendments mbled to this

I

(/,7) Mr President, of
Mrs Squarcialupi (COM).
I shall vote for this motion,
although I wonder
how it is possible to maintain any sorr of uniform atti-

course

AGAINST Amendmenr No 18
IN FAVOUR OF all the other amendmenr.

Mr

adopted the resolation)t

Sutra de Gcrma (S).

(FR)

Mr

President, I

should merely like to inform- the House that following

I

The rapponeurwas
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenrc Nos 2-3,5,6 and
- AGAINSTAmendments
Nos I and 4.

-

I
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this morning's speech by Mr Collinot, who made certain allegations against our honourable colleague, Lionel Jospin, in a way which deserves nothing but contempt, a reply was drawn up and distributed in the
press room. It is a pity that we have to treat this kind
of thing as imponant by replying, but on the other
hand, we are bound to make it known that the necessary reply has been made.

(DE) The Group of
the European People's Party welcomes this proposal
for a directive on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to the noise emission of rail-

Mrs Lcntz-Cornette (PPE).

mounted vehicles. \7e therefore support Mr Bonaccini's motion for a resolution and the amendments by
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection.
'!7e

8.

Noise emission of rail-mounted vehicles (contd)

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Vittinghof (S).
- and votes this afternoon have
gentlemen. The debates
made

it

clear

to me just how many contradictions

there are in the attitudes and statements of cenain parties. For this reason I believe that we should be pleased
when small steps can be taken in the field of environmental protection and I would like to say that I am not
in favour of returning or rescinding the present report,
but hope it will be accepted, even if only minor progress is made.

Ve

are all aware that rail-mounted vehicles are much

to the environment than motor vehicles.
However, it is still necessary to combat noise wherever
as noise is not only
including railways
it occurs
- for people and animals,
but has been
unpleasant
proved to cause illness. It is regrettable that the provisions cannot cover all vehicles, but too many would be
less harmful

involved. In the opinion of the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, the proposed directive should cover new vehicles
only. Even in this field the Commission's draft is not
satisfactory, since it.does not provide for sanctions if
maxlmum nolse emlsslon levels are exceeded and a
cenificate of conformity is refused or later withdrawn.

If

this guideline is to have a point, an amendment is
urgendy required. This is also the opinion of the Commitrce on the Environment. \tre therefore suppon the
Committee's demand that from I January 1989 operating permits should no longer be granted for railmounted vehicles for which no cenificates of conformiry have been issued. Secondly, rail-mounted
vehicles for which the cenificate of conformity has
been withdrawn following tes6, must be withdrawn
from service if the deficienry is not rectified within a
period of six months. Ve also support the demand of
the Commitsee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection that funher technical measures to combat noise are necessary.

too are of the opinion that it is only a small step in

the right direction, but small steps are better than
standing still, as this is the only way to make progress.

welcome the fact that measures similar to those
taken to reduce noise pollution caused by road and air
traffic are now being introduced in the railway sector.

Ve

'!fle are aware how imponant railways are for both
passenBer and freight traffic and that this clean and
safe means of transpon must be given maximum support, particularly in the face of increasing air pollution
and the dangers of road traffic.

It

is a fact that over the years improvements to both
and track
locomotives and trucks
rolling-stock

-

- towards a considerable reduction of
have contributed
noise. This is panicularly apparent in Japan, but also in
Europe. Examples include the TGV expresses in
France, the APT in the United Kingdom, the Intercity
trains, and the underground systems in various cities.
In diesel and electric locomotive engineering sound
emissions have been restricted as far as possible at
source. The streamlining of the trains travelling at up
to 200 km/h and more and the specially constructed
tracks reduce wind noise. The progressive renewal of
track and rolling-stock will cenainly reduce noise level

rc the

values

laid down by the Commission

in

Annex 2. As there is no legisladon on railway noise in
most of the Member States, it is imponant for this to
be introduced at European level. However, this is not
enough. Everyday thousands of rail-mounted vehicles
from outside the Community cross our borders. This
means that atreements with third countries under the
auspices of the Union International du Chemin de Fer
are essential. This is the only way to guarantee free
movement of goods without distonion of competition.

There is still work to be done on harmonizing rail
rraffic. There are, for example, four different types of
electrical current supply in Europe. Trains travelling

from Paris to Amsterdam need to be able to run on
rhree different kinds of current. If these trains come
from Madrid they have to cope with two different
gauges.

In conclusion I would like to add that such regulations
will not be to the detriment of rail-mounted vehicles,
but might make them more attractive; increased use of
the railways will take some of the traffic from the
roads, leading to what is of course the most imponant
goal, a gradual reduction of the burden on the envi-

On l6 April a 'European Train' left Vienna on a 9-day
tour of seven European countries. The desdnation was
Brussels. The aim was to publicize the railways. It is
the wish of us all that more and more freight and passenger raffic should move from road to rail, thus

ronment.

becoming clean, safe, fast and quiet.
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Mr Sherlock (ED).- Mr President, we have had a
wonderfully woeful afternoon of Cassandra-like wailings. You all know, of course, that her predictions
were rue, but nobody believed them. Vhen we get
down to doing something about the environment, of
course, we have to get down to nuts and bolts
and
you know thar I am really fairly good ar that. Let us have a look at the nuts and bolts of rhis. And I
will tell you somerhing: they will come undone before
they ever reach the stage of legislation, let alone ever
go into effect. Ve all know perfecdy well
those of
- ro come
you who are still listening and are not going
back and vote romorrow from ponfolio of prejudice
that when a
goes by your horcl bedroom in
-the middle of thetrain
night it is not only the engine that
makes the noise. This report devores itself ro tesring
the prime mover, but the train goes on rattling and
rawling and rartling
ir is steel on steel thar does it.
Mrs Lentz-Cornerre- has taken a perfect example:
across the frontiers from the easrern part of this conrinent alone come 20 000 ronnes of trucks a day
most of them subsrandard from our point of view.- I
repeat, 20 000 a day that will not conform at all. \7e

could test the prime mover, we could [esr ir srarically,
we could test it sensibly. Only the prime mover comes
under the Section 100 aspect of this where any aspecr
of competition policy is concerned. There is no competition policy in those components which make up
the track, and cenainly this does not envisage any
alteration to compedtion policy on rolling-stock. So
that is right out for a srarr. I am afraid this is doomed
before it is ever truly born.

From the environmental point of view: yes, noise is
one of the nastiest components of our modern-day
life; yes, let us reduce it; yes, let us take this repon
back and have another look at it and come out wirh
something that really addresses itself to the problem.

There is one orher point to which I would direcr your
attention, and rhat is the patent lack of enthusiasm in
our most excellent rapponeur, Mr Bonaccini, a man
renowned for his enthusiastic suppon of most things.
He stood there and he hardly got a breath of enthusiasm in his voice for the whole of this potentially disastrous project.

Mr

18.4. 85

years had an outline law on noise polludon, but its
implementing provisions have not yet materialized.
This is another reason for introducing an EEC directive on this problem, since in ren years of Communiry
environment poliry there have been few directives
reladng to noise pollution.

In my opinion the problem of noise is underestimated,
especially since ir can often be subjective. Yet international research suggests that noise causes anri-social
behaviour, that it adversely affects the learning capacity and inrcllectual performance of children and rhar
it has a bearing on hean and vascular diseases.
But there are still more reasons for combating this evil
at Community level. Ve live in an age of internadonal
travel. In Flanders I can catch a train sraight to Strasbourg, and my journey takes me through three countries. Is there any more rclling example of the need for
an international approach? And now plans are being
drawn up for a high speed train link running from
France to Belgium and from there ro Germany. The
planners do not consider the laws in force in tle different countries and they fail, in particular, to take
account of the effect on the environment, regional
planning and traffic.

This repon rherefore provides only a panial approach

to the problem. Various techniques can be applied to
combat noise pollution, but these do nor provide an
overall solution. In my opinion this can only be
achieved on the basis of a rhorough and objecdve preliminary reporr on environmental effects, the findings
of which should be made available ro everyone.

Mr Clinton Davis, Member of the Commission.
- Mr
President, may I stan by thanking both committees
Environment and Transpon
for the care and concern which they have invested in the repon and in
considering our proposal, and

I

panicularly welcome

the positive approaches which the committees

have

shown.

The proposal itself aims at limiting the

nuisance
caused by railways by reducing ar source the noise of

rail-mounted vehicles within a uniform regulatory
framework rhroughout the Community whili at the
same time ensuring free

circuladon of rail traffic.

Kuifpers (ARC).
(NL) Mr President, ladies
- live in an
and gentlemen, I myself
area which has for
some time been suffering from noise and vibration
caused by rains. I fully appreciate, therefore, what a
nuisance these can be for those living nearby.

The committee graphically illustrates the difficulties

A

during the course of the debate.

scientific survey conducted with the help of our
local aurhority showed that the internarionally recognized ISO standard was being blatantly ignored. Bur
the general public is powerless to do anything, since it
has no legal backing. So far none of the Member
States has inrroduced legislation on noise pollution
caused by rrains. Belgium, for example, has for some

associared wirh effecrive legislative action, which must

also be capable of effective enforcemenr, in dealing
with railway noise. This has also been illustrateJ

of course, as honourable Members have
pointed out
panicularly, I rhink, Mr Sherlock
an
international- dimension which atnches to this -problem, quite apart from the technical issues to which the
rapponeur has himself referred.

There is,
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I think I should also inform

the House that UIC
Union Internationale des Chemins de Fer, which is- a
non-governmental body representing, I think,
undertaken a major study of the
83 countries
- hasbut,
technical problems
unfortunately, their report is
not due, I understand, for presentation until the end of
1987.

Having set out this background information, I turn to
the directive itself. It applies, of course, only to new
vehicles. This was always the Commission's intention,
and the Commission is willing to support an amendment to Anicle I so as better to reflect this inrcntion. I
would also like to assure the House rhat all the
amendmenr proposed by the Parliament have been
seriously examined by the Commission and the Com-

mission, while being able to accept Amendments
Nos 2, 4, 5, 6and 10, is unable to accept the remaining amendments. Panly this is due to the fact that the

Commission is convinced that its proposal represents a
reasonable compromise having regard to the many
involving improving the
constraints which exist

without-unfairly impeding the railenvironmenl
ways' effons at growth and free circulation throughout continental Europe. Panly it is due to the fact that
a number of amendments would cause serious rcchnical difficulties.
May I perhaps just give some brief examples? Amend-

ment No I would include those private railways which
circulate exclusively within the confines of a large
industrial complex and even those preserved steam
railways which use lines bought from the national rail-

way companies by enthusiasts, neither of which, of
course, relate to the problem at which the draft direc-

tive is aimed.

3 ignores the fact that there are a
rail-mounted vehicles in service today
which do not have a certificate of conformity but
which would meet the emission levels of the directive
Amendment No

number

of

being
when it comes into force
- the anticipated dates
between 1988 and 1989. Some of these vehicles will
have a 2}-year lifespan, and therefore to seek to withas the amenddraw the vehicles by I January 1989
ment suggest
is utterly unrealistic.

-

As far as Amendment No 7 is concerned, the Commission is,unable to accept this because the present state
of technical competence in this field suggests that fixing noise-emission levels at source is a viable and

appropriate method

of

reducing acoustic nuisance

exist elsewhere. Funhermore, the principles referred
to in Anicle 8 were established by Council directive.

The fact is that the Commission does not have the
power, nor does it seek the power, to tell Member
Srates who they should appoint to committees on
adaptation to technical progress. This second point
covers Amendment No 9, as I say, which also refers to
the committee established by Article 8.

Amendment No 11 is a technical amendment which, I
fear, we are unable to accept. The reason for this is as
follows: if by'industrial railway unir'are meant those
units used within the confines of a factory or shipyard
or other indusrial installation, then these unim are
excluded from the field of application of the proposal.
As for the static measurement method in general, the
Commission feels that it does not correspond to the
problems of measurement as well as the method chosen in the proposal. This is a view shared by the International Standards Organization and the rcchnical
working group of the Union Internationale des Cbemins de Fer, to which I have already referred.
As far as wheel-rail inseraction is concerned, the Commission showed in the explanatory memorandum
which accompanied the proposal that this interaction
was a phenomenon not properly understood. It would
therefore be unreasonable for the Commission to fly in
the face of rcchnical advice from respected international organizations and submit proposals to eliminate

wheel-rail noise.

Mr Vitdnghof in the course of his contribution
referred to the absence of sancdons. There is a sanction, although it is not a direct financial one, in that
any offending vehicle would be withdrawn from circulation. Thas is, in fact, an approach consistent with
other directives on noise, for example, in relation to
aircraft or motor vehicles. There is nothing inconsistent with that approach at all.
Mr Sherlock expressed some scepticism about the
whole issue as a matter of principle and he very vividly
just pushed it all aside with a wave of his hand. Vell, I
think that we shall have to see whether his scepticism
is justified in the future. Of course, we take the view
that this is a valuable approach which we should certainly proceed with, but, of course, $re must take into
account not only the views of Parliament but also the
on-going consideration of the high-level technical
group to which I referred earlier. I think it would be

caused by railways.

foolish to discard this expen opinion.

As to Amendments Nos 8 and 9, I must simply say that
it is impossible for us to dictate to Member States who

The other matter which arose during the debate was

to sit on supervisory bodies representing them. Vhat
is envisaged is that inspections of rolling-stock for
compliance would be carried out by the national rail-

which come from third countries and that that, in
itself, could diminish the effect of the directive. Vhat I

is

way companies of the Member States; the rcchnical
competence to carry out these checks simply does not

rhe fact that there are a large number of goods vehicles

would say in response ro that is, while that is cenainly
ffue, what it does is to underline the need for third
countries to align their own regulations with what we
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are seeking.

Ve

powerful impact

hope that the direcdve will have a
far as that is concerned.

as

going to pay 22 francs for a pair of rrousers when I
can have a knife for 19 centimes!' And the dialogue
continues along the same lines.

I thank the committees once again for the work they
have invested in this and I also thank honourable
Members who have paniciparcd in this debate,
whether for or against the draft directive, for the conributions they have made, which we shall most certainly study.

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

Mr Roelants du Vivier (ARC).
(FR) Mr President,
- is any
I should like to know whether there
rule in the
t/

Rules of Procedure which lays down that the nationalCommissioners addressing this Parliament
should be indicated nexr to rheir names. As far as I
know, the Treaties stare rhar the Commissioners
represent the Communiry as a whole and have no
panicular national allegiance.

ity of

Prcsident.

That has nothing to do with the idea that

the Commissioner
represenm first and foremost

his

own country. The information is given because journalists want ir.

9. Indication ofpices
President.

The nexr item is the debate on rhe report

(Doc. A 2-6/85)
by Mr Nordmann, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environmenr, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on rhe proposals from the
Commission to the Council for

I.

a directive on consumer protection in respect
of rhe indicarion of prices for non-food products (COM(83) 754 final
Doc. l-331/83)

II.

a directive amending Directive 79/581/EEC
on consumer prorecrion on rhe indication of
the prices of foodstuffs (COM(84) 23 final
Doc. l-r452/83).

-

Mr Nordmann (L), rapportear.
(FR) Mr President,
in a collecdon of works by Georges
Couneline enrirled Les Miettes de la Table there is a piece called les
Bonnes Occasions depicting a character by name of
Tir-d-Cinq in a clothing shop. \Thilst taking a closer
look at the quality of a pair of trousers which he is
thinking of buying, he says 'Are they good quality?'
'As strong as iron', comes rhe reply. 'And will they
last?' 'They'll fit you like a glove.' 'Vhat's the price?'
'Twenty two francs.'Taken aback, he replies: 'But this
knife only cosr me l9 cenrimes!''Vhat has thar got to
do with it?' asks rhe salesgirl. 'The facr that I am not

I thought of this scene more than once while studying
the proposals submirted to us roday by the Commission for a general obligation to indicate unit prices as
well as selling prices, not only for foodstuffs, but also
for cenain other common arricles. For it is obvious
that the major problem, when a consumer has to chose
between two alternative products, is to have a basis for
comparison, a common basis making it easier to assess
and compare the products before deciding which one
to buy. The compulsory indication of unir prices certainly represents a contribution towards better consumer informarion and will enable him to make his
decision in full awareness of rhe facts. This is the principle behind the Commission proposal: to extend the
information available rc the consumer. Of course,
information on unit prices, which enables comparisons
to be made in respecr of quantiry for money, is only
one of several items of consumer information, which
must also cover the quality aspect. It is a well-known
fact that somerhing cheap can be expensive in the long
run and that you have ro pay for quality. The indication of unir prices is therefore only one of several
items of consumer information. But I think that making it compulsory
as is already the case in some
Member States - is an importan[ step forward in
making this informarion
available ro rhe consumer.

The proposed directives are good, because they are
realistic. They sress the usefulness of the principle,
but also admit its limis and indicate a number of categories to be exempted, which will make it possible for
legislation on unit price informarion rc be applied
effectively. This seems ro me ro be the big advantage
of this directive, i.e. it indicates a whole series of categories to be exempted, which will obviate the need to
make exemptions one at a time and exclude meaningless indications, e.g. when very small quantities of certain products are involved such as in the case of perfumes, where the litre price would have little meaning
and would not make essenrial comparisons any easier.
The same applies to the possibility of replacing the
unit price indication by sufficiently clear and disdnct
snndardized ranges permitting reliable comparisons.
Finally, cenain types of businesses may be exempted,
in panicular small retailers, in which case
and rhis is
the sense of the amendmenm which we would
like to
introduce
a
distinction between indication by
- indication by posters would enable rhe
labelling and
rules to be properly applied withour being unduly
expensive for rhe small trader.

Here we would have the possibility
my
- and thisaniselelast remark
to add to consumer information
ment which,- although not decisive, is not negligible
either and will facilitarc comparison and choice
rwo
basic rights of both rhe citize n and the consumer.(Appkuse)
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Mr Hughcs (S).- Mr

Committee concerning the environment or consumer

proposals on unit pricing

protection

President, the Commission's
of foodstuffs and nonfoodstuffs are to be welcomed in general rcrms from the
point of view of the consumer. I think every Member
present will have experienced misleading advertising
and misleading and wasteful packaging. There is,
therefore, a need for measures of this son.
However, any legislation of this son does involve both
costs and benefits, and it is imponant in my view that
we avoid passing additional costs or disbenefits on to
the consumer, either directly or indirectly. \fle should
equally, of course, seek not to confuse the consumer
even further than at present. Consumer organizations
have some fears along these lines, and I have raised a
number of points on their behalf in the Committee on

the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.
and Mr Nordmann has already mentioned
The first
is the fact that by concentrata point similar to this
- proposals leave aside a numing on unit pricing these
ber of other factors that concern the consumer, such
as qualiry and degree of concentration. The danger
here is fairly clear, that consumer interests might be
damaged if this were to discourage the purchase and

therefore the producdon of better quality products.
One way out of that is rc look instead at the simplification and rationalization of ranges of sizes. That is
arguably an easier, cheaper and more easily under-

or

health and safety have involved the

Commission's scouring the Treaties to find some
excuse on which to base such proposals. It seems to me
that that highlighm the outmoded nature of the current Treaties and the extent to which they are now out
of touch with the real needs of the people of Europe.

Mn Banotti (PPE).

-

Mr President, while it might

be overstating the case to say that my group welcomes
these proposals from the Commission for directives on

prices for food and non-food products, we do recognize it as another small srcp along the road in the
interests of the consumers. \flhether the hard-pressed
consumer will recognize it as such remains to be seen.
Complexity and bureaucracy, already described in
graphic detail by Mr Hughes, sdll seem to be the order
of the day.

However, some recognition has been given to some of
rhe difficulties this type of legislation can both cause
and alleviate. The obvious purpose is to inform and
protect the consumer at the point of sale of these
items. It still remains a process for which it would be
almost essential that the averate consumer carry a calculator in his or her basket when visiting his or her
local supermarket.

You will note from the amendmenrc, many of which

stood option and one which the Council Regulation of
June 1979 called for. The Commission therefore needs
to make its intentions known in this respect.

have already been discussed by Mr Hughes, that other
issues surfaced during our deliberations. I fully share
his scepticism about issues of this kind being brought

Another worry arises from suggestions from consumer
organizations that the Council of Ministers is under
some pressure to insist on the display of the unit price
on the product itself. Vere that to happen, heavy costs
might be passed on to the consumer, small retail businesses might need to be excluded and it could inhibit
the development of new rcchnologies such as electronic point-of-sale systems. In view of these concerns,

Health and Consumer Protection.

it

seems sensible

to opt for clear shelf marking

and

poster displays for retail outlem of all sizes rather than
the labelling of individual products.

My final concern relates to the proposed non-food
directive and the fact that it seeks to achieve acrossthe-board unit pricing in this area. The sheer scope of
the directive is a linle frightening, and there must be
serious doubts as to whether such a directive would be
either understandable or enforceable. It would seem
more sensible if it were to relate to a specific list of
products.
These have been my major concerns, but I believe that
the Nordmann report in its present form takes account
of these and of equally valid points and therefore
deserves support.

One final point: it strikes me that these proposals and
many others which come rhrough the Environment

before the Committee on the Environment, Public

Cenain industries, however, are very concerned that
these directives might result in increased and unnecessary costs for their products. This applies panicularly
to the chocolate industry, for instance, where consumer choice is much more likely to be made on the
ingredients and the eluiive experience promised if one
buys a panicular bar of chocolarc than on the actual
weight and unit pricing of the said bar.

At this point I would also like to make a totally
nationalisdc plea in suppon of Amendment No ll,
tabled by my colleague, Mrs Jackson, referring to
imperial sizes intended 'for use exclusively in the

United Kingdom and

'It

in Ireland'. The

amendment

shall be sufficient for those Member States
to notify the Commission of intended exemptions
from the provisions of the directive, and the agreement of the Commission and confirmation by other
Member States shall not be required'.
smtes:

I am making a plea, which I have no doubt will also be
made by my colleague, Mrs Jackson, for the ubiquitous pint!lt is pan of our national mythology in my
country! It is, as the song goes, part of what we are! It
is unthinkable that should you or any other of my colleagues visit either Ireland or England, you should be
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invited down to your local pub simply to panake of
75 cenrilires of Guinness! It would be impossible, as
u'e have done for hundreds of years, to sing, ro write
or to dream about such a mundane measuremenr,
whereas the pint has a special iing to it and a special
feel to it and is very dear to the heans of those of us
who panake of such a measure, and I am asking my
colleagues ro suppoft this amendment.
Equally I would say that the requirement in the Commission proposal that Member States would have to
apply annually for this derogarion seems ro me to be a
little excessive zeal on the pan of the Commission.

facturers' association, which rejoices in the acronym
SNACMA
thar the increased cosr ro the snack
- which
manufacturer,
is actually a big pan of the food
industry, would be 7.50/o.There is absolurcly no doubt
that that would get passed on to the consumer. There
will be difficulties with small shopkeepers and, as I
rhink Mr Hughes was implying, there mighr be the
difficulty of bringing in, in effect, a sysrem of remil
Pnce malntenance.

Insofar as my own Amendment No 11 is concerned,

I

think that the Commissioner is probably going to say
that his proposal will cenainly nor ourlaw the pint

his excellent and comprehensive repon. There was
great and long and inrensive discussion within the
committee on it, but at this stage I also share Mr

because there is a procedure there whereby the imperial system would be allowed to conrinui. The point of
my amendment is that the procedure for allowing that
system to continue should be automatic. It should not
be necessary ro consulr the other Member States of the

Hughes' concern as to wherher all these discussions
were, in fact, necessary and rhe besr use of the com-

going to circulate within one Member State.

I would finally like to compliment Mr Nordmann on

mittee's time. My group will be supponing all the
amendmenr and also voting for Mr Nordmann's
report.

Mrs Jackson (ED).
Mr President, I do not think
and I am saying this -on behalf of my group
that the
Nordmann report deserves support and we do not
think much of rhe Commission's proposal either.
There is no point in people in this House making
speeches which are, generally speaking, cridcal of
Commission proposals if we then adopt a repon which
has all the force of a crdme caramel, which is, I think,
about the amount of force that the Nordmann repon
has.

There is no doubt that unit pricing and the selling of
goods in prescribed quantities so that consumers can
make comparisons
I am not sure whether Mr

Nordmann was suggestint
rhar we extend this system
to trousers
can be beneficial to consumers.
-

My first question ro the Commission when they come
[o answer this debate is: on what research is their proposal to extend the system of unit pricing based? I
have evidence from a survey conducted by rhe Consumers' Association in Grear Britain some l0 years ago
that the public preference was actually for prescribed
quantiries rather than unir pricing. Prescribed quanrities, for those who are ignorant of the matter, is where
you actually have a prescribed range of size so rhat
consumers can compare price across a number of
goods in a range of sizes. So we need more research
before we come forward with a proposal like this.
Extension of the system to non-food producrs and to
foodstuffs already packed by manufacturers in preesnblished quanriries is beneficial in theory, but there
are very pracrical difficulties which some of my colleagues have mentioned. The cosr ro manufacturers
has not been quandfied by the Commission, and I do
think that is reprehensible. \7e know from one manu-

European Community where a range

of size is only

Finally, I regard Mr Clinton Davis' posit on in this
matter rather as rhar of somebody who has been
forced into an arranged marriage. The bride in this
there waiting for him when he arrived at the
Commission in January. The bride was this unit pricing direcrive. I think we should give him a second
chance and allow him to take ir back and think again.
case uras

Mrs Squarcialupi (COM).
(IT) Mr President, I
to match the eloquence
wirh which our
rapporteur presented his report. However, we will
vote for this repon because of what it contains,
because we are convinced that whar ir says and the
amendments made by the Commission will be a uemendous help to the consumer. Now more than ever,
cannot. hope

when many levels of society have suffered a substandal

drop in income, does the consumer need rc be
informed. Funhermore, with our unemployment

figures and with falling incomes, berrcr information is
essendal if the consumer is to cope, ro manage his
accounts properly, to survive even. Consumer information, finally, is a pan of the civil code of which we
should be the guardians.

True, the Commission directive is nor perfect. I would
go so far as ro say, Mr Clinmn Davis, that even if the

you have espoused is nor entirely flawless, we
think that trade may derive some benefit from ir and
cause

that it will serve ro inform rhe consumer, although we
canno! conceal the suspicion that it is designed more
to eliminate distonions in comperition rhan ro benefit
the consumer.

Ve

share the rapponeur's concern that greater stress
should be placed on ssandardized ranges and I hope
that the next undertaking of oui Commissioner will Le
concerned with just that.

\fle have had some doubts
about small enterprises which should have been
exempt from price fixing, but we are in favour of what
was proposed by the rapporreur, because small shops
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usually go hand in hand with small shopping communities and they, too, need protecting. Prices therefore
need to be fixed in small shops as well so that the consumer t}rere can be informed.

One important point which crops up in a nurnbcr of

amendments is that prices should be clearly
marked: ambiguities can often arise here in shops and
supermarkets when prices are written vinually illegibly, or on coloured backgrounds which make them
difficult to read. I believe that we need to take a much
ougher line if these two Directives are really to work.

the

May I make a proposal to the Commission? Recendy,
there have been a number of directives on labelling
and consumer information. Such a plethora of regulations may create confusion for national legislation, in
rhe sectors concerned or among the more informed
consumers.

The vast range of publications, which we receive with
pleasure from the Commission, ought to include a
very clear guide to consumer rights on a European
level in shops and stores, as regards both information
and labelling, giving lhe consumer very clear and simple guidelines for the protecdon of his own rights.

To come back to the small shops, in my country, for
example, there are a vast number of small commercial

to be modernized. I think,
then, that a valid European Community consumer
poliry should also aim to modernize commercial networks and above all improve professional raining for
enterprises which need

sales staff. 'V'e can issue a new directive on consumer
protection every day; but without these rwo elements,

rnodernizadon and trained personnel, they

will

not

yield many results.

Mr Clirtoa Devts, Member of tbe

Commission.

-

Mr

Presidenr, this has been an interesting and somewhat

extraordinary debate. It has been replete with some
exraordinary allusions as well as illusions. I have been
told that I have entered inrc an arranged marriage
it might, of course, be a marriage of convenience, I am
but I do make a plea to this House: please
leave my wife out of these debates in the future!
not sure

Then we have had some other interesting propositions
about the imperial pint being very much pan of Mrs
Banomi. She commined a cardinal error, if I may say
so with resp€ct. She urged us to visit Ireland and England in order rc see the full impact of the point that
she was making and mortally offended those who
come from Scotland and Vales by her singular omission. I have always felt that the rcrm 'imperial pint',
though I am seized of the purpon of what she is saying, is itself a little antiquated, because I have always
thought the age of imperialism was thankfully dead.
Ttren we had something said about oime caramel.I am
not sure whether that is to be sold by the irnperial pint

in future.

I say, it has been an extraordinary debate. May I,
having said that, thank the commitrce, and most particularly Mr Nordmann, for the work it has undenaken
concerning the proposals regarding price-marking. Ve
very constructive in the
welcome the comments
- made by the committee. I
which have been
main
would- also like to thank the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs {or its favourable opinion.

As

Perhaps I may now make some general remarks on the

two proposals by the Commission. First, the rcxts constitute an answer to the Council resolution of June
1979 which asks the Commission to extend the field of
application of the directive adopted for foodstuffs to
non-foodstuffs, and to propose criteria for exempting
cenain ranges of quantities for prepacked products.
'!7e
are responding to that.
Secondly, it appears that both texts have caused some
apprehension in industrial and commercial circles, notably by the snap, nut and crisp rnerchants who have
and apparently have convinced Mrs Jackassened
- they are in a state of appalling decline
that
son
- be if these proposals are implemented. May- I
or will
say that I have not, of course, studied the point that
she has made in detail. I will most cenainly look into
it. But, from time to time, as I learnt when I was a
minister, cenain vested interesr do put forward some
special pleading which does not always come to fruition. I think one needs to be a little caudous.

I also say in parenthesis that she asked me what
research has been done into these matters by the Com-

May

'!7hat

I can say in general terms is that though I will of course reply to her in writing because
I am not acquainted with the specific terms of research
the normal course of events
done in relation to this
is for the Commission to undenake the most detailed
discussions with consumer bodies and with the industries concerned before it embarks on making proposals. I have no reason to believe that this has not
occurred in this case.
mission.

It does seem to me that very often the fears expressed
by such sources are grossly exaggerated. I would suggest to Mrs Jackon that she herself might examine the
precedent which the Commission is entitled, I think,
to invoke. It is that there has been a system similar to
that proposed in force in \7est Germany for more than
l5 years. Recently cenain Member States, panicularly
France, have adopted the principle of general and systematic unit price marking. Moreover, the system pro-

posed by the Commission includes three types of
exemption. First, an optional exemption for cenain
small retail shops which may be adopted by each
Member State. Secondly, a Community exemption
covering products, for example, luxury goods such as
perfume, where the actual unit price may be of little
panicularly if it
real imponance because the buyer
is a very generous husband or other person, or on the
is
other hand a profligate wife or other person

determined to buy the product vinually regardless of
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cost. Thirdly, a Communiry exemprion for prepacked

products in pre-established quantities sold in simple

The vote will be raken ar the next voting rime.

and clear ranges, for example, soap powders. So you
have those three exemptions, which I would urge the
House to take inro account.
Lastly, we have to be mindful of the facr thar transparency of information is essenrial for the protecrion of
the consumer. The goal of borh rexts is to make it relatively easy for the consumer to be able ro compare
objective data, such as price, in relation to quantity. In
other words, whar we are about is ro try to give the
buyer the chance of a really square deal in a situation
where the balance is not always in his favour.

10. Turnooer
President.

enforced as it stands.

I turn to Amendment No 11, Mrs Jackson's amendment, which we would also accept insofar as it would
authorize the competenr narional aurhorities in Ireland
and the United Kingdom
not jusr England and Ireland
to determine for -each producr or caregory of
- the unir of mass or volume of the internaproducts
tional system or rhe imperial system, as it is called, in
which the indication of unit price is compulsory. Such
a provision already exists for foodstuffs under
Anicle 9 of the directive adopted in 1979.
For other national exempdons the Commission prefers
maintain. a Community procedure avoiding direct
or indirect rcchnical barriers, and a special committee
may I emphasize this to Mrs Jackson
will be set
-up to help the Commission
examine requests
from
Member States.

to

I

am unable ro recommend rhe acceptance of Amendments Nos 4 and 9, which would exempr multi-packs
of units which are themselves exempted yet which,

when combined, exceed minimum threshold limitations. Such a provision would make possible complete
circumvention of the directive itself. May I give an
example in this regard? If you have 10 small bars of
chocolate, normally exempr from price indication, and

they are put into a large packet, you mighr have a
complete pack of 500 g and that would not be exempt
under the drafr directive.

I thank once again those who have spoken in the debate and those who have expressed an
opinion through rhe commitrees for the contriburion
made to these directives which I hope will be adopted
by the Council of Ministers before the end of this year.
Finally, may

behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs and Industrial Poliry, on

-

-

The debate is closed.

the proposal from the Commission ro the
Council (Doc. 2-446/84
391
- COM(84)
final) for a Twentieth Directive
on the harmonization of the laws of the Member States

relating ro turnover
common system
of value-added tax: derogations in connecrion
with the special aids granted to cenain farmers ro compensate for the dismantlement of
monetary compensarory amounrs applying to
cenain agricultural products.

Mr

Beumer (PPE), rdpportear.
(NL)
Com- Affairs The
mittee on Economic and Monetary
and Indus-

rial

Policy has altered the position it adopted with
regard rc the first report: we are now prepared to
amend the Twentieth Directive
last rime we

- that we feel that
one of the reasons being
German farmers should nor be made to pay for the
rejected it

difficult situation created mainly by the Council. That
is why we adopted rhe amendments. Parliament has
moreover never been opposed ro aid as compensation

for the dismantling of

monerary compensarory
amounts, but it believes that aid should be subject to
cenain conditions.

I shall begin, Mr President, with

a brief outline of thq
amendmenm. As regards the first amendment, I cannot
imagine what objections the Commission would have.

'S/e are
calling for a new recital in the Twentieth
Directive. This recital was not affected by the application of Anicle 93, and the Commissioner will be able

to read that very reciral in the Decision adopted on the
basis of Anicle 93. This is an imponant point.

I

would point our with regard to Amendment No 2
that it has always been rhe posirion of both the Commission and the Council that there musr be a link
between the dismantling of the MCAs and the narure
of the aid. Ve have reaffirmed rhis principle in
Amendment No 2. In connecdon with Amendment
No 3, we feel that the Commission has a task to cany
out in the remaining fields covered by the Council
Decision, because aid has been fixed at a higher rate
while at the same dme the principle has been established that the dismantling of MCSs musr nor exceed
the level of aid. This places the Commission in a position to make proposals when necessary. Hence this
amendment.

'!7e
President.

The next irem is the debate on rhe
A 2-15/85) by Mr Beumer, on

- (Doc.
second repoft

I come now to the proposed amendmenr. On behalf
of the Commission I accept the following made by the
rapponeur since they all contribute ro the understanding of the two [exts: Amendments Nos 1, 2,3,5,6,7,
8, l0 and 12. I hope I have got it right in this debarc.
Ve can also accepr the principles underlying Amendment No 13, bur we feel that it requires some redrafring as it is somewhal [oo vague ro be effectively

taxes

are pleased rhar rhe Commission is prepared to
draw up a reporr, but such a reporr is highly imponant
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to us. \7hat is at stake here is the instrument of VAT,

Ve therefore

feel
and this also affects own resources.
that the repon should meet certain conditions, that we
should exercise Breat care and that we should make
cenain stipulations concerning the objectives, fiscal
neutrality and its effects.

'!7e also think

it

imponant that the Commission

should maintain its position concerning the separation
of aid and VAT. I would like rc ask the Commissioner
for his opinion concerning Paragraph 22 of the motion
for a resolution, in which we repeat that this must be
an absolute prerequisite which must also be accepted
by the Council. This point is also made in the Commission's proposal for the Twentieth Directive.
Amendment No 5. This limitation already existed in

German law and has rightly been incorporated in
amendment No 5. The Commission has already said
that it will agree to this. I would ask the Commission

whether it intends to adopt all our amendmenr, and if
it replies that it cannot do so under this VAT proposal,
I would ask it to devote particular attention to Paragraph 25 of our motion for a resolution, in which we
call upon the Commission to put forward a new Proposal for granting aid as from I January 1986. \7e
would also like to hear whether the Commission is
prepared to support us in talks with the Council, in
panicular if the financial consequences which can be
Lxpected to result from an incorrect application of the
law on this matter could affect own resources, and in
this connection I would refer to Paragraph 27 of the
motion for a resolution.

Finally,

I would

point out that a major problem

remained for Parliament

has

namely, the legal problem

of the correct or incorrect application of Article 93(2)
of the EEC Treaty. Parliament considers that the
Council should not have acted as it did, since this will
have repercussions on the basis of Anicles 43 and 100
of the Treaty. !7e also believe that the Commission
should not have accepted its instructions for the
Twentieth Directive in this way. Nevertheless, we did
not want to block the issuing of an opinion, mainly
because, as I have said, the German farmers would be
the main ones to suffer.

would be a good idea if Parliament's
Bureau were to instruct the Committee on Legal
Affairs and Citizens' Righr to issue an opinion on this

Ve think it

letter to this effect has been sent by the
matter
- aon Economic and Monetary Affairs and
Committee

Industrial Policy to the President of Parliament.
Depending on the outcome of this, the Commission

ble from a procedural point of view. The Committee
regards the proposal for a Twentieth Directive as
questionable since it will be one more steP on the way
rc degrading VAT returns from the status of own
resources to national contributions.

The proposal is also questionable since it vinually
ignores Parliament's opinion that aid to the German
firme.s should be degressive, rcmporary and resiricted
to the volume of income lost as a result of the fall in
prices due to the dismantling of monetary comPensatory amounts. Aid became effective on I July 1984,
while MCAs were not reduced until I January 1985.
The aid moreover covers all agricultural products,
even those for which there were no MCAs, and the
proposed rate of 50/o seems to us to be much rco high.

However, the Committee on budgets regards the procedure adopted by the Council as unacceptable: it is a
series of legal manipulations. First of all, regulation
855/84 on the dismantling of MCAs does not conain
a l:l,:ace of the Commission's original proposal on
which Parliament has delivered an opinion.
Secondly, the Council has refused to consult Parliament on this essentially new text, which in every respect conflicts with the spirit of the isoglucose judgemenm of the Coun of Justice. Thirdly, the Council
bases its decision No 84/351 on aid to German agri-

of the Treaty, thereby
attempting to bypass both the Commission and Parlia-

culture on Anicle 93(2)
ment.

The Council has unilaterally fixed the conribution
which the Communiry will have to make rcwards
financing the aid. This decision is in conflict with
Article 203 of the Treary and with the interinstitutional declaration ofJune 1982.lt ignores the fact that
the Community's budgetary authority consisr of the
Council and Parliament totether.

Finally, this whole operation seeks merely to bring
about the post facto legalization of what Germany has
been doing on its own initiative. The German law of
29 June 1984 is directly in conflict with the Treaty of
Rome as long as the Twentieth VAT Directive is not
approved.

Mr President, in terms of Community law this version
of 'Alice in Vonderland' is, as it stands, unacceptable
to the Committee on Budgets, and I therefore call
upon Parliament, on behalf of the Committee, to press

for its amendment.

might be able to put forward a new proposal.

Mr
Mr Dc

Vries (L).

(NL)

I

am replacing my col-

league Mr Louwes, who is unfonunately unable to be
present this evening owing to other commitments.
The Committee on Budgets considers the present proposal to be questionable in its content and unaccepta-

Gautier (S).

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen. The Socialist Group supports Mr Beumer's
report. Since Parliament rejected the Commission's
proposal for a Twentieth VAT Directive last Decemby a large majority despite a few embarrassed
L.r
votes- in favour of the proposal from German Christian
VE in the Committee on Economic and
Democrats
-
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Monetary Affairs have had a series of discussions with

the Commission, panicularly Lord Cockfield. The

result of rhese discussions is that rhere is no result. The
Commission is of the opinion that it must implement
the results of the Fontainebleau summit, although in
our view it should realize that this is neither reasonable from the point of view of agricultural policy nor
legally defensible, and represenr a major problem for
the Community's own resources into the bargain.

At this point I would like ro repeat that our Group
considers it completely unacceprable from the legal
point of view rhat the Council should set aside Community legislation based on Anicle 93(2). I can only
support Mr Beumer on this marrer. Ve have asked the
President and the Parliamentary Committee on Legal
Affairs and Cirizens' Rights for a firm opinion and will
press for the matter to be fought out to the end, as a
precedent is being set.

Furthermore, Mr Commissioner, I personally consider
completely unacceprable that the Commission
should fail ro meet its obligarions under Anicle 155 of
the EEC Treaty, in rhat the Federal Republic of Germany should be allowed rc introduce a law
due to
- at
enter inrc force on I July
which is obviously
var- in the form of the Sixrh
iance with Community law
VAT Directive. So before you introduce a Twentieth
VAT Directive you musr first of all amend the Sixth
VAT Directive, and it is absolurely clear that the
Commission must instruct the German Government
not to implement this law, which was passed in June
1984, in order ro fulfil ir obligations under Anicle 155
of the EEC Treaty.It is completely beyond my comprehension that the Commission should accept a flagrant infringement of Community law by a Member
State. Even if the Ministers and Heads of Government
did decide this in Fontainebleau, these gentlemen and
the lady who claims to be the sole masrer cannor break
Community law.

it

The second point which I would like ro bring up refers
to the content. Our Group made it clear last December that we cannot, under any circumstances, accept
the agricultural policy aspect of aid in the form of a
value-added tax. Fair enough, but if we cannor ger our
way in this matter there is still at least the question of
the level of VAT compensation. If the Federal
Republic of Germany has decided upon 5olo in its law,
this contradicts all the Commission's calculations of
the loss incurred by German farmers as a result of the
abolidon of monetary compensarory amounrs.

Funhermore, in our opinion it is completely out of
place for this 5% aid ro be granred on all agricultural
products, as many are in no way affected by the new
green currency rare. As rhis point I would like to

address Mr Bocklet and his Group: when agriculrural
price debates are concerned with increasing the prices
of pigmeat, poultrymeat and the like, you argue ihat it
does not matter whether the Communiry fixes higher
prices, as prices are established on the market. In this

I assume that it does not matrer if green currencies are given new values, as prices will be subsequently established on the market. Ve can also see
from market reacrions that the dismantling of monetary compensatory amounts has absolutely no effects
on the market prices of eggs, poultry or pigmear. This
means thar aid for these products is completely our of
case

place.

Let me now come to the last point, the possibility of
Ve made ir clear in December rhat we can see a
whole range of ways in which unjustified aid could be
obtained by circular trade. In his report, Mr Beumer
has highlighted these examples in connection with the
fraud.

European Community's own resources. It is also possible to pick our a sysrematic method for obtaining aid
on false prerences. This of course rhen has effects on
the Community's own resourc€s, because it does not
contribute towards the national accounts, such transactions being nothing more rhan ransfers for the purpose of obtaining the 5% aid.

if our motions for amendments
not approved, we will insist on conciliation with
For this reason,

are
rhe

Council.

Mr Bocklet (PPE).

(DE) Mr President, ladies and

- discussion of cenain detailed
gentlemen. After this
aspecrc I would like to draw your arrenrion first of all
to the causes underlying this entire debate. After all, it
is a fact that some degree of calm returned to the field
of agriculural prices only because the Federal
Republic of Germany was prepared to dismanrle the
positive monerary compensarory amount of
at that
time

-

-

10.80/0.

But this required an enormous sacrifice from German
farmers in the form of a 3o/o revaluation of the positive
compensarory amounr as from I April 1984 followed
by a 5o/o dismantling this year. Nobody can deny that
this has meanr an enormous loss of income for the
farmers concerned.

I therefore consider it rather small-minded to try ro
make subsequent changes when the Heads of Government agreed in Fontainebleau that German farmers
need special aid, now that they have made special sacrifices to enable the Community's agricultural sysrem
to work. If it didn'r work, German farmers couid not
be held responsible.
In its resolution on agricultural prices last year, rhe
European Parliament explicitly stated that the disman-

tling of the positive compensarory amounrs musr not
be at the expense of German farmers. In my opinion,
this means that we have no right to criticize anf aid to
German farmers.

On the other hand, as a Member of this House,

I

do

support the criticism rhar recourse to Anicle 93 of the

EEC Treaty

-

in order to by-pass not only the Com-
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is hard to swallow for
- to achieve
a parliament which is striving
a political
role. However, this criticism must not lead to our
questioning these decisions, which have been taken
mission, but also Parliament

lawfully under Anicle 93.

lent in all respects. It is excellent, but at the same time
damning for the Council and both the old and the new
Commissions. It is damning for the Council because,
whatever the legal quibbles put forward, the invoking
of Anicle 93(3) of the Treaty with no other purpose
than to confront the Parliament and Commission with

a

Nevenheless, the problem is now that we have two
perfectly legal pieces of legislation which are mutually
exclusive, i.e. Anicle 93 of the EEC Treaty and the
Sixth VAT Directive. From the purely legal viewpoint
the question is of course whether any damage has
occurred, and at this point I would like to repeat that a
50/o dismantling of the compensatory amount took
place on I January this year and that this had been
preceded by a revaluation which cenainly, at least on
the expon market, worked to the disadvantage of

fait accompli, is improper

German agriculture.

Commission is embarrassed. It referred rc the political
aspect, but what, under these circumstances, is the
value of the independence of the Commission as guaranteed by the Treaties? My question is as follows: is
our Community still a community in which the rule of
law prevails? This question, you will agree, is panicularly relevant at a time when we are about to welcome
two new Member States and when the problem of
institutional reform is being considered.

50/o increase in the flatrare tax prepayment represents an admissible form and
justified level of compensation.

This means at least that the

Funhermore, the aid to be given under this system is
to be progressively reduced and is for a limited time
only. This means that the three conditions laid down
in Mr Beumer's report are fulfilled. I would like to
emphasize this.

Mr Gautier, you said that products which do not
receive compensatory amounts would also benefit
from the increased flat-rate tax prepayment. But the
opposite could also be argued. Such products have so
far not had the protection of compensatory amoun6.
Vhy should they now suffer when a cenain privilege
is being dismantled, and particularly when the dismantling of this privilege, i.e. the positive compensatory
amount, involves suitable compensation?

This argument is just as defensible. Therefore we
should ensure that this measure, within the context of
the 20th VAT Directive, is implemented in such a way
rhat it is also practicable. In practice it is not possible
ro distinguish between the aid component in the flatrate tax prepayment and the VAT component.
Funhermore, Mr Beumer, the result of not separating
these two items need not be a reduction in the European Communiry's VAT revenue, as the approximate
effect can be calcularcd in advance and the Federal
Republic's corresponding share of VAT revenue can
be sent to Brussels.

I

therefore appeal to you not to support the line followed by Mr Beumer. I represent a minority opinion
in my Group, because I believe that Mr Beumer's
repon does not support reasonable compensation for
German farmers, who really have brought a special
sacrifice for the benefit of the Community.

(FR) Mr President, the second
report presented to- us today by Mr Beumer is excel-

Mr Pasty (RDE).

and constitutes

major

basic rights of Parliament
have been flouted. But this repon is also damning for
the Commission, which has declined to assume its role
of guardian of the Treaties. The German law concerned represents an infringement of the Sixth VAT
Directive, yet the Commission has not reacted and still
fails to do so.

breech

of procedure. The

The answers given to our rapponeur show that the

The second point to which I would like rc draw your
attention is that practically no doubt remains that the
new sysrem will lead to over-compensation for German farmers. There are at least three reasons for this.
First of all, the measure has been implemented six
monrhs before the dismantling of the MCAs.
Secondly, it covers a much wider field, as it includes
all products, whereas the effect of the dismantling of
MCA is more restricted. Finally, 50lo has been adopted
as the general rule, whereas it was supposed rc be a
maximum. The system is unacceptable because irs
effect will be to perpetuate, in a different form and to
the benefit of a single Member State, the MCA machinery, although it was precisely this which was to be
dismantled, being contrary to the basic principles of
the Common Market.

which are not
Moreover, Mr Beumer's artuments
are- totally relevant:
disputed by the Commission
- a threat to the Comrhe new system in this form is
munity's own resources.
Finally, I would like rc make it clear to our German
friends that we are not disputing the principle of aid to
their farmers in order to compensate for the negative
effects on their incomes of the dismantling of the
and here it is
- who
have had
in the case of farmers
- negadve MCAs. They have been
to contend with
heavily penalized by the increase in production costs,
which they were unable to add on to their sales prices.
Vhat we must call for, all together, is an overall study
of farmers' incomes throughout the Communiry, mking into account the monetary distortions which in
recent years have prevented the common agricultural
policy from working properly.

MCAs but the same problem arises
equally serious
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Our Group wants the Commission to consider this
more Community-orientated approach to the problem
q'hen reviewing the working of the common agricultural policy. As the rapponeur suggested, the Commission ought to come up with a new proposal abolishing
all forms of compensation through VAT channels,
since rhis form of aid increases distonions berween
holdings and therefore does nor appear to be the most
suitable way ro eliminate inequalities of income.

In the light of these considerations, our Group will
give its unanimous support to rhe amendments and
motion for a resolution tabled by the rapporceur.
Lord Cockfield,

Wce-President of the Commission.

Mr President, may I stan by expressing my appreciation ro Mr Beumer for the conclusion that he has
expressed
namely, that as rapporreur he would sug- Parliament
gest to the
thar Parliament should now
given an opinion on the draft directive. Secondly, I
would like to say that this repon is an exceptionally
comprehensive and deailed review of all the issues
involved, and ir conrains a mosl able analysis of the
problems, difficulties and issues of principle. l7hether
one atrees with what it says or nor, ir is a very fine
piece of work indeed.

May I now go on to say rhar rhe substance of the proposal rests, of course, upon Council Regulation
No 855/84 of 31 March 1984 and the Council Decision of 30 June 1984. The Comrqission's advice is rhat
both the regulation and the decision were legally made
and there are no grounds on which the Commission
would be able to challenge them. The directive merely
gives effect to the VAT consequences of the regulation
and the decision, and the Commission would not think
it right to use the opponuniry of the directive to
attempt rc challenge rhe substance of both the regulation and the decision. As Parliament will know, the
Commission played no pan in making either the regulation or the decision and we therefore regard the differences of opinion which exist between Parliament
and Council as a matter for them to resolve and nor a
matter which directly concerns the Commission itself.
The repon by the commirtee includes on page 29 aletter written by my colleague, Vice-President Andriessen, and also on page 4l a copy of a letter which I
wrote myself. Those two letters ser our in great detail
the Commission's views on all rhe major issues
involved. Because of rhe arguments advanced in those
two letters, which are on rhe record and which are
reproduced in this documenr, rhe Commission is unable to accept Adrendments Nos l, 2 and 3, and I refer
of course to the amendmenr paper and not to the original repon itself. For the reasons ser ou[ in those letrcrs, the Commission is unable to accepr those amendments. So far as Amendments Nos 4 and 5 are concerned, these give effect to cenain proposals that I
myself put ro rhe commirtee when I appeared before
them. Despite the fact that the committee themselves

rc hold no very great opinion of rhe offer I
had made, and I refer, in particular, to paragraph 23
of their motion for a resolution, I made the offer and
therefore I stand by it. The Commission will accept
the final two amendments, Nos 4 and 5.
seemed

Mr Beumer also raised the question of conciliation,
which is dealt with in paragraph 27 of the morion for a
resolution. The question of asking for conciliation is
entirely a matter for the Parliament to decide, but if
Parliament does ask for conciliation, rhe Commission
would be very willing ro give wharcver help it could to
both panies in that procedure.
Finally, Mr Beumer referred to paragraph 22 in the
motion for a resolution, which requesrs the Commission to undenake to withdraw the proposal in cenain
circumstances. I am afraid I could not give such an
undenaking for this reason. Ve do nor ar [his stage
know what the reaction of the Council will be, what
amendments they may seek to make in the directive,
and it would be quite wrong for rhe Commission to
undenake to take cenain acrion in rhe evenr of cenain
unknown even6 occurring in the future. This is a mat-

ter of general principle. Ve could nor enrer into

an

undenaking of that kind.
Having said this, I shouid like to repeat my appreciation both of the very detailed exposirion that does
appear in this document and of Mr Beumer's own
conclusion as to the course of action we should now
follow.

Mr Beumer (PPE), rdnorteur.
(NL) Mr President,
- and ask
I should like to make a sraremenr
a quesdon.

My statement is thar the Commissioner has said that
he is prepared to help Parliament with regard ro a con-

ciliation procedure, since Parliament holds the view
that there are likely to be financial consequences, particularly as regards own resources.

I

should also like ro ask a question, Mr President.
Both in Mr Andriessen's letrer, rc which the Commissioner referred, and in its own letter, the Commission
sntes that it considers ir essential to make a clear distinction berween aid and VAT, so that it is very
obvious whether own resources are involved or not.
Vith regard to rhis I should like to ask a very specific
question: what will rhe Commission's attitude be if the
Council does not accepr this? This is a mosr imponant
Polnt.

Lord Cockfield Vce-President of the Commission.
Mr President, so far as the first point is concerned, Mr
Beumer said that I had said that the Commission
would suppon Parliament in asking for the conciliation procedure. That is not exactly what I said. Vhat I
said was thar it was a marrer for the Parliament irelf
to decide whether to initiate that procedure, but if the
Parliament did decide to initiate the procedure, the
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Commission would then give every assistance to both
sides.

So far as the second point is concerned, the direcdve
does itself require the aid and the VAT element to be
distinguished. Ve do not at this stage know just what
the Council's reaction to that will be. There has been
some suggestion that they might themselves put forward some alternative proposal. It is quite impossible
for the Commission to decide what their actions
should be until such time as they see what action the
Council itself takes or does not take in this matter.

(ED).- I can quite understand that the
Commissioner does not wish rc accept exactly Paragiaph 22 because it envisages circumstances which
have not yet taken place. But could he undenake to
inform Parliament if the situation arises in Council
where what is envisaged in paragraph 22 is about ro
take place, so that we could then have a funher consultadon with him as to what action the Commission
Mr Patterson

should take?

world ! It was a bit of a shock, because that is quite a
responsibility for any raPPorteur.

However, I came with quite good credentials, because
Mr Fich and I were the rapponeurs for the EEC,
along with the representatives of Somalia and Mauritania for the Lom6 countries, on the subject of ACP
fisheries. So I came wirh quite good credentials and
quite good experience, having personally visited 27
States, in 25 of which I had met the fishing interests
and seen the fishermen in operation.
Before we begin, I would like to say that the FAO,
whose report on their first Vorld Fisheries Conference we are considering, and the EEC, with our very
strong commitment to fishing in the AC?, are in the
same business. Ve are in the business of winning the
race against hunger through the use of fish. I do not
rry uti of the sea, because it is not only-the-sea, of
course, it also includes rivers, dams, anificial ponds
and so on. In a way I felt very happy to have the honour of this congratulatory experience in view of the
FAO's fine initiadve and their grand design, which is a

world fisheries poliry.

Lord Cockfield, Vice-President'of the Commission.
Mr President, with respect, I think the procedures of
than
rather
the Council are a matter for the Council
for the Commission.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.'

(The sitting
9

anas suspended

at

7.5) p.m. and resumed at

p.-.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR
Vce-President

I think, that we, the EEC and
and must not neglect our
not
overlap
the FAO, must
mutual interests, and my conclusions point to the fact
that we must cultivate closer liaison with the FAO. But
we should like rc put on record our conBratulations to
the FAO on this initiative, in which 147 Smtes of the
world have made very constructive contributions and
.are rrying to deil with the most complicated matter,
which is ihe gathering of statistics. On the other hand,

It

is absoturcly the case,

we do know a number of things; at least some statistics
are accepted, and they are quite horrific.

The world catch is 76m tonnes. Most international
maritime fishing is in the waters of the developing
countries. The annual increase lately has only been
about lo/o-20/0, whereas the population trowth makes
it clear that the demand for fish will by the year 2000
be 100-110m tonnes. There is therefore a shonfall,
colleagues, of about 30m tonnes Per annum. That is
the sordid reality that we all face.

ll.
President.

FAO tYorld Conference on Fisheies

The next ircm is the report by Mrs

Ewing, on -behalf of the Committee on Agriculture,
Fisheries and Food, on the follow-up to the FAO
\7orld Conference on Fisheries (Rome, 27 lune to 6
July 198a) (Doc. A 2-3/85).
Mrs Ewing (RDE), tutpporter4r.- Mr President, when
I was rcld in my absence, because I was chairing my
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon, that I had been appointed rapponeur, I

'Vhich pan of the world?' and the answer was,
world!'The whole world and nothing but the
the
'Just
asked,

It

is not that the developing countries are catching all
the fish in their waters, of course, because they are
catching one-tenth, and they now have an economic
zone of 200 miles. Nor is it that we in the EEC are in
any way in conflict with the best interests of these
countries, because in the waters of the ACP countries,

which constitute most of the developing coastal States,
we are catching only one-hundredth. The truth is that
the waters of these countries are being raped by great
fleets from Japan, Korea and the Soviet Union,
although there is a sign, I think, that the Soviet fleet is
on the decrease. These fleem are aking the fish back
for their own people to eat. There is really no lasting
maritime benefit from these rapist fleets rc the developing countries: they take what they can get to feed
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their oqrn people. They do not consider conservarion
or the fishing of rcmorrow.

Another horrific piece of sadstical information is, of
course, that about 300/o of the world catch ends up
feeding animals. That is a siruation which surely cannot b€ rclerated in view of the known stanration problems we have.

Meantime, aquaculrure is rhe sleeping gianq one of
the grear hopes. Ar the moment it accounts for 8.5m
tonnes, but ir is showing a trowth at the moment of
about 60lo a year. I could bore you to death with

examples, but I would like rc rell you abour Zaire,
I saw in a village area what they called 'the 52
fishponds'. They easily makc a fishpond: the idea is rc
make 52, and every week one is drained. The fish are
left
not the noble specics of fish, you undersrand,

where

but -ordinary fish that the people can feed their old

to and so on. Every week that area has a
fishpond dried our and they have rhe fish for the peo-

vegetables
Ple

.

You could see as you passed the villages the sign of rhe
fish, which is the same as the Chrisrian sign on the
doors, meaning they were selling fish. That, of course,
is a pan of Africa where there is water, where the drip,
drip, drip of the warer is very much like rhat in the
Highlands of Scotland.
However, aquaculture can be arranged in less favourable geographical situations and even Ethiopia has grear

in the desen which could have been exploited
and developed and which, I am sure, will be in the
future. In aquaculture China and Asia are very far
Iakes

ahead, while Africa, in which rhe EEC has a panicular
interest, is very far behind.

The FAO, as I have explained in my resolurion, have
really set out practical programmes. I have explained

that their budget is never enough, but, in a cenain
way, I was anxious ro show that with our commitment
to Lom6, we were really working along the same lines.
I have concluded by trying to show that we should ry
to work more closely wirh the FAO, whose people on
the ground, in rhe countries I have visited, have been
superb
brilliant people.
final conclusions, in
- 1l ro 14, call forMymore
paragraphs
pracdcal ways in
which we can help in the FAO's quite clear desire to
make fishing a priority, as indeed Lom6 III made fishing a separate chaprcr and encouraged all the Member
States to regard it as a prioriry.

Other points that cannot be ignored are rhe need to
recognize that the women in developing counrries are
the people who can be educated about nutrition. This
is something I have experienced at first hand in coun-

tries like Malawi, where children were often suffering
from malnutrition unnecessarily, and rhe solution liei
in educating the women to go back to teach other
women that they do not need to have their children in
this situation.

I do not think I

need say very much more.

Ve

are

both, the FAO and the EEC, working roward the
same end, but cenain things must be said. For example, regional cooperation. \[e would quarrel with the
FAO in that they have not paid enough anendon ro
that aspect, but both institutions have agreed that
small is beaudful usually, rhat the promises of Russia,
Senegal and Mauritania rc build gteat freezing-plants
and train thc fishermen have not worked, whereas
promises to show peoplc in Malawi or Senegal how to
smoke dried fish as they caught them in small kilns,
burning nuts uken from their own rrees, have been
more pracdcal. Ve are working along the same lines,
but what concerns me
and I have this on record
- roterher closely
is that we are nor working
enough.- I
have tried to stress this in my resoludon, and I think it
means that someone from the Fisheries Sub-commirtee
must accept the invitation of FAO, for we must work
more closely mgether since we are borh trying to win

the race against world hunger.
(Applause)

Mrs Pcry (S).
(FR) Mr President, ladies and gen- againsr hunger in the
tlemen, the struggle
world is one
of the constanr preoccupations of our Parliament. fu
Mn Ewing has very correctly stressed in her repon,
one of the main aims of the FAO Conference in Rome
was to make numerous developing countries aware of
the nurritional value of fish and fishery products. The
Director-General of rhe FAO has said that the
demand for fish for human consumprion will double
bem/een now and the year 2000 and that demand will
be the greatest in developing countries, as a result of
their increasing popularions.
But we musr not forget that currently, for example in
the waters off the ACP States, out of a total producrion of 15 million ronnes, less than one tenth is fished
by the coastal states concerned. The majority is caught
by large fleets from other countries, as menrioned by
Mrs Ewing.

In recent years rhe United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea has declared that coastal States have
the right ro a zone extending to 200 nautical miles
from the coasr. In this zone the Third Vorld counrries
own both the living and mineral resources found in the
sea. But sometimes a counrry has no tradition of fishing or has only a small unsophisticared fleet, and is
tempted, or pressurized by budgetary considerations,
to sell fishing rights to industrialized countries.

Out of the 70 million ronnes of fish caught in the
world every year, 300/o ends up as fishmeil for animals. In some cases the producrion of fishmeal, which
has litde commercial value, is the only economically
viable way to use the available resources. However,
the FAO has estimated that some 6 million ronnes of
fishmeal produced in Africa alone for consumption by
animals could be divened to consumption by the local
populations.
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The agreements reached between developing countries
and the industrialized nations must ensure that there is
'!7e,

the
a balance of interests between the two panies.
European Community, have made fishing agreemenrc

with Senegal and Guinea Bissau for example, and a
funher agreement is due to be signed with Madagascar. In exchange for fishing rights we provide, in addi-

rion to payment, technical and scientific cooperation
and vocational training.
'S/e

must help the developing countries to make better

use of their fishery resources, to exercise control over

them, to improve fish processing and marketing, to
develop marine and freshwater aquaculture and to
modernize their traditional fleets.

would like to dwell for a moment on this latter
aspect. Currently some l0million small traditional
Third \florld fishermen in their canoes sometimes have
to battle against the giant trawlers of the industrialized
nations. Local fishing produces 20 million tonnes of

ulk

so much about developing
countries' self-sufficienry in food, we must Preserve
this traditional fleet by assisting modernization and
closing coastal warcrs

adopted at the Conference are mainly dependent on
to be provided independently of the FAO

funds

budget.

In this connection it

I

fish. Given that we

Ve consider the Conference rc have been a success, as
the developing countries were not only informed
about the benefits of fishing from the economic point
the
s1 14ghs1 above all
of view, but also
- from
food policy aspect.- They were made to appreciate the
need to develop a fishing industry geared to meeting
the needs of the local population rather than to Providing products for export. to the industrialized
nations. Funhermore, industrialized nations were
encouraged to help finance the agreed measures in
Third Vorld countries, as the action programmes

to outside fleets. These meaThird Vorld production to

sures would allow annual

double.

The FAO Vorld Conference adopted five action proin this
which I strongly support
grammes
- aimed
direction.-They will require an annual budget of at
least l5 million dollars.
also like to mention that for the first time an
entire chapter has been devoted to fishing in the Third
Convention of Lom6. It is to be hoped that all these
measures will be coordinated as well as possible in
order to maximize their efficiency. The development
of fishing can then contribute to reducing distress in
the developing countries by helping to relieve the
world's malnutrition problems.

I would

is

with a cenain

amount,

of

satis-

faction that we can point to the contribudon of the
European Community towards the implementation of
the action programmes in the form of financial and

technical support. within the framework of existing
cooperation aBreements, in panicular Lom6 III. The

aid provided by the European Community in the conIII corresponds exactly to the follow-up
measures envisaged by the FAO and aims to increase
catches, improve the management and protection of
fishing zones, develop fishprocessing and markedng
and promote the rraining of fishermen.

text of Lom6

Taking things a little funher, Parliament must ensure
that there is consistency between the initiatives of
world organizations and the measures taken by the
European Community. Secondly, there must be more
detailed discussion, in panicular with the ACP States,
on the aims and results of these initiatives and measures. Finally, we must take steps to ensure that in
future the Community is represented in all international bodies and institutions in which the problems
arising from the esmblishment of a world fishing
policy are discussed. In our opinion this is the only
way to guarantee a permanent connection between
bodies working at world level and the regional organizations responsible in the final analysis for the implementation of these recommendations.

(Applause)

I have briefly described are
excellently presented in the repon I would like rc
recommend the House, on behalf of my Group, to
approve the repon without reservations. My compliments to the rapponeur, Mrs Ewing, on her excellent
work.

As the principles which

Mr

Ebel (PPE).

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

gendemen who are sdll holding out on behalf

of

my

Group I would like to pay tribute to the FAO \florld
Fisheries Conference which took place in Rome from
27 lune to 5 July 1984. Ve regard the organization of
this Conference as an expression of the will to Put into
pracdce the policy of redisuibuting marine resources
in accordance with the Convention on the Law of the
Sea of December 1982, in other words to create a
world fishing policy.
The aim of the Conference was to make a contribution
towards solving the world food problem and to identify ways of improving fishery management, developing production and changing eating habits. By the latter I mean reducing protein deficiency by eating fish.

(Applause)

Mr President, I had rhe honMr Battersby (ED).
at the FAO Vorld Conour to represent Parliament
ference last July, and I should like to congratulate Mrs
Ewing on her excellent report. The conference was
attended by every fishing nation in the world. Every
nation agreed that we are very rapidly reaching a plain fish-catch potential. The time is rapidly
approaching where all nations, East and'West, Nonh

teau
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and South, must begin to farm the seas and to manage
the fisheries resource rarher rhan pillage it.

This evening I should like to concenrrare on the Third
Vorld, which is facing a dramatic population explosion, especially in Africa, where the population is doubling every 20 years and where, despite the ravages of
famine and disease, it may well be approaching one
thousand million by the turn of the century. The question is, do we want a confident, healthy Africa capable
of feeding irself or a sick Africa with a shon expecration of life, short of protein, staggering from disaster
to disaster and depending on orhers for its very survival?

The Commission attends all meetings of FAO in its
own right as an observer. I agree with Mrs Ewing that
Parliament must also panicipate in all these meerings
to ensure that the political will of this Parliament is

both fully informed, is properly expressed and,
because of our duty to the Third Vorld, is effective.
(Applause)

Mr Clinton (PPE).
Mr Presidenr, by now all rhe
experr have spoken -and what I have to say will not

add much, I am quite sure. I am sorry I was nol here
for all of rhe debate, but I did not think it would stan

this early.

One of the unexploited protein resources of the Third
is fish. Fish in the seas, fish in the lakes, aquiculture. The FAO has done much positive and effective work in this area. However, the figure rhe FAO is
proposing ro meer the present crisis
15.5 million
- musr
dollars
is pitifully inadequate and FAO
reconsider. It-is not enough, Sir!

Vorld

As Mrs Ewing and Mrs Pery have both pointed our, of
the 15 million ronnes of fish in Third Vorld warers,
only 1.5
thar is, 10Vo
is landed in the Third

- million ronnes,
- ar rhe rare of 10 kilo\florld. Fifty

grams processed product per person per year, which is

what we eat in the EEC, would feed over one rhousand million people.

The rapponeur and Mrs Pery have both menrioned
fishmeal. The FAO and Norway have both carried out
work on high-quality fishmeal as a protein additive rc
cereals for human consumption. I believe that we
should encourage this approach and even possibly
finance research in this direction. Ir is very relevanr to

tropical lowprotein diet areas where biscuits produced
from fishmeal, powdered milk and cereals can save
millions of lives.

Ve

must help rhe Third Vorld and especially Africa
to develop its own fishery resources for its own consumption. I believe we should help in the following
ways. \fle should provide small, simple, inexpensive
steel
because wood does n6t work in tropical waters - fishing-boats with easily maintained engines,
- maintained winches, simple electronics and adeeasily
quate spare pans. Ve must help in raining fishermen
in effective fishing techniques and catch preservarion.
'S?'e
must help people in raining the processors and the
porr operarors. Ve must rrain people in providing
refrigeration, processing and distribution equipmenr
and give them the necessary know-how. \fle must help
Africa rc develop rhe untapped resources of the Great
Lakes. Ve have ro find some way of cooperaring wirh
the People's Republic of China, which has the grearest
experience in the world in this direction, in developing
rural aquaculture in Africa. Ve must cooperate to the
full with FAO in its work in developing Third Vorld
fisheries.

May I begin by saying that rhis repon by Mrs Ewing
provides us all with a fund of information and a very
valuable reference source rhar all of us should keep.
This is not just a reporr from the Fisheries Sub-committee to the Commitree on Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, but it should be read with interest by all those
Members who are interested in aid to the Third \forld
and, more panicularly, ACP-EEC Committee members.

I

with great conviction that the right person
for this reporr. Mrs Ewing's well-known
interest in fisheries and her commitmenr and wide
May

say

was chosen

experience as a member of the ACP-EEC delegadon
are reflected throughout this repon. I have often wondered why the FAO had not moved much sooner ro
look at the fisheries sector as a main source of prorein
to balance the diet of under-nourished people in the
Third \7orld. Earlier this year when we were in
Burundi, we visircd Lake Tanganyika and we were
told there that 75 000 ronnes of fish were produced
there each year, but the expens assured us that if this
lake were properly managed 300 OOO tonnes could be
produced. This is just one small indication of rhe enormous porenrial rhat is there. I rhink we should pay a

tribure to the FAO for the way they prepared and
organized the first !florld Conference
which was such a tremendous success.

on

Fisheries,

The facr that no less rhan 147 counrries attended this
conference in Rome musr,

in itself, give a wonderful
boost to rhe effon now being made to ger a wonhwhile fisheries development scheme under way.
This, of course, is an enormous undertaking, but one
that deserves the most generous support and encouragement. I hope thar it will be the aim and intention of
the European Communiry ro cooperate with the FAO
to the maximum, because I believe that we have much
to contribute from the experience we have had, and
are still having in facr, in organizing and developing
our own fisheries.

It is very encouraging to read in the repon

that

already there have been many offers to provide train-

ing to persons from developing countries,

because
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education' and training in a wide variety of skills is
going to be a very important element in the success of
this venture.

The FAO protramme, described in the report, is a
very ambitious one. In fact, it may even be overambitious for a stan and for those who may be called upon
to provide the resources. I am a great believer in a
number of small projects, well carried out, for stimulating interest and producing encouraging rewards and
experience: projects that would involve the production
and the handling and the marketing of fish, and of
course the preparadon and cooking for consumption
ar local level. I think this is where we have to start. !fl'e
have to stan providing nourishment and balance in the
food of people who badly need it, rather than helping
them to expon and get this valuable food out of the
country.
was pleased to see the stress that was laid on smallscale fisheries and aquaculture. This is something that
can be got off the ground comParatively cheaply and

I

quickly. The tonger-rcrm overall development of the
industry will require very heavy investment in things
like haibour development, boats, gear, handling facilities, refrigeradon and all that goes with the modern
fisheries industry.

I believe there is much evidence to indicate that a lot
of money is wasted in developing countries by not
sending in people who have the son of experience and
skitls needed to see that it is wisely invested, that there
is a proper follow-through and that the native population is able to carry on the project when the exPerts
leave.

will extend to cover the fisheries question. Far too
often in the past fisheries have suffered from obscurity
in publicity terms, because they are dwarfed in the
public's mind by agriculture. I would suggest that this
ir uery parochial view and that it is rePorts such as
" Ewing's which have done so much to correct the
Mrs
balance.

The impact that fisheries and the extension of fishing
may have on combating world famine is obviously a
very imponant consideration, but it can only affect
relitively few people in the countries concerned until
the infrastructure of these countries is also improved
quite considerably. This is something which the European Community has already shown an interest in.

I

do not wish to deflect the debate at this stage from
the question of development, and particularly the
Third Vorld, but I wish briefly to refer to Mr Battersby's original motion for a resolution, and to the
first paragraph, which states: 'The European Parliament- believes that the European Community has an

increasingly imponant r6le

nection with the Falkland Islands and to the possible
interest that the Spanish fishing-fleet, shonly to join
the European Community's fleets, might have in this
question, which would benefit our own domestic fishenes.

However, do not let us lose sight of the major point of
this report, which is a funher attempt by the"European
Community to add its experience to the cause of fighting world hunger by cooperating bilaterally with the

FAO in this case. It is to be
- the
widely supponed, and I hope it will also get the publicity which it deserves.

In conclusion, Mr President, may I express the hope
that the European Community will keep in very close
touch with developments and that we shall always
have one or two people attending fisheries meetings of

world institudons

the FAO in the years ahead.

(Applause)

(Applause)

Mr Christopherce4 Vce'President of tbe Commission.
(DA) Thank you, Mr President, for allowing me as

President, I should like to

- Mr
add my voice to those who have already congratulated
Mr C. Beazley (ED).

to play in the field of

world fisheries development and manageme nt'. I
would refer, in this connection, to Mr Provan's
motion which was passed by this Parliament in con-

-representative, of the Commission

to be present at this
evening's debate on Mrs Ewing's rePort' I think it is a

of work for which I would like to
on behalf of the Commission.
I hope I
Mrs Ewing's introductory remarks were
visionary, -in that she
may use the expression

Mrs Ewing on presenting this repon and also my colleague, Mr Banersby, whose motion for a resolution
promoted the report and who, as we have heard

valuable piece

akeady, attended the conference in question'

sressed the imponant possibilities which exist for solving the food problem in large areas of the world by
,i"ns, for example, of rational development of fisheries and modern aquaculture. At the same time' there

I

think this repon is one of exffeme imponance. The
public chroughout Europe has been seized by the gravity of the famine which affects the Third !/orld at the
moment, and in panicular the African continent. This
is a veqy positive example of how the European Community, working together, not for its own internal
intereim but on a world scale, can have a very direct
which has been given
impact.
-the I hope that the publicity
whole question of development and the relato
tionship between the Nonh and South in the world

express my gratitude

have been other speeches which also pointed to several

practical possibilities and conclusions

to be drawn

from this point of view.

I

would like to take this opponuniry to express the

Commission's agreement with the rePort we are discussing this evening, thanks to Mrs Ewing, and I
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would like to take this opponunity of repeating, on
behalf of rhe Commission, it is the right occasion, rhar
the Community continues ro believe, that we really

External Economic Relations (Doc. 2-1590/84), oo
the

should provide every conceivable financial and practical assistance for the development of this type of
acdviry under the Lom6 Convention and the other

-

proposal from rhe Commission to the Council
(Doc.2-620/84
395 final) for a
- COM(84)
regulation on customs
debt.

cooPeration agreemenB.

I

shall not now deal in depth riith the many problems
it raises, even though as a Dane I obviously now something about the problems which reliance on fishing can
ennil. However, I am sure rhat especially the experie_nce we have in Europe
and Europe probably has
the longest-standing and -must highly fishing tr"didon
in the world
be of great benefit ro rhe countries
- cannow
which are only
beginning ro use these grear
resources on a radonal basis. I assure you of the Commission's agreemenr and willingness to draw the conclusions from this more general point of view, because
I know very well, since I am also responsible for the
budget, that in rhe end it can very quickly be reduced
to a question of funds. But we must look into this.

The Commission also agrees with the repon on the
more specific problem of the need for the Communiry

to be able rc panicipate

as broadly as possible

in the

international negoriarions dealing wirh fisheries issues,
and firsr and foremost of course, the negotiations taking place in rhe FAO. Here ure face a kind of international law problem, but it does not alter the fact that
the Commission is prepared once more, using rhe
opponuniry provided by this repon and debate, to
study ways and means of obmining better status for
the Community than it currently has in the FAO. And
this of course is panicularly imponant because ir is
now the Community responsibiliry and only the Community which is responsible for a whole series of irems
within rhe fisheries secror, as a result of the common
fisheries policy which was finally adopted in January
1983. The Community thus has sole responsibility in
central areas, of fisheries policy just as it has in the

field of rading policy. This in my view will be

an

imponanr argument when we try ro convince the FAO
thar the Community musr have a better place ar the
negotiating table and a funher conclusion which the
Commission is prepared to draw from Mrs Ewing,s
repon, the work which has already been completid
and the speeches made this evening, for which I would
like to thank you once more.
(Applause)

President.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting-time.

12.
President.

will

be

Customs debt

The next item is the repon by Dame
on behalf of rhe Co..irt.. on

Shelagh Robens,

Dame Shelagh Roberts (EDI, rapportezr.
Presi- Mr to
dent, this reporr, as you have already indicated
the
House, relates to an existing direcdve which specifies
the circumstances in which there is an obligaiion to
pay cusroms debt. The purpose of the Commission
proposal is to transform that direcdve inm a regulation
as parr of the Commission's programme to aihieve a
grearer uniformity of applicadon in fiscal matters, with
which I would expect the House to be broadly in
agreement.

The proposal differs from the existing directive in several ways, four of which are imponant, although mo
are nol contentious, or were not considered to be contentious by either rhe Comminee on External Economic Relations or rhe committees which gave advice to
the Committee on Exrernal Economic Relations. The
rwo which are nor rhought to be contentious concern a
change in the arrangemen$ for the incurrence of a
customs debt on temporary imponation arrangemenr
and provision for customs debt incurred under the
inward processing arrangemenm, in cenain circumstances, when goods are exponed to an EFTA counry
or to a new Member State during a period of transition.
However, I must draw the attention of the House rc
the fact that there are [wo other variations ro the
Council directive which are clearly conroversial having regard to the opinions given by the various committees and rhe discussions which have taken place.
These two points concern, firstly, the treatment of
goods in illegal circulation and, secondly, the liabiliry
to customs debt of goods consumed or used in a free
zone.

Now on the first point, concerning the treatment of

goods in illegal circulation,

I

have ro say ro the House

thar rhe Committee on External Economic Reladons
thought that this issue was, in general, outside our
competence. As rhe final paragraph of my explanarory
statemenr indicates, we rook the view that we should
defer to the opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee
because we did believe it to be primarily a legal matter.

In other words, we adopted the amendmenm ro [he
proposal for a regulation which would exclude from
customs debt goods which could be marketed legally
only in exceprional circumsrances. The type of goodi
thar were envisated in this respect *ouli be Jrugs,
armaments and the products which were manufictured from endangered species. Ve accepted the view
of the Legal Affairs Committee rhar such marrers were
more
-appropriately dealt with through criminal rather
than fiscal codes. If I may express i personal view, I
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share that opinion.

I

believe that

in those circum-

stances the matters would be more appropriately dealt
u,ith through the criminal code.

Vith

regard to the other controversial item, concerning the liability ro cusroms debt of goods consumed or
used in the free zone, our amendment here was
inrcnded to clarify the wording relating to the circumstances under which goods in free zones would
become liable to a cusroms debt. Ve had a full discussion in committee before adopting the amendments
reladng to this aspect. It has become apparent from
subsequent amendments which have been tabled to the
repon which is now before the House that the mover
of rhis proposition in the Committee on External Relations, Mr Seeler, has had funher thoughts. I do not
wish to pronounce one way or the other on his funher
thoughr. It is my view that Mr Seeler must explain his
views, his change of mind, and that he must seek, if he
is able, to persuade the House that his view is the better proposition.

Vith

those introductory commen6, I move the repon.

(Applause)

Mr Rogalla (Sl,

drafisman of the opinion of the Com-

mittee on Legal Afairs and Citizens' Rights.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gendemen. At this late

hour we should not forBet the citizens who are here,
just Iike us
lisrcning to our debates and who
are
- they
unaccustomed to working at this time. I rust that

will leave us with the impression that even during the
night we sometimes have to concern ourselves with
very technical questions which have been submitted
for our consideration.
In addition to what was said this afternoon on the subject of freedom of movement, panicularly for persons
I was privileged to be the draftsman of the opinion
-of the
would like to
Committee on Legal Affairs
- I
address the Vice-President of the Commission, who is
following this work from the viewpoint of the Comis
mission. From customs sign to customs debt
- there
a play on urords here which is unfonunately not possible in Vice-President CocMield's mother tongue
we still have, as pointed out in the opinion drafted for
the Committee on Legal Affairs, a whole series of conventional legal concep6, some of which have been
made obselete by developmenr at European level.

This is the case with customs signs in the customs
union, although they still have their meaning for the
purposes of customs debt. The customs debt is a legal
process for anyone who obtains income in a customs
rcrritory and fixes the time when it will be received. It
is therefore of great imponance for the financing of
the European Community, which of course receives all

income from customs dudes on impons from third
countries.

I

am saying this first, because the question which I
to put to you on behalf of the Committee on

have

Legal Affairs also affects whether or not income for
the Commission is legally justified. If no customs debt
is incurred by cenain illegal transactions such as mendrugs or illegally imponed
tioned by the rapporteur
weapons, for example - it follows that the Community cannot claim the -corresponding dues.

This means that the way this House decides when it
votes on this legal dispute tomorrow is very important.
In my opinion the House would do well to abide by
the unanimous opinion of the Committee on Legal
Affairs.

This brings me to the problem itself, which has been
on the agenda of several meetings of the Committee
on Legal Affairs. The question panicularly concerns
whether a customs debt is incurred by the illegal
impon of drugs
in other words, whether the Com- to the corresponding dues. It could
munity has a right
be argued under cenain circumstances the customs
debt incurred should not be claimed.

The alternative is to say from the outset that illegal
impons are not covered by Anicle 3(b) of the EEC
Treaty.In other words drugs are not economic goods
intended for processing of any kind and that, therefore, no customs debt is incurred
the legal consequ- receivable on the
ence of which is that no duties are
one hand and there are no exemptions on the other.

This is the question which has to be answered. The
Committee on Legal Affairs has based its opinion on
judgment by the Court of Justice of the European
Communities, which has been upheld in several cases
in 1981, 1982 and 1984. The Coun decided on the
basis of the Council Directive, which was not a legal
basis, that goods in illegal circulation do not incur a
customs debt.

I would therefore

like to ask the House to approve
proposals for Amendments Nos 9 and 13 tabled by the
Committee on Legal Affairs with the agreement of the
rapportiur.
(Applause)

(DE)
Mr Seclcr (S).
President, ladies and gen- on the Mr
tlemen. It is only
surface that the regulation on
customs debt is a purely technical matter with no polit-

ical implications. In actual fact the workability of
many free ports and free zones in the Communiry is at
stake. For this reason I would like to follow the advice
of my Chairman in order to convince those present
around 25 members of the House
that my proposals for amendments are necessary.
Free pons and free zones have up to now been treated
as if they did not belong to the Communiry's customs
territory. This means that goods can be imponed into
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and exponed from these places without incurring a
customs debt. Illegal use and consumption there is
punishable by, in some cases subsantial fines. These
legal provisions are very imponant for free pons and

first sight to be a purely rcchnical matrcr, the conversion of a directive into a regulation. There are, however, a number of reasons for devoting panicular
attention to this subject.

allow them to operate effectively.

I

make no secret of the fact that this sysrem is of vital
imponance for my home ciry of Hamburg and helps to
compensate for the geographical disadvantages resulting from its position ar the edge of the European
Communiry and 120 km from the sea.

As we know, the Commission has been working on a
standardized legal basis for free zones for years
- so
far without concrete results. Now, this draft regulation
will to all intents and purposes change the status of
free zones and pons, in that in future the consumprion
and illegal use of goods in a free zone will incur a customs debt. This means that free pons and zones are
being panly drawn into the customs territory.

In this sense the regulation differs fundamentally from
oI tglg on rhe harmonization of provisions relating to customs debt.
These new provisions would cause considerable diffi-

the previous Council Directive

culties in practice. Just imagine : all goods entering and
leaving a free zone or port would have to be recorded,
and any differences investigated.

Anyone acquainted with the operation of a large pon
knows how often losses are incurred during storage,
loading and transpon. In future all this will have to be
investigated in detail, leading to more and more
bureaucracy. My previous motion for amendment,
which the Committee on External Economic Relations
has approved, is not sufficient ro prevenr this. The
only way is to delete the provision concerned.
The draft regulation is also inconsistent. Anicle 8, paragraph 2(d) says that an existing cusroms debt is extinguished when goods are brought from the cusroms
territory of the Community to a free zone. Conversely, this means
according
my way of think- a free zonerccannor incur
ing
thar goods in
a customs- debt.

Therefore we expect the Commission ro pur forward a
general regulation on free zones, in which the rules on
incurring and extinguishing customs debts are laid
down once and for all. If the Commission does not

think it is in the position to withdraw this draft, it
should then at least maintain rhe current sratus of free
zones. For this reason we ask for Anicle 2, paragraph I (e) of the draft reguladon to be delercd.

I

am sorry for rhe often very technical and perhaps
complicated nature of my remarks, but customs matlers
even in Europe
are like that.

-

-

(Applause)

Mrs Van Rooy (PPE).
(NL) Mr President, rhe
draft regulation being discussed
here today seems ar

In the first place, it is wonh

emphasizing thar rhe

method of settling customs debt is directly linked with
fundamental aspects of the EEC, a properly functioning customs union and our own resources respectively.
Secondly, there is more at stake than simply turning a

directive into a regulation since rhe Commission is
taking this opponuniry to amend and alter sections of
the 1979 text.
Before going on to discuss these additions, I would
first like to comment on the legal instrument proposed
by the Commission, i.e. a regulation. My Group is
completely in agreement with the European Commission's desire to increase the use of regulations in defining European customs law since this offers the best
guarantee of uniform application, throughout the
Member States, of Community customs provisions.
'!/hile on the subject, I would like ro point
out that
EEC customs legislation is steadily developing into a
patchwork of innumerable directives and regulations
which are themselves amended from time to time. The
legislation as a whole thus becomes extremely confusing for those using it, panicularly cusroms aurhoriries
and, of course, indusry.

My Group therefore urges the creation of a code of
customs law and that this be nckled with considerable

urgency.

It

is from that standpoint that

I

now put

a

specific question to the Commission: exactly how long
does it think it will take ro produce such a code of customs law? Although we are very largely in agreement
with Mr Seeler's amendment on rhis point, we do not
wish to support it completely because we are nor prepared to go as far as to ask for the withdrawal of this
customs regulation merely ro accelerate the creation of

a code. After all, the regulation we are

discussing

today cannot be studied in isolation from other regulations in this field, such as rhose concerning the persons
subject to customs debt and rhe accounancy procedures and paymenr conditions applicable to this debt.
It is an interlocking complex requiring similtaneous
treatment and we wanr ro avoid any delay.

I

come now,

Mr

President,

to a number of marginal

norcs to the Commission's proposed changes. The firsg

concerns

the additional provision that

imponed goods should also be subjecr

ro

ilhgally
cusroms

Ve are in complere agreemenr since the aim of
impon duties is the protection of the Community's
economy and that rherefore no distinction can be
made in rhe applicarion of the uriffs in favour of
goods that regularly, bur illegally, enrer rhe Community. !flaiving cusroms debt for illegal impons
would, after all, mean rewarding the imponation of
illegal goods which is obviously nor rhe aim of the
debt.

exercise. For this reason, we see no grounds whatever
for further exemptions such as rhose proposed by the
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Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens' Rights.

Ve

will therefore not support those amendments which,

as

they are now formulated, would lead in my own country, for example, to freedom from customs debt for
illegally imponed weapons; our law requires a licence
for all guns. In our view, that's wrong and we therefore withhold suppon for the Legal Affairs Commiuee's amendments while fully supponing the policy
adopted by the Commission.

This is not, however, the case for the Commission's
proposals on free zones where I am in complete agreement with the amendment as put forward by Mr See-

ler.

I

would like to remind Members that Anicle

1,

paragraph 2, of the Directive on free zones stated that
goods in such zones are oumide the Community customs area. These goods may not be treated any differently from goods stored in third countries which in
rurn means that there can never be any question of a
customs charge at the time of imponation. The key
point here is that the Commission's proposal rc go
ahead, after all, with the imposition under specific circumstances of a customs debt in free harbours is in
fundamenml conflict with the provisions of this directive and forms an equally fundamental infringement of
the existing system of free pons. If the Commission
wanrs to change that system, it should do so by changing the basis of that system, by amending the directive
on free pons, and not by using the roundabout tactic

of this regulation to impose

fundamental changes.
That is a quite unacceptable approach and one that
explains our support for Mr Seeler's amendment.

Lord Coclrfield, Vice-President of the Commission.
Mr President, I am grateful to Dame Shelagh Robens,
rapporteur of your Committee on External Economic
Relations, both for her repon and for the way she
inroduced the debate. Her repon, if I may quorc,
'endorses the proposals under consideration'. The
draft regulation deals with customs debt generally as it
provides that, in accordance with the practice currently adopted where goods are seized and confiscated, the customs debt should be extinguished. This is
a perfecdy reasonable practice. Customs duties are, in
effect, a charge levied on the import of goods. If the
goods are seized and confiscated, the reason for the
levy of the duty disappears, and it is reasonable that
rhe customs debt should be extinguished.

The Committee on External Economic Relations
of the Committee on
Legal Affairs and Citizen's Rights should also be
soughr Mr Rogalla was draftsman of this committee's
recommended that the opinion

opinion, and this opinion contains a reservation which

relates

to

prohibited drugs, where imponation

is

illegal.

but this charge should be vacated or extinguished
when the drugs are seized and confiscated. Mr
Rogalla, in conrast, believes that there should simply
be no customs charge in such cases.

Let me snrt by saying this. Trafficking in drugs is a
great evil, and no right-minded person would wish to
give any encouragement to it. Mr Rogalla cites decisions of the European Coun in favour of the view he
puts forward. If, however, one reads the cases in
detail, one finds a number of interesting statemenm
which bear upon this matter. These satements very
firmly attach the freedom from customs duty to confiscation and destruction. For example, the judgment
in the Horvath case refers specifically to 'drugs which
have been smuggled in and destroyed as they were discovered'. In the Einberger case, the following passage
appears: 'In such circumstances, no customs debt can
arise when drugs are imported through illegal channels
of distribution, since they must be seized and destroyed upon discovery'. In both cases therefore, the
exemption from customs debt is related to seizure and
destruction. The proposed regulation reflects this
approach. It stans by imposing a charge, but para-

lb of Anicle 8 then provides that the customs
debt is extinguished then the goods concerned are
graph

confiscated.
As a practical matter, therefore, we arrive at much the
same conclusion as Mr Rogalla. \flhile the practical
effects are the same, the Commission's approach has
the advantage of consistenry of treatment as between
all classes of goods which are smuggled. It avoids the
need for defining those goods which would be subject
to one regime and those which would be subject to a

differenr regime. And it has the great merit that it
could not be interpreted or misinterpreted as giving
aid and comfon rc drug traffickers.

I am sure that Mr Rogalla would not want that to happen and I hope, therefore, that on reflection he will
agree that the Commission's approach is the right one.
As a matter of interest, five Member States at present
take rhe view thar there should be no customs debt and
five Member States take the view that there should be
a cusroms debt. The Community, therefore, is equally
divided. One might say it is six of one and half-dozen
of the other. One has [o come down on one side of the
line or the orher. For the reasons that I have given it is

more logical and administratively simpler

to

come

down on the side proposed in the draft regulation, and
I hope that the Parliament will agree.

May I rurn to the question of free zones which has
excited a cenain amount of interest and comment. Let
me srart by saying that this proposed regulation does

I find it hard to
Mr Seeler's problem is. Per-

not affect free zones prejudicially.

The draft directive provides that prohibited drugs
which are imponed illegally should be dealt with for
customs debt purposes in the same way as any other
imports. That is to say, that there should be a charge,

understand exactly what

I might also say that the amendmenr he originally
proposed in respect of the consumption and use of
goods in a free zone would have been acceptable to
haps
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the Commission. Unfonunately he has now changed it
and the amendmen!, as redrafted, is not acceptable.

I

may, however, say rhar Amendment No 8 in the
names of Mrs Boot and Mrs Fontaine, which also
relates to free zones, is acceptable so rhar it appears
that the ladies have hit the target with greater accuracy
than the gentlemen. Amendmenr No 11, on behalf of

the Committee on Exrernal Economic Relarions, is
acceptable in principle, although ir is necessary to
define more precisely whar is meanl by the phrase
'regulations in force'.

13. Transport
President.
The next item is the repon by Mr Mar- of the Committee
shall, on behalf
on Transpon (Doc.

A 2-9/85), on the proposal from the Commission to
the Council (Doc. l-167/84

for a

COM(8a) 1a7 final)
- Regulation (EEC)
regulation amending

No 543169 on the harmonization of certain social legislation relating to road ransport. and Regulation
(EEC) No 1463/70 on rhe introduction of recording
equipment in road Eansport.

Subject to this question of the free zones, it follows
from the general comments I have made that the

Mr Marshall (EDI, rapportear.
Mr President, when
the tachograph was first introduced
into our Com-

remainder of the amendments would nor be acceptable
to the Commission. I hope that after the full explanation I have given Parliament will now accepr rhat proposed regulation.

graph into the United Kingdom . . .

munity and our countries, it was greeted with very
mixed feelings. Indeed, ivhen our distinguished colleague, Mrs Castle, first tried to introduce the tacho(Cies of '\Vhere

Mrs Van Rooy (PPE).
Commissione

(NL) I have just asked the

- question on rhe siruarion
r a very specific

regarding the codification of customs regulations, and
I should be grateful for a reply since this matter is
referred to in various amendmenrs.

is she?')

Perhaps her friends can answer for her.
. . . she was bitterly attacked and epithets such as 'spy

in the cab' were freely thrown around. Now the siuahas changed completely. The tachograph is recognized as the means of improving road safety, saving
the lives of drivers, passengers and pedestrians. It is
also recognized as a means of law enforcement. Only

tion

Mr Rogdla (Sl, drafisman of the opinion of the Committee on Legal Affiirs and Citizens' Rights.
(DE) Mr President, I should like to ask the VicePresident of the Commission whether he agrees with
me that I did not express my personal opinion in my
speech but was obliged ro pur forsrard the majoriry
opinion of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citi-

zens' Rights, which voted with

9 votes for and

5

against, with one abstention. He mentioned my name
so often that I am very anxious to make this point.

Lord Cockfield,

Wce-President of the Commission.

Mr President, I am most grateful to Mr Rogalla. Ve
do in fact have a great deal of common ground
between us.

As far as Mrs Rooy's point is concerned, I have in my
own counry over many years been concerned with the

codification of taxation. In principle, therefore, I
entirely endorse her approach. Unfonunately, the
amount of work involved is very great indeed and ir is
not really realistic ro expec rhat such a codification
could be done in a relatively brief span of time. But it

is imponant to have the regulation that we propose ar
an early date. Vhile I sympathize with her point of
view in principle, as a practical marrcr it is a rather different issue from the present regulation.

yesterday a major criminal case

in the United King-

dom was determined by evidence from the tachograph. The'spy in the cab' is now recognized as the
driver's friend.
However, there are several major concerns. The first is
that there are many breaches of the rules. Even in the

Federal Republic

of

Germany, whose people are

recognized as exceptionally law-abiding by orhen in
the Community, spot-checks have indicated that as
many as 400/o of drivers are disobeying the regulations.
Secondly, there is a fear rhat enforcement is not as
severe or as universal as it oughr to be. Those who
break the reguladons are pu[ring lives at risk. Vhat is
equally imponant, their anarchistic approach threatens
the rule of law itself. They ought to be punished, but
all too ofrcn they are not.

Thirdly, the reguladons have shown

themselves

to

be

insufficiently flexible. This is a cause of much concern
both to employers and employees. This inflexibility is
also of concern to all, because the efficiency of the
Eansport industry affects everyone. Efficienr ransporr
is a prerequisite of efficienry in industry and a very
competirive economy. Anything wich hampers the effi-

cienry of ransport puts ar risk jobs and economic
recovery within the Communiry.

President.
The debate is closed. The vote
taken at the- next voting-time.

will

be

Finally, the imminent accession of Spain and Ponugal
means that journeys within the Communiry may be
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submitting to Parliament new proposals for the
amendment of the Regulation on the harmonization of
cenain social legislation relating to road transPort, the

In

even longer. kgislation which was suitable for the
Community of 5 may be quirc inappropriate for a
Community of 12.

Commission has recognized the urgent need for a
revision of the Regulation, which dates from the late
1960s. Despite a number of positive effects in the field
of harmonization of competition restrictions in the
Community, it was not to be denied that problems
were involved in winning acceptance for the Reguladon from the two sides of industry on the one hand,
and its enforcement by national authorities on the

I believe that the changes proposed by the Commission
and amendmenm suggested by the Committee on
Transpon will solve many of these problems. So far as
enforcement is concerned, we ire asking for a report

after two years showing how these provisions

have

been complied with. This repon will be on a country-

by-country basis and should indicarc where standards
of enforcement are lax. I do not believe that any country will want to be known as the haven for law-break-

other.

The different viewpoints and aims of the grouPs
involved in road transport result from the wish to

ers.

reduce the excessive complexity of the Regulation, to
take social considerations into account, i.e. the desire
of both employers and employees for greater flexibility
in order to be able to react better to market changes
and traffic situations, and, finally, to intensify check
and penalize infringements more effectively. However,
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and
the Committee on Transport are both of the opinion
that neither the current social legislation nor the Commission's proposal gives sufficient consideration to the
problems of employers and employees or is capable of
fulfilling the aims of the Commission.

So far as flexibility is concerned, we are suggesting
that the maximum period of driving should be
increased to 4l/2 hours. The Commission's proposal
to monitor driving and working-time is impractical
and inappropriate. Often it is only after someone has
staned rc work that he knows that he will, in fact, be
driving. Similarly, we are willing to increase the maximum daily driving time and this is only sensible. It
spend evenings in the
company of their families rather than in the discomfon
and perhaps loneliness of some hostelry. Funher, the
suggestion of a 9O-hour driving fonnight will help the
ranspon industry.

will, in fact, allow drivers to

Following intensive discussion within the Committee
on Social Affairs and Employment and the Committee
on Transpon, a proposal which takes into account the
wishes of employers and employees as well as road
safety requirements and is based on the proposed
amendments [o the Commission's proposal can today
be submitted to Parliament. For hauliers as well as
drivers are demanding more leeway, in order to be

The Commission has rightly recognized the need for
exceptions. Panicular atrcntion has been paid both by
the Commission and the committee to the needs of
seasonal coach operators, who were harshly affected
by the existing legislation.

Vithin the committee there was a remendous consensus of opinion. I am sure we all welcome the statesmanlike approach of Mr Huckfield when he suggesrcd

able to react more flexibly
traffic situations.

that the chairman of the Committee on Transpon and
the rapponeur of the committee should both go to
represent the views of the committee to the Council of
Ministers. I am glad that he is here this evening to hear
that tribute to his statesmanlike and European
approach to this matter.

The key to our proposals is liberalization, enforcement
and flexibility and with those three keys I believe that
the transpon industry and the Community can pros-

However, any welcome social improvement for longdistance drivers is meaningless if existing social legislation is disregarded. In an analysis of infringements of

Per'

'

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen. As you mentioned, Mr President, the Rap-

Mr

Ebcl (PPE).

pofi.eur

of the

Committee

on

Social Affairs and

Employment, Mr Brok, who unfonunately is unable
to be here this evening, has asked me to bring the following comments to the attention of the House.

changes and

Funhermore, drivers prefer to spend their longer rest
periods at home and want shoner rest periods away
from home, as they cannot make proper use of free
time when not at home. It is therefore in the interests
of social progress if, independently of a reduction of
working hours and with due regard for road safery,
provision is made for reducing rest periods spent away
from home, providing the driver later spends the time
due to him at home.

(Applause)

(Applause)

to market

existing social legislation carried out by the inspectorate, it was found that 240/o of offending drivers
had exceeded the maximum continuous driving

period by 30-60 minurcs and 230/o by more than
60 minutes. 470/o had exceeded the maximum daily
driving period by 30-120 minutes and 270/o by more
than 120 minutes. 360/o had cut minimum breaks by
5-15 minutes, 240/o by more than 15 minutes, while
the minimum daily rest period by
30-120 minutes, and 47o/o by more than 120 minutes.

25o/o had shonened
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Increasingly, recording equipment is being tampered

wirh in order ro conceal infringements of social legislation. The larest statistics produced by Nonh RhineVesrphalia show that every third lorry exceeds speed
limits on motorways. Even when the police had
warned that speed checks would be carried out
between l8 and 22 March of this year, 3 391 out of
10 208 lorries exceeded the maximum speed of
80 km/h.

Competition between hauliers and against dumping
prices quoted by hauliers from rhe stare-trading
narions as well as the drivers' concern for their jobs in
the face of the existing unemployment in the road

period and yet could reach a compromise only at the
last minute. The same was true of discussion within

the transpon committee, which took almost six
months and involved in the early stages over 100
amendments to the original Marshall reporr. A compromise was therefore necessary and, bearing in mind
the wide gap originally separating the smndpoinr of
participants, I believe we have been quite successful in
finding one. In doing so, all the panies took rhe com-

promise reached by the Economic and Social Committee as the basis for their proposals.
Among the aims of the Socialist Group were rhe following three issues. First, we wanted to see road trans-

transport sector cause both employers and employees

pon provided with good opponunities for funher

breach existing social and ransporr legislation.

development in view of the specific needs of the secrcr. This involves a Erealer degree of flexibiliry, one of

to

Deadlines, fatigue, attression, rhe driver's concern for
his job, and a feeling of power, which comes over

drivers when they sit behind the wheel of their huge
vehicles, can sometimes form a dangerous combination, as a result of which the driver is no longer capable of a realistic assessment of traffic dangers. This can
lead to multiple pile-ups
which have lately been
increasing in number
caused by a driver or drivers
- conditions or falling asleep at
not adjusting to weather
the wheel.

In order to improve road safety and enable the social
improvements proposed to Parliamenr to be effective,
checks and prosecutions must be intensified in all
Member Starcs. Existing differences between the
quality and quandty of checks and prosecutions
between the Member States must also be eliminated,
so that there are no longer any financial advantages in

breaching the regulations in a panicular coun!ry,
where checks are few and far between or where fines
are smaller than the economic advantages gained
through an infringement, since random studies have
shown that in some Member States very few checks
are carried out, whilst in other counrries great imponance is attached to rhe observance of rhe Regulation.
If, as a result of the lack of standardized legal and/or
administradve provisions, the differences in the nature
and extent of checks and penalties for infringemenrs
of social legislation conrinue ro exist between the
Member States, the purpose of this Regulation, i.e. to

standardize comperirion conditions within the Community and introduce social legislation to the benefir
of employees and road safery will not be fulfilled; rhe
effect will be exactly the opposirc.

(NL)
Mr Visser (S).
President, rhis proposal
- issuesMrwith
concerns complex
major conflicts of
interest. Economic interesr, those of road transport in
relation ro other rransport secrors and rhose of road
safety are nor always the same. There are also major
differences between the viewpoinu of transpon companies, shippers and unions as well as differences
between countries and berween political panies. This
has been quite apparenr in the Economic and Social
Committee, which met eighteen times over a rwo-year

the ways of achieving this being the adoption of a
two-week assessment period rc allow longer driving
times. Our second aim was to improve working condidons since panicularly the very many small companies
involved in road rransporr are inclined to take a rarher
cavalier atdtude to the driving and rest periods. To a
reasonable exrenr, that aim is satisfied by lengthening

the daily and weekly rest periods while under very
specific circumsrances a cenain degree of flexibiliry
remains possible. A European provision for a working
period rather than a driving period is, however, quitc

unattainable.

The rhird imponant rarter was

an

improvement in road safety, and here one must regret

the frequenry with which rransporr vehicles

are

involved in road accidents. The amended regulations
should also improve the situation by, among other
measures, providing betrer provisions for an overnight
rest period.

My group considers that the compromise achieved is a
satisfactory one. All panies have had ro concede some
points and their readiness ro keep alive rhis compromise is shown by the later submission of four additional
amendmen$.
This repon, by the way, concerns only some of the
issues involved in road rranspon. Other external factors are also responsible for determining the working
environment in the transport sector, one of these being
problems experienced while crossing fronriers. The
impact of this regulation will be lost unless frontier
formalities can be made more flexible, grearer protress
made in introducing the single cusroms documenr,
inspections are recognized in other Member States,
the l4th VAT directive is implemenrcd and the integrated customs cenrres are finally built.

Moreover, road transpon itself can do a great deal ro
change working condirions. Considerable improvement is possible even within the very efficient Dutch
road transporr system. For example, activities could be
better planned to avoid major delays in loading and
unloading and the consequen! long periods drivers
have to wait. You don't always have to point an accusing finger ar orher people. Superfluous bureaucracy at
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Taking the resolutions of the Economic and Social

borders has to be trimmed back and I have submitted
written questions to the Commission on the use of

Committee as a basis, Parliament has succeeded in
finding this common ground. Flexibility for companies, the shonening of the weekly driving time, the
lengthening of rest periods, and the improvement of

so-called 'flying squads' entitled Lo carry out unannounced border checks.

There is in fact a need for a Community supervisory

road safery through increased checks,

body to monitor the way road transpon regulations
are applied so as to obviate complaints about differing
interpretations on the pan of the Member States. That
is, however, also not yet attainable. Stricter supervision
and uniform sanctions are definitely required, but this

excellent proposals.

are

am panicularly pleased that the Committee has by a
large majoriry come out in favour of one point, for
which employees and their unions have been fighting
for years: the ban on loading and unloading by longdisnnce lorry drivers. 18 months ago this matter was
rhe subject of a strike. At that time it could not be
forced through, and I hope that tomorrow Parliament
will bring irelf to approve this amendment tabled by
the Committee on Transpon.

Finally, Mr President, I would like to comment on the
procedure to be taken in the future. The issues are difficult ones and the decisions in this case rest with the
Communiry. Moreover, interests wider than those of
just road transport are involved. It is vial that the

I believe that the Committee on Transport has covered
important ground. Despirc 131 proposed amendments,

Economic and Social Committee's compromise, and
now also that of this Parliament, become a realiry. For

the rapponeur, supported by Mr Visser and Mr
Carossino and with a linle help from myself, has succeeded in presenting a draft which has been largely
approved by the Commimee. I would like to exPress
my thanks to Mr Marshall for this, and also for the
excellent collaboration, which I hope we can continue
on other occasions.

this reason, we urge the Commission and the transport
committee to accept this compromise and in order to
achieve this we consider it advisable to begin consultations between Parliament and the Council. Ve discussed the matter in these terms in the Transpon
Committee and my Group assumes that these consultations will indeed take place.

Even though as a trade unionist I would have liked to
given
have seen different solutions to various poinm

-

(Applause)

(PPE).

we
that my organization had other things in mind
all had to settle for slightly less than we had wanrcd,
so that other matters could be solved in perhaps a better and more sensible way. Ve have succeeded, and I
trust tha[ tomorrow Parliament will support this deci-

(DE) Mr President,

first of all allow me to express my astonishment at the
unfortunate way in which the Presidency has arranged
today's agenda. The social legislation now being discussed directly concerns 6 million European citizens,
both employers and employees. Parliament complains
over and over again that the citizens of Europe take
too little notice of it. Ve spend our time arguing about
peace in Afghanistan, about Kampuchea, and so on.
This is all very imponant, but when a subject directly
concerns the interests of our citizens the debate is held
under the cover of night so that nobody knows about

sion by the Committee on Transport.

But one thing which I do not like is that the Council
of Ministers again seems to be moving in the wrong
direction. In 1984, Mr Signorile, who was just about
to become President of the Council, assured the Committee on Transpon in Genoa that if the Economic
and Social Committee and Parliament could reach a
concensus on the basic questions he would try to tet
the Council to agree to it too. As President of the
Council he repeated this in front of the Committee on
all our colleagues can conTranspon in Brussels
- asdays we have heard that the
firm. But in the last few

itl
(Applause)

In this connection I would like to thank the Commission for succeeding in presenting and implementing a
piece of really progressive social legislation for road
transpon as early as the 1960s. It was a great achievement at the time and I am pleased that the legislation
has remained in force so long.
Meanwhile, traffic conditions have changed, and the
social legislation requires reform. A stan was made
bur, we have heard, there was a major conflict of
interests. The unions, employers, and authorities all
had different ideas. The task was therefore to find a
common solution reasonably acceptable to all concerned.

think,

I

is the responsibility of national governments. The
resolution urges that these measures be taken.

Mr K.-H. Hoffmann

I

,

Permanent Representatives in Brussels are working on
a document, the basic approach of which is completely
different from the opinion of the Economic and Social

Committee and Parliament. Now what about the
President of the Council's word? Ve would like to
know from him whether he is going to keep it or

whether he is playing with marked cards. I hope that
when the Chairman of the Committee on Transpon
visits Mr Signorile next week he will get a clear answer
from him.

It would also be very interesting to see how the Commission reacts to Parliament's proposals for amendment. Vhenever Parliament and the Commission have
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worked rogerher

-

as

in rhe case of weights and mea-

Prcsident.

sures and various other subiects

something has been
achieved. Therefore I appeal to -the Commission: mke
the plunge, pull in the same direction! Together we
shall succeed!

-

Mr Turner, without interruption.

(ED).- Mr President, may I point out
that my tachograph stood still during thar time.
Mr Turner

(Applause)

Mr Tumcr (ED).
Mr President, I first of all want
to commenr on the-technical aspect of tachographs. In
the past, hairpins and rubber bands have been used to
fix tachographs. I myself with the Suffolk consmbulary
have looked through microscopes at the tachograph
cards to see where the cheating took place and how
you can prove it. It is extremely difficult to do.

Indeed,

in

Suffolk, which has

all rhe pon of

Felixstowe and lorries coming over from the continent, there is only one sergeanr who can actually
understand a tachograph. Now we have got to the
much worse stage where mechanical cheating has been
replaced by electronic cheating. All you have to do is
fit in an electronic inrcrrupter which will cur out every
sixth second of the tachograph and, of course, completely falsify the results.

I

have offered rc the Commission the expenise of the
Suffolk constabulary ro consulr with them and to deal
with this quesrion of rhe fraudulent use of the tachograph. I renew the invitation now that they should ask
the Suffolk constabulary ro come over.

Mr President, rhe second rhing
of the Commission

is this. I see the repon
says that there has been no lessen-

ing of the infringement of the tachograph laws. Now I
am quite sure rhat the only way you vill reduce infr-

ingement

of the

tachograph laws

is to have stiff

enough fines so that rhose who are concerned realize
it is uneconomical even to think of cheadng. Thar is all
you have to do.

I know that Mrs Oppenheim is going ro say rhar you
should not ban a driver or a firm from the road, and I
agree with rhat. Vhat you have ro do is to have sriff
enough fines so that they say ir is not economically
wonhwhile even ro consider cheating. That is my

Prcsident.
Sorry, you musr have been using the
- working
hairpin. It was
here.
(Iaughter)

Mr Turner (ED).
I say, it is most imponant
- May
that we have greater
flexibiliry, because there was a
dme
and I hope that Mr Marshall has now cured
this - when many specialist uses of lorries were madc

uneconomical
because of the rigidity of the laws. I
think the mosr important thing he has done actually is
to introduce rhe rwo-week datum.
I very much agree with Mr Hoffmann that there are
great difficulties in getdng the two sides rcgether.
They are both very tough, and the Commission has to
be equally tough in ensuring that it gets a proposal
which is acccpted by both and is then enforced.

Mr

Presidenr, my last point

is about

Now, inspection of tachographs,

enforcement.

I mentioned at the
beginning
only a few momenr ato, alrhough it
seemsalongtime...
President.

Mr Turner.-

as

In actual fact ir is almosr four minutes,

Mr.Tumcr (ED).
My first point about the inspection of nchographs- is that ir is an exceedingly difficult
thing to inspect a tachograph and see what actually
happened and what the marks on the tachograph card
actually mcan. I really seriously do invirc the Commis-

sion to talk m expens in the police forces
who do understand this matter.

of Britain

second poinr.

In different pans of the EEC inspection is carried our
in a totally different kind of way, very srrictly in some
places and very lax in others, exacrly the same as the

Thirdly, I am very glad rhat Irir Marshall has been
able ro ger grearer flexibiliry inro the regulations. I

fishing regulations and the mear processing regulations
throughout the EEC.

have put before the Commission on a number of occasions proposals for special cases such as pee-viners in
Lowestoft who, ar a cenain time of the year, have to
work all through rhe night ro ger rhe peas in in time to
have them frozen wirhin rhree hours of being picked.

\7ith regard to fishing and mear, I called three
ago for inspectors to inspect the inspectors

years

!

(Laughter, Cies of 'Hear, hear')

That son of thing . . .
(Laughter)

!.Iow my learned friends laugh

or

rather, my

- I see no lawyers
friends, rhey are nor learned actually:
around me at all.

Mr President, I am just about to say rhar I now call for
inspectors in rhis field also ro inspect the operation of
national inspectors who look to see wherher tachograph regulations are being abused or nor, so that we
have a common sysrcm throughout the EEC and
lorry-drivers and owners everywhere can feel equally
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convinced that what is done in Suffolk is also done in
Italy and that there is fairness throughout the EEC.

Mr Pearce (ED).- On a point of order, Mr

Presi-

dent.

this regulation, the real problem will be the inroduction of a uniform and more efficient control system in
all the Member States. Sanctions should be imposed
not only on drivers but also on employees who infringe these regulations and above all, I think, the fine
should be increased to discourage attempts to infringe
the provisions.

I am not just ready for points of
Prcsident.
- Sorry,
order at the moment!
(hughte)

Ve will

have a point of order when

Mr

Carossino is

I will

take your point of order then. It will
give me a chance to study that one you are quoting!
finished!

Carossiao (COM).

those obtained since the old legislation came into
force.

you sponed
Pearcc (ED).
- Mr President,
immediately that I was referring to Rule 6a(4). Thank
you for responding so quickly. Ve had a slight comprehension problem with a couple of technical poinr
in Mr Turner's speech. I was actually listening to the
English translation. $[e heard the term 'pea-viner'.
Now this had me rather stumped. A pea I know is a
pulse, I think it is called.
small green chap like this
- a
But a 'pea-viner' had me rather stuck. Ve also heard
the definition of the flexibiliry of electronic hair-

Mr

(Laughter)

Mr

For these reasons, we are very much in agreement with
points 15, 16, 17 and 18 of the resolution and invite
both Commission and Council to reach their decisions
without delay to achieve more and better results than

(m Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, there has been a need for a revision

of

the regulations governing drive and rest periods for
industrial vehicle drivers and monitoring by tachographs of these periods for some time now in Europe.
They were introduced a long time ago and their application has created a number of problems. This has
come to Parliament's attention on numerous occasions, but it has been forced to acknowledge that it is
extremely difficult to conbine within in a single framework diverse and sometimes contradictory requirements, with a need on the one hand for more flexible
legislation rc allow Eansport companies to maintain
efficiency and productiviry on the road and, on the
other, tougher measures and directives to improve
road safety.

The union represenutives are quite rightly calling for
improvements in working conditions for drivers and in
quatiry control, because the enormous number of
infractions recorded in recent years has shown that
Communiry legisladon has largely failed to do what it
set out to do.

Ve therefore

approve the Commission proposals, significandy impr.oved by the amendments introduced by
the Transpon Committee which has also adopted the
ideas of the Economic and Social Committee,
although we are aware that it is a compromise, and
satisfactory solutions have not always been found for
all the requirements. Vhat is imponant in our view is
that these amendments are introducing simpler Procedures to the existing legisladon, more flexible reguladons and more effective measures which with a better
application of the regulations udll give us an improved
social policy and more equal and healthy comPedtion
berc/een the European ransport firms.

pins...
Prcsident.
order?

-

\fhen are we getting rc the point of

Mr Pcercc (ED).- Under Rule 64(4), Mr President,
which you immediately spotted, I was trying to put a
question to the speaker to elucidate his speech so that
we might all share in these panicular technical points
that he was puttint across. I feel that everybody in the
House except yourself was in some difficulry.

Vell, I am glad that I had no problem,
Prcsidcnt.
and that you appreciarcd that, Mr Pearce.
The point is that under Rule 64(4) the speaker may be
interrupted, but only by leave of the President, and
that permission was not given.
(La*gbter)

(L).- (NL) Mr President, unlike Mr
Ebel, who did full jusdce to his own statistics by some-

MrMisenbcck

what exceeding the time on his tachograph, I will
atrcmpt to finish on time. Mr President, there is something very srange about this report. In a surge of insti-

tutional solidariry, the Eansport committee

had

decided to adopt the same viewpoint as the Commiuee

Although we do not share the pessimistic view that the
different situations existing in the Member Starcs of
the Communiry will make it vinually impossible to
apply the regulations we are in the process of adopting
correctly, we do accept that once we have approved

on Social Affairs and Employm€nt. In itself this

is

highly laudable since, after all, the repon concerns the
harmonization of working conditions and it is consequently imponant that both employers and employees
agree with the proposals. Even more strikingly the
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Economic and Social Commirtee's rapponeur, Mr
Smithers, is a former British trade unionist. Nevenheless, while amazed at the nature of their political bed-

fellows, Christian Democratic, Socialist, Communist
and Conservative members still thought ir advisable
that the Parliamentary repon include a differenr viewpoint from that of rhe ESC
whereupon, as usual,
the British Labour members submitted
subsequent proposals of such a kind as to confirm their 'linle islan-

safety aspect, we would be betrer advised to forgo legislacion entirely and leave the determination of work-

ing conditions ro consultadon within the individual
companies concerned. This implies moreover there
must be a foolproof way of checking tachographs and
that we will, as Mr Turner so rightly said, consequently have to employ inspectors to supervise other
inspectors who in lurn monitor policemen checking
truck drivers. And rhat is where I draw the line.

ders' mentality.

After all, what is going on now? It's common knowThis rapponeur is, unfonunately, lacking in the necessary insight to pose the preliminary question called
fonh by this repon. Is such legislation really necessaqy? Are we in Europe not in fact imposing regulations thar hinder social and economic interaction
rather than enhancing it? It might not be a bad idea if
we in Europe also took a look at dereguladon as currently pracriced in a number of Member States.

You mighr ask, why pose rhat quesrion in relation to
this particular repon? The proposed regulations could
fairly be described as a totally undesirable srrai-

ghtjacket for this occupational group. By its very
nature, European road transpon is a field requiring
freedom and a reticent approach on rhe pan of the
authorities whether these be narional or European.

ledge how easy it is in some countries of the Community to insen a new tachograph card in the machine. All you risk is a DM40 fine. This should, Mr
President, be a clear indication that we in Europe must
is scarcely

also deregulate. The presenr proposal
acceptable ro my troup in its present form.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).
President, may I thank the
- itMr
rapponeur. May I say
is a good repon and may I say
that we welcome paragraph 22 on grearcr flexibiliry
and paragraph 23 on exemptions and derogations.

Some people may have the intenrion of stemming the
explosive growth of this occuparional group in order
to stimulate transporr. by rail and inland waterway. I
oppose.that because it is precisely road transpon of
freight that is the most efficienr door to door method.
Ve shouldn't lose sighr of the fact that more people

Could I now speak for the peripheries, represenring as
I do one of the peripheral regions the one rhar
- the l7estern
reaches up rc rhe Shetlands, Orkneys,
Isles and the Inner Hebrides. There are 82 inhabiced
islands, not as many as Greece has, of course. I welcome very much the lerters I have received from successive Commissiorrers. I do not know which one ro
read really, as I have a variery here, but I might take
the one from the Commissioner who is here tonight,

now work in this professional category than on ih.

Mr Stanley Clinton Davis.

land while regulations on working condidons and similar issues have nor been imposed on farmers because
they simply won'r accepr such a straightjacket.

It has been said thar Community regulations on speed
limits and other restricrions are essenrial from a safery
point of view. Of course, but what is actually happening? I have very rhoroughly investigared the wishes of
both drivers and employers. However surprising it
might seem, meeting rhe drivers' wishes would mean
instituting flexible working hours, indeed much more
flexible than rhose proposed in this repon, but only
within the shonest possible period of time. For this
reason, I did not resubmit the amendment I put before
the Committee. The vital issue for borh drivers and
employers is, however, a reduction in the conrinuous
rest period which is already roo long
and rhat is rhe
thrust of my amendment. Such a long- conrinuous resr
period is in nobody's interesr. Everybody
especially
such long-disrance travellers as members of rhe European Parliamenr
knows that it is unfair to pass legislation forcing someone
to sray too long at one of
those bleak parking areas dotted along the mo[orways
of Europe.
Rather than celebrating rhe enlargement of the Com-

munity by imposing overly rigid regularions on road
transporr, and without in any way forgetting rhe road

I thank the Commissioner for his letter, where he says
there would be no problem over governments accepting a rotal exemprion from regulations for rransporr
confined to islands nor exceeding 2 300 square kilometres and not linked to the mainland by bridge or
tunnel accessible only ro mo[or rransport.
The question, as the Commissioner has very fairly put
it, remains: is this an automatic exemprion or a question for the Member Smtes? I think the Commissioner
has put his finger on rhe problem we face. !7ell, I
think that is very fair of rhe Commissioner, not shameful. I would suggesr that the Greeks . . .
(Laughter)
Everyone seems ro find this quite amusing, but I assure
you, if you live on an island, be it a Greek island or a

Corsican island

or a

Mediterranean island

or

[he

Island of Texel or any island off Ireland or Scotland, it
is not funny to have rules applied to you which make
no sense because of ferries, because of single-track
roads, because of passing places, because of flocks of
sheep and catrle who regularly srop your parh. There-

it is wise, I think, that rhe Commission has
recognized this and I would just like to put this on
record in rhis Parliament
rhough no one seems ro
fore,

-
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Mr Huckfield seems !o think it
is quite funny, which I think is quirc deplorable. I

be very interested and

would just say this. If you live on an island and you
are about to become a deseft, it is not funny at all.
And if you think that there are l7 people left on an
island and that island is to be written off, that is not
funny either. Or if you rhink Lewis and Harris do not
quite come under the umbrella of Commissioner Stanley Clinrcn Davis and his predecessor, that is not
funny either for them, because they have the same
problems that I have tried to highlight.

step funher with a number of amendments and

it

also

enjoys our support.
Nevenheless, we continue to object to one part of it,

the requirement for a minimum daily rest period of

l2 hours which has already been commenrcd on by Mr
Vijsenbeek.

attitude, then I do trust that the Member State I come
from will indeed recognize that islands do require

Discussions we have recently had with people active in
the transpon world indicate that this period of time is
too long and impractical for long-dismnce drivers,
both in social terms and from the road safety point of
view. Drivers sent to foreign destinations want to
return home as soon as possible since it is there that
rhey find the surroundings conducive to relaxation. An
excessive forced stay somewhere invites a use of that
time which in no way enhances road safety. Ve therefore urge that the total rest period be set at 10 hours
including an uninterrupted period of 8 hours and allocation of the remaining time to be at the drivers discretion. This kind of more flexible arrangement would
improve the lot of truck drivers and, in our opinion,

these special conditions.

also be safer.

with
Huckfield
And, if we are a Community
- wears Mr
which
a human face
turning his back to me
then I do not think anyone should be disinclined to

-lisren to these areas that are about to be depopulated,

where man is the endangered species. So I welcome
flexibility, I welcome the frank starcmenr from the
Commission. And if it comes to this that it is up rc my
Member State to rise to the Commission's generous

Mr President,

the Member for
Lancashire Central which ajoins the constituency of
Merseyside Vest, I think I should point out to the
honourable lady that the remarks she addressed to Mr
Huckfield are not fair. She is actually talking abour
Mr'Vijsenbeek, and although I do not often say good
things about Mr Huckfield, I think it is very unfair to
'lfijsenbeek and I think she
compare him with Mr
should withdraw that statement.

Mr Velsh (ED).

( Laughter

as

and applause)

This conclusion would seem to be confirmed by the
preliminary resulrc of government-funded research
conducted in the Netherlands by one of the national
universities. The extent to which the regulations on
driving and rest periods were in fact observed was
studied and an analysis made of all contraventions.
The resulrc I menrioned are still provisional ones, but
they do indicate that more flexible regulations would
encourage safer driving and would cenainly improve
the working conditions of the drivers. Therefore, Mr
President, we again urge that the minimal daily rest
period be reduced from 12 rc 8 hours as outlined in
the relevant amendment.

Mn Eving (RDE).

-

I withdraw the statement.

(NI).-

(NZ) Vithin Europe, Mr
President, road transport is an extremely significant

Mr Vao der Vaal

mode of transpon. The economy is largely dependent
on it and it is quite vital in terms of employment,
offering work to approximately 6 million Community

residents. There is every justification, therefore, to
study this branch attentively and to ensure that the
regulations on driving and rest periods reflect due
consideration for all the issues involved such as the use
of equipment, working conditions for drivers and, not
least, road safety.

Vhether on the employers' or on the employees' side,
all concerned agree that the present regulation is rigid
and inflexible as is made abundantly obvious by the
number of conraventions.

For that reason, we regard the Commission's proposal,
aiming at greater flexibility in a number of areas, as an
improvement. The Marshall report, issued on behalf of
the Transpon Committee, has managed to find a balanced approach to a controversial topic while going a

Mr Stevcnson (S).- Mr President, this repon is the
result of many years of operating the present regularions, pressure to revise them from the employers, the

operators who obviously wan[ to maximize the flexibility which will maximize their profimbility, trade
unions who recognize the changed situation but quite
rightly are seeking to protect and enhance the conditions and social provisions of their members, and the
absolute necessity to promote safery for the public and
the interesr of those who work in ransport.

The Commission has tried to produce proposals that
would cater for all those aspects. This is very difficult
if not impossible to achieve, as I think we all
-recognize.
However,-the only chance is if the social
partners support rhe basic changes. So, in many ways,
it was very sad when the original repon produced by
Mr Marshall chose to insist that this could not be
achieved and a decision should be imposed. Mr President, that type of authoritarian mlk is a recipe for disaster, and will cenainly not promote the object that we

all seek. Although the present repon still talks of
unbending attitudes, I am pleased to say that any talk
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of imposition has now been dropped. I am sure Mr
Marshall has listened to wiser counsel. After long deliberation, a basic compromise has been established. Ve
ought to be grateful to the Economic and Social Committee, and I think it is right of us to exrend our
thanks ro Mr Larry Smith, from rhe Transpon and
General !7'orkers' Union, for his help and his guid-

ance, because this resulted, quite clearly, as many
speakers have said, in rhe present document that we
have in front of us.

pon any initiative by the Commission ro

increase

enforcement and make sure tha[ cowboy operators see
that there is no future for them. The basic compromise
in this report is something we should suppon, but it is

vital to consider, even ar this late stage, funher
improvements in this repon.
(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

Mr
Many imponanr aspecm from complerely different
points of view were contained in the first document
that we had. There was much disquiet over rhe original attempts by Mr Marshall, reflecred in what I
thought were 92 amendmen$, but Mr Hutton says
there were over 100 originally. Now, owing to funher

(NL) Mr President, ir is
Cornelisscn (PPE).
now ll.l5p.m. which means
thar we have already
been in harness for more than 14 hours. One could ask
whether in fact we should not do somerhing about our
own working and rest periods since that might also be
in the interest of Europe as a whole.

invaluable consultations, the repon that we have in
front of us reflects in imponant respects that hardv/on compromise. I am pleased ro say rhar that was

I of course understand that decisions

cenainly the aim of the Transpon Committee.

European ones, ro guaranree traffic safety for drivers
and other road users. Road safety remains a major
problem in Europe with 50 000 deaths and I million
injured being an unacceptably high annual road toll.

I speak too as a trade

unionisr, a rrade unionist who

has worked in the industry for 20 years. I throughr I
knew all rhe wrinkles about tachographs, but I have
heard one or rwo more tonighu

There are many imponanr matrers of detail that
remain and demand the consideration of this House.
Vhy? \flell, many of us were sceprical, and still are, of
the whole idea of the EEC, bur I must accepr rhar
Regulation 543/69 was one of the best things that ever
happened to the ransport industry. I am quite happy
to admit that. Let me make it quite clear that when I
hear talk from the likes of Mr \Tijsenbeek about whar
the workers need
more freedom in road ffansporr
and fewer rest periods
I hope this House will reject
rhat rype of talk in irs totality.
It is based on no experience and a prejudiced approach to this type of problem.

It is absolutely vital that any funher changes will not
impair the progress thar has been made. Pressure ro
maximize profitabiliry and compromise the improvemen6 musr be firmly rejected. Therefore, an increase

in the daily and weekly resr periods is to be welcomed.
Rejection of a Commission proposal to remove the
ban on bonuses for mileage and loads carried should
be welcomed. There are some increases in the maximum daily driving-time. Many of us are concerned
about that, but it does introduce a degree of flexibility.
Above all, we musr try to be consistenr. There are
many of us who believe that there really is no logic at
all in improving rest periods for regular drivers and
then significantly reducing them for drivers on irregular international services in the summertime, an area
that has been subject ro many accidents and is, in fact,
an object of major public concern.

The problem of enforcement, finally, is a cause of
clear dissatisfaction. Enforcement in some States is
non-existenr, in other States it is better. Ve must sup-

on traffic and

transport have road safety implications and therefore
heanily endorse acdon by the authorities, in this case

I could in all honesty imagine a way of
handling this issue rarher more fitting for the tragedy
of inadequate road safery and for the interesrs of both
employees and employers in the road transpon sector.
Incidently,

I

have my doubts,

Mr

Presidenr, abour detailed

government regulations covering all kinds of matters
of linle or no relevance ro road safery. I feel this is best
done within joint labour agreemenrs where the primary responsibility rests with employers' associarions
and trade unions. After long and difficult consultation,
the Economic and Social Committee was able rc reach
a compromise.

I would have preferred it if our Transpon Committee
had not deviated in one imponant aspect from this
hard fought compromise in setting four weeks as rhe
reference period for driving and rest periods. This
does nothing for the flexibility so vitally needed and I
fear that this change will also, and that's the cardinal
issue, be detrimental to day-to-day compliance with
the regulation. I-would refer Members rc disquieting
signs emerging from the Dutch ffansporr industry. I
am referring to rhe letter sent this week to the Nether-

lands Government by the Consultation Committee on
Freight Transpon. For this reason, I believe that it is
essential that there be proper monitoring of the
observance of the new regulation and that tliis should
be uniform in all Member Stases and for all kinds of
freight ransporr, irrespecrive of the driver's nationality: what's sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander.

I do not believe that the demiled narure of some

amendmenrc contributes to observance of the regulation. For example, amendment 14 closes with the

provision that a chauffeur may nor stay in his vehicle
overniEht, even if it is properly equipped for the purpose, if there is a hotel available in the viciniry. Isn,t it
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going too far to compel a driver, who receives a lump
sum accommodation payment under the terms of his
joint labour agreement and who is responsible for his
vehicle and his cargo, to leave his vehicle at night on
what is often an unpatrolled parking area?

Notwithstanding my criticism, however, I consider it
very imponan[ that the Economic and Social Commitree has now issued its opinion and also that we will,
I trust, tomorrow have that of the European Parliament with the rwo in agreement on a number of major

I hope that this will then encourage rapid
agreement within the Council of Ministers in the
interests of the 6 million people active in the Community road transpon system as well as in those of all
road users.
points.

thar when a rule was violated, a penalty of x ECU was
imposed in one place and y ECU somewhere else.
Harmonization is evidendy necessary here. I have the
feeling that harmonization of the penal code is being

called for, and therefore I would like very much to
take the opponunity to ask both the Commission and
the rapponeur to assure me that no harmonization of
penal codes is involved here, but that it is an attempt
to achieve uniform rules from an economic point of
view and not from the point of view of penal codes. I
do not believe that the Treaty of Rome, Roman law,
canon law or wharcver other kind of law which the
Member States have based their legislation on, gives
any authority at all to harmonize the provisions of
penal codes by way of a repon.
(Applatse)

I would like to close, Mr President, by calling on the
Council of Ministers and also the social panners in the
ransport industry to agree on sound and practicable
regulations before the lst of January, which mark the
beginning of Road Safety Year.
(Applause)

(DA) Mr President, I am
afraid I cannot share the enthusiasm about this report.
Of course I do not disagree with the very fundamental
aspects such as the social considerations, road safety
1985 is road safand a whole range of other points

but

I -think

the direcdve

underlying this repon is so involved and complicated
that we cannot really see what consequences

these

rules may have.

I

am sure a good deal

I

of preperalory work was done,

have obviously not been able rc familiarize
myself with, but I think, as this is probably yet another
case of rules being drawn up not by practitioners but
by rheoreticians, who do not know the background or
believe
what the consequences may be
- and I also
that my suspicions are borne out by the fact that, as
the repon says, the Commission is to repon in'two
years' time on the actual outcome of the rules. Ve do
not know the exact consequences and I am extremely
uneasy about the fact the new rules are much more
complicated than the old ones.

which

will be the case in this House, on a narrow matter
relating to tourism because I think it is imponant to
remember the effect of tourism on the economies of
Europe and the effect of this repon and its recommendations on tourism.

Mrs Oppcnheim (ED).

ety year, incidentally

Mr President, I have
not had time to write a long speech! I rise, as so often
Mr McMillan-Scott (ED).

It

is also evident from the Commission's papers and
documents that very grave difficulties were encountered at an earlier stage and I do not feel that these
proposals are much better for them, although perhaps
not be too critical,
they are in some areas
- I should
either. A very imponant question I would like to stress
here, and one which I do not believe other speakers
have considered well enough, is the system of sancfor cases where the rules are not adhered to. I
tions
am of- course absolurcly in favour of there not being
different sanctions according to whether a rule is con[ravened in Italy, Nonhern Germany or anywhere
else. There have been clear cases in which it was found

It

is a fact that at this moment thousands of people are

being transponed
munity, and

I

by coach throughout the

Com-

speak as someone who has had 7 years'

I bow m Mr Stevenson's 20 years on the
road, I spent only 7 as a tour guide. I will not dwell on
the problems that I encountered myself; suffice it to
say that in the time that I was working on the road,
the sense of responsibility among some drivers was
very much lacking. But as time went on the matrcr
improved, because Bovernmenm began to enforce their
safety rules and their rest periods were much more
clearly defined. The behaviour of the drivers, their
social behaviour regarding their own drinking problems from time to time, etc., were tidied up.
experience.

I

think it is wonh remembering, as Mr Cornelissen
reminded us, that next year is European Road Safety
Year, and the two key elemenm of this repon, which
are flexibility and enforcement, deserve to be supponed. Flexibility because in tourism it is imponant to
allow the driver to be responsible for his own working-dme within, for example, a two-week tour, and
enforcement because, at the end of that time, he must
be very clear about how much time he has worked.

I, too, have seen the son of fiddles, if I can call them
that, which Mr Turner has referred to, and these must
be clamped down very severely. This mkes us on to
enforcement. It is a fact that in those countries where
enforcement is rigorously applied, the drivers resPect
the law. May I make a point here on Mr'Vijsenbeek's
speech about Spain and Ponugal, that in fact in Spain
the police are particularly rigorous. I think we should
have no fear about the proposals being adopted there
too.
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I do suppon this repon and I commend it to the
House. I rhink we should always bear in mind thar
those people who put their trust in rheir coach drivers
should do so wirh some faith not only in the driver,

not only in the country in which they are travelling,
but also in the European Community itself.
(Applause)

negotiations. Preparations of the proposal which we
are a[ present discussing lasted for no less than three
years before its adoption by the Commission in 1984.
A measure of the complexity of these negotiations can
be gleaned from the fact that rhe Commission consulutions before 1984 included no less rhan 15 meerings

with the social panners.

\7hy has the Commission proposed
Mr Clinton D*is, Member of the Commission.
- arMra
President, this debate, it has been said, has come
diffcult hour, and I do think in many ways ir is a piry
that we should be debating a marrer of this imponance, complexiry and significance ro so many people at
the tail end of a day in which of course orher important debates have uken place. However, it is nor for
me to carry that argument funher. I merely pur down
that marker.

The fixing of drivers' hours in the road rransporr sector certainly raises rremendously imponant issues of
social as well as rransporr poliry, and that has been
reflected in a number of rhe speeches rhar have been
made tonight. !7e are concerning ourselves here not
only with road safety but also with social questions
related to rhe length of the working week. They are
extremely complex and serious issues, and the consequences of drivers falling asleep, whether ir be at rhe
wheel of a coach or ar rhe wheel of a heavy lorry, are
mat[ers of grave and tragic consequences that we witness too frequently.
Experience has shown that it is difficult to find agreem€nt on the subject of drivers' hours since many,
sometimes conflicting, interests have to be reconciled.
Mr Stevenson, in my view, absolutely rightly stared in
what I thoughr was a very authoritative speech coming
from somebody with 20 years' experience in this business, that the prime requisite for the . . . Somebody
said, 'He is a Socialisr'. I have nor commenred upon
Mr Stevenson's politics in this respect, but upon his

in fact, this was supporred by Mr
McMillan-Scon jusr a few momenm ago. I think the
imponant point is that an effective regime can only
come about if it is supponed by both sides of the
industry. The rrouble is that we are nor dealing with
one industry. '!7'e are dealing with an amalgam of
industries. There are vasr differences between the
coach drivers' operarions and the long-haul lorry drivexperience and,

ers' operations. One man is the custodian
perhaps
- riding in
there are two drivers
of fifty or so people,
the coach which he is-controlling. The other man, to a
very large extenr, during the period of the operation,
whether he is employed or self-employed, largely
guides his own destiny. It is a piry, I think, rhar within
the course of these deliberadons none of us has
achieved the son of differentiation between the various types of operation in these indusrries. I will come
back to rhat in relation ro one amendment later on.

The present regulation was adopted in 1969, as Mr
Marshall reminded us, only after long and arduous

amendmenrs to
the 1969 regulation? The last l5 years have shown rhat
legislation in this area must be simple and flexible .if it
is to be effective. Regrettably, in a number of respects,
the 1969 regulation has proved to be defective. The
Commission's object in the present proposal is to
adapt the 1969 regulation to rhe needs of today's road
transport, as a number of speakers have said.

Vhat we want to do is to ensure thar social progress
promodon of road safety, not least because of
-thethe
road safery year that we are contemplating for
1986

and the fundamensal principles of harmoniza-

- competition are nor threatened. Ve consider
tion of
that our proposal represenrc the right balance. \fle
believe it represents, too, a fair compromise between
the various interests and objectives.

The Commirree on Transpon of this Parliament has
achieved, in my view, a greal deal in producing a
generally agreed reporr on so complex a question. I
know all its members: the rapponeur, Mr Marshall,
the committee's chairman, Mr Georgios Anastassopoulos, with whom I have had grear pleasure in dealing since I became Commissioner, and he is also a new
incumbent in this imponant office. They have all put a
lot of hard work and serious discussion into this field
of policy.
These effons have been paralleled by the hard and
productive work in the Economic and Social Committee and in panicular by im rapponeur, Mr Larry
Smith, to whom I think the House
Members
- some
at least
have paid tribute. I do know
that the chair- Commimee on Transpon himself, from disman of the
cussions that I have had with him, holds in high regard
the work rhar Mr Larry Smith has done on behalf of
the Economic and Social Committee.

I

think it is a piry that in rhis debare one Member
should have chosen to question that. I rhereforc pay
my unsrinting tribute rc rhe members of both commitrces.

The Commission welcomes rhe facr thar the Committee on Transpon's reporr generally suppons our

I hope that all the employers'organizations and the rrade unions will be able to follow rhis
lead. Indeed, the best way ro ensure thar a regulation
on a topic such as drivers' hours is properly implemented is, as I said before, for the industry itself to
proposals, and

accept ir.

It is the intention of the Commission to press for
agreemenr in the Council on 23 May on a new regula-
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Clinton Davis
strongly favour 48 hours, but for the sake of flexibility
ari'ptep".ed to allow the reducrions to be compensated within three weeks. I think that is a fair compromise. Certainly I witl fight hard to resist the views
of some members at least of the Council that we have
been able to glean so far.

tion. Your report, therefore, arrives at a most timely

*.

moment.

It might now help the House if I briefly indicarc which
are acceptable to us. I think it would be
"rendrentt
very
difficult now, because dme hardly permits-, to go
into a long discussion on each of the amendments,
indicating why we accept some and why we cannot

On the daily rest-period, our proposal is t2 hours
reduceable to t hours three times a week, the lost

accept oihe.s. I will try to deal in my .concluding
remarks with some of the major issues thar I think

rest-time to be compensated by the end of the following week. !7hat the Council is suggest.ing is a shoner
rest-period of l1 hours. Our proposal remains at 12

have to be dealt with and where your are entitled to
know where the Commission stands.

hours.

either as they are drafted or
Now, we can accept
4,8, 17, 18,
subject to some drafting changes
- Nos
27, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29 to 33 and 35. !7e also agree in
principle, but with some conditions, to Amendments

Apart from the reduction of the rest-period-to t hours
three times a week, the Council has put forward an
alternative, which is to split the daily rest-period into
two parts on the basis of an ll-hour rest-period. This

15. \fle do, however, have obiection to
Amendments Nos 2, 3, 5, 6,9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19,
20,22,26, 28,34, 35 and 37.That is a very inte resting
pan of the speech.

Nos 1, 12 and

couli result in a minimum rest of 8 hours with

simply do not propose to go into a demiled,analysis
of our ieasons for making those proposals. Vhat I do
want to say is that a number of your amendments are
not acceptable because they are vinually impossible to
enforce. A number of honourable Members have been
saying during the course of this debate that a pivotal
poiniof all this is the feasibility of effective enforce-

I

Other amendmenrc we obiect to on the grounds of
questions of social Progress or road safety.

days.

Now we must not, in a matter of this kind, lose sight
of the fact that we are aiming to achieve a correct balance between the need for flexibility on the one hand
and proper working conditions on the other. !7e also
have to bear in mind rhe implications of any agreement for road safety.
The Council has been examining our proposal. I think
it might be helpful if I were to summarize for-you the
present state of discussions. It seems that the Commisiion's proposal on daily driving is acceptable, while for
weekly diiving the Member States are talking of a
maximum ol 47 to 48 hours on the basis of a maximum of 90 hours over two weeks.

It is on weekly and daily rest-periods that the views of
the Council differ most sharply from the Commission's proposal and Mr Marshall's rePort. The Com-

mission proposed a minimum weekly rest-period of 48
hours, riduteable to 35 hours at home, or to 24 hours
away, as long as compensation is taken en blocby the
end'of the following week. The Council, on the other
hand, is suggesting 42 hours, rgduceable to 36. hours at
to be compensated within three
home, 24 f,outs
"*ay
absolutely clearly, that it is
this
say
want
to
weeks. I

my belief and the belief of the Commission that

a

weekly minimum rest-period of 42 hours is quite inadreasons of safety and of social progress'

come to a point I was alluding rc before in this
regard because of the very great difference between
passenter transPort, which leads to varying
goods
"nd
regretnbly, have not been fully examieeds which,
ined in the case of passenger transPort. For daily restperiods, if Member States strongly pressed for a split,
my view is that it should only be for passenger transpon and limited to three times a week on alternate

I

ment.

.qu"ti for

a

shorter period of 3 hours the same day- The Commission believes that such a system could lead to abuse
with clear social and safety consequences. Such a sysrem would definircly need added safeguards.

Ve

It

must also be understood that the two options,
reduced rest-periods three times a week and the split,
are mutually exclusive.

I say that I note with pleasure that this
welcomed the Commission's
positively
Housi has
effons to improue implementation and enforcement of
in panicular, by means of the prothe regulations
posed Council recommendation but also by introducing cenain stricter provisions in the regulations

Finally, may

themselves and by removing unenforceable ones. Cer-

tainly, we attach very Breat imPo-rtance indeed to

a better application of the regulations
throughout the Community, an anxiety which has
been ixpressed by more than one Member during the
course of this debate. But we do have to recognize that
even a new and better regulation will need a Permanent system of efficient checks and adequarc sanctions
if it is to achieve its objecw'

obnining

During the course of the debate, a number of Members hive made different suggestions that we should
consult with a panicular police force. May I say that

there have been very widespread consultations not
limited to those that I have been indicating before. \7e
have been in touch with the police, and rhis has been
done very carefully indeed.
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The imponant and ovenrhelmingly accepted view
during the coursc of this debatc his been rhat we do

l,*
both

I am delighted that we seem, ar least in rhis
House and with rhe Commission, not in every respecr
but very largely, to have achieved a consensus. ki us
hope that we can move forward from that.
long.

achieve a compromise which is acceptable tb

sides of the industry. Ve have moved far closer
to that in recenr weeks than was imagined possible just

a few monrhs ago. I think that for us, as-a Commission, for this Parliament or for rhe Council, collectively or individually, nor ro pay sufficient tribute to
the work of rhose who have been engaged in these discussions would be unfair. But more rhan thaq it welcomes the possibiliry towards effective progress in a
matrcr which has beleaguered this industry for far too

(Appkuse)

Prcsident.
debate is closed. The vote
- Theat the
taken tomorrow
next voting-time.
(The sitting closed at I 1.4

I

5

p.m.)

r

For the nexr sitting's agenda: see Minutes.

will

be
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on Monday I
- Mrof President,
Parliament the question
with the President
that I have now raised three times about alleged ir-

Mr Tomlinson (S).
raised

Vce-President

(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

l.

Approaal of tbe Minutes

Minutes of Proceedings of yesterPresident.
- The
day's sitting have been distributed.

regularities in the voting on the agricultural price-fixing. The President promised on Monday that he
would write to Members concerned asking for a declaration from those Members who were not Present but
whose names appeared in the roll-call vote. Can we
have a confirmation that that letter has been sent? And
can we have a confirmation that a repon will be made
ro us on the first day of the next pan-session as to the
replies that have been received to that correspondence? It is fundamentally imponant that this be cleared
up before we deal with the letter of amendment concerning the 1985 budget.

Are there any comments?

Mr President, I should like to ask
Mrs Boot (PPE).
whether Durch was taken as the language of departure
for the rexr, as adopted, of Anicle 13 of the Commission's proposal on the easing of frontier problemS
(Rogalla report), since in the French, English and
German versions the expression 'collega van bijstand'
is translated as though it were 'collega van advies'. I
should like to see that corrected.
Prcsident.

-

2.

Votes

Mrs Boot, we shall see that it is put right.

(Parliament approzted tbe Minutes)

I

I
informed, Mr Tomlinson, that the
President.
- am
President has written the letters promised. He has not
yet received a reply. As soon as the reply has been
received, information will be given.

|

For items relating to membership of committees, petidons,
written dcclarati6ns under Rule-49 and procedure without
report, see the Minutes of Proceedings of this sitting.

Report by Mr Bonaccini, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on the proposal from the Commission to
l-1241/trl
the Council (COM(83) 705 final
- ofDoc.
thc laws of the
for a directive on the approximation
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Prcsident

Mcmbcr States relating to tlc noise cmission
mounted vehicles (Doc. A 2-ll/tll: adoptedl

of rail-

common system of value-added tax: derogations in
-conncction
with the special aids granted to c'ertain
farmers to compensate for thc dismantlement of monetary compcnsatory amounts applying to certein agricultural products (Doc. A2-15/85)

Report by Mr Nordmenn, on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protcction (Doc. A 2-6/t51, oa the proposds from the
Commission to the Council for

L

a directive on consumer protection in respect of the
indicadon of prices for non-food producrs (COM(83)
754 final
Doc. l-1331l83), and

-

II. a directive amending Direcrive 79/581/EEC on
consumer protection in rhe indicarion of the prices of
foodstuffs (COM(84) 23

final-

Doc. l-1452/83)

Afier the approoal ofthe drafi directioe

Mr Beumer (PPE), rdpporteilr.
(NL) Mr President,
- yesrcrday
in view of the observarions made
by the
competent Commissioner, I would point out rhat, pursuant to Anicle 149 of the EEC Treaty, a proposal differenr from thar which the Parliament actually wanted
is to be laid before the Council
ar leasr, that is what
- only depan
we can assume. The Council can
from this
by a unanimous decision, but if rhe Council's decision

should result

in the Commission's submitting

an

amended proposal
one differing from what
- rhatI is,assume
it is willing to submit
that it will consult
the Parliament once more.

Explanation ofoote
President.

Is the Commission prepared to respond

rc this question?

Kuijpcrs (ARC), in witing.
(NL) I shall be
voting for the repon, which is a logical
consequence
of the EEC directive of tggl on rhe labelling of food-

The Commission is not required ro say anything on

stuffs.

this point at the momenr,

Mr

I wish to touch upon two problems, first of all the
clarity of price indications for the shon-sighted. The
question of legibility ofren arises with old and with
shon-sighted people. Hence our amendment calling
for clear and generally legible indications of price on
the packer or wrapper and in advenisements.

The second problem concerns advenisements based on
comparadve prices. In our counrry, this is forbidden
because comparisons made by the retailers themselves
do not hold water. In principle there is something ro
be said for compararive indications of price, but it
needs to be well regulated in the consumer's inreresrs.
It is a pity rhat these problems could nor be dealt with
in the directive.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution

f

**o

Mr

Beumer. Consultations

are sdll going on.

Mr Beumer (PPE), rdpporte,,,r.
(NL) that is the
- makeIfone
case, Mr President, perhaps I may
funher
remark. I think ir is useful to have noted the point,
even though the Commission, it would seem, can
scarcely have any objections. As far as I am concerned,
therefore, we can leave it ar rhar. I note thar the Commission has raised no objections.

Explanation ofoote

Mr Beumer (PPE), rdpportear.

(NL) I should like

to make four comments. Firstly,- I find that while the

Commission announced that it was going to adopt a
more independent position ztis-ri-ois the Council, this
unfortunately did not come ro pass when the proposal
was being dealt with.

I regret thar. It

was Parliament in

particular thar defended the Commission's original
Sccond report by

Mr Bcumer, on behalf of the Com-

mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and Industrial Policy, on th€ proposal from the Commission to

the Council (COM(S4) ,91 finet
Doc. 2-446/t4)
for a rwentieth directive on the harmonization
of the
la*,s of the Member States relating to turnovcr t,rxes
The rapponeur spoke
IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos I ro 6; and

- AGAINST Amendments Nos 7 to I L
-The rapponeur spoke
IN FAVOUR OF Amendmenu Nos I to l0; and
- AGAINST
Amendments Nos I I to 13.
-

positions.

I should like to illustrate this by means of a second
comment. The Commission did nor even see fit rc take
on board an amendmenr rhar was already embodied in
the Council provisions and rhus does not come under
Anicle 93 of the Treaty, which is being invoked by the
Commission and which expressly links the level of aid
with the dismantlement of the compensarory amoun6.
In this panicular marrer the Commission could, pre-

cisely ar this time, have condnued to carry our irs role
as an initiator. Parliament has afforded the Commission an opponunity of doing so.
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Thirdly, from the fact that the Commission has not
taken on board a number of Parliament's amendments,

even though this is a proposal with financial consequences, it follows that Parliament must ask for the
consultation procedure to be initiated. I hope that it
will decide on that when we come to vote shortly on
this motion for a resolution, which contains a Paragraph to this effect.

regret that my only means

of giving expression to

these views is by voting against the motion.
( Parliament

adopted the

reso

lution )t

ooo
Report by Mr Marshall, on bchalf of the Committce

Founhly, Parliament has expressly stated that its
agreement to the 20th Directive will be dependent on
the validity of Anicle 93(2). If it turns out that there
are good grounds for contesting this validity, then I
and this is also stated in the motion for a
assume
- that the Commission will come up with a
resolution
- I felt that it would be useful to make
new proposal.

on Transport, on thc proposal from the Commission to

t-167/t4l
the Council (COM(84) 147 ftoril
- Doc.(EEC) No
for a regulation amending Regulation
54r/69 on the harmonization of certain social lcgisla'
tion relating to road transPort and Regulation (EEC)
No 1453/70 on the introduction of recording equipment in road ransport (Doc. A 2'9/t5l

these few funher comments.

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)l

Explanation ofoote

+

I want to speak specifiMr Newton pu.n (ED).
cally on sub-paragraph 5- of paragraph l0 of the

1l*

Rcport by Mrc Ewing, on behelf of the Committec on
Agriculturc, Fishcries and Food, on the follow'up to

the FAO Vorld Conferencc on Fishcrics (Rome,
27

lurc-

6 July 1e84) (Doc. A2-3/8512 adopted

Report by Dame Shclagh Robcrts, on behalf of the
Committce on External and Economic Relations, on
the proposal from thc Commission to the Council
2-620/S4l for a regula(COM(t4) 395 final
- Doc.
tion on customs debt (Doc. 2-1590/t4/rev.lll

motion for a resolution, on which we voted separately.
I regret to say that my group will be voting in favour
of this. Ve cannot accept the position that Mr Stevenson and other British Labour members have put forward. They did not put forward such an amendment
in committee. Vhen the committee's report was Put to
the vote, they did not vote against the proposal either.
Since they have not taken up that position in committee, we cannot possibly sympathize with them' Ve
shall, therefore, be voting in favour.

(NL) Mr President, first of all
should like to say that I regret that last night the
Commissioner in my opinion rightly found it neces-

Mr Vijscnbeek (L).

I

sary

to

reject half

of the

Transpon Committee's

in my view, is
not that he did so but that the debarc on such an
imponant subject took place at such a late hour and
amendments. The unfonunarc thing'

Explanation ofoote

Mrs Boot (PPE).

(NL) Now there is no way of

our voting in favour. I shall be voting against the resolution to bring home my view that the Commission's
proposal has been too severely tampered with. This is
because a number of amendmcnts of the Committee
on External Economic Relations have been adopted
which originally came from the Legal Affairs Committee. In my view, this means that a blow has been
dealt at the Community's own resources and a very
broad interpretation is being given to the notion of
'fraud' so as to obviate customs debt. I panicularly
I

The rapponeur spoke
IN-FAVOUR OF Amendmens Nos

-

and 25; and
AGAINST Amendments Nos 6
26.

I to 5,9,22,

to 8, 10, 12 to 20

23

and

that we could not be told the reasons for the Commission's objections. You will have noticed, however, Mr
President, as well as the rapporteur that my group, for
the most pan, shares the Commission's view and

of the Transpon Committee's
As we see it, the modifications now
introduced by the Transpon Committee have transformed this repon into a strait-jacket for a branch of
the economy that is in full development, and I recomrejects

a

number

amendments.

mend my group to vote against it.
( Parliament

adopted the resolutionf

I The rapponeur spoke
IN'FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 4 and 9 to 13.
2 -The raoooneur sooke
OF Amendments Nos I to 33 and 35,
-and IN'FAVOUR
Amendments Nos 34, 36 and 37.
- AGAINST
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Mrs Ewing (RDE).
I rise on a point
- MronPresident,
of order to put this marrcr
record. I have heard that
during rhe Reagan visit rhere is to be a virtual exclusion of the public from the gallery of this Chamber. I
regard the presence of the public as an essential feature of any democratic Parliament, and certainly, as
one who was once in the House of Commons, I can
say that they cenainly would never dare to exclude the

public from that House. They would cenainly not
dare to do so in the American Congress. My information is
and I can be corrected if I am wrong
- members
- that
15 token
of the public are to be allowed
in
distributed among the groups. I am nor quesrioning
the fairness of the distribution among the groups, but I
think we do ourselves a great injustice if we do this
because of a visit from a disdnguished foreign politician.
(Applaase)

Presidcnt.
Mrs Ewing, I can tell you rhat there have
been many- stories about the visit of President Reagan
during this week. In order rc separarc the true from
the less true, rhe President will call a meeting of the

enlarged Bureau next week to inform them exactly
how things are being prepared. After thar Membeis
will be informed of the precise situation so rhar if they
raise objections they ar least know what rhey are raising objections to. I think there is a need for precise
information before we can srarr discussing this matrer,
and that information will be fonhcoming next week.
Nielsen (L).
(DA) Mr President, I
- urhat Mrs
should like to take issue wirh
Ewing said at
the end of her speech, namely, that certain measures
would be taken because an American is coming here.
They are not being taken because an American is coming; it should nor be rurned inrc a political issue. The
measures have nothing rc do with the pan of the
world a visiror comes from. Ir is a securiry and not a
polidcal mart€r.

Mrs Tove

19. 4. 85

objections then. \7hen? On the Monday? Do you
mean that it will be possible on the Monday evening to
make objecdons ro the arrangemen$ for the Prcsident's visit the following lTednesday? It seems a rather
shon period of time to alrer the arrangements if this
Assembly rejects them.

Prcsident.
Mr Falconer, all I said was thar it seems
- senseless
to me rather
to have a debate here based only
on rumours and not on facts, and I advised Members
to wair until they know rhe facs before they stan raising objections. That is all I said. It seems ro me a
rather sensible way of looking at things.

(FR) | wonder what would be
- proresting
the reaction of those
against the arrival of
Mr Reagan if Mr Gorbachev asked to come here.

Mr Bombard (S).

Prcsident.
Ladies and gentlemen, I see little sense in
continuing-a discussion on rhe order of buisness when
the discussion has no real basis. No one knows yet
precisely what the arrantemenr are ro be, and I propose rhar we wair until we know something more
about the matter.

Mr Arndt (S).
(DE) Mr President, to prevent further rumours, -may I offer the assurance that the
enlarged Bureau at any rarc is in favour of allowing
Members to anend the sitting.
(I^aughter)

Mr Peters (S).- (DE) Mr President, I should like to
prevent the Bureau from making a misake. If the
Bureau decides next week to allow the Members and
all journalists and diplomats but only fifteen other visitors to attend, this will cenainly nor meer with Parliament's approval in May. The Bureau should therefore
make provision straight away for the attendance of at
least as many visitors as Members

Mr Manhdl

(ED).- Mr President,

you did say the

enlarged Bureau was meering next week. I hope you
will take accounr when you meet of the very ciear
expression of agreement in this House with Mrs
Ewing's basic philosophy.

Mrs Ewing (RDE).

I

absolutely object

to Mrs

- no objection to any president
Nielsen's remark. I have
coming _to this Parliament. That is one of the grear
things about it
it is open. But I positively objeit to
- said
what Mrs Nielsen
and she should retrait ir!
Mr Falconer (S).

one per Member.

-

Mr President, I completely asso-

ciate myself with-the remarks made by Mrs Ewing.
You stated, however, that Members will be advised of
the decisions of rhe enlarged Bureau and can make

Mrs Bloch von Blottnitz (ARC).

(DE) The last

-

speaker has said exacrly whar I wanted to say.

Mr Elliott (S).

Mr

President,

I

hope that the

- consider this matter, will bear in
Bureau, when they
mind that whilst securiry is imponant, there are some
politicians who seem to Le orei-obsessed with the idea
of securiry and rhat if we allow considerations of
security to reach the point where open, democradc
governmenral and parliamentary procedures cannor be
properly carried our, rhen we defeat the whole object
of open democrary. That is what many of us are concerned about.

If it is suggested that anybody who comes to speak to
this Assembly requires a degree of security that will
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prevent open democratic panicipadon in our proceedings by the public, then I think that is something that
s,e cannot possibly accept.

(DE) Mr President, I wish rc put
Mr Gautier (S).
to you a request -which you could perhaps forward to
rhe appropriate quarters. \flhen the American Presidenr comes, it would be a good thing to give priority
to the journalists who are always here that is, to those
who are also here when President Reagan is not and
not ro the many American and other journalists. That

consider how photographers who will be in the Cham-

ber at that moment should be marshalled? You will
recall that on previous occasions there has been something of a scrummage down there, and it would be
helpful if instructions could be given so as to prevent
any unseemly behaviour.

will pass on your highly pertinent
President.
- I
remarks to the Bureau, Mr Pearce.

would be at least a gesture of counesy towards the
journalists accredited here.
3. Adjoamment of the

(Apphuse)

All the observations made here
Prcsident.
forwarded -in good time to the Bureau.

will

be

Mr President, while the enlarged
Bureau is considering the matter, could it also please

Mr Pearcc (ED).

session

the session
President.
- I declare adjourned
European Parliament.

of

the

(Tbe sitting closed at 10.15 a.m.)t

I

For items relating to Dcclarations entered in the register
under Rule 49, forwarding of resolutions adopted during
the sitting, and darcs of the next pan-scssion, see Minutes.
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